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PREFACE 

I 

.lN this series an attempt is made to treat the CoNTINENTS OF THE 

WORLD from a double point of view. From the one, emphasis is laid 
only on what seems to be the essential individuality of the particular 
continent, e.g. the peninsular character and influence of Europe ; and 
areas which seem to be not quite typical, e.g. the British Isles and 
Russia, ar~; treated in outline .or with detail on such points only as 
have direct relation to that individuality. For similar reasons the 
countries of the core-Germany, Austria-Hungary, and Switzerland 
-are no"t treated in quite the same way as those of the circumference. 

From the other point of view, in treating the typical political 
units, ·considerable attention is given to their political subdivisions, e.g. 
the Roman provinces ofFrance or the modern Swiss cantons, especially 
when these illustrate principles or processes that are clwracteristic 
of the continent. Much emphasis is laid on the political unit, because 
I find it just as dijftcult to picture clearly the pr·ecise limits of a 
natural region-in Professor Herbertson's sense-as I find it easy 
to picture the delimited frontier of a civilised State. It is almost 
always the political control that gives the dominant note in the most 
important areas; and, as the method of treating such areas should 
in each case, as far as possiM!,,..be .... tfftPropriate .t~ the dominant note, 
the political unit cannot be marilisuiloidinate ·without more being lost 
than is gained. 

Besides, to most of us Geography seems to have neither mean-:
ing nor value apart from Man; and so we usually think in political 
units as far as human activities are concerned. For t~e name of a 
political unit, e.g. France or Japan, is far more than a mere label of 
an atom of artificially partitioned land·; it contains a whole world of 
suggestion and association, and is an epitome of all that makes a 
nation-of things achieved,-of a type in art and literature, in science 
and politics,-of an ideal, the passionate desire to preserve and 
perpetuate which is the only thing deserving the name of patriotism. · 

v 
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I have attempted, too, to carry out an old conviction that 
geographic details are illuminating only when viewed as instances 
of world-processes, and that therefore the geography of any large unit 
should be approached through its world-relations. In this connection 
I think that nothing else possesses a tithe of the helpfulness inherent 
in the theory of the tetrahedral deformation of the Earth. The fact 
that some competent mathematicians believe that it has no sound 
physics or dynamics at the back of it, and assert that it has been 
wholly unfruitful in results, seems to me of less importance than its 
acceptance by so many great geologists, and its proved utility to 
geographers who approach their subject as essentially a human scimce. 

After assuming four previous stages in the life of the Earth-a 
consolidation of meteorites into a globular unit, the separation of 
mineral crust from metallic core, the condensation of vapour over that 
crust, and the buckling of it into positive and negative land-forms
we have still to account for the distribution of these forms having taken 
a definite character. The essential details that have to be accounted 
for, form a sequence of what Professor '). W. Gregory calls "four 
homologies" : the predominance of land in the Northern Hemisphere 
and sea in the Southern Hemisphere-the triangular. shape of the 
great physical units, whether land or sea-the alternation of aspect, 
land tapering southwards and sea tapering northwards, resulting in 
a nearly complete ring of land round the north and an absolutely 
complete ring of water round the south-and so the antipodal position 
of land and water. 

Any theory which attempts to account for these facts of distribu
tion, has to deal with an Earth exhibiting the suggestion of four 
triangular faces which meet in six edges and project in four coigns; 
and such a distribution is essentially tetrahedral. Every spherical 
body which shrinks owing to contraction of its core, tends to become 
tetrahedral, for a sphere combines minimum surface with maximum • 
•unlume, while a tetrahedron combines maximum surface with minimum 
volume; and collapse at one point must react at the antipodal point. 
But no body with a structure like that of the Earth could become a 
complete tetrahedron while rotating at a speed similar to that of the 
Earth. On the contrary, it" must pass through alternate stages of 
collapse towards the tetrahedral, emphasising vertical lines in periods 
of violent disturbance, and of recovery towards the spherical, emphasis
ing horizontal lines in periods of relative quiet. 

In the case of the Earth, as long as the crust was thin, any 
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shrinkage of core could only wrinkle the whole surface into forms that 
must always have been relatively " old"; but, as the crust thickened, 
active movement would be confined more or less to lines of weakness, 
which would be crumpled into forms that we may still call "young." 
And all the time, though the relative positions of land and water 
might change, the water held on the Earth's surface by attraction 
must always have collected where areas of crustal settlement decreased 
the distance from the centre of the mass. That is to say, many of 
the phenomena that have afficted Man most-from the influence if 
the Himalayan uplift on the development of turf-forming grasses, not 
suited to huge mammals, to the concentration of volcanic activity at 
angular joints of great segments of the Earth's crust-have light 
thrown on them by this tetrahedral theory. They thus become simply 
examples if a law instead of isolated items that burden the memory. 

Apart from any theory, too, it is in practice the painful and 
almost daily experience of glass-blowers that glass balls, when almost 
perfect, collapse into forms which definitely reproduce the relations if 
positive and negative land-forms on the face of the Earth ; and the 
process is known in the trade as "tetrahedral collapse." 

I have,. therefore, adopted the theory as a working hypothesis. 

II 

My use of the word wyr, perhaps, needs some explanation. A 
large part if the volume was originally used in four courses of lectures 
which were attended by a considerable number of practical teachers 
-some I200 in all; and this modified my choice of both material 
and method. For I took advantage if the opportunity to urge that 
Geography, when studied as a synthetic and human science, is the 
most valuable of all educational agents except Literature; but that, 
7phen it is studied as an ultra-analytical and non-human-almost an 
inhuman-science, both its attractiveness and its educational value 
are minimised. Indeed, public support, which is still much needed 
for the subject, is only alienated by a vainglorious splitting of ultra
analytical straws. 

But it happens tha't most if the persons who have been most 
active in this direction, have neithe,. actual experience if teaching 
nor the teacher's regard for the right use of words; and they have 
been active also in support of a reckless nomenclature. Yet, if the 
Mother-Tongue and her Literature must always have the first place 
in true education, no other subject-not even if it can claim the second 
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place-may misuse that Mother- Tongue. For instance, to claim the 
exclusive use of such adjectives as high and low fir any one of the 
several sciences in which they have a very special meaning, is an 
obvious impertinence ; and to claim further the right to use them as 
nouns, and to speak of a high and a low, is a gross prostitution of 
the English language which no body if English teachers will sanction. 
One's willing admission that anti-cyclone is awkward does not 
lessen the offence; nor does there seem to be an excuse for it, at all 
events in Geography. 

We have had in our language for the last 6oo years the ward 
wyr. It was originally applied-e.g. by Robert Bruce and King 
Edward I.-to an instrument used in the defence if a city-wall. 
This machine, heavily weighted, moved downwards and outwards in 
a circle; and on the outskirts of its circuit it might, and often did, 
cause considerable disturbance. 

Again, whirl is more English than cyclone; and wind-whirl 
has the great advantage of suggesting-to young pupils-" whirl
wind." As these words in their full meaning cover all important 
"anti-cyclonic" and "cyclonic" phenomena, I have used them now for 
some years in lecturing ; and I have retained them in this book, 
especially in the more general portion. I may add that even pupils 
who are already familiar with cyclone and anti-cyclone, seem not 
only to have no kind of dijficulty in adopting the suggested alterna
tives, but even to get from them an easier familiarity with the 
phenomena themselves. 

III 

I am grateful to Messrs. A. & C. Black for their courtesy in 
allowing me in several cases to adapt material from my ScHOOL 

TEXT-BooK OF GEOGRAPHY, and to Dr. Scott Keltie and Professor 
R. A. Gregory for kind and valuable criticisms on manuscript or proof. 

I think that the names of all those to whom I am conscious of debt 
'Wtll br found mr:ntitmed in thP. text or in footnotes; but there must be 
many others to whom I am indebted with;ut being conscious of it. 

Far most of the diagrams I am indebted to Mr. T. Alford Smith 
and Dr. H. R. Mill. 

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, 

LONDON. 

L. W. LYDE. 
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CHAPTER I 

WORLD-RELATIONS 

IF the educational value and the economic utility of Geography, as 
a "human " science, are alike concerned with the making of mental 
pictures, perspective becomes at once an aU-important considera
tion ; and, if the physique and the climate of the great continental 
units may-on a working hypothesis-be intimately related to the 
process by which a cooling sphere is deformed towards the shape 
of a tetrahedron, the first step towards linear perspective is through 
a survey of W odd-relations. 

The W odd-relations of Europe are both physical and climatic. Physical 
As soon as· the secular cooling of the Earth began to modify its Relation. 
essential spherical characteristic of maximum contents with minimum 
surface, causes outside the practical concern of Man decided that 
the horizontal "triangle" of the tetrahedron should lie in what we 
now call the Northern Hemisphere. This involved a wide extension 
of land-surface into high latitudes and a marked tendency to 
uplift along the edges of the horizontal "triangle," such uplift in 
the particular geometrical form being necessarily about two-thirds 
of the distance from the common apex of the three perpendicular 
"triangles" to the opposite pole of the original sphere. It was 
fundamental, therefore, that the mass of the land in the Northern 

• Hemisphere should have a marked east-and-west lie,-that its 
specific expansion should be poleward,-and that its most marked 
tendency to. uplift should be fully- rzo 0 from the South Pole
actually between 37o and 45° N. 

As the process of deformation matured, the sag in the centre of Sequence 
each "triangle" and the uplift of the ~tdges became emphasised ; of Forma. 
and we infer a natural sequence, the oldest folds of surplus crust 
merging generally in areas of lower elevation towards the sag and 
in lines of higher elevation towards the edge. So our World-relation 
involves, in the case of Europe, a belt of old folded highland 
merging northward in a vast area of lowland and skirted southward 
by a line of Young Folded Mountains. 

~ B 
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The inevitable reaction from this process of maximum uplift 
further involves a complementary line of maximum depression-on 
the side away from the older folds and more or less parallel with 
the crest of the uplift. This prepares us for a considerable area 
of inland sea stretching east-and-west, probably broken into sections 
by old crusta! blocks, such as form the core of the Iberian peninsula 
and the islands of Corsica and Sardinia ; and round the margin of 
the intervening sections of sea, on the side away from the uplift, 
we expect the pressure of the foundered blocks to excite volcanic 
and seismic phenomena, as round the south of the Tyrrhenian and 
the JEgean seas. 

The precise form of each belt in this sequence depends not only 
on the underlying structure, but also on the forces that have been 
acting on that structure, and on the time during which that action 

Genera\ plan of wind-system. 

has been felt. In other words, the World-relation of the continent 
is climatic as well as physical. In the nature of things, an area 
lying on the eastern side of a great ocean and poleward of 37°-45° N. 
must have warm wet S.W. Anti-Trades blowing normally towards 
it ; and thus two fundamental conditions for the presence of ice on 
a large scale-high latitude and heavy precipitation-are guaranteed .• 
This would be the case even if there were no permanent wind-whirl 
(or low-pressure area) off Iceland-a possibility demanded by the 
assumption of some geologists that there could have been no wide 
glaciation unless the oceanic circulation had been interrupted by 
the existence of land and the vertical circulation of the atmosphere 
consequently much ::~r~e!er;ted by "Cvlliinemai" intluences. -

Precipita- "\Ve assume, then, heavy precipitation, cyclonic or otherwise, 
tion. over the north-west of our area, leading to wide glaciation-at all 

events over the higher parts of the area; and, while all the higher 
ground, especially our ridge of Young Folded Mountains, may 
have had more or less independent centres of glaciation,-the Rhone 
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valley having been covered with sooo feet of ice-the great centre 
must have been where maximum rainfall and minimum temperature 
were combined. This occurs where the great lowland is skirted, on 
the brink of the Atlantic, by the Scandinavian highlands ; and from 
this the ice-flow must have "radiated," and did radiate. 

Again we are prepared for certain results. We are prepared :Results of 
to find, e.g., that the great weight of ice depressed the north-west ~lacia· 
of the area, probably in many places below ocean-level,-that the tlOD. 

regular wind-wyr (or high-pressure) movement over the interior 
lowland in winter would distribute glacier-silt to form loess, 
especially to south and south-east of the maximum extension of the 
ice-sheet,-and .that the progress of the ice-sheet up-hill towards the 
south would be slow and short. This last consideration would 
lead us further. All pre-glacial organic forms which survived 
at all, must have migrated southwards before ·this ice-sheet; but 
the high ridge of Young Folded Mountains was also glaciated, and 
sunward of it was the complementary sea-filled depression. This 
double obstacle to movement southward and the narrowness of the 
belt between the two areas of glaciation suggest that we shall find 
relative poverty of native flora and fauna, owing to wholesale 
massacre in the Great Ice Age. Naturally, this is specially 
characteristic of Scandinavia. 

But the question of precipitation is of supreme importance quite Swing of 
apart from its relation to the action of ice. The most important Wind
single phenomenon in World-climate is probably the swing of the system.. 
wind-system with the sun, leading to a swing of the rain belts and 
rain seasons. The northward movement of the sun in the northern 
summer carries the source of the Trade-winds north of the great 
tableland deserts, which lie in the broadest parts of the perpendicular 
"triangles" of the tetrahedron in latitudes south of 37°-45°N. 
Indeed, the deserts are largely caused by the Trade-winds, which 
are not only cold and dry so near to their source, but also. moving 
from colder to warmer latitudes, and therefore able to hold more 
moisture than they can get. We are prepared, then, for an area 

• of summer drought in Southern Europe; and this must have 
accentuated the poverty of the natural flora and fauna. 

For, obviously, any plant or animal association must flourish Transi· 
best where conditions are most favourable to it; and, therefore, tArion 

h · · b f 1 · d'ffi 1 ea.s. any sue assoc1atwn must e most power u , t.e. most 1 cu t to · 
oust, in its natural zone. But in the tr;msition area between one 
natural zone and the next no natural association can be as stable 
as inside one or other of the natural zones ; and thus these 
transition areas must have afforded early Man special facilities for 
pushing in himself and his domestic plants and animals. The 
most marked of all these areas is that between the Trades and the 
Anti-Trades, t".e. the "Mediterranean" latitudes; and in the case 
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of the actual Mediterranean basin, as we have seen, other causes 
had already led to relative poverty of natural flora and fauna. 

Outside the poleward limit of the Trades, we may expect that 
the Anti-Trades should bring unfailing supplies of rain throughout 
the year; but the same kind of continental conditions which 
favoured a glacial sheet in the Great Ice Age, may favour semi-glacial 
conditions every winter. In that case the interior lowland will be 
covered with a sheet of cold heavy air, into which it will be 
impossible for the warm light air of the S. W. Anti-Trades to intrude. 
Only in summer, when the interior heats up and actually attracts an 
inflow, will these warm light winds be able to bring their burden of 
rain inland. 

Columbus' tirst voyage. 

·Again we are prepared for certain results. We are prepared to 
find, e.g., that wheat-growing is much encouraged on the interior 
lowlands by early summer rains,-that the summer-drought greatly 
favours fruit-growing in the lee of the Young Folded Mountains
that the complementary character of the seasons north and south 
of these mountains, with its necessary accompaniment of comple
mentary crops, must have led to intercourse between the two areas 
in very early times. 

Weather- One other point remains. We expect that the oldest foldings • 
ing. of crust will have weathered most, and that their weatherings will 

h:we gravitated northwards. If so, the lowlands will be modified 
chemically and physically owing iu the distribution-by wind, 
water, and ice-of the denuded materials ; and the old folded 
highland will have been carved by deep sinuous valleys and other 
signs of a river-system that is complex because imposed on a base 
appropriate to vastly different conditions in ages long past. 

World So far as the distribution of land on the Earth is concerned, 
Site. the western end of this old folded highland marks approximately 

the mathematical centre of all the habitable surface; and, so far as 
the distribution of water is concerned, it is the point from which 
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Trade-winds carry away in summer, and to which Anti-Trades bring 
back in winter, over the narrowest and most important ocean on 
the face of the earth. To this the Discovery of America and 
the commercial history of England are significant and explicit 
corollaries; it also involves implicitly the conditions under which 
cryptogamic vegetation came to be buried under submarine mud 
in the process of being converted into coal, and under which land
locked basins came to be cut off so completely from the ocean that 
they became salt enough to be the source of the great salt-beds of 
Europe. Cf. p. xo. 

All things considered, these are the two most important minerals 
in the modern development of Europe. 
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CHAPTER II 

REGIONAL RELATIONS 

WITHIN the World relation is the more intimate regional one, the 
local environment; and, in the case of Europe, the more important 
aspects of the precise site and surroundings are rather climatic and 
economic towards the north-west, and rather physical and political 
towards the south-east. The latter was the more important histori
cally; for before the particularist Nomad of the ocean margin had 
expanded westward in his ships, the patriarchal Nom ad of the 
continental steppe had expanded westward on his horse. 

Oceans of sea and Saharan sand isolated the essentially European 
area on the north, the west, and the south. Only on the east was 
there a natural physical link with a neighbouring continent; and across 
the only part of this link which is neither mountainous nor forested, 
the Caspian Sea stretches the barrier of 7oo miles of water from 
north to south. The character of the unforested lowland to the 
north of the Caspian is due largely to its emergence from beneath 
the waters of the Arctic Ocean-an emergence so recent geologically 
that the seals in the Caspian still retain almost all the normal 
" Arctic " characteristics. The low, smooth surface of this exposed 
sea-floor,-the desiccation involved in the disappearance of the 
great southward expansion of the Arctic Ocean,-and the constancy 
of icy winds in the winter from the Siberian Pole of Cold, all com- • 
bined to preserve this Ural-Caspian gap as an easy steppe road 
into Europe. Mr. Mackinder has justly called it "The Geographical 
Pivot of History." 

The name Asia (Asu = "Sunrise") was originally cuulined to the 
plains behind Ephesus, whilf all to the west of the .iEgean might be 
called Europe (Erib = "Sunset"); and, of course, the .iEgean itself 
made an unmistakable western frontier to Asia in this limited sense. 
In the larger sense, Asia, as a great home of Man, is separated from 
Europe, as another great home of Man, by this very thinly peopled 
steppe. The northern route into Europe over this lowland steppe 
from the "Land of the Horsemen," which was followed by the finer 
types of Yellow man,-Huns and Magyars, Bulgars and Finns,-

6 . 
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is easier than that southern route over the plateau steppe, from 
the "Land of the Camel-men," which was followed by the Turks. 
But the environm~nt of both routes was pastoral and patriarchal, 
favourable only to nomad shepherds, eaters of meat and cheese, 
fighters for grass and water; and any decrease in rainfall meant not 
only scantier supplies of water and grass, but also an increased · 
percentage of bright sunshine, such as has, by its nerve-stimulus, 
largely accounted for the great movements of people over the vast 
grasslands of the world, whether steppes or savanas. lt was in the 
great cycle of drought, between 400 B.c. and 6oo A.D., that hunger 

EUROPE 
English Miles. 

Lzoo 400 6oo Soo 

Distribution (in hours) of bright sunshine. 

and actinic stimulus gave birth to the epoch-making migrations of 
Goths and Huns and Vandals, and to similar movements in Arabia, 
Persia, and Kashmir, of which Mahomet's was the most important. 

The separation of Europe from Asia is, therefore, historic rather Independ
than geographical, political rather than physical; and-although, as ence of 
a matter of fact, at the summit of fohe two Trans-Ural railways, Europe, 
as on the summit of the Dariel Pass, there are sign-posts with 
"Europe" on one arm and "Asia" on the other-the weakness 
of any politico-historic influences is shown by the fact that the 
nominal frontier in the east runs neither along the Urals, where nci 
continuous crest can be marked out at all, nor along the Caucasus, 
where the crest is a typical piece of sierra. It is, indeed, a mere 
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compromise between geographical and political conditions; and 
where it is most important, at the Ural-Caspian gap, it is partly the 
course of the Ural river, i.e. a line towards which human movement 
is attracted from both sides rather than one from which human 
movement is diverted in opposite directions. 

At the same time that specific development of the continent 
from the south to which its practical separation from Asia is due, 
had its own geographical base. 

The earliest debt of Europe to its southern neighbour was 
incurred in prehistoric times. The initial movements of the little 
brown-skinned, long-headed Gondwanas-as we may call primeval 
man-must have been entirely longitudinal, or at least isothermal, 
z".e. roughly east or west from the primeval race-home; and sub
sequent movements into Europe must have been much easier for 
the African branch over the two or three " Mediterranean" land
bridges than for any Asiatic branch across-or even round-the 
Kirghiz Sea. Indeed, two of the land-bridges, the "Italian" and 
the "Greek," led through a climate that was very favourable to the 
progress of early Man, being too transitional to encourage strong 
associations (cf. p. 3), and being kept equable by the great expanse 
of sea (now largely converted into steppe and desert) that stretched 
north-eastward up the Aralo-Caspian depression and south-westward 
over the Shari-Congo basin. It was, therefore, inherently probable 
that remains of very early Man would some day be found round the 
northern end of these bridges, i.e. on the Riviera, at Gibraltar, in 
Croatia, and that most progress should be made in those parts of 
the continent which had been earliest populated. Recent develop
ments in the attitude of Historians to "Minoan" and "pre-Minoan" 
civilisation confirm the geographical probability. 

Once the surface of the globe had approximated to its present 
condition, this Mediterranean area was still likely to favour progress 
in many ways. Its latitude guarantees absolute freedom both from 
continued high temperatures and from even occasional extensions 
of extreme cold; at the same time it involves alternate participation 
in purely temperate conditions, as dependent on the rainfall regime • 
of the Anti-Trades, and in essentially tropical conditions, as depend
ent on the desiccating influence of the Trades. 

In ihls area early ~.1an ;vas :;pec!!!.!!y f:1voured, therefort\ hy the 
absence of the most adverse climatic condition, a hard winter; for 
the mountain uplift to the i\Orth protected him from the harshest 
phenomena of the so-called temperate zone, while the sea to the 
south preserved every year an almost tropical temperature long after 
the summer drought had given place to winter rain. There was, 
therefore, no frost to cut down crops, nor was there pressing need 
for fatty nitrogenous food. At the same time, the rainfall was so 
distributed as to check the growth of dense forest: there was no 
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''closed association," for the struggle was not so keen_ that no new 
species could force its way in; nor, on the other hand, had the 
land been left intractable as the result of glaciation. 

These two considerations are of great importance. North of North v. 
the Alps, even after the forest had been largely cleared, it took South. 
centuries for the ill-drained surface ·to become really fit for human 
habitation, so that it remained a land only of hunters and foresters 
long after southern Europe had been settled by tillers of the soil. 
And in that southern area, as the drought came just when the heat 
was greatest, and as the rainy season was cool, luxuriance of vegetation 
was impossible ; for half of every year in the contest between man 
and nature, nature was passive or at best drowsy, and during that 
same period no tropical rain forbade man to make use of his most 
deadly weapon-fire .. 

Even so the case is understated. Far from tropical scenes of Social 
senseless competition, species are social ; and, as these social species Species. 
included such food-plants as the olive and sweet-chestnut, man 
could find his daily food near at hand and in great abundance. 
Life thus became stationary, or at all events man had a fixed home, 
in which things could be kept; and at once savagery, with its lack 
of family ties and family goods, gave place to a civilisation based on 
the accumulation of wealth and the transmission of experience. 

With the development of 'human activities in historic ages, the Drought 
sea and its non-European hinterland were still favourable to progress. Control. 
That hinterland included practically two areas in which the summer 
drought was so much extended as to be almost· permanent drought, 
with a consequent imperious necessity for irrigation ; and in each 
case the area was provided with a river-system the most conspicuous 
feature of which was an annual and beneficent flood. The most 
elementary processes of surveying the flood area-a natural and 
necessary occupation-involved the discovery of arithmetical and 
geometrical principles, as the beneficence of the flood involved an 
absence of cloud by day and by night ; and the attraction of the 
stars to those who spent the night on the flat roofs appropriate to a 
rainless land, led to an early application of the arithmetic and 
geometry to the study of the stars. 

Again, when Egypt and Mesopotamia had thus supplied the The 
dwellers on the Levantine coasts with a scientific basis both for Levant. 
navigation and for evolving a system of weights and measures, the 
Phcenician trader was still specially f4lvoured by the geographical 
conditions of the area. Not only is the sea practically tideless, 
but it is also exceptionally safe· at night; for the ordinary sequence 
of "land and sea breezes" is greatly quickened by the cloudless 
skies, and must involve off-shore drift at night. Nor was this all. 
In the clear air that is typical of the Mediterranean basin, the 
mountain peaks of distant lands were seen so distinctly-as Cyprus 
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can be seen from the Phcenician coast-that they must havt! 
been at once a main incentive to early voyages of discovery, 
and an inestimable aid to navigation in days before the invention 
of any nautical instruments. The Peiias de Europa, though not 
actually on the Mediterranean, were for ages "The Lighthouse of 
Europe." 

In early times, then, the Mediterranean race Jived under 
conditions that did not strain their infant powers; and those of 
them who lived on the warm temperate shore had every opportunity 
of receiving stimulus and civilisation from their more advanced 
relations on the subtropical shore. It was an additional advantage 
that the intercourse was by sea, as that-in strong contrast to the 
steppe route in later times-favoured the inflow of ideas rather 
than people. 

The very ease of life and navigation in the south, however, 
though favourable to early activities, was destined to be a drawback 
with the advance of civilisation, so that within zooo years the 
centre of civilisation had moved to the north-west of the continent. 
There survival was only to the strong and fearless, and the most 
helpful features of the coast are the best proof of the hard conditions 
of life. Thus, it is specifically where a fractured plateau-scarp is 
exposed to wild storms and heavy precipitation in high latitudes 
that the combined action of ice "and torrents develops such a 
nursery of mariners as a fiord system. Again, where the plateau 
gives place southward to plain, navigable rivers can give access to 
and from the ocean; and where the tough, old, folded highland is 
abruptly severed in the Armorican peninsula, abundant traces of 

· Viking blood still show that the ria was a good substitute for the 
fiord. 

But all these things are more or less subordinate to the funda
mental fact that we have here a piece of Atlantic margin; and the 
slight variation in the width of the S-shaped Atlantic suggests, 
even on a political map, that the shape bears no relation to the 
grain of the enclosing lands. On the contrary, these are abruptly 
cut short seaward-obviously as in Norway and Newfoundland, 
Brittany and Brazil, or otherwise, as where the North European 
plain drops from its submarine 10o-fathom terminus. This ignoring 
of essential feature-lines has two important results which react on 
each other. The one is a great variety of coast-fiord and ria, 
estuary and gulf, penim•.!h ~.nd islanri ; the other is access to and 
from an immense hinterland. 

Here is the fundamental distinction between the Atlantic and 
the Pacific. The latter has had a simple history, its surrounding 
mountain-lines having been folded up continuously as its floor 
sank ; and so its form is simple-a vast basin the edge of which 
is almost everywhere backed by mountains and festooned with 
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mountainous islands. The Atlantic has had a complex history, 
in a succession of subsidences which broke across the grain of the 
land; and so its form is complex, finding its epitome and climax 

Floor of Atlantic, showing feature-lines. 

in Europe, a "Peninsula of peninsulas." As the two basins are of 
approximately the same size, the smaller ocean must have the 
larger hinterland ; and, having much the easier access to that 
hinterland by reason of its varied coast-line, it must be much the 
more important economically. 
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The influence of such conditions on Man must naturally have 
been greatest where the conditions were most emphasised, i.e. in 
Europe; and in this connection the water-forms and land-forms 
are equally important. Geographically, a sea-fishery is the only 
firm foundation for a mercantile marine ; and its essential condi
tions are profoundly favourable to the rise of pure democracy, based 
on the equality of man and man in the jointly-owned boat, and the 
equality of man and woman in the common home from which the 
fisherman is absent so often and so long that dual control must be 
evolved. No doubt, the depth and other conditions make the 
Mediterranean deficient in marine life of economic value, as it is 
in tidal power; but the North Sea is one of the finest fishing 
grounds on the face of the globe. The Atlantic tides are so 
strongly felt in the shallow enclosed area that there is great rise 
and fall of water-level in the long estuaries which feed the sea with 
river-mud and its accompanying fish-food, and the upper and lower 
strata of the water are so mixed as to make an absolutely homo
geneous unit ; the slightly submerged banks, especially the Dogger, 
are ideal fishing centres, having deep "pits" into which the fish 
can "drop" in cold or stormy weather; and the abundance of 
river-mud discharged into the sea, especially towards the south, 
where the shores are most densely populated, makes the submarine 
" deltas" ideal fish-nurseries. Cf. p. I 6. 

The land-forms, on the other hand, are predominantly peninsular ; 
and, in the nature of things, peninsulas are essentially semi-sub
merged highland or mountain areas. They enjoy the climatic, 
commercial, and strategic advantages of a sea environment; but, 
unlike islands, their apparent unity of form is negatived by the 
normal presence of a mountain back-bone, which throws off human 
activities, like river-systems, in opposite directions. And, as their 
relative excess of length over breadth makes them difficult to govern 
from a single centre in early times, and gives them considerable 
difference of climate 1 and consequently of economic interests at the 
extreme ends, they are found to be adverse to political unity. This 
led to great variety of development between peninsula and • 
peninsula as well as within the limits of. each ; and this variety 
led in turn to natural intercourse and mutual interchange of ideas 
and products. 

Agaiu, the area of the peninsulas is relatively small; but the 
climatic conditions were fa'l()urable to the growth of population in 
early times. The natural result was that the population reached 
"Saturation- point" somewhat prematurely, and the only remedy 
was emigration. How great the facilities for this were, may be 
gauged from the estimate that the development of coast is 

1 The normal direction of the great peninsulas (N.-S.) implies great latitudinal 
variation of climate. 
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sufficient to give one mile of coast to every 7 5 square miles of 
land; and the political importance of this was greatly increased 
by the fact that the chief "peninsulas show very marked differences 
of relief and climate, with corresponding differences of products 
and their attendant occupations. The various geographic units, 
therefore, not only developed more or less independently of one 

. another, but also on independent lines ; so that the varied outline 
and the varied surface of the continent were reflected in a variety of 
social and political types which was very favourable to the progress 
of civilisation. 

Under such conditions the Atlantic margin of Eurasia developed Atlantic 
a civilisation widely different from that of the Pacific margin,- ~ivilisa.
a civilisation essentially based on variety, mobility, change; and tlOn. 
this difference has been reflected in almost all the normal activities, 
e.g. the art of the two areas. Geographically, art is the child of 
energy and leisure, indolence and bustle being equally adverse ; 
and the prime defect of Western art reflects the peninsular environ-
ment of the artists. For the constant and rapid changes of life, 
with their concomitant changes of artistic ideals and fashions, have 
never given time for any one phase to develop a system of decoration 
completely suited to its subject-matter. In the Orient, on the 
contrary, Man's art, like his life, has known so little change that 
it has slowly evolved forms perfectly adapted to their subject and 
their functions. 

• 
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CHAPTER III 

MARGINAL AND MIDLAND SEAS 

THE development of Europe, then, is intimately connected with its 
surrounding ocean and seas ; but in this respect the White Sea and 
the Caspian have been of little importance, for the exposure to icy 
N. and N.E. winds in winter, the amount of fresh water sent down 
into them by rivers, the shallowness of all the White Sea and of the 
"European" part of the Ca~pi::m, cause them to be ice-bound for 
months every year, while the isolation, by latitude, of the White 
Sea, and by physique, of the Caspian, have further helped to 
minimise their utility. The Baltic and the Black Sea are more 
useful, but anywhere east of a line roughly joining the two great 
harbours of Copenhagen and Constantinople conditions are 
relatively unfavourable. 

Black Sea. In the case of the Black Sea, for instance, there are practically 
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few of the fishing phenomena which are the natural basis of com
merce. It seems that, when the original crustal convulsion opened 
up the Bosphorus chink between the salt Mediterranean and the 
relatively fresh Euxine, the heavy salt water rushed into the latter 
and flooded its lower levels, killing off the native "fresh-water" 
fauna. One result of this was that the heavy salt water was suffused 
with sulphuretted hydrogen, and the lower layers have become 
lifeless. On the other hand, navigation is encouraged by a warm 
surface current, the ultimate result of somewhat complex conditions. 

In winter the surface water reaches freezing-point, though it 
does not actually freeze except near the coast ; and the reason for 
this is that the temperature of maximum density in the. relatively 
fresh surface-water is considerably above 3 2 ° F. At this temperat-ure, 
tlH::u, the heavy, chilled watel' sinks down on to the still heavier, 
though warmer, salt layers. 

This locates the minimum deep-temperature in intermediate 
levels (zs-so fathoms). But when the greatest amount of fresh 
water is being discharged by the Dnieper and other large rivers, 
there is such a surplus as to give rise to a strong current of cool 
fresh water out of the sea. The pace and relative lightness of this 

14 
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keep it naturally in the centre and on the surface of the Bosphorus 
channel, while a counter current of warm salt water drifts into the 
Black Sea along the shores and on the bottom of the channel. 
This warm, salt, shore current not only keeps the strait unfrozen 
except at the rarest intervals of extraordinary winter cold, but also 
materially influences both the climate and the actual operations of 
navigation in the Black Sea. It is already divided into two before 
it leaves the Bosphorus, and this division is maintained in its 
passage over the shallow "North-European" (cf. p. 22) floor of 
the Black Sea, so that one branch eventually penetrates between 
the outflowing waters of the Dnieper and the Dniester to Odessa, 
while the other skirts Sebastopol. It is thanks to this that the 
Odessa harbour is seldom frozen up for more than a few days, and 
so the city is able to make full use of its position between two 
rivers whose mouths are intricate and difficult to navigate, and 
whose fresh waters are easily frozen. 

The Baltic is still more important, especially in the history of BalticSea. 
civilisation. Its physical boundary is the partly submerged plateau 
on which Rugen and the Danish islands stand, and up to which 
there is a perceptible tide, amounting to I 2 inches at Copenhagen ; 
and the somewhat similar Aland ridge cuts off the Baltic proper 
from the Gulf of Bothnia. These submarine barriers have important 
effects on the circulation of the water somewhat similar to those in 
the Black Sea. Thus, the circulation inside the Baltic ·itself is 
mainly superficial, the heavier salter layers being so much blocked 
in as to be almost stagnant-a condition which is again adverse to 
marine life ; but, as the Baltic-like the Black Sea in a less degree 
-receives much more water by rain and river than it loses by 
evaporation in such a latitude, over these stagnant strata there is 
a fresh-water current out into the North Sea except when the S.W. 
wind is blowing strongly. · 

Owing to the rotation of the Earth this current hugs the Baltic 
Swedish coast; and, being dependent on the summer rain and the ~ircula.
melting of snow and ice, it varies so much in volume that there tlon. 
is an inflow of what is called "Bank water" from the North Sea 
from September to April. This inflow, which seems naturally to 
come mainly from the. deeper northern parts of the North Sea in 
late winter and early spring, and mainly from the shallower southern 
parts in the autumn and early winter,-and which is independent of 
a constant undercurrent into the Baltic of normal North Sea water,-
has an important relation to the fi.shing.industry. 

Of course, extremes of temperature increase to the north and Ice-bound 
the east; but, except north of the Quarken Narrows, the interfer- Coasts. 
ence with traffic is less than might be imagined. Even in the 
Gulf of Finland, which is ice-bound for about I 5o days every 
year, important traffic can be, and is, carried on by means of ice-

7504 
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breakers. In hard winters the island-studded Aland Strait is 
covered with ice strong enough for heavy traffic; and the coasts 
between the strait and the Quarken Narrows are frozen up every 
year except where, in occasional years, ports with some exposure to 
Atlantic winds from the west and with salt "pits " to the east of 
them, e.g. Hernosand and Oxelosand, may remain open the whole 
winter (cf. Windau and Libau). Otherwise, even between Stockholm 
and Visby, navigation is usually stopped from Christmas to Easter; 
and in severe winters there may be a good deal of loose, drifting ice 
in the Kattegat. In the last 2ooo years the entire sea has been 
frozen over perhaps half a dozen times-for instance, King Charles 
X. certainly marched his army across the Belts in 1658-and, with 
the constant accumulation of river-borne silt, the shore-waters are 
becoming so much shallower that they are more and more suscept-' 
ible to frost. 

North Sea. West of the Copenhagen-Constantinople line conditions are not 
only favourable, but actually very stimulating, to human activity, 
especially in the North Sea. This may be regarded as a shallow 
and often stormy sea which slightly covers, and entirely surrounds, 
the large low " plateau " of the Dogger Bank ; and, in the lee of 
this bank, the bed of the sea, which is part of the continental shelf 
having a fairly regular slope down from south to north, is scarred 
with a series of local depressions such as the "Silver Pit," the "Sole 
Pit," the Coal Pit, etc. 

Southern The whole area may be divided into· three parts, all of which 
Division. converge on the Skager-Rak. The south is the shallowest, with 

an average depth of only 20 fathoms; and, except in the pits, no 
part of the sea south of the Dogger has a depth of 30 fathoms. This 
southern section is flooded, especially from the south-east, with 
quantities of deltaic mud, alive with the small organisms that make 
the best food for young fish. It is, therefore, an ideal breeding
ground for fish; and its shores have naturally become the homes 
of amphibious races, such as the Frisians and Saxons, the English 
and the Dutch. The Dover Strait is so narrow, and this part of the 
sea Itself is so shallow, that the temperature of it is controlled 
mainly by the air above it. It is, therefore, relatively cold in 
winter, when there is normally a cold outflow of air and water 
from the North European piain aud its ri..-cr::, :md s0 wil'ltPr 
trawling is largely confined to the "Dogger"; while in summer 
the shallow waters off the continental coast are more frequented. 
At all times, however, the titles so mix the upper and lower layers 
and the oceanic and continental waters that this shallow section is 
more or less homogeneous to the bottom. 

Central The central section is roughly parallel to the east coast of 
.Division. Scotland, and has an average depth of so to 6o fathoms; and, 

as it is chilled towards the east in winter, and freshened 
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towards the east in summer, and as the tide moves so1,1th-

,t ·"' 

ward more slowly through the shallower Scotch waters than through· 
"the deeper Norwegian waters, conditions are more f~vourable 
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both to the fish and to the fishermen on the west than on the 
east of the Long Forties Banks. This central section, like the 
southern, owes to the northern section its main supplies of the 
Atlantic element, which fills the "pits " with denser, because salter, 
but warmer water. 

The tide enters this shallow, marginal sea from both north-west 
and south-west, and in conjunction with the currents determines the 
site and the season of the fisheries,-the herring fishing beginning 
off the Shetlands in June, and ending off Yarmouth in November,
as well as the position of the chief harbours and the inducements to 
fish. For over such a sea-floor the height of the tide determined 
both the area laid bare by the ebb, with its supplies of stranded fish, 
and the distance of the ports inland. And, as the southward tide 
naturally hugs the British coast (cf. p. 15), while the northward tide 
works eastward, a circulatory motion is set up which is profoundly 
important in the distribution of fish. 

The eggs of all the more important fish except herring float, and 
sea-fish begin to spawn when their food-supply begins to increase, 
i.e. in late spring and early summer, when the warm, salt, oceanic 
water is drifting food southward along the Scotch east coast. At 
the same time the inflow of cold and fresh water is driving the fish 
away from the east and towards the west shores of the sea, so that 
this western area is specially the spawning ground. The circulatory 
motion, therefore, carries the eggs away from England to the deltaic 
muds of the Dutch coast; they are hatched on the journey, and 
arrive at their destination as enormous shoals of tiny fish. Here 
their numbers produce such over-population that the food-supply 
(though very large indeed) soon begins to fail, with the result that 
the larger and stronger fish tend to migrate westward. From time 
immemorial, therefore, this must have drawn the finest fish towards 
the English coast,-even adult plaice being known to travel 200 

miles in one season,-a fact of prime significance in the develop
ment of the . English fishing industry and its dependent mercantile 
marine. 

The part played by the Mediterranean has been very different~ 
Not only does its basin form a distinct natural region between the 
Alpine uplift and the Sahara wastes ; but also the sea itself is four 
times as long as it is wide, a great commercial advantage which has 
made it one of the great "high road~ uf civilisation.!'!' Irs tempera--=-.. 
ture, salinity, and circtflation are, therefore, of relatively little 
moment, although, as a matter of fact, the tide at Venice sometimes 
reaches the height of three feet. Obviously latitude and distance from 
the Atlantic make the salinity and the temperature of the surface 
water decrease from the south-east to the north-west, except below 
the level of the sill which separates the Atlantic from the Mediter
ranean and forms the floor of the Straits of Gibraltar. Through 
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these straits, as through the Dardanelles, there is a current of 
relatively fresh surface water into the Mediterranean, where the 
excessive loss by evaporation and the small contribution from the 

· rivers lower the surface-level and increase the salinity. There. is a 
salt undercurrent outwards ( cf. p. I 5 ), but the inward surface 
current is much the larger and the stronger; Indeed, it was the pace 
of this current that wrecked the ill-fated Utopia off Europa Point, as 
it is the weight of the out-current and the height of the Gibraltar 
sill which prevent the deep "Arctic'' waters of the Atlantic from 
bringing their life-giving oxygen into the Mediterranean. 

Both the north-western, warm-temperate, mountain-girt basin Two 
and the south-eastern, sub-tropical, gulf-girt basin have more pro- Ba.sins. 
nounced articulation of outline and better economic outlets on the 
European than on the non-European side ; and in each case there 
is an island pivot. From the natural centre of Sardinia-held in 
turn by Carthage and Rome, Goth and Byzantine, Vandal and 
Arab, Emperor and Pope, Aragon and Austria- Port Mahon 
invites to the Balearic islands and the Ebro valley, as Corsica does 
to the Apennine passes and the Lombard plain, or to the great 
through-route of the Rhone valley. So the natural centre of Crete 
-held in turn by Greek and Roman, Saracen and Crusader, Venetian 
and Turk-commands the east-and-west bridge of the Cyclades 
and the north-and-south waterway of the £gean to and from the 
Black Sea and the Morava confluence with the Danube. Sicily, on 
the shallow saddle between these two deep basins, was the natural 
key to both, and was therefore held in turn by every dominant 
Power-Carthage, Greece, and Rome, Saracens, Normans, and 
Angevins ; and its command of both shores of Italy, and their 
relations respectively to Genoa and Venice, gave it as much political 
importance in ancient times as its natural fertility gave it economic 
importance, especially as an exporter of grain. 

Since the opening of the Suez canal and the development of Suez 
prairie agriculture, however, the position has changed. :For the Route. 
whole produce of ·Sicily is absolutely immaterial to the world's 
gl"ain-market; and, on the other hand, the Suez route is unlike most 
other great water-thoroughfares, for it does not admit of Great Circle 
sailing, nor is it really oceanic. It is essentially a coastal route, fed 
from a number of "bays"; and the length of these leads to the 
development of a number of foci, e.g. Barcelona, Marseilles, Genoa, 
Naples, etc., more or less subordinate to a f~w others placed roughly 
on the horns of each "bay," e.g. Gibraltar and Malta (cf. Aden and 
Colombo). All the Mediterranean coastlands are notably lacking in 
coal, but all along the European shores there are so many heavy 
cargoes out that cheap coal comes in everywhere; for instance, 
coal is carried past Algiers to Constantinople at a lower rate than to 
Algiers itself. 
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The climatic influence of the Atlantic is indissolubly bound 
up with its economic influence, especially its facilities for commerce. 
In days when nautical instruments were very roughly made, and 
when ships were so few that there was little or no fear of collisions 
except in the Narrow Seas, it was a great advantage that the 
continental shelf drops to abysmal depths so abruptly 200 miles 
west of Land's End that there is a change of colour and of move
ment in the surface layers of the ocean,-a change so marked as to 
be unmistakable to the experienced eye. In later days, when 
artificial aids to navigation were multiplied, the Faroer plateau not 
only cut off the Atlantic-by the Wyville Thomson ridge-from the 
icy Arctic waters of the Norwegian Sea, but also provided a base 
for such a light as that of Rockall-with its curious resemblance to 
a ship under full sail, due to the dark stone of its hull-base being 
covered at the higher levels with the guano of billions of sea-birds. 
And, with the present development of international commerce, it 
is at least equally important that where the opposite coasts (of 
Newfoundland and Ireland) approach within the minimum distance 
of I7 5o miles, there is a somewhat similar submarine ridge, the 
use of which is betrayed by its name of The Telegraph Plateau. 

These advantages are emphasised by the fact that the Atlantic 
is by far the saltest of all the oceans, and that the maximum salinity 
in the North Atlantic occurs north of the tropic between the 
Sahara edge and the Dolphin Divide-the centre of which is 
marked approximately by its highest elevation in the Azores. A 
drift of relatively high salinity is therefore found to the east of the 
Dolphin Divide in Anti-Trade latitudes the whole way from the 
tropic to the Faroer ridge; and the influence of the Anti-Trades 
themselves, of the warm Gulf Stream Drift, and of this high salinity, 
cause icebergs to be practically unknown anywhere inside these 
limits. 

Again, in days when steamers were unknown, the circulation of 
air over this same section of the Atlantic had an intimate relation to 
the history of geographical discovery. For the demand for air to fill 
the "vacuum " caused by the violent up-current over the heatoo 
desert of the Ibero-Saharan plateau so emphasises the normal down
current over the cool ocean that the wind-wyr round the Azores 
is abnormally large and strong ; and the direction and regularity of 
the rotating winds not l1T!ly account fer the cxcelk;IIct: of the port~. 
wine of the neighbouriflg coasts, but also provide that coast with 
a direct and unfailing link between the outward Trades and the 
homeward Anti-Trades (cf. p. 5). 

With the substitution of coal for sails, and the consequent power 
of going "straight" independently of all winds and currents, 
the European harbours with the best access to coal are found to 
stand on or near a Great Circle which makes the shortest route from 
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Liverpool to Panama pass relatively" quite close" to such important 

harbours as Halifax (N.S.), Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Balti
more, Norfolk (the U.S.A. coaling station), Havana, and Kingston. 

• 
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RELIEF 

EuROPE is divided naturally into two distinct areas-a northern 
area of lowland, blocked westward by the old folded highlands of 
Scandinavia, and a southern area of old folded highlands, ribbed 
southward by young folded mountains ; and the distinction is not 
limited to the land forms, but applies also to the marginal and 
midland seas. The North Sea, the Baltic, ~nd the White Sea, are 
all shallow encroachments of the ocean on the northern lowland, 
not one o£ them more than 6oo feet deep except i.n occasi.ona\ 
troughs or pits ; the Mediterranean, the ·Black Sea, and the Caspian, 
are all due to subsidences, and each of them has a depth of fully 
6ooo feet over quite a large area. 

The Caspian and the Black Sea have a special interest in this 
respect, because they actually contain submerged parts of the 
d~viding line between the two areas. Thus, the geologically recent 
foundering of the "Black Sea" has abruptly cut off the European 
Balkans from their continuation in the Yaila Dagh, and the Yaila 
Dagh from their continuation in the Caucasus ; and the latter 
range is abruptly cut off from the Asiatic Balkans by the subsidence 
of the "Caspian." In each case to the north of the divide, as in 
the Sea of Azof and the northern basins of the Caspian, the depth 
never exceeds 6oo feet, and is typical of the northern lowland; 
and the land link of the Manych Depression between the two seas• 
corresponds exactly to that of the Swedish Lakeland between the 
North Sea and the Baltic, as the freshness of the North Caspian 
water-which is quite drinkable-parallels thllt of the Bothnian Gul£ 

Longitu- There is an equallv imnort~_ut, but not ~c cbvio-us, strud.ural 
dinal - division between east ~mi .;est, the eastern half consisting of un-

'Division. 
folded lowlands-where even earthquakes :are unknown-merging 
to the north-west in an ancient mountain-system worn down into a 
peneplain, while the western half (west of 20° E.) consists of ancient 
"block and basin," merging to the south-east in young folded 
mountains, where there are at least four centres of volcanic activity, 
and earthquakes. are an every-day occurrence. 

22 
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The relation of this longitudinal division to the latitudinal ~ivisions 

explains what is most significant in the arrangement of the land m reMan. 
forms of the continent so far as man is concerned. Thus, we have 

the North European or Swedo-Finnish nenenlain flankerl ~~>::~.w:ml 
by the Scandinavian Highlands and merging -landward in the east 
European or Russian lowland, while the Mid-European or Franco-
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German peneplain is flanked seaward by the Alpine system, and 
merges landward in the Great European plain. In both cases the 
relatively speedy contraction of the cooling interior of the earth 
left areas of the crust unsupported, and therefore bound eventually 
to tumble in; but in the one case the crustal section was rigid and 
fractured cleanly, while in the other it was flexible and crumpled 
into folds. In the one case, therefore, a fractured block has been 
so exposed to climatic influences as to have isolated man in the 
fiord environment which is the best nursery of individualism ; in 
the other, sections of the folded chain have collapsed bodily, or 
odd links have been so worn and weakened as to give maximum 
facilities for human intercourse-by such gaps as that between the 
Pyrenees and the Alps, or such passes as those of the Simplon 
and St. Gothard. Further, the rigidity of the old Mid-European 
peneplain intensified the folding of the young Alpine chain to such 
an .extent that whole blocks on the margins of the folds subsided ; 
and here we find, therefore, small but profoundly fertile plains, as 
in the 2o,ooo square miles of the" Lombard," or the 4o,ooo square 
miles of the " Magyar" plain. 

These, however, are mainly covered with alluvial soils; and 
alluvial soils are less lasting than the glacial and more mixed soils 
north of the Alpine folds. The fertility of these "strong" soils 
is due to the great variety of rock from which they have been 
formed in unglaciated areas, or to the direct action of glaciation in 
so mixing soils. And the great Scandinavian centre was in this 
respect much more influential than any of the subordinate centres, 
e.g. the Alps, not only because there the ice-sheet was thickest 
and most active, but also because the finest and most fertile glacial 
drift could, when dry, be transported by wind over a great plain. 

Obviously, the dryness could only accompany a wyr movement 
of the atmosphere, in which the wind moves in the same direction 
as the hands of a clock; and, therefore, the glacial silt would 
naturally be drifted all over the central plain, the burden of silt 
becoming lighter and lighter as the wind moved westward. It 
was inevitable, therefore, that the deepest deposits of loess would • 
be to the south-east of the Baltic, but that deposits might be found 
as far west as Normandy. .. 

Again, where the maximum southward extension of the ice 
(roughly 50° N.) left a series of lake-studded hills in latitudes 
where such an environment was very favourable to the growth of 
deciduous forests, dried hu!nus was carried along with the glacier 
silt-to Russia, Hungary, and Rumania; and this not only 
increased its fertility and its power of holding water, but gave it the 
dark colour to which it owes both its name of Black Earth and 
its power of attracting heat. On the north Alpine foreland, how
ever, such a clockwise movement of dry air could do little more 
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section, gives a line of least resistance for the railway from Ufa to 
Chelyabinsk. 

The total area occupied by the Alps, Carpathians, and Pyrenees 
is scarcely greater than that of the Scandinavian Highlands alone ; 
but, instead of being a lonely block, this Mediterranean system is 
essentially part of the great line of young folded mountains which 
stretches from west to east of the Old World, and played such an 
important part in the early distribution and specialisation of Man. 
Its influence has, however, been very different at different parts of 
the line; for instance, within the nominal frontier of Europe the 
two terminal sections are widely different from the Alps. 

The essential difference can be almost summed up in the state
ment that the control exercised by the Pyrenees and the Caucasus 
is specifically of a sierra type. Both are markedly straight, adhering 
closely to the normal east-and-west "tetrahedral" line. Both have 
a narrow crystalline axis which causes them to maintain a great 
average height, the Roncesvalles Pass being about 4ooo feet and 
the Col de la Perche well over sooo, while the Dariel is nearly 
8ooo, and the Marmison-between the headwaters of the important 
Rion and Terek basins-over gooo ; and in each case the approach 
is complicated by the fact that on the gentler slope some of the 
highest summits stand well out from the main axis of the range, e.g. 
the extinct volcanoes of Elbruz and Kasbek on the north of the 
Caucasus, and Perdu and Maladetta (Nethou) on the south of the 
Pyrenees. In each case, too, more or less transverse spurs are so 
developed as to give a series of culs de sac of the "glacier-cut 
cauldron" type which is called a cirque; and in the Pyrenean 
cirques the Christians held out against the Moslems in just the 
same way as, though with more success than, the Moslems held out 
against the Christians in the Caucasian cirques. To-day the 
Caucasus area contains representatives of very nearly every race 
and every language in Eurasia, and Andorra remains an independent 
republic in the Pyrenees. 

Both systems agree, too, in the historic accident of having been 
truncated so abruptly that even round their ends access is far from. 
easy, though the line from Derbent to Baku has an easier route 
across the Apsheron peninsula than the west~m line has fium 
Ekatorinodar to N ovorossisk, as that from Perpignan to Barcelona 
via the Col de Perthus (8oo feet) has an easier route than that 
from Bayonne to Pamwona. Catalan speech is almost pure 
Provenr;al, and the modern industries of Barcelona are largely 
Provenr;al in origin as well as in character. 

Further, the two systems agree even in their influence on the 
longitudinal movements of population ; for the easier access round 
the east end, which is partly due to the fact that both dissipate their 
energies eastward in developing width-in a double line-instead 
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of concentrating them on a single upward growth, led to the Pre
Roman and Pre-Russian populations moving westward for safety. 
This westward movement took them into a land of so much heavier 
rainfall that the soil on the southern exposure in the lee of the 
range is enormously productive and largely covered with forest. 
Thus, the western end of the Pyrenees has an " Atlantic " rainfall 
of 5 feet, while the eastern end has a "Mediterranean " fall of 
scarcely twice 5 inches. This is exactly paralleled in the Caucasus, 
but the forest· growth is even denser, being almost jungle, partly 
because of the better shelter in the lee of the higher range, and 
partly because 6f the greater abundance of underground water. 

This, indeed, involves•one of the few differences between the Pyrenees 
two systems. Both are curiously devoid of the lakes which are so v. Cauca.
typical of glaciated areas, and are such a protection from floods on sus. 
the lower land ; but, while the limestone in the Caucasus absorbs 
the precipitation and passes it on so evenly that not only is the 
range-so far as the limestones extend-forested to the very top, 
but also waterfalls are practically unknown, in the case of the 
Pyrenees the upper streams become so much involved in the longi-
tudinal folds of the 'range that they can only escape at rare intervals, 
and then in the form of a cataract. This flows generally over the 
edge of a cirque, as at Gavarnie, where there is a fall of 15 15 feet. · 

The total result is that-in spite of the typical sierra narrowness Cross 
of the ranges,-in spite of the high snow-line even on the northern Co~muni
slope (about gooo feet),-in spite of the smallness of the glaciers, ca. ton. 
all the goo in the Caucasus not having a larger total area than the 
J ostedalsbrae alone,-in spite of the fact than the Segre valley leads 
directly up to the Col de la Perche as that of the Terek does to 
the Dariel pass,-in spite of the fact that in other parts of the world 
railways use passes a mile higher than the Dariel and nearly two 
miles higher than the Col de la Perche-no railway has hitherto 
been built across either range. 

The old connection between the Pyrenees and the Caucasus has Fold 
been severed so sharply and in so many places that the comple- Gaps. 

• mentary areas of summer-rain and summer-drought in Europe have 
always had more or less easy intercourse, such as is ·most 
effective in the development of civilisation ; and both the gaps in, 
and the varied course of, the connecting uplift are due to the same 
cause-the superior toughness of the older foldings. These tough 
old blocks are really just the roots of the old mountain system; and 
the pressure from the south which forced up the flexible young 

·folds was never great enough to overcome the resistance of the 
older rock to the north. Thus, the abrupt truncation of the 
Pyrenees shows that the range once extended eastward ; but the 
tough, massive block of the " Cevennes " plateau kept it so far to the 
south that the eastward extension was involved in the subsidence 
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of the · western basin of the Mediterranean, and thus the Lower 
Rhone valley became the chief link between central and southern 
Europe. 

To the east of the Cevennes plateau the absence of resistant 
rock allowed the young Alpine folds to make a marked bend north
wards j but this was cut short by the tough "roots " of the Vosges 
and Black Forest blocks, and the Alpine extension was forced east
ward to the south of them. Once past this obstacle, another north
ward bend was inevitable under the constant pressure from the 
south, to be again cut short by the Bohemian plateau, which also 
forms part of these Variscan fragments, as they are called. Still the 
field was not clear, for the low platform of western Russia belongs 
to the same resistant series, and obstructs rather than guides the 
Alpine development, so that the Carpathian extension was forced to 
bend southward round the western scarp of the platform; and a 
southward course was then maintained right up to the old block of 
which the Rhodope mountains are the chief relic. This again 
involved the eastward bend of the Balkans, which were abruptly cut 
short by the subsidence of the Black Sea, as the Pyrenees were by 
that of the western Mediterranean. 

Along the western edge of this " Rhodope " block, as along the 
eastern edge of the old Iberian meseta, the Alpine energy was able 
to escape j and the Nevada-Atlas remains of this movement are 
looped up to the Alpine centre via the Balearic islands and the very 
young Apennines, as the Dinaric-Pindus remains of it are looped up 
via Crete and Cyprus and the Taurus to the Caucasus terminus. 

Where the earth's solid crust is formed of angular segments 
with great difference of level, as where the Calabrian and Tunisian 
upfolds converge on the abysses of the western and eastern basins 
of the Mediterranean, or where the Balkan and Anatolian segments 
converge between the abysses of the eastern basin of the Mediter
ranean and the Black Sea, there conditions are found favourable to 
the manifestation of volcanic and seismic phenomena. 

To the west of the Black Sea subsidence, as of the western basin 
of the Mediterranean, there is what may be called a reactionary • 
westward loop of the main Alpine west-to-east line ; and at the 
critical point in the course, in each case, the loop was strained to 
breaking-point. Through the one gap the Danube gave a second 
great link between Southern and Central Europe, and through the 
other the Straits of Gihr~.lt:!r g::t;:c Southern Burope access to the 
Atlantic. 

A short survey of the general line of the Alpine uplift suggests, 
then, that the widest development of the system will be found where 
the tough old blocks lie farthest north, and that within this wider 
area, i.e. the Alps proper~ the folds will have a short northward and 
then a long eastward lie. Further, between the folds there are 
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likely to be deep longitudinal valleys, which should form the main 
channels of the hydrographic system ; and where the back-pressure 
of the old rock to the eastward is felt, i.e. in the eastern half of the 
Alps, there is likely to be such dislocation of strata that "faults" 
may be more conspicuous than folds. 

Captain H. V. Knox has illustrated very simply the relation of Fold v. 
the Alps to the old blocks on the west and north. On a table Block. 
covered by a thick cloth lay two books in the relative positions 

D 

shown in the accompanying Figure: 
"A" to represent the Cevennes 
and "B" the Bavaro-Bohemian 
block. Place the hands flat on 
the cloth at C, and push the cloth 
towards D; it will at once ruck 
up into folds which are essentially 
similar to those of the Alps. 

These· folds in the case of Internal 
the Alps are of different types of Divisions. 
rock, the two inner folds being of 
crystalline rock and the two outer 

being of sedimentary rock. The two lines of crystalline rock are 
separated by a belt of mixed rock representing the older divisions 
of geological time known as the Age of Fishes and the Age of 
Reptiles ; and farther to the west and north the rock is Mesozoic 
and Tertiary, representative of the Age of Reptiles and the Age of 
Mammals. We generally divide the surface of Switzerland,· there
fore, into four belts running approximately S.W . ..,.N.E., i.e. between 
Lake Geneva and Lake Constance, and separating typically Romance 
and Teutonic peoples with typically Roman Catholic and Protestant 
creeds. The southernmost belt is a double band of crystalline 
rock ; to the north and west of this comes a belt mainly of lime
stone ; this is followed by the sandstone plateau of the Aar basin, 
which rises to the limestone ridges and valleys of the Jura. 

In the inner crystalline belt we see the short northward lie in Inner 
the Cottian and Graian Alps, and the long eastward lie in the Crystal
Graian, Pennine, and Lepontine Alps; and the double-headed Dora line Belt. 
Riparia separates the Cottian and Graian, serving the one by the 
Genevre Pass and the other by the Mont Cenis, as the double-
headed Dora Baltea separates the Graian from the Pennine, serving. 
the one by the Little St. Bernard Pa~ and the other by the Great 
St. Bernard, and as the double-headed Toce-Ticino separates the 
Pennine from the Lepontine, serving the one by the Simplon and 
the other by the St. Gothard. One of the trifles which are often so 
significant, because at first sight so immaterial, suggests a comment 
on the value of this double-headedness ; the junction of the two St. 
Bernard routes on the Italian side seemed to the Romans so 
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important that they called their military depot at that point Augusta 
-the modern Aosta. 

In the outer crystalline belt we see the short northward lie in 
the Pelvoux and Mont Blanc masses, and the long eastward lie in 
the Bernese Oberland (crystalline only east of the Gemmi Pass) 
and the Alps of Glarus ; and the double-headed Isere separates the 
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Dauphine Alps from those of Savoy, the so-called "Mont Cenis" 
tunnel tapping its Arc tributary by burrowing under the Col 
de Frejus, while the sedimentary rocks along the whole northern 
face of the eastward lie have been eaten away to form the great 
longitudinal valley that is, occupied up to the Furka-Pass divide · 
by the I sere and the Upper Rhone, and down from the Furka by 
the Vorder Rhine and the Inn. On the sandstone plateau of the 
Aar basin glacial activity has left such typical morainic lakes as those 
of Geneva and Lucerne at the outer foot of the crystalline belt, and 
those of N euchatel and Biel at the inner foot of the limestone Jura. 

The conditions emphasised so far are essentially those peculiar Eastem 
to the Western or Franco-Italian Alps and the Central or Italo-Swiss Alps. 
Alps ; and one fundamental distinction between these and the 
Eastern or Austro-Italian Alps is found in the fact that in the 
western and central sections there is really only one ridge to be 
crossed between the northern and southern plains, while in the 
eastern sections there are really three ridges, though the central one 
is of predominant difficulty. It is natural, therefore, that ·the 
eastern rivers should more often rise in glacial lakes, as in the case 
of the Inn and the Adda, while the western rivers should more 
often flow directly from the glaciers. Further, wher'e maximum 
exposure to the north is combined with maximum access-up the 
great longitudinal valley-for the west winds, there we should find 
the greatest glaciation ; and it is only natural, therefore, that all the 
longest glaciers (Great Alet~ch, the Unter-Aar, and the Fiesch~r) 
should be in the Bernese Oberland. 

Now, though it is contrary to nature that a cry~talline crest Passes 
should be easily worn down,-as witness the great snow-dome of 
Mont Blanc, the buttressed wall of Monte Rosa, the square pyramid 
of the Matterhorn, the triangular pyramid of the W eisshorn,-the 
normal activity of glaciers intermediate in character between the 
dry rigidity of the tropics and the constant fluidity of the Polar 
regions, can easily pare away the. sides of a crystalline rang'e, 
especially towards its ends. And it was the thinness of the ends of 

• the inner crystalline range that favoured the cutting of tunnels under 
the Simplon and the St. Gothard to replace the carriage roads which 
go over them at heights of just under 66oo feet and just over 6goo. 
The Simplori tunnel, though the longest (over 12 miles), has the 
easiest gradient; but the route in olden days involved too ·great a 
detour between North and South, and was therefore less used than 
the St. Gothard and the Brenner routes, which-like the Mont 
Cenis and Great St. Bernard-have been in constant use for zooo 
years. The most significant comment on the character of a 
transverse section of the Simplon route and on the imperative 
necessity ·of avoiding a detour is offered, perhaps, by the fact that 
the success of the Simplon tunnel has absolutely necessitated its 
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practical continuation (in the Lotschberg tunnel, 9 miles), so as to 
shorten the route between London and Genoa by three hours. 

Another effect of the old glaciation, almost equally important in 
facilitating communication, is the arrangement of all the typically 
U -shaped valleys in steps with broad floors. In the side valleys 

Swiss tunnels. 

these steps down from i.lJt': overhanging lip of the valley are usually 
marked by magnificent waterfalls, which in modern times are a 
great source of " power"; iJ.nd above the lip is a bench or platform 
on which fine glacial silt makes a peculiarly fertile soil easily 
irrigated from the still existing glaciers. This is the real alp, where 
the altitude forbids any vegetation except of a lowly kind, but 
makes this-on the "loess "-of the finest possible character as food 
for cows. Similar· alp pastures occur on the steps in the main 
valley, thus minimising or localising the difficulties of the ascent, 
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and providing natural facilities for the presence of houses and 
supplies of food. 

The origin of these discordances, or steps, is fully dealt. with in Protection 
Professor Garwood's article on the Protective Action of Ice; 1 but of Ice. . 
their ultimate economic importance is connected with the fact that 
they represent an old overflow of ice from an intermont basin or 
valley, in the course of which the sides of the basin or valley were 
so cut down that steps on opposite sides of the range were frequently 
joined by a double glacier-cut gateway or pass. 

The St. Gothard focus deserves a little more attention because St. 
of its relation to the whole river-system. - The chief rivers of the Gothard. 
area follow the west-and-east valleys, but their regime has enabled 

Swiss river-system. 

them to cut back their heads to such an extent that the Rhone and 
the Rhine have now reached opposite sides of the St. Gothard mass. 
•At the same time rivers are naturally thrown. off northward and 
southward from the main east-and-west axis of the system, e.g. the 
Ticino and Reuss; and this tendency affects even the great 
longitudinal rivers directly they come between strata of different 
resistance, so that the. crystalline mass of Mont Blanc diverts the 
Rhone across the softer limestone into L1fke Geneva, as the Rhine 
crosses it into Lake Constance. 

The four rivers in question have now cut back their valleys to 
the common centre of the St. Gothard, which has much the 
heaviest rainfall in Switzerland (over So inches), The economic 
importance of this is obvious; and its political importance may be 

1 Cf. R. C.S. /oumal, September I9Io. 
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gauged 'from the choice of Andermatt, at the crossing of the Furka 
and St. Gothard roads, for a divisional head-quarters of the Swiss 
army. 

Jura. With increase of distance from the source of pressure in the 
south-east there is a decrease of both energy and complexity; and 
in the extreme north-west the Jura present a profound simplicity, 
being just a score of parallel folds, every upfold being a ridge and 
every downfold a valley. This has materially hampered transverse 
traffic, though the elevation nowhere reaches 6ooo feet ; and there 
is still need of some miles of tunnelling to "join up" the shortest 
route between Calais and the Lotschberg, and avoid the detour 
through the Weissenstein tunnel. 

Eastern A great contrast to the simplicity of this Franco-Swiss section is 
Alps. offered by the Austro-Italian Alps to eastward of the great transverse 

Typical piece of Jura. 

depression marked by the middle courses of the Inn and the Adige, 
linked by the Brenner Pass (4470 feet). The feature-lines still run 
roughly east and west; the predominant line is still crystalline; and• 
it is still flanked by a longitudinal, river-threaded depression. But 
the energy, instead of being concentrated, is dissipated in a fan-like 
expansion which is more pronounced than even that of the eastern 
Pyrenees and eastern Caucasus, and which more than doubles the 
breadth of the effective ~arrier; this is naturally accompanied by 
such a decrease in height that even the crystalline High Tauern 
scarcely reaches 12,soo in the Gross Glockner; and the medley of 
faults and fractures has greatly complicated the river-system, as the 
number of comp~ratively small peaks complicates the foregrounds 
in the ordinary summit views. 

On the other hand, physical and climatic conditions are not un-
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favourable to movement whether human or atmospheric (cf. p. 57). The 
The furrow along the northern foot of the crystalline axis gives at Brenner. 
least 250 miles of comparatively easy railway route between the 
Arlberg Tunnel arid the Schober ; the somewhat similar " Puster 

. Dal-Drave-Mur" furrow to the south of the Tauern axis gives 
200 miles of good rail up to the Semmering, getting the through 
traffic from Aalberg to Vienna by the easy route round the Eisenerz. 
("Iron-ore") Alps to the great steel-working junction of Leo ben. 
Both these routes are, of course, tapped by the great transverse 
route through the Brenner, which owes much of its supreme im
portance to its character as a "saddle,"-bridging the broad double 
line of the central Alps, and so giving a single pass across a two
fold barrier,-but part of its importance to climatic causes. It is so 
low and so far from the Atlantic, and so much cut off from the wet 
winds by the loftiest region of the central Alps, the Bernina and 
Ortler groups, that the precipitation is exceptionally light, with 
consequently a relative freedom from snow impediments and 
avalanche dangers. Its importance may be gauged from the 
number of well-known passes which tap it, e.g. the J ulier and Albula, 
the Maloja and Bernina, the Stelvio and the Reschen-Scheideyck, 
all carrying carriage roads. 

Incidentally, too, the great valley has acquired importance from 
the ease with which it gives access to some of the most varied and 
beautiful types of Alpine scenery, e.g. bringing the wide lake-dotted 
floor of the Engadine into close relation with the atmospheric 
colour of the Dolomite pinnacles, the magnesian limestone having 
a typically pearly or vitreous lustre with under-colours of red, brown, 
green, grey, and even black, and weathering differentially into most 
fantastic forms. The effect is accentuated bv the differential 
fertility of the soft marl that is found alongside the hard dolomite. 

The Carpathians repeat some of the typical phenomena of the Car
Alps, but generally on a much smaller scale. For instance, the pathians. 
main crystalline axis is discontinuous, appearing in the Little 
Carpathians, Tatra, Central Carpathians, and Transylvanian Alps, 

·while the continuous outer sedimentary folds resemble those of the 
Jura, and the inner belt is largely volcanic. This last is the one 
point on which the Carpathians repeat Alpine features on a larger 
scale, for the volcanic belt which surrounds the south of the twin 
crystalline ranges of the Tatra, and accolljltS for the mineral wealth 
of the Gran basin, is much more extensive than that which skirts the 

·south of the Venetian Alps, where the intrusion of the volcanic is 
into sedimentary rock, and so naturally does not lead to any great 
mineral wealth. 

The chief points in 
are three in number. 
corresponds with their 

which the Carpathians differ from the Alps Alps v. 
In the first place, their greatest width Car-. 
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nearly 9ooo feet in Franz Josef, and the Transylvanian Alps reach
ing well over 8ooo in Bucsecs, Mandra, and Negoi. Again, unlike 
the rest of this Alpine system, on both sides and in all directions 
they abut more or less immediately on fertile lowlands, so that the 
position and height and climate of any passes became of great 
importance in very early times. Above all, owing to their relative 
lowness and to their distance from the Atlantic, they lack the 
magnificent scenery which is typically connected with glaciation, 
huge snow-fields and glaciers, bold peaks and high waterfalls being 
alike absent, while the typical Alpine lakes are replaced by the 
water-filled "cups" of the Tatra granite. Only in the beauty of the 
volcanic Matra group and in the grandeur of the granite Tatra can 
the Carpathians at all rival the Alps. 

Passes. The outer sedimentary zone, which forms the natural frontier of 
Hungary, though essentially continuous, throws off so many rivers 
in opposite directions to the lowland on each side that the range is 
passable at almost every point where two of these rivers diverge 
from the same part of the divide, e.g. the Gran and Poprad, the 
Vecsa and Opor, (i.e. practically the Vereczke Pass or "Magyar 
Gate"), the Theiss and Pruth (the Koros-mezo or "Tatar Gate"), 
and the Szamos and Goldene-Bistritz. In the extreme north-west 
the famous J ablunka ("Apple Tree ") Pass leads down the Olsa 
valley to the Oder, as in the extreme south-east the Tomos Pass 
leads down the Prahova valley, and the Roteturm (" Red Tower") 
leads down the Aluta valley, to the Danube. Eastward from the 
"Apple Tree" Pass the climate of the sedimentary zone becomes 
more and more favourable to tree-growth. The monotonous sand
stone of the East Beskids is redeemed by a covering of extensive 
forest; and it merges in the Carpathian Forest, the north-western 
buttress of Bukowina (Beech-Land), where the beech is the typical 
tree up to a height of 4ooo feet. 

The The rest of the continent may be roughly described as consist-
Plains. ing of z,ooo,ooo square miles of plain, with great variety of soil 

and considerable variety of climate. The centre and eastern areas 
of the " plain " are so level that it is possible to travel by rail from • 
Cologne to the Urals without going through a single tunnel ; and 
in the more backward eastern parts this has given exceptional value 
to the rivers for navigation in the summer and sledge-transport in 

_ the winter. The western half is undulating, but the higher standard 
of civilisation has inciuJ~::J <:xtr:::.crdinary progress in the art of 
tunnelling. 

There are areas along the North Sea and the Caspian which are 
below sea-level ; but in the one case they have been reclaimed by 
the energy of the•Dutch, and are protected by granite dykes where 
the natural sand-dunes of the low and windy coast are not continuous, 
while in the other they are due to the natural sinking of the Caspian. 
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The most valuable units are the Magyar Alfold, which was a sea in 
such recent ages that Transylvania is still rich in sea~flora, and 
small areas drained by man, such as the bed of Lake Copais and 
much of Italy. The draining of the Pripet-Beresina marshes in 
Russia, when completed, will add fully zo,ooo square miles of 
valuable agricultural land and greatly facilitate traffic, though it 
must decrease the strategic value of this "rampart. of White Russia." 

The most important feature in the distribution of this vast area Plain v. 
of plain is that its relation to the highlands has in no way deprived rig:
it of its essential character as a piece of Atlantic hinterland. For an 

8
' 

the distribution of the highlands puts no serious obstacle to access
climatic and commercial-to and from the great ocean, while the 
character of the highlands minimises the obstacle to communica-
tion between the northern and southern units of the continent. 

At the same time the intervening nucleus of ancient rock has 
special economic importance because of its characteristic richness 
in deposits of metal, particularly round the edge, and because of 
its equally characteristic relation to beds of coal in the younger 
strata that flank it ; and, of course, where the metal and the fuel 
are adjacent, as at Creuzot and Liege, great metallurgical centres 
were almost bound to spring up. 

Three of the geological factors involved have a geographical Line of 
significance. The scarp, as. the actual line of cleavage, marks the ~aximum 
l. f . d' b d h d' b h d fi . Dlsturb-me o max1mum 1stur ance ; an sue 1stur ance as a e mte ance. 
relation to the distribution of mineral wealth and· to the develop
ment of natural depressions such as offer "lines of least resistance " 
for human movement, e:g. the ·sambre-Maas valley. Moreover, a 
normal scarp gives, so to say, a section which betrays the contents 
of the whole block. 

But these old blocks are themselves only fragments of a great Residual 
mountain system which has been weathered down in the course of Falls. 
ages into a· peneplain.; and in this process any residual products 
must include the heaviest elements in the original mass, z'.e. the 
metals. These have not only survived because most difficult to 
transport, but they have also been concentrated ; and they are 
naturally most abundant in the outlying parts of the existing core. , 
Thus, iron and lead, copper and zinc, are found in the scarp above 
the Sambre-Maas gorge. 

Still more important is the fact that nearly all these deposits Subter
of metal are the result of igneous or agueous activity, the scattered r~~;n~an 
atoms having been first fused or dissoTved at considerable depths, RlBlngs. 

then transported to levels of lower temperature and lower pressure 
nearer the surface, and eventually deposited in cavities at no very 
great depth below that surface, because such cavities can exist only 
where there is no very great pressure. It is Olilly by a strong, iocal, 
exceptional agent, e.g. working chemically by heat and mechanically 
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by movement, that the earth's crust could have been, and still can 
be, drained of the metals that form such a tiny portion of it ; for
apart from aluminium, which forms about 8 p.c. of the crust, and 
iron, which forms about 4 p.c.-no other metal seems to form more 
than o.o7 p.c. (manganese). 

Solvent Most of the metal deposits of Europe have been precipitated 
Power. from aqueous solutions; and-however strictly meteoric water may 

be distinguished in theory from magmatic water-it is certain that 
the deep waters get some of their solvent power from carbonic 
acid, and that this must have been communicated to the superficial 
waters-and then passed on by them-from the decayed vegetation 
through which they percolated. Moreover, it is obvious that the 
mechanical erosion and the chemical corrosion of subterranean 
water depend largely on the pressure and the temperature, i.e. 
ultimately on the depth; and that, as the water cools and so loses 
its power to solve, it loses also its power to rise, to erode, and to 
carry. Consequently, as the hot spring rises by a "line of least 
resistance," e.g. a fault fissure - such as is quite obvious at 
Aix-la-Chapelle, where the "waters" (Aix =aqua) still have a 
tel])perature of from II0° F. to 136° F.-approach to the surface 
must involve first mineralisation of the transported elements and 
then deposition of them. 

Deposi· Where this final part of the journey is through porous rock, 
tion. e.g. the sandstone between Aix and Bonn, the metal may be 

distributed all through the strata ; where it is through very soluble 
rock, e.g. the limestone between Aix and Liege, it may be massed 
in a "cave " dissolved in the rock. But the essential facts are 
that heat and pressure favour solution, while decrease of either
still more of both-favours precipitation. The peneplain is the 
base of the old mass ; and the scarp not only gives a section of 
the contents, but is also the place where we expect to find both 
the residual metals from the higher levels of that old mass and the 
fault fissures which give the easiest line of exit for the subterranean 
waterways. 



CHAPTER V 

RELIEF CONTROL 

( 1) OJ Land Commum"cations. 

THE distribution of the chief features of relief is as favourable to Indirect 
communication by land, both directly and indirectly, as to com- Influence. 
munication by sea. The indirect influence is based mainly on the 
concentration of great variety of relief within small area, and the 
consequent variety of economic development. For each natural unit 

. of relief has its own natural product-plant, and beast, and man ; 
and, in each, life has depended on response to the prevailing control. 

In the case of man, necessaries of sustenance in any of these Occupa
areas have involved certain occupations, e.g. pastoral, involving tiona! 
d '1 f · 1 h b 'Jk d 1 · Control. a1 y care o amma s t at must e nu e at regu ar t1mes, or 
agricultural, in which there may be a rush of work followed by a 
spell of holiday. Such occupations perpetuated through generations 
develop certain fixed habits, which crystallise into definite character-
istics, e.g. a power of continuous application ·or a gift for almost 
superhuman effort on an emergency ; and these express themselves 
in social and political institutions, as when mere babes in Cornwall 
show, in their play, a power of controlling a gutter-torrent which 
only grows out of centuries of mining experience, or when con
stitutional government seems everywhere to have grown out of the 

• domestic organisation of a fishing race. Cf. p. r 2. 

The close proximity of different economic types, then, must Supple
have led in very early times to constant intercourse, to exchange mentary 
f d (b ) 

. Areas and 
o pro ucts arter and Ideas, and so to the development of Types. 
facilities for such exchange. And the position has been emphasised 
by the fact that the whole continent may be roughly divided into 
two supplementary areas, one of summer-rain and the other of 
summer-drought, with corresponding needs and products. 

The direct influence of the relief control is also best seen in a Direct 
comparison of the two areas, for the area of summer-rain includes Influence. 
practically the whole plain of Europe, while that"of summer-drought 
consists largely of mountainous peninsulas. 

39 
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The essential significance of the great east and west plain is 
implied in the statement, that it is possible to travel by rail from the 
extreme south-west of France, vz'a Paris and Berlin, to the extreme 
north-east of Russia without going through a single tunnel and 
without ever being 6oo feet above the sea. And it is precisely 

this fundamental fact th!t makes comparisons between Central 
Europe and England often so absurd. For instance, the nationalisa
tion and reconstruction of our canal system have been strongly 
recommended to the English public by utterly misleading statistics 
drawn from Holland and Germany. The Daz'ly Chronz'cle pointed out 
that the Aire and Calder Canal "could be made fit for all necessary 
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traffic at a cost of £ I,ooo,ooo per Ioo miles"; and statistics 
were quoted from the canal traffic between Berlin and Hamburg. 
But the Aire and Calder Canal is the levelest canal in England, and 
the access to fuel and water make it the cheapest to work; and, 
while there are only 3 locks in the 230 miles between Berlin and 
Hamburg, the average in England is I lock for every I 200 yards. 

From the Franco- Spanish frontier at Hendaye, where the East-and· 
Spanish 66-inch gauge. stops, a uniform S6k-inch gauge con- W~st 

. r W h h R . 6 . h b . B.allways. tmues as 1ar as arsaw, w ere t e uss1an o-mc gauge egms; 
and the line of through communication between, e.g. Bordeaux 
and Warsaw, offers a significant comment on the relief and on its 
relations to historic movements of people. By the gap of Charente 
and the gap of Poitou, along the northern foot of the Ardennes 
and of the Westphalian Highlands, crossing the Seine at the Isle 
of Paris and the Elbe at the Isle of Magdeburg, it follows ·the 
line of least resistance which, just because it is that, is marked 
by a series of great towns. Thus the line of least resistance comes 
to be the line of most utility. 

Every one of the important rivers crossed on this route is Rivers of 
navigable so far as relief is concerned. Thus, the Loire is naturally Plain. 
navigable far above Orleans, though its variation in volume, and the 
power of the flood from the crystalline upper part of the basin to 
choke up the lower course by debris torn from the Tertiary strata 
in its middle course, have forced regular navigation on to lateral 
canals; the Seine has a minimum depth of IO feet up to Paris, 
220 miles from the English Channel; ocean steamers ply regularly 
to the great junction of Cologne; the Weser is navigable to above 
the Westphalian Gate, near Minden ; and all the other rivers crossed 
are navigable to above the German frontier. The alternative route 
through Brussels and Hanover is based on historic rather than 
physical considerations, but its ease may· be gauged from the route 
of the great east-and-west canal system of Germany. 

The great foci of this west-and-east belt of rail are Paris, Berlin, Cross 
and Warsaw ; and it is important to notice their relation respectively Distances. 

• to the shortest distances ·across the continent from north to south. 
Obviously, these cross routes join the Baltic to the Black Sea and 
the Adriatic, and the North Sea to the Adriatic and the Lion-Genoa 
Gulf. And political considerations encourage duplicate routes. 
Thus, the direct distance from Odessa to Danzig is practically the 
same ( 7 so miles) as to Riga; but theeDniester valley leads to a 
route that is largely Teutonic, while . the Bug valley gives easier 
gradients through one that is wh?llY ·Slav. Again, the direct distance 
from Stettin to Trieste .is only s so mires, while .that from Lubeck . 
to Venice is 6so; but the detours necessary on the more easterly 
route make both routes actually the same distance (Sso), and the 
gradients from Germany into Austria by the Moravian Gate are 
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easier-and therefore strategically more dangerous-than those by 
the shorter Saxon Gate route, and the Brenner Pass was really 
easier than the Semmering. From the Narrow Seas the competition, 
both political and economic, is still more severe; and this gives 
special advantage to the route between Calais and Marseilles via 
the Rhone valley, which is both the shortest (not much more than 
700 miles of rail) and all French. On the other hand, the fact 
that Antwerp can approach the St. Gothard tunnel best via the 

Simple relief of France. 

Rhine valley minimises the 100 and odd miles of extra rail from 
Hamburg on the journey to Genoa, makiug Gc::1c:!. almos.t an 
outport of Frankfort-on-Main. 

Cross The chief cross routes, a:xcept the low 3oo-mile railway between 
Routes. Bordeaux and Cette, utilise the same lines of least resistance. 

The Orient express route to Constantinople threads the middle 
basins of both Rhine and Danube, again making Frankfort im
portant. In the west the parallel "Suez" route threads the Seine 
and the Upper RTlone basins. To the east parallel routes join 
Hamburg to Odessa by the Oder valley outside the Carpathians, vz'a 
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Berlin, Breslau, and Cracow, and Bremen to Constantinople by the 
Elbe valley inside the Carpathians, 11ia Dresden, Vienna, and Belgrade. 

Obviously, the shape of the continent makes the saving of Rail v. 
distance by rail over that by sea so great towards the east, saving Sea. 
4000 miles between Riga and Odessa, that even very inferior 
services by rail can still command the traffic; but in the west the 
saving is comparatively so small that the service must be good to · 
attract the traffic in anything except mails and passengers. As far 
as World traffic is concernerl, this is emphasised by the high dues 
on the Suez Canal, which are calculated to be equivalent-for 
ordinary freight-to at least I ooo miles of detour; and, on the 
other hand, uniformity of gauge has almost obviated break-of-bulk 
by rail, so that even in this respect sea-transport is losing its chief 
advantage for long-distance work. For instance, during mid-winter 
cauliflowers c;ome into Covent Ga.rden from Naples without break
of-bulk, the result being that they can be sold wholesale at about 
ten-pence per doze.n ! 

The position of inland waterways is little better, even in Canal 
countries so favourable to inland navigation as France and Germany. Watef 
For obviously the size of a lock varies with the water-supply, and Supp Y· 
the demands on the available amount are growing rapidly. In 
France, for instance, about 2 5 per cent of the total population is 
urban, and about 2 5 per cent of all the "power" used in mechanical 
industry is water-power. In Germany the urban population is 
nearly 30 per cent of the whole, and water-power is responsible 
for about 20 per cent of the total power. The demand for water 
is, therefore, increasing most in precisely those centres which the 
canals would feed. In other respects, too, canals are losing ground 
in the face of modern conditions and methods of carrying on trade. 
They are too cumbrous and immobile; especially in the matter of 
terminal accommodation ; it is difficult to maintain on them either 
speed or punctuality; and the modern trader prefers a quick.sale 
of small lots to the warehousing of a quantity for a considerable 
time. In this connection, it may be noted that in the United States 
~y I9IO more than 2ooo miles of the older canals had been 
actually abandoned. Cf. p. 2 I z. 

Two ·qualifications must be added. Where relief, as in :France, Link 
guarantees a reliable rainfall in the upper basins of rivers that are Canals. 
n_avigable for a large proportion of their total length, there canals 
may be most useful in joining the head-wat~rs of such rivers. Thus 
the navigable Saone is joined to the Loire via St. Etienne and to the 
Yonne via Dijon; France has over 5ooo miles of navigable river 
thus joined by 2ooo miles of canal. Similarly, the five chief rivers 
in Germany supply 5000 miles of navigation, linked by I 500 miles . 
of canal. • 

The other qualification is in regard to ship-canals, such as the 
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Manchester and Kiel canals. Such canals are essentially short 
links of deep water, either joining two neighbouring seas or extend
ing one sea inland. The· Manchester Canal extends sea-traffic 3 5 
miles inland and has a depth of 28 feet; the Kiel Canal crosses 
the 6o miles between the North Sea and the Baltic with a minimum 
depth of about 30 feet, saving two days on the sea-route between 
Kiel and Bri.insbi.ittel. 

These great thoroughfares illustrate the permanence of relief 
control, for they were the scenes of great movements of people in 
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The Kiel and Hanover Canals. 

early historic ages, as they have been of rail and canal developme;t 
in modern times. Apart from the evidence that prehistoric man 
had settied uti the !oess near Krems and on the N eusiedler See, 
the Danube was the most important of the early thoroughfares, 
because it essentially linj:s Europe to Asia. Huns and Avars, Slavs 
and Magyars, followed· it westward; Carlovingians and Bavarians, 
Crusaders and Habsburgs, followed it eastward. Indeed, ·the 
number of sanctuaries that line its Roman bank shows how im
portant a route it was from the days when, like the Rhine, it 
formed part of <he great Roman frontier against the Barbarians. 
The sites of Blenheim and Traunbruck, Wagram and Mohacs, give 
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similar testimbny. · In fact, as was po~nted out long ago, it was 
precisely the constant use of the valley. as a line of passage that 
made it unsuitable for a political frontier; so that, while its chief 
Alpine tributaries are peculiarly prominent as frontiers-e.g. the 
Iller between Wiirtemberg and Bavaria, the Inn between Bavaria 
and Austria, the Enns between Upper and Lower Austria, the 
Leitha between Lower Austria. and Hungary, the Drave between. 
Hungary and Slavonia, the Save between Slavonia and Servia-the 
main stream makes a great central line of attraction to which 
human activities gravitate, in Hohenzollern and Wiirtemberg, 
Bavaria and Austria-Hungary; and on it now stand no less than 
three political capitals. 

The valley of the Rhine, before the river became the Roman Rhine 
frontier, had been a great funnel for Celtic and Teutonic move- Route. 
ments; and the Romans, as Mr. Mackinder says, bequeathed to the 
French the theory that it was the natural frontier of France, and so 
laid the foundation of its political importance during the last 1 ooo 
years. That importance is largely summed up in the history of 
the strategic centres, e.g. Basel and Strassburg, Mainz and Coblenz, 
which mark the essentially Roman or Franco-German part of the 
river. Charlemagne's choice of Aix-la-Chapelle as his great centre 
was almost a forecast of the series of battlefields that would mark 
the line of least resistance between the Latin West and Teutonic 
East below the northern foot of the Ardennes, and of the commercial 
struggles between Rotterdam and Antwerp for the ·hinterland of 
Cologne. 

The Rhone valley was still more important in the early develop- Rhone 
ment of Europe; and the Burgundy Gate played, in the earlier Route 
struggles between France and· Germany, the part played by the 
Lorraine Gate in modern times. On this the rivalry of Dijon and 
Aries, as the shape of the old Kingdom of Lothaire and Duchy 
of Burgundy, is a significant comment. And that the Ebro valley 
had a similar importance in Spain may be inferred from the fact 

• that the river gave its name to the whole Iberian peninsula. 

CHAPTER VI 

RELIEF CONTROL 
• 

( z) Of Distn'bution of Populatz'on: 

RELIEF control of human activities rests on the relation between the 
origin and the character of the relief. It is in ~he Danube valley 
that the earliest remains of Man in Central Europe have been 
found, and they were found in loess. 
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The "Mark of the Beast" is a very good high land-mark and 
low water-mark in the development of life ; for the oldest · forms of 

life seem to have been of marine origin and to have originated in 
depths less than about 666 feet, while the great development of 
land fauna has been confined to altitudes less than about 666 feet.· 
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It at once becomes significant that three-quarters of the total area 
of Europe may be classified as plain, and that even Supan estimated 
the average elevation of the whole as under Iooo feet, while 
Humboldt estimated it as only 67 5 feet. The climatic control implied 
in this, we may discuss elsewhere ( cf. ch. viii.); but the relief control -
may be so far dissociated frOJn the climatic control as to allow us 
to trace a foundation for the relation, e.g. of the savage European 
to mountain and plain, and of the civilised European to coal 
and iron. 

The general level of the continent being favourable for the Early 
development of plant and beast life implied, considering the latitude, Mammals. 
a minimum difficulty in Man's hunt for food ; and this was further 
facilitated by the fact that the glaciation of the area had decimated 
the larger beasts, z:e. those usually most dangerous to Man. Under 
favourable conditions, then, large beasts would have monopolised 
the food supplies, but under unfavourable conditions .they suffered 
most; for a small diminution of supply_pinched them soonest, and 
their relatively small numbers-implying that they were unprolific 
because voracious-minimised the chance of their occasional 
progeny including any "freaks," whose modified structure would 
enable them to survive under the changed conditions. Cf. p. 76. 

Over this vast plain the soil is almost everywhere not of local Soil. 
origin ; it was- brought to its present location by ice or rivers. The 
maximum extension of the ice covered nearly all the great plain 
except in France, and the debris carried by it was deposited in 
various forms-e.g. sheets of clay, layers of sand, piles of gravel, the 
heaviest material being deposited nearest to the centre from which 

. the ice-sheet radiated (cf. p. 3). The glacial clay is naturally 
heavy and impervious, hard to cultivate and water-logged, and 
produces little but humble peat-producing vegetation; so that areas 
of this kind did not favour dense populations. The sand and gravel 
are light and dry, but are neither rich in plant food nor tenacious 
of water; so that hills of this coarse material would produce little 
but conifers. But clay flats might lie in the lee of limestone hills, 

'from which the solvent lime might be torn by the ice itself or might 
gravitate after ordinary weathering; and this at once would make 
the clay fertile and porous. Or river-floods might spread rich and 
easily worked alluvium over the clay flats, and the river-valley was 
certain to attract an early population. ~ 

As the maximum effects of the gla@iation were towards the ~ordic 
north-west, that area would be longest in becoming habitable- ~ace
except so far as the land-waste encouraged a most prolific abundance ome. 
of food-fishes, as illustrated by the superabundance of " fish" 
remains in the kitchen-middens, e.g. of Denmark ; and, on the other 
hand, a glance at a geological map will show how the distribution 
qf "limestone" ridges and rims, e.g. in Denmark, Scania, and 
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Central Europe, was bound to quicken human settlement below and 
within them, and how the variety of rock generally was bound to 
yield a strong blended soil to the various lowlands and basins. On 
the more fertile parts of this central plain, especially on the patches 
of loess (cf. p. 24), the Nordic race attained its essential character; 
and, as it developed and became largely urban in habit, the less 
fertile and more intractable areas were taken in hand, e.g. marshes 
drained and dense clay rendered pervious by lime and stable 
manure and other solvents, until the whole plain has been made 
fertile artificially. 

South of the young Alpine system, where the Mediterranean race 

Racial Europe. 

found its area of characterisation, conditions were very differeilt. • 
The absence of glaciation and the smallness of the river-basins make 
the soil essentially residual and local ; the variety of rock and the 
widespread presence of limestone guaranteed fertility, while heavy 
weathering guaranteed depth. This was increased by the amount 
of :=~llnvh1m, for the !oDg- dry s!:lmmer hl"'y"olvcs heavy weathering, 
and so prepares abundance of loose material for the autumn floods 
to transport down the yellow Tiber and many another river. Indeed, 
when Olympia was unearthed, at the expense of the German 
Government, thirty years ago, it was found to have been buried, 
not under a vast volcanic outflow, but under terraces of river-borne 
mud ! Again, the Alpine uplift guaranteed both shelter and uq-
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failing supplies of water. These conditions were very favourable to 
early Man, and suited his primitive implements ; but they had their 
drawbacks. The local soil has not the "strength" of the intractable 
glacial blend-so that it wears out more quickly; and the local race 
has not the Nordic tolerance of cold and relative immunity from 
lung disease. If the Mediterranean race spread to higher latitudes, 
therefore, it could only be by creeping along the mild coast-lands of 
the Atlantic ; and the progressive deterioration of the local soil 
would mean a relative, if not an actual, decrease in the economic 
importance of the area. Such deterioration, too, if and when 
matured, might be reflected in the condition of the cultivators 
themselves. 

Between the Nordic plain and the Mediterranean peninsulas lies Alpine 
the zone of ancient crystalline cores on which the. Alpine Round- !ace
heads found a congenial home. These crystalline rocks are rich in rea. 
metals, but naturally poor in organic materials; and their wealth of 
metal occurs along the fractured scarps rather than on the core, z:e. 
along the "shores " of the primary axial peninsula of Europe, 
brought there by hot springs in working their way out from great 
depths by lines of least resistance. The heat to which these springs 
owe their actual existence, enables them also to transport many 
minerals which would be quite insoluble in cold water; but, as 
we have seen, any lowering of temperature tends to arrest the 
ascending current and destroy its chemical or corrosive power. 
Such lowering of temperature may be found in a subterranean 
fissure or cave ; it must be found near the surface of the earth and 
on approach to the outside air. In either case precipitation begins, 
and the mineral is deposited in loco (cf. pp. 37, 38). 

Further, when such a mineral-filled fissure is actually exposed Location 
on the scarp of a fractured block, i.e. a line where resistance has of_ 
obviously been strained to breaking point, differential weathering Mmerals. 
will almost certainly follow, with the result that the lode will show 
as a ridge or a trough. In other words, the mineral is not only 
most abundant where it is most accessible, but also is so situated 
.as 'haturally to attract attention. Thus, few useful metals are found 
even in the crystalline part of the Young Folded Mountains, for their 
thinness and their physical history are not favourable ; but nearly 
all the useful metals are found in the rims of the old blocks, 
especially in Central Europe. For instance, the scarp of the 
meseta yields mercury near Almaden, lead. near Linares, copper at 
Rio Tinto, tin in Galicia, and zinc in the Basque Provinces ; lead 
and copper occur in Brittany and round the central plateau in 
France ; zinc, lead, and tin are found on the north-west and the 
north-east of the Variscan fragments. 

Geologically nearest to these old metalliferous rocks in time and Coal ail.d 
place are the old sedimentary rocks that contain salt and coal, and Salt . 

. E 
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iron is often associated with the coal. Salt is worked in Catalonia, 
near Nancy, at Stassfurt and Spessart, at Wieliczka and Salzburg
in each case in the "lee" of Variscan fragments. The coal has 
similar associations, e.g. in the Asturias, in the Upper Loire basin, 
in the valleys of the Meuse and Ruhr, on both sides of the Erz and 
of the Riesengebirge, and along the eastern edge o·f the Russian 
platform (c£ p. 28). And in each case valuable deposits of iron 
were within easy access of the coal. 

Special importance should be found to attach to areas where 
tongues of the fertile plain intrude into the carboniferous basins that 
flank the metal-bearing fragments, e.g. in Rhine-land; and the 
working of the coal and the subsequent industrial developments 
could not cause in such old agricultural areas the dislocation of 
population and the transference of political power that were associ
ated with the Industrial Revolution in England. Such conditions 
supply the best possible guarantee of stability and prosperity to any 
new industry naturally evolved on the spot and gradually replacing 
the old one. The modern supremacy of Birmingham and Sheffield 
in the hardware industry is due to somewhat similar conditions of 
Geographical momentum, except that in their case the iron industry 
was present in very early days. 

Density of Marshy lowlands in the latitude of the North European plain 
ropula.- must naturally be forested-a condition adverse to density of 
lon. population, though probably favourable to the development of fine 

physique in the individual (cf. p. 1o); and primitive Man in 
temperate forests supported life by hunting and fishing-occupations 
adverse to density of population. Practically, therefore, relief 
control was more adverse to dense population in Cis-Alpine 
Europe than in the Mediterranean basin; and it was equally adverse 
to movements of population except where. climatic control was 
responsible for vast grass-lands in the eastern parts of the plain, or 
along the bridge of old blocks between the grass-land and the 
Alpine wall. At the same time, these conditions, so adverse to 
early Man, are precisely those which have now given Cis-Alpine, 
Europe supremacy over Southern Europe . 

• 

• 



CHAPTER VII 

CLIMATE 

EuROPE occupies an essentially transitional position-between the Transi
vastest land mass in the World and one of the largest oceans, and tion Area. 
between the Trades and the Anti-Trades. This, as we have noticed 
( cf. p. 3), was one of the great features of the area that were 
favourable to the progress of early Man; and its influence is 
essentially climatic. No equal area in similar latitudes elsewhere 
on the face of the globe has such an equable climate, or is so 
markedly transitional. 

For instance, .the average annual temperature is essentially Tempera
" intermediate," and diminishes steadily from south to north; the tRm:esfanlld 

. · h 11 r 1 h f · am a · wmter temperature IS now ere rea y extreme 10r any engt o time, . 
and diminishes steadily from west to east; the summer temperature, 
again, is nowhere really extreme for any length of time,-very 
little of the continent having a summer season of over 68° F.,-
and diminishes steadily from east to west. So with rainfall. Very 
little of the continent gets· more than 6o inches a year, and very 
little gets less than r 2 inches ; and while two-thirds gets summer 
rain, one-third gets winter rain, the seaward end of each belt (of 
summer rain and of winter rain) getting also autumn rain. 

The re.ally dominant agent in this distribution of equality is the Wind. 
wind, the favourable influence of which is greatly accentuated by 
the general east-and-west lie of the .feature-lines and by the 
extension of marine influences eastward along the Mediterranean 
basin. And this wind-borne oceanic influence exercises such a 
distinguishing control over the area-raising the average temperature 
in the north and lowering it in the south-that, on this ground 
alone, Europe may be treated as a separate•continent. 

Everywhere on the face of the Earth the most important single Swing of 
phenomenon is probably the swing of the wind-system with the Winds. 
sun; but this is obviously of special importance in Europe, and 
through European influence it affects indirectly .the civilisations 
of areas held, or originally colonised, by Europeans in other 
continents. One of the strongest reasons for avoiding the modern 

sr 
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fashion of using the name "Westerlies" instead of the old "Anti
Trades," is the obvious emphasis that the latter puts on the 
relation between the two great manifestations of the single wind
system, the one towards the equator and the other towards the poles 
from a common starting-point. When the equator .. of heat cor
responds with the equator of size-at the equinoxes, these climatic 
phenomena are symmetrical north and south of the equator, and 
the common starting-point in each hemisphere is near the tropic. 

This implies that the attractive range of the high-temperature 
and low-pressure centre is considerably over 1ooo miles; and, 

Currents of North Atlantic. 

therefore, when the equator of heat is 10° N. even over the centre 
of the Atlantic Ocean, and 25° N. over the centre of the Sahara, 
the source of the Trades must be at least 35° N., and may be even 
higher thaD. !J0° N. lt1"other words, all the south of the Mediter
ranean basin must be, and a large ptoportion of the whole basin 
generally is, in summer within the Trade-wind sphere. And as 
these winds near their source, i.e. where they fall on to the surface 
of the lithosphere from the upper layers of the atmosphere, are cold 
and dry, and as· they blow from colder to warmer latitudes, so far 
from bringing rain, they can always hold more moisture than they 
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can get. The mass of the Mediterranean basin is, therefore, 
doomed. to summer-drought. 

In winter, on the contrary, this northernmost extension is Winter 
equally far south of the northern tropic; and so all the Medi- Rain. 
terranean basin is brought well within the influence of the Anti
Trades, and their essentially oceanic character is preserved far to 
the eastward owing to the eastern extension of the Atlantic Ocean 
in the Mediterranean Sea. The whole of the Mediterranean basin, 
therefore, enjoys winter rains ; and these are heavy enough to give, 
e.g., Naples a total annual fall 7 or 8 inches greater than that of 
London. Cf. p. 55· 

Of course the character of the wind, as a physical fact of, or Atlantic 
element in, climate depends on its normal direction, as a physical Drift. 

Atlantic storm tracks. 

factor in, or cause of, climate ; and its normal direction in this 
case brings it across the vast area of relatively warm water which 

• accumulates in the north-east of the Atlantic. The so-called "Gulf" 
water, as a stream, is practically not found east of Labrador or 
north of the Azores ; but, as a drift, it is found as far east and 
north as Spitsbergen, the average winter temperature at Mussel Bay 

. being not 2° F. below the average annual temperature ( r6, F.). 
Even in February the surface temperature of the ocean as far north 
as the Azores is fully 64° F., and in August the same temperature 
is found as far north as the coast of Brittany. 

Off such a large area of relatively warm water an equally large Atlantic 
amount of water-vapour must be carried ; and the normal direction Hinter
of the wind carries this, with the heat which it" implies, to an ex- land. 
ceptional distance inland because the distribution of relief is that of 
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a typical Atlantic hinterland, although, of course, the actual rainfall 
decreases eastwards-e.g. Athens ( 15 inches) not having quite half 
that of Malaga. But this normal direction of the wind must be 
carefully related to the "permanent" wind-whirl off Iceland and the 
" permanent" wind-wyr off the Azores, the influence of each being 
sensibly accentuated by the seasonal changes of pressure in the 
north-east of Asia. 

In winter, when North America and Northern Eurasia are 
covered with blocks of cold air, the Icelandic wind-whirl is excep
tionally active, and its gradients are very steep ; and cyclonic 
storms are constantly following one another along the edges of the 

European temperatures. 

atmospheric "trough," especially when the North Sea has been 
flooded with warm water in the late summer. The winds in this 
whirl, then, are warmed by the ocean's retention of its summer heat, • 
by the " Gulf" drift, and by their southern origin ; and for the 
same reasons they are saturated with vapour, which they must drop 
as they move from warmer to colder latitudes, or from warmer to 
colder altitudes-whether up a mountain-side or up a low-pressure 
funnel ( c£ p. 57). In tlteory, therefore, strong, warm, rain-bearing 
winds should be constantly rotating (in a dirertion cor.tr:::ry to that 
of the ha11lls of a dock) round the Icelandic centre of low pressure; 
and these winds would obviously reach places due south of the 
centre as west winds, places due east as south winds, and places 
between south and east as successively W.S.W. and S.W. winds. 
Under these circumstances the whole oceanic margin of Europe 
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must tend to have mild and rainy winters, especially after a hot and 
dry late-summer, and the isotherms over it will run as nearly parallel 
to the isobars as the local relief will allow. 

All along the west of the continent and along the north of the Extremes 
Mediterranean extension of the Atlantic, then, we expect to find of Rain-

. · 11 · -. h r 11 · fall and heavy rams, espeoa y m wmter, t e extreme ,a amountmg, e.g., to Tempera-
I97 inches on the summit of Snowdon and I 79 on the Dalmatian ture. 
scarp behind Cattaro. The same areas will have a high winter 
temperature, and will be subject to cyclonic storms (cf. p. go). 
The greatest contrasts will be found, on the contrary, where high 
latitude coincides with maximum distance from the ocean or with 
deprivation of ocean influence, as in the lee (i.e. north-east) of the 
Scandinavian plateau, and where low latitudes coincide with 
minimum distance from the ocean, as in the lee (i.e. south-west) of 
the Iberian plateau. 

The heavy winter rainfall in the Straits of Gibraltar is due Azores 
partly to the diversion of the outermost whirls of the Icelandic Wyr. 
system between the lofty Nevada and Atlas into the warm Medi
terranean basin, and partly to the natural flow o( the Azores wind-
wyr clockwise in the same direction. This Azores wind-wyr, 
however, in winter is naturally weak, so that it does little to 
supplement or reinforce the Icelandic whirl, while both of them are 
powerless to push into the heart of the continent against the heavy 
block of cold air that is sitting over it and in the teeth of the 
outflow from the Siberian "pole of cold," which has recorded a 
winter minimum of - 92° F. 

Under these circumstances, the cold "continental" air must Seasonal 
have a minimum power of holding moisture, while precipitation Rainfall. 
must be mainly in the form of snow ; and, on the other hand, the 
winter storms, which cannot penetrate the continent, must be 
diverted northward along the west coast or eastward along the 
south coast, carrying exaggerations of the oceanic influence alike 
to the English Channel and to the Adriatic. In all areas, too, 
where the sea is still evaporating rapidly after the neighbouring land 

• has begun to cool rapidly, as roughly west of I 5° E., the natural 
result will be regular autumn rains as well as winter rains. But east 
of that longitude a small area of shallow "fresh " sea, such as the 
Baltic, is powerless to retard the time of minimum temperature, and 
would be po.werless even if it remained absolutely unfrozen. As a 
matter of fact, very soon after mid~wintea the whole Baltic basin is 
cold and dry. It is characteristic that a normal range of tempera
ture on~ the Scotch coast of the North Sea (:no F.) should be just 
half that in the same latitude on the Russian coast of the Baltic. 

. The conditions in summer make the Azores centre dominant Summer 
and the Icelandic centre relatively feeble; for the pressure in the ~ondi
latter is abnormally high-for a low-pressure centre,-and the tlons. 
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Azores centre has moved north, z:e. nearer to Europe, with the whole 
.wind-system. In theory, then, cool, dry, and relatively gentle winds 
should be constantly rotating clockwise round the Azores centre of 
high pressure ; and these winds should reach places due north 
of the centre as west winds, and places north-east of the centre as 
north-west winds. At the same time over the heated continent 
there is such a low pressure that winds off the cooler ocean are 

attracted strongly inwards. Such cyclonic storms as may occur, 
then, are likely to pass over the central plain, and in any case the 

~ _wyr influence is cool ancl ifry. Tn othP.r worrls, thP. typir!IJ summer 
wind in North-West Europe is from west or north-west on 37 
days out of roo, as against a south-west wind on only 22 

days, and that westerly or north-westerly wind brings us relatively 
little rain. This is more or less true also even of Eastern Europe. 
For the summer r:tins there are mainly of local origin, the moisture 
evaporated off the large areas of local water during the long calm 
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broiling summer days being precipitated at night or In thunderstorms. 
This may mean that the rain does not come often enough, and is 
too violent when it does come. 

The land being now warmer than the ocean, and its temperature Iso· 
increasing with distance from that ocean, the isotherms begin to therms. 
bend northwards directly they touch land, so that, while the winter 
lowest mean was on the Finland plateau, the summer highest mean 
is on the Kirghiz steppe. But, the sun being now the dominant 
influence, as the sea is in winter, the isotherms never diverge much 
from the sun-line, i.e. run more or less parallel to lines of latitude 
instead of more or less parallel to the ocean-coast. In a word, they 
are "sun-lines " in summer and "sea-lines " in winter. 

The high temperature and the low level-actually below the Su~mer 
sea-level-in south-eastern Russia so increase the capacity of the Ram. 
air there for holding moisture that by midsummer it seldom reaches 
even dew-point; still less is there rain. But elsewhere the high day 
temperatures lead to quite a considerable rainfall associated with 
local convection currents ; cyclonic rains are widespread ; and there 
are heavy relief rains over all the Alpine system. 

Where cyclonic and relief conditions are complicated, very 
heavy rains occur in summer over Central Europe, e.g. in the Oder 
basin, but they occur under what are more like winter conditions. 
That is to say, a belt of high pressure covers the Great European 
plain, while one of low pressure spreads southward from the Baltic 
towards the nearest parts of the Mediterranean, from which a 
similar low-pressure area is spreading northward. The lofty snow
clad Alps form an insuperable barrier to this northward movement 
of light air, causing a detour over the lower eastern outliers of the 
system (cf. p. 34). To the east, then, the whole Sudetic system,
which nowhere much exceeds 5ooo feet,-while not an insuperable 
obstacle, so intensifies the cyclonic uplift that over 2 I inches of rain 
have fallen in twentjfour hours on the top and northern slopes of the 
Riesengebirge. Incidentally, too, this shows how inert· a wyr is, 
and how little part it usually takes in the circulation of the air 

• round it. It also shows how the upward movement of the air is 
continued beyond, z'.e. to leeward of, the actual crest of the obstruct
ing mass, so that the heaviest precipitation is on the lee side. So 
the Snowdon maximum is at Glaslyn, in the lee of the summit. 

As a rule, average temperatures and ·average rainfalls are very Averages. 
misleading, many areas never having-eJa:ept for a day or two in 
spring or autumn-their mean annual temperature; but in the case 
of an essentially transitional and peninsular area general or average 
conditions may be emphasised. 

In Western Europe generally, then, the dominant wind is from Direction 
some point in " west" for 53 out of every I oo days, south-west on 2 5 of Wind. 
of them, due west on I 7, and north-west on I 1. In Eastern Europe, 
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on the other hand, it is from some point in "east." Again, a north 
wind, like a west one, is much commoner in summer than in winter ; 
and both bring cooling influences then, especially in the west. 
Consequently the range of temperature is least on the ocean margin, 
especially towards the north-west. 

To these general rules or processes of atmospheric circulation 
there are some important exceptions or modifications, but they are 
essentially local and temporary. They are all related to one or 
both of the fundamental conditions-a local area of low pressure 
and a local area of high relief. And, as they are exceptional,
to the normal paths of the air-currents, which are also parallel to 
the great feature-lines,-they must obviously have a northern or 
a southern component. Those with a southern component are 
usually of the fohn type, and those with a northern component are 
usually of the mistral type. 

The fohn, which is typically a winter and spring phenomenon, 
is certainly a direct result of a local high pressure, but it is 
indirectly related also to the local high relief and to a distant low 
pressure. When a strong system of low pressure coming in from 
the Atlantic is divided· in such a way that one branch is drawn 
in over the Mediterranean while the other works up the English 
Channel, there seems little chance of the two being re-united except 
by a route immediately west or immediately east of the main Alpine 
block ( cf. p. 57) ; but if the Mediterranean current is persistent, 
local conditions of relief and pressure may combine to minimise 
the obstacle of the Alpine block itself, especially in the. neighbour
hood of the great central depression of the St. Gothard, z".e. at the 
northern apex of the Italian watershed in the deep Ticino valley 
between the Pennine and the Lepontine Alps. 

The initial movement in a fohn, therefore, seems to be a 
horizontal "impulse" of the air on the higher levels towards the 
north, and then a gravitation of the same cold heavy air down the 
northern slopes. This gravitation at first takes it apparently over 
still colder and heavier air that is lying stagnant in the valleys 
below, but the moving cold air is followed by moving warm air; • 
and the latter is almost certainly part of the Mediterranean low
pressure current, though the latter is not evident at first in the lower 
strata of the air on the south side of the Alps. Indeed, the 
t.-:'mper:ltnre in the lower strata to the south often remains very low, 
because the cold heavy ai• is "lodged." On the contrary, it seems 
to be the activity of the warm current at the higher level that gives 
the initial "impulse" to the cold air just below it on the heights. 

The ascent of the warm current, however, is accompanied by 
heavy rain, and the freeing of a corresponding amount of latent 
heat; and, thanks-partly to the action of this heavy rain in degrad
ing, the down-grade of the Reuss basin towards the northern centre 
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of low pressure begins at once. To the initial momentum of the 
air-current is now added the att~acting power of the 'low-pressure 
centre to the north, so that the down-current is always violent ; 

. indeed, it has done so much harm in this way that in the Canton of 
Uri there are regulations about the extinguishing of all fires on 
news of the fohn's approach. But, in spite of the danger from 
fire, it is hailed with joy in the spring, because not only is it 
extraordinarily dry, but also its original temperature has been 
increased-often I oo per cent-by the compression under the heavier 
barometrical pressure•during its descent; it is, therefore, so dry and 
so warm that it becomes a veritable "eater of snow." It is to this 
that it owes its name of fohn ("favouring"). In the naming of the 
similar "Roteturm" wind in .Transylvania more emphasis has been 
given to its "gap" character, as related to the Red Tower Pass. 

The southerly sirocco of Sicily and leveche of Spain differ from Sirocco. 
the fohn in origin and therefore in character. They are essentially 
Saharan winds-hot, dry, and full of dust; and the dust collects 
so much vapour in passing over the Mediterranean that they are 
almost always hazy or foggy. They may occur at any season of 
the year, but are most common about the time of the spring 
equinox. Then the northward movement of the sun is apt to in-
duce local areas of very low pressure in the Shott depressions in the 
lee (i.e. south) of the Atlas; and the normal anti-clockwise rotation 
round these centres carries the heat and fine sand as far east as 
Malta and as far west as Almeria. The terrific heat-which some-
times exceeds 93° F. at midnight-has a deadly effect on vegeta-
tion, e.g. vines or olives in blossom; but the area affected is 
fortunately confined to the southern latitudes of the Mediterranean. 
The name sirocco is, however, applied in the northern latitudes. 
of the basin, as solano is in Spain to the ordinary eddies in the 
main air-current of the Anti-Trade. These eddies, of course, have 
a southern component in them ; but they are normally mild, rain
bearing winds, which are seldom violent and do much good. 

Somewhat the same distinction may be drawn between the bora Bora and 
• ("North Wind") and the mistral ("Masterful Wind"), the former Mistral. 

being more of a "gap" wind. Indeed, there is no question that 
it is often the ordinary north wind blowing with special force 
through the few gaps which do exist in the Alpine barrier, e.g. over 
the barren Karst saddle towards the Adriatic low-pressure centre. 
At other times, like the mistral, it is a ,ocal movement, due to 
the great differences in the day temperature on the sheltered 
strip of coast and on the snow-clad Alps or Cevennes. In conse-

.. quence, though piercingly cold, it is essentially a healthy dry wind, 
accompanied by cloudless skies and other conditions favourable to 
the cleansing and warming of the soil. For the • same reason, too, 
it usually stops at sundown. ·And it is very suggestive of the 
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continental conditions of Spain, as contrasted with the peninsular 
conditions of France, that at the mouth of the Ebro, as the cierzo, 
it is mainly confined to autumn and early winter, while at the 
mouth of the Rhone it is most violent in late winter and spring. 

There are, then, three main climatic regions in Europe-the 
Atlantic, the Continental, the Mediterranean ; and these are so 
complementary of one another, and the total area of their distribu
tion is so small, that they greatly favoured that interdependenct.: 
and mutual intercourse which were the great impulse to civilisation 
in early days. The Atlantic region is specially marked by even 
temperature, the mean temperature seldom falling below 32° F. fer 
more than one month in the year and seldom rising above 64° F. 
for more than one month, and by evenly distributed rainfall, the 
amount being everywhere greatest in autumn. The Mediterranean 
region is specially marked by the absence of serious frost, 50° F. 
being a typical winter temperature alike in Valencia and 
Calabria, Corsica and Crete, and by the absence of summer rains 
except along the northern heights, which are also specially 
instrumental in excluding the cold northerly winds in winter. The 
Continental region is specially marked by extremes of temperature, 
at least three consecutive months averaging below 32° F., and at 
least three averaging above 64 ° F., and by scanty rainfall, very 
little of the area having 30 inches and much of it not having even 
20. Western Europe is, therefore, climatically complementary of 
Eastern Europe, especially in the matter of temperature range, as 
Northern Europe is of Southern Europe, especially in the matter 
of seasonal rainfall. 

Climate, therefore, like position and relief, has greatly favoured 
.the development of the continent as a home of Life, so that Europe 
has been far ahead of all the other continents in this respect. The 
scene of the most complicated mountain-building, it has the most 
complicated outline ; and variety of outline and of relief and of climate 
has combined with smallness of area to crowd species in such a way 
as to give maximum struggle for existence under conditions where 
success was not impossible. Such a concentration of stimulus • 
means maximum advance amongst the organisms that do survive. 



CHAPTER VIII 

CLIMATIC CONTROL 

(I) 0/ River Regime. 

THE geographic control of river development is, of course, physical Two 
as well as climatic; but the chief features of relief are so distributed Centres. 
in Europe that their influence mainly, and directly, accentuates that 
of the purely climatic phenomena. Thus, it is obvious that most 
of the important rivers radiate from one of two centres, the low 
Valdai plateau and the comparatively high Alpine system; and 
the much greater height is accentuated by the much closer-proximity 
to the sea. The summit of the Valdai ·(I I so feet) bears the same 
relation even to European Russia alone as a Io-inch brick on its 
end bears to 1,ooo,ooo acres; and it stands 1ooo miles even 
from the North Sea. About 160 separate peaks in the Alps 
have a height at least ten times that of the Valdai, and far more 
than half of them are well within soo miles from the Atlantic 
~cl£ . 

There is, therefore, an immediate relation between the size of Size of 
the river-basins in Europe and their available precipitation. The Basins 
largest basin on the Atlantic sea-board, that of the Loire, has an 
area of about 45,ooo square miles; the basin of the Rhine is 
nearly double that (86,ooo); the Danube basin (312,ooo) is 

• nearly four times that of the Rhine; and the Volga has a basin 
of about s6s,ooo .. 

Now the annual range of temperature over the Atlantic in the Range of 
latitude of these rivers is less than 10° F., and is accompanied Tempera
by-indeed, it implies-a very l;igh relative humidity. But the ture. 
daily range of temperature in the basins- themselves seems to be 
greater than anywhere else in the world within similar latitudes, 
and there is a maximum variability of weather generally. Through-
out the whole .area the departure from normal is towards warmth, 
z'.e. the encouragement of evaporation, the excess towards the 
north-west being sometimes as much as 40° F.~ and this implies 
an abnormal capacity of the air for absorbing moisture_ 
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Again, though the continent is temperate in its mean annual 
temperature, both statistically and as illustrated by physiological 
effects, it is essentially intemperate in many of its phenomena. 
Even in England in the year 191 I between April and August the 
maximum daily temperature varied between I 1° F. and roo° F.; 
and over the whole continent-in strong contrast to similar 
latitudes in the southern hemisphere-the normal interaction of 
land and sea creates maximum disturbance. This must be related 
to the retardation of maxima and minima temperatures. In the 
essentially continental part of the continent maximum or minimum 
temperature is retarded for one hour past midday or midnight and 
for one month past midsummer or midwinter, while in the marine 
part it is retarded for two hours and two months respectively. And 
this will ensure-amongst other results-maximum rainfall, mainly 
by convection, about two hours after midnight, and mainly in 
thunderstorms, about two hours after midday. It will also ensure 
rather similar temperatures in ·continental springs and autumns, but 
rather dissimilar temperatures between spring and autumn on the 
Atlantic sea-board. 

This, of course, instantly affects precipitation. The Anti-Trades 
have come so far in winter that "they have got into their stride," 
but they are greatly interfered with by the seasonal changes of 
temperature over the land. The land temperature then is not 
only a most effective precipitating medium, but relief influences are 
also most accentuated; and the low temperature and consequent 
high pressure force the whole air-current into lines of least resistance, 
which come to be called "cyclonic tracks." We thus have a constant 
succession of more or less violent storms passing up the English 
Channel, forming almost as sure a line of defence for England as 
the channel itself; and all the sea-board rivers, whether Atlantic or 
Mediterranean, get an abundant winter rainfall, . while continental 
basins are starved. [See p. 53·] 

The latter have their turn in summer, when the high temperature 
and consequent low pressure involve a maximum capacity in the 
air for absorbing moisture and a maximum tendency towards • 
convection. These conditions combine to give the interior an 
abnormal rainfall in summer, but coupled with the disadvantage of 
the fall being too heavy and too local in both time and place, and 
therefore likely to cause serious floods in small or discordant basins. 

-=-~ -Thus,- the north-western .basins get an average of 1 o per cent (of~= 
their total rainfall) in each of the five months September to January, 
while the central basins (north of the Alps) get an average of 12 per 
cent in each of the three months June to August, and not more 
than 7 per cent in any other three-month period. Reflected in the 
regime, e.g., of the German and the Russian rivers, this means that 
the former get equal supplies in spring and in autumn (cf. p. 55) 
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and twice as much in summer as in winter, while the Russian rivers 
get 3 per cent more in autumn than in spring and r 30 per cent 
more in summer than in winter. 

There will be, then, great variety of regime, not only as between Varied, 
rivers in different .parts of the continent, but also as between Regime. 
different parts of the same basin, if a large one ; and a basin of 
insignificant size at a considerable height near the Atlantic may . 
contradict a huge basin of low level in the interior in almost every 
possible phenomenon. 
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In both cases, however, the proportion of the actual rainfall over Surface 
the basin which actually reaches the river, depends largely on the Control. 
character of the surface, e.g. whether once glaciated or not, pervious 
or impervious, and on the extent to which that surface is covered 
with vegetation ; and this important consideration of vegetation 
itself largely depends on the character of the surface and on seasonal 
changes of climate. For instance, on the bare granitic hills of 
the Loire basin in winter, some 7 5 per cent of the to~al fall feeds 
the river, while on the porous plain of the deciduous forests in 
Russia not r 5 per cent seems to reach the rivet" in summer ; and 
the economic effect is further emphasised by the fact that the 
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smaller basin would in any case tend to have the more variable flow 
in the navigable part of the river. 

Of course, the rivers of the Valdai area must be long and slow ; 
but no part of their watershed has a normal rainfall of more than 
40 inches, over 99 per cent of their basins it is not even 30, and 
over all the unforested parts evaporation is very rapid. They are, 
indeed, navigable for a very large proportion of their length, but for 
a relatively small proportion of the year. For instance, the Volga1 

in spite of the huge size of its basin ( cf. p. 6 r ), rises at only 55 o 
feet above sea-level (633 feet above Caspian level); and it is 
navigable for 226o miles out of 2325, but is ice-bound for 139 
days at Kostroma and ro7 at Tsaritsyn. All these "Valdai" 
rivers are ice-bound for a large part of the year ; and the time in 
question lengthens towards the north and the east. This involves 
peculiar dangers from flooding. In the case of the northward
flowing rivers, their upper reaches always thaw before their lower 
reaches, causing most detrimental floods in the northern part of 
their basins ; and a similar phenomenon is found on the eastward
flowing part of the Volga, the ice breaking up a fortnight earlier at 
Tver than at Kostroma. 

This eastward section of the Volga goes through numerous 
· morainic marshes, too, and spring comes so suddenly that on the vast 
forested lowland the melting snow can neither gravitate away nor be 
evaporated quickly enough to avoid further flooding-for miles over 
its low left bank. On the other hand, over the thirsty steppe evapora
tion and percolation are both so active that the river eventually 
discharges not much more than half the amount discharged by 
the Danube, which has a basin not much more than half the size of 
the Volga basin. The Volga is more or less typical of the continental 
part of Europe, though it belongs to the latitudes where there is 
extreme heat· rather than extreme cold. But they are all ice-bound 
in winter, and their basins are so cold that, even where rain falls, it . 
does not run off; they all flood suddenly when the ice and snow are 
melted in spring, and they all are fed with sufficient summer rain. 

The rivers of the purely marine area enjoy more or less even • 
rainfall throughout the year, but low temperature increases 
precipitation and decreases evaporation in the cold season ; so that 
they are all normally low in summer, though small floods occur 
£\1"/"'!lC:inno;~lhr ~nrl ':lll nArnv.Jlh, 'hiah in nrintor 'lT'Irl c:onh.tA,.....~ _thon f-n _ ~---........................ ~ ...... ~--·-;' -~ ......... -·- .................. - ..... J ........ 0 ..... ....................................... _ ............... J ......... ~--~ ............... "'-'" ---

heavy floods. Such a r•gime, only greatly accentuated, is found 
throughout all the summer-drought area, where in summer many of 
the rivers become discontinuous. 

The Seine is a good instance of the marine type under simple 
conditions. Its basin is no larger than Scotland (about 3o,ooo 
square miles), anc! no part of its watershed has an elevation of over 
2500 feet; but only two-thirds of the basin consists of permeable 
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rock, all· the Yonne feeder and part of the Marne feeder being 
impermeable. Owing to the small size of the basin and the lowness 
of the watershed the same meteorological conditions usually prevail 
over all parts of it at the same time, and the torrential tributaries 
can send flood-water from the margin of the basin to Paris in four 
days. Heavy rains over the torrential tributaries imply heavy· rains 
over all the basin, but the non-torrential tributaries cannot send 
flood-water from their basin-margins to Paris in less than a week. 
The simultaneous occurrence of heavy rain over all the basin
especially' if snow is melting under the influence of the warm south-

Relations of Rhine, Rhone, and Danube. 

west wind-involves, therefore, sudden floods or a succession of 
floods on each of the torrential tributaries, and a certainty of a slo~ 
subsequent rise on each of the non-torrential streams ; and mean
time the continuous rain has saturated small subsidiary depressions 
in the centre of the basin, e.g. the Brie, 4thus making them tem
porarily impermeable. The simplicity of the phenomena enables 
the ultimate flood at Paris to be foretold at least a couple of days in 
advance, which minimises. the loss of life ; but the only means of 
stopping the flood, at a time when evaporation is sluggish and plant
life is inactive, would be to divert the Yonne. boclil~ int(J the Loire. 

The Rhine gives an illustration of a larger basin with a more 
F 
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Rhine. complex regime. Its upper course is fed from glaciers and 
permanent snow, its middle course is among hills covered with 
snow in winter, and its. lower tributaries are rain-fed ; the glaciers 
and permanent snow melt fastest in summer, the temporary winter
snow on the lower hills melts in spring, and the north-western part 
of the basin receives autumn and winter rain. We expect, therefore, 
a summer maximum where the Rhine itself is joined by its great 
glacier-fed tributary, the Aar- Reuss, at Swiss Coblenz ("The 
Confluence"), z:e. opposite Waldshut. This summer maximum, 
which gives a navigable depth of nearly 5 feet from Basel to 
Strassburg, implies a winter minimum (of 3 feet) over the same 
area, or rather as far as the mouth of the rain-fed Ill. From the 
mouth of the Ill northwards the minimum depth is not below 5 feet; 
and, after the "confluence" of the Moselle at the other Coblenz, 
the inflow of rain gives a winter maximum of never less than 9 feet. 
The spring-melting of the snow in the Neckar valley largely accounts 
for the fact that Mannheim-with a minimum dredged depth of 
6~ feet-does an annual river-borne trade of over 6,ooo,ooo tons; 
and it equalises the variation (20 feet) between the summer 
maximum of the upper ice-fed and the winter maximum of the 
lower rain-fed reaches_ The total result is that, below the inflow 
of the rain-fed Nahe at the old Roman port of Spires, vessels of 
at least 500 tons burden can ply without difficulty, while below 
the inflow of the snow-fed Main the burden rises, for at least 200 

days in the year, to 2ooo tons. Incidentally, too, this influx of 
winter and spring floods converges on the Bingen narrows, with 
a consequent current-speed normally above 6 miles an hour
necessitating powerful tugs and stationary hauling-gear for up-stream 
traffic, but supplying one reason why the estuary of the Rhine is 
so much less silted up than that of the Elbe. 

Rhone. The Rhone may be compared with the Rhine, if only to criticise 
the prevalent misconception that it is useless as a waterway. Of 
course, it has obvious drawbacks. Though its length is only 500 

miles, it rises 6ooo feet above the sea; and, as it is fed from what 
is at once the highest part of the Alps and that nearest to the
Atlantic, its volume and its pace must be great. No doubt, too, 
the ice-fed Durance joins the main stream too near its mouth to 
avoid complicating conditions in the delta, and the Ardeche joins 
it too near for its melted snow to be of much use for navigation. 
On the other hand, abolft 4 700 feet of the total fall is accomplished 
in the I o 5 miles down to the Lake of Geneva; the river is fed 

~~~=~_from. 405 sr:p_l~_r~>. milP.~ of elacier; and its fall froll! Lyons to the ~~ 
sea is only 530 feet in 230 miles. Again, while all the ice-fed 
streams flood in summer, the rain-fed ones flood in winter and the 
snow-fed in spri~g, so that the Saone and the Ain, like the Neckar 
and the Moselle in the case of the Rhine, help to keep the volume 
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more or less uniform throughout the year. These conditions 
combine to give the Rhone almost always a minimum depth of 
4! feet-which is enjoyed by the Elbe for only zoo days in the 
year and by the Oder for only I z 7 ; and the one great injury from 
the ice-fed torrents, an undue widening of the bed by the heavy 
floods, has been artificially corrected in such a way that the con
centration of energy in a single channel enables the river to carry 
away its heavy burden of shingle and gravel. 

The Danube has a still more. complex regime, as might be Danube: 
inferred from the fact that it twice cuts across the great Alpine Upper 
barrier. In the upper part of its basin it is fed with winter-rain Course. 
from the Black Forest and by melted snow in spring from the 

Iron Gates on Danube. 

Alpine foreland ; ·and, as this part of its course gets little actual 
supply of rain in the time of maximum evaporation and maximum 
plant-energy, it has a minimum flow in summer. It suffers further, 
in this section, because during drought the head stream disappears 

• bodily underground, sometimes for three or four month~; and, when 
it reappears 8 miles to the south and s6o feet lower, it enters Lake 
Constance, z".e. flows to the North Sea, not the Black. 

At the first Alpine barrier the river is joined by its great ice-fed Middle 
tributary the Inn, which has a length greater than that of the Course. . . 
Danube proper above the1r confluence at Passau; and the whole 
river assumes an Alpine regime, showing a summer maximum at 
Vienna and receiving the "Danube" as a truncated stream now 
rising in Wiirtemberg, not in Baden. Once inside the mountain
barri~r, it becomes a more or less typical Steppe rjver, suffering great 
extremes of climate; and, as it is now fed mainly by winter-snow 
and river-ice, it has a spring maximum, the melting of the ice-fields-
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where the river deployed in several channels (now converted into 
one) on to the Hungarian plain-having caused formerly very 
destructive floods, e.g. in I 838 at Budapest. But the melting of 
the hill snow and the lowland ice, and the normal occurrence of 

Contour map of Russia. 
The lightly shaded areas are ml!lre than 6oo feet in height. The Caspian Sea is s4 feet 

below sea-level, 

Pf'_r!y :;umr11er rains, are followed by such high temperatures that 
the air has a maximum capacity for absorption at the same time 
that plant-activity. is at a maximum; and the river shows a late-
summer and early-autumn minimum at Belgrade. · 

After crossing the second Alpine barrier (Kazan-Orsova), the 
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great difficulty is temperature, not precipitation. In the continental Lower 
climate the transitional seasons are so short that navigation is very Course. 
precarious; for instance, in 1902 the winter began with such a 
sudden and extreme frost that 38 steamers were frozen up between 
Braila and the coast, where the river is navigable by ocean vessels 
of 4000 tons register, and more than I 20 loaded barges suffered 
a similar fate between Braila and Rushchuk, where the barges have 
a capacity of up to 2ooo tons. On the contrary, the large amount 
of undergrC!und water-with a normal and constant temperature 
of 48° F.-received by the river between Vienna and Pressburg 
create!> a winter harbour that is almost entirely free from ice ; and 
it was here that the old Roman road from Aquileia found a terminus 
in Carnuntum. 

CHAPTER IX 

CLIMATIC CONTROL 

( 2). O.f Vegetation. 

WE have already noticed how early Man must have had most Early 
chance of intruding, with his domestic plants and animals, in a Man. 
transition area, and how markedly Southern Europe is such an area. 
But the mere absence of the more adverse conditions is not, by 
itself, sufficient to account for the very early growth of civilisation 
in the Mediterranean basin. And we may examine in some detail 

lvoth the phenomena 
which account for the 

~ absence of the unfavour
able conditions, · and 
those which account for 
the presence of favour
able ones. 

All organic forms, High v. 
whether plant or beast ~ow 
or man, have much in orms. 
common; and their in
terdependence implies, 
on the one hand, more 
or less common climatic 

!§.Existing Gla~iers, ~\~'!:I Ancient Ice conditions, and, on the 

other hand, the sul:r 
servience of the lower forms to the higher. F;om one point of 
view, Man had to oust the essentially "wild" plants and beasts that 
were in possession of an area; from the. other point of view, 
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survivors or intruders must be his servants. This was easy in 
Europe, for, in the first place, the Great Ice Age had decimated the 
native flora and fauna of Europe ; and survival had been easiest 
where it is more or less true to say that subsequent progress was 
most difficult, i.e. in the Mediterranean basin. The evolution of 
Europe as a continent has been intimately bound up with the 
movements of shepherds from the grass-lands of Asia into the fruit
garden of the Mediterranean on their way to the forests and fisheries 
of North-West Europe. 

Europe lies mainly in purely temperate latitudes, but also partly 
in essentially transitional latitudes. In both there are seasonal 
variations of temperature and of rainfall, and these are the two 
essential conditions in the evolution of those plants which are most 
useful to man. The greater differences of rainfall are in the south, 
and the greater ranges of temperature are farther north. The net 
result is more favourable to the north than to the south ; for the 
absence of moisture, which is the fundamental check on the growth 
of plants, comes in the south at the time when otherwise the heat 
is most favourable to such growth. In the north, on the contrary, 
the shortness of the summer season ·is more than compensated by 
the length of the summer day; and the occurrence of the rainfall 
and the heat simultaneously gives to both a maximum utility. But 
this could not be effective until the more adverse results of the old 
glaciation had been modified or removed; and one agent in this 
process was the gradual desiccation that has been spreading over 
the Old World, and that has progressively handicapped the 
Mediterranean peoples. 

Now, the rainfall in most parts of Southern Europe is scanty in 
amount and strictly seasonal in character, and these conditions are 
so adverse to forest growth that continuous forests are rare ; and 
this must have left a relatively large area free for cultivation, so that 
cultivated plants appeared in the Mediterranean basin ages before 
they appeared on the European plain. But, though the rainfall is 
adverse to continuous forest, the absence of any cold wind in the 
dry season and the presence of sufficient warmth in the wet season "' 
render the limited supply adequate for discontinuous, or "orchard," 
trees, provided that they are adapted to resist drought. The various 
processes by which this adaptation is secured, include lengthening 
of root, restriction of heiiht, thickening of bark, development of 
thorns, toughening of leaves, secretion of volatile oil, and other 
means of resisting or evading the evaporating power of very dry air 
or of drawing water from great depths. And no typical plants h:!\'C 

survived in the M ~diter:::mcai1 uasin without fulfilling one or more 
of these conditions, The olive, the cork-oak, the vine, and-in the 
rainiest areas-the sweet chestnut are typical. 

The olive is probably the most important, as it is the most 
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typical. Like many other natives of summer-dro·ugnt, -e.g. the box The 
and the yew, it develops a rich colour iii the wood, and grows so Olive. 
slowly that its wood takes a most beautiful polish, and the tree itself 
attains a prodigious age (I ooo-1 zoo years). But the greater 
violence of the wind where there is no ground-friction, the more 
rapid transpiration of the leaves at this higher level, and the lower 
humidity of the air at that level, all combine to restrict its height 
usually to under 30 feet; and even this height seems to be reached 
only by the help of man. The small size of the narrow "willow"-
leaf, the hoary hue of its under side, and the fact that it is ever
green, all combine to minimise transpiration in the hot dry-season 
and to facilitate assimilation in the cool wet-season. The tree never 
suffers from physiological drought, because it cannot live at all where 
the temperature is too low for it to assimilate in the cold season ; 
and its root-system is so enormously developed that it is able to 
draw water from depths where actual drought cannot reach, while the 
stem up which the water passes may have a girth of over zo feet, 
i.e. equal to the height of the tree ! And olive-oil is the milk and 
cream, the butter and cheese, of this typically summer-drought area. 

Plants of humbler habit, with no woody stem to defy climatic Humble 
injury, are also largely found in the Mediterranean area; but they Plants. 
have· survived only in virtue of aromatic properties or some pro-
vision for storing water, as in the case of laurel and oleander, 
lavender and myrtle, garlic and asphodel. And the destruction 
which man has undoubtedly caused amongst forest growths in 
historic times, has probably been equalled by that caused by goats 
amongst the humbler plants, so that the survivors are typically 
unpleasant to handle, being covered with hairs or spines or resin, or 
in some other way made distasteful.to the goats. 

Of course, the great variety of level involves considerable Natural 
variety of temperature, and this means variety of vegetation-from Grasses. 
palm trees to pines ; and, on the other hand, the most important 
areas are largely alluvial floors of valleys that are surrounded by 
lofty mountains, from which the alluvium has itself been carried, 

• and from which it is watered to an extent that bears no obvious 
relation to the local rainfall. But neither the alluvial fiats nor the 
relatively large supplies of water in the subsoil are very suitable for, 
or very favourable to, the shallow-rooted grasses, so that there is 
bound to be a deficiency of natural pasture except on the fertile soil 
of the glacial platforms. • 

The case is different with the cultivated grasses, especially Culti
barley and wheat, both of which are natives of the· Mediterranean vated 
b . N . h f h d h h h' h . . 1 f Grasses. asm. e1t er o t em nee s t e great eat w IC IS typ1ca o 
the basin in summer, but the effective value of which is lost 
because the drought makes summer the time ~f rest for plants. 
The early growth of both is encouraged 'by the mild moist winters, 
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while the spring heat "forces" them on so quickly that they are 
mature before the drought is at hand; and by that time the 
perfection of ripening depends precisely on the presence of dry 
warl}l weather, which also facilitates harvesting. There is, therefore, 
every encouragement for man to cultivate annuals of this kind on 
the precious alluvial plains. In other words, he can easily provide 
himself with corn and wine and oil; and on such of the alluvial 
plains as had been originally forested, and so were rich in fibrous 
leaf-mould, e.g. Northern Italy, he could grow the flax which he 
needed for clothing. 

Fruit. To these fundamental necessaries he could easily add various 
pulses and flavourings, e.g. the garlic, and all kinds of nuts and 
stone-fruits; and in later times the areas which enjoy early summer 
rains, were found to be as favourable to maize as those enjoying 
only winter rains were to tobacco. But the typical control is seen 
in the fruit-growing-with irrigation. Nearly all stone-fruits are 
natives of South-Western Asia, as the various citrus fruits are of 
South-Eastern Asia; and the easy cultivation of the ordinary arable 
land, and the rapid growth of the ordinary annual crops, left the 
leisure that was necessary for the cultivation of fruit and for 
attending successive harvests, e.g. _ vine, fig, olive. At the same 
time, the essential problems of irrigation were the same there and 
then as they are now in California, and the family was neither 
capable of being, nor allowed to be, the irrigating unit of labour
a result somewhat adverse to family life (cf. p. 74), as the relative 
lack of ra:u was to density of population. 

Northern One of the great natural advantages of Europe in early days 
Europe. was that the southern part is in climate and crops more or less 

complementary of the northern. Here almost the only drought is 
physiological, for every normal winter is cold enough to stop 
vegetation. Under normal conditions, then, the annual plants 
must be such as mature in summer, or they must be treated so 
as to evade the typical winter conditions; and this involved such 
change of exposure or season as, e.g., in planting vines on hill-slopes 
facing south-east or sowing wheat in spring instead of autumn .• 
But the ordinary succession of climatic phenomena was intimately 
associated with the calm heavy air of a high-pressure centre in 
winter and with the light rain-bearing inflnw to a iow-pressure 
centre in summer; anrl_ the absence of wind in the cold season was 
~s favourabie to the growth of forest as the presence of rain was 
in the warm season. A very large proportion of the area was, 
therefore, bound to produce temperate forest. 

"Forest" But the summer was not long enough, nor was the temperature 
Crops. high enough, for the favouring rain-supply to produce dense 

vegetation; and •Man intruded without much difficulty, marking 
his arrival by such encroachment on the forest as handicapped it 
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in its natural struggle with other forms of vegetation. Thus the 
various grasses, natural and artificial; which do not need much heat, 
and which do not mind more or less constant rain, were encouraged, 
especially oats and rye ; and the fibrous floors of the old fore·sts 
were equally favourable to flax and hemp, as they have been in 

Russian belts of vegetatio~. 

later times to various root-crops that are tolerant of little sunshine 
and much rain, e.g. potatoes and turnips. The flax was. less 
valuable than in the Mediterranean basin, however, because the 
climate was so favourable to natural pasture th~t wool was both 
abundant and more suited to the requirements of Man in the 'long 
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cold winter ; and the same conditions increased the demand for 
animal food, thus incidentally involving a type of occupation very 
favourable to the development of family life. 

At the same time life was relatively hard. One legacy of the 
old glaciation was an intractable soil ; the forest had to be cleared ; 
the marsh had to be drained; and the first results of forest-clearing 
increase rather than diminish flooding. On the other hand, these 
temperate forests are social, a fair variety of types being combined 
with a large continuous area under each type ; and under such 
circumstances enormous herds of swine found· abundance of food 
in the continuous oak and beech forests, and the variety of the 
timber was sufficient for ordinary domestic purposes. 

Eastward and south-eastward of the forest area the presence of 
icy winds in the winter and the absence of rain in the hottest part 
of the summer were profoundly adverse to forest growth ; and the 
forest gave place to prairie and steppe, the one offering as great 
facilities for the cultivation of artificial grasses, especially wheat, as 
the other did for natural pasture. There is, of course, strong wind 
on the ocean margin of the old forest area; but its strength is so 
much lessened by ground-friction that it did little more than keep the 
ocean margin usefully free from forest, while it brought abundance 
of rain to replace the moisture which it carried away from the tran
spiring trees. 

The pastoral tendencies of the grasslands were far from being 
annihilated as the shepherds moved westward; but obvious changes 
crept in. The lush grass of the Atlantic sea-board produces beef 
of a quality unknown on the real steppe, so that the cow completely 
displaces the mare from her premier position on the steppe ; and 
the stabling of most domestic animals greatly facilitated that 
collection of manure which has revolutionised agriculture in North
West Europe. 

These general considerations may afford ground for dividing 
the continent into formal zones of vegetation, the most northerly 
being the useless Tundra- the cold desert which occupies the 
northern margin of the Russian lowland, and overlaps on to the • 
Ural and Scandinavian heights. Indeed, Russia-spanning the 
whole continent from north to south-gives a fairly correct bird's
eye view of all the zones. 

The Coniferous Forest, in which the non-coniferous birch is 
associated with pine and ~r :!nd l:m:h, practically cuvers the whoie 
area southward from the Tundra at least as far as the latitude of 
Christiania-St. Petersburg, the fir being specially dominant round 
the Gulf of Bothnia. The subsidiary forest products include resin 
and tar, potash and pulp ; but agriculture is more typical of the 
deciduous forests, -while the clearings are typically devoted to oats, 
barley, rye, and potatoes. 
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The Deciduous Forest remains only "in samples" except in "Decidu

Russia, where it still covers much of the land between the latitude gus; 
of St. Petersburg and that of Kief. The southern limit of the en re. 
area is partly physical and partly climatic. In the west it runs 
along the northern edge of the Young Folded Mountains, and in 
the east along the southern edge of the old glaciation; and inside 
these latitudinal extremes it is roughly bounded longitudinally by 
lines within which there is a winter temperature below 32° F. for at 
least two months, and a summer temperature above 64 o F. for at 
least two months, with a mean annual rainfall of· rather more or 
rather less than two feet. Where relief decreases the temperature 
and increases the rainfall, as along the Vosges and the Black 
Forest, the Erz Gebirge and the Sudetes, deciduous trees give place 
to conifers; and where late glaciation has left a marshy and 
intractable soil, as along the south shore of the Baltic, conifers and 
heaths occur, as also on the windy flats that border the North Sea. 
But agriculture is widely developed over the cleared parts of the 
area, the chief grains being wheat and rye and the chief roots being 
beet and potatoes; and the pastures, which are largely artificial, 
have been so much improved by systematic grazing and regular 
mowing that they are exceedingly rich. 

The Evergreens of the Mediterranean basin coincide with the ·"Ever
area of summer-drought, which practically includes all the land that re~r 
drains into the Mediterranean proper. But altitude gives great ou · 
variety, the trees at the highest levels being coniferous ; and the 
actual uplift gives great protection to the coastal valleys, so that-
with irrigation from the snow-capped heights-even tropical plants 
can be cultivated. Not only so, but these are of unique excellence; 
for instance, the finest rice in· the world is grown in Lombardy
illustrating the general law that the farther from the equator grain 
can be ripened properly at all, the .more perfect does it become. 
All the typical trees and shrubs are sombre-coloured, for only those 
survived which were able to exclude-by means of colours from the 
lower end of the spectrum-the dangerous ultra-violet rays of 
'!mnshine ; and there is considerable localisation of type, e.g. cork 
and vario.us kinds of " alfa " being more dominant in the " African " 
climate of Iberia, while olive and mulberry are more dominant 
elsewhere. The various evergreen shrubs of the citrus genus are 
very typical, especially oranges and lemons. Their restricted height, 
the colour and texture of their bark, the shlfile and glossy surface of 
their leaves, their secretion of volatile oils, their protection of their 
green shoots by axillary spines, all make them more or less in
different to summer drought so long as copious autumn and winter 
rains come in time to "flush " their fruit with juice. 

The Steppe of South-Eastern Europe is said 'o be a sort of "In~er-, 
continental extension of the Mediterranean domain, as the North- ~~~;!~ 
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European heaths are said to be a maritime extension of the Steppe 
proper. It certainly is characterised by many typical Mediterranean 
plants, especially of the bulbous habit; but this is a natural control 
of the climate. Steppe is essentially land in temperate latitudes so 
far from the ocean, or so much cut off from oceanic influence, and 
so much exposed to wind in winter, that its climate is adverse to all 
plants except such as can evade the extremes of temperature and 
drought. It is found inside the Alp-Carpathian ring of mountains 
and in similar latitudes in Russia; and the fact that its northern 
limit coincides roughly with the northern limit of loess, i.e. the 
southern limit of morainic deposits, has led to its being connected 
with the fine character of the loess. But it is almost certainly a 
joint result, with the loess, of the dry winter wind which distributed 
the glacier silt (cf. p. 24). It is naturally desert in summer, in 
autumn, and in winter; but in spring the melted snow makes it 
"blossom as the rose," with dark-red tulips, peach-red almond
shrubs, pale-red woodbine. And its better-watered areas, especially 
in Hungary, repay richly cultivation under grain. 

CHAPTER X 

CLIMATIC CONTROL 

(3) Of Beast and Man. 

THE Great Ice Age scarcely affected fish and birds, but it worked 
havoc among land mammals-in proportion to their size and appetites 
and in inverse proportion to their intelligence and powers of loco
motion. Indeed, the extraordinarily rapid progress of early Man 
subsequently cannot be dissociated, on one hand, from the wholesale 
massacre of the stupid during the glacial epochs, and, on the other 
hand, frorn the typical agility and intelligence of arboreal mammals. 
But Man is innately adaptable and omnivorous as well as intelligent, • 
and must have come best out of the struggle, while the purely 
herbivorous beasts of the more southern latitudes must have come 
out of it worst. For the advancing ice drove many typical plants 
to practical annihilation in the Mediterranean ; ancl the smaller 
and more abstemious b~asts which Sllrviveu must-in the process 
of adjustment to new, sources of food-have lost some of their old 
aclvar.tage of superior strength, and have been very much at the 
mercy of man. Cf. p. 4 7. 

The importance of this depends partly on the fact that, far from 
tropical scenes ot senseless competition, species are few but social ; 
and the old civilisation and the dense population of Europe have 
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involved the disappearance of such species as could not be brought 
into due subjection (cf. p. 69). For instance, the demand for 
_beech-wood of a character appropriate to-because produced by
areas of close foresting has led in chair-making areas to the whole
sale destruction of nut-eating animals, e.g. squirrels, whose appetites 
interfered with the natural increase of seedlings. Exactly opposite 
conditions have given rise to the recent law in Russia prohibiting 
access for three years to certain forest-areas favourable to the sable. 

As almost the whole continent may be described as natural Fauna. 
forest or mountain zone, we should expect that the natural fauna 
would be either· of the forest type, e.g. the wolves and bears of 
Russia, or of the montane type, e.g. the chamois and ibex of 
Switzerland; but the domestication of the important hoofed animals 
and the cultivation of artificial grain have given special opportunities 
for the spread of rodents, by decreasing the old competition on their 
grass-land home, whether steppe or alp ( cf. the Alpine marmot), and 
increasing their artificial supplies of food. 

Unfortunately for Man, from the need for fertility to discount Steppe 
the appalling mortality in the times of keenest competition, many ~rgan
of these animals, e.g. the rat and the rabbit, have inherited, as the Isms. 
Negro has in his age-old struggle with noxious microscopic fauna, 
extraordinary reproductive power; and, as they are all wholly or 
partly vegetarian in diet, they have become a very serious tax on 
agriculture, especially where there has been foolish and wholesale 
decimation of such essentially useful birds as owls. Locusts and 
grasshoppers are similarly prolific steppe organisms. It was 
estimated' that the British operations in Cyprus exterminated in 
two years 25o,ooo,ooo,ooo locusts-whose "music" is simply the 
noise of millions of ceaselessly moving jaws. 

In his war with such pests, including the few noxious reptiles Birds. 
which survived glaciation-though they have never flourished since 
then in Europe as they have in the hotter parts of the Old World-
Man has been greatly helped by the rich bird fauna. And this 
richness is due partly to the large area of original forest, and partly 
~to their greater mobility in the face of glacial movement or human 
hunters, but mainly to the fact that the Nile valley has provided a 
unique line of migration between the breeding-grounds and the 
winter-quarters of many species. There has been also a somewhat 
similar migration westwards towards the Atlantic in winter; so that 
there is a zone of rich bird fauna all the w!y from England via the 
Atlantic and Mediterranean coast-lands and the Nile valley to the 
Ethiopian highlands. Indeed, the choice of the island of Capri by 
Tiberius as the site of his famous palace, was due partly to the 
excellence of its vineyards and partly to the fact that it was-as 
it still is-a regular resting-place for quails on •their northward 
migration. Amongst the birds which do not migrate far southward, 
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e.g. ptarmigan, there is a change of colour--to white or nearly 
white-in winter; and the change is protective against radiation of 
heat as well as against enemies. 

Man, as the culminating product of the various controls, is of 
three main types-Nordic, Alpine, and Mediterranean; and his 
dominant control is climatic, the direct influence showing specially 
in colour and the indirect in physique. And we may make two 
assumptions about his theoretical development and characterisation : 
( 1) his early progress must have been easiest where conditions 
approximated to a natural evolution, but ( 2) his . ultimate progress 
should be greatest where conditions strained his powers without 
overstraining them. If these assumptions are justified, the 
optimum result should be found where the two sets of conditions 
were combined ; and we should, therefore, find the highest type 
evolved in the forested areas of cool-temperate latitudes. 

Primeval man-whom, without necessarily accepting all or any 
of the suggestions about a probable Gondwanaland, we might call 
a Gondwana- was certainly evolved in a region of such high 
temperature and high relative humidity that it was forested ; and 
the Gondwana was, therefore, brunet in colour and arboreal in 
habit. The brown pigment is still found in the epidermal cells of 
all peoples on the face of the earth, even the blondest; and infants 
can support their own weight unaided if suspended by the fingers. 
This, though obviously an anachronism now, like such other 
transient infantile traits as extreme long-headedness and a concave 
nose, is an appropriate and significant accomplishment in the 
highly evolved descendants of arboreal primates. Man, in his 
individual development, has to climb his own genealogical tree; 
and, during the Age of Fear, survival was naturally to those children 
of the Tree-Dwellers that were blessed with the most prehensile 
fingers. But, obviously, their forms as well as their fingers were 
adapted to their arboreal environment; and the habitual conformity 
of the human skull to the general plan of the human body at once 
becomes of prime importance. For arboreal environment involves 
simian physique, which implies an elongated body ; and to this
the skull would unquestionably conform. 

Primeval man came into Europe, therefore, from the south; 
he was brown-skinned and long-headed ; like nearly all other tree
dwelling mamrnf!.ls, he was mrnkediy sociai and quick in mind and 
body; and he instincti,ely avoided the unforested highlands. But 
he arrived in days of heavier rainfall and higher relative humidity ; 
and, until he had himself made effective attacks on the native 
forests, he found a congenial home in the Mediterranean basin. 
There were also, as we have seen, lines of easy movement from 
this area into t~e northern forest areas, especially in the Atlantic 
half of the continent. In each case the new environment must 

• 
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have tended to arrest or to develop fundamental traits, and to do 
this in different degrees and in different directions ; and the pre
dominant factor in the differentiation was the essential contrast of 
summer-rain and summer-drought with their implicit differences of 
relative humidity, z".c. capacity for obstructing the ultra-violet rays of 
sunlight. Summer-drought, with its high actinic power, tended to 
blacken in the lower latitudes; summer-rain, with its high opacity, 
tended to bleach in the higher latitudes. For the increased activity 
of the lungs, in the presence of the relatively little and feeble sun
shine in the summer-rain area, favoured the lighter colour of the 
skin ; the increased activity of the intestines, in the presence of 
the relatively great and strong sunshine of the summer-drought area, 
favoured the darker colour. Nordic man, therefore, became fair, 
while Mediterranean man became-or remained-very dark, the 
shade deepening eastward with the decrease of relative humidity. 

Under these circumstances the survival of the fittest meant the Need of 
survival of those who were appropriately coloured. For human Pigment. 
protoplasm is normal only at a temperature of about g8°-99° F., and 
even infra-red rays can disturb it seriously if it is not protected 
by a sufficiently pigmented cover, i.e. skin, because the normal 
temperature of the body is increased perceptibly by an increase in 
the temperature of the surrounding air. The actual process is 
illustrated in Europe by the distribution of freckles· or ordinary 
sunburn. This is a pathologi.cal phenomenon, z".c. an injury, caused 
oNly and directly by the short actinic rays, and is therefore a sign 
of incomplete adaptation to environment; it seldom occurs in 
dark-skinned persons, and can be prevented in the fair-skinned by 
a slight staining of the skin. Natural skin-pigment is evolved as 
a similar protection, and therefore varies with the need, i.e. the 
intensity of the sunshine, as conditioned by the altitude of the sun 
and the humidity of the air "blanket." 

In this connection the forest was of prime importance. It Forest 
meant the direct presence of tree-·shade, and it implied a relatively Influence. 
high humidity ; and the relative humidity must always be high 

• where, as in Europe outside the Mediterranean basin, moist winds 
blow regularly towards higher latitudes. Here, too, even apart 
from the question of humidity, neither heat nor light is intense,· so 
that dark skin was not needed to increase radiation of heat and 
protect from light, while fair skin was needed to minimise radiation 
of the relatively deficient heat, especially-in the typical gloom of 
the fiords and forests of North-West E~rope, which are also in the 
normal path of cyclonic systems. 

The southern frontier of the White man, then, roughly coincides "White" 
with the southern frontier of Bear-Worshippers because it is the Man. 
southern frontier of temperate forest. And, in ~iew of the great 
importance of the angle of ray-impact and .the thickness of the 
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atmosphere, we may fix the natural limits of the normal or average 
White man in Europe as such parts of latitudes 45° to 55° N. as 
are maritime or forested ; south of this he is blackened, and north 
of it, i.e. north of the latitude of Copenhagen, he is bleached. 
This is equally true of Yellow men moving westward, e.g. the 
Magyars, and of the original Brown man after movement northward. 
The case of the Finns is profoundly significant, if it is a case of 
the lank-haired race intruding into the domain of the· wavy-haired; 
for in that case the Finns' hair has regained its original morpho
logical wave, and lost the physiological coarseness that it acquired 
in the Yellow man's intemperate climate (see Note, p. 81). 

This would be strong evidence against the belief that the wavy 
European hair is of secondary origin, derived from the crossing of 

Geometrical centre of Europe. 

distinct primary types of man, Black and Yellow; but in any case 
we would accept, as conclusive evidence of priority, the closer agree
ment between the wavy European hair and that of other primates. 
And, as the Black man is further than the Yellow man from the higher • 
apes in this respect, we assume that the form~r has suffered mor.e 
variation, i.e. degeneration, from the original type. We, therefore, 
expect such foreign influences as have been really effective or civilis
ing to have reached Europe from the east rather than from the south. 

Alpine There has been suet. an intrusion from the east in the case of 
Man. Alpine man; and he is still largely a Yellow or "parchment

skinned" man. UnlikP- thP Nordic m:.:.n :1nd the },fcditerraneau 
man, he has his area of characterisation outside the frontiers of 
Europe-on the vast intemperate grass-lands of Asia. He is, there
fore, a man of tl'te alp rather than of the Alps; he flourishes only 
on the grass-land, whether lowland steppe or montane alp, and dies 

• 
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out rapidly even on the foothills-the forested foothills-of the 
Alps. But he is, of course, at home on the Russian and Hungarian 
steppe, as on the Bulgarian plateau ; and in each case the park-land 
between grass and forest weaned him gradually from the lower 
civilisation of the pastoral nomad to the higher civilisation of the 
tiller of a forest-clearing. As the domesticator of the wild ox and 
the wild horse, which were natives of such park-land, this Round
head was the greatest of all the benefactors of Europe; and it was 
mainly his artificial mobility, as a user of domestic animals, that 
enabled him to impose his rule and language on the dense popula
tion of fruit-growers in the area of summer-drought. The Achaeans 
were characteristically known as "Tamers of Horses." 

Access from the Danubian steppe was physically almost as easy 
into Italy as into Greece, and the Italian route had the climatic 
advantage of being skirted by almost continuous alp; it was, there
fore, more suitable to the !tali ("Cattle-men") branch of the 
Round-heads than the Greek route was to the Achaean branch. 
Not only was the· route suited to Cattle-men, but so also was its 
destination. The alp pasture is essentially rich, and the essential 
products of it are cattle, not sheep and goats; and 2 5 per cent of 
Italy is still pastoral, the main stock being cattle. So the Round
heads, in occupying the unforested highlands which had been 
instinctively avoided by the Long-heads, possessed themselves of 
an unoccupied territory which was admirably suited to their own· 
hereditary needs, and which commanded the best route between 
the centre of the summer-drought area and the centre of the 
summer-rain area. In spite, therefore, of their small numbers, 
they were able to impose control-political, economic, and even 

·linguistic-over the far more numerous and more civilised Long
heads of the Fruit-land; and it is interesting to notice that the 
geometrical centre of Europe, as a continent, is the original spot 
where Nordic, Alpine, and Mediterranean men naturally met. 

NOTE 

• Ripley's alternative to the accepted view of the Finns as Ural-Altaic in physique 
as well as speech is stated in the chapter on Russia ; but he ignores the significance 
of their hair being very ligltt!y waved. 

• 

• 
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CHAPTER XI 

THE ITALIAN PENINSULA 

THE race-home of the old Romans is the centre of the most cleariy 
characterised natural region in the Old World; it is "a long pier
head of Europe," almost joining the snowy Alps to the sandy Sahara, 
and almost cutting off the larger, sub-tropical, gulf-girt basin of the 
great midland sea from the smaller, warm-temperate, mountain-girt 
basin. 

It is in several ways the most typical country of Europe, as a 
"peninsula of peninsulas." For it combines within its frontiers the 
three great types of land form-continental, peninsular, and insular, 
and the two great contrasts of the European climate-summer rain 
and summer drought; and these advantages helped to make it the 
centre from which the continent was evolved as a political unit, for 
its position gave great facilities for passing on the culture borrowed 
from the sub·tropical basin to the hinterlands of the warm-temperate 
basin, especially via the Ebro and Rhone valleys. 

In modern times the Suez Canal has enabled it to resume this 
task in the economic world, and has restored to it most of the 
influence of which it was deprived by the discovery of the Cape 
route to India. Possibly it would never have lost that influence if 
the Italians had not actually tried to prevent Atlantic expansion and 
to perpetuate Mediterranean methods of navigation with their .. 
circumscribed sphere. The World reaped the benefit of their long 
experience in navigation, but only through individuals such as 
Culumbu:; :md C::1hot; and Italy herself has paid the penalty of 
arriving too late in the field of colonial expansion. 

As the centre of the ~ld World, Italy acquired a World-dominion 
focused at Rome : all roads led to Rome, the capital of the Republic, 
of the Empire, of the Church ; and world-mastery became a tradition. 
Roman citizenship, therefore, became of infinitely more importance 
than race or-at first-than creed ; all races and all creeds were 
tolerated ; and t~e one vital need was for means of reaching them 
all. The control exercised by these conditions is visible on all 
sides, e.g. in the self-centred egotism of the people ; the number of 
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"foreign " emperors or hybrid marriages; the tenacity with which 
Venice and Genoa remained friendly with the Saracens while acting as 

Mediterranean area. 

transport contractors 
for the Crusaders ; the 
success of the modern 
Italian as a colonist
in colonies belonging 
to nations earlier in 
the field. 

The triple variety of Foreign 
land forms must have Environ-
. 1 d . d.fii ment. · mvo ve certam 1 er-
ences of human de
velopment inside the 
area; and these differ
ences of local environ
ment were bound to be 
accentuated by differ
ences of foreign en
vironment - French 
and Austrian, Greek 
and Spanish, all more 
or less connected with 
the Alpine uplift, or 
African and Arab, in
fluences from the de
sert, the Arabian in
fluence ideally illus
trated in the cathedral 
ofthe ill-fated Messina. 

The presence of Sea. 
the sea on three sides, Frontier. 
as in France, gave 
facilities for commerce 
in three directions, 
and wide commerce 
is always favourable to 
tolerance and cosmo-

• politanism; but it also 
isolated the area in 
such a way as to render 
defence relatively easy 

and to ~ncourage political unity, at least in language and creed. 
The. sites of nearly all the chief towns, the rou~:&s of the chief 
railways, the presence of "sea-coal " everywhere, the number of 
fishermen (over Ioo,ooo)-though they'' fish" mainly for coral and 
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sponge-all illustrate the sea control. It should be noticed, how
ever, that the number of good harbours is very small, especially on 
the Adriatic, where there is not a single adjacent island south of 
Rimini nor a single natural harbour south of Venice; even the few 
that do exist have curiously limited hinterland ; except in the Po 
basin, there is practically no hinterland with water-transport ; the 
great excess of imports over exports in weight makes it very difficult 
for vessels to get return cargoes ; and the economic position of the 
country with regard to the Suez route and between the industrial 
west and the raw materials of the east tends to minimise the 
importance of the· purely domestic and national trade, especially 
since the construction of the great Alpine tunnels. Only 3 per 
cent of the population is engaged in commerce and transport. 

Land The land frontier has always been a real protection and an 
Frontier. isolating medium, and has encouraged unity-linguistic, if not always 

political-to the south of it; but the fact that these tunnels run 
under passes that have been in constant use for centuries-the 
Mont Cenis and the St. Gothard for certainly 2ooo years-suggests 
that the isolation has never been complete politically or economically. 
The reason for this is obviously in the physical character of the 
barrier. It is concave towards Italy, and steeper on the Italian tlian 
on the non-Italian side. The early melting of the snow and ice 
on the south side led to very heavy weathering, which involved a 
steep climb up from the south, while the approach to the scarp from 
the north, e.g. by the Brenner route, was gradual and easy-falling 
nearly rooo feet more in the first So miles south from the Brenner 
than in the first So miles north from it. Further, the convergence 
of the valleys on the concave side always made it easier to invade 
Italy from France or Austria than vice versa; indeed, it was 
impossible for Italy to move by more than one route at a time, for 
increase of distance from the base involved increase of distance 
between the routes. Economically it is specially important that the 
basins of the three great rivers, Ticino, Adda, and Adige, give 
access almost due north and south. 

Frontier The precise frontier illustrates one result of the political disunion • 
Line. which we may presently associate with the internal relief of the land, 

for that disunion enabled the highlanders to encroach on what was 
linguistically Italian. Towards France it is approximately the crest 
of the Alps ; but two things are significant. On the one hann; _ 
l.Jarn::n, loneiy heights c~n watch and control-for good or ill-the 
valley roads; and thus the position of Savoy astride of Mont Blanc 
was so dominating that it enabled a Savoy king to give unity to 
modern Italy by taking advantage of political trouble on the outward 
flanks of the Alf>s in rS6o, rS66, and rS7o. Savoy, however, was 
naturally the price that had to be paid to the French for their help 
towards the first great effort in 1 S6o. On the other hand, the 
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seaward end of the actual frontier-line should be the ridge of the 
Maritime Alps which forms the water-parting between the Roja and 
the Paillon basins, and which reaches the sea at C. Martin. 
Similarly towards Austria the seaward end should be the water
parting ridge of the Julian Alps where they abut on the extreme 
north of the Gulf of Trieste. 

The approaches to the great Trans-Alpine railway routes 
introduce other factors. On the one hand, the whole of the Ticino 
and the Adda basins is linguistically, and should be politically, 
Italian, not Swiss. On the other hand,· the Adige valley, like the 
Danube valley, has been too much of a thoroughfare to give any 
natural site for a frontier. The present site, where the river drops 
on to the lowland at Borghetto, may be accepted physically, 
especially as it crosses Lake Garda-just as the long Lake Maggiore · 
is crossed in the Ticino basin___:along a line of minimum population 
and therefore of minimum disturbance of human associations; and· 
the lake, in each case, with its easy navigation, was a natural terminus 
of the mountain journey. But economically the whole of both the 
Adige and the Garda basins should be in Italy, and the linguistic 
frontier is just north of Trent, although the mountaineers have 
overflowed on to the fertile lowland of the Po. . · 

The most important features bf the internal geography are the Small 
size, the shape, and the natural divisions. The small size, less than Area. 
that of the British Isles, was an unmixed benefit in early historic 
times ; ·it involved easy knowledge of the land and its people and 
possibilities, it necessitated the concentration which developed a 
national type, and it based this type on a civilisation in which
owing to the restricted area for food-supply.:_art1ficial and sedentary 
modes of supplying the needs of life were early substituted for 

·primitive and nomad modes. 
As far as the shape is concerned, the fundamental characteristic Length v. 

is a disproportion between length and breadth, whether viewed as a Breadth. 
whole or as two areas, continenfal and peninsular. Its greatest length' 
is about 7oo miles, i.e. a little longer than Great Britain, while its 

• average width is not a quarter of that. The continental basin alone 
has an extreme "length" from east to west (350 miles) at least 
th.ree times its average ''width " from north to south; the peninsula 
is normally less than. 100 miles wide from east to west, and even 
that is "halved " by the Apennines. The. area was, therefore, too 
long for its width to be easily ruled in early days from a single centre, 
especially while the Po valley was still forested and water-logged. 
It was this difficulty which forced on the Romans the necessity for 
covering the whole land with a skeleton of great roads, properly 
paved and bridged, and running-as no doubt the Tiber valley 
suggested from the very first-up the great river-valleys ; and it was 
not insignificant that they took their name from the roma or groma, 
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"the four cross roads " which crossed at the Forum, and that their 
priestly kings were essentially pontifices, "bridge-builders." 

Peninsular isolation with varied relief is most favourable to the 
development of marked individuality in a people. And the natural 
division into three separate areas accentuates the differences of 
climate, with the consequent differences of occupations and interests, 
that are implied in the great length of the country from north to 
south ; and it was on these differences that the political disunity of 
the area was based. 

By far the most important division, except in actual size, is the 
continental one; and it may itself be subdivided into two parts of 
very unequal importance,-the old basin of the Po, which lies west 

The Po and Piave basins. 

of the old mouth of the river at Ferrara, being very much more 
important than the "Venetian" plain. This importance is essentially • 
based on its character as an old gulf of the Adriatic filled with 
alluvium from the mountains that shut it in on north, west, and 
south ; and this in turn accountS for its low and level surface, its 
fertility and ease of cul~vation, and its original superabundance of 
forest and m:1rsh. The overwhelming importance of the Alps over 
the Apennines in this connl"ction depends on their greater height, 
their greater exposure to the wet winds, their greater steepness ; 
the Po drops sooo feet in its first 20 miles; the rainfall on the 
northern boun~ry of the plain is always over 40 inches, while ih:1t 
on the southern boundary is sometimes only 20; and the average 
height of the glaciated Alps is over I 2,ooo feet, while that of the 
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Apennines is under 6ooo. The force of the Alpine inflow is, 
therefore, so much stronger than that from the Apennines that the 
Po is shoved southward to the very spurs of the latter, as under 
similar circumstances the Danube is shoved southward against the 
Bulgarian sca~p and the Ganges against the scarp of the Dekkan. 
And this southward movement of the line of the river involves ·the 
greater width of plain having a slight southward, i.e. sunward, slope 
close enough up to the Alps to get the maximum of shelter. 

These conditions, accentuated py the low level, the natural Its River 
fertility, and the ease of cultivation, have made the area enormously Regime. 
productive in modern times, as they made it enormously attractive 
to round-headed mountaineers in early times ; but they imply 
reasons for the late political and economic development of the plain. 
For the number of rivers feeding the main stream from the north 
involved a maximum number of obstacles to communication east
and-west, while the forest and marsh were equally adverse to com
munication north-and-south. Such an area was bound to have a 
low swampy " island and lagoon" coast; and its condition .and 
even its size were bound to be much changed by the banking of 
the Po, east of the last spur of the Apennines near Piacenza. This 
was rendered necessary by the regime of the river, which-though 
nominally navigable by steamer to Valenza-is rough at high water 
and silted at low water; and the embanking was both a protection 
against flood and a means of confining the low-water current so as 
to give it a maximum scouring power. The consequent facilities 
for irrigation account for the high value of the rice crop (over 
£2,5oo,ooo a year); but the fertilising floods, instead of being 
naturally spread over the riverine lands, are now carried down to the 
sea, extending the delta so rapidly that the Adriatic coast is now 20 

miles from Adria, and the river-bed has been so much raised at the head 
of the delta that the town of Ferrara is actually below the water level. 

Historically, the political importance of the basin has been Its His
greater even than its economic importance, for the Alps played a toric Im
part similar to that played by the Appalachians in the early history porta.nce. 
of North America. They were a useful check on the premature 
expansion of the Romans, as in the Middle Ages on the " Roman " 
claims of the German Emperors ; and when they did let movements 
of people in or out, it was only in small groups and at considerable 
intervals of time and place. The Po basin thus became a natural 
transition area politically as well as physrcally. To this day purely 
Teutonic features may be traced round the Italian outlet of the 
Brenner route, as purely French dialects are used in Piedmont, and 
as markedly round heads are found over the whole plain-thus 
incidentally minimising ethnic difficulties at the various times when 
the plain has been politically attached to a purely Continental 
Power located in Alpine Europe. All the various elements-
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including Saxon, Slav, and Bulgar-even of the Lombard invasion
were apparently absorbed by the dense population into which they 
intruded; but they infused that population with influences, physical 
and otherwise, which accentuated the natural differences between 
Northern and Southern Italians as based on the natural differences 
of geographic environment. The same essential conditions underlie 
the saying that "The Po valley has been the cockpit of Europe." 

Peninsu-. The peninsula is threaded by the Apennines from the Altare 
lar Relief. Pass to Cape Spartivento, presenting a steep face to the nearer 

~ Apennme forelands DAlluvJUm 
IB Remnants of Tyrrhenian crust block. 
~ Fold system of Alps and Apennmes. 

Tectonic map of Italy. 

coast, t'.e. to the Adriatic in the northern half and the Tyrrhenian 
Sea in the southern. Similarly, in Liguria, where the range is 
steepest, there is practicallY no coast strip at all. Indeed, it is the 
steepnc:;:; :J.nd the increase of height eastward of Genoa-up to 7ooo 
feet-that make the Riviera di Levant.:: :;o favnnrable to the growth 
of olive and orange, and that account for the uniformity of human - ~ -
type and the purity of the Italian language to the south. At the · 
head of the gulf, the Altare, Giovi, and Bochetta passes facilitate 
access inland-by tunnels now-from Savona to Turin and from 
Genoa vt'a N ovi to Turin and Milan ; and a tunnel under the La 
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Cisa Pass, which separates the Ligurian from the Tuscan Apennines, 
gives a go9d route between the land-locked gulf of Spezzia and the 
Parma valley. The slopes of the range are extensively forested, 
mainly with chestnut, oak, and beech; and their upper slopes give 
excellent pasturage. 

The Tuscan and Umbrian sections of the range form the most Main 
important part, not only because here their gentler slope opens out ~a~er· 
westward-while their steeper slope is so inaccessible that. it is still 8 e · 
the site of the independent republic of San Marino-but· also 
because the diversion caused by the hard old rock of the Etrurian 
"remnant" gave the range its greatest eastward detour just where 
the wettest winds that ever reach Italy-north of the Barbary and 
Corsican heights-first strike land. Inside this great detour, then, 
there are both room and rain sufficient for largish rivers, the Arno 
and the Tiber; the hard old rock is rich in mineral wealth, e.g. at 
Carrara and Massa and in the Catena Metallifera ; and the Chiana 
depression between the old rock and the new is so level that water 
flows, according to the wind, into the Arno or the Tiber. Similarly, 
in Latium to seaward of the Tiber valley there is a line or hills 
independent of the Apennines ; but in this case they are volcanic, 
e.g. Monte Amiata, and the volcanic action is seen all over the 
undulating plain of the Roman campagna, showing itself in such 
typical crater lakes as that of Bolsena. 

Farther south the range is divided into three separate chains, Central 
rising from 7ooo feet in the west to 8ooo in the centre, and to A:pen
nearly Io,ooo in the east. Down the windward slope flow such mnes. 
rivers as the Nera and the' Anio, and between the western and 
central ridges there are such natural basins as that of Lake Fucino 
or Celano; ,while between the central ridge,-where Terminillo and 
Velino are snow-capped from November to May,-and the Gran 
Sasso-Maiella barrier the Aquila valley is the coldest place in Italy. 
Lake Fucino, which is exactly in the middle of the peninsula, is 
about 22oo feet above the sea; and Aquila is 200 feet higher still. 
This central belt is not so difficult to cross as it might seem at first 

• sight, however, because the rivers take the sudden bends so 
characteristic in limestone, e.g. the Aterno between the Gran Sasso 
(95~0 feet) and Maiella (9170); and thus communication between 
the two fertile lowlands on each side is facilitated even for railways, 
as it was for the old Roman roads, e.g. the Via Salaria. 

Farther south still the three parallel <!hains are broken up into Southern 
somewhat incoherent groups, closing in on the west and opening Apen
out towards the Adriatic. On each side there is again the appear- mnes. 
ance of independent heights, e.g. M. Amiato and M. Gargano, 
isolated from the Apennines by lowland-the Campanian plain and 
the northern tongue of the Apulian plain. But, while the latter 
continues to the "heel" at Otranto, the "toe" of Calabria is 
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entirely mountainous, and from the Sila forest (6300 feet) to the 
sea consists of the same ancient rocks as the Etrurian remnant. 

Climatically, the typical Mediterranean features of dry heat and 
a cool rainy season are modified by local relief. As in India, the 
lower level and remarkable shelter of the northern plain compensate 
for its higher latitude, while the higher level of the southern 
peninsula is accompanied by greater exposure; so that there is 
some unity of average temperature over the whole area-the mean 
temperature of Udine not differing I0° F. from that of Syracuse. 
But the Po basin is so much cut off from oceanic influences that 
it has considerable extremes, Milan having a normal range of 
over 40° F. at a height of under soo feet above the sea. On the 
contrary, the narrowness of the lowland strip on each side of the 
Apennines minimises the effect of the summer-drought, although 
even in Tuscany camels are not unknown. 

The rainy seasons are, however, not purely of the Mediterranean 
type. North and east of the Apennines the rainy season is late 

The malarial districts of Italy, shown 
in stipple. 

autumn, when the land has already 
cooled and the relative warmth of 
the Adriatic leads to local low
pressure phenomena-which have 
a significant relation to the unique 
development of seamanship amongst 
the Slavs of the Dalmatian coast ; 
but south and west of the Apen
nines there are also winter rains, 
and there are even heavy summer 
rains ( z 5 per cent of the total) 
along the foot of the Alps, e.g. at 
Milan, while in the extreme south 
there may be summer rains (3 per 
cent of the total) from the Trades, 
e.g. at Syracuse. It is largely the 
autumn rains, acting on decaying 

vegetation along the banks of silted rivers from deforested high- • 
lands, that account for the prevalence of malaria, to which 8o per 
cent of the southern Italians are subject, and from which zo,ooo 
of them die every year. Obviously, the disease has had most power 
where the fresh south-west wind has least, i.e. in the lee of Corsica 
and Sardinia, e.g. the M~remmas, the Campagna, and the Pontine 
marshes ; and these are the very places where otherwise the combina
tion of heat and moisture might be, and is gradually being made, 
most favourable to agriculture. 

The variations of temperature are curious, the range being 
greatest where the rainfall is greatest and most evenly distributed; 
and it is this abnormality that largely accounts for the productive-
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ness of the northern plain, as also for some of the scenic effects in 
the Alps. For the great range of temperature, with its slight effect 
on the ice and its marked effect on the soil of the heights, involves 
great disintegration; and the removal of the disintegrated material 
leaves sharp peaks and ragged edges, and is said to fill the _glacial 
lakes at the foot of the range with the mica-in suspension-to 
which their intense blueness may be attributed. It is not easy, 
however, to trace the source of the said mica in the case of Lake 
Como, which is the deepest lake, some 900 feet below sea level. 

The question of shelter is very important both directly and Shelter. 
indirectly. Indirectly, in the case of the Alps, it is dependent on 
conditions favourable to the development of the fohn wind (cf. 
p. 58); directly it is responsible for, e.g. the distribution of rice and 
olive. Thus, in December, Florence is 5o F. warmer than Bologna, 
and Genoa is 5° F. warmer than Florence ;· and the Tuscans need a 
charcoal-burning hand-stove when the Tramontano ("Wind from 
across the Mountains") blows,-as the Dutch need a peat-burning 
foot-stove against their ground-damp,-and their characteristic cloth-
ing is of linen in summer and fur in winter. ·So, on Lake Como 
the sites of Bellano looking north and Varenna looking south have 
given rise to the saying: "If you wish to anticipate Hell, go to 
Bellano in winter and Varenna in summer." And there is a similar 
saying about Arona and Angera on Lake Maggiore: Thus, olives 
are found right up under the Alps (46° N.), and then disappear, only 
reappearing south of the Apennines; for the winter cold-which 
accounts for the terrible suffering of the poor in winter-in the south 
of the Po plain is fatal to them, although the summer heat in the 
same place is great enough for rice. The worst cold, however, is in 
the intermont valleys in the east of the peninsula that are exposed to 
the Bora in winter, e.g. Aquila and Potenza ; for the mountains are 
covered with snow-heavy falls occurring even in June-the valleys 
open northward, and the constant Low-Pressure system on the 
Adriatic naturally involves northerly winds on the west of the whirl. 
In Naples, z".e. the same latitude as Potenza, "cold is a word." 

Everywhere, however, there is a very large percentage of sunshine, Sunshine. 
from 45 to 54 per cent of the possible total for the latitude; and 
this means an average of fully three hours more sunshine every day 
all the year through at Rome than, e.g. at York. Indeed, the 
Roman's horror of rain-as illustrated bY. the fact tl:iat every other 
carter, peasant, and beggar carries an umbrella, as every other horse, 
donkey, and ox wears a mackintosh-is mainly due to its association 
with the cold and sunless season. On the other hand, the associa~ 
tion of heat with the absence of rain leads to a great deal of 
outdoor life, e.g. in cafe and promenade, and accounts for the 
wonderful preservation of old buildings-where ·man has let them 
alone-in cot1trast to their speedy weathering in climates where the 
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expanding power of heat is associated with the denuding power of 
rain, e.g. on the Thames Embankment, where Cleopatra's Needle has 
weathered more in the last 1 8oo weeks 
than in the previous I 8oo years. 

Farming. Under such circumstances, it is 
not surprising that, in spite of the large 
proportion of useless land ( 1 z per 
cent), more than 30 per cent of the 
total population is engaged in agricul
tural or pastoral occupations ; grain 
and grass, fruit and fibres, are all 
typical ; and in regard to all there are 
peculiar advantages and disadvantages. 
The latter are largely historical. On 
the one hand, reckless destruction of Rainfall an~n~NP:;t;:re of Turin 

forest has led to such silting-up of 
rivers and water-logging of riverine lands that malaria either makes 
large areas quite useless or compels the cultivators to live at a 
considerable distance from their work, involving an immense waste 
of time and toil in getting to and from it; and this is complicated 
by drought in the peninsula and by hailstorms in the north-when 
a cold upper current from the Alps drops into the "hot-house " 
of the Po plain. The south is cursed, too, by the inheritance of 
Bourbon methods of holding land, under which an absentee sublets 
a large estate to be worked by hired labour; and it was specially 
in the Bourbon area that the land was deforested to pay Bourbon 
taxes,-that need for mutual help against the infamous Bourbon. 
police led to the formation of secret societies,-and that questions 
of Temporal Power made it impossible for a good patriot to be a 
good "Christian," and made brigandage profitable. 

Tuscany. On the other hand, much of the land is naturally very fertile, 
especially in the volcanic area round Naples, on the mixed soil of 
Tuscany, and in the alluvial north, where vines may be seen climb
ing up mulberry trees which overshadow growing maize. The 
climate encourages the use of vegetable rather than animal food, and 
this in turn encourages a dense population, so that neither labour 
nor market is lacking; and fortunately where the average conditions 
are naturally best-in Tuscany,-historically the system of holding 
land has practically combined the advantages of "large" and 
" :;::r.all " ff!rmine. For b~th landlord and tenant are directly and 
jointly interested in the land ; the mixed crops and tht: normal 
rotation give work evenly distributed all through the year, e.g. 
harvest varying from wheat in June, through wine, to oil in 
December, and the consequent wide experience trains an adaptable 
as well as an industrious type of man. Indeed, the good reputation 
of the Italian colonists in the New World a generation ago was 
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largely due to the considerable percentage of Tuscans, driven to 
emigrate by the smallness of their farms (30 acres) and the con
sequent small demand for labour. 

The most important cereal is wheat, which occupies a large pro- Wheat. 
portion of the arable land ( r 8 p.c.), but averages only r 2 bushels 
per acre. This low yield is partly due to the fact that in Tuscany it 
is grown as a spring crop, and is intentionally "crowded," with the 
result that there is a very quick growth of the " leggy '' and pliable 
.kind needed in the straw-plait industry of Leghorn, Pisa, and other 
Tuscan towns. Somewhat similar conditions prevail in the north of 
the Venetian plain, e.g. near Vicenza, the straw-plaiting itself being 
a domestic and rural industry, while the making of the hats is a 
factory and town industry, e.g. at Marostica. The girls (some 
zo,ooo) who plait the straw, seem also to attend to its cultivation on 
the barren foothills of the Piave basin, where climatic conditions 
made the grain as valueless as the straw is valuable-for its pale 
colour, its elasticity, and its lustre. The hard wheat of the more 
droughty areas, e.g. Apulia, is specially used in the making of macaroni 
and other alimentary pastes ; and much the same conditions are found 
just in the lee of the Apennines, e.g. round Parma. It is the large 
industry in such pastes that accounts for the huge imports of wheat, 
Russia alone sending supplies to the value of £9,4oo,ooo in 1910. 

Maize is a typically summer crop of the moister lands, as wheat Maize. 
(for grain) is a winter crop of the drier lands; it occupies nearly 
half as much area as wheat, but is much more widely spread. 
Indeed, it is cultivated almost everywhere as an alternative crop, 
partly because it can follow, e.g. hemp, so that two crops can be 
reaped off the same land in one summer,-partly because it is very 
prolific, giving a large return on a small expenditure,-and partly 
because maize polenta is essentially stodgy, so that a little goes a 
long way. The poor . quality of the grain, however, in many parts 
is so deleterious that it renders the peasants too weak to resist the 
poisonous attacks of the sand-flies which carry pellagra. 

The high spring and autumn temperatures in the Ticino Rice. 
lowlands, the facilities for irrigation, and the high latitude, combine 
to make the rice of supremely good quality in Lombardy and 
Piedmont. Good rice is also grown round Ravenna and Salerno, 
and the Italian peasant is accustomed to laborious cultivation, such 
as rice needs ; but the attraction of mosquitoes to the rice-l~nds 
and the competition of monsoon lands, ~ere natural floods restore 
the land annually after the ravages of such an enormously prolific 
crop, are leading to a considerable reduction in the rice area. At 
the same time, better cultivation has slightly increased the yield 
per acre. Novara and Pavia are much the most important provinces 
in acreage and total yield, the yield per acre bt!ing usually highest 
in Pavia and Mantua. 
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Pasture stands next in importance to grain-growing, and the 
relative value of the various kinds of stock-as compared with the 
British-is a significant comment on relief, climate, and distribution 
of population. Thus cattle, which are much the most important,
being valued at some £ 9o,ooo,ooo,-stand to British cattle as 5 
to 7, while sheep are only as 6 to z6; and this represents roughly 
the relative value of irrigated (naturally or artificially) and un
irrigated pasture. The natural water-meadows along the banks of 
the Po are mainly devoted to dairy cattle, especially in Emilia ; and 
irrigated meadows both in Emilia and in Lombardy are similarly 
used. The milk is everywhere made into cheese, which in Emilia 
takes its name usually from the old Duchy of Parma,-though now 
made specially round Lodi,-and in Lombardy takes its name from 
the town of Gorgonzola. In the Tuscan and Roman maremmas, 
as along the Chiana valley, the natural water-meadows are devoted 
especially to the fattening of foreign cattle, e.g. from Switzerland. 
In the north, too, a great deal of hay is made, irrigated meadows 
yielding sometimes nine crops in as many months. 

Sheep-farming is still largely a semi-nomad occupation and 
confined to the drier parts of the country, for the flocks are brought 
down to the plains in winter, falls of snow on the Apennines being 
so heavy that in some villages communication between house and 
house can only be conducted by tunnels through the snow. The 
chief centres are the Alpine slopes of Piedmont, which are very 
much in the lee of the Alps,-the Central Apennines in Umbria 
and Abruzzi,- and the Southern Apennines in Apulia, 
Basilicata, and Calabria, where, however, the weight of washed 
wool per sheep is small. In the northern half of the country the 
local supplies of wool support local woollen industries, especially in 
Piedmont and Tuscany (c£ the old Banker wool-merchants of 
Florence) ; in the southern half- where the bright light is 
particularly favourable to the bleaching of the skins-the chief 
"pastoral" industry is in glove-dressing, Naples handling some 
3,ooo,ooo sheep and goat-skins a year, and converting the very 
tough gut, e.g. of Foggia, into violin-strings by treating it with the 
local sulphur. The number of sheep, and still more of goats, is 
decreasing, however, largely owing to new forest laws ; but the total 
amount of wool raised is still valued at £ z,ooo,ooo a year, Tuscany 
and Latium producing the largest quantity, while Piedmont and 
Venetia show the heavie~ weight per sheep. In consequence of 
the decreased supply at home, there is a growing import of wool 
(raw, washed, and combed), mainly from Argentina, Australia, and 
France; but the best lamb-skins in the world (for gloves) still 
come from Italy. 

The vine is cu~tivated practically throughout the whole country, 
and wine is the universal drink; but the area under vineyards is 
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relatively small in the north. The large percentage of bright sun
light, the high September temperature (6o° F. being an optimum), 
the abundance of cheap labour, the cool equable cellars in the 
tufa or the natural crotti in the limestone, the local supplies of 
sulphur for treating the vines, are all favourable to the wine 
industry ; and Italy stands second in the whole world for quantity. 
But the quality is inferior. This is to some small extent due to 
the latitude, which is really favourable only to the heavier type 
of white wine, e.g. Marsala, and which does not guarantee a dry 
harvest-time (September-November, according to locality); but 
it is mainly due to bad methods. The large owners are "too 
proud" to purify-they call it "adulterate "-their wines, while the 
small owners are too ignorant and too poor to store the wine 
properly or to treat the vines properly; so that the wines will 
rarely keep for any time. The best "export" wines come naturally 
from the least backward provinces, e.g. the Asti of Piedmont and 
the Chianti of Tuscany; but some of the local growths that are 
used locally, especially those of Capri and Vesuvius, have a great 
reputation. Over-production was a real danger, but has been 
minimised by the ravages of the phylloxera and peronospora. 
Cork and vat-wood (chestnut) are local products. 

The olive is more characteristic than even the vine, and-like The Olive . . 
the chestnut-an essential part of the people's food; and Italy 
is the first country in the world for the quantity of olive-oil pro-
duced,· and equals France in quality. In the south the tree 
flourishes without any ·shelter, and there are continuous woods of 
nothing but olives, e.g. round Bari and Leece ; and in some 
parts e.g. at the shipping-port of Gallipoli, there are wonderful 
" natural cisterns" in the limestone available for the clarify-
ing of the oil. Here, too, the winter rains guarantee "power" 
for the mills exactly at the right time; and there is abundance of 
cheap labour,-from labourers willing to pick for nineteen or 
twenty hours continuously ! But the olive, like the vine, is a 
warm-temperate rather than a sub-tropical product ; and the finer 
oil comes from the higher latitudes. The tree can flourish in 
latitude 46° N.-right up under the Alps, but disappears from 
the .Po plain, where the climate is too extreme ; and even when 
it first reappears, south of the Apennines, it requires some protection 
in the areas which produce the finest oil. The superiority of the 
:ruscan oils, e.g. from Lucca and Pisa, is due partly to the under-
ground heat, which is also evidenced by the number of thermal 
springs. The finest quality is won by hand-crushing, as the finest 
wme is made by foot-crushing, for machinery in each case is apt 
to bring out unpleasant astringent properties. The wooq of the 
olive, like that of the walnut for which Italy is a~o famed, shows 
the influence of summer-drought on colour. Cf. p. 71. 
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The various kinds of citron, or agrumi,-all, like maize and 
tobacco, relatively modern importations, but from the Old World, 
not the New,-are specially important in the south; and 'even 
there they are largely confined to the hinterland of the Tyrrhenian 
Sea, where the "intermediate" climate produces, e.g. oranges inter
mediate in type between the insular " St. Michaels " and the semi
continental "Jaffa." As oranges-though not lemons-are all 
ripe at once, there is need for abundance of cheap labour; so that 
this industry is again suited to the country. The winter rains, too, 
supply the means of irrigating; but this is not an unmixed advantage. 
It quickens growth, but tends to incomplete ripening; which makes 
the fruit less palatable, or to excess of juice, which makes it travel 
badly. Various processes in the citric-acid trade are centered at 
Messina and Palermo. Like the almonds, e.g. of Bari, and the figs, 
e.g. of Catanzaro, oranges and lemons enter very largely into the 
foreign commerce of the country. 

The mulberry is as wide-spread as the vine and-though also 
a modern importation-as characteristic as the olive; and Italy 
holds the first place in Europe and the third place in the world for 
the quantity of silk produced, while it holds the first place in the world 
for quality. Both the human and the climatic notes are important. 
The tree flourishes best in damp heat, but the silk-worms' eggs keep 
best in dry heat ; and irrigation obviously bridges the gulf. The 
shelter of the Alps, especially in the Ticino basin, guarantees the 
necessary six or seven weeks of hot spring (6o° F. being desirable). 
The northern plain supplies an abundance of the essential cheap 
labour, with the necessary qualifications of delicate fingers, patience, 
and assiduous carefulness,-mainly for rearing the silk-worms, but 
also for picking and cutting up the leaves, etc. The maximum 
of regular showers in conjunction with perfect shelter makes 
Lombardy more favourable than Piedmont, e.g. Bergamo having 
an almost ideal situation; but both provinces have had valuable 
external influences, French and Swiss, and the most important area 
is along the provincial frontier in the Ticino valley. On the other 
hand, the summer in the Mediterranean is naturally too dry to • 
allow usually of more than one crop of leave<> being taken in the 
year, which means only one generation of silk-worms; and .this 
accounts for the almost total absence of "silk " over the whole belt of 
n-.inimum r:::.inf:<ll which lies-in a. straight line-between the south
west of Tuscany and th~south-east of Apulia, in the lee of Corsica
and Sardinia to the north-west and in the lee of the Apennines 
to the south-east. These conditions limit the available time to 
the spring months, i.e. precisely the time when other farm work 
is most pressing ; so that the industry suits only small holdings, 
especially those ,.,here most of the labour can fall on women and 
children. 
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Somewhat similar considerations enter into the question of the Hemp and 

distribution of fibres. No doubt, the site of the old forested marsh, Flax. 
especially where the Po plain opens out east of the Adda confluence, 
provides the firm, moist, fibrous soil which is most favourable to flax 
and hemp; and the warm-temperate conditions of the north tend to 
fineness of fibre as the sub-tropical conditions in the south tend 
to abundance of oil, so that Cremona is as famous for its linen and 
Bologna for its cordage, as Naples-with its local cork and sulphur 
-is for paints and linoleum. But the essential consideration is a 
standard of civilisation so low that women are allowed to do heavy 
field labour. 

The question of cotton-growing involves different considerations. Cotton. 
Herbaceous cotton-like the excellent "Levant" tobacco which is 
raised on the unirrigated sheep-pastured lands of the " Two Sicilies " 
-is evidently suited to both soil and climate in the south, and 
large quantities were grown, especially during the American Civil 
War; but by 1870 U.S.A. cotton was on the market again, and 
the Franco-Prussian War brought to a head the critical period in 
which the phylloxera trouble had involved French wine-growers. A 
large proportion of the old cotton-lands in Italy was, therefore, put . 
under vineyards ; and a return to cotton-growing is rather impeded 
now by the proximity of Egypt. 

The distribution of minerals may be associated with the presence Minerals. 
of old crystalline or new volcanic rock ; and, as the amount of old 
rock is very limited except in Sardinia, we cannot look for much 
mineral wealth. The volcanic products include sulphur, borax, 
pumice, and laya paving-stone's; the sulphur, which is specially' 
valuable for medicinal purposes because of its freedom from arsenic, 
-as the Lipari pumice is free from crystals-is most abundant in 
Sicily, e.g. at Girgenti and Catania, while the borax comes mainly 
from the Volterran district of Tuscany, famous also for its alabaster 
(a sulphate of calcium). As to metals, Sardinia is rich in all kinds, e.g. 
iron and lead, copper and zinc, especially on the Iglesias scarp; and 
the metalliferous rock reappears in Elba, where it is very rich in fine 

• iron, and in the Tuscan mines, which include tin and mercury 
(Monte Amiata). The influence of igneous intrusion is also seen 
in the marble of Carrara and Mas~a. Iron of an inferior quality is 
found in Lombardy, and the presence of both iron and silicious 
schist (for grindstones) in the Val Trompia.,led to the early sword
making industry of Brescia. Milan, with equally easy access to 
charcoal and with better iron (near Bergamo), developed c., similar 
lines. 

The fundamental defect in the natural resources of the area is Coal v. 
the total absence of coal except for some deposits oi lignite, e.g. near Water
the edge of the old rock in Tuscany, especially in Arezzo, Pisa, Power. 
and Grosseto; and this has not only retarded the growth of 
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manufactures, but has also increased the reckless use of wood. The 
Government, however, is doing its best to stop the waste of wood 
and to reafforest; and the scarcity of fuel, which still involves an 
annual importation of over g,ooo,ooo tons of coal (mainly British), 
is being compensated for by the development of. water-power. For 
this there are quite exceptional facilities, which the reafforestation 
can only increase ; and the proper utilisation of the streams at 
higher levels for industrial purposes would naturally improve the 
facilities for using them at lower levels for agricultural purposes. For 
instance, the diversion of the river Sele from the Tyrrhenian Sea to 
the Adriatic has not only supplied two droughty provinces with 
much-needed water, but also led to a material improvement in the 
drainage of the malarial plain of Salerno. 

It is estimated that the total amount of hydraulic power available 
exceeds s,ooo,ooo h.p., at least half of which can be supplied by 
"efficient" waterfalls (numbered at over 24,ooo); and this is 
distributed in proportions of nearly 40 p.c. in Northern Italy, and 
fully 2 5 p.c. in Central Italy. Already the fuel question has been 
practically eliminated in the cotton industry; and similar develop
ments are going on in all sorts of industries in all parts of the 
country, e.g. at Genoa and Spezia, Brescia and Bergamo, in the 
dyeing of Schio, the woollen industry of Novara, the cheese-making 
of Lecco, the manufacture of aluminium from the Aquila bauxite, 
the steel-works of Terni. Indeed, in Northern Italy not only all the 
small cities, but groups of villages also, are supplied with power in 
this way; and it is exceedingly improbable that, in any conceivable 
duration of drought, the available power would ever fall below 
z,ooo,ooo h.p., even that on the west coast between Genoa and 
Naples never falling below soo,ooo. 

One of the chief considerations in the economic distribution of 
people is the proximity of this water-power to the most productive 
agricultural areas, and the advantage of this has been increased by 
the fact that the great historic towns are normally found on "Pied
mont" sites between the source of power and the source of feed. ~ 
Fer instance, the Lypicai site in the north is above the swamp of the • 
old " Gulf" plain, below the mountains, where a valley deploys from 
the latter on to the former, and at the lowest point in the transition 
" Piedmont " area where the river, if present, could best be bridged, 
e.g. Milan and Brescia, Verona and Vicenza, or Piacenza and Parma, . . 
Modena and Bologna. At the eastern end of each !me there was 
an obvious alternative between clinging to the valley-mouth, e.g. at 
Treviso and Rimini, or making a direct line for the sea, e.g. at 
Venice via Padua or at Ravenna. Of course, towns were bqund to 
spring up along Jhe line of the main river; but there, too, the sites 
show the importance of the bridge and of avoiding the swamp, all 
the chief towns being characteristically east of a confluence, so 
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saving one bridge and avoiding the marsh between the converging 
rivers. Thus, Pavia is to the east of the Ticino, Piacenza east of 
the Trebbia, and Cremona east of the Adda. 

· Milan, or Mediolaneum, as the " Middle-plain " site, illustrates Milan. 
almost every point at issue. It stands about soo feet above the sea, 
in the middle of the fertile Lombard plain, about half-way between 
the 300-foot contour that edges the Po fiats and the 6oo-foot contour 
of the Piedmont terrace. It is thus between pastoral and agricultural, 
montane and lowland, areas, where summer-drought is unknown, 
and yet where-thanks partly to the smallness of its local stream, 
the Olona-floods are also unknown. Its facilities for communica-
tion no doubt reflect the strategic dangers which in olden days made 
the forging of sword-blades the typical industry, as the tallness and 
relative fairness of the surrounding population reflect. the ease with 
which "Long-beards " pressed southward via the Rhine and Rhone 
and Inn basins. It is still a great agricultural market, but silk has 
become more important than flax ; and it is still a great nodal 
junction, but cutlery has displaced armour, as motor-cars have 
displaced the old mule transport. The causes of its slow develop-
ment in the past imply, therefore, the causes of its modern success; 
free communication and diversity of economic interest, local and 
international, have raised it to a great metropolis with a population 
of over 6oo,ooo. 

Its natural rivals were the two "End-plain" sites of Turin and Turin. 
Venice. The position of· Turin upon '' Piedmont " levels and 
between two great converging rivers suggests at once an essential 
difference of environment. With double access via Susa to the 
Lower Rhone, and at the head of navigation on the joint river, it 
too had a geographic nodality ; but the purity of the Alpine Round
head type in the local population implies an isolation which made 
it a safe capital for Piedmont and even for Italy during the early 
struggle for unity (186o-186I), as its old name Augusta Taurinorum 
implies a pastoral rather than an agricultural area. It is still the 
headquarters of the woollen industry. 

Venice presents a direct contrast to Milan, for the conditions of Venice. 
its old success have been its greatest drawbacks in modern times, 
though it still remains the seaward end of an important west-and-
east land route and the landward end of an important south-and-
north sea-route. Its site is 120 islands OJ:lo the edge of zoo square 
miles of lagoon, which once formed the central sea of the " Seven 
Seas " between the famous old Roman port of Aquileia and the old 
Ostro-Goth capital of Ravenna, each now 6 miles inland. T.hese 
islands are inside the incomplete storm-beach of the Lido; for it is 
precisely here that the gales from the constant Lo\i-Pressure system 
over the Adriatic in winter drive the surf against a sloping shore of 
coarse shingle-rich in material for mosaic-work-while the south-
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ward trend of the tide down the western coast of the Adriatic has pre
vented the silt of the Po and the Adige from filling up the gaps in the 
beach. Three or four good channels, therefore, remain open, the best 
being in the lee of the rialto ("high bank") ; and this has now been 
artificially deepened to 30 feet, while the lagoon has been joined to 
the mainland by a railway bridge of 222 arches (2i: miles). 

Here was a natural refuge, e.g. from Hun and Lombard, with 
enough tide to puzzle the dwellers round the "tideless" Mediterranean, 
so protecting it by land and sea, e.g. from Pepin and the Genoese, 
and to make it fairly sanitary. Made naturally healthy by the 
fresh winds to which the beach owed its very existence, and rich in 
shore-feeding fish, e.g. red mullet, and in the means for evaporating 

Venice : the islands, canals, and lagoon. 

the invaluable salt, Venice began its career early, and got an 
initial advantage which it preserved for centuries. All raids on 
Italy after the fifth or sixth century helped to build up Venice, 
with a population of refugees devoted to personal liberty and so to • 
republican forms. Easy access to the sea that led to the fabulous 
East, and across the fertile plain to the Alpine passes, gave her 
command of the greatest medieval trade-route, e.g. for transport of 
Crusaders seaward, or ot costly gems and spices landward ; and the 
Orient trade brought such wealth and consequent leisure as to favour 
the local development of artistic industries, e.g. in damask, glass, 
and gold lace. 

Of the other well-known cities on the northetn plain, most 
have had their r;al importance exaggerated by strategic considera
tions which have been essentially adverse to them, e.g. Mantua and 
Verona (in its river-loop); and the best natural site, that of Bologna, 

• 
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has suffered from the relative ease of communication between· 
continental and peninsular Italy, as illustrated by the absence of 
" Alpine'' intruders in the north-west of Tuscany and the constant 
presence of them in Umbria and the Marches. In the time of the 
Ostro-Goth emperors, however, 
Bologna, like Ravenna, pro
fited by proximity to Byzantine 
influences, seen at Bologna in 
its possession of the oldest Solfer~no 
university in Europe, and at 
Ravenna in the remains of 
Byzantine architecture. The 
peaceful development of 
modern times involves the 
manufacture of flax products 
at Bologna and Ravenna, as 
of hemp products at Cremona 
and Mantua ; and the Poretta 

The Quadrilateral. 

Pass to the Arno valley has made Bologna an important cross-
country railway junction. 

The peninsula cities illustrate the same general controls, and have Peninsu
somewhat similar inter-relations, e.g. between Rome and Florence, 1ar Sites, 
Naples and Genoa; but their history has been materially modified 
by the peninsular isolation, as illustrated by the purity of the long-
headed Mediterranean race and their Italian tongue. In the case of 
Florence and Rome this isolation has been accentuated by the 
paucity of natural harbours both in front and in the rear, and by the 
practical absence of water access, though both cities stand nominally 
on navigable water, and had seaports in Pisa and Ostia. 

Rome, like Venice, had an early start; and the volcanic hills on Rome. 
which it stands gave it as much protection after 400 B.c. from 
destructive floods and malaria as in earlier times from fertilising 
floods and political foes. It had the advantage of being on the edge 
of Latium, the " Broad-plain," which meant both fertility and a 
navigable river; and the presence ·of islands in the river greatly 
facilitated the fi·rst engineering works of the bridge-builders. The 
distance from the mouth of the river (r4 miles) was a great. protection 
against pirates and invasion, even in days when vessels drawing r 2 

feet of water could come up to the island on which stood the temple 
of h:sculapius, the Healer. The volcani.: rock was easy to quarry 
and to cavern (cf. the Catacombs), the river itself protected most of 
the city from attack from over the broad plain, and the position was 
fairly central for the peninsula proper. 

Florence, like Milan, though for a different reason, started late ; Florence. 
indeed, it is scarcely mentioned before the days of Sulla, and could 
not have existed before the draining of the lake which once covered 
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the lowlands (25 miles long and I I wide, and under 200 feet above 
sea-level) between Florence and Pistoia. The old tramontana· road, 
therefore, crossed the Apennines by the La Futa Pass, not by the 
modern railway route via Pistoia and the Reno valley. Nor was 
the district much thought of by the Etruscans-though relics of an 
old cyclopean fortress still crown the hill of Fiesole (970 feet)
because it is away from the metalliferous strata. At the same time 
Tuscany is essentially the heart of Italy, as the Tuscan dialect is the 
best Italian ; and one reason in each case is the isolation of a fertile 
area. How great this isolation is naturally may be gauged by the 
sharp distinction between the Alpine Broad-heads on the Emilian 
slope of the Apennines and the Mediterranean Long-heads in the 
Arno basin ; indeed, there is anthropological evidence that every
where north of Rome intruders normally entered the peninsula from 
the north-east corner by land, as south of Rome they entered from the 
south-east by sea. Florence was thus a natural site for the capital 
of Italy, as it actually was in the second era of the struggle for 
unity (I865-187 1); and Tuscany inherited something from the early 
days of Etruscan civilisation, which seems to have had some relation 
to the meeting of Alpine and Levantine traders round the richest 
mineral deposits known on the Orbis Terrarum. 

Genoa, like Milan, as suggested by the presence of broad-headed 
intruders, is a gap city ; and it owed its old supremacy to its 
monopoly of the one good harbour on an inhospitable coast, to its 
easy access inland, and to its local supplies of timber for shipbuilding. 
But its modern development is mainly due to entirely extraneous 
causes-the cutting of the Suez Canal and the Alpine tunnels ; and, 
but for local obstacles, it would have been greater even than it is. 
The home hinterland is not large enough (perhaps a population of 
9,ooo,ooo ), and its industries are not such as to supply the port 
with an export trade anything like equal to its import trade ; 
and while the imports are mainly heavy and bulky goods, coal and 
iron, timber and grain, which- especiaiiy in view of the costly 
railway trar.sport through the Alpine tunnels-must travel by water, 
the exports can afford to go by land, e.g. silk and olive-oil, eggs and 
fruit. The result of this is such congestion in the port itself, and 
still more on the lines through the Apennines, that the port cannot 
serve its foreign hinterland properly; for instance, Russian grain 
reaches Switzerland in the proportion of about Ioo,ooo tons via 
Rotterdam, 9o,ooo via Marseilles, and only ss,ooo via Genoa. 
The same is true, e.g., of the cotton imports into Zurich, though 
Genoa is much the nearest cotton-port. Indeed, some cotton reaches 
even the Po valley via Bremen. Part of the difficulty is caused by 
the opposition of the local Labour Associations to the increase of 
railway facilities, e~pecially between Genoa or Sampierdarena and the 
great junction of N ovi ; but the great difference in the outward and 
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inward traffic,-nearly s,ooo,ooo tons passing in, and only 3oo,ooo 
coming back,-and the fact that the great coal imports arrive mainly 
during the vintage, enormously complicate the question of supplying 
wagons, in spite of the electrification· of the traffic through the Giovi 
tunnel and a funicular line for the transport of coal from Savona to 
S. Giuseppe. · 

Naples is somewhat in the same position, except that its hinter- Napies. 
land and the basis of its modern progress are strictly national, not 
international. As a fine natural harbour, on the edge of a very 
fertile plain, with a dense, poor, and clever population, it had many 
natural advantages ; and these were increased by the recent creation 
of a free zone round it. Thus, with a large local market, easy con-
ditions of export and import, and practically complete exemption 
from taxation, the city has now become the largest in Italy, with a 
total population (including the suburbs) of 8oo,ooo. The artificial 
impulse has, however, been rather prejudicial to the old industries, 
and over-production is widespread, especially in the textile industries ; 
and at the same time the development of factories has completely 
destroyed a useful source of supplementary earnings from home 
industries, such as wood-carving and lace-making. One great 
advantage is that, like Genoa, the port has practically no rival, 
Leghorn being zoo miles north, Messina at least 150 miles south, 
Bari more than roo miles east, and Brindisi 5o miles farther still. 

With a dense and largely vegetarian population Italy must have an Labour. 
abundance of cheap labour ; and this is generally of a high standard, 
with centuries of inherited skill, especially in' the handling of stone-
from mosaic work and marble-cutting to road-making and bridge
building. There is also abundance of water-power; and most of 
the actual water is of unusual purity, and therefore invaluable in 
textile industries. Further, the local raw materials are of great 
excellence-silk and marble, coral and sulphur, hemp and rice. 
The chief drawbacks are the widespread presence of malaria and 
the poverty which limits the people to two meals, of poor food, per 
day, forces them to live in over-crowded houses, and drives them 
abroad or into various forms of gambling and dishonesty. On the 
other hand, the spread of education and commerce, and the discipline 
and unifying influence of conscription, are raising the standard of 
comfort and removing the old jealousies between province and province. 

Industrial development has been easier in the north than the Indus· 
south. Apart from the better climate, th; more certain rainfall, the tries. 
greater fertility and water-power, the north has been favoured racially 
and historically. The Round-heads represent centuries of economic 
and political conditions favourable to the development of indi
vidualism without anarchy; they have been inoculated with Northern 
ideas, though the total influx of Teutons proba.bly never reached 
roo,ooo persons; and they have been largely under Austrian 
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control. All these conditions combined to develop a burgher 
population, with business-like habits ; for every r 5 illiterates in 
Piedmont there are 51 in Naples and 55 in Sicily; for every 13 
murderers in Lombardy there are 2 5 in Naples and 2 8 in Sicily. 

Textiles. In the western parts of the continental area, where the extremes 
are greatest,-Turin having recorded a temperature of 7° F.,-animal 
products are more suitable than vegetable products ; Piedmont 
specialises more in woollens, e.g. at Biella and Varillo, Turin and 
Pinerolo, while Lombardy specialises more in silks, e.g. at Como and 
Bergamo, Brescia and Milan. In the eastern part of the plain, as on 
the Ligurian coast, animal products are still worked, e.g. the wool 
and silk of Schio and Vicenza ; but the smaller range of humidity 
encourages the working of vegetable products, e.g. the spinning of 
cotton at Pordinone and Chiavari, and the spinning and weaving of 
flax at Bologna and Ravenna. 

Iron. The greatest development has, however, taken place on strictly 
mechanical lines ; and in this respect the peninsula has been, if 
anything, more favourably situated than the north. The import of 
pig-iron, the import of scrap-iron, and the production of pig
iron have all doubled in the last five years; and there are really 
important steel-works at Terni, with power from the falls on the 
Nera, at Savona and Naples, and at Portoferraio ("Iron-harbour"), 
and on the opposite coast at Piombino. Where both ore and fuel 
have to be imported, e.g. at Savona, work is generally confined to 
later processes, e.g. the conversion of imported pig-iron into steel and 
the rolling of rails, etc. ; and in the neighbourhood of great harbours 
there is a good deal of shipbuilding, e.g. at Sestri and Castellamare. 
Other forms of transport plant are also important, e.g. the motor
works of the Fabrica Italiana Automobile Torino (F.I.A.T.) at Turin. 

Sicily. Of the dependent islands Sicily is much the most important. 
It is almost entirely agricultural. A great increase in population 
has entirely killed its old importance as an exporter of grain ; but 
the clin!ate ~nd the tt"atcr-stvring properties of its liit1estone: c:ue very 
favourable to the growth of oranges and lemons, which cover the 
coast lands along almost the whole of the east and north coasts from 
Catania to Palermo. 

Sardinia. The wild granitic highlands of Sardinia are rich in metals ; but 
the rugged and inaccessible character of the island, and its bad 
climate, have been adverse to its prosperity. It is an island of 
dwarfs-man and beast. ,;I'he small area, with its small food-supply 
and its bad climate, were always adverse to good physique in man or 
beast; the best of both were constantly leaving the country, man as 
well as beast being for sale (" Sardi venales ") in earlier times ; and 
constant in-breeding of the resultant inferior types has emphasised 
such typical " Mecljterranean " traits as extreme length of head and 
shortness of stature. 



CHAPTER XII 

THE SCANDINAVIAN PENINSULA 

THE race-home of the old Vikings is a lonely peninsula which Scandi
presents the most marked contrasts to the central peninsula of the navia v. 
Med-iterranean basin. Like Italy, it is largely mountainous, it has Italy. 
a considerable proportion of useless land, and it has been hard to 
govern from a single centre, especially in days of bad communication ; 
but the distribution of relief is profoundly different, and the different 
distribution of relief and the different latitude produce a difference of 
climate which admits of very few common crops. This, again, implies 
that the useless area in Scandinavia is useless from cQld, not from 
malaria, and that the political difficulty is connected, not with a 
relative excess of length, but with the presence of a central mass of 
barren highland stretching over about half of the total area. • 

More important than all these differences historically ·were the Patri
differences of approach into the area. The early Goths of the arch~l v. 
G . d d Partlcuermamc steppe, as they move westward. un er the pressure of lariat. 
later nomads from the east, found the steppe narrowing with nearness 
to the Atlantic, until it practically disappears at the foot of the 
Schleswig peninsula. On the morainic lake-studded plain, with its 
fertile Baltic and Carpathian margins, these pastoral Goths had 
been tempted into agriculture, and had had an apprenticeship 
to boating ; and, as these conditions were bound to weaken 

• patriarchal ties, it was a foregone conclusion that Scania would get 
energetic individuals-via the Danish islands-from the semi
patriarchal population of the Brandenburg plain. And the most 
typical features of the peninsula should throw light on the process 
by which it converted this semi-patriarchal inflow into a sternly par-
ticularist outflow. • 

The outflow from the peninsula, especially from the I z,ooo Oceanic 
miles of the Norwegian coast, has been one of the greatest political Dev~lop
phenomena ; and its causes are still largely operative. For we men · 
shall find here a population driven by a barren and inaccessible 
hinterland to concentrate on a .lonely, but relatively "fertile, coastland; 
and, though this was safe enough to- leave them in perfect freedom, 
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and isolated enough to develop in them a marked individuality, the 
teeming fishing-ground in front decided the lines on which that 
development should run, and made their history oceanic rather than 
continental. 

The most characteristic feature of the whole area is the " skerry
guard " which fringes the coast almost continuously from the mouth 

of the Tornea round to the Varanger fiord. 
It is not fully developed in the Gulf of 
Bothnia, and is entirely absent from the 
recent formation of Scania, where it is re
placed to windward by a line of sand
dunes; but it is developed to a unique 
degree between Stavanger and the North 
Cape, and it provides the whole coast, 
except in Scania, with an almost continu
ous series of navigable sounds, which are 
at once the scene of a busy and safe 
commerce and a first line of defence 
against foreign attack. It is significant 
that all the artificial harbours of the area 
are on the Scan ian coast, e.g. Helsing borg 
and Malmo. 

Portion of the coast of Norway The eastern " fence " presents SOn1e 
70 miles by 4o, showing over marked contrasts to the western. Both 
400 islands. 

are usually rugged; but, while the eastern 
islands are always low and often fertile enough to be well wooded, the 
western ones are always high and barren. Again, the Swedish islands 
increase in size towards the south, z".e. towards the mouths of the 
German and Russian rivers, especially the Vistula and the Niemen, 
and so formed naturally stepping-stones across the Baltic, r..g, Born 
holm and Gotland; l.mt the Norwegiim islands increase in size 
towards the north, i.e. away from European influence, Hindo (Lofo
tens) having an area as large as Warwickshire and rising to 4ooo 
feet. Under these circumstances it was quite natural-in the days 
before the opening of Archangel, and before the ReformatiQn had 
destroyed the North European demand for fish and tallow (for 
candles)-that Visby should be the metropolis of the Baltic and the 
focus of all trade between Bruges and N ovgorod. It was equally 
natural for the Swedes to have trans-Baltic interests and even 
possessions. • 

The contrast between the eastern and western " fences" is 
repeated on the coasts behind them. For the hinterland is a block 
of very old rock-too old for coal-which was tilted down to the 
south-east when the old continent of Arctis sank under what is now 
the North Atlantic. The western edge of this fractured block was, 
therefore, elevated and exposed to storm and wave, while the eastern 
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edge sank gradually into the sheltered Baltic. While the Swedish 
coast is normally a "bay" coast, therefore, the Norwegian coast is a 
"fiord" coast; and while the former is tideless_:_ though the current 
out succeeded in the seventeenth century in silting up the famous 
old fishing-ports 9f Skanor and Falsterbo-the tide in some of the 
narrow sounds on the west is so strong as to be dangerous, e.g. the 
Maelstrom in the Lofotens. At the same time the actual height of 
the tidal wave is not great, and even in the larger fiords it is partly 
masked by the huge outflow of fresh water on the surface-at least 
m summer. 

The human life of Norway, then, centres about a skerry-fenced Fiord Life. 
fiord system, the great national waterway running northward and 
southward inside the skerries, and being fed by the provincial water-
ways that run eastward and westward up and down the fiords. The 
calm water of these wonderful fishing-grounds is practically never 
frozen, for the submarine sill at the mouth is too high to allow the 
deep current of cold Arctic water to penetrate, while there is nothing 
to stop the warm air and drift from the Atlantic. The typical fiord 
is so narrow that the whole mouth can be easily netted,-though nets 
were not used before the sixteenth century,-and so steep that "you 
have to lie on your back to see the sky" ; but at the head of the 
fiord, where the glacier "took the water," and at similar places along 
the sides, there are wedges of lowland which have been for centuries 
the source of all home-grown food. As the various natural divisions 
of these available patches were too small to be further subdivided, 
they were transmitted entire to one son, the others moving off; and, 
as the parents neither needed their children's help on the small farms 
or in catching the fish at their door, nor were even able to support 
them at home, the other sons moved off early, finding immediate 
sustenance by fishing, but looking to a farm-plot elsewhere for the 
future. To this day the same phenomena persist. Though the 
pastoral and agricultural land does not exceed r I p.c. of the total 
are:!, it employs about 40 p.c. of the population. 

These were the real Vt'k-ing, the "Sons of the Calm Water," Vikings. 
• and they settled first on the fertile patches along the fiord-for the 

fishing was everywhere equally good, the dark-blue water of the fiords 
being usefully "clouded " by the milky water from the glaciers
where there was most forest ; and then from behind the natural 
breakwater, with its teeming waters and poverty-stricken hinterland, 
a nursery at once of seamen and of beggar~ the Vikings poured out 
to be the Sea-kings of the stormy ocean. For they were heart and 
soul individualists. Young married couples, having no society but 
themselves, and having no "patriarchal" obligations, had chosen each 
other freely; there was no public life or policy ; man and woman 
being equal, personal responsibility was pushed .to the extreme ; 
they "paddled their own canoes " literally and metaphorically. 

(~ 
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And it is to this source that we trace the innate individualism 
of the Saxons and the Franks, the Frisians and the English, the 
political and religious "Protestants" of Northern Europe. Norway 
still has the largest mercantile marine in the world for her popula
tion, and it is actually inferior only to those of Britain, the United 
States, and Germany. On the other hand, this individualism left 
great opportunities, which led to great inequalities of wealth ; and, 
once a particular family had become united enough and strong 
enough to build a Viking ship-on a model the essential lines of 
W'hich are still followed by the Norwegian shipwrights-and seize 
an island for their own, they probably enslaved a population of 

Viking raiding-routes. 

aboriginal refugees on the island, and they certainly doubled their 
,ch:::.nces of making a successful raid. 

Waterside The history of Italy illustrates the auvai!tagc in early rlays of sites 
Centres. on the shore of an inland sea, and in this respect Sweden had an 

obvious advantage over Norway; but even in Norway the essential 
slope of the land is down towards the south-east, and human 
activities gravitated naturally towards the safer waters of the Skager 
Rak-the shores of the Christiania fiord coming to be known as 
"tlze Vik "-even from Trondhjem. At all times, therefore, but 
specially when the Baltic was "the Great Sea," the coastal strip in 
both countries has been the vital part ; the length of the coast and 
the shape of the country have evolved foci at opposite points of the 
compass ; and all towns of any size are to-day on sea or lake or 
navigable river. • 

Chief In each case the most important foci mark "the opposite ends of 
Foci. a natural depression across the country; but in Norway the Glom

men valley runs north and south, while the lake-studded floor of the 
old strait which once joined the Skager Rak to the Baltic-as its con
tinuation joined tthe Gulf of Finland vz"a Lake Onega and Lake 
Ladoga to the White Sea-runs east and west. In Norway, there-
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fore, we have essentially a North Gate in Trondhjem, and a South 
Gate in Christiania; in Sweden we have an Eas_t Gate in Stockholm, 
and a West Gate in Goteborg. And the inflow of Christian 1 in
truders from Denmark naturally drove the heathen along the line of 
least resistance, so that the last heathen capitals were at Trondhjem 
and Upsala. It was because the last heathen capital had been there, 
that Trondhjem was made the first Christian capital ; and it is still 
the religious capital of Norway, with a population almost exactly the 
same as that of Canterbury, from which it received ·its original 
ecclesiastical organisation. • 

The Christiania fiord, like the Trondhjem fiord, is scarcely typical ; Christi
but the very conditions that make them lack grandeur and inacces- ania. 
sibility, because parts 
of the great depression, 
have "increased their 
economic value. Chris
tiania does not stand 
on the site of the earlier 
capitals, for the site of 
these was moved suc
cessively farther and 
farther up the fiord
from near Laurvik to 
near Tonsberg, and 
from Tonsberg to the 
still safer Oslo ; but 
it obviously represents 

The site of Christiania. 

the work, if not the site, of the others. Like the other wood-built· 
cities, it suffered greatly from fires, and was destroyed by fire a 
generation before the Great Fire of London; and King Christian IV., 
who rebuilt it, gave the new city his name. 

Half-way by sea between Trondhjem and Christiania the Hansa Bergen. 
commerce needed a depot, and Bergen was chosen. It is character
istically not at tl)e mouth, still less at the head, of an important 
fiord ; but it occupies a central site between the great Sogne and 
the Hardanger and Bukker (Stavanger) fiords. This seemed to the 
Hanseatic merchants the pivot of the North Sea trade.' 

The same conditions obtain in Sweden. Goteborg represents Goteborg 
the work, if not the actual site, of all the places that have controlled ~ntStock
traffic round the Skaw and up and do"'n the Gota valley; and 

0 
m. 

Stockholm represents all the famous centres-generally religious or 
royal capitals-on or near the seaward end of Lake Malar. Of 
these, Bjorko was an island depot in the Baltic ; Sigtuna occupied a 
safer position (A.D. rooo) inland on the lake; Upsala was up a river 
flowing into the lake. Stockholm itself is not an•island in the sea, 
nor on the shore of the lake, nor yet on the banks of the river. It 
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is on a group of islands between lake and sea, where the skerry-guard 
is widest (4-5 m.), t".e. at the precise point where the Viking strong
hold of the lake 
emerged from the 
great forest to meet 
the Viking battlefield 
and trading-ground of 
the sea. 

Malmo, unlike 
Bergen, was more than 
a half-way site by sea 
between the two great 
foci. It represented 
the old mart and fish
ing - port of Scania, 
which got silted up 
after its town had been 

The site of Stockholm. 

burnt to the ground by the Hanseats ; and it inherited the trade 
of Lund(" Beech" town), which held the same relation to the beech
forest of Scania as Stockholm held to the coniferous forest of 
Svealand. As both conquest and Christianity came from the south, 
Lund became the 41rst Danish capital and the site of the first 
bishopric; and it is still one of the chief university centres of Sweden. 

The coast-lands are as different as the actual coast-lines. The 
Swedish belt gives easy land-transport and typical "land" occupa
tions, and its climate is typically continental, especially in winter. 
It made, therefore, a good base for a military and agricultural 
people; but it did not justify them in trying to hold trans-Baltic 
territory, of which the vital points, e.g. Stralsund, Riga, Revel, were 
isolated by ice in winter. 

The cause of the great difference in climate between the east 
and the west coasts of the peninsula lies in i.he character of the relief. 
From north to south down the peninsula there runs a huge, broad back
bone, with an average height equal to that of Ben Nevis, and peaks 
of nearly twice that height, e.g. the Galdhopig (8soo ft.) and 
Glitretind (8400 ft.) of the Jotunheim ("Giants' Home"). This 
naturally gives peculiar facilities for holding snow, especially in the 
higher and wetter southern section, where the Jostedalsbrae is 
little more than so miles from the ocean and overhangs the broad 
gully of the Sogne fior~; but even in the northern section the 
Svartisan glacier has an area of 400 square miles, and the Ji:ikel 
glacier actually drops icebergs into the Si:iri:i Sound. 

Where the backbone of the relief forms the political frontier, 
ie. as far south as the northern frontier of Svealand, the steep single 
scarp of the plateau is so near the sea that the Swedish frontier 
p~l9w the 7ooo feet of Kebnekaisse comes within 6 miles of the 
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Ofoten fiord ; and this nearness to the sea, and the number of 
peaks along the coast south of Sulitalma (616o ft.) cause the 
whole formation to look from below,. i.e. from the Norwegian coast, 
like a boat upside down. Hence its name of Kiolen ("The Keel") 
given by the Norwegian fishermen; but eastward it falls in terraces. 

Where the backbone ceases to be the political frontier, it is cut Political 
by the Trondhjem-Christiania depression, which extends seaward Frontier. 
as the Kattegat,-thus giving Norway historically a more intimate 
connection with Denmark than she ever had with Sweden ; and 
this cuts off the long Kiolen from the bulky mass of the Dovre-field 
("Steep-mountain") and J otunheim, themselves separated by the 
lake-filled Romsdal and Gudbrandsdal gullies. This line of least 
resistance is in Norway the "Heart of the kingdom," as the lake-
studded depression in Svealand is the heart of Sweden ; and it was, 
therefore, essential that, when the political frontier left the physical 
divide, Norway should have the whole basin of the Glommen as 
a natural unit, and that the political frontier should run approxi-
mately along the Glommen-Vener divide. In the very thinly-peopled 
north, on the contrary, where there was no chance of disturbing 
natural associations and activities, the great need was simply for an 
easily recognised and indisputable line, which was provided by such 
great rivers as the Tana (x8o miles) and the .Tornea (227 miles). 
Throughout, however, the frontier is really more a belt than a line, 
and that too a belt of desert ; and where it is actually habitable, it 
is occupied by alien peoples, nomad Lapps, called "Finns" by the 
Norwegians in the north, and real Finns in the south, who further 
emphasise the political divide. 

West of the great plateau backbone the climate must obviously Nor
be marine, and its typical phenomenon is precipitation, rain and we?"ian 

r ll" . 1 h d d d . h I . Ralnfall. snow 1a mg on at east two un re ays m t e year. t IS 

specially heavy in winter and towards the south-west, i.e. where the 
highest and steepest relief is combined with low latitude and near
ness to warm Atlantic influences. For instance, in the Stavanger 
and Hardanger areas there is an average fall of over So inches ; 
but inland in the same latitudes it falls on only half as many days, 
and half of the total fall is in the form of snow. In the Lofoten 
islands the total reaches 6o inches ; but farther north there is a 
sudden decrease, though there is still a large percentage of cloud. 

On, and east of, the plateau the climate is normally continental, Nor
and its typical phenomenon is a wide rang"e of temperature. Even wegian 
. N h fi h . b h Tempera-In orway, t ere ore, t ere IS a strong contrast etween t e west, ture. 
with its mild rainy winters and its cool rainy summers, and the 
interior and east, with their warm summers and cold winters. It 
is mcist significant that the highest mean annual temperature 
(45° F.) and the highest mean winter temperature•(35° F.) are both 
in the south-west, and that mid-winter there is in February, while 
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the highest summer temperature (62° F.) is in the south-east, and 
mid-summer comes in July. Contrariwise, the lowest mean annual 
temperature (z6° F.) is in the interior, z'.e. the south-east ofFinmark, 
-with an average 7° lower than farther north, but on the sea-coast 

Annual rainfall map of the Baltic region. 

at Vardo,-and the same area 
has the lowest winter tempera
ture (- 6o° F.). The winter 
there is very long, 243 days 
having a mean temperature 
below freezing-point, and the 
normal for December to 
February being 4° F.; so, 
while the mean temperature 
in the south-east is below 
freezing-point on I zo days in 
the year, the extreme south
west is practically free from 
frost. It is equally significant 
that the snow-line on the 
Jotunheim (c. 40oo ft.) should 
be nearly rooo feet lower than 
on the less exposed Dovre
field, and that in the lee of 
both, 2 so miles from the sea 
in the south-west, Roros should 

have a winter temperature of 13° F. Indeed, on the lower levels 
of the valley near Roros it drops 2° or 3° lower still; and the 
gravitation of the cold heavy ajr causes the winter wind in the 
Skager Rak to blow normally from N.E. 

The general conditions of Central and ·Eastern Norway are 
repeated and emphasised in Sweden within common latitudes; but 
the Baltic exercises some climatic influence, and the Kiolen system 
is not broad enough or high enough to deprive Nmthern S~eden 
entirely of Atlantic influences. Even Sweden, therefore, has not 
a purely continentll.! dhuate ; but latitude is as important as relief, 

_and continental influences are stronger than marine. For instance, 
there is steady latitudinal variation throughout the rooo miles of 
extension from north to south ; the mean annual temperature on 
the northern frontier is c. z 7o F., and on the southern (Lund) is 
45°, while Haparanda rfas c. 32°, Umea 35°, Hernosand, on the 
northern limit of orchard-fruit, 38°, Stockholm 42°. Mid-summer 
comes in July (Sr 0 to 62° F. according to latitude), but mid-winter 
comes in February (3 ° to 30 ° F.) ; spring begins in the north-east in 
May, but in the south-west in March, while summer begins at mid
June in the one -and mid-May in the other, and autumn begins at 
mid-August in the one and October in the other. The lakes in the 
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north-east freeze in October, and remain frozen for two hundred days; 
those in the south-west do not freeze till Decer;nber, and are frozen 
·for only one hundred days. Those close up to the foot of the Kiolen 
have a shorter winter than those farther east, i.e. farther away from 
the "fohn" effects.of the cross-plateau winds. 

The same conditions are reflected in the rainfall. The average Swedish 
annual fall is about 20 inches, the amount increasing towards the Rainfall. 
south and towards the west, the south-west having fully 35 inches 
(Goteborg). The maximum comes in summer except in the 
marine south-west, where it is typically in autumn, and the 
minimum in spring. In the lee of Oland there is an exceptionally 
small fall, Kalmar having less than I 5 inches; but the rest of 
Scania may be compared with the Christiania district, each having, 
e.g., fifty days of snow in the year. 

Sweden, again,like ~orway, has two centres of minimum cold. Midnight 
The one is in the far north, within a few miles of the Finmark Sun. 
centre, and has about the same temperature (under 4° F. in 
January); the other is across the international frontier from Ri:iri:is, 
and has about the same temperature as the latter (under 9° F. in 
January). The corresponding reaction in summer is also approxi-
mately the same in the two countries, length of day compensating for 
shortness of season. The sun is actually visible at "midnight" at 
the North Cape from May 12 to July 29, and is not visible at 
"midday" from November 18 to January 23, while at Trondhjem 
there is no darkness from May 23 to July 20; and this means as 
much to the navigation of the Skerry waters as it means to the 
cultivators of the Swedish lowlands to have the sun visible at mid-
summer for twenty-three hours every day at Haparanda, and for nine-
teen hours at Gefie. 

The character and position of the main watershed account for River 
the number and the volume of the rivers, and the slope of the System. 
plateau determines their general direction towards the south-east; 
but, as the plateau sinks to the Baltic from the Kiolen in terraces, 
the course of the chief Swedish rivers is broken by at least three 

~falls or sets of rapids, between which there is generally 
a stretch of quiet navigable water. In both countries the rivers 
flow normally in U-shaped glacier-cut valleys, in which morainic 
dams have ·collected; but, while these are seldom more than 400 

feet above the sea in the shorter Norwegian rivers, they are at least 
twice as high in Sweden. For instance, Late Mjosen is about 400 

feet above the sea, while in Sweden all the similar lakes are about 
I ooo feet. In each case, however, they occur typically where 
archean and newer strata meet, and are typically long and narrow, 
sometimes occurring in a series, e.g. on the Skellefte and the Lulea, 
the series in the latter being so miles long with ab average width 
of 1! miles. In each case, too, there ·are naturally some 

• 
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magnificent waterfalls, e.g. the Harsprang; but the Norwegian falls 
are nearer the sea, and have the steadier volume. 

Relatively the Swedish rivers are much the more important, and 
have the marked advantage of flowing independently of one another, 
but more or less parallel with one another, to sep;trate mouths in the 
Baltic. Thus, there are 6o important rivers emptying into the 
Baltic between Tornea and Gefle. A dozen of these have an 
average length of fully 200 miles, with a total fall of I soo feet so 
distributed that the current is normally enough for "free" floating 
without being enough to cause bad "jams," the average pace being 
about two miles an hour, and the total length of water being about 
I6,ooo miles. 

The unique value of the rivers is due to the fact that the typical 
climatic control of the peninsula takes the form of forest-growth, 
about so p.c. of the total area in Sweden and about 2 I p.c. in 
Norway being forested. In both countries the moistness of the sub
soil, the absence of wind in the resting season, the sufficiency of 
heat in the growing season, are very favourable to tree-growth; but 
these conditions are found mainly to the east of the water-parting, 
where too the short summer makes the annual "rings" so close 
that the wood is hard and durable, while the long winter makes it 
exceptionally tenacious. That is to say, even in Norway, though 
the seaward scarp is often forested down to the water's edge, all 
the best forest is towards the south-east, e.g. in the Osterdal part of 
the Glommen valley and the Gudbrandsdal part of the Laagen valley. 
The poorness of the coastal and fiord timber is due partly to the 
unfertile character of the archean rock and partly to the exposure to 
wind ; but even the poorest is suitable for "pulp" industries, for 
which the fiords supply unfailing "power." 

The conditions in Sweden are rather different. Owing. to the 
smaller precipitation the timber-line is higher, and the water-supply 
less constant; but a large proportion of the big rivers, especially the 
Tornea, Lulea, Angerman, and Ljusne, have their main streams 
flowing through areas of very fine timber. Indeed, the Ljusne has 
90 p.c. of its main stream through good forest, which helps to 
account for the large timber trade of Soderhamn ; and the Angerman 
floats an average of perhaps 4,ooo,ooo logs per annum. 

The best forest is found between 6o0 and 64° N., i.e. Upsala 
and Umea; and the special export from the sandy debris of the 
crystalline rock is natlfrally of pine and fir, the exporting centres 
being naturally to the south 0f the are:l, e.g: Geilt: and Drammen. 
The total value of the timber exported from the peninsula exceeds 
£ xo,ooo,ooo a year; but 70 p.c. of this must be credited to 
Sweden, which is nearly half as large again as Norway ( 17 : 12 ), and 
has more than• twice as much forest and less than half as much 
desert. Sweden also has the best facilities for transport. For the 

• 
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south-easterly lie of her numerous river-valleys gives her a double 
flood every year-one from the very early thawing of the snow in 
the valley itself, and the other from the mountains a month or two 
later. Consequently, except in occasional years of unusually 
prolonged spring-warmth, when the two floqds become continuous, 
logs can be floated from the farthest corners of the country to the 
Baltic in a single season ; and, though occasionally the rivers lack 
water, there is no large area of forest in any part of Sweden which 
cannot be worked from want of water. In any case, the lakes never 
lack water ; and, though towing and warping involve time and 
expense, these are generally compensated by the facilities the lakes 
give for storing the logs and regulating the head of water. 

The high timber-line in Sweden incidentally involves a large Alp · 
area of real alp pasture on the higher levels and· a still larger area of Pasture. 
useful agricultural land on the lower levels. Till about 1 88o 
Sweden produced bread-stuffs in excess of her own needs, but she 
now imports to the value of £3,ooo,ooo a year, mainly because of 
the competition of the great grain-lands of the New World and 
because of the drain of her farm labour into the town industries. 
This has increased the relative importance of grass-land, but has 
tended towards making even pastoral industries mechanical j and, 
even where there is a seasonal migration to an alp or upland saeter, 
you may find mechanical-milkers and cream-separators at work, as 
well as all kinds of ~achinery for· transmitting the precious mountain 
hay down to the lowlands where the cattle are stalled in winter. 

Even agriculture reflects the same tendency, e.g. in the sup- Agricul
planting of grain by sugar-beet, especially towards the south. Thus, ture. 
in Sweden, 6o p.c. of the total area in Scania is cultivated, while in 
central Svealand the proportion is only 30 p.c., and in the extreme 
north n~t 3 p.c. Only half the cultivated area is now under grain,-
mainly oats and rye, except in the extreme north, where only barley 
can ripen; and even this generalisation disguises the truth. For 
Scania, with only zt p.c. of the total area, raises 94 p.c. of the total 
grain-crop, barley (33 p.c.) and wheat (3o p.c.) being more 
important there than rye (18 p.c.) and oats (13 p.c.). 

The old crystalline rock contains some rich deposits of metal, Minerals. 
especially along the northern side of the Skager Rak-Svealand 
depression; but it is very unevenly distributed, the grey gneiss of 
the north and east being mainly associate~ only with such un
important minerals as garnets and graphite, and the red gneiss of 
Gotland being devoid of mineral wealth. The special deposits are 
where -the crystalline rock is very fine-grained or is associated with 
limestone, as in the Kopparberg ("Copper Hill;,) province. There 
between the different types of rock are rich beds;, or layers, of · 
metal, e.g. the manganese of Dannemora, the zinc of Ammeberg, 
the cobalt of Tunaberg. Still more important are the copper of 
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Falun, which has been worked since the fourteenth century, the 
silver-lead of Sala, which has been worked since the sixteenth century, 
and the iron of Grangesberg. Similar deposits of iron are found in 
the fine-grained gneiss of Gellivara, as similar deposits of silver-lead 
and copper are fo]Jnd respectively at Kongsberg and Roros. Cf. 
the zinc of Grua. 

NoRWAY 

Though Norway is quite as large as the British Isles, its popula
tion is only 2,4oo,ooo (191o); and the reasons for the discrepancy 
are obvious. In the first place, fully two-thirds of the country is 
barren, and an additional 2 1 p.c. is forested ; and the normal 
occupations are farming and fishing. The densest population is 
found in three places-round the Skager Rak, in the Laagen
Glommen basin, and round the Bukken fiord. The two former 
naturally have their focus in the city of Christiania, which contains 
one-tenth of the whole population of the country; and their popula
tion represents all the activities of the country, the industrial element 
being very largely associated with water-power. 

The great utility of the water-power of Norway is based on three 
considerations. The country is wonderfully rich in lakes which, 
owing to the depth and narrowness of the glacier-cut valleys, have 
often very narrow outlets ; a typical outlet of this kind in the sub
merged part of the country has made Horte.n the natural head
quarters of the Norwegian Navy. Then, in almost every case these 
lakes combine the advantages of being near enough to the sea for 
the power to be easily delivered at a good harbour, and being 
situated in firm rock on which to build dams, etc., or through 
which to cut tunnels or channels. Lastly, the waterfalls are much 
more valuable than, e.g., the Alpine falls, because of the • heavier 
precipitation, the greater accumulation of snow during the longer 
winter season, and the more rapid melting of the snow and ice 
during the longer summer day. 

The population, then, round the Skager Rak is becoming 
distinctively industrial. On the west coast the special development, 
from Drammen to Christiansund, is in the manufacture of paper and 
pulp, though local deposits of iron are also encouraging electric 
smelting, e.g. at Skien-also famous for its great saltpetre worb~ ~ 
and Arendal; on the.east coa!;t the flour-miiiing of Moss and the 
conderl:>ing of milk at Sarpsborg are more typical. Again, while 
ice is a typical export in the west, e.g. from Porsgrund and Kragero, 
granite " setts " and matches are typical in the east, e.g. from 
Frederikshald and Frederikstad. 

Inland, es.pecially between Christiania and Hamar, the popula
tion is mainly engaged in farming; and butter has become a typical 
export from Trondhjem and Christiansund. It is most character-

• 
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istic that the population in the relatively fertile thoroughfare of the 
Glommen basin should be very fair and very tall Teutonic " Long
heads." Indeed, that basin is noted as the home of the purest 
type of Teuton, and the reason is not far to seek. The excessive 
glaciation of the area, which accounts for the poverty of the native 
flora and fauna, led to its being peopled late; and the hard climate 
and barrenness must always have been adverse to a dense popula
tion. On the other hand, the natural " line of least resistance " 
was that of most fertility, so that the Teutonic intruders had little 
difficulty in ousting the natives, and no inducement to go beyond 
the limits of the fertile farm-land. But geographical isolation 
always tends to emphasise types, especially where a sparse popula
tion leads to a good deal of " in-breeding" ; so that all the con
ditions were favourable to the development of a highly individualised 
people of a very pure Teutonic type. 

The displaced natives seem to have found refuge in what is Stavan
now the third centre of population, t".e. on the lowlands round the ger. 
broad Bukken fiord; and to-day we find the population . round 
Stavanger and Haugesund distinctly shorter, darker, and broader-
headed than in the Glommen basin. The coast-line is unusually 
low and sandy for Norway, and so had much less attraction for the 
Hanseats than at Bergen ; but the place has now obvious advantages 
for trade with the countries round the North Sea, and both 
Stavanger and Hqugesund are acquiring an important export of 
tinned provisions. This is mainly in " sardines " (sprats), and 
accounts for the large imports of tin-plate and olive-oil, Stavanger 
alone having imported nearly Io,ooo tons of tin-plate in 1910 and 
nearly 1300 tons of olive-oil.· Stavanger has also a growing dairy 
industry (mainly butter), for which the peat-bogs between Stavanger 
and Egersund provide a useful fuel. 

Quite generally, the population is distributed in the proportion Wood and 
of!?£ on the coast-lands and T\ ·on the lowlands of the Glommen Fish. 
basin; and about 70 p.c. of the total value of Norwegian exports is 
represented, in about equal shares, by "fish " and "wood" products. 
Both fishing and.forest industries are favourable to the development 
of fine types of Man; fishermen and foresters are essentially brave 
and enduring, lovers of freedom and space, individualistic and 
conservative. In each case, too, the conditions of life involve 
essentially that equality of power and of sel which is the only basis 
of true democracy and the only standard of real civilisation. 

The absence of the fishermen from their homes, referred to on Seasonal 
p. I z, is due to the site and the seasonal movement of the Fisheries. 
fisheries. For instance, the cod-fishing has two particular centres, 
off the Lofoten Islands and off Finmark ; and the former is naturally 
the earlier (March to April), Vardi:i not being reachelmuch before the 
end of May. So, the herring-fishing is most important south of Bergen 
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in spring ( cf. the Haugesund and Stavanger "sardines"), but north of 
Namsos in autumn; they come inshore in spring to spawn, they 
avoid shore water while the fiords are pouring out volumes of cold 
fresh water, and the subsequent inflow of warm salt water brings 
them inshore again in search of food. 

There are also, of course, the distant fisheries, e.g. the Arctic 
whaling of Tromso and Hammerfest and the Antarctic whaling from 
Aalesund and Tonsberg, while both Laurvik and Haugesund are 
interested in whaling off the African coast; and, on the other hand, 
the salmon-fishing is quite local, and the mackerel-fishing almost 
so, i.e. confined to the extreme south. Incidentally, the industry 
has a rather adverse influence on the population statistics. It 
accounts for the high mortality amongst men and so for the pre
ponderance of women, and for the willingness to emigrate ; and 
these two results practically counteract the very high birth-rate and 
the very low death-rate of the country. Though Aalesund actually 
sends out the largest number of "boats," Bergen is still the great 
centre of the industry ; it has associated trades in barrels, salt, ice, 
etc., and-like Molde and Trondhjem-has a Leper Hospital. 
Only the "down " market remains in the far north-at Hammerfest; 
but the fish-eating birds which supply the down, are themselves 
largely migratory, those from Finmark moving south into Finland 
and those of Norrland moving down the Glommen valley to the 
Skager Rak. 

The principal timber-exporting towns are naturally on the 
Skager Rak, e.g. Christiania and Drammen, Frederikstad and 
Frederikshald, Porsgrund and Arendal ; but some is exported north
wards, mainly via Trondhjem. But the timber itself is now less 
important than the wood-pulp, mechanical and chemical (cellulose), 
and the paper, for printing and packing. The mechanical pulp is 
naturally centred on the best water-supplies, and the cellulose on 
those with easiest access to sulphur pyrites ; but the old centres, 
e.g. Drammen, are finding it more and more difficult to procure the 
wood locally, especially as the small dimensions required for the 
cellulose industry are very adverse to the natural reproduction of 
the forest-so much so that the State has had to undertake whole
sale re-afforestation. At present much the largest export of cellulose 
is from Trondhjem, which also monopolises the export of sulphur 
pyrites from the hinter]eJ.nd between Mendal and Roros, while the 
chief export of pulp is from Namsos, which is still fanher from the 
old centre of production on the Christiania fiord. 

Obviously, ir. a country where precipitation is so heavy and 
so largely in the form of snow, as in all similar· forest areas, it is 
natural for the pauses to be built of wood and essential for them 
to have high-pitched roofs with overhanging eaves to throw off snow 
as it accumulates . 

• 
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Obviously, too, in such a country inland communications are Communi
very difficult. The lakes certainly are very useful, whether frozen cations. 
or unfrozen ; but the obstacles to railways are so great that roads 
and posting have become of prime importance, the skydsgut or 
"post-boy" being often a woman. Under the circumstances, 
Norway has the least mileage of rail in Europe-though it is 
quite large in proportion to the population-and the railways are' 
mainly international, there being no less than four main routes into 
Sweden. In the far ·north there is the "iron line " from N arvik, 
the most northerly line in the world and built specially to give the 
Swedish iron mines access to open water all the year round. The 
development of Central Sweden has led to the construction of a 
direct route from Trondhjem via the Storlien Pass to the Baltic 
port of Sundsvall ; and of course Christiania has direct connection 
both with Svealand north of Lake Vener and with Gotland south 
of it. 

The ice-free ocean, the inexhaustible water-power, and the Textiles. 
marine climate, will some day combine to make Norway one of the 
great textile-producers of the world; and the separation from 
Sweden has given an impulse in this direction;. But in the mean-
time the textile industry has scarcely emerged from the domestic 
stage except in relation to shipping, e.g. the making of rope and 
sails. 

SWEDEN 

Human activities have a wider scope in Sweden than in Norway Occupa
at present, and are much less connected with coastal features, tions. 
partly because so much of the coast is ice-bound in winter. Both 
the area and the population are 40 p.c. larger than in Norway, 
while • there is 2 2 o p.c. more forest and 3 oo p.c. more farming land. 
Farming and forestry are, therefore, of supreme importance ; and, 
while the birth-rate remains as high as in Norway, the death-rate is 
the lowest in Europe. Mining and textile industries are growing 
in importance, and it is roughly correct to describe N orr land as the 
land of timber and iron, while Svealand and Gotland form the land 
of farming and textiles. 

This union of the two southern divisions of the country is P?l~t~cal 
justified by the general fertility and natural facilities for· com- Dmslons. 
munication, which are so obvious that th.e joint area was always 
difficult to split into separate political areas ; and it was these 
conditions that made it so easy for the Swedes of Svealand and 
the Goths of Gotland to merge in a single people as early as the 
thirteenth century. 

Gotland offered most advantages in early da.rs, as might be Gotland. 
guessed from the ease with which the Danes conquered and con-
verted the people in the ninth century. It has a long coast, well 
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supplied with little harbours which could accommodate all kinds of 
shipping up to the Age of Nelson. Tile low latitude and the low 
relief combined with the peninsular form to give an exceptionally 
good climate ; and the young rock which surrounds the old core 
of Svealand, gave a rich soil. So the whole peninsula came to take 
its name from the most favoured portion (Scania) of this favoured 
area. With its pine-clad core of Smiiland, its oak-forested lowlands 
in the north, and its beech-forested lowlands in the south, it still 
sums up most of the life of Sweden ; and it includes the most 
important pastoral and arable areas of the country, butter and bacon 
being typical exports. 

Svealand. Svealand was less prosperous in olden days owing to its more 
difficult relief, its slightly inferior climate, and its greater isolation, 
paganism lingering on till the middle of the twelfth century, £.e. 
300 years after it had died out in Gotland ; but it was essentially 
stronger, partly because of the virile character of the Dalarne 
Highlanders-who served Gustavas Vasa so well that they left 
practically no one behind them to perpetuate the strain. The 
Dalarne hinterland and the lake-studded foreground, which is of 
such recent formation that Arctic fauna still survive in the lakes, 
now combine all phases of Sweden's modern development-pasture 
and tillage, mining and manufactures, intellectual and administra
tive; Stockholm and Upsala, Falun and Dannemora, are typical 
centres. 

Economic These old political divisions are now practically obliterated, in 
Divisions. favour of the economic division made above-a land of mining and 

forestry to the north of a line from the mouth of the Dal to that of 
the Klar, and a land of farms and factories to the south of that line. 
At the same time the very fact that the old divisions have been so 
elastic, suggests that the area has a natural unity, which has •made 
the people wonderfully homogeneous. This unity was no doubt 
based on the isolation of the area by tundra and mountains, by sea 
and speech, from foreign interference; and it was encouraged by 
the geographical compactness of the area. In such an area it is 
quite characteristic that land should be owned by both peer and 
peasant, and that the Constitution should show both autocratic 
and ilemocratic features ; for the people have common interests, 
common language, and common creed. About 85 p.c. of ~11 the _ 
arable land is tilled by J>ersons who own it-which partly accounts 
for the relatively dense rural population (Ioo per square mile in 
Svealand and I so in Gotland); and the nobility do not own I p.c. 
of the estates or more than 25 p.c. of the area. 

Forest. More than half the country is forested; and, as in Norway, 
there are very important industries subordinate to the actual lumber
ing. The mass • of the forest-z'.e. all north of " Lakeland "-is con
iferous, with pine and fir as the main stock and birch very common 
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on the higher levels; 'and its exploitation is bound up with the 
question of water-power, for nearly all the timber ports, e.g. Umea 
and Hernosand, Soderhamn and Gefle, are also engaged in the manu
facture of pulp and other bye-products, the total export of paper 
alone having reached about ISo,ooo tons in I910, while that of 
pulp exceeded 76o,ooo tons. It is typical that northern ports, in
cluding Skelleftea and Sundsvall, should specialise in the pulp and 
cellulose, while southern ports, such as Vestervik and Kalmar, 
specialise in joinery. The largest industry is that in sawn wood 
(deals, battens, etc.), which is mainly confined to the north; but this 

· is bound to become relatively less important, because a timber forest 
requires eighty to ninety years for re-afforestation, whereas a pulp forest 
can be re-afforested in thirty to thirty-five years. At present there 
are only about 200 pulp and paper mills, while there are over soo 
joinery factories and probably I soo sawing and planing mills. 
Heavy penalties are inflicted for excessive felling and for failure to 
re-plant. 

There are two main iron-fields in Sweden, the " Lapland'' and Iron. 
the Central or Grangesberg; and Lulea (Svarton) and Oxelosund 
are the special iron-ports, the former ice-bound for months (six or 
seven) every ye~r and the latter sometimes, as in I 9 I o, not frozen at 
all. As the Central field is very conveniently placed for home use, 
while the cost of freight debars the Lapland ore from a similar 
destination, special regulations have been made about the export 
trade. Thus the amount that may be exported from the Granges-
berg field is to be restricted to 45o,ooo tons per annum, while that 
from the Lapland field may approximate to 4,5oo,ooo tons, of which, 
however, 3,soo,ooo must come from the Luossavara-Kiruna mines, 
i.e. those least accessible from Sweden and nearest (I oo miles) to 
the Norwegian port of Narvik. Even the I,ooo,ooo tons a year at 
present allowed to the Gellivara mines, which are about I30 miles 
from the Baltic and therefore relatively accessible for consumption 
in Sweden, are to be reduced to less than 6oo,ooo. The Kiruna 
field, fortunately for foreigners, produces unusually rich ore, contain-
ing often 70 p.c. of iron; but, as it contains I to 2 p.c. of phos
phorus, it is less useful where smelters on the basic method are 
relatively few, as e.g. in Britain, than in, e.g., Germany. 

The water-power of the country is being utilised in connection Water
with both the iron and the wood industries. The total amount Power. 
available is estimated at roughly ro,ooo,~oo horse-power; but it is 
'not available anywhere for more than nine months of the year, and 
not more than 2 5 p.c. is available anywhere at low water. Of the 
total, however, probably 7 5 p.c. is in Northern Sweden, i.e. where it 
is of most use, at least to the iron and wood industries. The falls 
are not usually high, averaging less than so feet ;•but the volume of 
water is generally very great for a considerable part of the year. 
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For instance, the Krangede Fall on the Indals is estimated at 
6o,ooo h.p., and the Harsprang ("Hare's Leap "-a typical name 
in a country where the hare is the most important animal found in 
all parts of the area) is estimated at 46,ooo h.p. Nearly all the 
rivers, too, as we have seen, are dammed by morainic lakes which 
act as water-heads. The famous Porjus Fall on the Lulea occupies 
such a site at the outlet of Lake Lulevattnet, and is being utilised 
for the new electric railway to the Gallivara mines. It is the number 
of such lakes that makes yachting the typical summer sport in 
Sweden; indeed, lakes cover 10 p.c. of the total area of Sweden. 
They are known as " the eyes of the Earth," and the crystalline rock 
supplies them with such quantities of mica in solution that-like the 
eyes of the people-they are typically blue. Cf. p. 9 I. 

It is the presence of the large lakes in the more strictly penin
sular part of the country that has helped to make the climate there 
more favourable for both agriculture and textile industries; and the 
facilities for transport are correspondingly great and associated with 
water-power, e.g. on the Motala and the Trollhatta Falls, the latter 
alone already supplying 4o,ooo h.p. The great industrial centres 
of the country are, therefore, found closely in touch with the river
and-canal route (180 miles) via Lake Vener and Lake Vetter 
between Goteborg and Stockholm ; and the most advantageous 
position is one that is at approximately equal distances from iron, 
wood, and navigable water. Norrkoping, at the head of the 35-
mile Bravik fiord, fulfils these conditions best, and has become the 
chief industrial centre, specialising-like its neighbour, Linkoping
in textiles. It is also a hardware centre; and, like the other centres 
which manufactu;e steel and machinery, e.g. Dannemora and Eskils
tuna, it uses charcoa:I as fuel, greatly to the improvement of the 
smelted product. Jonkoping, with local supplies of magnetic'iron 
and sulphur, and easy access to the pith and potash of the Smaland 
pine forests, is another important centre, with textile, iron, and 
match industries ; but the climate is more favourable to the textiles 
on the west of the Smaland heights, e.g. at Boras. . 

Along the windy coasts of the mainland and on the adjacent 
islands wind-power is used as well as water-power, e.g. in the cement 
and beet-sugar industries of Oland and Gotland; but the most 
typical industry round this southern part of the coast is granite
quarrying, e.g. at Stromstadt and Halmstad, Karlskrona and Oscar
baron. The least typica, industry here is the coal-mining of 
Helsingborg, which is ve;y conveniently sitnated with regard to the 
cross-Sound ferries from Malmo and Trelleborg. 

Malmo and Goteborg are the two great railway termini for 
foreign trade, the latter being served by no less than seven separate 
lines, including an•important private line which taps the great col
lection of wood-pulp factories to the west of Lake Vener. The 

• 
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cheapness of land and of iron and timber, and the climatic interrup
tion of sea-traffic, have given such an impetus to railway-construction 
that Sweden has now the largest mileage in Europe proportionately 
to her population. The relative length of the typical lakes gives 
special importance to terminal points, such as Ji:inki:iping and Orebro; 
and strategic considerations help to keep the State lines generally 
well inland. Thus, the relative deficiency of railway accommodation 
in Eastern Svealand is partly due to the possession of the Aland 
islands by Russia. At present the primary bases of the Russian 
Navy are at Kronstadt (nearly 400 miles) and Libau (over zoo), 
and the secondary bases are at Sveaborg and Revel; but-in spite 
of the Aland Treaty-Russia has made several attempts in recent 
years to garrison the natural harbour of Fogeltjarden, which is within 
100 miles of Stockholm. In olden days this promontory of Sweden 
was strong both by position and in virtue of its Viking strain along 
the coast and its Dalecarlian Highlanders in the hinterland ; but 
both strains have died out-largely by the decimation of war-and 
the primary naval base of Sweden is now at Karlskrona, equally 
distant from Libau and Danzig and with the island of Oland to 
mask all movement of vessels between the primary base and the 
dockyard of Os~arhamn. 

The essential importance of this lies in the fact that Sweden, Sweden 
unlike Norway, is a typically Baltic Power, with Baltic products and "Baltic." 
Baltic needs. For instance, timber is specifically a Baltic product ; 
the demand for it is growing every day ; and Sweden has better 
facilities than Russia for supplying the demand. Again, dairy pro-
ducts are very closely connected with the Baltic ; and Sweden is rich 
in peat, which makes quite a good fuel for dairy purposes. She can 
easily import cheap machinery and cheap textiies from Germany and 
bread-stuffs froin Russia; but she lacks coal and capital, and her 
population grows slowly. 
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CHAPTER XIII 

THE BALKAN PENINSULA 

THE Balkan peninsula had obviously special advantages for 
intercourse with the early civilisations of Egypt and Mesopotamia 
( cf. p. 9 ), and this intercourse followed lines the permanence of 
which is implied in the route of the Baghdad Railway and in the 
proposal to divert the Suez mails from Brindisi to Salonika or Athens. 

· The fundamental control in this was the impassable barriers to 
pressure from the south which were imposed by the parallel belts 

The Bosphorus. 

of the Mediterranean and the 
Sahara. All mov~ment was natur
ally east and west, and converged 
either from Nile or from Euphrates 
on the Balkan peninsula. This area 
consequently became the natural 
gateway of Europe, with one 
thoroughfare joining Asia and 
Europe and another joining the 
Black Sea and the Mediterranean ; 
that is to say, it contained a 1and
route which lay N.W.-S.E., and 
which is now followed by the 
Orient Express, and it controlled 
a sea-route which lay N.E.-S.W., 
and which gives the only easy 
access to Russia by sea in winter. 

"l 
The peninsula thllS became the 
rear-guard of Europe against the 
hordes of Asia ; and this accounts 
largely both for the extraordinary 
mixture of race and language, of 

creed and political interest, in the peninsula, and for the legitimate 
concern of other Europeans in the great land-and-sea junction of 
Constantinople. 

In earlier day~ its sea-surroundings had three great advantages 
-rt quiet sea, .a highly articulated coast, and an island front. 

124 
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Except in the purely continental part of the area, £.e. on the Black 
Sea, the coast is for the most part ·wonderfully indented, although 
the sea itself is neither very stormy nor subject to high tides ; 
even dangerous promontories, such as that of Malia, made useful 
"beacons"; and the indentations are generally both small and 

'large, thus supplying both a number of good harbours and the . 
maximum of encouragement to early navigation. The latter was 
further encouraged by the number of islands, tempting even timid 
sailors from point to point, especially across the southern opening of 
the .iEgean and along the western shore.of Anatolia; and this influence 
is still reflected in the distribution of the typical Greek population, 
which is essentially coastal, especially on the parts of the coast that 
have most commerce, e.g. along the north of the Sea of Marmora. 

The character of the coast is due to the fact that the land has Charaetef 
been partly submerged. The symmetry and continuity of the of Coast. 
island-lines perpetuate the original feature-lines of the mountain 
ranges ; and it was the pressure of the sunken block of coast that 
excited-on the side away from the young uplift ( cf. p. 2 2 )-the· 
volcanic activity of Milos and Santorin, and that is still responsible 
for such hot springs as those at the Pass of Thermopylae ("Hot-
Gates") and for the occurrence of earthquakes 1 in Greece on one 
day out of ever"y four. 

The Cyclades " bridge" was specially important in early times, Island 
because it extended the east-and-west Corinthian Gulf route to and Front. 
from Asia Minor, as the Morava valley now extends the north-and-
south .iEgean route to and from the Suez Canal; and it made the 
.iEgean practically a lake. Thus, ancient Delos, like modern Syra, 
gave a fine harbour in a central position on the through route 
between Athens or Corinth, and Miletus or Smyrna. Many of the 
islands, too, are honeycombed with coves and caves-an ideal site 
for refugees, smugglers, and banditti. It was certain, therefore, 
that, if the mainland came under the control of an alien power of 
Steppe-men, the bolder spirits amongst the coastal Ship-men would 
migrate to the islands ; and there, with nothing to lose and all to 
gain, they would develop such a net of piracy as would drive the 
mainlanders off the sea altogether and even shake their hold on the 
coast-land. And it is significant that to-day we find the best type 
of the Greek race on these islands. 

In proportion as the mainlanders retired from the coast, deserted Harbours. 
farms would become nurseries of malaria; and, on the contrary, 
a fine port in a barren area would be profoundly attractive to the 
islanders. Such a port, if at a critical central site, would become 
exceedingly important; and such a site was occupied by Athens 
and by Corinth, for both could control the two divisions of ancient 
Greece-continental and peninsular. In modern times, however, 

1 The action of earthquakes has greatly widened the old p_ass at Thermopylae • 
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the great increase in the size of ships has entirely altered the relative 
importance of the old harbours; and artificial improvement has 
only b-:!en justified economically where the position was otherwise 
favourable for commerce, e.g. at Varna and Burgas, Gallipoli and 
Volo, Patras and Mesolonggi. 
And, considering the re
latively small area, these 
artificial harbours cannot 
compete with the three great 
ports of Athens, Constanti
nople, and Salonika. 

The harbour of Athens, 
between the island of Salamis 
and the Pin~us peninsula, is 
larger, deeper, and safer than 

Isthmus of Corinth Ship Canal. 

that of Corinth ; and, though the latter controls what is nominally 
a shorter and safer route to the Suez Canal than that via Brindisi, 
the Corinthian Canal is too narrow and too much troubled with 
currents to attract much commerce, quite apart from the obstacle of 
heavy dues. Indeed, ancient Corinth, with its "tramway" for the 
transport of ships across the isthmus, was really better off than 
modern Corinth ; and it was probably fortunate that lack of labour 
and fear of impiety deterred Periander from carrying out his idea 
of cutting a canal. Athens had, however, the real, if not obvious, 
advantage of having a poorer hinterland; the relative barrenness 
was due to a deficiency of rain-kept off by the harbourless and 
mountainous bulwark of Eub~a-which implied a greater freedom 
from disease, and the lack of land-products forced the people into 
sea commerce. It was mainly this early intercourse with outside 
peoples, with its valuable exchange of ideas as well as of material 
things, that gave the inquisitive and acquisitive Athenians such 
pre-eminence in ancient Greece. 

The site of Constantinople seems to have been never properly 
appreciated until it came under the control of an emperor whose 
mother-Helena of York-came of a fishing race; but from that 
date (A.D. 330) onward the place itself has been more important 
than the people who have held it, as might be suggested by the 
fact that the crescent moou .is the crest cf the ritv. not of its rulers. 
When . the people of Rome had ceased to rule 'the Roman world, 
and the Roman empire w~ now on its defence, especially from the 
east and north-east, the right capital for an emperor who wished 
to cultivate new relations with the Christian Church, was the safest 
site in that part of the area most exposed to attack. Such a site 
was provided by the peninsula which divides the Golden Horn 
from the Sea of Marmora, and which was itself cut off from the 
mainland by an almost continuous line of lake and swamp. This 
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site, with its perennial streams and its seven hills,-on one of which 
the mosque of St. Sophia occupies a position very similar to that 
of St. Peter's Cathedral in Rome-was a natural fortress, difficult 
to approach either by the narrow ·fortified 1 isthmus of lake and 
swamp, or by the narrow fortified straits of the Bosphorus (zo miles) 
and the Dardanelles (40 miles), and impossible of investment 
except by an enemy equally strong by land and by sea. It was 
thus an ideal site for a people on their defence, and well earned 
its name·of Stamboul ("Into the City"). . . 

Salonika has a worse harbour than the .other two, but a richer Salonika. 
hinterland and easier access to that hinterland ; indeed, it controls 
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the shortest, if not the safest, route from . Central Europe to the 
Suez Canal. The fertility of the district soon attracted outsiders, 
especially the Levantine Jews, so that the city-unlike Athens
was ·developed from the outside, not from within; and the actual site 
is sheltered by the Chalkis peninsula, defended by the lakes and 
swamps of the Chalkis isthmus, and away from the malarial estuary 
of the Vardar. Commercially, the city is not only in the centre 
of the European coast of the JEgean, but also occupies a position 
somewhat like that of Venice, where a~ east-and-west land-route 
meets a north-and-south sea-route. 

There are three important lines of approach to the peninsula Approach 
by land-the Morava valley, the steppe, the Skutari peninsula. by Land: 
The strictly land frontier (nearly Sso miles) is very much longer 

• 
1 The landward wall in the fifth century was 200 feet thick and roo feet high. · · 

• 
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than that of Italy or Spain; and that it is an unsatisfactory one 
may be inferred from the fact that it is generally taken as running 
along the line of the Kulpa-Save-Danube-in other words, a 
"primitive" river-frontier. It is precisely these underlying con
ditions that account for the international importance of Belgrade 
and for the delicate relations of Bulgaria and Rumania with their 
common command of the great international waterway of the Lower 
Danube. The narrow gorge of the Morava, running almost due 
north-and-south for over I oo miles, has further vitiated this frontier ; 
in olden days it was a scene of constant political movement north
ward, as it is now of constant economic movement southward. 
It was the breadth of the continental frontier that made it relatively 
easy for an essentially continental power such as Macedonia to 
control the whole peninsula, and for essentially continental peoples 
such as the Slavs to confine the coast-loving Greeks to the purely 
peninsular area south of 41° N. So to-day the Servians are the 
least effective of all the Slavs, with their contraband drifting north
ward and German as their commercial language. 

These Slavs penetrated at the north-e<'.St corner from across the 
Russian steppe as well as from the north-west by the Morava 
valley; and the importance of the steppe route, in the distribution 
of people over the peninsula, lay in the fact that it ~as followed also 
by the Bulgars, i.e. by Yellow men, who conquered the White Slavs. 
The south-east corner gave access to another Yellow type in the 
Turks ; but the latter approached the area over the semi-desert 
steppe of the Anatolian plateau, not over the rich steppe of the 
loess lowlands. This Turkish inflow accentuated the political and 
ethnic difficulties of the inter-continental position by a religious 
comphcation, so that the peninsula became a transition zone 
between the Crescent and the Cross, thus giving an opportunity for 
the development of an indigenous Greek Church. In an area 
where there has been such a mixture of race and language and 
economic interest, religion is liable to become a very disturbing and 
dominating element ; and, in this connection, it is significant that 
their Greek Church exercises a directly unifying influence over the 
scattered Greek population. 

Nucleus of The character of the relief has emphasised almost every weak
Relief. ness due to site. The essential nucleus is a V-shaped archean 

hlock, pivoting on Belgrade and extending its limbs to the Bosphorus 
and the Negroponte Cltannel. This tough old biock was an 
immovable obstacle to the Alpine folding, and diverted the folds in 
two directions, the one continuing the normal east-and-west lie of the 
system, in the Balkan range, while the other was crushed up against 
the western face of the block in a N.W.-S.E. direction. 

Western This western,.or Illyrian, zone may be divided into three typical 
Zone. sections-Dalmatian, Albanian, and Ionian-all of which consist 

• 
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essentially of parallel ranges of folded limestone (and similar rock). 
In Dalmatia these parallel folds lie N.W.-S.E., in Albania almost 
N.-S., and in Ionian Greece again N.W.-S.E. ; and the change in 
Albania, which is mainly due to a change in the character of the 
rock, has greatly affected the relation of the interior to the 
Adriatic. 

Dalmatia gives an ideal illustration of the way in which the sea Dalmatia.. 
invades a mountainous land when it is submerged with its feature-
lines parallel to the invading sea. By every subordinate transverse 
valley it invades the main longitudinal valley on the inner side of 
the coast range, forming what are called L or T gulfs; and where 

Orographic structure of the Balkan Peni~sula. 

the folding has been very regular and intense, this gives peculiar 
facilities for access to and from the sea. Of course, the coast itself 
is generally steep and regular; but it is protected by the long 
islands that lie parallel to it, and these unsubmerged portions of the 
original coastal range are separated from one another by parallel 
channels that tap the main inner channel at right angles. The 
strategic strength of such a coast is illustrated by the history of 
such cities as Spalato and Ragusa, "the City of Freedom "; and the 
geographic control is illustrated by the fact that here alone on the 
face of the earth has a Slav population become a typical fishing 
population. 

In the Albanian section the coast-line is so flat :fnd inhospitable, Alballia.. 
ar)d the coast-land is so malarial, that the geographic control has 

K 
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been exactly the opposite of that in Dalmatia. Not only are the 

Dalmatian coast 

parallel ranges very numer
ous and very close together, 
especially to the west, accen
tuating the difficulty of access 
to and from the sea ; but 
the succession of island and 
channel down the Dalmatian 
coast is here repeated as a 
succession of basin and 
saddle. The land is, there
fore, pitted with tiny montane 
basins and lonely glens, each 
shut in by a typical Demir 
Kapu (" Iron Gate"), which 
have made it a typical home 
of separate communities with 
varied race and creed and 
economic or political in
terest. Progress has been 
almost impossible, especially 
in the least accessible areas, 
some of which even now 
have not been thoroughly 
explored ; and government 
has been peculiarly difficult. 
Matters have been further 
complicated by the "Karst" 
character of the limestone, 
for the long, deep, .narrow 
grooves of the cavernous 
limestone are normally either 
flooded or stone-dry, the 
rivers thus being equally use
less for navigation and irri
gation. Where the surface 
has sagged over a subter
ranean cavern, there are 
typicai sink-huh::s Oi dolinas ; 
where it has actually tumbled 
in, the larger depression, or 
polye, may reveal a section 
of an underground river. 

Many of these underground rivers have no visible outlet, nor are 
any portions of- their course itself visible except where it crosses a 
polye. The ~ew rivers which do remain continuously visible, because 
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they run along geological faults, as the Drin and the upper Vistritza 
and the Viosa, choke up their mouths with debris from the .softer 
rock. 

With approach to the centre of maximum depression or total Ionian 
submergence, the channels between the islands and the encroach- Coast. 
ments on the land increase in size ; but the parallel lines can still 
be distinctly traced, not only in the Pindus range, but also, e.g., the 
outer line of uplift in the Glossa promontory and the islands of 
Corfu and Leucas, Cephalonia and Zacynthos, and inner lines of 
depression in the valleys of the Arta and Aspropotamus, the 
Ruphia and the Iri. The sandstone promontory of Malia, like the 

. crystalline promontory of Matapan, suggests-what is actually the 
case-that the system is continued through Cerigo and Crete to 
Carpathos and Rhodes, and that it has the typical Alpine feature of 
a crystalline axis flanked by sedimentary rock (cf. p. 29). 

The eastern section of the system in Greece, while still young Eastern 
and folded, has come so much under the influence of the old Zone. 
crystalline block that it presents some marked differences. In the 
first place, its up-and-down folds often run east and west, not north 
and south as in the· Salam bria and Hellada valleys, the Othrys and 
Parnassus ranges. • Again, its soil is less fertile, even in the plains 
of Thessaly and Boeotia ; and this greatly influenced the fate of the 
Cyclades, which-excepting Naxos-are 'the barren rocky peaks of 
the once continuous mountain-system that linked the peninsulas of 
Argolis and Attica to the Ionian peninsulas of Asia Minor. And, 
lastly, where this east-and-west lie has been invaded by the north" 
and-south lie of the Illyrian folds a very complicated interlacing has 
taken place, giving rise to a number of small intermont basins, such 
as played such an important part in the history of the early City 
States of Classical Greece. The knot of Pindus dominates the 
transition area, with rivers draining in ~11 directions,-Yistritza and 
Viosa, Arta and Salambria,-thus facilitating access between Thessaly 
and Albania, Epirus and Macedon. The Salambria basin gives 
easy access by rail over the plain of Thessaly by the grain-market 
of Larissa or the old battle-field Phersala (Pharsalos) to the port of 
Volo. 

The V-shaped archean block is a mass of mountain-crowned River· 
plateau which has been carved with deep valleys by the great riv~rs System. 
of the area. These rivers are naturally founil mainly in the area of 
greatest precipitation, t'.e. the west; but the position of the block 
naturally sends most of them into the .tEgean. We should expect, 
therefore, to find . the most important either along the frontiers of 
the old block and its Alpine folds, as the Drin and Morava, or 
towards the centre of the V, as the Vardar and the .Struma. This 
general tilt to the .tEgean laid the richer lowlands of the area open 
to Asia ; but the particular features of the highlands cut one valley 
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very markedly from another, as Thrace is isolated from Macedonia 
by the Rhodope mass. The complication of a double lie in the 
mountain structure developed a complicated double water-parting 
in the river-system, the pivot of which lies where the great obtuse 
angle of the Illyrian folds converges on the acute angle of the 
Balkans and the Rhodope; and this happens to be precisely where 
Servian, Bulgarian, and Turkish frontiers meet. This reflection of 
geographical features in the political map suggests that the present 
distribution of power might be made satisfactory ; but the com
plicated relief, by giving each important natural area its own speech 
and creed and political interest in antagonism to all the others, is 
profoundly adverse. 

Bulgarian There are three knots of great peaks round which the rival 
Knot. interests are mainly focused. The Bulgarian knot of Muss-Alla 

(96oo), Rilo, and Vitosha commands the Sofia basin; and it has 
rivers draining in all directions-Struma and Isker, Nishava and 
Maritza-so that it is really the strategic, and may become the 
commercial, centre of the peninsula. The transverse valleys are 
too narrow and too steep for any natural traffic N.E.-S. W. except 
actually at Sofia, and the same place stands on the line of least 
resistance N.W.-S.E. used as the Orient Express route. Sofia, 
therefore, is the objective of the projected Bucharest-Salonika 
railway, as Trajan's Gate was the old landmark between Illyrium 
and the Orient : they command the apex of the Balkan-Rhodope 
angle. 

"Servian" The Servian knot of Shar Dagh (88so), Shlieb, and the 
Knot. Kopaonik commands the Prizren basin; and it too has rivers 

draining in all directions-the Ibar and the Vardar, the Drin and 
the "Bulgarian" Morava. But the westward drainage becomes 
involved in the Karst limestone, and only the Kopaonik is within 
the frontier of modern SePVia; so that it is a centre of intrigue 
rather than political strength, and its slight commercial importance 
centres on the junction of Uskub. The monasteries of Studenitza 
and Ipek may perhaps be regarded as storm-centres for this area of 
"Old" Servia, which the Turks call Kossovo, the Austrians call 
Novibazar, and the Germans called Amselfeld. It touches Monte
negro, Bosnia,1 Servia, Bulgaria, Albania, and what we call 
Macedonia ; it drains to the Adriatic, the Black Sea, and the 
LEgean ; it i:; mainly p'!llpled by Albanians, Servians, and Bulgarians ; 
and till lately it was owned by the Turks, but administereu Ly 
Austria. 

Balkan The normal east-and-west trend of the Balkans does not 
Range. materially interfere with the typical north-and-south lie of the main 

lines of com~unication, partly because so many rivers flow north
wards to separate confluences with the Danube that there are really 

t For the Austrian part of this area see pp. 365, 366. 
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more obstacles to movement east and west over the Bulgarian 
plateau than to movement north and south across the range. 
Though typically Alpine, with a crystalline axis flanked by younger 
sedimentary rock, they nowhere reach 8ooo feet ; they are richly
wooded rounded hills, rocky only towards the base ; and they are 
crossed by at least thirty practicable carriage roads. On the other 
hand, the important passes are all at a considerable height, the 
Shipka being nearly 4500 feet; and west of that the range is high 
enough to hold a good deal of snow up to the middle of summer. 
The two chief passes are at the two ends of the Great Balkans, the 
Shipka and the Upper Isker; and the former has been greatly over
rated, owing to the magnitude of Suleiman's operations in 1876. 
As a matter of fact, it has a fairly easy approach both from the 
south by the Tunja valley, and from the north by the Yantra valley. 

The range makes Bulgaria physically almost an ideal Buffer Balkan 
State between Russia and Turkey, but it does encourage movement Fore- d 
southward rather than northward. The reason for this is that its groun s. 
" Russian" foreground is a porous limestone plateau largely covered 
with loess (c~. p. 24), while its "Turkish" foreground is an alluvial 
valley; and the rivers which descend to the Danube have-in the 
normally dry climate-ploughed such narrow steep-sided valleys in 
the loess that tl:Jey accentuate the difficulty of movement east and 
west due to their flowing independently of one another to separate 
confluences with the Danube. Most of the important towns. in 
Bulgaria are more or less hidden at the bottom of these canons, and 
are placed so as to guard the approaches to the passes-Plevna and 
Shumla, Sofia and Philippopolis, Tirnova and Kazanlik. 

The main water-parting of the peninsula is so high and so near Double 
the Adriatic-within 5 miles in Montenegro-that the westward Wat?r· 
rivers. would be useless for navigation, even if they did not flow partmg. 
through Karst limestone ; and, as it is, even those which flow north-
ward or southward before crossing tJ.e coast range have not even 
important roads up their valleys. But the secondary water-parting 
between Shar Dagh and Muss-Alia is exceedingly important, not 
only because it throws off rivers northward and southward, but also 
because-though in the heart of the area-it · has a minimum 
elevation, between the Morava and the Vatdar, of only r3oo feet. 
It is this fact that gives such commercial importance to Uskub. 

The height and. position of the main water-parting put the Climate. 
peninsula climatically into relations with Jhe Black Sea rather than 
the Mediterranean ; and the nearness to the vast mass of Asia so 
accentuates this that, except along the Dalmatian coast, it has a 
much more continental climate than Italy. This is shown in many 
ways. For instance, a very large proportion of the area has a 
winter temperature under 3 z o F. for at least two months, and a 
summer temperature of over 64 o F. for at least t~o months; and in 
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each case the extreme is accentuated from south to north and from 
west to east, the regular winds from the steppes being very cold in 
winter and very hot in summer. 

Relief Athens gets these winds dry and bracing after crossing the 
Effects. mountains of Eubcea, while Constantinople gets them raw and 

noxious off the Black Sea, one result being that olives cannot be 
grown there. The Pelion-Ossa ranges protect the plain of Thessaly, 
as Eubcea protects the plain of Attica; but such relief effects are 
only local, the climate being generally "regional," and its continental 
tendency being due to distance from the Atlantic, the height of the 
noon-day sun in such a latitude, and the influence of Asia on the 
prevailing winds. · 

Rainfall. Again, much the heaviest rainfall occurs in the west and north-
west, thanks mainly to the low-pressure system over the Adriatic 
in winter (cf. p. 55), and there is a typical autumn and winter 
rainfall round the Ionian and .t'Egean coasts ; but most of the area 
has a summer rainfall, drawn in off the Black Sea by the low
pressure centre which forms over the Lower Danube basin in early 
summer. 

Regional Two economic features of the climate are specially important. 
Contrasts. The continental exposure to the cold N.E. winds in winter, while 

very favourable to agriculture, involves a heavy srtbwfall and great 
liability to sudden frost ; for instance, in I 902 a sudden frost on 
December 6 froze up 38 steamers-for the whole winter-between 
Braila and Sulina, and over I 20 grain- barges between Braila 
and Ruschuk. On the other hand, the marine exposure to the 
south-west involves autumn rains after summer drought ; and this 
brings a scourge of malaria both to the lowland areas and to 
such montane basins as that of Monastir. Quite roughly it may 
be said that the north-west has a Riviera climate, that th~ east 
has an Asiatic winter, and that the south has an African summer, 
bananas ripening in the open air round the Kalamata Gulf. 

Soil and 
Vegeta
tion. • 

Over the old block and within reach of its influence in eastern 
Greece the soil is relatively poor, while amongst the Alpine folds 
it is naturally rich; but the dry exposed uplands are everywhere 
barren, while the mountains in the summer-rain area are covered 
with dense forests, largely of oak and beech. Where these forests 
-with their acorns and mast-are near to rich lowlands which can 
produce enormous crops of maize, as in Servia and Walachia, pig
rearing is the most typical. industry, supplemented in Servia by the 
growing of plums. On the higher and drier Bulgariail plat.;oau the 
typical crop is wheat, and the uncultivated parts of the steppe are 
grazed by sheep and cattle, while Roumelia, z'.e. lowland Bulgaria, 
in the lee of the Balkans, cultivates the silk-mulberry on the 
Maritza plain and.roses in the Tunja valley, especially at Kazanlik, 
t".e. near the mouth of the Shipka ("Wild Rose ") Pass. In the 
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summer-drought area typically Mediterranean crops are grown, 
opium and tobacco in Turkey and olives and currants in Greece. 

As the inter-continental site has produced great variety of race, Popula· 
with more or less corresponding variety of speech and creed, so the tion : 

l. d \' f h . d h . 1 l' . d 1' . . Yellow comp tcate re 1e as mcrease t e rac1a , re 1gwus, an mgmstlc 
difficulties. No other equal area in Europe is so incoherent, so 
full of intrigue, so rich in 
opportunities for the inter
ference of outsiders, whether 
well-intentioned or otherwise ; 
and it is not easy to localise 
individual interests. The 
purely Turkish population, 
the descendants partly of the 
Ottoman , invaders of the 
fourteenth and fifteenth 
centuries, and partly of more 
recent colonists brought by 
the Government from Asia, 
is large and compact only 
where most "at home," z'.e. 

The shrinking of Turkey in Europe. 

on the north-east of the Bulgarian steppe and in the south-east of 
Thrace; and, though the latter has the great advantage of proximity 
to Asia Minor, the conditions of life are less congenial, and the 
population is small and diminishing. There are not 2,ooo,ooo 
Turks in the whole peninsula. The Slavonised Yellow men of' 
Bulgaria, amongst whom the Turkish Yellow men are so numerous, 
and who are found in large numbers in Turkey, especially on the 
.l.Egean hinterland, are at least twice as numerous as the Turks_ 

',l;he Slav population, mainly descended from Carpathian Popula
immigrants of the seventh century, numbers at least ro,ooo,ooo; ~~' 
but its influence is relatively small, • partly because of its internal lto. 
disunity, and partly because of European fear of the expansion of 
Slav power. The internal divisions are based on the natural gravitation 
of the Adriatic provinces towards Roman creed and Latin civilisa-
tion, and the natural survival of Greek creed and Byzantine 
civilisation in the mountainous interior and the Euxine-.l.Egean 
provinces. The adherence of Montenegro to the Greek influence 
reflects the position of the peninsular water-parting ( cf. p. I 3 3)- The 
Albanians, who are descended from the rwimitive Illyrians, and the 
Greeks are the oldest inhabitants of the area, the I,soo,ooo 
Albanians being essentially confined to the western interior, while 
the 4,5oo,ooo Greeks are massed on the coast-lands and islands. 

What we insist on calling Macedonia is quite a typical area, Mace
though that name is practically unknown· on the. spot, and though donia. 
the area is really two areas, the highland vilayet of Monastir and 
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the lowland vilayet of Salonika. It is profoundly typical of this 
dual area that in it there is no Macedonian race, or Macedonian 
speech, or Macedonian creed ; there is not even any single 
dominant race or dominant speech or dominant creed at all in it. 
The population consists of Turks, who rule, Greeks, who trade, and 
Bulgars, who till, in about equal proportions. All these types are 
bilingual or trilingual, and change their speech temporarily with 
their politics. And Greek, Bulgarian, Servian, and Rumanian 
churches seem to be all equally busy making converts and 
building schools as a basis for claiming a share of the land if, and 
when, it is some day divided. The consequent internal dissensions 
have been the main cause of the Turkish rule continuing, and the 
only excuse for foreign interference, with its absurd subdivisions of 
influence. The shepherds and wood-cutters of the highlands have 
nothing in common with the lowland tillers of the soil ; the river
valleys that link the two are isolated by malarial "fans" from the 
fertile coast-lands ; and the coast-land, with its linking railway, has 
been " unlinked " by successive spheres of foreign influence-British 
round Drama, French round Seres, Russian round Salonika, Italian 
round Monastir, and Austrian round Uskub. 

This confusion of political and economic, social and religious, 
elements is quite characteristic of the whole penirf!mla. There are 
a dozen local tongues, of which five have more than local distribu
tion-Turkish, Bulgarian, Servian, Rumanian, and Greek ; a Greek 
·man may belong to the Bulgarian Church, and speak Turkish. 
Indeed, the latter is so soft and musical that, except for French in 
Rumania and German in Servia, it is more or less the lingua franca 
of the area; and it is gradually ousting the harsh and consonantal 
Bulgarian tongue from the Bulgarian theatre. There are half a 
dozen creeds, of which the Greek, Bulgarian, Moslem, and Mosaic 
have widespread political importance, and which help to complicate 
the calendar. Thus there are• four "years " in Turkey-a Moslem 
civil year, a Moslem religious year, a Greek year, a West European 
year, some counting by lunar months, and others by solar months ; 
Turkish time is kept for natives, and East European time for 
foreigners, trains being run by the latter, though the local time
tables are printed in the former! 

RUMANIA 
• 

Rumania, which is" included" in the peninsula only on political 
grounds, is geographically a tongue of Russia ; and its threefold 
division is entirely political in origin. The Walachian plain, with 
its forested Carpathian background, inherited from the days of 
Trajan an infiltrati~n of South European stock which was alien to all 
the surrounding races, and the influence of which is still seen in the 
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use of the French language in the country ; and, as it was protected 
rearwards by the Carpathians and had the riverine swamps of 
the Danube in front, the position was suitable for a Buffer State. 
As the essential purpose of the Treaty of Paris ( r 856) was to curtail 
the Russian frontier and-above 
all else-to keep it away from the 
Danube, it was natural to add to 
Rumania the whole of the similar 
Moldavian plain, with its forested 
Carpathian background, up to the 
river Pruth; and even then to 
secure the Danube mouth, in days 
before the nominal independence 
of Bulgaria, Rumania must possess 
not only the best distributaries of 
the Danube, but also the hilly 
steppe of the Dobruja at least as 
far south as Trajan's Wall, z'.e. the The mouths of the Danube. 

shortest distance between the non-
deltaic part of the river and the Black Sea. As a matter of fact, the 
frontier has been carried to the very edge of the Bulgarian plateau. 

Tolerated as•an independent Power, therefore only as a weak Inter-
• guardian of the international waterway, Rumania realised that only national 

commercial influence would be allowed to her; and all her energies Influence. 
have been devoted to developing the natural resources of the 
country and to securing the political peace necessary for such 
development. She has, however, considerable political influence, 
not only because of the great volume of her trade, but also because 
of her racial unity. Though some 3,ooo,ooo Rumanians at various 
times. took refuge from the Tatars beltind the Carpathian wall 
(cf. p. 35), and though the great schism in the Russian Church 
drove a number of "dissenters" into neighbouring lands includ-
ing Rumania, more than 90 p.c. of the population is essentially 
Rumanian and belongs to the Orthodox Greek Church. 

The commercial position is exceptionally good. The sea-coast Com
includes the best channels of the Danube delta and the old Genoese mercia! 
port of Kustenje, which is seldom ice-bound in winter,. and which, Position. 
therefore, since the construction of the Chernavoda bridge across 
the Danube, has given constant access to open water in winter. By 
rail there is of course very easy access a€ross the Pruth zJz'a both 
Jassy and Galatz, while the Iron Gates of Orsova and the Tomos 
and Roteturm Passes give relatively easy access into Austria-Hungary; 
and the wide belt of riverine swamp, which has such a strategic 
value, especially in flood-time, forced the main line of rail northward 
on to the edge of the loess terrace, where the fer.tility of the loess 
and the central site make it of maximum utility. 
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The climate is markedly continental, with sudden and treacher
ous changes of temperature; it ranges from below zero to 1 zo° F. 
-though the average range is only about 50° F.-with little or no 
spring and, therefore, little or no spring rainfall. This, however, is 
compensated by a very heavy snowfall, which is more valuable on 
the porous loess than a rainfall double the present fall (zo inches) 
would be; and, as large areas of the loess are rich in humus, the 
supply of moisture is economised to the utmost. The result is a 
remarkable fertility, the crops of wheat and maize being the heaviest 
in Europe, and a considerable variety of products. About one-sixth 
of the country is well forested; and on the outskirts of the deciduous 
forests various kinds of stone-fruit, especially damsons, are very 
prolific. The steppe, especially between the Sereth and the Pruth, 
is excellent natural pasture ; and pigs are very numerous in the 
oak and beech forests. 

The distribution of towns and their railway connections reflect 
strongly the Buffer State origin. In Walachia, Craiova and 
Bucharest stand facing the Bulgarian fortresses at Vidin and 
Ruschuk, but well back from the riverine swamps, while J assy and 
Galatz face Russia from the high firm banks of the Pruth and the 
Sereth. The great grain port of Braila (with Micin) is now more 
important than Craiova, though the latter is still an important 
junction ; and the junction of Ploesti, in the petroleum district, 
has become more important than Jassy. But all the railways to 
Bucharest-from Craiova, Giurgevo, Pitesti, Ploesti, Kustenje
approach the city by a single trunk from the west, z·.e. the "safe" 
side ; and all the typical river-side towns stand on the "home " 
bank with regard to Bucharest, z'.e. the eastern bank in the west of 
the country and the western bank in the east ( cf. Craiova and 
Slat ina, J assy and Galatz). It is equally typical that, except Sulina 
and Galatz, no town is at the.mouth of a river, because the lowness 
of the left bank of the Danube and the great volume and rapid 
descent of the affiuents from the Carpathian watershed make their 
lower courses too swampy and too much liable to flood to be either 
safe or healthy. For the same reason practically all the river-side 
towns are at the few points where the loess terrace actually touches 
th~ river. 

In the economic geography of the country severai );Juii,ts iiie of 
special importance. The first is that it is really a non-Balkan area, 
and its financial position ~s that of an ordinary European Power ; so 
that its stable finance encourages foreign capital for the development 
of the area, which is about equal to England, and has a population 
(7,ooo,ooo) that has increased more than 40 p.c. in the last 40 
years. This development runs on three special lines-agricultural, 
pastoral, and mifleral. About 40 p.c. of the area is under cereals, 
wheat and maize covering s,ooo,ooo acres apiece, with a yield in 

• 
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each case of perhaps roo,ooo,ooo bushels; and the wheat is not 
only peculiarly heavy to the bushel, but also peculiarly rich in 
gluten (cf. p. 207). The pastoral industry has been concerned largely 
with export of live stock; but the great opening is for dairying (in
cluding the raising of bacon), for at least 3,ooo,ooo acres of the 
Danubian swamp could be converted into most valuable polders 
quite free from the typical local danger of drought. The mineral 
industry is concerned mainly with petroleum and salt. The oil
zone extends over the whole anticline of the Carpathian foot-hills , 
(300 miles x ro); the wells are very easily bored, 400 yards being 
an exceptional depth; and the quality of the oil is excellent, that at 
Bacau coming to the surface almost pure. The value of the total 
yield 2 o years ago was about £1 oo,ooo ; r o years ago it was 
£5oo,ooo; and the average for the last 5 years has been about 
£2,ooo,ooo. More than half is raised in the Prahova district, 
along the Ploesti-Predeal railway; but each of the neighbouring 
districts, Dambovitza and Buzeu, produces about 4o,ooo out of the 
total 1,352,ooo tons. 

The distribution of population and facilities for transport, of Distribu
course, reflect these conditions, Walachia being in both respects ~on ~f 
much more important than Moldavia. Walachia is a typical ti~~~ a-
agricultural area,• even its towns being really huge villages with 

. typically agricultural suburbs; and the density per square mile is 
only 130 with the towns included as against 102 without them! 
There are two chief zones of density-the old zone along the 
Carpathian foot-hills, where both the Walachian 1 oil and the 
Moldavian salt are found, and the new zone along the Danube, 

·where commerce gives a high density ( 7 5) considering the large 
'area of swamp. Forestry is an important industry at the back of 
the upland zone, as fishing is on the front of the riverine zone-sea 
and river fisheries being focused under Government control at Tulcea. 
It is partly due to the use of oil-residu~ for fuel that transport both 
by rail and by steamer is so good in spite of the practical absenc~ of 
coal ; and perhaps nothing could illustrate the important relations 
of the water and rail transport better than the relative size of the 
"great" shipping port of Sulina ( 7 r o3) and the rail and river 
junction of Turnu Severin (120,348), the latter being the only town 
except Bucharest (292,ooo) with a population of more than 8o,ooo 
(Jassy). · 

There are several other largish river <tJorts, e.g. Giurgevo, and River 
Galatz and Braila have populations of over 6o,ooo; but they are all Ports. 
unimportant compared with swamp-girt Sulina, with its massive jetties 
and artificial channel. In the last fifty years the deltaic channel has 
been shortened, z:e. straighte.ned, by some 2 5 miles, and now has its 

i Salt is also found in Walachia, e.g. at Ploesti and Ca~palung, as oil in 
Moldavia, e.g. at Bacau. 
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depth maintained so p.c. lower ( 20 feet). Inside the great jetties 
there is smooth water when the wildest storms are raging on the 
Black Sea; along the new channel, though 12,ooo,ooo tons of mud 
were estimated to be carried through it in 191 o, it was never less 
than 2 I feet deep except for four days in August ; the risks and 
delays of river navigation are avoided ; and, above ail things, the 
International Authority guarantees absolute equality of treatment to 
all vessels, and provides thirty floating grain-elevators. In the last 
five years, then, about half the total amount of grain shipped by the 
Danube has been trans-shipped (from lighters) at Sulina for export, 
and the percentage has been as high at 57. At this swamp-girt 
depot, with no exports of its own, no local industries, no possible 
local development of agriculture, British interests are paramount, 
460 out of its I 300 vessels in I 9 IO (representing r,ooo,ooo out of 
2,275,ooo tons) being British. 

The reasons for the choice of the particular branch are very 

New Channel 
showing old windings. 

Lower Danube. 
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significant. Though the river falls only some r 20 feet in the 6oo 
miles between Orsova and Sulina, the regime guarantees a lllOre or 
less violent current, as might be inferred from the way in which left
bank "tributaries " between Calatz and Sulina have been dammed 
bac~ to form lakes. This suggests, too, that the Kilia branch, which 
carries two-thirds of the total volume, has also the strongest current. 
For that reason it was avoided, as was the main stream of the St. 
George branch ; and the Sulina stream was chosen just because it 
carries only one-twelfth of the volume, with less force and less silt. 
The long jetties seen in the illustration, like similar ones at Newcastle 
(cf. p. 240), not only ensure river-silt being carriPd wel! out tc sc« 
and prevent sea-silt frorrP entering the river, but also-as said above 
-form a safe refuge in the worst weather. 

BuLGARIA 

Frontiers. Bulgaria in8ludes three distinct areas-plateau, plain, and 
mountain basin; and, considering its "Buffer State" origin, its 
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frontiers are remarkably natural. The plateau (c. 200 miles x 6o), 
lying parallel with the Danube, has an inhospitable water frontier, 
for the sea-coast is dangerous and stormy, and the right bank of the 
Timok-Danube is a steep scarp, the great fortress of Silistria 
occupying a typical piece of steep-faced crag. East of the Silistrian 
frontier the Dobruja is so nearly desert that one may see camel 
transport; and south of the Timok the Stara-Planina has its most 
used pass (St. Nicholas) at a height of over 4500 feet. The 
Roumelia plain has somewhat more artificial frontiers, but even here 
there is a large proportion of natural barrier. The Stranja Balkans 
(or Istranja Dagh) in the south-east are very difficult country, and 
the Rhodope Balkans (or Despoto Dagh) are so compact and so. 
inaccessible from the south that Roumelia can get access to the 
JEgean only via the Maritza valley. Indeed, the old block is so 
much more Dagh (real "mountain") than Balkan 1 ("forested alp") 
that it remains a country apart; the sedimentary flanks of the 
crystalline crest are covered with forests, in which bears and 
numerous packs of wolves are found; and their human inhabitants 
include such interesting relics as the Pomaks, or Moslem Bulgarians, 
whose log-built huts are typically Mongol in character. 

The precise line of frontier, with its double row of huts and posts, Inter-
is very involved, partly because of the intricate relief and partly natio~a.l 
because of the interference of outside Powers in such treaties as Relations. 
those of San Stefano and Berlin. But the • difficulty and im
permanence of the actual line have been compensated by the unity 
and conservatism of the people. The mass of these are Bulgarians, 
z:e. Slavonised Yellow men; and the Slavonic veneer is specially 
prominent in their political attitude and relations. For instance, it 
was Russia that-with or without an eye to the Bosphorus-won for 
them their freedom, and trained their army; their language has 
been strongly affected by Russia, a

8
nd they still use the Russian 

characters in writing. Again, in consequence of a political demand 
for religious independence, the National Church was declared in 1870 
to be outside the Orthodox Communion. And the results of the 
Servo-Bulgarian war, with the subsequent interference of Austria, have 
left the people as hostile to Austria and Servia on purely political 
grounds as they are really to Russia by temperament and inheritance. 

The climate over each of the three great divisions is more Climate. 
severe than in similar latitudes elsewhere in Europe, but varies with 
the relief. On the exposed plateau of B!Bgaria proper the extremes, 
both seasonal and diurnal, are great, and the changes of temperature 
are very sudden; the greatest extremes and the most sudden 
changes are in winter, when - 24° F. may be registered. The 
natural vegetation here is mainly of a steppe character, bulbous and 

• 1 Balkan means literally "stony hiJls," but is always associated with wood and 
pasture. • 
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umbelliferous ; and the summer rains allow large quantities of 
grain to be grown, especially wheat for export and maize for home 
consumption. The average value of the grain crop for the last five 
years has been about £r4,ooo,ooo. The sheltered Roumelian 
plain is much warmer than the Bulgarian plateau, and has more or 
less Mediterranean vegetation, roses and tobacco being special crops, 
while even rice is grown round Philippopolis. The mountain-basins 
of Samakov and Sofia in the Isker valley, and Radomir and 
Kustendil in the Struma valley, are more equable than the plateau 
and less equable than the plain, the temperature seldom exceeding 
86° F. or falling below 0° F.; but the vegetation in the northern 
basins is sub-Alpine, while in the southern, especially the Kustendil 
basin, it is distinctly richer. Extremes decrease along the sea-coast, 
but the Black Sea influence is otherwise "Euxine" (used euphe
mistically for "Axine," t'.e. inhospitable); and the violence of the 
winds may be gauged from the relative safety of the two ports. 
Though access to the food-supplies of the plateau made Varna a 
fairly good Franco-British depot in the Crimean War, it is a very 
poor harbour, shallow and dangerous during N.E. storms. Burgas, 
though only a roadstead, is quite safe because sheltered by the 
Emineh Balkans, and is never ice-bound. The fact that Varna 
is occasionally ice-bound, like the average ann~al temperature 
( 5 z o F.) and like the calm dry autumn, shows that the climate is 
predominantly continental. 

The curious mixture of Slav and Mongol in the Bulgarians 
proper, who are found mainly in the north and the west, is leading 
to a very interesting development of the country. They have 
assimilated many Slav traits and customs, but put virility into all of 
them. Their oval faces, straight noses, and stocky frames are as 
typical as their patience, perseverance, and devotion to the spade. 
They are stolid and democratic individualists, who have learnt to 
stand alone, and whose steppe •qualities are as obvious on the moral 
side as on the material, e.g. their sheepskin cloaks, bagpipes, raw
hide boots, love of meat and cheese and butter, and the nomad 
habit of wearing all their wealth in a portable form on their persons. 
They are so much the best type in the whole peninsula that they 
wiil probably ontlast all their rivals. Their Slav aptitude for 
combination, and the Mongoi teuacity with which they pursue 
national aims, appear specially in their attitude to agriculture and 
transport. Agriculture hit'tlerto has been greatly hampered by the 
insecurity under .:rurkish rule, the ignorance of the cultivators, want 
of capital, of communication, and even of population-for the 
passage of Turkish armies through the country in the wars with 
Austria, Poland, and Russia led to constant emigration ; but 
co-operation and education are revolutionising the industry, and the 
Government makes great efforts to concentrate all the trade of the 
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country on their own seaports of Varna and Burgas. Only at 
·Ruschuk and S01i10vit do railways tap the Danube, even river-ports, 
such as Lorn Palanka and Nikopoli, and the river-side fortresses 
of Vidin and Silistria being neglected. And it is partly this that 
accounts for the chief textile centres being essentially inside the 
long "horseshoe" of railway that runs from Varna via Shumla and 
Plevna to Sofia and from Sofia via Philippopolis and Eski-Zagra to 
Burgas. For instance, the great woollen centres are Gabrovo and 
Sliven ; and all Government employees must wear the-really 
admirable-native "homespuns." 

The pastoral industry, as in Rumania, is making great progress, Pasture. 
but in the direction of meat rather than dairy products, though a 
large amount of sheeps'-milk cheese is made. The presence of real 
"Balkans,'~ i.e. rounded hills well forested and with large areas of 
pasture, not only protects Bulgaria from severe summer drought, 
but also accounts for the fine grain and flavour of the meat. The 
mutton is equal to the best Welsh type, and the beef to the very 
best that comes from either Chicago or the Plate; and both labour 
and stock are abundant and cheap, while the facilities for transport 
to Varna and Burgas are so good that produce can be delivered in 
London within ten days. 

The typical ;ndustry in Roumelia is rose-growing, though it is Roses. 
mainly confined to the Tunja valley, i.t. the sheltered gully between 
the' Balkans and the Karaja Dagh. Here nearly-:~oo villages, at an 
average height of I 300 feet, are devoted to the work, cultivating 
more than rs,ooo acres or'roses; these yield some 25,ooo,ooo lbs. 
of roses, 200 lbs. of roses being equivalent to I oz. of attar. Most 
of the stills are at Karlovo and Kazanlik, at the mouth of the 
Shipka ("Wild Rose") Pass. 

Tjlere are innumerable distilleries and flour-mills in the grain Indus
areas, saw-mills on the Rhodope and Balkan torrents, and tanneries tries. 
between the forest and the steppe;. b~t the country in the meantime 
is essentially non-industrial, one result of this being the entire 
absence of large towns. Only Sofia (83,ooo) has more than 
5o, ooo inhabitants; and it has, in addition to its enormous political, 
strategic, and commercial importance, easy access to the only 
coal (lignite) worked in the country-at Pernik. It shares, therefore, 
practically all the little industries of the area-tanning, like Plevna 
and Shumla; manufacturing the local tobacco, like Philippopolis and 
Ruschuk; weaving, li~e Sliven and Samoke>v, Gabrovo and Karlovo. 
The climate is much more suited to the working Qf wool and silk 
than of cotton; but cotton is spun as well as woven at Varna, and 
-like the silk-can even be produced in the country, e.g: round 
Haskovo. The same area also produces various oil-seeds, e.g. anise 
and sesame; while colza is produced along the D6lnube, e.g. round 
Ruschuk and Sistova. 
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SERVIA 

Servia is not much more than half the size of Bulgaria, and is 
greatly handicapped by want of access to the sea, the only com
pensations being that it sits astride the Orient Express route, that a 
considerable proportion (over 400 miles) of its frontier is navigable 
river-Drina, Save, Danube, Timok,-and that its shape has such a 
relation to that of the whole peninsula that it has a certain equality 
of interest in all directions. 

'Though so much of the frontier is nominally artificial, it is by 
no means easy of access, the Western Balkans, the Rhodope block, 
the Alpine region of Zlatibor all being rough and formidable. Even 

The Kazan or Klisura Canal, near Orsova. 

the apparently easy line of access by the upper valley of the Morava 
is really a so-mile gorge, in·some places 3000 feet deep and so 
narrow that both road and railway are hewn out of the solid rock. 
This is complicated by the relief, which is largely a chaos of 
mountain ends-Dinaric, Carpathian, Rhodope, Albanian-falling 
into tvro main blocks, east and west of the Morava gorge, so that 
movement north or south parallel to the gorge is almost impossible. 
These conditions minimise the danger of the through-route in time 
of war without minimising its advantages in time of peace; but of 
course they are as adver~ to commercial development as they are 
favourable to guerilla warfare. 

Frontiers. The precise features of the frontier lines and zonf's ::~rl' of some 
interest. Thus, the high land towards the north-west is desolate 
limestone, while the low land beyond-between the Drina and the 
Save-is typical len (the Machva); and the liability to flood which 
is implied in this, and which is largely due to the windings of the 
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Save, has· a real strategic value as far east as Belgrade. There the 
Danube is a mile and a half wide, and the only bridge is across 
the Save. The Kazan, or "Cauldron," Pass through which the 
Danube cuts above the Iron Gates of Orsova, and the peaceful aims 
of Rumania, are safeguards on the north-east, and even on the 
Bulgarian bank of the Timok the population is strongly Rumanian, 
even in blood and speech. The great difficulty, on the other hand, 
is in the existence of two side-entrances to the main valley, the 
Ibar valley from the west, and the Nishava valley from the east, the 
headwaters of which rise well beyond the Servian frontier'. 

The permanence of the geographic control here is remarkable. Gao
Pompey considered the key to the peninsula to be the confluence graphi~ 
of the Ibar with the Servian Morava; and, of course, the southern Contro · 
valley of the Ibar basin is the famous Kossovo Polye ( cf. p. 13 z ). 
The medieval tsars of Servia considered the key to be at Krushevatz, 
commanding the confluence of the Servian and Bulgarian Moravas. 
The two great historic lines of invasion-from the south and the 
east, i.e. by the Vardar route and Leskovatz and the Nishava route 
and Pirot-converge on the old routes from Durazzo and Belgrade 
at the railway junction of Nish. And the only satisfactory site for 
a capital was that occupied by the old capital of Kraguyevatz, in 
the heart of the •shumadia ("Forest"), on the flank of the great 
road north of all its various side-entrances and • cross-routes, and 
within easy reach of the navigable part of the Morava, i.e. north of 
Chupriya. 

The worst possible site for a capital is that of Belgrade. A Belgrade. 
spur of the Avala plateau at the confluence of the Save· and the 
Danube, commanding the crossing of great N.-S. and E.-W. routes, 
on the frontier of the kingdom, was 
a good site for a Beograd ("White 
Castle"); and it is now an excellent. 
site for a great rail and river junction, 
as it was a great collecting and dis
tributing centre in the palmy days of 
river-trade on the Save and the Drave, 
the Danube and the Theiss, all of 
which pivot on the Morava-Danube 
confluence. But for a capital it has 

Site of Belgrade. 

only drawbacks, being strategically liable to surprise and politically 
exposed to intrigue. ·And so, though it ,s more important as a 
route-centre than any other place in the peninsula, it is also more 
significant than any other as a storm-centre. 

The chaos of forested heights-with their plethora of wild life, Economic 
e.g. bears and boars, wolves and lynxes-is threaded by innumerable Geo-h 

• 1 gra.p y. 
long, deep, torrent-cut 'gorges, such as that on the Morava, a ong 
the floor of which there is often a rich strip of flat 1\[nd, especially 

L 
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on the Tertiary formation of the Shumadia; and the northward 
slope of the country makes the latter also less exposed than the 
southern watershed to the bitter N. and N.E. winds. The lower 
Morava basin, therefore, produces very large crops of maize (for 
home use) and wheat (for export), and vines and plum-trees grow 
luxuriantly with very little care, while the beech and oak forests 
fatten enormous herds of swine. Indeed, it is said that, since the 
days of Prince Milosh, the Pig-driver, the foreign policy of Servia 
has always turned on pigs; and the Austrian sanitary precautions 
against swine-fever-from imported pigs-seem certainly to vary 
curiously with the political tension. Cf. p. 2 7 9· 

Serbs. As the only country in Europe except Switzerland that has no 
sea-coast, Servia must have somewhat delicate and difficult relations 
with its neighbours; and its command of the great road might have 
made it a great nation. But it has failed to use the opportunity, 
mainly because its population is so essentially Slav. Fully 90 p.c. 
are Serbs, typical Slavs, with great gifts for co-operation and 
an utter lack of initiative. They live in villages, not towns; and 
the villages are largely communal, as the political instinct is 
patriarchal. All sons are equal ; there are no rich and no paupers; 
there is no nobility or even middle class ; an~ so both natural 
leaders and natural ambitions are absent. It is a nation of self
contained, non-piogressive tillers of the soil, whose women are 
taught that it is more important to till their parents' land than to 
find a home for themselves. Such a people have no chance against 
such thrifty and industrious rivals as the Bulgarians, or against 
such intellectual and adaptable rivals as the Rumanians, whilst the 
overwhelming influence of Austria makes even contraband gravitate 
north, and imposes German as the commercial language. Historically, 
too, these Serbs are the descendants of the vanquished at the battle 
of Kossovo (A.D. 1389), wh~ were prepared to accept the dominion 
of the Turk when the virile amongst them retreated into the dark 
forests of Montenegro. 

Indus- It is not surprising, then, that they have entirely failed to 
tries. develop their land. For instance, it is rich in minerals, especially 

amongst the old rock of the Pek basin. The Romans worked 
gold and silver, iron and lead ; and the merchant princes of Ragusa 
made fortunes out of the Servian mines. But to-day beyond the 
mining-mainly by foreigners, especially Belgians-of a little lead 
in the north-west (e.g. at• Krupem), some iron in the.north-P.a~t (e.g. 
at Iviaidan-pek, "Pek-Mines "), and poor coal along the Danube 
(e.g. at Dobra), the mineral wealth is grossly neglected. The same 
is true of other industries. There is home-weaving of the local 
flax and the very abundant supplies of wool-for Servia has more 
sheep for her p~pulation than any other country in Europe; plum
brandy is distjlled, and prunes are dried ; honey and bees-wax are 

• 
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collected ; a little wine is made, and beet-sugar is refined. But 
the object is essentially to provide a minimum of necessaries and 
comforts as a basis for a maximum of idleness and amusement. 
The beloved myths and legends, like the picturesque costumes 
and the characteristic dances, make the typical environment as 
far as possible that of the Great Empire in the days before 1389. 

MONTENEGRO 

This little kingdom owes its, name to the dark forests that in Inter
the fourteenth century covered the heights in which those Serbs natio~al 
found refuge who would not submit to the Turks. Like so many Relations. 
units within this peninsula, and so few elsewhere in Europe, it has 
a considerable section of river frontier, on the Boyana and the 
Tara; and, like Bulgaria, it has only indifferent roadsteads on its 
coast-line-Antivari and Dulcigno. It owes to Russia this bit of 
coast and its most fertile lowlands, in the Moracha valley north of 
Podgoritsa ("Mountain-Foot"), and adherence to the Greek Church 
increases the influence of Russia; but Austria holds the natural 
harbour of Cattaro, which gives best access to _Cetinje, only I o miles 
inland, and the marriage of Princess Helena to the King of Italy 
did much to weaken the Russian influence. 

The bleak and now disforested mountains rise to a height of Economic 
8ooo feet in an area not twice the size of Lancashire, and give the Geo
country a very intricate river-system, characterised by profound graphy. 
gorges, innumerable caves, and subterranean channels. The latter 
are specially common in the Karst area, which covers nearly all 
the northern half of the country, but, of course, are absent from 
the schist formation of the Brda highland, where the floors of the 
Tara and Lim valleys are fairly fertile. The lowlands along the 
coast and in the· Moracha and Zeta v_alleys are still more fertile, 
and-with a typical Mediterranean climate-specialise in fru~t-
growing. Apart, then, from the sheep and goats of the highlands 
and the fish of Lake Scutari, the country is very poorly sup-
plied with food-products; and, as the difficult communication 
inland is accentuated in winter by the heavy snowfall, life is 
very hard. 

In dress and bearing the men are typical mountaineers, pledged People. 
to freedom and descended from warrior ancestors for soo years 
back. Their national dress includes all ~heir weapons, so that 
they are walking arsenals, and the whole force can be mobilised 
at a few minutes' notice. But, in these days of peace, with no 
possible lines of development, industrial or otherwise, they have 
become little better than picturesque loafers, and their women have 
become mere drudges and pack animals, while the ~alue of imports 
is three or four times that of exriorts (e.g. sumach and smoked mutton), 
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and· emigration is inevitable. For this the acquisition of a coast 
has given encouragement; but the survival of the little State was 
essentially due to its isolated position and its intricate relief. 

TURKEY 

Site. Turkey has one great natural advantage over all the other 
Balkan Powers ; it spans the whole peninsula from the Black Sea 
to the Adriatic, and that in such a way that it has 1400 miles of 
coast facing east, south, and west, and including at the most 
critical point one of the finest natural harbours in the world. The 
strength of this position may be gauged by the satisfaction with 
which it has been accepted by those European Powers whose 
foreign policy is adverse to the expansion of Slav influence towards 
the Mediterranean. 

Coast. The physical and political details, however, rather complicate 
the question. The r so miles of Black Sea coast are inhospitable, 
and as far south as Midia the Istranja Dagh form a difficult 
hinterland to commerce or invasion. The European shore of the 
Sea of Marmora proper is scarcely better, though the Rodosto 
roadstead has fairly good access inland to the Ergene valley ; but 
the coastal population is so largely Greek and A!-menian that there 
is a distinctly anti-Turkish bias. The isolation of the Gallipoli 
peninsula and the inhospitable coast of the Saros Gulf, again, 
minimise the importance of the Dardanelles, as somewhat similar 
conditions affect the whole northern coast of the JEgean, though 
Kavala ("Horseshoe") Bay is sheltered by the island of Thasos, 
and Dede-Agach is a convenient point from which to tap the 
Maritza valley. So the Peli peninsula is some protection to 
Durazzo, as Cape Glossa is to Avlona; but the coastal ~orrents 
here bring down enormous q~antities of silt into a sea that is already 
very shallow, and incidentally put a premium on malaria. 

Relief. The character of the relief emphasises the essentials of the site 
control, for the lie of the land divides the whole belt into more or 
less parallel ridge and river-valley trending practically from north to 
south- Albanian, Perim, Rhodope, and Istranja crests, Vardar, 
Struma, Mest::~, ann Tunja-Maritza valleys. Unfortunately, the 
malarial estuaries make the mouths of these rivers almost useless 
except in the more exposed east, where Enos stands actually on the 
mouth of the Maritza a~d has access to Adrianople by river during 
the winter rains; but even there the shallowness of the river in 
summer and the healthier site well to windward of the estuary divert 
the mass of the traffic by rail to Dede-Agach, as the Arta valley 
traffic is diverted-by road-to Prevesa. Durazzo was made the 
terminus of tM Vt"a Egnatz"a just because it was rendered impreg
nable by its sprrounding swamps. 
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What may roughly be called Thrace is the most prosperous Thrace. 
part of the area. Pivoting on the Rhodope, with its specifically 
Moslem population, it gets some political and commercial stability 
from its nearness to Constantinople, and is cut off from the in
fectious unrest of the Vardar basin by the very difficult belt ()f 
country immediately west of the Mesta. It is essentially agricultural, 
with a very rich soil and a climate very favourable to the mulberry, 
large gardens of which-interspersed with vineyards-cover the 
hilly "peninsula" between the Maritza and the Arda, especially 
round Adrianople, Ortakoi, and Mustapha Pasha, and the hills 
west of the Maritza-Ergene confluence, especially round Soufli and 
Dimotika. On the Well-watered lowlands rice and cotton, opium 
and madder ("Turkey-red"), are also grown, but silk is the great 
product east of the Rhodope, as very excellent tobacco is west of 
it, e.g. along the railway route from Gumuljina to Xanthi. 

Where the confluences of the Tunja and the Arda make the Adrian
Maritza navigable for small boats in winter and spring, is obviously ople. 
the most important site in the vilayet; but Adrianople has 
only the shadow of its old importance. In the days when traffic 
between Europe and the Levant and even Egypt went by land 
rather than by sea, it was a real commercial metropolis ; but the 
annexation of ~astern Roumelia by Bulgaria, the consequent 
diversion of traffic via Burgas, the critical position so near the new 
frontier, the growth of other towns in the. vilayh such as Soufli 
and Kirk Kilisse ("Forty Churches"), and their consequent wish 
to trade direct with Constantinople and Salonika and even with 
the outside world via Dede-Agach, have all combined to undermine 
the influence and importance of the old capital. It remains a relic 
of the past, thoroughly Oriental in appearance, with its wooden 
house! and crooked lanes, and in its distribution of people in 
separate quarters, Turkish, Greek, ind Bulgarian ; but its old 
importance may be gauged from the choice of it as a residence 
alike by Hadrian and by the Turkish sultans during the century 
before the fall of Constantinople. 

What we miscall Macedonia consists of the lowland vilayet of Mace
Salonika and the highland vilayet of Monastir; and the former donia. 
includes the difficult land west of the Mesta referred to above. 
The difficulty of it is due less to the Perim heights than to the 
Struma and Mesta torrents. Both are typically torrential, with 
profound gorges and malarial estuaries aPld flood-plains, and the 
Struma not only expands into lakes which absolutely block normal 
east-and-west traffic, Lake Takhyno being 20 miles long by 5 miles 
wide, but is so torrential along the central part of its · 2 2 5 miles 
course that there is no continuous road along its banks at all. 
But, again, the soil is very fertile, growing opiufn and oil-seeds, 
cotton and rice, and tobacco. The tobacco of the ,hinterland, e.g. 
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Seres and Drama, is as good as that of Xanthi, while that of the 
coast-lands round Kavala Bay is the finest cigarette tobacco in the 
world. The Vardar basin is also very fertile, and specialises in 
silk and tobacco, the "Uskub" tobacco being quite as good as that 
from Seres and Drama. Other important products are cotton and 
opium; but the latter suffers from the greater exposure to north 
and north-east winds in spring, when there is no snow to protect 
the plants. The cotton is responsible for a group of textile centres 
along the steep face of the Kara Tash, e.g. Karaferia and Vodena; 
and on the "Kampania" marsh, between which and the Kara Tash 
scarp the Monastir railway runs vz"a the Vistritza valley, there is a 
typical cultivation of red pepper, mainly round Vodena. 

The progress of the area, however, is greatly impeded by its 
political difficulties (cf. p. 136), which are largely due to the 
predominance by character, if not by numbers, of the Bulgarians 
amongst a polyglot and heterogeneous collection of mutually 
antagonistic Greeks and Turks, Serbs and Albanians. These 
difficulties are more or less focused at Uskub (Skoplje), which 
was the Roman capital of Dardania. It still controls the routes 
which guided the Roman choice-between the Shar Dagh and 
Kara Dagh into Kossovo, z".e. the route of the Novibazar railway, 
and round the Shar Dagh vz"a Kalkandale to Dura~zo ( Dyrrachium) ; 
but now the route east of the Kara Dagh vz"a Vranja and that south 
vz"a Koprulu ("The Bridge") are more important than the Adriatic 
connection, and of course the roads are of no importance compared 
with the railway. 

The famous Vz"a Egnatz"a ran up the Skumbi valley and round 
the northern ends of the great lakes-Okhrida, Prespa, and Ostrovo 
-to Thessalonica ; and this ancient thoroughfare seems to have 
proved a line of relative civilisation between northern and s<1uthern 
Albania, which centre respec;tively round the Drin and the Viosa. 
As we have seen, the shallow sea and malarial coast-lands-aided 
by the bora in spring-more or less isolate even the lower part of 
this western coast from Prevesa to Dulcigno ; and the Akrokeraunian 
scarp is quite impassable. But a few river-mouths, especially in the 
lee of islands and peninsulas, are used, t:.g. Duraz?.o and Avlona, 
Hagioi Saranta and Prevesa ; and the hinterland of some of these 
gives access to important routes. For instance, both the Viosa and 
the Arta basins tap Yanina and the Metsovo Pass, as both the Drin 
and the Boyana-whicl! now acts partly as a distributary of the 
Drin vz"a Scutari (Skodra)-give access round Shar Dagh, and as 
both the Skumbi vz"a Elbasan and the Semeni vz"a Berat give access 
to the lake-plateau and Monastir. 

These adverse conditions combine with the Karst limestone and 
the heavy sno~all (Albanz"a, i.e. apparently "Snowy Land") to 
make the inte!ior of Albania very difficult of access ; and this is 
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reflected in the character of the people, and is emphasised by their 
difficult language-which is older than Classical Greek-and their 
complex social institutions. Indeed, some parts of northern 
Albania, e.g. the foothills of Shlieb, are to this day unexplored. 
Of course, conditions are further complicated by the fact that the 
physical and climatic divide from Shar Dagh to Pindus is neither 
an ethnic nor a political divide, Albania proper overlapping into 
Kossovo and Macedonia. 

West of the physical divide the land may be subdivided into Relief. 
three sections-northern, central, and southern. The northern area 
is profoundly intricate, especially round the Prokletia (" Accursed ") 
Mountains, which are often snow-covered till August; and it is in 
this area that the least-known districts of all Europe are found, even 
round relatively large towns such as· Diakova ( 1 2,ooo) and Ipek 
( 1 5, ooo ). The central area is much less difficult and more fertile, 
especially in the Semeni valley, where the Berat district grows very 
good tobacco; but the southern area again becomes exceedingly 
rough and intricate .except round Yanina (22,ooo), where the lake-
plain, like the Arta lowland, is fertile. The Yanina lake itself 
drains by subterranean channels into the Adriatic. 

The natural products of the area are surprisingly ~mportant, Products. 
considering its b~ckward state politically and economically. Not 
only are there valuable forests of valonia-oak 1 and beech, e.g. round 
the beautiful lake of Skutari (half the size of :Middlesex, and very 
rich in " sardines"), but almost the entire "bread" supply of the 
Dalmatian coast and islands comes from Albania! The mineral 
wealth, too, is unquestionably great; but, as communication nearly 
everywhere is confined to bridle paths, there can be no development 
of either mining or industry. Indeed, even the famous old industry 
in arf)ls, especially yataghans, though it still survives at Skutari and 
Prizren and Diakova, is languishing owing to the import of revolvers; 
and the possibility of developing th~ country by railways is very 
doubtful, for the relief is profoundly unfavourable to railway con
struction. 

The people call themselves Shkupeta1· (probably "Rock- People. 
Dwellers"), and it is certai.nly their rocky environment that has 
preserved them through the centuries in practical independence. 
For they are the most ancient existing race in Europe, the Ghegs 
of the north being apparently the. descendants of the earliest 
"Aryan" immigrants, who may be called fllyrians, while the Tosks 
(or Tuscans) of the south seem to have a similax: relation to the 
prehistoric Epirots or Pelasgians. The number of Slavonic place
names confirms the historic accounts of Slav, Bulgarian, and 
Wa.lachian intrusion or conquest; but the Ghegs and Tosks proper 
have maintained themselves in practical purity, as in practical 

1 Valonia takes its name from the old port of Avlona or. Valona. 
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autonomy, west of a line that may be roughly drawn from Mitrovitsa 
11ia Pristina, Uskub, Monastir, and Kastoria, to Yanina. Inside 
this line they remain scarcely touched by outside influence except 
along the Via Egnatia, where, too, the population is strongly 
Bulgarian, especially round Lake Okhrida ; and amongst their 
primitive virtues is absolute fidelity. 

Even the fierce and lawless Ghegs, steeped in ignorance and 
superstition, are "faithful unto death" ; and, as they are magnificent 
soldiers, they have special value in the eyes of the Turkish rulers, 
and have for ages supplied the sultans' bodyguard. But they are 
Moslems and subjects of Turkey voluntarily, and only because that 
is the easiest way of getting the right to carry arms-for the purpose 
of "vendetta," which is often a matter of race; as a rule, they pay 
no taxes, and are not subject to conscription. So deadly are these 
blood-feuds still that competent observers believe that only 2 5 p.c. 
of the purely Highland population die natural deaths. 

The Tosks, though still feudal Highlanders, are not quite so 
primitive, for they have come under the influence of the Greeks 
and of the essentially peaceful Walachians of the Zygos-Pindus 
area, once known as "Great Walachia." They are, therefore, less 
pastoral and more agricultural, less exclusive and more talkative, 
just as they wear kilts,1 while the Ghegs wear tr~ws; and, if only 
they were educated, they would take a place appropriate to their 
essential charact~. Already their fidelity and versatility make 
them much sought after as dragomans and kavasses. But want of 
education is a terrible drawback, and the existing conditions only 
accentuate racial troubles. 

Nearness to Italy via the less inhospitable Adriatic coast has 
linked the non-Moslem portions of the Ghegs to the Roman 
Church ; and, while Turkish is taught in the Moslem slihools, 
Italian is taught in the Christian schools,-no instruction being 
allowed in Albanian and no book being allowed to be printed in it. 
The more inhospitable Akrokeraunian coast of the h~gean has 
thrown the non-Moslem portion of the Tosks to the Greek Church; 
so that in the occasional times of so-called peace even the Christian 
part of this ''race bern to arms " has, no religious bond, as it has 
no common sentiment or authority or econolliic life. The Greek 
influence here, however, like the commercial importance of Yanina 
(cf. Adrianople, p. 149), has decreased since the ceding of Arta and 
Thessaly to Greece, • 

The development of such an area by railways presents very grave 
difficulties, physical and political, economic and historic. On the 
one hand, there is the character of the ruling race as a patriarchal 
race reduced to a sedentary environment. Under patriarchal control 

1 These kilts are ~a!led • • Greek," but the Greeks probably originally copied them 
from the Tosks. 
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sons grow up at home, and even as fathers of families remain 
under paternal rule; they thus learn to obey, but not to rule. This 
may account for their self-control, their dignity, their race-pride, e.g. 
they may strike, but they never squabble; but it certainly does not 
ease the political difficulty, even if it excuses them for ruling badly. 

On the other hand, the proposed schemes, as represented on the Proposed 
Railways. 

Existing and proposed railways. 

illustration, are all more or less tainted with political motives. 
To any one but a special pleader, it se~s impossible to believe 
in the commercial future of railways which, like the proposed 
"Russian" line, would have a bridge of 2 so feet every 6ooo yards 
and a tunnel of 450 feet every 18oo yards. Further, the Nish
Medua line would serve only a "Mediterranean" climate, from 
which typically Mediterranean. products are scarc!ily likely to go to 
Mediterranean markets; and it goes through a curiously marked 
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belt of Slav population, and deviates to the centre of all the old 
military and political turmoil-Prizren. Similarly, the Austrian line 
taps Novibazar and the lbar valley. The Italian line would revive 
the old Via Egnati'a route; and, if the Turkish Government would 
allow the Hellenic Railways Company to complete the 70 miles 
necessary to link up their line with the Turkish system, this would 
give the shortest through-route from Central Europe to the Suez 
Canal. 

GREECE 

World Greece gives some exceedingly interesting aspects of Historical 
Relation. Geography, as accounting for the special development of a particular 

people in a particular place. Its world-relation is best expressed 
climatically, as in latitudes of warm-temperate summer-drought, where 
northern intruders-Pelasgi, Achaeans, Dorians-would first be 
stimulated, and then over-stimulated, by the high percentage of ultra
violet rays in the sunlight. With accumulated energy from the steppe, 
and yet less power of or need for work in the more southern latitudes, 
these early intruders would combine energy with leisure, which is 
the geographical basis of all art. But from 400 B.c. to A.D. 6oo 
these were latitudes of prog~essive desiccation, during which hunger 
and actinic stimulus gave rise to many epoch-malting migrations in 
Europe, e.g. of Goths and Huns and Vandals, and during which in 
Greece the river-srstem dwindled to a series of intermittent torrents 
and stagnant pools-a mosquito paradise. 

Regional The regional relation of the area is best expressed in politico
Relation. economic terms, as within easy reach of the Levant, Egypt, and 

Magna Graecia; and, as the convergence of so many subordinate 
seas-Adriatic and Ionian, Black and JEgean-on the Mediterranean 
made this a great trade-centre, intercourse, both peaceful and•othcr
wise, with land-neighbours was a natural sequel, e.g. in the expedi
tions to Egypt (456 B.c.) ;nd Sicily (415 B.c.). And there is 
abundant evidence 1 that from the disastrous Egyptian expeditions 
-on which the amount of sickness amongst the troops was 
characteristically proportionate to the extent of the di~aster-the 
Greeks brought malaria into Europe. 

Relief. The physique of the area accentuated the geographic control 
- exerciseu Ly the focal pcsiticr1 cr! the artivities of the inhabitants. 

The symmetry of the feature-lines, which is so marked that it seems 
to have even influenced ~reek theories of art, is due to the whole 
group of peninsulas and islands being a partly submerged section of 
a single mountain loop of the main Alpine chain; and this involves 
a great multiplication of small geographic divisions within the one 
Hellenic unit. It also implies that the inhabitants must be both 
mariners and mDtintaineers, and that the pressure of population on 

I Admirably co;lected and criticised in ]tfalaria, by Jones, R:>ss, and Ellett. 

• 
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such small areas of relatively infertile mountain must soon have 
crushed out the surplus population from their tiny homes. Again, 
as we have already seen (p. I 3 I), the complex interlacing of the 
structural lines in the interior gave rise to lonely montane basins 
which formed isolated political units, so tliat it is said that "there 
is no Greek History, only the history of separate Greek States." 
All these conditions favour individualism-in commerce and in 
politics, as well as in philosophy and art. 

The mountainous relief is further connected with the peninsular Peninsu
forms, which are nearly always unfavourable to unity, because their lar Forms. 
mountainous back-bone throws off the human interests in opposite 
directions; and both parts of the country have a rough mountainous 
centre-the butt of Pindus and the Arcadian highland-which is 
essentially infertile, and which was in early days inaccessible and 
impregnable. The valleys that radiate from these two centres are 
cut off from one another by mountainous spurs on all sides except 
towards the sea, so that communication between valley and valley 
came to be carried on by sea, the great nursery of Democracy. 

Professor Myers has pointed out how these conditions, as found Crete. 
in Crete, influenced the invention of writing. The varied relief, 
with its conseque~t variety of climate ap.d products-corn and fruit, 
supplemented by alp pasture and bay fishing-made the land 
self-contained; the great height (Mt. Ida== 8ooo feet) in such a 
small area (c. Argyleshire) caused such heavy fall~ of rain and snow 
that few springs ran dry in summer; but the supreme difficulty of 
oral communication between valley and valley except by sea led to 
a great· development of navigation and-as soon as the island came 
under a single political influence, e.g. that of Cnossus-to the 
development of a system of writing by which communication could 
be caJ.Oried between different parts of the land. 

This is only one specific illustration of the general process. Site and 
Obviously, the smallness of the area :nd its isolation by mountain Size. 
and sea on the. margin of civilisation favoured early growth ; with 
the spread of civilisation westward, Greece, as a central focus, 
collected ideas as well as merchandise; but eventually the physical 
limitations must have cramped progress at home-especially when 
the outlook was no longer on to the greatest sea in the known 
world, but on to what was almost a backwater on one of a dozen 
ocean routes, as they must have favoured the distribution of 
civilisation abroad by outflow from the ov~-populated focus. 

As the summer drought comes on, the winter rain lies about in Climate. 
marsh beloved of the mosquito, and many of the rivers become a 
series of pools, e.g. the Ilissus ; and, as the winter rain comes on, 
the drJ loose soil is rushed down into the streams in stich quantities 
and with such violence as constantly to dam l!p the beds and 
divert the whole stream. And all this, once the malaria parasite 

• 
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had been introduced into the country, was terribly favourable to its 
propagation, though previously the even temperature had been 
equally favourable to the" Eurafrican" natives, and though the excess 
of food-supply had caused a quick increase of population at first 
amongst the "Eurasians'" who intruded from the north. 

People. These natives, like all Eurafricans, preserved the long head of 
the arboreal primate ; like all inhabitants of very sunny areas, they 
were dark; and, like all underfed representatives of over-populated 
areas, they were short. They were, therefore, likely to be easily 
dominated by the vigour, and strength, and unity of the tall, fair 
intruders from the north, whose round heads-as evidenced by the 
statues of Greek gods and heroes-say unmistakably " Steppe." 
But it was precisely on the intruders that the burden of war fell, 
and decimated their numbers, e.g. at Corcyra, Thebes, and Platoea; 
and the nerve of the survivors was gradually destroyed by the over
stimulation of light, as their physique was by malaria; and the race 
died out. In the fifth century B.c. Athens alone had 35,ooo citizens 
capable of bearing heavy armour; soo years later, according to 
Plutarch, "all Greece could scarcely furnish 30oo!" For malaria 
was fatal to these fair Northerners except in the healthier windy 
islands and on the dry Atti.c plains, and it was 2recisely here that 
the clear sky and dry air gave the sunlight most !nf!uence on their 
nerve. So the men who fought the Persians and built the Parthenon 
left no one behirTd them. The modern Greek is usually round
headed, but it is thanks to a large infusion of" modern" Slav blood. 

Vegeta- The economic vegetation is varied in character, but limited in 
tion. amount. The bare mountain sides can feed only sheep and goats, 

so that the typical food of the old Eurasians-milk and butter, 
cheese and meat-can never have been abundant, nor is it quite 
appropriate to the climate. And the variety of crops must always 
have been a "Mediterraneajl" variety, more or less limited to 
plants with long or bulbous roots, e.g. olive and vine, narcissus 
and asphodel,-with aromatic qualities, e.g. lavender and myrtle,
or with a power of ripening quickly, e.g. barley and wheat. But in 
days before the great draining schemes, especially in Bceotia (Lake 
Copais) and Thessaly, the area suitable for grain was very small; 
and, the home land being therefore mainly devoted to wine and oil, 
corn had to be imported. This involved both home manufactures 
to pay for the imported corn, and command of the sea to guarantee 
safe passage of commoditfes out and in. 

The Olive. Of course, the summer drought has always been most favourable 
to the olive ; and olive-oil is an admiraLle food in such a climate
with great nourishment in small bulk, easily assimihted, and su -
sustaining that there is no need for heavy or constant meals., But 
the tree grows sOt slowly, and needs so little care, that it does not 
encourage dense population-to which also the lack of milk is very . 

• 
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adverse; the crop is picked so roughly (cane-beaten) by the more 
ignorant peasants, e.g. in Corfu and Zante, that the fruit-buds for 
the following year are terribly damaged-hence the fable that "the 
climate(!) al·lows a crop only every second year"; and such rash 
destruction of the groves as was prompted by the demand for 
currants and raisins in France (for wine-making) at the beginning 
of the phy lloxera scare ( 1 8 77) can never be made good during the 
lifetime of the qestroyers. As olive-oil is "bread and butter" in 
Greece, this has increased the tendency to emigration, to which 
islanders are always prone, especially when badly governed at home. 

Another result of substituting the vine for the olive has been Currants. 
gross over-production of currants and sultanas, especially currants, 
which come mainly from the west of the Morea, while the sultanas 
come-like the excellent local tobacco-mainly from the more 
continental east. And this over-production is all the more regret-
table because the currant industry is very precarious, as the berries 
are sun-dried, and the drying period coincides with the beginning 
of the winter rains. The development of grain-growing and cott9n-
growing in the north-east is, therefore, of great importance; and 
the lack of labour is minimised by the fact that the level plains of 
Thessaly and Bceotia are not only very fertile, but also admirably 
adapted to the ute of machinery. • 

Capital for this purpose is scarce, but population-which, like Popula.
the forest, has always preferred the windward -.test-is beginning tion. 
to gravitate towards the grain-lands. In the west the density per 
square mile is about 145 (3oo in the Ionian Islands alone), while 
in the east (including Athens and the Pirreus with their approximate 
z6s,ooo) it is only 114. In the Morea the port of Patras (38,ooo) 
is the only considerable town ; there are only four other towns with 
a population over Io,ooo_:_Kalamata, Pyrgos, Tripolitza, and Argos; 
and practically every town of importance except Tripolitza, in the 
centre of the valonia-oak district, is ~n the "currant" railway, e.g. 
Vostitza and Kyparissia, Corinth and Nauplia. In· Thessaly, on 
the contrary, there are at least four quite large towns-Karditza, 
Trikhala, Volo, and Lamia. These vary in population from 
Ioo,ooo down to so,ooo; for, though the actual township of Volo 
is only returned at 2 s,ooo, the total local population is So,ooo. 
Here, too, largely dependent on local· wool, silk, and cotton 
(" Copais "), are the only important textile industries-in Trikhala 
and Lamia. • 

The economic minerals in early days were of little importance, Minerals. 
for the most abundant are silver-lead and marble; and these are 
more or less monopolised by Attica in the Laurium mines and 
Pentdikon quarries. In modern times the emery of Naxos, the 
sulphur and volcanic cement of Santorin, the cbjome ·of Phersala, 
and the magnesite of Eubcea have some importance ; and the 
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iron-ores of Attica, Eubrea, and Seriphos would be much more 
valuable if there was easy access to fuel. But in early days the 
easy access to copper (the "Cyprian" metal), and the ease with 
which it was melted, encouraged the use of bronze ; and this again 
was adverse to the success of the Eurafrican when he came to blows 
with the iron-using Eurasian. 

Athens. Three historic sites have special geographic interest-Athens, 
Navarino, and Lepanto, "the pivots of Greece." Athens, the 
"Edinburgh of the East," is a typical "double-city," with its 
Acropolis, its link of Long Walls, and its Pineus. The height 
( 5 r 2 feet) of its rock-castle and the distance from the sea ( 6 miles) 
combined with the rough surface and poor soil of Attica to ensure 
safety. The advanced eastward site, with its command of the 
neighbouring port, ensured an outlet, and made it easy to conquer 
and then control the islands of the lEgean, e.g. Naxos, as it is easy 

Athens and Pirc:eus. 

for them, e.g. Syra, to supply the modern Athenian with spring 
vegetables; and the barren hinterland made it an imperious 
necessity to command the rich coast-lands of Macedonia and Asia 
Minor through the possession of Thasos and Samos, as it was to 
command the spring shoals of tunny from the Euxine by the 
possession of the "volcanic lighthouse " of Lemnos. Safety and 
sea-power were the beginning and the end of her prosperity. 

Lepanto. Lepanto is the ancient Naupaktos, on the famous "Narrows" 
( r mile) of the Gulf of Corinth. A great naval-station first of 
Athens, then of the Venetians, and then of the Turks, it could watch 
from a safe distance inland the relations between Greece and Magna 
Graecia, i.e. the Strait oflt Otranto. It was, therefore, a foregone 
conclusion that, in a combined attack by Spain and Venice, the 
Papal States and Austria, on the Turks, the allied fleet must con
verge on the most critical point in the line of least resistance against 
the foe, i.e. these "Narrows." 

Navarino. Navarino is ilie ancient Sphakteria, of little use as a harbour 
because of its poor and difficult hinterland, but a magnificent naval-

• 
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station because of its protecting island of Sphagia (Sphakteria). 
Two of the allies in the famous battle came from the west, and 
their first aim was to cut off the Turko-Egyptian fleet from its base 
of supplies in Northern Africa. It was, therefore, again a foregone 
conclusion that the English, French, and Russian fleets would con
verge on Cape Matapan ; and the nearest refuge for the Turko
Egyptian fleet was in Navarino Bay. 

NOTE 

Since this chapter was in print, war has broken out ; and the result is evidently 
going to involve changes in political frontiers. If the analysis given above of the 
fundamental conditions of geographic control is correct, the organic response to the 
inorganic control will be best in the areas nearest to the present territory of Bulgaria, 
in which it has been best during the last 1000 years. So it will be worst where it 
has been worst, i.e. in and around Servia. Change of political control will not 
materially modify the geographic control for generations, nor is expansion of frontier 
likely to make the Serbs less futile. 

The great desideratum in any change is that areas which have for ages enjoyed 
wide toleration.should not be flung back into medieval tyranny-e.g. that the Jews 
and Turks of the Bulgarian Dobruja ghould not be reduced to the social degradation 
and political slavery of the Jews and Turks (and Bulgars) of the Rumanian Dobruja. 
It is a much less important question whether-if there is to be an independent 
Albania-such n centre as Diakova (though purely Albanian in population) should 
be allowed to intrude !s Albanian territory between great Serb centres such as Ipek 
and Prizren. 

• 
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CHAPTER XIV 

THE IBERIAN PENINSULA 

THE site of the Iberian peninsula may be described as practically 
both inter-continental and inter-oceanic, and a comparison with the 
Balkan peninsula brings out the relative importance of each 
influence. Like the Balkan peninsula, the Iberian links Europe to 
a neighbouring continent, and turns its back on the central peninsula 
of Italy; but the Pyrenees minimise the value of the link, and while 
the south-eastward trend of the Balkan lands laid them open to all 
the influences of early civilisation from Egypt and Asia, the south
westward trend of Iberia faoed a pathless desert o• a pathless ocean. 
While the Straits of Gibraltar were for all those centuries, like the 
Pyrenees, practic~lly a terminus, the Hellespont, like the Danube 
valley, was a thoroughfare. 

The physical barrier of the Pyrenees (cf. p. 26) was so marked 
and complete that it became naturally a linguistic and cultural, as 
well as a political, frontier ; and this threw Iberia, by the line of 
Jess resistance round the Nevada and across the Straits of Gibraltar, 
into the lap of Africa. The peninsula has, therefore, always been 
exposed to the inflow of African influence, peaceful or oth"erwise, 
and even to domination from or through that part of Africa which 
shares in the sub-tropical summer-drought of the Mediterranean 
basin. The whole area may be called intermediate, in flora, fauna, 
and population, between the continent of Europe and the continent 

, of Africa; but there is no transition area, racial or cultural, between 
the country of Spain and the country of France. The name 
Cartagena still speaks of the old domination of Carthage; it was 
as the opponent of Carthage that Rome entered the peninsula; and 
it was with Roman Christianity that the Saracens fought. The 
modern Spanish possess,ons in and round Marocco, which have 

~==' .. =~~~a totai area equai to that of Great Britain--=-though the largest of-=· -C 

them (Rio de Oro) is only a convict-land-illustrate the same point ; 
indeed, both Ceuta and Melilla stand on the sites of old Roman 
fortresses. And we shall find that, while the Balkan peninsula is 
European in ph1!;ique and has been Asiatic in influence, the Iberian 
is African in p9ysique as well as in influence. 

r6o 
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This fact underlies th"e failure of Iberian trans-oceanic adventures. Non
For the absorbing aim of expelling the Moors concentrated all the Oceanic. 
vitality of the Castilian Christians on a military development, to the 
neglect alike of the industries which had been introduced by the 
Moors, and of the natural advantages of their inter-oceanic position ; 
so that by the time that the final expulsion of the Moors left the 
Castilians free for colonial development over a newly-opened ocean, 
political influence was focused in the . parts of the country least 
accessible from t~e great .harbour of Cadiz and least Gapable of dense 
population, and the nation had lost any "habit of the sea" which 
they had ever possessed. Like the old Romans; therefore, they 
were little better than marines, though they put their whole strength 
into war; and their over-sea exploits were only a "flash in the pan." 

As in Africa, the proportion of coast to surface is very small, Poor 
which is equally adverse to commerce and to climate; and both its Coast •. 
immediate and its intermediate relations are bad, for an old block 
that has been isolated by the foundering of a neighbouring sea-floor 
has naturally neither an inviting coast-line nor a foreground of islands. 
The Azores, Madeira, and the Canaries are obviously not "Iberian " 
islands at all; and before the fifteenth century, when the Azores 
became a province of Portugal, they "led nowhere." The Balearic 
islands did lead Aragon to Sardinia aTld Sicily, and still preserve 
the pure Catalan speech ; but, except for the strategic importance 
of Port Mahon, they have had little or no influen~ on Spain itself. 

As in Africa, again, the relative shortness of coast-line is Lack of 
accompanied by an absolute lack of good harbours. The long Harbours. 
straight coast in the north, where the old block is buttressed by 
young folded mountains that run parallel to the foundered shore, 
is naturally steep and . rocky everywhere; and, though there are 
naturally numerous small indentations between the spurs of the 
range, the ocean and river currents, as in Africa, sil_t up possible 
harbours, e.g. at Bilbao, Santander,• and Gijon, with appalling 
rapidity, and involve constant dredging. 

Where the feature-lines of this northern coast run out across the Western 
western margin, the sea-filled valleys between the folded ridges Ports. 
widen and deepen out into well-sheltered bays or gulfs, the spurs 
from each ridge giving constant protection even from western gales. 
High tides; too, keep these "rias" well scoured of silt; but the 
absence of glaciation has deprived them of the typical features and 
commercial advantages of fiords, with tht;Jr broad ~ors and deep 
inner waters. Of course, in olden days nearly all these rias made 
admirable harbours for the small ships then in use ; and a few 
of them, e.g. Vigo and Pontevedra, Corunna and Ferro!, can 
accommodate even the largest of modern vessels. In those days, 
too, the north coast, along which the eastward current is so trouble-
some, was relatively unimportant. But the chief tr:de of the country 
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to-day does not go through the best natural harbours, which are too 
far from the coal- and iron-fields ; and it is significant that only in 
Galicia is there a typical fishing population-engaged specially in 
the sardine-fishing. 

Along the rest of the west coast there is only one harbour of any 
real value, that of Lisbon. Here, 'on the western side of the Tagus 

The lower Tagus, showing the 
Mar da Palha. 

estuary, in the lee of the sierra be
hind Torres Vedras, just within the 
" bottle-neck" throug'h which the great 
river has to force its way, is a large 
and very beautiful harbour, safe from 
all gales except those coming from due 
west (cf. p. 57) and commanding at 
least three of the world's greatest 
trade-routes. Elsewhere the exposure 
to Atlantic gales, moving sandbanks 1 

on the old submerged lowlands, and 
-possibly-the influence (on the 
compasses of passing ships) of the 
magnetic iron-ore in the archean 
rock, combine to render navigation 

• very precarious ( cf • .the wrecks of the 
Serpent, Roumania, Trinacria, etc.); and, as access inland is almost 
as bad as access. to the coast, movement is more or less limited 
to the shipping of port wine at Oporto and the collecting of salt 
in the lagoons of Aveiro and Setubal. 

The south coast may be divided into two parts. From Cape 
St. Vincent-the Sacrum promontorium, or Sagres, of Prince Henry 
the Navigator, where the meseta runs out into the ocean-to Cape 
Trafalgar, as between Cape Roca and St. Vincent, the Atlantic gales 
blow over the low coast of a Tertiary basin ; and the resu"lt is a 
typical sand-dune coast broken by lagoons such as that to which 
" Lagos " owes its name, and by river-mouths sl.fch as that of the 
Rio Tinto, on which stand the " copper " port of Huelva and 
Columbus's old haven of Palos. These dunes give place round 
the Guadalquivir estuary to almost unbroken marsh (the Marismas), 
profoundly unsuitable for the site of a harbour, though Magellan 
actually started on his great voyage from the old Roman and Arab 
port of San Lucar. Where the terminal ridges of the Sierra Nevada 
are truncated ljln the verie of the ocean, magnificent harbours such 
as those of Cadiz and Gibraltar are found ; but, as the coast begins 
to run parallel to, instead of across, the young folded ridges, it 
becomes naturaiiy steep and. n::gular. Detnccu t;.-vc cpurs, -::tc !Jt 

Cartagena, a magnificent basin may be found within an island-

1 It is such shiftillg sands that spoil the barbour of Figueira, at the mouth of the 
Mondego, 
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guarded strait; but difficulty of access inland makes it more 
suitable for a naval station than for a commercial harbour. 

The east coast suffers from the essential inclination of the Eastern 
peninsula towards the Atlantic, and from" the climatic control of the Coast. 
stormy "Lion Gulf." In the lee of the Nevada before they run 
out into the sea in the lofty Cape de Ia Nao, Alicante has been 
made a safe harbour, and provided-with difficulty-with railway 
communication jnland; and the easy access inland by the Llobregat 
valley has justified similar development at Barcelona-the Gothic 
capital of Septimania, the Frankish capital of Aquitania, the twelfth
century capital of Aragon, and eventually the commercial capital of 
modern Spain. Elsewhere, especially on the low Tertiary coast-lands 
of Valencia, the stormy winds give a typical sand-dune coast, with 
complete or incomplete storm-beaches, as in the so-called Lake of 
Albufera (Al .Ba!reirah, "the Small Sea ") and the lagoon of Mar 
Menor (" the Smaller Sea"). 

It would seem probable, then, that the Iberian coast has been Coast v. 
generally rather a barrier to access than a base for outlet ; and that Core. 
the combination of minimum of coast with maximum of core has 
discounted the advantageous position between ocean and sea, while 
the small outlook of the sea-face and the inheritance of Mediterranean 
provincialism pa~lysed the large outlook of the ocean-face and the 
develbpment of world relations. Portugal, at the junction of the 
great east-and-west sea-route with the still grea~r north-and-south 
ocean-route, became the focus for trade between the camel-men 
of the tropical Orient and the ship-men of the Narrow Seas; 

Physical structure of the Iberian Peninsula. 

and to shut the Tagus 
against the ocean 
carriers, e.g. the Dutch, 
was at once typical 
and suicidal. 

About three- Surface. 
quarters of the sur
face is .occupied by 
.a high, compact, 
abrupt - faced " me
seta," the old axial 
core of which runs 
from north to south. 
Wher. the foundering 
of the crustal seg
ment gave rise to the 

western basin of the Mediterranean, this meseta was ribbed with 
parallel ridges of sierra, and young folded ranges were thrown up on 
the northern and southern flanks, the Cantabro-]iyrenean and the 
Nevada systems; and it now lies between the Cantabrian Mountains 
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and its own upturned edge, the Sierra Morena-both with heights 
over 7ooo feet-and is divided into two parts by the central ridge 
of sierra, which runs from Cape Roca, via the Estrella, Gata, Gredos, 
and Guadarrama mountains, to the peak of Moncayo (Mons calvus, 
" the Bald Mountain "). The northern part (averaging 2 7 oo feet) 
contains the provinces of Leon and Old Castile, while the slightly 
lower southern part contains Estremadura and New Castile. 

Isolation. The complementary gorges ( cf. p. 2) on the. inner sides of 
the young foldt!d ranges, i.e. the Ebro and Guadalquivir-Segura 
valleys, only emphasise the obstacle of the ranges themselves to 
access to the table-land from France or Africa; and thus the 
essential isolation of the interior and its monotonous "table " relief 
had every opportunity of blending its various inhabitants into a 
IJomogeneous people, in an area too large for premature expansion 
(such as ruined Greece) and too small for them to be incoherent. 
Thus consciousness of unity made them too individualistic for 
foreign intruders to have any chance of survival except by approxima
tion to the type appropriate to the environment. How this favoured 
intruders from Arabia, we may presently notice. 

Access. The parallel belts of sierra in the Pyrenees and Nevada allowed 
easy access only round the ends of the range, e.g. via Tolosa and 
Gerona, Seville and Murcia. • Military history, thetefore, centred in 
A.D. 778, in :;:367, in 1813, etc., round the Pass of Roncesvalles, 
which gives the most central access to the meseta; railway con
struction has been almost entirely coastal ; and the connection 
between the two is seen in the famous historic sieges of such 
modern railway-junctions as San Sebastian and Gerona (the scene of 
twenty-five sieges l), Barcelona and Bilbao. Indeed, it was the 
enormous importance of the western end of the Pyrenees that 
enabled Aragon or Navarre, when holding it, to hold also,. or at 
least to dominate, the whole northern flank of the range. 

Compact- The essential compactness "Of the interior confirms its isolation, and 
ness. tends again towards a homogeneous population. A "circle" touch

ing all the four coasts via Lisbon, Gibraltar, Valencia, and Bilbao 
has a diameter of at least soo miles; and the climatic effect of this 
may be illustrated by the fact that Madrid has 120 days in the year 
perfectly cloudless. Of course, the abrupt scarp is partly responsible 
for this; and its abruptness may be gauged from the fact that the 
main line from Seville to Madrid via the famous Despefia-Perros 
("Dogs' Gate 'l.) Pass rise41! 2000 feet in 35 miles on the Morena 
scarp. And it is the relatively heavy rain against the scarp that has 
attracted such a large population to the piedmont lowlands. 

Eastern The inclination of the table-land down towards the Atlantic had· 
Lowlands. very important historic results, because it not only cut off the 

lowlands of the. Ebro valley, Valencia, and Andalusia from the 
Castiles, but also made movement along the Mediterranean coast 
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relatively easy. Germai)ic hordes, therefore, moved easily down 
that coast, the Goths leaving their name in Catalonia (originally 
Gatalonia) and the Vandals in Andalusia (Vandalusia); and the 
Moors moved up the same route with equal ease. Indeed, it was 
to this that the old port of Tarraco owed its ruin. · For it stood, as 
the modern Tarragona stands, on the mouth of a small river (the 
Francoli) ; and during the years when it was laid waste successively 
by Goths and Vandals and Moors, the port got so much silted up • 
that it wassubsequently deserted. Incidentally, of course, the few 
routes which did give relatively easy access to the plateau, became 
of very great importance, e.g. the Jalon valley between Zaragoza and 
Guadalajara and the Jucar valley between Valencia and La Mancha. 
Similar conditions account for the importance of the Pancorbo Pass 
-now threaded by the railway between Vitoria and Burgos-in the 
extreme north, and of the Despeiia-Perros Pass in the extreme south 
-by which the Moors were eventually driven out of Castile. 

The westward trend had special importance in the west. In the Western 
first place it gave rise to such a natural extension of Leon into Lowlands. 
Galicia, e.g. by the Sil valley, that in the great struggle the forested 
hills of Galicia became united to Leon while the unforested western 

'lowlands were sti,ll under the Moors ; 'll.nd, as the passes across the 
Cantabrians had previously taken Leon and Castile to the "Asturias " 
coast, there was easy communication by sea betw~en all this forested 
highland-with its typically " European" climate and products
producing a unity which persisted even after the Moors had been 
expelled from 'Portugal. 

For Iberia, though isolated enough to make a homogeneous Political 
people, is-like Scandinavia-large enough for more than one Division. 
kingdom ; and the Portuguese unit is so much cut off from the 
interior by the influence of the old north"and-south axis ( c£ p. I 6 3) 
that she is still scarcely affected by .her political neighbour, while 
her obvious seaw<rrd and southward trend encouraged independence. 
Not one river that is common t,o the two countries is really navigable 
above the line of rapids which mark-in about longitude 7o W.-
.the old core, i.e. practically the International frontier, though at 
times the Tagus can actually be navigated up to the site of Trajan's 
old bridge at Al-Cantara ("The Bridge"). This is by no means the 
only difficulty. The two most important rivers, the Tagus and 
Guadiana, ·approach the frontier from the .Spanish side through very 
barren steppe-part of it deliberately " wasted " by :lting Alfonso I. 
to make the natural steppe a still more impassable frontier-belt 
between his kingdom of Asturias and the Saracens. 

Again, in passing through the actual frontier-belt of the old core, Frontier 
all the chief rivers-Minho, Douro, Tagus, and Guadiana-plunge Peoples. 
down off the steppe-plateau through profound • gorges, such as 
probably gave its name to the Tagus ("The Gash"). Indeed, the 
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frontier section of each valley shows an almost incredible difference 
between the people living on the opposite sides, e.g. in the middle 
Douro basin between Zamora and Braganza, along the Tagus west 
of Al-Cantara, along the Guadiana south of Badajoz. All these 
physical conditions, and the historic influence of the very gradual 
reconquest of the country from the Moors, tended towards the 
institution of separate political units, e.g. Aragon and Portugal, of 
which Portugal had the best natural chance of coP!tinued separate 
existence. 

Iberia v. Comparison with Scandinavia is inevitably suggested ; for both 
Scandi- are peninsulas between inland sea and ocean, with a relief and area 
navia. 

which justify the existence of two political units with marked unity 
of human type. But Spain, of course, shared the access to the 
Atlantic in the early days of ocean development; and the Medi
terranean ranks now as an oceanic route. It was the Mediterranean, 
again, that gave Spain, as the Baltic gave Sweden, the momentum 
of an earlier start (cf. Venice and Rome); and yet it was the 
Mediterranean which gave Lisbon advantage over Corunna as the 
natural meeting-place of Hansa and Orient trade, while the Atlantic 
gave Lisbon the advantage over Cadiz in distance from the African 
base and nearness to the • Crusading nations. • What this last 
advantage involved, may be summed up in the statement that 
Prince Henry the.Navigator was the grandson of John of Gaunt, 
when the Duke of Lancaster, as Hereford, controlled the Bristol 
Channel. 

Historic Both Spain and Portugal had special advantages'in those early 
Advant- days. As we have seen, they are both within latitudes from which 
ages. Trade winds blow in summer, and to which Anti-Trades blow in 

winter ; and both had their densest population on the fertile lands 
below the scarp of the meseta, i.e. practically on the coast-lands." But 
America brought both withinegrasp of sudden and excessive wealth 
-always dangerous, but especially when won, as -in their case, with 
little or no effort; and this wealth was largely in precious metals. 
On the one hand, the old Moorish industries were despised and 
dropped ; on the other, the precious metals were so much over
rated that their export was prohibited, which was a death-blow to 
any industrial progress. 

Portu- Portue-al. with the smaller area, the fewer people, the poorer 
guese. resources,-c~ul~ make lctss of her opportunity ; and so she over

strained herself, and overdrained herself of population. She thus 
lost the best and most vigorous of her young men, and then tried to 
make up the deficiency by recruiting males from the type of popula
tion at once most suitable for her great home industry of agriculture 
and most easily ~rocured, the African negroes. The result is seen 
in the physical ugliness of her people, in their moral slimness, and 
in the intellectyal laziness that is so typical of gross mongrels-i.e. 
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the children of parents representing quite different stages of civilisa
tion-especially in the presence of a Negro strain. 

The political relation of the meseta to the surrounding lowlands Water· 
is, however, not confined to the division of the whole into two Parting. 
kingdoms ; and the fact that the political frontier on the coast-land 
runs along the Minho and the Guadiana suggests that the relation 
is primitive and fundamental. The main water-parting runs roughly 
from the sourct! of the Ebro-below the famous. Reinosa Pass, 
which now carries the railway from Valladolid to Santander-via the 
source of the Tagus to the source of the Guadalquivir-on the La 
Mancha saddle between the Nevada and New Castile-and then 
along the Alpujarras (A! Busherat, "The Grass-Place") and the 
Nevada crest to Gibraltar; it thus marks roughly a natural frontier 
between the Castilian plateau and the lowlands of Aragon and 
Valencia, between Murcia and Andalusia, as for a long time parts 
of it marked a political frontier between Christian and Saracen. 

The central watershed runs from Cape Roca via the Gredos ·Water
and Guadarrama to Moncayo ; it is a very typical granite sierra or shed. 
saw-toothed ridge, with an average height of well over 5 ooo feet; 
and not only do the saw-toothed notches in the separate ridge- , 
sections make ve~ poor passes, but thl! hilly parameras, or plateau-
basins, between the sections are often dotted with heights even 
greater than those of the ridges. Thus, the Almanzar, in the "gap" 
between the Gredos and the Guadarrama, reache; nearly 9000 feet. 
No railway crosses .either the Gata or the Gredos, though the inter-
vening gap does carry the line from Plasencia to Salamanca ; and 
the lines from Madrid to Avila and Segovia involved an immense 
amount of tunnelling. The whole plateau of Old Castile was, 
therefore, focused at Valladolid, and found its easiest outlets north-. 
wards "across the Reinosa Pass and the equally famous Pajares Pass 
-which now carries the Oviedo-Gijon.railway-and eastwards down 
the Ebro valley. • Even here the central watershed is practically 
continued in the Pyrenean spur which faces Moncayo across the 
Ebro gorge, cutting off Navarre and the upper basin of the Aragon 
river from Aragon and the upper basin of the Segre river. 

These two rivers, the Aragon and the Segre, illustrate both the Sierra · 
essential tilt of the whole peninsula towards the west and the .control . 
exaggerated isolation of each valley by the parallel ridges of sierra 
on each side. Indeed, the Catalan wall of Aragon contains in the 
name of its chief height, Monserrat (Mons :erratus, "the Saw-toothed 
Mountain "), lasting evidence of the impression made, on intruders 
from Alpine Italy, by the typical notched crest of these Iberian 
ridges. Again, the central sierra, being the highest, has the deepest 
complementary depression flanking it; and, therefore, it offered the 
most suitable site for a capital, not only by rea~on of its central 
position, but also by reason of the relatively easy a.ccess along the 
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Tagus-J alan depression-now followed by the main line from Lisbon 
to Barcelona. 

Historic The best site actually chosen was that of Aranjuez (the Roman 
Capitals. Ara-Jovis, "Altar of Jupiter"), where the Tagus plunges down to the 

I zoo-foot contour, in the very heart of the country. The site of 
Toledo, also a Roman centre (Toletum), is equally central (25 miles 
from Aranjuez), and its river-girt crag is stronger strategically. 
Madrid has onl)l the advantages of being nearer Oltl Castile, and of 
avoiding the steep climb up (from Toledo) out of the Tagus valley. 
The morbid egotism of Philip II. found in the gloomy valleys of the 
Guadarrama a disused graveyard for the site of his Escorial (Scorzae, 
" Rubbish-heap") . 

• Use of The value of this river-system for navigation is practically 
Rivers. negligible, except for the Tagus and the Guadalquivir, though the 

other chief rivers can actually be navigated, e.g. the Guadiana up to 
Mertola (42 miles); but their value for irrigation is almost incalcul
able. In .Murcia and Valencia unirrigated land has a value never 
more than one-twelfth of that of irrigated land in the same neigh
bourhood; and it is said that the whole cost of the Imperial Canal 
(Tudela to Zaragoza) was defrayed by the increased harvest of a 
single year. • • 

Guadal- The Guadalquivir owes its special importance and so its name 
quivir. (Wadi al Kebir, '~The Great River") mainly to the great contrasts 

of relief in its basin, which includes the Veleta ("Watch-Tower") 
glacier at a height of over 9300 feet in latitude 37° N. From this 
section of the Nevada it is fed, by the Genii and Guadiana-menor, 
with unfailing supplies of melted snow and ice in summer; in winter 
all its upper basin is rain-fed by the S. W. winds ; and it drops on to 
the Andalusian lowland more than 200 miles from the sea. It was, 
therefore, the "Great River" commercially, though 200 ·miles 
shorter than the Tagus (565 miles) and with a basin q,ooo square 
miles less than that of the Ebro (38,6oo). It is, however, not 
continuously navigable from Andujar; for a spur of the Sierra 
Morena is responsible for the Montoro rapids, and the bed of the 
river has been so much choked with silt that boats cannot be 
regularly used above Cordova. Indeed, only extensive dredging 
enables large ships to reach Seville, at the limit of tide, 70 miles 
up river. On the other hand, the volume is more or less constant, 
though floods_ occasionally raise it as rnuch a!' R feet; and it i~ 

· - concurrence of flood-aue to and accompanied by strong S. W. 
gales-with high tides that causes the wide submersion of the 
estuarine lowlands, the Marismas. These, though providing fine 
cattle-pasture, are very unhealthy, an additional deterrent to the 
rise of any important town on the mouth of the river. 

Climate. The climate:like the racial traits and the normal occupations, 
may be roughlY. classified as Cis-Cantabrian and Trans-Cantabrian ; 
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and the difference is illustrated by the two ends of the Pyrenees 
( cf. p. 2 7 ). The Atlantic end has an evenly distributed rainfall, 
giving a typically marine succession of cool summer and mild 
winter, with European products, and so the Galician, Asturian, and 
Basque occupations are fishing and forestry, mining and cattle
rearing, while the Mediterranean end has only winter rain and 
"African" products, e.g. cork and esparto. South of the Canta
brians, then, the tlimate is extremely continental, wi!h great range 
and quick changes of temperature, as the daily or seasonal low
pressure centre succeeds the high-pressure, Unfortunately, when 
the low-pressure centre over the heated plateau in summer is active, 
it has a serious rival in the still stronger centre over the Sahara, 
so that there is a minimum of inflow; and, when the high-pressure 
centre over the chilled plateau in winter has once settled down, it is 
such·an effective obstacle that then, too, there is a minimum of inflow. 

Obviously, then, there must be great deficiency of rain except Drought. 
round the edges of the plateau; and even on these, except to the 
north-west, there is no excess. Of course, as the mass of the 
precipitation falls in winter, the snow
fall is relatively heavy ; but not enough 
falls to guarantee ~ny water-supply for -'"'t-H-+-+-H-+--t-t-1-+-P 
more than half the year, and the rivers 
usually dwindle away to mere "wadis " 
in summer. These conditions imply 
great extremes of temperature, especi
ally of heat : and it is the activity of 
the dry air in the hot season that is 
responsible for the vast areas on the 
table-land and even in the Ebro basin 
that are absolutely treeless, there being 
no means of replacing any moisture. 

1\1ean monthly temperature and 
rainfall of Coimbra and Madrid. 

transpired by leaves and carried away by the wind-a condition 
fatal to tree-growth. There is also an enormous amount of dust, 
which accounts for the prevalence of haze ( caligo) in the dry season 
and of mist in the wet season. It also increases the radiation, 
especially off the reddish soil of the Ebro and Granada steppes. 
The total result is that Iberia, like Australia, with one of the most 
insular positions, has one of the most continental climates ; skating 
is quite common in Madrid in both December and January, while 
the Solano may give the city a summer te~perature •or I00° F. in 
the shade; and temperature diminishes regularly with distance from 
the sea in winter and from the interior in summer. 

From the detailed examination of the climatic phenomena it Climatic 
has been suggested that the whole area might be roughly divided Belts: . 

. into four belts, of which the Atlantic belt stands •apart. Indeed, Atlantic. 
in some parts of it the .rainfall is excessive, reacping normally 
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about 4 feet at Bilbao and 6t feet at Santiago, perched up on an 
exposed shoulder of the Galician highland. Both places have an 
average January temperature not below 45° F. and an average July 
temperature not above 70° F. This Atlantic belt extends down 
through Portugal into the north of the province of Estremadura. 
Oporto and Coimbra both have an average annual temperature 
just under 6o° F., with a range of 20° F. at Oporto between 
January and luly and one of 21° F. at Coimbra.• There are thick 
fogs on the lowlands and along the coast, and extraordinary varia
tions in rainfall. Most rain falls in winter, when 16 feet has been 
recorded; Oporto has nearly double the rainfall of Coimbra (34 
inches); and the Estrella and the Traz-os-Montes heights are 
covered with snow for several months in winter. 

This Atlantic belt impinges on to the "Meseta" belt, the 
transition being very obvious even inside the Portuguese frontier ; 
and the "Meseta" belt includes the greater part of the Ebro basin. 
This is the belt of greatest extremes and most sudden changes of 
temperature, changes of even soo F. within a few hours not being 
uncommon. At Leon the mean temperature varies from 3 7° F. 
in January to 7 3° F. in July, and at Madrid, from 39° F. to 76° F., 
the former having I 9 inches of rain and the litter having I 5, of 
which only half an inch falls in July. From the greater part of 
the area trees are entirely absent ; and the vegetation otherwise, 
though of Mediterranean type, is peculiarly specialised, many of 
the species not being found elsewhere. The north-western part 
of this belt, especially round Palencia and in other parts of the 
Pisuerga basin, is the great wheat-growing area of the peninsula; 
and still nearer to the Atlantic belt, e.g. in the Minho basin, rye is 
grown. The south-eastern part is the great esparto-growing area ; 
and the intermediate area is typical steppe, largely saltish and 
producing the stimulating aromatic herbage which developed the 
famous cattle of the Guadarrama and the merino sheep of the 
Toledo highlands-the sheep migrating in April to the higher and 
in September to the lower lands, z'.e. towards the north-east in 
summer and the south-west in winter. 

It is significant that the Romans conquered the country vz'a 
the wide and tame Douro basin, not via the narrow and savage 
Tagns hasin ; and their route can still be traced by such names as 
Zaragoza ("Caesar Augusta"), Pamplona (" Pompeiopolis "), Leon 
(the depot ot the faittful VIIth Legion), and Badajoz ("Pax 
Augusta "). This took them, between the wheat- fields of the 
plateau and the cattle-pastures of the coast-lands, to Estremadura 
(Extrema Dueri, "The Farthest Points beyond the Douro "); and 
their Emeriti, or discharged veterans, then found a peaceful home 
in ~erida. • 

The natur~l hinterland of the eastern coast north of Cape Palos 
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forms .. a "Mediterranean belt," with relatively small range of Mediter
temperature and a high average, the annual mean being 61° F .. at ranea.n 

I d 6 c F AI" d h . . 1 . Belt. Barce ona an 4 . at 1cante; an t ere 1s a typ1ca wmter . 
rainfall of 2 3 inches at Barcelona, dwindling to r 4 in the south. 
It was this specifically Mediterranean climate that made the crescent 
of lowland between Lerida and Zaragoza such a suitable base for 
the Romans in their conquest of the peninsula, and it is this area 
that contains the 1\mous huertas (hortus, "a garden "l· Practically 
all the native plants here, whatever their Botanical family, have the 
fleshy and leathery foliage of summer-drought environment; and 
the typical cultivated plants are fruits-nuts and olives, mainly to 
the north, oranges and lemons, mainly to the south, and vine and 
mulberry, mainly in the centre. Everywhere the basis of prosperity 
is irrigation, though vine and olive are largely " dry " crops ; and 
much of the water, as it gushes from the base of the limestone . 
scarp, is led over artificial terraces on its way down to the floor 
of the valley. And, as the increase of population demands increased 
food, e.g. garlic and onions,! chick-peas and lentils, artesian welk 
are being dug to supplement the natural supply. This is true of 
nearly all the Trans-Cantabrian area, so that now 8o p.c. of the 
whole is registere~ as productive, aml over ro p.c. is under 
irrigation. 

The rest of the country forms an African belt, with a curious African 
intermixture of luxuriance and desert. In Portugal south of the Belt. 
Tagus the mean annual humidity in many places is as low as 
30 and in others as high as 8o ; and the great heat of summer and 

· the winter floods make the climate very trying. In the exposed 
parts, e.g. at Cintra, tree-ferns are as typical as cacti are in the 
sheltered parts. But rice is a typ{cal product even on the Valencia 
coast, and dates actually ripen at Elche, while the Sierra Morena 
("Sombre") is said to take its name fr~ the forests of olives along 
its southern face, e5pecially near Cordova. It would seem, there
fore, that the more typically "African" climate is only found within 
the area exposed to the leveche ( c( p. 59). That is to say, fertility 
on the Murcian and Almerian lowlands is in oases, while in Malaga 
and Granada it is. typically tropical. It is in the southern belt that 
cane-sugar is a typical product. 

As with most irrigation areas, the conspicuous feature in the Variety of 
economic geography is the variety of products ; and of those which Products. 
enter into commerce, the most typical are t1Je olive-oir of Andalusia 
(Seville and Cordova) and Catalonia (Lerida and Tortosa), the 
oranges of Seville and Denia, the raisins of Valencia and Denia, 
the almonds of Alicante and Denia, the cork of Catalonia and 
Alemtejo ("Beyond the Tagus "), the wine of Oporto and Jerez. 
Most English imports of oil come from Spain, but•the sub-tropical 

1 Onions are exported to the value of over £53o,ooo per ~nnum, 
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climate yields an inferior oil (cf. p. 95); the other fruits are 
excellent, and the cork is the best in the world for champagne 
bottles. 

Most wine is grown in the Ebro basin, and much is exported to 
France; but it is inferior to that of the Douro and the Guadalete 
basins. In the south the ·rains of the late winter and early spring 
are followed by a very dry summer and autumn which, in the 
marine exposvre of Jerez, produce a wine peculi!rly rich in organic 
ethers, the best sherry almost rivalling cognac in this respect. The 
port vines are grown specially on the northern slope-which is the 
broader as well as the sunnier-of the deep Douro valley, in the 
lee of the Sierra de Marao (4665 feet); and here they get the 
"roasting" in summer which develops their "resinous" qualities 
(cf. p. zo8). The high-pressure centre off the Portuguese coast in 
summer, however, usually results in August rains, and these just 
save the Oporto wines from the natural results of "roasting" as seen 
in those of Tarragona from similar latitudes on the east coast. In 
this relatively advanced area, too, where a number of British firms 
-including the Cockburns, Crofts, and Grahams-actually own 
"quintas," every legal protection is enforced against deterioration of 
product, e.g. protection a~inst planting vines ~n low (under 165 
feet) alluvial soils, which produce large quantities of wine, but poor 
quality. The real "port" area, therefore, now lies practically 
between the T~a-Douro confluence and the western frontier of 
Traz-os-Montes and between the latitudes of Villa Real and Lamego. 

The uniformity of relief arid climate, which thus becomes 
apparent in the vegetation, is reflected also in the population, and 
has evidently been emphasised by the isolation and compactness of 
the area. The pre-Roman "irreconcilables" retreated up the Ebro 
valley into and across the Cantabrians; and after the Roman empire 
was broken up, the move~ent of Barbari down the east of the 
peninsula from the north, and subsequently of. Arabs up the east 
from the south, tended to concentrate refugees towards the same 
north-western corner, with its Atlantic climate. Here, then, the 
Mediterranean natives were isolated, in an "Atlantic highland," 
where less precarious food-supply developed stature, and where 
other conditions-possibly, the mountain environment-broadened 
the head. Here, at any rate, they became typical Highlanders 
(using the bagpipe); and those nearest the ocean margin developed 
into a typicar fishing r~ce, holding their women in honour and 
supplying nurses to all the richest families in Spain. 

The safest part of this rugged highland was the central section 
between the sea and tht> watershed, west of ihe great l'efias de 
Europa (87oo feet), and here the Kingdom of Asturias remained 
independent evt!n after retreat from its old capital of Astorga. The 
new capital of ,Oviedo commands the one great route, via the Pajares 
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Pass, from Leon to the port of Gijon. The Kingdom of Leon 
occupied the continental face of the same highland, and had less 
chance of expansion than its eastern neighbour, Castile. The 

· latter had easy access by the Pisuerga valley to Valladolid and 
Madrid, by the Ebro valley to Navarre and Aragon, and by the 
Reinosa Pass to Santander and the ocean; and it probably owed its 
name as much to the natural rock-castles of its environment as to 
the actual castles ~uilt by the Christians. 

Within the Atlantic belt of climate, Basques, Galici~ns, Asturians, Portu
and Portuguese, all have the same folklore; and Galician is simply ~u~se 
a dialect of Portuguese. . But the geological change from the fertile rmge. 
Devonian rock of Asturias to the barren Cambrian, rock of Galicia 
doomed the non-fishing population of Galicia to a life of constant 
poverty and hardship. And, while the famous nurses of Spain 
come from the fishing Galicians, the non-fishing population has 
made "Gallego" a term of general contempt ("Knock-about") 
throughout Castile. 

All round the plateau, however, population is now increasing at Minerals. 
the expense of the interior, especially where the scarp is richest in 
mineral wealth (cf. p. 49) and in water-power. Fine iron is 
abundant along the sea-face of both the Cantabrians and the 
Nevada; and, thou!5h at present it is only worked properly in the 
neighbourhood of coal, i.e. in the north, the better quality in the 
south is already attracting attention. Other miner:!ls are abundant. 
Indeed, owing to the variety of rock, Spain has a great variety of 
mineral wealth, including copper and lead, mercury and silver, and 
rock-salt. And, where the most important minerals are lacking, e.g. 
at Barcelona, which is near neither coal nor iron, there commerce is 
easiest. 

On the other hand,· want of fuel or water-power, constitutional The 
or climatic lethargy, poor transport, and other drawbacks are very Arabs. 
adverse to progress ; and the country ha'S never recovered from the 
expulsion of the Arabs. For the Arab was peculiarly useful to 
Spain. . As a native of desert and barren steppe, he knew the value 
of water both for pedigree stock and for plants with cooling 
astringent juices. He irrigated the lowlands into "gardens," by 
means specially of the J enil and Guadalaviar, the Segura and 
Sangonera, thus incidentally minimising the chances of malaria; he 
introduced the orange and the mulberry ; he drew wine and oil 
from what the Christians had called dese.t ; he ga'\le Spain her 
famous mules and !llerino sheep. He also changed the old Roman 
games into chivalric contests, in which mounted lancers showed 
coolness' and dexterity rather than brute strength and ferocity ; and 
to his religious influence Spain owes-perhaps, the Inquisition
certainly that sense of brotherhood which makei the Spanish 
peasant the most democratic in Europe. 
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Social Even the unsatisfactory relations between employers and 
Relations. employed are a legacy from the Arabs. For Arab cultivators lived 

on, despised and ignored, amongst their conquerors for generations 
before their final expulsion from the country ; and d~uing this time 
the attitude of indifference and irresponsibility became so ingrained 
in the employers that it has remained as their permanent attitude 
towards their employees. And the results would have been worse 
than they actually are if so many factors had not ~therwise made for 
unity-the compactness and isolation of the area, the uniformity of 
relief and climate, the common religion and common language, 
and the artificial centralisation. These have been strong enough 
to minimise the natural antagonism between the arid and sparsely 
peopled, but united, Castilian plateau and the fertile and densely 
peopled, but disconnected, units of the coast-land. 

Popula
tion. 

Primitive 
Condi
tions. 

SPAIN 

No other country that is at all comparable with Spain in natural 
advantages, is so sparsely populated. The population on the 
Meseta, z:e. in Leon and Old Castile, New Castile and Estremadura, 
does not reach 6 5 persons to the square mile; in Aragon it 
is less, and in Navarre it is not much better ~76). Indeed, the 
average for the whole country is about the same as for Connaught, 
the poorest part• of Ireland. And this seems to be wholly due to 
war at home and to drain of population to America. There is 
evidence that the population zooo years ago was three times what 
it is now; and things would be much worse than they are but for 
the provinces which have been, and still often are, considered the 
most backward, the Basque (zzo) and Galicia (176), Catalonia 
(r58) and Asturias (I49). Even in the specifically .Moorish 
provinces the only one with an average appreciably over I oo is 
Valencia (I 8o ). Area, hO'wever, must be considered as well as 
density; and the total result is that natural ·antagonisms, e.g. of 
mobile herdsman and sedentary gardener, are accentuated between 
the meseta and its outlying neighbours, Galicia having more people 
than either of the Castiles, while Andalusia has as many as both of 
them put together. 

Though war and emigration have been the great influences in 
the past, there are now other influences at work. Communications 
and educati~n are sti~ both more or less primitive. It is not 
very lvng ~i:1ce (rgcg) there were snnn villages in the land which 
could not be reached by wheeled traffic; and where, Io9o years 
ago, Arabs were teaching geography from globes in free schools 
to children of both sexes, 7 5 p.c. of the population is now said 
to be unable ~o read and write. Pack-mules and ox-carts are still 
quite common; and the recent development of railways has done 
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a minimum of good becausf"., for strategic reasons, the Spanish 
gauge is different from (wider than) the French. Again, heavy 
taxation unfairly distributed has been very adverse to farming, in 
which the implements are still often of the most primitive kind, 
while the stock has deteriorated terribly. Here, too, the ·national 
pastime of bull-fighting adds to the difficulty. For, except ·on the 
"deltaic" islands of the Guadalquivir, the bulls not only are given 
the best land, but also need a very large area per caput-to prevent 
them from fightirfg one another. Still another adv~rse influence 
is the competition of what is almost the "forced labour" of the · 
convent industrial schools, e.g. in laundry work, with the labour of 
non-clerical adults. 

For various reasons these adverse influences have had least Northern 
effect in the northern provinces. As compared with the rest ·of Provinces. 
Spain, these provinces are specifically mountainous and forested ; · 
coal and iron are abundant in the Cantabrian section, and can 
easily be imported in Catalonia; both the Basques and the 
Catalans are naturally enterprising, as the people of Navarre and 
Galicia are naturally industrious ; and the climate is favourable to 
the development of textile industries, while the position favours 
access to and from the great markets of Western Europe. 

The Cantabriail provinces specialise in mining. Of course, Galicia.. 
the staple industry in Galicia is still fishing, mainly for sardines; 
but the reckless methods employed, e.g. the (illegal).use of dynamite 
on dark nights, and other causes, e.g. change of temperature 1 in the 
coastal waters, are making the fish scarcer and scarcer. Vigo still 
has a large export industry (valued at £soo,ooo a year), and heavy 
catches are made off Marin (the port of Pontevedra) and Villagarcia; 
but it is significant that the two ports of Vigo and Corunna account 
for near!>' half the emigrants from Spain. On the other hand, the 
mineral wealth of Galicia is being developed, the tin being in 
special demand (e.g. for tinning sardinesr Vigo alone exporting year)y 
over 4000 tons of tinned sardines) ; and the growth of the Asturias 
coal-mining makes .a regular demand for pit-props, e.g. from 
Villagarcia and Corcubion. The fertility of the Minho valley, 
especially between Orense and Lugo, " the hub of Galicia "~which 
it certainly was in Moore's retreat-is extraordinary, the sides 
being devoted to vine and olive and the plain to maize. 

Asturias was never completely subjugated even by the Romans, Oviedo. 
and half the "Transmontane" mountaW,eers stil~ reveal, in 
physique and language, their purity of race and independence ; but 
their historic struggle for independence was fatal to commercial 
enterprise, and this largely accounts for the slow development of 
the area in modern times, though it contains the best coal-field in 
Spain.. The. field is in the basin of the Nalon (or Pruvia), and has 

• 1 The sardine is a delicate fish, and avoids water approaching 68° F. 
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made Oviedo the most important coal-producing province in the 
country. The high humidity causes such heavy falls of snow in 
winter that transport inland is much impeded, but there are good 
ports at Gijon (via Muse!) and Aviles. The climate favours 
textile industries, e.g. at Aviles, as the coal favours glass-working, 
e.g. at Gijon. The city of Oviedo, besides commanding the Royal 
Road to Madrid via the Pajares Pass-which cost so much that 
Charles V. asked whether it was paved·with silver-is the centre of 
a thriving agricultural district, raising a consideralfl.e amount of beet-

• sugar. 
Ca_nta- As the province of Oviedo is specifically a coal-mining area, so 
bpna~ that of Santander is specifically concerned with the mining of iron 

roVInces. d . d h f S d 1 I . . an zmc; an t e town o antan er, a arge sme tmg centre, IS 

growing faster than any other town in Spain. The mountain 
pastures support an important dairy industry, and sugar-beet gives 
a good yield. In Vizcaya, on the other hand, farming is rather 
neglected; but Bilbao has very important shipbuilding and other 
industries along the Nervion river. Much of the local ore is shipped 
from cantilever piers dotted along the rugged coast. Iron ore is 
also worked-with lead and zinc-in Guipuzcoa, but here again 
agriculture becomes important, both the apples and the chestnuts 
being famous. Irun cortimands the frontier. bridge across the 
Bidassoa, and Pasages is a rising port, San Sebastian-in spite of 
its old strategic .importance-having now become little more than a 
summer resort. 

Pyrenean The Pyrenean provinces, like the Cantabrian, illustrate the 
Provinces. adverse influence of extreme isolation, for the two seaward areas of 

Navarre and Catalonia are far ahead of the central Aragon; but, 
while the sea influence in Navarre is specifically 
climatic, in Catalonia it is more economic. 
Indeed, as the Cantabrian area tends to• mining, 
so the•Pyrenean tends to be industrial, especi
ally outside the Ebro ba&'in proper. In the 
upper part of the basin the mountainous land 
of Navarre is rich in forest and park-land, and 
therefore its special product is live-stock of all 
kinds, especially coarse-woolled sheep ; and its 
apple orchards are famous. The position of 

The harbour of San Pamplona, on the flank of the Ebro and com-
Sebastian. 

• m~ding the Roncesvalles Pass, made it a very 
important fortress; Tudela is at the heaa of the Imperial Canal. 
The lower part of the Ebro basin is less favourable. There are 
great e_xtrP.nlP~ of heat and cc!d, n.nd nearly all the Iai11 falls in 
frequent thunderstorms; much of the parched chalky soil is saturated 
with salt, and many streams are brackish; and the only hope is in 
irrigation. Even Zaragoza itself, a typical "oasis" city, with a 
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range of temperature often varying sao F. within a single month, 
is important now only as a railway-junction. 

Catalonia, with a central watershed in the Sierra Llena, is in a Catalonia.. 
much better position. The climate is still rather extreme and 
subject to sudden changes of temperature, and the amount of dust 
in the air favours mist and fog; but it is quite favourable to 
agriculture, and gives a great var~ety of .cr~ps, especially wipe. ~nd 
nuts. The peop1e are frugal and mdustnous as welr as enterpnsmg 
and energetic; and careful cultivation and irrigation have made the 
agricultural part of the province more or less able to support the 
manufacturing and industrial part. 

The old province is now divided into four new provinces- Gerona. 
Gerona, Lerida, Barcelona, and Tarragona. As a frontier province, 
Gerona has had rather a chequered history. The town of Gerona 
itself has been besieged twenty-five times--though only taken four 
times-and the fortress of Figueras is still considered the key to the 
frontier either by Port Bon and the Col de Perthus or round Cape 
Creus and by Rosas Bay. Unfortunately, the best agricultural land 
is the Ter plain between Gerona and Figueras, so that agriculture 
is backward; but the province is well forested, the cork being 
specially good, an~ there are profitable sea fisheries. A great many 
sheep are reared, and the wool is manufactured locally, especially at 
Gerona ; cotton and linen industries are also •scattered over a 
number of little towns ; Port . Bon is one of the most important 
commercial outlets of Spain ; and the Trans-Pyrenean railway to Aix 
will greatly aid commercial development. 

Except for a few tracts of lowland, mainly along the Llobregat, Barcelona. 
the Barcelona province consists . of forested mountains, generally 
rich in.minerals (lignite, lead, zinc, salt); and, as both the Llobregat 
and the Ter supply considerable amounts of power, and as the 
import of coal and raw materials by sla is very easy, the province 
has become the chief centre of Spanish industry and commerce, 
and population is strongly drawn to it, Barcelona (s6o,ooo) rival-
ling even Madrid in size. All the typical industries of Spain are 
found here, including woollen, cotton, and silk textiles, worked iron, 
fancy leather, art furniture, etc. ; and the easy access inland round 
Monserrat by the Llobregat valley has carried the textiles up-stream 
to water-power. Barcelona city is thus a real industrial metropolis, 
specialising in textiles ; ,and its relations with its hinterland are very 
ancient. It seems to have taken its name from the Carthaginian 
general, Hamilcar Barca, who preferred the hill-girt open beach, 
with its access to the Llobregat, to any site on the troublesome 
river-mouths of Catalonia; and, though the union of Castile and 
Aragon, and the contemporaneous discovery of .America, trans-
ferred the balance of power elsewhere for a time, Barcelona 
has long ago regained the prominent place-by providing a 
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fine artificial harbour-though the people still "owe the Castilian 
a grudge." 

Lerida is the most backward of the Catalan provinces, again 
largely for historic reasons. The town itself, on a height overlooking 
the Segre and the famous Llanos de U rgel, is the key of both 
Catalonia and Aragon ; and, as such, it has been a constant scene 
of warfare since the time of the Punic Wars. The Llanos themselves 
are redeemed t'rom their natural barrenness by i;rigation, but the 
rest of the province is very mountainous; and the abundant water
power is neglected, except for saw-mills, A very large number of 
sheep are raised, and leather and woollen industries are carried on 
in Lerida town. 

Tarragona, though mountainous, is very fertile, and produces 
quantities of wine and oil, the wine specially round Tarragona 
itself and the oil largely from round Tortosa. Almonds are also a 
typical product, especially round the junction of Reus. The typical 
Catalan people have, however, developed more or less all the natural 
resources, e.g. silver and lead, marble and china-clay; and manu
factures include leather and all kinds of textiles. The old city of 
Tarragona occupies a typical cone-hill (sso feet) overlooking the 
sea; the new one, which has been provided wit!!. a good artificial 
harbour, is famous for its underground wine-cellars, one of the 
typical exports betng the " Grand Chartreuse " liqueur. 

The Levante provinces have a strip of very fertile lowland 
running along the coast, the site of the famous huertas or vegas, 
so that they are predominantly agricultural. Behind the lowland 
the relief rises in terraces to a height which accounts for the very 
large number of sheep and goats, especially sheep, raised in 
Castellon and Valencia, and which guarantees a large amount of 
water for irrigation-though the Turia feeds so many huertas that, 
except in flood-time, it is a "ery scanty stream when it reaches the 
sea; and in front of them the low level and tlie exposure to the 
"Levant" wind have raised a series of sand-dunes, which in places 
completely block the movement of river-water seaward, and are 
very favourable to salt industries, e.g. at Torrevieja. These conditions 
are also very favourable for irrigation, and the Turia and the Jucar 
are invaluable for this purpose ; indeed, all the typical crops are 
irrigated, e.g. the rice of the Valencia vegas, the dates of Elche
which exports-over 2o,oeo tons of dates annually-the oranges of 
Castellon and Valencia, the raisins of Valencia and Denia, the 
almond:; of Aiicante, the onions of Gandia. 

Rice and cane-sugar are important " home " crops, but the 
special work is the raising of sub-tropical fruit for export ; and for 
this the warm, <lry, equable climate is as favourable as it is for the 
rearing of bees and silkworms and for the curing of " Valencia " 
raisins and to~acco (at Alcoy). Some of the soil is naturally very 
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fertile, especially along the Segnra; but the prosperity of the area 
is based on the Moorish irrigation-works, and in appearance and 
industries (e.g. weaving of esparto) the land is typically Moorish. 
Both Valencia and Alicante are typically Moorish towns, with white 
fiat-roofed houses ; and Alicante, with a citadel perched on a hill 
400 feet above the sea, has its houses arranged in the typical 
crescent and approached through avenues of palm-trees. Valencia, 
as a central har~our, e.g. attracting the almond-trade of Palma (de 
Mallorca), has become the third city in the country, with a popula
tion of over 2oo,ooo. 

The Segura valley, especially at · the confluence with the Murcia 
Sangonera, continues the typical Moorish horticulture into the 
province of Murcia; indeed, both Lorca, the old key to Murcia in 
the Moorish wars, and the city of Murcia have typical huertas, 
specialising in oranges and silk, and both suffer greatly from 
occasional ftoods. 1 But the line of the Nevada-Balearic uplift 
makes the area specifically a mining one, and the large export of 
esparto is a significant comment on the climate generally. Iron, 
copper, silver-lead, sulphur, and saltpetre are all abundant, 
especially round Cartagena. The mines near the city are very 
productive, and ~ve materially helped• to revive its old prosperity. 
This was based on its importance as a naval station, with the 
largest harbour in Spain except that of Vigo ; ~d, therefore, . the 
city not only suffered greatly from the results of the Spanish
American war, but also lost some of its commerce in the meantime 
to the neighbouring "iron " port of Parman. The relatively 
greater development of "iron" ports, e.g. Garrucha and Aguilas, 
is a feature of this southern coast, and is connected with the use 
of cables for bringing down the ore from the sierra ; for instance, 
Aguilas ships as much iron-ore to Great Britain alone as Cartagena 
ships altogether. Even where other eres, e.g. silver-lead and zinc, 
are of importance; as at Mazarron, the chief progress is in the 
shipping of iron. 

The Murcian province of Albacete is the pivot of S.E. Spain. Anda.
It contains a part of La Mancha, and is drained via the town of lusia. 
Albacete (famous for saffron) to the Jucar basin, by Hellin to that 
of the Segura, and by Alcaraz to the Guadalquivir. Westward from 
this point, roughly marked by the boss of La Sagra (8ooo feet), the 
"Andalusian " area combines the charact&ristic feat11res of all the 
other areas already referred to. The lowland in many places 
resembles that of the Ebro basin in its saltish soil and brackish 
lakes, though the area of rich land is much greater ; the coast-lands 
repeat the horticulture of the Levante ; the mountains rival the 
Cantabrians in their mineral wealth. Its physi~ue and climate, 

1 During the War of the Spanish Succession, Murcia was even defended by the 
intentional flooding of the huerta. 
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however, set it apart. Its scenery is unique in the peninsula ; the 
winter climate of Seville is almost ideal; its great river-the Roman 
BoeNs, which gave the area its old name of Boetica-and its 
isol~tion combined to "force" an early civilisation; that civilisation 
produced such world-famous monuments as the Alcazar of Seville, 
the Mosque of Cordova, and the Alhambra of Granada; but it 
implied an alien domination which accounted for the mixture of 
race and the !jifferentiation from the Castilians '"in earlier times, 
and accounts for the backward state of the area in agriculture and 
industries in modern times. 

Almeria. Each province of the area tends to have stretches of lowland 
and mountain-in different proportions. For instance, Almeria 
has a great ridge of sierra (Sooo feet) rich in iron and silver-lead, 
and fertile gorges and coast-lands that produce all kinds of sub
tropical fruit, especially almonds and the white " keeping" grape. 
Thus Adra exports almonds from the coast-land and lead from the 
Berja highland; the town of Almeria exports 2,ooo,ooo barrels of 
grapes a year and large quantities of almonds, and its export of iron
ore (and manganese) is increasing very rapidly. A quantity of iron
ore also goes by the line from Baza to Lorca for export via Aguilas. 

Granada. Granada presents still• greater contrasts. .It faces to the 
Guadalquivir, and its strip of harbourless coast is so much isolated 
by the loftiest pa•t of the Nevada-including the Mulahacen and 
Veleta peaks-that there has been little encouragement to develop 
such roadsteads as that of Motril; and the only railway connection 
with the coast at all is via Loja (the old key to Granada in the 
Moorish wars) and Malaga, or via Guadix and Almeria. This in 
turn has retarded mining, though the sierra is rich in iron and 
other minerals, e.g. alabaster. At the same time these adverse 
relief features give the province a unique river-system, including 
the Genii and Guadiana-menor, the chief feeders of the Andalusian 
plain. As the soil is exceedingly fertile, the area was practically 
self-contained ; and, as the Guadalfeo gives access by the chief 
valley of the Alpujarras to Motril, it made an impregnable refuge 
for the Moors for many centuries. 

The loss of Cuba has led to a revival of the old Moorish 
industry of sugar-growing, and it is quite typical of the climate that 
both beet- and cane-sugar can be raised, e.g. at Loja and Granada. 
The latter, ~hich ma~ take its name from the pomegranate 
(granada), occupies a magnificent site 2 200 feet above the sea, 0n 

the "peninsula" between the Genii and its Darro tributary, in a 
vega of almost incredible fertility; and its hinterland has been for 
ages famous for its fine wool. 

Malaga. The greater proportion of lowland in the south of Malaga has 
caused the latte~ province to develop seaward ; and this has been 
t'urther encour,~tged in two ways. The famous Peiiarrubia gorge 
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cut by the Guadalhorce has greatly facilitated railway access to the 
coast-at the city of Malaga; • and the quantities of silt, rich in 
organic matter, brought down by the Nevada torrents on to the 
coastal sill in the lee of the Gibraltar peninsula, has led to an 
important fishing industry. These two conditions have attracted 
foreign capital in a unique !fegree; so that while the city stands 
next to Seville for the export of olive-oil, and has also a large export 
of wine and fruit (raisins and almonds), there has been a great 
development of,ndustries on the spot, e.g. textile, lliletallic, ceramic, 
etc. The hinterland is characteristically rich in iron, especially 
near Marbella, and in lead ; and even textile industries flourish, e.g. 
at Antequera, also famous for its beet-sugar industry. Cane-sugar 
is cultivated on the coast; and, as the spread of. viticulture in 
Argentina is checking the export of typical "sherry" wines and so 
leading to a contraction of the area under vines in the Malaga 
province, the sugar industry will probably continue to increase in 

·importance. The very mild and equable climate makes canary-seed 
another typical product. 

The province of Cadiz has a magnificent bay in a most com- Cadiz. 
manding position on one of the greatest trade-routes in the world ; 
but various causes are adverse to its prosperity. The only mineral 
wealth of importance is. the salt evap<1rated along the coast, e.g. at 
Cadiz and San Lucar; and the special product inland, the sherry of 
Jerez, is one for which the demand is decreasing. though it happens 
to be one of the most wholesome wines in the world. Further, the 
Spanish-American War dealt a great blow to the Naval Station
which is on the island of San Fernando (Isla de Leon)-as to those· 
at Cartagena and Ferro! ; and the continuation of the direct line 
from Ronda 1 to San Roque (for Gibraltar) and Algeciras, and the 
popul~rity of the latter as a winter resort, have taken away from 
Cadiz. much of its old importance as the terminus of the trans-

• continental railway-route. 
:--::.;""""'"7"--r----., ... ·""" / / At the same time, the 

·\ ctbr.alta_r -·· .-- facilities for. ocean traffic at 

~:{[:;~:cf;t~~~;i::~-~"' ~f~~;~:;fi~~i~:~;~~~ 
/,.... \_,,~, ... . to a depth of 40 feet. 

L-~~~ • Site, rel~f, and climate Gibraltar. 

The Strait of Gibraltar. combine to give Gibraltar 
almost unique advantages-

strategic and economic. The old importance of the site, as separat
ing Cadiz from Cartagena and Brest from Toulon, is a fair index of 
its modern importance, as linking the Indian Ocean to the Atlantic • 1 Ronda has the finest bull-ring in Spain and a most famous breed of horses. 
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and the Old World to the New. Most of the native inhabitants are 
of Genoese descent; about 3000 steamers call at the port every year, 
and half of them coal there. The site is a link site in other 
respects; for some of its flora and fauna are not found elsewhere 
in Europe, e.g. the Barbary apes, and its caves have yielded mammal 
remains of the greatest interest, incl~ding a human skull at the 
lowest stage of evolution above the "Missing-link" of Java. 

From the sandy coasts· of old sea-floor, which makes the 
neutral ground-.--with its unclimbable iron fence-1 natural frontier 
belt, the Rock rises almost sheer to a height of r 2 oo feet, and then 
runs-with a typical sierra crest-for a couple of miles due south to 
O'Hara's Tower (r4oo feet), only to drop by precipitous terraces to 
the Europa Flats, which at Europa Point drop again precipitately 
into ocean depths. From the crest of the sierra, with an elaborate 
system of range-finding, the great guns command the Straits (I 2 
miles wide) strategically, as the Signal Station (I 2 55 feet) commands 
them commercially. Between the La Luna heights (z6oo feet) in 
the west and the Rock itself the Bay of Algeciras gives safe access 
to an enclosed harbour in which a whole fleet can anchor secure 
from torpedo attack, with facilities for coaling every vessel and 
docking seven or eight of them. Again, the caves-so typical of 
limestone-which, like simihtr ones at Ronda, ha~ produced such 
valuable remains, seem to have suggested the tunnelling operations 
that have such an .important relation to the defence. Indeed, the 
precipitous eastern flank of the sierra is scarcely approachable except 
by tunnels, e.g. above Catalan Bay. 

From this abrupt eastern flank the sierra sinks more gradually 
westward, so that the natural site for the town was facing the open 
Atlantic; and this, with the north-and-south direction of the sierra 
( cf. p. I 62 ), accounts both for the mild, even climate, and fQr the 
relatively heavy rainfall. The average temperature is only 6 so F., 
with a mean maximum only I~° F. higher; and the average rainfall 
is about 34 inches, but varies from about half that up to nearly 
twice it. This guarantees enough to supply the whole community, 
from carefully constructed underground tanks, with pure water for 
drinking and cooking purposes in spite of the small area (3 m. x ! m. ). 
This smallness and historic isolation from, if not actual hostility to, 
Spain made the place dependent on Marocco tor suppiies ; and it 
seems to have been the threat of a sultan to withhold supplies, 
unless full freeclsnn of tra~ were granted to his ships, that converted 
Gibraltar into a free port as early as 1705. It is curious, there
fore, that it is very largely the political difficulties which centre on 
Marocco nowadays, that prevent Gibraltar from reaping the full 
advantage of its economic position. 

The Sierra Morena bears somewhat the same relation to the 
Andalusian plain ·on the north as the Sierra Nevada does on the 
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south ; and along its face and spurs mineral wealth of various kinds 
is abundant. In the province of Huelva it is specially copper, the 
Rio Tinto mines having been worked for 2000 years, and the Tharsis 
mines almost as long; but iron and manganese are becoming 
steadily more and more important. At the other end, in the 
province of Jaen, Linares has produced silver-lead also for 2ooo 
years ; and the hinterland of J aen is as famous for wool as the fore
ground of Palos is for fishing (sardine and tunny). In the inter
mediate area, t.e. the province of Cordova, the Sierra Morena is 
rich in both copper and silver-lead; it produces fine wool and very 
large quantities of olive-oil; and in recent years the Belmez coal-field 
has had an annual output of fully soo,ooo tons of good coal-
30 p.c. of it being anthracite-actually on the direct line of rail 
north into the Guadiana basin. 

The focus of all Andalusia is the province of Seville. Though Seville. 
there is a large export of minerals (mainly iron and copper ores) 
from the port of Seville, the province is essentially agricultural, the 
most important local minerals being the marble and chalk of Moron, 
and the china-clay of Lebrija and Osuna. Except along the hilly 
frontier of Cadiz and Malaga and north-west of the Guadalquivir, 
where the spurs of the Sierra Morena reach Lora, the province is 
very flat and e~ceedingly fertile. Tb.ere is a large production of 
wheat and barley, and of wine (Manzanilla and Amontillado); but 
oranges (both sweet and bitter) and olives are the special crops, 
and the yield of oil is very large-twice that 'M Cordova (so,ooo 
tons), which has about the same area under olives (s6o,ooo acres). 
Still more typical is the stock-farming, horses and cattle, sheep and 
goats, all being of fine quality; and this accounts for the typical 
" animal" industries of the province, e.g. the famous historic ·shoe
making industry of Ecija (noted also for its woollens) and the 
fancy leather of Seville itself and Utrera. The latter is one of the 
centres where fighting bulls are bred,. between the " Mesopotamian" 
marsh-lands of tile Guadalquivir and the Nevada moorlands. 

Seville itself, the fourth city in Spain, has always been one of the City of 
great tidal ports of the country ; and the river is now being dredged Seville. 
and canalised to admit vessels drawing 2 5 f~et of water. It is also 
a great industrial centre, specially famous for its cigar and porcelain 
works; the patron saints of the city are said to have been potters, 
and the gipsy suburb of Tirana has manufactured porcelain for 
many hundreds of years. The low level (3o feet) and the consequent 
windings of the river have exposed the •city to corfstant floods, and 
that perhaps accounts for the Romans preferring the site of Carmona 
for their great stronghold. Crowds of visitors flock to Seville at 
Easter, when the orange-trees are in flower, the bulls "spring-ripe"· 
for fighting, and the religious services almost unique for colour; 
but its real beauty is best seen at Christmas, when the oranges are 
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• ripe, and the violets and carnations in flower, and the white lines of 
the typical Moorish houses are not glaring. 

The The ancient kingdom of Castile includes a typical piece of the 
Castiles. Cantabrians in the province of Santander (cf. p. 167), and an 

exceptionally fertile piece of the Ebro valley in the province of 
Logroflo-where the Rioja plain raises quantities of good wine, 
especially round Logroflo 1 itself; but the mass of it consists of 
the most characteristic part of the meseta. On every side of this 
except towards Leon and Murcia there is a nawral frontier of 
mountain, e.g. tlfe Demanda, the Cuenca, and the Morena sierras, 
giving rise respectively to the Douro, the Tagus, and the Guadiana; 
and the Guadarrama system divides Old Castile, t".e. the part freed 
first from Moorish rule, from New Castile. The latter, as the 
more cut off from oceanic influence, has the severer climate, though 
even in Old Castile the extremes of heat and cold are very great. 
In both, however, the plateau itself is so fertile that, after rain, 
quite a luxuriant vegetation springs up; and where a heavy sub-soil 
is capped by a very porous and friable material, z:e. a very bad • 
conductor, percolation is so rapid and evaporation so slow that the 
land is extraordinarily productive, as in Palencia and Toledo. 
Elsewhere the land is useless except for sheep, and even these have 
to emigrate in winter to thjt lower levels of Estremadura. The 
typical scenery is like that of La Mancha ("The D~oughty Land"), 
described in Don Quixote. 

Burgos. Old Castile, as- the upper basin of the Douro, pivots on the 
Sierra de la Demanda, between the provinces of Burgos and Soria. 
The latter is a land of austere mountains, so barren and poor that 
the population does not reach 38 per square mile! Burgos, though 
less rugged, is scarcely more fertile, except in the Ebro basin ; but 
it has two advantages. Its large area gives great facilities for sheep
rearing, though the town of Burgos is no longer famous for its 
cloth and woollens-for which.a normal winter, with perhaps 20° of 
frost, still makes demand ; and the Pancorbo P.ass controls all 
the natural movement between Madrid and Paris to such an extent 
that it is called "The Iron Gate of Castile." It also offers an 
obvious way of escape from the poverty-stricken Arlanzon basin, 
and there is constant emigration to the more prosperous centres in 
the Basque Provinces and Catalonia. The strategic importance of 
the town of Burgos, where the Arlanzon suddenly turns south-west
ward, was increased by its situation on a hill protected by the broad 
and swift river. • • 

Palencia. The province of Palencia presents a great contrast t0 its 
neighbour. Not only is the rainFall heavier, accounting for the 
forest and park-land below the Cantabrians, but the heavy sub-soil 

1 Logrofio is a typical hill-town, overlooking the Ebro plain from a height of 
1200 feet. • 
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of the Pisuerga basin yields large crops, e.g. of wheat arid flax; 
and, as the northern park-land makes famous pasture, the province 
has important old industries in flour-milling and leather-working, in 
linens and woollens, especially rugs. The campos of Palencia 
extend into the province of Valladolid; and, as there are increased 
facilities for irrigation, especially along the Pisuerga, the province 
shares-in spite of its low rainfall ( r 2 inches at Valladolid itself)
with Palencia in the title of "The granary of Spain." Stock-rearing 
is also important, !9ut the old woollen and linen indq,stries cannot 
compete with more favoured centres. The political importance of 
Valladolid city, once the capital of Spain, was based on the same 
control of great cross-routes as has made it in modern times an 
important railway-junction; but Medina (del Campo), though off 
the line of the Douro, is now more important in this respect. . 

The two southern provinces of Old Castile, Avila and Segovia, Avila and 
though drained to the Douro, are essentially mountain rather than Segovia.. 
plateau areas; and the relatively heavy rainfall, which also accounts 
for the extent of forest on the Gredos and Guadarrama slopes, gives 
great facilities for irrigation, i.e. in the superb gardens of the Royal 
Palace at La Granja. Avila is as famous for its merino wool as 
Segovia is for its grain, and in both the rugged granite sierras 
contain valuable m\perals. Segovia is tbe more interesting town, 
mainly because of Trajan's magnificent aqueduct, built of the 
Guadarrama granite; but Avila occupies the lllore important 
position, commanding the gap between the Gredos and the 
Guadarrama and so the main line from Madrid to Corunna . 

. The eastern provinces of New Castile, Guadalajara and Cuenca, New 
are much poverty-stricken. Both suffer from drought and from Castile. 
great extremes of temperature, so that their population is very thin 
-only slightly above or below 40 per square mile-and the rearing 
of stock (mainly sheep and goats) is their typical industry. There 
is some floating of pine-ti:mber down the Tagus, but most of the 
area is literally Guadalajara, "Valley of Stones." 

The western. provinces are rather more favoured. For instance, Madrid. 
in Madrid the presence of considerable tracts of clay and the 
precipitation on the Guadarrama heights encourage the growth of 
timber, such as is characteristic of the Royal domains of the 
Escorial and Aranjuez; there are valuable quarries in the sierra 
itself; and quantities of live-stock are reared. Above all its central 
position made it the site of the national capital, an.d so all the 
great railways converge on it. The city of Madrid is airpost the 
mathematical centre of the country; and, as such, it has a certain 
amount of commercial and industrial importance, e.g. in the manu-
facture of tobacco and leather. But it has an unpleasant climate. 
Its height, its distance from the sea, and its lack of shelter make 
it liable to very sudden and extreme changes, the •daily range of 
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temperature sometimes exceeding 50° F. In winter icy air
" which will kill a man without blowing out a candle "-gravitates 
from the Guadarrama heights ; and these again in summer take all 
the moisture out of the normal N. W. wind, leaving the city a prey 
to fiery dust-laden gales from the barren plateau or to a brazen sky 
that sometimes allows a shade temperature of over 1 o8° F. 

Toledo. The "oasis" of Aranjuez, at the Tagus-Jurana confluence in 
the sheltered valley, was therefore really a better site for a capital; 
and the tongpe of land along the Tagus on whi<tl the Royal park
with its famous elms and sycamores-extends, ought to be politically, 
as it naturally is, part of the "valley" province of Toledo. The 
"valley" lands are well watered from the Toledo Mountains, which 
were densely forested till recently ; and the Alberche, besides its 
value for irrigation, gives a direct line of approach to or from 
Madrid which can be tapped from Salamanca at Talavera, now 
famous only for its pigs-descendants, doubtless, of those that fed the 
hungry army in 1 8o9. The valley pastures feed dairy cattle, draught 
oxen, and fighting bulls; but the prosperity of the area has been 
hindered by war, for the valley is the most important "line of least 
resistance" in Central Spain, as may be judged from the fact that 
to-day it carries both the main line southwards to Cadiz and the 
main line westwards to kisbon. The site of. Toledo city, on its 
granite boss, guarded by the Tagus on all sides except the north, 
recalls-on a· ~im and larger scale-that of Durham. Its arch
bishop is " primate of all the Spains," and it was the scene of 
innumerable Synods between the fifth century and the sixteenth. 

Ciudad What the Tagus is to the province of Toledo, the Guadiana is 
Real. to Ciudad Real ; but the latter includes a considerable part of the 

La Mancha steppe, with its severe droughts and plagues of locusts. 
To the west and south, however, the land is much more fertile, 
and the climate encourages considerable forests of oak and beech, 
in which large herds of pigs are reared. Alcazar and Valdepenas 
are important railway-junctions, and the line ·from Valdepenas to 
the great mercury mines at Almaden passes through a valuable 
little coal-field at Puertollano. 

Leon. The old kingdom of Leon had very marked frontiers on all 
sides except the east, and its natural drainage by the Esla and the 
Tormes gave it supreme control of the Middle Douro. The 
modern province of Leon represents the strongest part of the old 
kingdom, strongly guarded by its mountainous frontier on the 
......... -'"\.,. .......... ~ ...... ~ ...... .......... rl 't"'\~un.t1nrr' nn thP. M nnt!ln~~ liP T eon throu~h 
J..lV.L l..l.l U..l • .LV Yl '-'"'"' '""'._.._ ....... J.-'A." ...., .. ,. .... t) ....,..,. ---- ~------------'- - . '~ : ' 5 

which there is easy communication between the Minho and the 
Esla basins only at Munzanel-on the main route from Astorga to 
Corunna and Vigo. Sir John Moore could easily have checked 
Soult here, but wished to entangle him in the Galician glens; and 
Moore's life ~s sacrificed only because his men could not resist 
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the wine-cellars of Ponferrada. In the north-west of the province;: 
the Vierzo is semi-Atlantic in climate, and has rich wooded pastures 
on its hills and rich grain-lands and vineyards in its valleys. In 
this part, too, the people, while less Castilian, have few Moorish 
traits. Indeed, the Maragatos are even said to 'be a remnant of the 
old Celtiberian natives. 

The province of Salamanca is also strongly placed-against the Sala
Gata heights ; but there is relatively easy access into Portugal both manca. 
by the Douro vallt!y and via Ciudad Rodrigo and Fuentes d'Onoro 
and into the Tagus basin by Beja and the Alagon. These con-
ditions imply both the rainfall which accounts for the wealth of 
forest and pasture, famous for its live-stock, and the nodality which 
made the capital" the site of a great university, of a most critical 
battle, and of one of the most important railway-junctions in Spain. 
Indeed, it was only. the scourge of war that arrested the natural 
development of the area ; and, on the other hand, it was bad 
transport along the actual valley of the Dourp that kept the 
intervening province of Zamora free from war, and now condemns 
it to poverty-through neglect of its forests and its mines. • • 

The feature-lines of Estremadura have a very marked east-and- Estrema
west trend, the middle courses of both Tagus and Guadiana- dura. 
separated by the G~dalupe sierra-lyingoparallel to the Gata-Gredos 
barrier in the north and the Morena barrier in the south. The 
heights, especially near the ocean, are so well fore~ted, with beech 
and oak and chestnut, that the area is very famous for its .pigs; 
but the lowlands are drought-stricken, viper-haunted steppe, liable 
to locusts and seasonal floods, so that almost the only important 
industry is sheep-farming. Historic disadvantages have also handi-
capped the people. Their natural outlet has been usually through a 
foreign; if not an actively hostile, country; and landward they were . () 
far from: and much cut off from, the important centres of national 
life, while the success of Cortes and Dizarro encouraged the best 
of their fellow-countrymen to copy their example, and so robbed 
Estremadura of her finest citizens. 

The province of Caceres has fared rather better than that of Caceres 
Badajoz. It is rather more fertile, especially on the Arroyo plain ; and . 
and, as the Tagus valley is more difficult than that of the Guadiana, BadaJOS. 
the southern route was the more troubled by war (cf. Badajoz and 
Albuera). On the other hand, though Badajoz is rather the less 
healthy, especially al~mg its great river, it had;-until th~ construction 
of the Tagus-valley line from Lisbon to Madrid-more cotnmercial 
opportunity; and this compensated to some extent for lack of 
industrial development, and has made most of its modern centres 
more or less important railway-junctions, e.g. Merida and Zafra. 
The precise historic outlet of the Caceres basin was by the Vz'a 
Lata which ran from Gades to Rome, and which is carried across 
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the Tagus at Al-Cantara by "The Bridge "-2o yards higher than 
the Forth Bridge, with central arches wider than the dome of St. 
Paul's, 1 8oo years old, and still bearing Trajan's hexameter : 

Pontem perpetui mansurum in saecula mundi. 

PORTUGAL 

Within a well-defined frontier-belt of sparse population along 
river-gorge and mountain-crest, Portugal forms a fnore or less natural 
unit, profoundly influenced by the Atlantic climatically,· but curiously 
independent of it otherwise. Traz-os-Montes was the only one of the 
six old provinces which did not touch the Atlantic, and yet access 
to the ocean is very poor. All the estuaries of the larger rivers are 
used; but the Minho and the Guadiana are frontier rivers, while 
the Vougo and the Sado empty into lagoons. There are valuable 
salt-pans, and in the north the salt has encouraged for ages a busy 
glass industry, e.$". at Figueira and Leiria; but even the mouth of 
the Mondego is little used, and the ship-canal from Aveira to the 
oc~ah has probably never paid even the cost of its construction a 
century ago. 

The relief of the country is varied, though it nowhere reaches 
a height of 7ooo feet ;• and it may be roughly described as 
mountainous to the north of the Tagus and lowland to the south, 
though there an~ valuable vegas (or veigas) on the Minho flood-plain 
and crinas (plateau-basins) in Traz-os-Montes, ·while in the south 
Algarve is almost entirely mountainous. The Estrella sierra is the 
natural divide both physically and climatically, and so ethnically. 
Exposure to the Atlantic gives the country the richest flora in 
Europe, and numbers of plants have been imported-from the 
New World and elsewhere, e.g. the agave; but the Estr~lla flora 
is Alpine, while that of Alemtejo is almost Saharan, and that of 
Algarve is tropical, while t"!!at of Traz-os-Montes is almost Mediter
ranean (cf. the olive and silk industry of Braganza). The onion 
is as typical of the north, e.g. Ovar, as the carob is of the south. 

About six-sevenths of the total population is found north of the 
Estrella, the density round the Paiz de Vinho, i.e. the port wine country, 
exceeding 400 to the square mile ; and the type there is largely 
"Galici:l!l," with Roman and Suevic and Visigoth elements, while 
to the south it is largely Arau and B~rber and Negro and markedly 
shorter in st;l.ture. E1terywhere, however, there ha~ beer: fl. ereat 
mixture of blood ; and this perhaps accounts for the relatively high . 
standard of character and intelligence amongst the half-breeds in 
Portuguese areas abroad, e.g. Brazil. And perhaps no other country 
in Europe could have produced a "Mozarabic" type-Portuguese 
by birth, Christian by creed, Berber by speech, and Arab by . . 
custom. On the other hand, no other country m the world, with 
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equal advantages, has 45 p.c. of its area uncultivated; and even in 
Oporto 70 p.c. of the population is illiterate. 

Southern Portugal has three typical features, the lowlands of Southern 
Estremadura, the upland plains of Alemtejo, and the mountains of Provinces. 
Algarve. The Sierra de Monchique, which runs out into the ocean 
as Cape St. Vincent, gives Algarve a relatively heavy rainfall and 
rich copper-bearing beds (cf. Tharsis); cork and almonds are typical 
exports from Faror and copper from Villa Real de San Antonio, 
and the osier-work (baskets) of Louie is very famou;. But com
munication inland is difficult; the coast is inhospitable except for 
the refuge of Lagos-famous in war rather than peace, and the 
hinterland is unhealthy. This is the essential drawback of Alemtejo 
to-day, at all events south of Beja; but historically it has suffered 
from the fact that its most fertile areas are along the Spanish 
frontier, really fine olive-oil coming from round the frontier fortress 
of Elvas, only a dozen miles from Badajoz. The mineral wealth 
is considerable, especially copper between Aljustr'el and Beja and 
gold between Beja and Evora; but it is little developed, mainly 
owing to lack of transport. ' 

The unhealthy marsh-lands of Estremadura are specially devoted Lisbon. 
to .the raising of pulls, while the driel" parts raise good. wheat. 
Lisbon, on its terraced hillside, had its approach from landward 
guarded of old by the fortresses of Abrantes and Santarem, and from 
seaward by the fortress of Cascaes, now one of th~ summer resorts 
of the Portuguese Riviera (south of Cape Roca), where the people 
of Lisbon take refuge from their mild but oppressive atmosphere 
with its very high average humidity. There is an important sardine 
fishery off the coast, which has its headquarters at Setubal. 

Northern Portugal pivots on the province of Beira, astride of Northern 
the Estrella ; and, as the Mondego flows right round the eastern Provinces. 
end of the sierra, the ancient stronghold. of Guarda has become the 
most important railway-junction in Portugal except, possibly, that 
of Abrantes.. Sheep-farming is important to the south-east, e.g. 
near Castello Branco, where there are busy woollen industries ; 
better access to the sea encourages mining to the north-west, e.g. at 
Vizeu (tin and wolfram 1). In the extreme north the wide cultivation 
of maize and the presence of forests account for the importance of. 
pig-rearing, e.g. at Lamego, famous for "Lisbon" hams. But the 
most typical industry is the salt-making along the low sandy shore, 

• e.g. at Aveiro. To the south the inroads or the sand,• e.g . • at Le_iria, 
have been stopped by wide planting of pine-trees on the lines 
followed on the French Landes; and land is being reclaimed for 
cattle-pasture and rice-growing-a typical industry between Bussaco 
and Aveiro and between Coimbra and Figueira. But historically 

• 1 Both minerals are found widely distributed in the province, e.g. at Guarda and 
Castello Branco, 
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the blown sand was another line of defence in front of the granite 
ridge of Cintra, for the sand extends practically as far south as 
Peniche, and from there to Cape Roca1 i.e. the foreground of 
Vimiera and Torres Vedras-is a line of sheer and lofty cliffs. 

Oporto. The balance of commercial power, however, is on the Douro, 
Oporto holding to Lisbon somewhat the same relation as Barcelona 
holds to Madrid. The river itself is crowded with small steamers, 
-though lar~e boats cannot even reach Oporte, but have to use 
the artificial harbour at Leixoes; and the hardy and industrious 
peasantry are the best part of the Portuguese population, live-stock 
and fish, maize and olives, and-above all-wine being the typical 
products. Textile industries are found in the older centres, e.g. 
Braga (cotton) and Braganza (silk)-though Oporto itself is the 
great textile centre-while mining is developing new centres as 
Moncorvo (coal and iron). 

Economic The general outlook for Portugal at present, however, is not 
Outlook. very bright. Beds of coal and lignite are worked at Cape Mondego 

and Coimbra, and the country is certainly rich in copper and iron, 
tin and wolfram ; but it is essentially an agricultural area, two-fifths 
of the population being engaged in agriculture, and yet-except in 
occasional years-it cannet feed its own peo~e. This is largely 
due to the extraordinary amount of land which, though reasonably 
good, is left unc~ltivated from lack of transport; and one result is 
persistent emigration (4o,ooo a year), especially from the Oporto 
district. In the meantime, Portugal "monopolises " only two 
products, the natural forest output of cork (half the world's supply) 
and the wolfram, which is collected by country people ; and, as long 
as the colonies are such a financial burden on the Mother country, 
the essential need for improved transport is not likely to be met 
except where foreign capital is interested, e.g. in the wine area of the 
north and the copper area litf the south. 

• • 

• 
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CHAPTER XV 

FRANCE 

ALL things considered, France has the most favourable posit.ion Position. 
of all the great Powers in the world; and the early history of her 
expansion over-seas reflects alike the imperial value of being in 
the centre of all the land on the face of the earth, the climatic 
value of being half-way between pole and equator, the economic 
value of being the land gateway between continent and ocean. 

The regional relations of the country are of special interest in Regional 
political geography, partly because her influence has been so much Relations. 
stronger landward ~han seaward; and •this difference was only 
accentuated by the Revolution. For in earlier days the Navy had 
been essentially an aristocratic service; and the ~tter decimation 
of the aristocrats cut off the supply of officers with hereditary 
instinct for the sea, so that Nelson . had to fight a type of officer 
essentially different from-and inferior to-the type with which 
his predecessors, e.g. Hawke, had had to deal. 

The most conspicuous characteristic of the frontier features is Varied 
their varjety; and, as this is equally true of seaward and landward Frontier. 
features, any attempt to classify all the coastal features together, e.g. 
as "Marginal Lowlands," only conveys an absolutely false idea 
of physical uniformity, and divorces the interesting differences 
between the coastal people, e.g. Breton ano Gascon, from their 
legitimate geographical base. Further, this variety of coast is seen 
both in detail and in outlook ; for instance, there are ports on 
the English Channel which are naturally only cracks in a steep 
chalk scarp, e.g. Boulogne and Dieppe, while others stand on dune-
fringed alluvium, e.g. Calais and Dunkirk, and still others are bays 
between granite promontories or cut out oj other an~ient rock, as 
Cherbourg. Cf. Brest. • 

The triple outlook of the coasts has been of profound signi- Coastal 
ficance in the story of French maritime relations. French routes Outlook. 
to the west and north-west are better now than any others in 
Europe except the British, as in the early days of trans-Atlantic 
expansion they were better than qny others except the Iberian ; 
and the French routes to the south and south-e:;st are better 
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than those of any other "Atlantic" Power. On this the historic 
influence of the French in Canada and India, and the possession 
by France of such islands as St. Pierre and Reunion, are obvious 
comments. More than half the frontier is sea-coast, and the 
fronting waters include such natural nurseries of fine seamanship 
as the stormy Bay of Biscay and the Gulf of (Roaring) Lions, 
while the paucity of good natural harbours was at once an impulse 
to seamanship and a check on commerce. • 

Further, one early result of spanning Europe from north to 
south on the Atlantic seaboard was the tendency for the best 
natural harbours to be more or less monopolised for strategic 
purposes ; for, obviously, the best strategic positions were those 
which would. otherwise have had most facilities for commerce. 
Thus, the fine advanced sites of Brest and Toulon, with their 
incidental advantages of Viking and Phcenician blood in the 
local population~ were sacrificed to strategic needs; and the first 
inferior harbours to be "improved" were those on the Narrow 
Seas, z:e. "inside" the Cotentin peninsula, which commanded the 
two ends of the sea-approach on Paris-Cherbourg and Dunkirk. 
Cherbourg-only 70 miles south of the Isle of Wight-betrays by 
its name (Caesaris Burgmn, "Cresar's Castlej') its strategic im
portance in very early times ; and it was the strength of the position 
between dune and marsh or floodable "carse" that attracted Crom
well's attention t~ Dunkirk ("the Church amongst the Dunes"). 

Port Dues. In days of small ships-when, too, roads were bad, and piracy 
favoured an up-river site-France had a number of useful little 
harbours, some of which are still very useful for local harbours, e.g. 
Caen on the Orme and Dieppe on the Arques ; and, with the 
development of internal wealth and external commerce, the; French 
were rich enough to develop estuaries, such as those of the Seine 
and the Loire, and cracks i• the chalk scarp or gaps in the sand
dunes, as at Boulogne and Calais. The inevitable result, however, 
is that port dues at· such places are very high, those at Havre, 
Cherbourg, and Dunkirk, being from four to five times as high as 
the corresponding dues at, e.g., Rotterdam, and more than double 
those even at Hamburg. 

Sea The variety of coastal features referred to above is likely to 
Fishing. prove of great value in the modern development of fishing, with its 

double relati~n to food. supply and naval power; fa::: the parl:s of 
th.:; coa:si that are naturally least useful for commerce, are often 
most useful for the propagation of fish. For instance, the short 
south coast is divided by Cape Couronne into two approximately 
equal (c. 2oo miles), but very distinct parts. The rocky eastern 
half is broken by beautiful bays, such as those of Hyeres and Nice, 
and by deep ~ulfs which make admirable harbours, especially 
those of Mars.eilles and Toulon ; but the west is a line of dune-
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fringed lagoon,. e.g. Vendres and Leucate, the outcome of. 
centuries of struggle between the silt-laden floods of Pyrenean and 
Cevennes torrents and the westward gales and drift of Rhone 
mud. . Where the coast is high and rocky, the continental shelf is 
narrow, and vice versa; and, where currents meet or part, there 
plankton accumulates, and fish follow it. Cette is the chief 
fishing port here only because its commercial importance, as the 
outlet of the Calltll du Midi, causes it to be kept free from sand ; 
and it is mainly the importance of the salt industry"that handicaps 
the fishing industry in the more typically lagoon ports. 

Precisely similar conditions obtain on the Atlantic except that Ocean 
the salt industry there is relatively unimportant- because it Fishing. 
cannot compete with the natural advantage of "summer-drought " 
possessed by the Mediterranean coast-and that the Atlantic coast 
is not only double the length of the Mediterranean coast, but has 
also typically oceanic advantages, e.g. of tide and oxygen. The 
Landes district has a characteristic lagoon coast~ but the strength 
of the rivers is small, and that of the west wind is very great. 
Only the largest river, the Leyre, has been able to make any real 
struggle, and its estuary is the Arcachori basin, off which the 
surface temperature of the water vari~s 20° F. (52° F.-72° F.). 
Between the grht oyster- market of Marennes and Sables 
d'Olonne river mud· is abundant, and the islands of Oleron 
and Re provide shelter from western gales; and;"'as the outport of 
La Pallice is monopolising commerce, the old landward harbour 
of Rochelle is specialising in fishing. Farther north, where the 
east-and-west folds of the old mountains dip seaward as rias, the 
coast becomes bolder, though still there is some island-shelter, 
e.g. Belle Ile sheltering the Morbihan Gulf; and, though there are 
importitrlt fishing-stations both on the mainland and on the islands, 
e.g. Lorient and Croisic, the native p~ople are deep-sea men rather 
than alongshore fishermen. Of course, the special products of this 
west coast are sardines and tunny. From Camant to Sables 
d'Olonne the sardine is supreme, and the fishing has been the 
cause of much trouble at Douarnenez and Concarneau. 

But the north coast is the most important in the fishing industry, Channel 
mainly because it does not confine itself to any one or two kinds of Ports. 
fish, or any one or two fishing-grounds, boats from Dunkirk and 
Gravelines being as common off Iceland as boats from Fecamp and 
Granville are off Newfoundland. The "s~-meadows-" off Brittany 
and the " Calvados " bay are famous-or notorious-alik~ for their 
currents and for their rich mud, while the eastward ports have easy 
access to the North Sea. The western ports, e.g. Morlaix and St. 
Brieuc-if not St. Malo-are somewhat "out of the way," while 
other industries make great demands on available labour in the 
Calvados ports; and, on the other hand, the excellent railway service 
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has given special advantages to cross-channel ports, especially the 
" cracks in the chalk." Boulogne and Dieppe, the two greatest 
fish markets in France, have direct services of their own to Paris ; 
and Fecamp, which snares with Boulogne in control of the distant 
fisheries, has very easy access to the Havre and Rauen connections. 
The total value of the industry-which directly employs roo,ooo 
men afloat, and 6o,ooo persons on shore-approaches£ s,ooo,ooo a 
year; and of this Boulogne is credited with nejrly £ r,ooo,ooo, 
while Boulogne and Fecamp are responsible for one-tenth of all the 
herrings landed in European ports. 

The land frontiers are largely of a mountainous character; but 
the various sections are so distinctly marked off by strips of lowland 
or, at least, by a river gorge, that the mountain obstacle nowhere 
imprisons, though it forms a very real protection. Further, traffic 
is concentrated on these river gaps, and any possible danger-zones 
are defined by them. Thereby the danger is lessened, and the fact 
that different gap!; face different nations again minimises risk of 
invasion; but, unfortunately, the two most imnnrt-,,...• :~:::-- r. _ ~:._ 
)p!)ct f,.;,........, ... .:n .. -~ -~:_ .... 

In days-when the Danube was more important than the Rhine, 
and the Rhone than the S$!ine, the Burgundy Gate was also more 
important than the Lorraine Gate, partly becaus-e it joined Danube 
and Rhone, and partly because it was essentially central. In those 
days, too, its narn1\vness ( r 8 miles) made it very easy to defend ; and, 
in any case, it was rather a route for French expansion, e.g. Richelieu's 
seizure of Alsace, than a dangerous inlet into France. It is significant, 
however, that the main line of railway from Dijon to Lyons keeps to 
the west bank 1 of the Saone, and only crosses the waterway south 
of Lyons. The Lorraine Gate now is much the more important of 
the two, mainly owing to the modern importance of Rhine and Seine, 
but partly to its greater brea~th. It carries the Orient-Express route 
eastward, and is marked by such memorable site.:; as those of Sedan 
and Metz, both on rivers which-unlike the Daubs-lead outwards, 
not inwards. · 

The precise frontier line is very varied in feature, and its political 
importance is not in all parts obviously related to its physique. For 
instance, the " permanent" neutrality of Belgium and Switzerland
which is not likely to be violated by France-minimi><l:"s the impoi·t
ancP. 0f the physical frontier. ln the case of Belgium it is a purely 
arbitrary line •(cf. p. 25~), which immensely increases its economic 
value ; irf the case of Switzerland, the arbitrary link between the 
Jura and the Alps has a high economic importance, especially as it 
crosses such a natural meeting-place of peoples as a large navigable 
lake. And the Jura (cf. p. 34) are sufficiently high and wide and 
continuous to ntake an excellent natural barrier between peoples. 

I The main lines to Paris along both Somme and Seine do the same. 
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The Pyrenefs and Alps are an absolute protection without Pyrenees 

absolutely prohibiting peaceful intercourse ; and the latter is as and Alps. 
much encouraged with Italy by the Alpine tunnels as it is dis
couraged with Spain by the change of railway gauge. While the 
sierra character of the Pyrenees, however, afforded minimum 
temptation to French aggression into Spain, the convergence of the 
Alpine valleys on the concave side offered maximum temptation to 
aggression into I~ly (cf. p. 84), especially as the French language 
-like the Kingdom of Burgundy-had crept down• the Little St. 
Bernard. Pass as far as the great road-junction of Aosta ( cf. p. 3 o ); 
thus laying the foundation of a natural political bond between Savoy 
and Piedmont. 

The 2oo miles between the Belgian and Swiss frontiers are the Lorraine • 
vital part, and here both physical features and political or military Frontier. 
distributions are of profound significance. The racial differences 
are strongest approximately along the water-parting between rivers 
flowing into the North Sea and rivers fiowing•into the English 
Channel or the Mediterranean ; but the geographical features 
between the basins of Rhine and Seine offer no real barrier, 
scarcely even an obstacle, although Lorraine had been for ages 
before 1871 roughly divided between Fr_ench-speaking and German-
speaking people. ~nd the difference of attitude on the part of the 
two nations towar.ds the fundamental problems may be judged more 
fairly from deeds than from words. It is, ther~ore, of profound 
moment that the French side of the frontier is held on a system 
which is of real use only for defence, while the German system 
is one which is meaningless or ridiculous except for purposes of 
aggression. 

The French have fortified the whole line-at some distance Military 
from the actual frontier-which should guard them against any very ~rganisa· 
sudden surprise, but the scattered garrisons are obviously incapable tlon. 
_of making any concerted attack; the Germans have concentrated 
an estimated r,ooo,ooo men at two foci-Metz, 30 miles south of 
the Belgian frontier, and .Strassburg, half-way between Metz and the 
Swiss frontier. Each of these is a great railway-junction inside 
a huge ring of fortifications, capable of easily holding half a million 
men apiece, and with extraordinary facilities for transporting troops 
between the two foci. Strassburg itself is not very threatening, 
however valuable it was in olden days as a base for the French in 
crossing the Rhine ; and the nearness o~ Metz to ~aris and the 
trivial obstacle of the Argonne are so obvious that surpfise might 
have been thought impossible. But the cause of perennial unrest 
on this frontier is the fear of surprise through violation of neutral 
territory, Belgian and Swiss. And historians who remember the 
fate of Silesia or the events preceding the battle. of Pirna, may 
justifiably wonder what products known to Economic Geography 
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could possibly be served by the " heavy " railway~ to Malmedy
a mite and a ha(f from the Belgian frontier-and to Pfirt, not very 
much farther from the Swiss frontier (cf. pp. 273, 285). 

Relief. The relief of the ·country is fundamentally simple, the various 
natural regions being so grouped and related as to form a very 
complete, compact, and comprehensible unit. There is a highland 
core of old crust-block girdled almost continuously by lowland of 
varying width; and this is flanked southward by. the young folded 
mountains of"the Alps and the Pyrenees and northward by the 
old plateaus of Brittany and the Ardennes. Traffic round t?is core, 
therefore, must always have been physically easy, though it might 
be interrupted by political accidents, e.g. the possession of Guienne 
and Gascony by England; and, if such foreign intrusion were 
maintained for any considerable time, it must have given special 
importance to the Paris basin, as the natural link between all the 
parts of the country that were not held by foreigners. On the 
other hand, once the foreign control was withdrawn, physical condi
tions would distinctly favour the obliteration of racial ilifft>rPnrpo 

-~- ' _ ~ .. ____ :::_.v.:uu a.uu -">-taL or .l'l..elt and Teuton; and the 
supremacy already acquired by the central Paris basin would make 
it very difficult for outlying.areas to combine against the centre, i.e. 
for provincial vassals to threaten their king. It '-'as quite character
istic, however, that determined opposition to the central authority 
should come frd'Pn the Counts of Toulouse,-individualists and 
"aliens" in politics and creed-and equally significant that its 
punishment in the vile Albigensian " Crusade " should mark a 
great step in the unification of France. 

Nucleus. The nucleus of the area is the peneplain of the Central Plateau, 
or Massif, a rugged block of old crystalline rock, flanked by younger 
sedimentary formations and broken towards the centre br recent 
volcanic action. This peneplain slopes down more or less gently
by way of the intermediate fevels of Limousin apd Marche-to the 
west and north-west from a height of nearly 56oo feet in the 
Cevennes, so that it drains naturally to the Garonne and the Loire; 
and, as its upturned margins in the Cevennes, Lyonnais, and 
Beaujolais "mountains" form a steep riverless scarp to the Rhone 
valley, i.e. the funnel by which civilisation entered the country, it 
became-like the similarly unattractive and inaccessible recesses of _ 
Britta;;y and Savoy-a reiuge tor the conquered natives, with their 
typical round• heads, shert stature, and dark complexion. In each 
case, to~, the unattractive and inaccessible area was likely to 
perpetuate social and religious individualism long after the unity 
and solidarity of the rest of the country had been firmly established. 

Volcanic The volcanic action has left its traces in such hot springs as 
Centre. those of Vich)l and Chaudes Aigues ("Hot Waters") as well as 

in the typical puys of Auvergne ; and it is in these puys that we 
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find the culminiting peaks of the massif, those of Can tal (c. 6 roo 
feet) and Dore (c. 6zoo). To leeward of the main heights any 
depressed areas are likely to suffer from drought and dust; and 
the great importance of the Limagne plain in' early days was largely 
due to the intense fertility of the wind-borne volcanic dust. It is 
equally significant that the name of its capital, Clermont (Glarus 
Mons, "Clear Mountain") should be taken from the neighbouring 
Puy de Dome-t1lat the local cathedral, in which Peter the Hermit 
preached the first Crusading sermon, should be built of lava-and 
that tht:; permanence of the local control should be illustrated by 
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such typical "agricultural" industries to-day as biscuit-baking and 
fruit-preserving. · Even the wind-borne dust is still prominent-in 
causing mist and fog. 

The nearness to the Atlantic, the considerable height within Crystal. 
such a small area, and the details of relief, have combined to give the line 
massif special significance in the hydrograp!ly of Fran~e ; but, <?wing :.:~~r
to the local distribution of rainfall (over 70 inches in t~e highest 
and most exposed parts) and to differences of rock-formation, the 
fate of the northward rivers has been very different from that of 
the westward rivers. The impervious crystalline rock of the north-
ward slope, with its quick "run-off" of rain and evan of surface-soil, 
has developed more or less parallel streams flowing independently 
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of one another from areas of maximum rainfall, e.g. Loire and Allier, 
and separated by a marked ridge, e.g. the Forez mountains. The 
pace and volume of ~hese rivers, and their heavy burden of silt, 
have-aided by the physical history of the area-enabled them to 
cut down their valleys in the areas of lighter rainfall-to leeward of 
the summit-into almost canon form; and population was attracted 
to these valleys in very early times owing to their value as trade
routes as well as owing to the fertility of thei• wind-borne soil. 
Roanne is a town as old as Clermont, and Le Puy has a name as 
significant. 

The westward rivers have also eroded canon valleys, especially 
the Tarn ; but the conditions of flow are quite different, for the 
massif is flanked here by limestone which is not only porous, 
but even easily soluble. Here, then, we have typical " Karst" 
-1-.o~~~,n~ 'T'hP miP"inallv continuous plateau has been carved 
.:_by rivers that rise close to the Loire ana tne amer, e.g. Luo:: .uv• 

and the Tarn-~to a series of limestone promontories ca11ed 
Causses (calx, "lime"). The surface of each block is a weird 
wilderness pitted with sink-holes, some of which reach a depth of 
7oo feet, while below it is honeycombed with caves- rich in 
stalactites and even in the relics of early Cjve-dwellers- and 
tunnelled by a network of rivers. In the course of about 30 miles 
the Tarn receives thirty subterranean tributaries and not one on 
the surface; and ,heep and mules are the typical products of the 
Aveyron valley, the Roquefort cheese being made of ewes' milk. 

This old block, from its extreme northward extension in the 
granite plateau of Morvan to its extreme southward extension in 
the Montagne Noir, completely dominates the river-system of 
France, isolating the Saone-Rhone basin and feeding-generally 
with flood-water-the three other great basins. Except the Loire, 
all these basins are approxilllately of the same size (c. =Ireland); 
and, as the water-parting is well towards the east of the country, 
all of them except the Rhone have more or less equal exposure 
to wet winds off the Atlantic. But the varying volume of the 
Loire and thP. rapids on the Garonne ("The Rough") force traffic 
on to lateral canals-the Loire needing also to be protected by 
levees; and, therefore, their adverse physique and regime have 
again increased the relative importance of the favourable physique 
and regime of the Seine ("The Tranquil"). 

There is a •further di~tinction between them. For the physical 
relation of the Loire and the Garonne to the massif, and their 
climatic relation to the area of summer-drought in the south-east, 
cause them to draw the great proportion of their water-supply from 
the massif, i.e. their great tributaries are concentrated in the one 
case on the left'" bank and in the other case on the right bank ; 
and the valleys of these tributaries lead up into those areas of hard . 
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old rock which are so typically connected with populations in
dividualistic alike in creed and politics. And the Loire, though 
fed by several large tributaries from the Norman Heights, e.g. the 
Loir, the Sarthe, and the Mayenne, enters. again near its mouth 
an area of old rock and individualistic population in Brittany and 
the Vendean Bocage. As the clay flats of the Sologne within . the 
great bend at Orleans became naturally a vast expanse of forested 
marsh, traffic frolP the Paris basin was. forced to keep to the right 

Peripheral distribution of French towns. 

bank between Orleans and Tours, and special importance was given 
to the Gap of Poitou, as the only link between the two great Tertiary 
basins of Bordeaux and Paris. Poitiers and the Vienne have, 
therefore, strategical importance precisely ~imilar to that of Aldershot 
and the Kennet between the Hampshire and LondCUl basins in 
England. 

The Seine and the Garonne basins have, as great Tertiary basins, Seine v_ 
much in common ; and, except in regime, even the rivers show Garonne. 
curious similarity. In each case the basal channel, which controls 
the direction and outflow of the whole basin, is on the extreme left-
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the Ariege-Garonne and the Yonne-Seine; and, as all the great 
tributaries enter from the right and across the genera(line of advance, 
their flood-water is particularly troublesome. Thus, it is the Marne 
that is most blamed-in Paris-for floods which are mainly due to 
the inflow from the Yonne on the one side and the banking-back of 
the whole current by the Links of Seine on the other side; and it 
is.in passing the Causses that the right bank of the Garonne is pro
vided with a lateral canal-from Toulouse to Agen. 

A line drawn from Agen via Angouleme and 1hoyes to Sedan 
divides the whole country into two well-marked areas-the western 
being generally low and level, while the eastern is generally high 
and hilly. In each case there is an obvious exception, for the 
Rhone valley is, like the Breton highland, a separate unit ; but 
Brittany is too much isolated to affect the political unity of the 

sonne Gaps-respectively 1ooo and 625 feet-would have prevented 
the isolation of the_Rhone valley even if it had not been the natural 
gateway of civilisation into France. 

The climate is essentially temperate, partly because of latitude 
and general level, but chiefly because the position of the main water
parting gives free access to Atlantic winds almost everywhere; and 
the one exception-in the le~ of the eastern Pyl\!nees-would be 
essentially " Mediterranean " even if there were no physical obstacle 
in the shape of theJ>yrenees. Even as it is, the average rainfall of 
Perpignan ( 2 3 inches) is as great as that of Paris. The climatic con
trasts of the country are, therefore, as in England, mainly due to 
differences of exposure, the north-west quadrant corresponding 
closely to our south-west quadrant, while the north-east quadrant 
corresponds to our south-east quadrant ( cf. p. 2 30); rainfall varies 
mainly with height and Atlantic aspect, about two-thirds of the .area 
having some rain at all seasons, while temperature varies mainly with 
height and latitude, the isothel"tn of 7 o • F. in July .following the line 
from Agen via Angouleme to Troyes. 

From a comparison of the various influences, five types may be 
distinguished. The lefty central massif ( 1.) ha~ culU winters and 
hot summers, with a mean annual temperature of 52° F. and a 
maximum annual rainfall of over 5 feet, most of which falls in 
summer ; but, while under such circumstances the Millevache granite 
gives good pasture for cattle as well as sheep-the latter exceeding 
200 per square p:1ile-the ~ausses limestone can support only sheep. 
Brittany ( 2 ~ with the same average temperature and rainfall-though 
most of the rain falls in winter-has a mild winter and a cool 
summer; and, while the massif has discontinuous heavy rains, 
Brittany has frequent fine rains-of great value in dairy farming. 
The Bordeaux basin (3), with the same mild winter as Brittany, has 
a higher summer • temperature, accompanied by a higher average 
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temperature (neaJly 54° F.); and the summer temperature would be 
still higher but for the regular cool N.W. winds (cf. p. 56). The fact 
that these winds owe much of their value to their coming from a high
pressure centre, accounts for the relatively low 1 rainfall (28 inches). 
The greatest extremes of mean temperature are between the Paris 

Annual rainfall of France and Spain. 

basin and the summer-drought basin, the mean of the former being 
only 50° F., while that of Languedoc and P~vence is ltbove 57o F.; 
but in each case there is a marked modification with dista~ce from 
sea and ocean. The Paris basin proper (4), with a rainfall slightly 
less than that of the London basin, has a slightly colder winter and 
slightly hotter summer; and the extremes increase up to the Vosges 
foothills, where the winter mean is only 48° F., whil~ the summer is 

1 The Pyrenees rainfall behind Bi:trritz, however, sometimes exceeds 70 inches . . 
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hot enough to be distinctly rainy. The purely Mediterranean area 
(5) is so much exposed to Atlantic influences that its typical Medi

terranean winter is made exception
ally mild ; but, with movement north
ward into the lee of the massif, there 
is a marked change-up to the Vosges 
foothills. Indeed, the mean temper
ature of the Saowe basin is only 
52° F. ; the win:ters are still wet
because all regular winds have to 
follow the narrow valley northward 

Rain and temperature lines. Or SOUthward-but they are also cold, 
because easterly winds work through 

the Burgundy Gate; and the same conditions reversed account for 
the heat of the summer. 

Physique vvneu Luc: \...U.l\..1. F: ... , .... : ........... : ~---: -- ~r ~t...~ ..... ,,,ntru with their 
"·Climate. variety of relief af\d of structural character, are related to this variety 

of climatic types, we seem to have almost an epitome of each of the 
great areas of Europe which have been associated with marked indi
viduality of human type-Nordic, Alpine, and Mediterranean. But 
the fertile Nordic plain wo~s southward right up to the young Alpine 
folds, while the barren plateau belt works north~ard right up to the 
Narrow Seas, leaving valley gaps between itself and the Alpine up
lift. Movement.,nto the area being normally dependent on ease of 
access and such attractions as obvious fertility, and success in intru
sion being reasonably limited to vigorous peoples, fair, long-headed 
foresters from the Nordic plain flooded the fertile lowlands from 
Belgium to Bordeaux, and dark, long-headed fruit-growers from the 
Mediterranean coast occupied the "summer-drought" portion of the 
fertile Rhone valley, while the Alpine Roundheads were ist>lated in 
areas that were specificallj unattractive-to primitive man-and 
inaccessible or easily defensible. 

Ancient Savoy can claim to be all three. The massif, if more favoured 
Cores. with fertile patches, is equally defensible and inaccessible, especi

ally from the south-east, i.e. the point nearest to the long-headed 
intruders. Brittany, in acLual physique less defenc:ihle and more 
accessible, if not also more attractive, was so much more remote 
that intruders never penetrated it until they came by sea ; on the 
landward side it was, like its rock, quite impervious-even to the 
insinuating I1'rench ton~ue, and to this day " Cornish " is spoken 
in Cornouaille. When isolated under these adverse conditions, 
the stocky-framed Alpine peoples often degenerated, especially in 
the somatic quality most dependent on food-supply, i.e. stature ; for 
these "islands of (agricultural) misery" exercised· a control similar 
to that exercised by real islands in dwarfing fauna, and their typical 
peoples now are notorious for shortness of stature and badness of . 

• 
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teeth. Where very different conditions are found in close proximity 
-as where the granitic Morvan plateau overhangs the rich Tertiary 
soil of Burgundy, or where the granitic rock of the upper valley 
of the Aveyron merges in the limestone plain of the lower valley 
-the contrasts are still most glaring; and, again, the 666-foot 
contour is significant ( cf. p. 4 5 ). The plains certainly got the fertile 
rock-sweepings from the hills, and possibly the hills got the feebler 
human-sweepings ~om the plains.1 

On these plains, then, we should expect to find· the most Roman 
important of the old provinces and great fiefs of France ; but all Sett~e-. 
subsequent subdivision was somewhat coloured by the original men · 
Roman settlement, with its conscious emphasis on strategic points 
and its unconscious response to climatic control. For the Roman 
hold on the country was essentially based on a thorough occupation 
of the area of summer-drought, with the climatic phenomena of 
which they were entirely familiar. This took them at least as far 
north as Vienne, the old capital of the Allobroges, and at least as 
far west as Toulouse, afterwards the capital of the Visigoths. In 
each case command of a climatic divide, with its supplementary 
products on opposite sides, made the site naturally a commercial 
and political centre, so that for some ti~e-while "Gaul" included 
both Britain and •spain-Vienne was made the capital of "all 
Gaul." This limited area, as Gallia Narbonensis, roughly marked 
out Provence (the first Pro-z,incia, "Advance<! Conquest") and 
Languedoc, the one roughly east and the other west of the Rhone. 

It was characteristic that the Romans reached the area, not by Romans 
sea like the Phrenicians and the Greeks, but by land via Augusta and Land 
Taurinorum (Turin) and Tarraco (Tarragona). By the Durance Approach. 
valley they "arr~ved at" the rocky headland of Avignon (Advenio, 
" I ,arri~e ") on the " Roman" bank of the Rhone, thus giving that 
place a connection with Rome which w~s significantly revived by the 
Popes in the fourt6enth century; round the Pyrenees they arrived at 
Narbo Martius on the "Roman" side of the Aude. In the advance 
from each centre important posts were kept inside the best possible 
river~front, as Valence between Rhone and Isere and Carcassonne 
in the great bend of the Aude ; and, as the Spanish connection was 
at first much more important than the Italian, the first colony was 
established at Narbonne-a fine strategic site, protected by lagoon 
and sea and river on every side except the west-and the place was 
made the capital of Mediterranean Gaul, wfth highroatls to Toulouse 
and Avignon. With the political separation of France from Spain, 
and the political union of " Atlantic" France and " Mediterranean " 
France, Narbonne, like Orange and Vienne, lost its importance; 
Avignon and Valance, though still commanding Alpine routes, could 

1 Dr. Newbigin gives an admirable illustration of this from rhe Limousin district 
in Man and his Conquest of Nature. 
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not compete landward with Lyons or seaward with.Marseilles ; and 
the Gard-valley route on to the massif made N!mes more important 
than the old "Gallic" capital of Aries at the head of the Rhone 
delta. • 

Gallia Lugdunensis, as its name implies, pivoted on Lyons, but 
included also all the land between the Seine and the Loire ; and 
the relatively narrow "neck" of the province was held from three 
stations-Lyons, Autun, and Sens. Lyons, on ies river~girt penin
sula, in the ce·ntre of the great north-and-south route of the Saone
Rhone depression, had good connection with Rome by the Upper 
Rhone, and commanded the best short route up into the Loire 
valley (just north-west of St. Etienne). Augustodunum held the 
Cote-d'Or Gap between rivers draining to the Atlantic and the 
Mediterranean, occupying a river-girt hill on " tPa---· .• 1 v• we 
Loire ; and the choicf' ,.,r •'- · _:,~-Lu tne exclusion of the old 
rn~:·-' _: .;.c .aeaui at Chalons on the elbow of the Saone-like 
the building of a•temple on it to "Janus of the Two-Faces," was 
entirely justified. The amount of traffic through the gap may be 
gauged by the corruption that the original name has suffered, or by 
the survival to this day of such a significant industry as the making 
of horse-cloths. The capitetl of the Senones had only temporary 
importance; for the confluence of the Vanne wit~ the Yonn(', where 
the latter leaves the plateau, was bound to yield place to other con
fluences farther dt'twn the Seine, as the North Sea and the English 
Channel became more important than the Alpine passes and the 
Mediterranean. 

With the "neck" of the province thus held, the two great rivers 
were made the key to the rest, and at first the Loire was thought 
the more important. Two sites were of paramount importance, the 
political capital of the Turones and the strategic point at w!Jich the 
broad, 1 shoaly, rapid Loire s~erved nearest to the Seine. The latter 
was well protected by the forested Sologne marsk on the south and 
by the marshy "Fontainebleau " forest on the east, while it was 
within easy reach of the rich grain-lands of Beauce. Tot:rs, on ihe 
Cher-Loire peninsula, was i11 :m equaiiy defensible site and in an 
eqn<>.!!y fertile area; but its essential value-from the days of Martel 
onwards-was as the key to the Poitou Gap. The poor navigation 
on the Loire, the relative decline of agriculture, the practical absence 
of coal, and external causes such as the centralisation of the circular 
lowlands on Jl'aris and fhe opening of the Suez Canal, have all 
combined•to decrease the relative importance of the Middle Loire 
valley. But it was to Tours that the seat of Government was 
moved from Paris in r 8 7 1. 

On the Seine, as on the Loire, only two centres seem to have 
been very important, the old capital of the Parisii and Rotomagus 

1 The bridge at Orleans (" Aurelian's Camp") has nine arches . . 
0 
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(Rouen). The pevelopment of the latter has depended largely on 
"modern" advantages, e.g. ( 1) the fact that the great north-east 
bend-which attracted the attention of the Romans through being 
at once the most pronounced feature on the river and at a safe 
distance from the sea-put it into close relations with Dieppe; (2) 
objection to-or original impossibility of-bridging the river any 
farther north ; (3) the suitability of the site and the cli~ate for the 
import and the ViOrking of textile fibres. The position of Paris, 
on the contrary, has always been one of supreme importance. 
About half-way in the course of the Seine across its fertile ba~in, at 
its confluence with its chief tributary, the Marne, islands in the 
river were first a refuge and then a means of bridging the river. 
Forested marsh and "Barbarians" on the northern bank caused 
the first expansion to be on to the southern " Roman " bank, thus 
giving "Versailles" its initial relation to Orleans and Blois ; no 
place farther south could rival it, because the critical point is 
obviously where the three great waterways-Yon1l.e and Seine and 
Marne-unite ; no place farther north could rival it, because there 
were fatal strategic objections to being involved amongst the 
intricate "Links of Seine," where one bank or one part of a 
"link" is always commanding or beint; commanded by another. 
The network of ~aterways led to a network of roads, and the 
latter to a network of railways, until Paris became " a river, road, 
and railway star"; and these conditions reactel! on one another 
until, five years ago, Paris could claim a larger trade as a port 

·than _any seaboard harbour, and ranked next to Marseilles and Le 
Havre even for foreign commerce. 

Belgica and Aquitania were simply the flanks of .the other two Belgica. 
provinces, but were organised on the same principles. In Belgica, 
which was practically all the land between the Jura Mountains and 
the Dover Strait, the two foci· were.at opposite ends-Visontio 
(Besan<;on) and the old capital of the Remi. The river-girt rock 
in the loop of the Doubs was, in those days, unquestionably the 
"Gate-post," though modern artillery and political control have 
deprived it of its old importance,-its military role having been 
moved outwards to Belfort, while its political role has been moved 
inwards to Dijon, which faces the Burgundy Gate, but is in the 
rear of the Saone and has its back against the Cote d'Or, and so 
commands all the best passes to Yonne and Seine, to Marne and 
Meuse. The adoption of Reims as the ot'l'ter focus, tlo doubt, had 
the advantage-seldom ignored by the Romans-of kt!eping up 
old associations in the minds of conquered people, as at Paris and 
Tours ; but it -was justified otherwise, though the justification was 
not obvious at first. For the town stands between the Champagne 
clays and the Argonne chalk, z:e. between. wine •and wool, and 
between Aisne and Marne, i.e. between the latitudes of Sedan and 

• 
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Metz; and, from the time when the Holy Roma11 Empire fronted 
directly on to the Meuse and the Saone, Reims challenged the foe 
from a safe proximity to the frontier, much as Scone challenged the 
Highland frontier beytmd Dunkeld. 

Aquitania. Aquitania, which was all the rest of the Gallic area, stood four-
square-the Pictones dwelling round the rocky hill of Poitiers, one 
branch oftl;le Biturges round the modern Bourges, another branch 
round Burdigala (Bordeaux), and the Arverni on .the plateau; and 
the real foci were the lowland Bordeaux and the highland 
Augustonemetum (Clermont), the home of Vercingetorix. The 
Allier valley is still the best natural route across the Auvergne 
plateau, though the presence of coal and iron has made the Loire 
valley more important economically; and Bordeaux is "till ,.,..,.~1-. 

th"' ~~~· :--:-- : ____ ~ .t':-~~ vu .uc: 1uwiana. Without a rival along 
miles of dune-fringed coast, protected by Landes and lagoons 
seaward and by the river landward, the effective meeting-place of 
five great river-val!eys, and at the lowest point on the largest river 
at which it could be bridged, the city had every opportunity of 
monopolising the commerce of the whole basin, and of specialising 
in shipping the products of the mild Medoc peninsula to the Severn 
ports of England. In 1\IOdern times it has come to control 
typical South American imports, such as rubber. • 

Brittany. Seaward of 1° W. and 47° N. there is a land of ancient rock 
and even rainfall--which enable the Bretons to raise, especially on 
the more fertile northern coast-lands, market- garden and dairy 
products that are much in demand in the neighbouring English 
market, especially early cauliflowers and potatoes from Cherbourg 
and St. Malo. The old rock extends into Anjou and Maine, 
where it is worked at Angers and other places in the Mayenne 
basin for such a typically Cambrian product as slate; 'but the 
area is specifically Breton-~n history, politics, and creed. Storms 
and strong tides, fog-haunted islands and crumbling coasts-worked 
for such a typically Cornish product as china-clay, e.g. at Quimper 
-have iscl:1tcd it ;;e:award except to intruders of the Viking type; 
impervious rock, heavy rains, and salt winds have encouraged 
bogs inland and discouraged forest on the exposed parts, while 
remoteness from Paris has emphasised the isolation due also to 
unattractiveness. Internally, parallel belts of rugged upland and 
water-logged lowland divide it up into such isolated strips that 
even now thr~ or four e.ialects can be distinguished. Along each 
coast faci1ities for fishing 1 and for access inland raised little towns 
such as Quimper and Vannes, Morlaix and St. Brieuc; but
except for the recent rise of Fougeres as a great shoemaking 
centre, using mainly English leather-the only inland centre of any 

I Hemp-growing and making of ropes and sails are typical of Morbihan, but 
Lorient is too typically a naval station to progress commercially . . 

• • 
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importance is Rennes, where the .relatively modern east-and-west 
route between the Noire and d'Arn§e heights crosses the old north
and-south route of the_ Vilaine valley between Redan and Dinan, 
the Vilaine being navigable for the whole dititance over which its 
valley forms the route, i.e. for the 90 miles from its sudden south
ward bend at Rennes. The town has a typical " confluence " site ; 
it is built of granite, and is a very important b11tter market-for 
London 7Jta St. Malo. 

The less ferti1e archean rock of southern Brittany extends Vendee. 
southward into Vendee, where it rises in the forested terraces of 
the Bocage ("The Woodland") to the Gatine Hills, and sinks 
seaward beneath the "Breton" salt marshes-now largely drained 
and reclaimed. Protected by the scarp of the Gatine and by the 
marshes, amid a labyrinth of heaths and woods, the Vendeans 
had every opportunity of developing the political and religious 
individualism appropriate to-perhaps a product of-this hard and 
rugged rock, of resisting invasion by land or sea,.and of affording 
an unbreakable line of communication between Nantes and La 
Rochelle. In modern times, owing to the existence of a· small 
coal-field on the edge of the old rock, industries have been 
developed in La Roche, as under similar circumstances at Laval 
and Segre; but the-chief industrial centre is Nantes. 

The group of islands in the river, which have caused the Nantes. 
transfer of so much commerce to the outport of St. Nazaire because 
they break the scouring power of the Loire, had an admirable 
strategic and commercial position in days of small vessels ; and the 
oceanic influence is so strong climatically that the town is a very 
busy textile centre. Standing between the coast and the archean 
rock, it has also a typical industry in the tinning of iron-plate and 
the making of tin boxes-both for sardines (" Le Croisic ") and for 
the preserving of vegetables ; but the most important industry is 
the smelting and working of iron, e.g. •at Nantes and St. Nazaire 
(ships). Coal is easily imported, and there is a small coal-field and 
a considerable iron-field north-east of Nantes, the iron extending as 
far north as Redon and as far·east as Angers. . 

Eastward and southward from the edge of the old rock, right up Wheat 
to the foot of the Ardennes and the Vosges, of the massif and and Wine 
the Pyrenees, stretch the great wheat and wine lands of France. Lands. 
Throughout the area the presence of early-summer, rains and late-
summer heat on the lowlands is favourabli alike to.the quantity 
and the quality of the wheat, though the proportion of glu~m-like 
the capacity for effervescence in the grape-seems to have some 
obscure connec.tion with low, . winter temperatures, and therefore 
increases towards the north-east; and the warm, dry slopes that 
flank the lowlands, form ideal sites for raising " w~e," varying in 
character from the claret of the marine climate to tbe champagne of 
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the continental. The dividing line is found in the "waist " of 
limestone and chalk lowland-pinched in bet;een the granitic 
heights of Vendee and Marche-which gave wealth and military 
importance to the C<Junts of Poitou. To the north the sparkling 
wines of Saumur are inferior-except in rare years-because the 
m·arine influence is too much felt just before vintage, while to the 
south the juice of the Cognac grape is unrivalled on the face of the 
earth. 

Charente. No doubt the care and skill of the Charent~ people have been 
developed by generations of experience; but equal care and skill, 
on similar soil with similar vines elsewhere, do not yield the same 
result. For, though the rainfall is not heavy, the Atlantic influence 
so " filters " the sun's rays that the carbides of hydrogen are not 
oxidised, and the grape juice is maturPn ;,... :-~-'"· ~:_.. ~ucnut:r 

vineg:Jr\7 nrw -~-'- - --· ~- 1::; uue to the organic ethers thus pre
served that real brandy is "a Water of Life" in emergencies. The 
development of othe industry was, no doubt, much aided by the 
river itself, which is navigable up to Angouleme, and which-by the 
relation of its upper course to the upper course of the Vienne
made Angouleme, on its river-girt height, important as a military 
post and Rochefort as a .naval port. It was the clearness ?f the 
Charente stream and easy access to the dec~mposed gramtes of 
Limousin that gave Angouleme its fine-paper industry ; and it was 
the partial mon<J!>oly of Rochefort for naval purposes that led to 
the development of Tonnay, farther up the river, as a brandy
shipping port. The old strategic value of the marsh-girt hill at 
Rochefort has, however, been discounted by the winding channel 
and shifting bar of the Charente estuary ; and, on the other hand, 
the deepening of the La Pallice harbour must direct old-established 
currents of trade to Rochelle both from Bordeaux-where the 
difficulty of river-navigation causes delay, and from St. Nazaire-
where delay is caused by frequent fogs. • 

Aquitaine. All Poitou was within the frontiers of Aquitaine, but the typical 
part of Aquitaine was the great Tertiary h"!=:in cf Guit:nne and 
G~scony. Thi~ s-ugge::sts at once a division into a rich agricultural 
belt in the north and a poor pastoral belt in the south, the one 
ending seaward in the Medoc peninsula and landward in the 
tobacco-fields that stretch from Perigueux (famous for its pates and 
its truffles) to Montauban, and including the prune orchards of 
Agen and ~ahors (aloo famous for truffles), while the other ends 
seaward• in the Landes and landward in the valley of Toulouse, 
famous for its draught-oxen. But the old poverty and the debatable 
position between France and Spain which made. t4e "Gascon," 
like his Beam kinsmen, an adventurer, are alike things of the past. 
About four-fiftQs of the total area of dunes (25o,ooo acres) has been 
made productive, and now forms the largest continuous forest in 
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France. Inside the natural dunes is a wall of artificial dunes, planted 
with sand-bindihg grass ; and then to leeward o( the double fence 
the maritime pine flourishes, forming an absolute protection to 
the interior, e.g .. the Graves vineyards-though the· growth of the 
trees on the windward side is rather stunted-and yielding a 
fine supply of turpentine and timber (e.g. pit-props and telegraph
poles). The great fan of calcareous clay from the Pyrenees,' which 
once favoured an independent Armagnac, is now famous for its 
"brandy"; and 'ourists have brought prosperity t@ Bayonne and 
Dax, Tarbes and Pau. The generic name for all the torrents that 
built up the fan is Gave; but the one on which Lourdes and Pau 
stand is known specially as The Gave. Toulouse, as the landward 

focus of Aquitaine, held the 
balance between Gascony and • 
Guienne, and became a great 
wheat and wine (and tobacco) 
market ; ap.d its position be
tween the Albi and Rodez · 
coal-fields and the iron and 
manganese of the Pyrenees 
is reflected in its foundries 
al'ld metal industries. Its 
position on the left bank of 
the river ge.ve it originally the 
protection of the marsh which 
accumulated within the con
cave curve. 

The wheat and tobacco of "Bar-
Distribution of the vine. the upper basin of the Garonne de~ux" 

. l . d . Wmes. • gtve pace to wme an matze 
m the lower basin, the ·area supplying a large proportion of the 
wine-only 2 or 3 per cent of the ~ole-which can be classed 
above vin ordz"nazre. Soil and situation are of prime importance, 
the Garonne wines . being better than the Dordogne wines. The 
Medoc is slightly more marine in climate than Graves and Sauternes ; 
and the Haut-Medoc clarets are grown on the slopes of Margaux, 
Lafite, Latour, etc., while the Graves wines are grown on the fiat 
sandy lands ("Landes"), and Sauternes are grown landward of the 
Graves. These southern vineyards are equally famous for red 
wines and white, and the best of each, e.g .• Haut-BriM and Yquem, 
are equal to the " first growths " of the north; but the lat!ter are all 
red. The Dordogne wines, e.g. St. Emilion, are "hill" wines of 
cheaper var~ti~s; and for r;ooo,ooo gallons of "classified" there 
are 4,ooo,ooo of "bourgeois" and I oo,ooo,ooo of vin ordinaire. 

Like the Tertiary basin of Bordeaux, that of Pjtris is flanked
though much more continuously-by rings of cha.lk and limestone, 

p 
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both covering a much larger area in the basin of the Seine than in 
that of the Loire. But betwee11::the two great northward bends of 
the Loire, near Orleans and Angei"S-shut in by the dry limestone hills 
of Maine and Berry_._the Cretaceous and Tertiary elements are so 
well mixed, and have been so much enriched for centuries by river
floods, that the area has come to be called "the Garden of France." 
To leeward of the ancient rock, which reaches in the forested 
Monts des Avaloirs of north-west Maine the hig_hest point in all 
north-western i<rance (c. 1400 feet), as to leewara of similar rock 
in Cornwall and Wales, the "garden" begins as a fruit-garden, the 
valley of the Mayenne being famous for its apples and its cider. 
The corresponding valley of the lndre in Berry is almost as famous 
for its rhPc;::tnnt~ Tn A-:lr.'h h..,c:-~ ...... 1-..oL-, ........ t.... .... t...-.-...1 ---=--"- ----L, .._,_ -- ~ 

are bare limestone hills, which make admirable sheep-pastures; 
indeed, parts of Berry carry zoo sheep to the acre, and Chateauroux 
has an old, but still busy, cloth industry. All the rest of the area 
in question is very. fertile, especially in the "Champagne" between 
the Cher and the Indre, and it formed the great bread and wine 
land of Medieval France; As it also gave one of the most 
important lines of movement, and as the most important part of the 
route-between Orleans and Tours-was exceedingly picturesque, 
e.g. the riverside cliffs bet~een Blois and Tmtrs, it came under 
close settlement in very early times, though large patches of forest 
still survive. It s.ems mainly due to these conditions that it is so 
markedly "old-fashioned" in many ways, e.g. in its typical "old" 
textiles (linen and wool)-linen specially at Le Mans and woollen 
at Chateauroux-and in the survival of antiquated methods of 
farming, so that the yield of the various crops is relatively low. 

The survival of these industries in modern times has been 
helped by the distribution of patches of coal near the edge; of the 
old rock, e.g. between Angers and Cholet and near La Fleche. Le 
Mans-with a typical bell-fo~ndry industry, dependent originally on 
the tin and copper of th~ old rock-has mere i!nport~ncc than La 
Fleche only because, as the head of navigation on the Sarthe, it was 
the capital of the old province of Maine ; Angers makes linen and 
woollen fabrics like the challies which take their name from Cholet, 
but is better known for its slate-quarries and market-gardens. Its 
economic development was, however, retarded by its political and 
strategic importance as the capital of the Counts of Anjou-which 
exposed it tor.;erious <W.nger from invasion up the Loir, as well 
as in la~r times from Huguenots and Vendeans. So far as one 
may press a connection between the hard old rock and militant 
individualism in creed or politics, it would be signifiqmt that Angers 
is within reach of slate-quarries and that a typical industry at 
Saumur, as at ,.Nantes, is the making of tin-plate. Saumur-an 
island town at tbe confluence of the Thonet with the Loire-had 
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been ~n isle of refuge for centuries before it became the metropolis 
of French Protestantism,; indeed, its name is probably a corruption 
of Sa!vus Murus, and the sides of both river-valleys are honey
combed with caves. 

The Seine portion of this " Paris " basin may itself be divided Seine 
into two areas by the line north of which climatic or economic Basin. 
reasons make the cultivation of the vine unprofitable. This line is 
marked very clearly by the water-parting between sea-ward and 
Seine-ward stre~ms, e.g. between Somme and Oise ]' and south of it 
there is the same succession of Tertiary basin, chalk scarp, and 1 

limestone scarp, from west to east of the Seine basin, as there is / 
from east to west of the Thames basin, making it naturally an area 
of wheat and wine, pasture and stone-quarries-the freestone being 
specially important just north of Paris itself and just south of 
Fontainebleau (cf. the" Bath" stone of Caen and Bayeux). The 
chalk downs, are naturally as favourable to sheep 1 as the heavy 
" bottoms " are to cattle, and the ovine popu~tion is very large ; 
but the distribution of both sheep and cattle is practically determined 
by economic considerations, e.g. the demand for milk and mutton in 
the densely peopled " Isle of France." Both· are, therefore, largely 
stall-fed, and so the mass of the sheep are found, not where the 
pasture is really•most favourable, bu"t where there are most agri
cultural bye-products (e.g. trefoil, lucerne, etc.), i.e. in the famous 
wheat-lands of Beauce and Brie. The bes• cattle area in the 
heavier rainfall is to windward of the sheep-in Perche. 

As in the Thames basin, the steep scarp of the chalk uplands "Cham
faces away from the centre of the basin; and this has important pa.gne" 

I . d . Th P . l'k h Lands. resu ts, strategic an economic. ose near ans, 1 e somew at 
similar positions near London, offer special facilities for defending 
the metropolitan area from attack from the continental side ; those 
farther away, especially in Champagne, supply the two great require
ments of the vine in the northern he"'nisphere: ( r) a slope of 30 o 

to 45° between the actual terraces on which the vines are mostly 
planted; and ( 2) a south-eastern aspect, so as to catch the maximum 
of sunshine in the late autumn. Laon-itself on a limestone · hill 
-and Soissons (Augusta Suessionum), Reims and Epernay, control 
gaps in the inner chalk ring, the Aisne gap being the most important, 
while Sedan and Verdun, Chalons. (sur-Marne) and Troyes control 
gaps in the limestone ring, the Seine gap giving an important 
commercial connection via the Langres.plateau ~h Dijon, while 
the Marne gap leads to the "Toul Gate" of Lorraine.. Here, as 
beyond the Cotswolds, we have an industrial area-specialising in 
hardware to tJle north, where Longwy and Briey have rich deposits 
of iron, and in textiles to the south, where Epinal and St. Die have 

1 These are of " English" breeds in the north of France, eand of merino type in 
the south. 
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water-power from the forested Vosges. Between the two. a~as, 
which are linked together naturally by the navigable 'Moselle, :t{;tncy 
has the additional advantage of rich beds of rock-salt, and has 
developed very important industries, in iron and textiles, chemicals 
and glass (cf. the Dombasle chemicals and Baccarat plate-glas:>). 

Moselle The industrial development in this district has b~~ very 
Iron-field. marked in recent years, partly in connection with bett~r use of 

water-power, but mainly in connection with the mining and smelting 
of iron, the outliut of Meurthe-et-Moselle in 1911 b~ing two-thirds of 
the total for France ; and the latter involves some difficult problems. 

· For the only ore used till lately was of a silicious type found on the 
Luxeniburg'frontier, e.g. at 'Longwy and Villerupt, or round Nancy 
itself; and, as a matter of fact, the geological expert who reported 
on the proposed frontier-line before the Treaty of Frankfurt, included 
"the totality of the ferruginous basin " in German Lorraine. But 
recently quantities of more calcareon~ "'"0 1..~--- '----·· .vuuu m the 
m~rc:h" "~~~ -· ____ _: ~ucy ana Hornecourt, i.e. immediately in front 
of Metz. Like the rest of the Lorraine ore; it is rather "rich " in 
phosphorus; but it is also rich in metal (40 p.c.), and the amount 
of lime (up to 16 p.c.) makes it easy to work and to fuse. The two 
great difficulties are fuel and transport. Neither France nor Belgium 
can spare any coal, and the supply from the Germar.mines in the Saar 
basin is very precarious, both for purely political reasons and because 
of the control of ~e German Colliery Syndicate by the German 
Metallurgical Syndicate. For strategical reasons, too, the means of 
communication on the French line of approach to Metz are naturally 
limited. These are the conditions underlying the regular exchange 
of fuel and metal between the Tyne ports and French Lorraine. 

Canal Y. Obviously, canals have not the strategic disadvantages of 
Rail. railways; and this consideration underlies the relative impqrtance 

of the two in north-eastern France, and must be kept in mind 
in comparing relative cost of tt'ansport. The State maintains all the 
waterways free of toll, but admits that the total net cost of water 
transport is higher than that of rail transport. At the same time, 
encouraged by relief and rainfall, it has spent infinitely more on 
canals in the two great centres in the north and north-east than on 
any others ; ::.;:;d tlre result may be seen in the percentage of " first
class" navigation on the rivers. Comparison of total length of 
navigation with total length of" first-class" depth (6! feet) shows:-

Northern: ' 
· Lys, • 45 out of 

Scarpe, 41 , 
Scheidt, 39 
Aa, 18 , 

Western: 

• 
45 miles 
41 " 
39 " 
18 " 

Loire, 
Vilaine, 

35 oljJ: of 452 miles 
31 "• 91 " 

North-Eastern: 
Saone, 234 out of 234 miles 
Marne, II4 114 , 
Aisne, 37 , 37 , 

South-Western : 
Garonne, 96 out of 289 miles 
Dordogne, 26 , 167 , 
Adour, 21 72 , 
Charente, 16 108 , 
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It is •not poss!ble, however, to press the figures-for two reasons. 
On the one hand, France is so largely self-supporting that he'r 
internal trade cannot fairly be compared either with her external 
trade or with the internal trade of a country like otir own ; and, on 
the other hand, relief and structure account for some of the glaring 
contrasts. For instance, precipitation on the central massif is 
"held up" for weeks in winter as snow and ice, and does not escape 
to the Loire utttil it receives the warmth that is brought by rain
bearing winds, so that the river practically gets two floods at once. 
Contrariwise, in months of maximum plant-energy and maximum 
evaporation, the fissured limestone above Orleans "masks" a flood 
altogether ; and in August the river is sometimes a series of practic
ally stagnant and actually discontinuous pools. 

The Channel lands, eastward of the old rock, while having Channel 
marked unity of climate, may be roughly divided into an eastern Lands. 
area of agriculture and industries and a western area of pasture and 
commerce; but there are obvious exceptio~s- economic and 
otherwise, and they are increasing. For instance, Normandy is as 
famous for its .apples and cider as for its cattle and horses, its butter 
and "Camembert" cheese; Bayeux and Alent;on have been famous 
for lace for centqries, while recently the Orne basin has been one of 
the chief French sources of iron-ore. On the other hand, the 
amount of waste-products in the east, e.g. from beet-sugar and oil
crushing works, has enabled the demand for•milk for the dense 
population to be supplied by stall-fed cattle; and the commercial 
centres on the Seine, · e.g. Rouen and Elbeuf, have had every 
opportunity for maintaining-in a climate favourable to all textile 
work-old woollen industries (cf. Lisieux and Falaise) or developing 
new cotton industries (cf. Louviers and Evreux), both based on' 
easy import of coal and raw materials. Similar, but slightly 

· inferior, facilities on the Somme .have made Amiens also an 
important textile "Centre, its modern development being based on its 
old wool industry-the principle of "pile "-weaving (for carpets) 
being applied to both silk (velvets) and cotton (fustians, z".e. 
corduroy); but the city has always had political importance, 
commanding the great bend on the Somme half-way between Paris 
and Calais. It was this, added to its safety-protected on islands 
in the river and by the surrounding peat-bogs-that made it a 
suitable capital for Picardy, as it was the inferiority of the Somme 
that prevented it being superseded by A~beville se'lward or by any 
town landward. • 

· Rouen was in a very different position. No doubt the island- Rouen. 
centred site lh its amphitheatre of hills, 70 miles from the mouth of 
the river, made it a place of great importance by sea and land in 
early days ; but the deepening of the Seine ur:r to Paris and the 
deep draught of modern vessels have ruined it a~ a harbour, though 
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it must always-apparently-be the seaward focus. of the• great 
railway and canal systems of the whole Paris basin, and therefore 
attracts such a stream of colliers that it returns a very heavy 
tonnage for vessels entering the port. 

Le Havre. The Lower-Seine Department is a sort of neutral ground, with 

Influence 
of Paris. 

the arable land of the Caux and the pastures of Bray, the 
industries of Rouen and the commerce of Le Havre, "the Harbour" 
of the whole Seine basin. But even here modern lievelopment has 
depended on the river, because the river means Paris. Purely 
seaside places such as St. Valery and Dieppe may have packet-

The width of the lines indicates their relative importance. 

stations and export flints, 1 but their prosperity comes from being 
-like Trouville-bathing-resorts for Paris. A~ nearness to the 
ocean became important, Harfkur was bound to give place to Le 
Havre ; and the value of the trade from the coal-field-in this only 
reflecting the overwhelming superiority of the right-bank over the 
'eft-bank tributaries of the Seine-was so enormously greater than 
that from the w~t that H:1tfleur had no chance from landward, nor 
had it the ~arne chance as Havre seaward for "anticipating" trade 
on its way to Antwerp and other ports farther east. 

But everything was controlled by Paris. Mr. Mttckinder has 
pointed out how the influence of Paris effectually prevented the rise 
of any other real!~ large city in the basin, but directly encouraged 

1 About 3so,ooo tons were exported from Caen in I9II • . 
• 
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the grewth of. good- sized towns at "equal" distances in all 
directions, e.g. Havre and Rauen, Amiens and Reims, Troyes and 
Orleans. Nothing is more typical of the modern aspect of this than 
the importance of Paris as a railway-junction,• on the one hand, and, 
on the other hand, the ·concentration of the cotton industry on the 
Lower Seine. In early days, no doubt, the variety of minor natural 
regions, e.g. the chalk hills of Artois or the fluvial basin of Picardy, 
favoured the exj.<;tence of several small political units ; but the 

·variety of relief over the whole area is too small, and the unity of 
climatic control is too marked, to have allowed these units to 
survive. In such a geographic environment, Roman ideas of 
centralisation could only flourish profoundly, and so exaggerate the 
natural tendency of it, as focused at Paris. The history even of 
small towns, such as the Beauce grain-market of Chartres and 
Fontainebleau on its famous" glass "-sands (worked also at Nemours), 
yields convincing evidence of the overwhelming influence of Paris ; 
and, farther afield st!Jl, Crecy and Agincourt fl::w1k essentially "the 
Paris road,'' while the \vhole 18 miles of navigation on the little Aa 
from St. Orner to the sea below Gravelines has been made "first
class." 

The damp climate of the eastern ~hannel lands, with its even Lilla coal
rainfall, is more ~vourable to roots and "grasses" than to fruit and field. 
grain, though the hardier cereals flourish ; mangolds and potatoes, 
flax and colza, are largely grown, but sugar-beet .is the great product. 
This is partly because of the large demand for sugar in the more 
"Teutonic" parts of France, but mainly because of the relation of 
the coal-field to the treatment of the roots whether for sugar or for 
alcohol ; and it is important that the waste-product guarantees the 
milk-supply of the area, and that the large number of dairy cattle 
guarat1tees abundance of manure for the beet-fields. The coal-field . 
lies partly in the Pas de Calais, north of Arras, e.g. at Lens and 
Lievin, Bethune .and Brouay, and partly in the Nord, especially 
north-west of Valenciennes and south-east of Douai, e.g. at Anzin 
and Aniche. Sugar-beet is largely grown in both departments, but 
still more largely where land is slightly less valuable-in the 
department of the Aisne. 

The textile industries are based on a favourable climate, Textile 
abundance of coal, hereditary skill that is as typical of French In_dus
Flanders as of Belgian Flanders, and excellence of local raw tnes. 
materials (wool and flax), though the mass is n8'N imported, e.g. 
both wool and linseed coming from the Argentine. • There is 
great division of labour, e.g. Calais and Arras, like Douai and 
Valencienne~, specialising in lace,-Cambrai and St. Quentin in 
table-linen,-Fourmies and Croix, Roubaix and Tourcoing, in 
woollens. Lille is the great centre, with a popuJation of well over 
2oo,ooo and with all the typical industries. especially cotton 
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(cf. St. Quentin) and linen (cf. Armentieres), ancJ metallt!rgical 
(cf. Vimen) and chemical (cf. Chauny); and Dunkirk-about so 
miles from Lille-is the great outlet, being now only below 
Marseilles and Havre amongst the real seaports of France, with a 
harbour able to accommodate ships up to 2o,ooo tons (cf. p. 205). 

Burgundy. Once over the Langres plateau-by one of the limestone 
valleys, e.g. via Chaumont and Langres or Auxerre and Avalon
the Cote d'Or scarp has the south-eastern expos~re so favourable 
to the vine ; and here, where the sheltered Saone basin gets 
" baked" in summer, the famous Burgundy wines are produced, 
especially between Dijon and Cha.lons, e.g. at Beaune. The 
Beaujolais wines, e.g. from Mil.con and Villefranche, are of the 
same type. Here, too, the oolitic limestone contains-on the 
side away from the frontier-both coal and iron round Le Creusot 
( cf. the Langres cutlery). The coal was workerl 'h .. ~~ ' - __ 

0 
:...~.va: 

the iron, and even drew f,...~ - :~---~ ... c 1amous Sevres works from 
n-- :_ , ~uc a cellttury ago the place changed its name from 
Charbonniere to Le Creusot, and now has the largest iron industry 
in France, including both ordnance and locomotives. In the Jura 
oolite there is no coal, but the industries there are mainly of 
"Swiss" character, e.g. the ~atches and clocks of Besanc;on and 
Montbeliard and the mathematical instruments ~f Marez and St. 
Claude, though heavier work is done along navigable water, e.g. at 
Dole. • 

Lyons The essential conditions ·of the Sa one basin are more or less 
Gorge. repeated between the narrowing of the valley just below Lyons 

and its opening out again just above Montelimar; for the lowland 
strip is flanked westward by the mineral-bearing scarp of the 
massif, rich in coal and iron round St. Etienne, and eastward by the 
Savoy Alps, with their abundance of water-power. The ,atter, 
especially along the Mont c;enis railway in the Arc valley, is 
being largely used in the manufacture of aluminium; but it is 
also available for the textile industries of Grenoble and Chambery 
(cf. Brianc;on and Annecy), though kid gloves are a more 
characteristic product of these hill towns. The typic:t! textile is, 
of course, silk, the Rhone v2.!!cy ;;uppiying France with about one
seveu.tt uf the silk which is used in the country, and the water being 
of a quality admirably suited to the dyeing of silk. Hitherto Lyons, 
the great centre-with a total product valued in 1911 at about 
.£ x6,ooo,ooo, n1!tinly pur~ silk tissues and gauzes-has depended 
on the coal•of St. Etienne, itself a large producer of silk ribbons 
and trimmings ; but now a great deal of electricity is being trans
mitted to Lyons by overhead wire from Alpine waterfaM.s. Indeed, 
one of the chief features of modern development in the area is the 
utilisation of wate..--power, especially in the Savoy and Dauphine 
Alps-both locally, e.g. in mines and quarries or chemical and 

• 
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metallurgical industries, and for transmission to distant textile 
centres. 

The whole land from the Maritime Alps to the Poitevin marsh Old 
once was called Provence, and all its people spoke what was Provence. 
essentially the langue d'oc. This implied, and actually involved, a 
unity of political sentiment and a unity of religious development 
which were based on a rich variety of influences-Greek and 
Roman, Spanish and Saracen- unified in passing through the 
funnel by which they entered the area, as the Mohawk-Hudson 
valley unified the medley of races that rushed into the United 
States in the early days of colonisation. The heart of the old 
Provence, in its widest sense, like the perfection of the langue d' oc, 
was in the limited area of this funnel to which we sti11 give the 
unofficial names of Languedoc and Provence; an·d to a historic 
unity of political and religious influences they add a climatic unity 
-of summer- drought- which gives them a further unity of 
economic interest. The total result is that natur:ti.Jy the region is 
extraordinarily self-contained ; it produces nearly everything that 
is characteristic of France, and scarcely any industry is limited to 
any one part of the region, the only vital distinction being that 
Languedoc is a lo~land backed by higldand, while Provence is a 
highland backed by lowland. This means that, as we have seen, 
the best harbours must be in Provence, so that such an industry as 
shipbuilding may be confined to, e.g., Marseilles •and Toulon (La 
Seyne); and that the narrow coast-land of the Riviera beneath 
the overhanging scarp of the highland must be well protected 
climatically, e.g. from the mistral, so that typical invalid resorts, e.g. 
Hyeres and Cannes, Nice and Mentone, may also be confined 
largely to Provence. . 

The whole coast-line produces salt, e.g. at Hyeres, on the Etang Provence 
de Berre, in· the Pyrenean lagoons ; anQ, where the salt-works are and 
very conveniently placed for transport, as along the main branch ~!:.gue
of the Rhone in the Camargue below Arles, there are very 
important chemical-works, producing e.g. carbonate of soda for the 
soap-works or caustic soda for the aluminium"works. Bauxite 
actually takes its name from the Baux hills above Arles ; and the 
bauxite and aluminium industry is making enormous strides, not 
only amongst the lignite mines of the Bouches-du-Rhone between 
Aix and Marseilles, but also on the Alpine torrents between 
Draguignan and St. Raphael. Metallurgicafprogress in Languedoc 
is less rapid, mainly because the mineral-bearing scarp •there is 
inland, and so transport is dearer; but there is an important 
coal-field betw~n Alais and Besseges, where the Gard basin 
yields both iron and zinc, and the Eastern Pyrenees are a very 
valuable source of iron-ore. Languedoc has alstJ,-with great 
facilities for transport westward (by the Canal du Midi) as well as 

• 
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northward,-a large area of lowland, so that its ~gricultutal output 
is larger than that of Provence. The two together are essentially 
a "land of wine and oil "-the wine mainly in the west and the oil 
in the east, the one "merging southward in the market-gardening of 
Roussillon while the other merges southward in the flower-grow
ing of the Var; and both are famous for their poultry 1 and for 
their fruit-grape and olive, peach and apricot, mulberry and 
almond. • 

The con·nection of the olive with the flower-growing, as that of 
the market-gardening with the wine-making, is by no means accidental. 
Both the olives and the flowers need a light and fertile soil, with 
shelter from the cold north winds and exposure to the southern sea; 
but the character of the soil otherwise, the latitude, the altitude, even 
the distribution of rainfall, are relatively of no moment. For instance, 
the northward limit of the olive has no connection with latitude, 
little with altitude-up to 2500 feet or more, and not much with 
seasonal rainfall,• for it flourishes outside thP 11~:·- ·: --~uw:U ·• lV!edi
terranean" rainfall · h .. • '~ ... u,. ut:: protected against N., N.W., and 
:~.=. wmas. The centre of the olive trade of all France is the 
centre of the flower trade-Grasse, though the actual market has 
been moved to Nice ; a!¥1 it is most characteristic that the Parma 
violets-which "open the season "-are raisecf under the shade of 
olives and "citrons," that the most important single product is 
orange-blossom, that the delicate perfume of the roses (the next in 
importance) is due to the pollen carried by the bees to the rose-beds 
from the orange-groves, and that the olive- which "ends the 
season "-should be the basis, with the vine, of the whole scent 
industry. For no animal fat seems to be as "pure" as a vegetable 
fat, and no scent can be trusted to remain "true" unless the alcohol 
used is of grape-origin. When true essence of violets is 't]_uoted in 
Grasse at 100 guineas an ~unce, it becomes obvious why such an 
enormously more costly product as attar of rosis is seldom made in 
the Var valley, but only in countries where the value of human life 
is more or less at a minimum (cf. p. 143). 

The wine industry in Languedoc is more related to soil than to 
climate directly, and is more noted for quantity than quality, whereas 
exactly the opposite is true of the olive-oil of Pro~'er:cc. As a rule, 
more than one-third (r.. :J6o,ouo,ooo gallons) of the total wine-crop 
cf France comes from Herault and Aude, the former producing 
twice as muc~ as the llftter; and, while the typical Proven<;al culture 
is on a ~heltered terrace, that of Lower Languedoc is on an open 
plain of pebbles and clay mixed with the "lagoon" sand. The 
effect upon the distribution of population is most marked, especially 
between Montpellier and Beziers. The density approaches 300 

per square m!le; and landward of the Etang de Thau, 95 p.c. 
1 The poultry onhe Bresse, e.g. round Bourg, are said to be the best in France . . 
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of it is "•continud\ls," only the odd .s persons in every 100 living 
" scattered," 

In both provinces there are important textil.e industries, mainly Textiles. 
silk-Montpellier having an Institute of Sericulture-but also 
woollen, the sheep of the reclaimed plains of Crau and Camargue 
producing a very fine quality of wooL Relatively more attention is 
paid to wool in the west, e.g. at Nimes and Beziers, with their easy 
access to the sheep-J.'astures of the Pyrenees and Cevenn~s as well as 
of the Crau and Camargue,1 and to silk in the east, e.g. at Avignon 
and Montelimar. There is also division of labour between various. 
centres ; for instance, while St. Etienne and St. Chamond specialise 
in ribbons and trimmings, and Lyons is at once the great market 
and the maker of "broad goods," Avignori and the "Alpine" towns 
specialise in "light goods.'' Gloves are a typical product on both 
sides of the valley, e.g. at Annonay and at Romans. 

The two great foci of the whole Rhone valley, Lyons and Mar- Mar
seilles, are, therefore, no longer rivals. Both o.:e their specific seilles. 
industries, in silk and oil, to natural products of the Rhone valley, 
the mulberry and the olive ; but the industries of both have long 
ago outgrown the home supplies of raw material, and Marseilles has 
thus become a large i,mporter of raw silk ftlr Lyons and of oil-seeds 
and copra for its own· soap, candle, and allied industries. Other 
imported raw materials, e.g. hides and sugar, are the basis of import-
ant industries in and near Marseilles ; and the gr~at port controls 
the export of all the typical products of its hinterland except the 
wine, which is attracted to Cette by the Bordeaux canaL 

The essential prosperity of these industries in modern times has Central 
depended on the coal-fields that skirt the old rock of the massif, but Plateau. 
these are not confined to the eastern scarp. Those at Creusot and 
Blanzy, St~ .Etienne and Besseges, are specially rich and accessible ; 
but others are found on almost every s!de and along the line of 
recent disturbance. The largest fields are where this line of disturb-
ance emerges from the massif northwards and southwards, and in 
each case the field is eastward of the line, e.g. between Commentry 
and Moulins, Aubin and Decazeville; and there are small lateral 
fields, e.g. that of Ahun, which supplies the carpet-factories of Au bus-
son, and that of Beaune, which supplies-via the Allier-the rubber-
works of Clermont (Ferrand). There are, therefore, busy industries 
on several parts of the plateau outside the St.· Etienn~ district, e.g. 
textiles at Moulins and Roanne, hardware at Montluc;on and Qlmaux, 
and-on the more exposed aspects, where the granite is more quickly 
decomposed-porcelain, e.g. at Limoges and Nevers. The quality 
of the stone on the outskirts of the massif is reAected, e.g., in the 
lithographic industry of Issoudun, the cutlery of Moulins and Chatelle-

• 
1 A large number of the sheep are migratory-moving in ljnmmer up to the 

Cevennes. 
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rault, as the vegetation and fauna are reflected ill, e.g., tlfe woollens 
of Chateauroux and the gloves of Tulle. 

Industrial Except for the motor industry at Clermont-a typical modern 
"Indivi- industry for an old transport centre that has easy access to a rubber
dualism." port-these are mainly old industries of an area with a fertile agri-

cultural valley and rich pastures on the rainy volcanic land below its 
highest peaks. The more modern industries sprang up on the richer 
coal-fields in the low fertile valley to the eagt. But both valleys 
were old lines of movement, and drained the surplus population 

.from a relatively barren area to greater opportunities, seasonal or 
otherwise, elsewhere. Such opportunities were more and more of 
an industrial kind ; and the whole basis of French industries is 
individuality. The manual skill and the natural taste of the people 
enable them to specialise in the production of artistic and highly 
finished products, the high price and the "person:o~l" ;~-''- ~.:~u;'LY 
of which keep them more nr 1 ~~- _ --~;uc competition, and so give 
th~>~ ~ --·~·a"~' II somewhat limited, market. When the distribu
tion of the coal-fields is related to the sources from which the typical 
industries have drawn their supplies of extra labour, the inference 
seems irresistible that this individuality has a direct relation to the 
area of archean core and•to the influence of t]¥: old langue d'oc . 

• 



CHAPTER XVI 

BRITISH ISLES 

MATHEMATICALLY, the British Isles are in the centre of all the land World
on the face of the earth ; climatically, they occupy one of the most Rela.tion.. 
temperate areas ; commercially, they are on the edge of the busiest 
ocean; geologically, they are on the shelf of the most advanced 
continent. But their workl-relation is perhaps •best expressed 
historically_; for their history represents a continuous series of 
adaptations to a progressively widening environment. At the 
beginning of historic times they were on, or even just outside of, 
the margin of civilisaJ:ion, while to-day th~;y are in the centre of it; 
and thus they were the last important unit to be included in, and 
the ~rst to be excluded from, the Roman Empire, while they are 
now the nodal objective of all the transcontinendl railways that 
thread the vast Eurasian plain, and of all the Great-Circle routes 
that form the shortest links between the areas of densest population 
on the opposite sides of the North Atlantic. 

In this development the controlling influence has been the Ocea.n 
ocean, and herein lay a unique opportunity. For the ocean is Induence. 
the one great physical unit on the face of the earth; it implies the 
nearest approach to climatic unity; an~ so it made possible the 
political unit of the £ritish Empire. As it is also the ocean that 
has brought about the economic unity of the earth, and yet the 
mass of economic products are from the land, a site essentially 
between ocean and continent offered special facilities for its people 
to control the commerce of the world and to further the Brotherhood 
of Man. In an unprejudiced survey it is scarcely possible to deny 
that England, in spite of all her faults, has been the mother of 
Modern Civilis::ttion ; nor is it a mere accident that p~actically the 
whole world measures longitude from Greenwfch. · 

The most important consideration in the regional relatio; of the. Insu
islands is probably the physical character of the Narrow Seas, and la.rity. 
then the insular n-eedom from extremes of climate ; and the latter-
so far as it can be regarded as independent of the former-has been 
historically the less important. Indeed, it is scarct'l.y possible to 
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exaggerate the political importance of an island unit in early historic 
times; for the same conditions which guarantt!e strateg'c strength 
against external aggression, greatly favour both internal unity and 
that consciousness of race which is the basis of true patriotism, 
while insular inbre~ding always tends to develop a plastic organism 
likely to present wide variations ( cf. insular dialects), and therefore 
to make quick progress in civilisation. In the case of England, too, 
traffic on the mainland of Europe was so hampered by forest and 
marsh that.in very early days it was driven on 'o the rivers or coast
wise ; that is to say, even the continental traffic was conducted by a 
medium in which an island race could most easily share (cf. p. 262). 

The most important feature of the Narrow Seas historically was 
their narrowness. England is closely akin in structure and relief to 
the neighbouring continental lands, and was likely to produce a 
similar type of people ; but insularity was bound to cause some 
differentiation, and the one racial danger would have come from 
isolation. From this she was saved by the narrowness of the protect
ing seas, for she was always near enough to feel the full influence of 
her neighbours without becominO" rl"':'"~rl~-· :~- .:._.... uu:s was true 
' - _: .• w~" cvc<y SlOe ot her national life. Economically, English 
farmers could keep sheep-and so lay the foundations of the 
industrial development e,[ the country-in i,ays when war made 
sheep-farming almost impossible on the continent. Again, epidemics 
have-even in recent years-reached the opposite coasts, but have 
not crossed the •sea; or, if they have crossed it, it has only been in 
a relatively feeble form. So, when the sea could not quite stop 
invasion, it delayed it considerably-in days when ships were too 
small for any large army to be suddenly transported across it ; 
and it thus led to a useful variety of inflow and influence, distributed 
from different foci, e.g. Scandinavian from the north, ~axon and 
Danish from the east, Roman and Norman from the south. 

The progressive narrOIWing, eastward and southward, on Dover 
narrowed the strategic front in such a way "as to give maximum 
facilities for naval concentration ; and it is this that has justified 
enormous expense in quite modern times on the construction of a 
great naval and commercial harbour on one of the worst natural sites 
for a harbour along the whole coast. The progressive widening to the 
Atlantic gave every encouragement for expansion over-seas, resulting 
in an extraordinary inflow of wealth and dcvdopwent of power; and 
mu.ch vf the~ealth from the wide ocean was spent across the Narrow 
Seas-in costly wars ~hich kept the balance of power in Europe
while the rest of it fed home industries which had almost a monopoly 
of the world-market as long as our possible European rivals were hope
lessly handicapped by the constant war. The greatest market for 
English wool in earlier days was within a few miles of Waterloo! 

The narr~wness of the British seas is due to causes which 
• 
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practical!: also involved shallowness, and the latter has in turn Shallow 
involved several g'reat advantages. For instance, it is the shallow- Seas. 
ness that protects our coasts from the influence of the deep, icy 
currents from the Arctic Ocean; it is the ma_in cause of the great 
fishing industries, on which our whole naval power has risen; above 
all, it is responsible for the high tides which visit our estuaries. And 
these high tides were as useful for their motive power in the days of 
sailing-ships as they are now in carrying huge steamers far inland_ 

The actual co~t-line is of a character which e~bles almost Coast
maximum use to be made of these conditions. It is so long and line. 
so much broken that 
there is no place in the 
whole country much 
more than 7 0 miles from 
tidal water ; it is so 
varied, in relation both 
to the land behind it 
and the sea in front of 
it, that it has encouraged 
useful - supplementary 
or complementary
variety of human actiflity; 
and it is so developed 
as to give a maximum 
of good harbours vis-a
vis, as the Clyde and the 
Forth, the Mersey and 
the Humber, the Severn 
and the Thames. More
over, wh_ere a lowland 
has been submerged 
under a shallow en
croachment of the ocean, 

N atu1al divisions of England. 

there must have been originally a complete river-system ; and its 
remnants are apt to be symmetrical, as the Thames is to the Rhine 
and Scheidt, the Humber to the Elbe and Weser, and the Solent 
to the Seine. It is not merely the particular feature. that is repro-
duced; the whole area is strictly comparable, e.g. the Paris basin 
with the Hampshire basin or the polders of Holland with· the 
" Holland " fen of Lincolnshire ( cf. p. 2 I I). • • 

Isolated, then, from Europe by a shallow and narrow '~Wlterway, Island 
the British Isles were able to maintain their political independence; Group. 
their safety not only kept them free from fear of invasion, and so 
from any need lor military tyranny, but also so minimised the cost 
and amqunt of men and material needed for home defence as to 
leave a maximum of both for trade and empire over-seas. The . -·-
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definite frontier and small area compelled their people to recognise 
limitations, to realise themselves, to develop a ~ational type, and 
that a plastic insular type. The fact that their unit was a group of 
islands, not merely a. single island, greatly encouraged individuality, 
independence, initiative ; and these were strengthened by the fact 
that the natural divisions of relief favoured the existence of three 
separate kingdoms in the largest island. The culminating advantage 
was that the kingdom nearest to Europe was large enough and of 
the right playsique to make eventually a homo~eneous, firmly knit, 
strong leader, while the incoherent units of featureless plain in 
Ireland and intricate heights in Wales were in the background. 

The character of the surface has an intimate relation to the 
variety of coast-line. From a belt of hard oid rock in the west, 
overlooking the Atlantic from a considerable height and carved by 
glaciation and exposure to the Atlantic into a bold and angular 
coast, largely of fiord type, Great Britain slopes down to an expanse 
of soft young r<4ck in the east, which disappears gradually under a 
shallow and narrow sea. Through tjlis eastern coast, with itc: 

smooth and rounded outline, many rivers fr,...~ ·'-- ..... .,.ern heights 
carry out immoonM -;_- __ ..• :uc:; ot silt, with the accompanying 
-·o""Ul:sms that make welcome food for fish. And where there is 
no lack of fish food, there•food-fish are not likc:»y to be lacking. 

In these Narrow Seas the nature of the "ground" is equally 
favourable to th~ habits of the fish and the operations of fishing; 
the nature of the water-especially its temperature and saltness, 
its shallowness and the action of the tides-is as favourable as that 
of the air abpve it, to a variety of fish life, e.g. migratory cold-loving 
cod and herring and delicate sedentary sole and plaice ; and their 
latitude coincides with the natural limits of most of the valuable 
food-fishes-cod and haddock not being important in .Emopean 
waters south of 50° N., soles and turbot being more or less confined 
to so0 -55o N., and macker!l being negligible north of 50° N. The 
latter was peculiarly important in early days owing both to its 
normal distribution south of 50° N. and to its rapidity of movement. 
"Fast fish, fast boat," they say; and it must never be forgotten 
that Drake and his ·Sea-Dogs came from the mackerel ports ! 

In structure and relief the islands show great variety without 
undue complexity, the variety being emphasised by the small area_: 
they epitomise the geology of the world, a11d yet continue the 
simple featur~lines of. EurOIJe. They thus present a variety of 
scenery emd resources under conditions favourable to human activity, 
but have a structural unity which almost justifies their forming 
politically a united kingdom ; while the fact that they continue 
the feature-lines of Europe, facilitated the inflow of intruders and 
their movemeJ!t across the whole group in the normal direction 
of those feature;lines, i.e. from north-east to south-west. 
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Th~ nucleus. of the whole area, if not actually the oldest part, "Silur-' 
is the rim of slaty "Silurian" rock which is t:he base of most of the ian" 
land-in all the four kingdoms-that shuts in the Irish Sea. This Nucleus 

is, historically, the real British area ; its physical features, e.g. the 
Cambrian and Cumbrian Mountains, have Cymric names;· its people 
are still typically Mediterranean-long-headed, but short and dark ; 
its "native" languages show how its soft oceanic climate and 
relatively ·low rel~f favoured a uniform Nfediterrallean type of 
people at the expense of the more vigorous Roundheads who 
intruded from the "Alpine" grass-lands of' the continent, but-
like similar Roundheads elsewhere ( cf. p. $o )-died out, leaving 
no · traces except in their vigorous Keltic languages and in the 
round skulls of the pre-Christian burial barrows. As these 
languages are in no sense " native" either to the people or the 
place, and-like t'he minor Slav tongues of Eastern Europe (cf. 
p. 348)-are useless for purposes of world-(:ommerce, it seems as 
futile to encourage them artificially on so,callea•patriotic grounds 
as it is certain that • th~ will die out J')aturally tm economic 
grounds. , 

This hard old rock is practically bounded northwards by a line "Silur
from Armagh to Dunbar and eastwards t1y o11e from the Bass Rock ian" 
to the Wrekin. It is typically slaty, as in the peaks of Skiddaw Featuxe 
and Saddleback and the Mourne Mountains, and is actually quarried 
for slate in Wales and Cumberland; it is. mived, ~specially for lead, 
e.g. in the Lead Hills and the Isle of Man; its impervious strata, 
considerable height, and windward positiot1 combine to give it 
grand or beautiful "lake" scenery, e.g. in Cumberland and Wicklow 
-though in, the latter except for Wicklow Head, which is slate, the 
rock is mainly~gneous ; the scenery is finest where there have been 
volcanic • upheavals, as in Scafell and Helvellyn, Snowdon. and 
Cader Idris ; and ·the volCanic action,. which was probably due to 
the amount of wate:P embedded in the. sedimentary "Silurian " rock, 
seems to have played some part in the damming of the glacial 
valleys, as in the case of Derwentwater and Windermere. 

Almost all round this slaty nucleus, and p~netrating through it Carboni 
in some places to the Irish Sea, there is a belt of rock of carboni- ferous 
ferous age. It is mainly millstone grit (sandstone) and limestone; Rocl,l;. 
and, though south of the Bristol Channel and_~w~est of the Irish Se~ 
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RJd Sand- The actual coal-fields are closely associated w~h a rin! of red 
(r.one. s~ndstone, which is specially developed in three places-( r) on both 

s~li.es of the Severn, almost from its source to its mouth; ( 2) on both 
Sltles of the Pennines 'hom the Tyne round (southward) to the Eden, 
St. Bees' "Nead being a mass of New Red Sandstone; and (3) in the 
dt:Opression of Lowland Scotland north of the (Armagh)-Girvan
Dunbar line. This red sandstone, whether "Old" or "New," and 

Wftether coaf.bearing or not, is very fertile ; th-..s the Ofcf Reef is 
e~ually fertile whether associated with c0al in the ~lyde-and-Forth 
pl'l.in or dissociated from it in Strathmore, and the New Red is 

The midland valley of Scotland. 

e<)_ually fertile whether associated with coal round the South Welsh 
a'tld the South Pennine Mountains or dissociated from it in the Vale 
'?f York or the Val~ of Taunton. Moreover, as its special value is 

joL the procflJction of mi[k (cf. Devon and Chesh{rt'_!j, our dense 
DO,nnhtiom; snra;·,g :lD in df!r~s which were-or OU!!ht to have been 
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boroug!V and the Weaver and Wheelock (N orthwich and Middlewich ), 
there are most valuable salt-beds ; and the richest iron-fields are, 
or have been, found where the upper part of the so-called New Red 
Sandstone is represented by ridges .of limestope, the source of flux 
for. smelting purposes. • 

Roughly parallel with the eastern edge of the New Red Sand- "Young" 
stone from the Tees to the Exe run alternate belts of plain and Rock. 
ridge, of varied formation, but all "young "-lias, limestone, and 
chalk. The lias i~ rich in alum, e.g. near Whitby; and-its marlstone 
portions are equally rich in iron, e.g. in Lincolnshire and Northampton-
shire ; tpe limestone contains, e.g. in the Bath "freestone," a building 
~tone of great beauty, easily quarried and cut, and yet hardening on 
exposure to weather; the chalk encloses, and holds 'in ·basins, the 
clays and more recent deposits which have been the basis of English 
agriculture. In this conn-ection it is important that all these young 
ridges present a steep scarp to the north-west, i.e. the quarter from 
which they get much of their summer rain ( cf . .p. 56), but slope· 
down gradually on the so~-east to. the Tertiary depo~ts. 

But, as ·the sandstone ring merges south-eastward in softer and Ancient 
richer rock, so it merges north-westward, i.e. north of a line lying Rock. 
roughly between Londonderry and Mo~trose,. in older and harder 
rock. This is not ~nly the oldest and hardest, but also the highest 
and most northerly, formation in the whole country; and, except for 
the Old Red Sandstone round the Moray Firth, ~ has little wealth 
other than its granite, and that has value· only within easy access of 
water-carriage. This. north-western oceanic quadrant, therefore, is 
also likely to remain backward, except so far as its w~ter-power may 
be developed; and in any case it must always present a marked 
contrast, with its moors and mountains, to the corn and cattle lands, 
the woods and orchards, of the south-eastern continental quadrant, 
which-in the days when "Agriculture was King'"-was the gateway 
of civilisation for the whole country. • 

-As the area north and west of the Exe-Tees line consists of very Western 
old and hard rock, it has weathered very slowly ; and, therefore-in Heights. 
spite of its age-it remains as the highest part of the country, broken 
by small areas of lowland which have been fertilised largely at the 
expense of the highlands above and ·around them. Its natural 
advantages would, at first sight, seem to be limited to ·easy access to 
the sea, abundance of water, and mineral wealth, especially in· coal ; 
but these are <:onditions which have becom~ progressively more and 
more favourable to density of'population. • 

The ridged land south and east of the Exe-Tees line owes its Eastern 
low level to the/act that it consists of rock so young and soft that Lowlands. 
it has not been able to resist the various weathering agencies, even 
though these have been less violent than on the w,.stern margin of • ---
the country. This' would have pushed the wate.--parting of the 
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country westward, even if the hard old rock had ~ot had t~e higher 
elevation originally j and so th'e longer rivers· must have flowed east
ward towards the continent,,and the larger amount of alluvium must . 
have been distributed over what was naturally the more fertile rock. 
The mor~ resistant parts of this, however, have survived as ridges of 
limestone and chalk between the el(panses of clay and other newer 
material j and they have a more or less uniform steepness of scarp 
towards the north-west and a more qr. less uniform height. The 
Cotswold sc::rrp has the same relation to the A:on as the Lincoln 
Heights have to the Trent j and it is the ends of the main limestone· 

. and main chalk uplands that, in the Cleveland moors and Yorkshire 
wolds, have carried the coast-lii1e out eastward between the Humber 
and.the Tees. The Trent and the Ouse meet 'so far inland, not 

'' 

Structural map of the London basin. 

because the Trent is contro,led by the Lincoln Heights, but because 
both are following-the one southward and the other i10rthward
the New Red Sandstone plain j and evidence of the eastward 
extension of the coast-line through the break in the main chalk 
upland, between . tire East Anglian Heights and the Lincoln wolds, 
is found in the silting up of the old harbours of Boston and King's 
Lynn:. . · , 

Tertiary 'The' glaciation which provided e.g. the boulder clay of the heavy 
Basins. wheat-soils in-East Anfilia and the-lime which lightenoo and enriched 

that cia,-, was not extended south of the Thames j and in this 
southern unglaciated area the chalk upkt,n(js have a normal west-and
east lie, not south-west and north-east. And from. the pivot of the 
Wiltshire tq5fold the two chief downfolds havP been :filled up witl1 · 
Tertiary materlals fo form the London a.nd Hampshire basins. The 
acute-angled fa~ of!' Lond<?n clay "'that spreads out eastwards from 

• 
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N ewbur1 represe~t~ the Tertiary estuary of t~e Thames ; tqe. obtuse-
angled fan of "Bogn9r clay" that spreads out southwards from 
Ancl,over represents a similar formation' of equal agricultural value. 

. ~'h<; climate is of ~he most favour~ble "Atl~ntic" type (cf. p. 53), Ciimate. 
but the "insular" freed.opi from extremes is not due to •insularity . · 
per se. In the . fir~t place [see diagrall! on p. 2 3 r ], the low- . 
pressure systems ~hich r_5!ach the islands about every ten days, on · 
an.aveiage, the while year through-,-though the inter~.al is' actually 
les.s 'in winter and greater in summer-fopow frequently one of two 

. tracks;· one is the "bay of warmth" which marks the. beginning of 
the continental shelf, i.e. y{orth-west'of the Outer HebriCles, and the 
other' is' the English Chaimel. Obviously,' when the Icelandic centre 
is cl,ominant, t·.~· in winter-when,_too, the· high pr.essure over Europe · 
deflects warm winds north'Yard (cf. p .• 55)-this' must mean very 
heavy rain in the British Isres, especially on the higher western 
parts. But' as· winds, in. a low~pressure system . occupy in turn· 
every. point of the .comP.ass, rain can b!') brought ~y any- wind; the 
east coast may get purely ~onic rains from an east wi~d. Indeed, 
the surest sign _of rain over the Thames basin is t-he S.E. wind that 
ma~ks the ad":anced. "sqoulder ~~- of a low-pressure ~ysterri that is 
working up channel. . . • 
· · HigP,-pressure ·-systems, on the otner. h'and,. do .not "follow a High· 

track" at- all; they do not even·" trav'el" as.a rule, but only spread. pressure 
In. smniner high-pressure influences may spread, af all events to; the Sylftems. 
south of the islands,- from 'tlie ·.Azores centre; and then the air is 
refreshingly cool, ,both becau~e it comes off the ocean and because 
it .comes from ·a hi'gh-}!lressure centre. Iri winter high~pressure' 
influences may'·spread, _a't .all-'events to the s~uth-eastern quadrant>. 
of Great Britain, from the cold bloc.k on ·the continent ; and, if very 
cold hea"y air sinks do~n then _into northward-ioo~ing valley~, e.g .. · 
even the Clyde valley, :it may .lie there. for weeks-_skating having 
·continued occasl.onally ~ven · ip. Glasgow for three -consecutive· 
months. ·· · · 

Again, in .the-" contim!ntal" ·quad;a~t of England; which by 'c.ontin-' 
structure and soil has b~en mad:e predo~inant!,y agricultural, there ental · 
is .. a typical ''continental " acceleration ·of · maxima .and .minima Quadrant. · 

· ( cf. p. 55) ; ·and tl-)is involves, ·amongst. other. 'things, a relatively 
heavy rainfall on the _limestone 'and chalk uplands in July.; 'i.e . . the· 

'month immediately preceding normal harvest. . 
The 'freedom •from exfre_mes is' sped ally a•matter or rem~erature ; Tempera· 

and in this connection .. elevation is an important factor. · For ture. · 
. distance from the Atlantic and· proximity to Europe cause · 
temperatures in ~ummer to decrease from south-east to. north-west, 

. z:e. from the lo~vest elevation· to the highest; and the actual 
t~mperature in July over the north-west. of Scotland averages under 
54° F.; )vh'en that in the Home Counties is· ovet 63o F. The 
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height, however, is not great enough to materially at'fect the 
isotherms, which are "sun-lines" in summer and "sea-lines" in 
winter; in summer, therefore, they run normally east and west, the 

• 
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• Seasonal isotherms . 

temperature falling northwards, while in winter they run normally 
north and south, the temperature falling eastwards. • 

Extremes are greatest, therefore, in the south-east quadrant ; and 
this implies s~veral ·advantages to. agriculture, including a hard 
winte,r and a ht>t summer, with a low but well-distributed rainfall . 

• 
• • 
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In thes_e respects the north-eastern quadrant is in ~ost agreement 
with the south-eastern, but it has a slightly higher rainfall and a 
slightly smaller range of temperature (20° F. v. 23° F.). As this 
area includes a considerable amount of lo~ and fertile land, e.g. 
the Old Red Sandstone of Strathmore, agriculture is again pre
dominant. Similar conditions are also found on the lime"stone plain 
of East;Central Ireland'; and it is significant that Ireland sometimes 
has a higher return per acre on her grain crops than either England 
or Scotland. A ~atistical return a few years ago was.-

Wheat-Scotland, 37 bushels; Ireland, 31 ; England, 30. 
Barley-Ireland, 39; Scotland, 36; England, 33· 
O.ats-Ireland; 43; England, 41 ;· Scotland, 37· 

Winter gulf of warmth. 

The western parts both of Great Britain and of Ireland are Cattle
those most free from extremes of temperature-largely because th~y Rearing. 
are less free from extremes of rainfall; and it is in this combination 
that the secret lies oftheir predominance in cattle-rearing, wl1ich has 
hitherto depended on the growth of lush grass for a maximum pro-
portion of t~e year and the' minimum n~ttd for h~1sing the beasts 
during the rest of .the year. In Ireland-outside the area.tnentiohed 
-the range of temperature scarcely exceeds r 6° F., while in the 
north-west 6f ~reat -Britain it is r 8° F. ; but both level and latitude 
are gre~tly in favour of Ireland. Indeed, Western Scotland is" 
negligible .as a cattle-rearing area. The -south-western quadrant of 
England, however, is the most favoured area. ~ith a range of . • 
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19° F. it has quite a warm winter, heavy rainfall, and a mo~t fertile 
soil, largely red sandstone. Along the whole of the British west 
coast, too, the high relative humidity is exceedingly favourable to 
textile industries, alth~ugh the northern half of the country is too 
narrow to have a low humidity even in the east. 

The c~ief industries of the country may be ranged under five 
heads-commerce, manufactures, farming, mining, and fishing; and 
in each case geographical conditions have concentrated activity at 
certain foci. ~he bases of the commerce and m~nufactures are, of 
course, the fishing and mining. The former, apart from its value as 
supplying food, is the only school for a navy, mercantile or other
wise; and it is the mineral wealth that has led to such congestion 
of population-adverse to, and largely drawn away from, rural 
industries-that the country must import food as well as raw 
materials for manufacturing purposes. In each case, too, the chief 
foci present interesting points of contrast, which justify their separate 
existence, and thrs>w light on their historical development. It is 
only on the ~auses underlying these c~asts that emphasis will 
here be laid. 

Ten Great For inst"""~. r .. ::.v ~u.aH area of 1 zo,ooo square miles there 
are at least ten great commercial harbours, i.e. more than all those 
-comparable in character• and importance-f~und between the 
mouth of the Guadalquivir and that of the Elbe; and they represent 

• what may be calle~ parallel belts of hinterland from south-east to 
north-west, decreasing in fertility and ease of access from the Old 
World and increasing in mineral wealth and ease of access to the 
New World. On the continental margin of the agricultural area 
the two clay basins contain the two oldest ports, largely concerned 
historically with the trade of the opposite parts of the continent, of 
which their basins once formed part. On the inner margi11. of the 
agricultural belt the two most important river-basins of the country 
have found outlets at Bristol a'hd Hull, both related to the sandstone 
plain and the limestone upland, but the ocean-po;t much older than 
the seaport. The coal-fields "behind" the agricultural belt have 
their great outlets at their extreme ends, but here the seaport is 
much older than the oocean-port; indeed, Cardiff is only a creation 
of the last fifty years. Windward of the coal-fields are the two 

• great textile harbours of Liverpool and Manchester, both command
ing the Cheshire Gate to and from the centr'= cf the ~late-girt Irish 
Sea. Isolated ~!1 the i1~rrhern margin of the same sea, at once 
farther a~y from privateering in days before the Industrial 
Revolution and nearer to America in later days, Glasgow and 
Belfast owe their existence on the banks of natural "creeks" to the 
experience in dealing with a sand-choked creek in• the Cheshire 
Gate, though in t~e latter case the Dee was actually replaced by the 
Mersey. • 

• 
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The dotted area alongside the river is that w~ich, in t_he absence of artificial embanking, is marshy gn;und, liable to be flooded at high tide. 
The two bridges marked are London and 'Vestmmster bndges; the two tunnels, Blackwall and Rotherhithe; the two crosses mark St. Paul's 
Cathedra] and \Vestmins:ter Abbey. (The first-named of each two is the more easterly.) The sailor could have found a port farther east, but 
not with hard rock on both banks of the river, i.e. not where merchants could find a good crossing-place. 
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verged to get round the estuarine marshes whi~h made.the river 
itself unapproachable, and so made it an appropriate and impassable 
barrier between glacial and non-glacial England ; and it was the 
permanence of this ."control," on a smaller scale, that made the 
river abqve Tower Hill a boundary between so many counties. 
Even at Tower Hill the ford was so often inaccessible that a village 
-for detained traders-sprang up on the shoulder of the hill, 
guarded by a fort on the summit; and the ford was soon replaced 
by a ferry, :ts the ferry was subsequently replated by a bridge, on 
which all roads converged. 

When waterways supplanted landways, this focus of roads 
became an objective of navigation ; and the consequent power of 
distribution was only increased when again traffic became land-traffic, 
but carried on by canal and rail. The smallness of the area made 
the whole of it more or less the railway-hinterland of London, so 
that London grew at the expense of other ports, especiallv Rriotr.1 : 

but the develo~ent of the nrr..,; __ ; -~ J:-"~""' Wltn their local 
anv,ntn::;--. ;,.. .. ~ .. LaKing the provincijl"'"":tde away from London. 
At the same time, London never had any local competition, for the 
marshy nature of the alluvium on the shores of the estuary prac
tically forbade the existence of any towns, though useful forts could 
be built where the chalk approached the river db both sides, e.g. at 
Tilbury and Gravesend, and great castles could be pile-reared 
amongst the treacQ.erous swamps, as at Sheerness and Queenborough . 

The mere accident that whole fleets collected in the Downs 
during easterly or north-easterly gales, helped to make London a 
great port of transhipment, thus increasing its "nodal" value ; and 
the consequent growth of population made it an enormous market
with an immediate demand now from 7,ooo,ooo people-which 
encouraged the growth of transit outports, such as Harovich and 
Dover, but effectually prevented their becoming centres of population 
( cf. p. 2 r 4 ). It was unde~ such circumstanc~s that London de
veloped into the greatest port in the world, which it has been for 
the last 200 years; and much modern criticism of the port implies 
some ignorance of its geographical conditions. 

Quite apart front the absurdity of comparing its hinterland with 
that of its great rivals, e.g. Antwerp, Rotterdam, and Hamburg ( cf. 
p. 265), there i5 JJractically no comparison between the Thames and 

. the rival rivers. London has much the best channel of the four. 
Not one of tlw! others .has anything like a 3o-foot minimum low
water channel up to its lowest docks, as London has approximately 
up to Tilbury; still less has any one of them a maximum high-water 
channel of so feet. This 2o-foot range, which gjves the largest 
vessels a chance of reaching the Royal Albert Dock, is due to the 
meeting of two tides-one twelve hours behind the other-which com
plement each ot~er in flowing up the Thames ; but the same two 
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tides coonteract .one another eastward-'Yhere crest meets trough 
instead of crest meeting crest-giving Rotterdam a tidal range of 
only 5 feet, and incidentally. causing the Rhine to deposit a delta. 
The Scheidt, and still more the Elbe, are coctainly more favoured 
than the Rhine in this respect; but the Elbe is mud~ troubled 
by ice. 

The Thames has, however,· two great drawbacks, one historical Historic 
and the other natyral. The latter· is that the tide-being double London. 
in the sense that two tides go up the river at the same•time-is too 
strong; the former is concerned mainly with the predominance of 
the city in very early times. For London was a great market 1ooo 
years before railways were thought of, and all that time she was a 
great port; and so her river-front had come to be occupied by 
wharves, etc., and the land behind it had been covered with ware-. 
houses, etc., with the obvious result that the centre of the port was 
practically closed to the intrusion of railways. Further, as ships 
increased in number and in size, they could not all or always moor 
at the wharves, but baa ~~e out in the middle of the river or not 
come up to the heart of the city. New docks were built farther and 
farther down the river, but their value was in inverse ratio to their 
distance from the "Pool" ; and the alteU"lative of working the traffic 
by barges higher up the river was not only the more suitable, but 
also already established in practice. London, then, is a barge port, 
with a fleet of fully 1z,ooo barges; and the stren~th of the tide prac- • 

. tically dispenses with any other source of motive-power. 
There is nothing in all this in itself adverse to shipbuilding on Thames 

the river; and the disadvantages urged against the river, e.g. distance Sh~P·. 
fi 1 d . b . . 1 I . F bu1ldmg. rom coa an Iron, are ecommg contmuous y ess Important. or 
the materials now used are made of mild steel, not iron, and are 
largely "-'or ked "cold"; and this minimises the need for coal
especially as the machine tools are m~nly actuated by electricity
while the steel-plates, etc., are delivered by the great producers in 
North-East England at the same price everywhere in the country, 
whether Poplar, Barrow, or Belfast. The removal of yards, then, 
from the Thames to the Clyde is due mainly to the better and 
cheaper labour, involving a saving of r z-1 5 p.c. at Scotstoun over 
Poplar, and partly to such subordinate considerations as access to 
a good " measured mile" for speed trials. 

In some small points, e.g. healthiness and scenery, Southampto~ South
has natural advantages over London ; and.it had ohvious historical hampton 
advantages so long as Winchester was the "English" ocapital; or v. London. 
England was governed by Norman dukes, or civilisation was west 
of the Rhine, ~r the export of " South-Down " wool was still legal. 
With the loss of these advantages, and after the political isolation of 
the country from the continent had led to great jnternal develop· 
ment, Southampton had no chance against Lon~on ; but the very 

• 
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advantages by which London won her monopoly, (l.ventuall)l' reacted 
in favour of Southampton. Once cargoes from the Atlantic for 
London had to be trans-shipped on to rail, it was a matter of little 
importance whether ihat was done far down the Thames or far up 
the Itchell; and the latter saves the long detour by the foggy and 
crowded Dover Strait-no small advantage in the saving of insurance 
and in the quick transport of meat and vegetables, fruit and dairy 
produce. These conditions, with the possession CJ,f very good docks, 
have more th~n doubled the traffic in twenty years. 

The essential advantages of the harbour, however, are its double 
front and ·its double tide. It has a double front because it stands 
on the peninsula between the Itchen and the Test ; its tide is 
double, not because two tides come in at the same time, but because 
the same tide comes in twice. The obtuse-angled basin has 
naturally a very broad base, 23 miles of which (east and west) is 

Structural map of the Hampshire basin. 

occupied by the Isle of Wight ; and this gives the port a double 
tide, the first by way of the Solent and the second-two hous later 
-by way of Spithead. While this regime never involves a violent 
current, such as troubles the• Thames, it effectually prevents there 
being a normal low-water minimum ; and the strategic and climatic 
shelter afforded by the Isle of Wight are reflected in the old saying 
that " The Solent might make a Queen's chamber." The shelter 
and safe anchorage, • the easy entrance by day or night, and the 
four tides a rby combine, theiefun::, to give the port exceptional 
advantages on the great route to the New World and the Suez 
Canal from London and all its rival harbours. 

On the innef margin ~f the great agricultural belt, tommanding 
the outlet!' of its two chief river-basins, and with easy access on or 
along Avon and Stour to what were-before the reclaiming of the 
Fens-the richest corn and cattle lands of the counvy, Bristol and 
(Kingston-on-) Hull have been our two great agricultural ports. 
Even the slave twade, which was so profitable to Bristol, was looked 
upon in those da::.s as a trade in "agricultural implements"; and 
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the oldest streets in the city still bear such names as " Wine Street " 
and "Corn Street." Indeed, the strategic importance of both . ' 
places was largely as outposts of the civilised agricultural area, 
though it was based fundamentally on their "p&ninsular" isolation
between Avon and Frome, between Humber and Hull-and on the 
protection of the Avon Gorge in the one case and of the"" Holder
ness" swamps in the other case. It was these swamps that attracted 
the attention of Edward I. when he was securing his route to 
Scotland; and he tave the title of " King's-Town " til the military 
station which he founded between Humber and Hull-on a site 
exactly comparable, e.g. in its pile-foundations and protecting 1 

sluices, to that on which his grandson built Queenborough. 

Map of Bristol and the !OlVer Avon. 

c•ontour~Jines at intervals of IOO feet. 

Historically, Bristol had the advantage-locally in nearness to Bristol. 
the Roman station of Bath and the lead-mines which the Romans 
began to work in the Mendips, and regionally, irt nearness to London 
landward and to Ireland (for wool) and France (for wine) seaward. 
Later on, with the opening up of the Atlantic, these advantages 
were increased ; ·and, as long as trans-oceanic shipping depended on. 
wind-power, flo port on the north-east coas• could c~pete with one 
on the south-west coast, with its shorter and more direct,•less foggy 
and less crowded, access to the ocean. Even now Bristol's main 
chance of enla,ging its sphere lies in the fact that it is nearer to 
America than either Liverpool or Southampton, and nearer to London 

1 In the Civil War Hull was protected by deliberate floodin~ of the surrounding 
flats. • 
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than either Liverpool or Fishguard. And it is this that has en
couraged-if it has not quite justified-the creation of ~ery fine 
docks at Avonmouth and such improvement of the eight miles of 
river up to Bristol tgat vessels 325 feet long and carrying nearly 
6ooo ton~ of cargo can thread the whole gorge-under the Clifton 
Suspension Bridge-up to the heart of the city. 

Hull. Even this, however, cannot compensate for its thinly-peopled 
and limited hinterland; and in this respect Hull claims an enormous 
advantage, woith a hinterland population of pt!rhaps Io,ooo,ooo 
persons and with excellent means of transport inland by rail, river, 
and canal. It may lose its timber trade-a typically " Baltic" trade 
-to Grimsby and Immingham, as it has lost much of its old fish 
trade; but it must remain an exceedingly important food-depot for 
both man and beast,1 and it is mainly the size of its trade that 
accounts for the cheapness of the port. This is its one great 
advantage; for instance, in sending food to Birmingham, it has an 
advantage over 1,-ondon in cost varying from perhaps 2 p.c. for 
meat and 9 ~.c. for butter up to 2 5 p.c,)w "apples and over ·w n.r 

~u-

Mineral Behind the agricultural belt comes the mineral belt, and the 
Ports. exploitation of the latter largely depended on-or actually consisted 

in-the working of the co~l-fields. At the two-seaward extremities 
of the belt Newcastle and Cardiff are the most important coal-ports 

• on the face of the_earth-" Newcastle" being understood to include 
all the Tyne ports, as "Cardiff" includes Barry and Penarth; but 
some of their geographical conditions are widely different, the recent 
development of Cardiff being more or less based on the possession 
of a monopoly. As a matter of fact, both Newport and Port Talbot 
are in some respects better natural harbours ; and Newport is likely 
to become a very serious rival. It taps that part of the ~oal-field 
which has been least exploited ; the U sk is the deepest tidal river with 
floating docks in the British•Isles; and it has the largest single dock 
in the world. These are the conditions which account for the recent 
removal of several very large works to Newport from the Midlands. 
But Port Talbot, like its neighbour, Swansea, is specifically interested 
in metal industries_.__though coal, including anthracite, is a dominat
ing feature ; and Newport was, and still is technically, " English." 

Cardiff. Cardiff owes its predominance to that convergence of valleys 
• ~·:hich, ages ago, waue it the capital of the British kingdom of 

Gwent. For tile coal-~posits of Glamorgan and M<mmouth lie in 
a series ef narrow valleys, e.g. those of Taff and Rhymney, which 
converge on the lowland behind Cardiff and Newport, and Cardiff 
was the nearest outlet to the part of the coal-field first worked. A 
number of quite independent circumstances favoure·d the growth of 

1 It has the J...-gest oil-seed industry in the world except that of Memphis 
(U.S.A), and its ri~r-system drains one-sixth of England. 
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the portr-includLng the displacement of clippers by tramp-steamers 
and the opening of the Suez Canal; but the fundamental advantage 
was in the superiority of the coal for bunkering purposes. Fifty 
years ago the South Wales coal-field exported .pnly ro,ooo,ooo tons 
a year; twenty-five years 
ago the export was 
z s,ooo,ooo tons ; and it 
is now nearly so,ooo,ooo, 
i.e. 40 p.c. of the• whole 
export of the country. 
Like all other great coal
exporting harbours, Cardiff 
has great facilities for im
porting cheaply, because 
steamers can always get 
a return cargo ; and this 

Coat-fl•ldEJ 
R••lw•yt

M.Jie6 
t-.._.3 

South Wales coal-field. 
is reflected in, e.g. the • 
great flour-

1
milling indu~t"fj o,f the. town. But its growth has be.en 

more or ess of "mushroom" character, guided by the Wise 
expenditure of locally-won wealth on local needs, e.g. fine docks ; 
but that wealth was essentially based on. the "monopoly" of steam 
coal and anthracite~ 

Newcastle has had a very different h.istory. Its importance in New
early times was almost entirely strategic, .the " ijew ·castle" .of the cytle. 
Normans only replacing an old one built on the same site by the 
Romans; and the occupational control of its strategic period seems 
to have favoured a political type, both of individual and of group, 
which has been largely responsible for its economic importance in 
more recent times. From the time when the Romans, built their 
great watl, the Tynesiders, whether lead-miners in the South Tyne 
valley or the fishermen of Jarrow port, became typical frontiers-
men, alert and inljependent, adaptabfe and not afraid of taking 
responsibility. Presently these frontiersmen became an important 
factor in the staple trade of their age and country, the wool trade, 
for which the relatively high winter temperature is so favourable 
that Northumberland 1 is still the most imi-Jortant sheep-r¢aring 
county in England, though Newcastle is no longer one of the chief 
wool-markets of Europe. The export of the wool was obviously 
associated with England's greatest historic industry, that of fishing;. 
and, when the Tynesider began to hanqJe anot~r great staple, 
coal, it was one of world importance. As miner and fisherman, he 
had only continued the strenuous life and constant danger of the 
frontiersman ; i-nd, as wool-raiser, as fisherman, as coal-miner, he 

1 The neighbouring county of Durham is the home of the Shorthorn cattle, the 
most famous breed in the kingdom and by far the most numerotls (c. 4,soo,ooo out 
of c. 7 ,ooo,ooo in I9II ). 
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had had for centuries his finger on the pulse oi the commercial 
world of his age. 

The Tyne. About half-way between the present head of navigation at 

• 

Newburn and the prlibable old head of navigation at Wall's-End
an apprcwriate place, therefore, for the great wall to end-the low 
southern bank rises to the level of the high northern bank ; and 
where the twin heights close in on the river, there the Great North 
Road dropped to the river at Gateshead (" Road-Head "), and the 
opposite end' of the ford was guarded by a cast!~. Both above and 
below this point-now marked by the High and Low Level Bridges 
-the bed of the river was deep clay; and the constriction of the 
banks at the " Bridges " increased the natural scour until Newcastle 
became the normal head of navigation, while similar constriction at 

The Tyne and Wear ports. 

Contour·-lines at intervals of roo 
feet. Dotted areas are between low
and high-water mark. 

the mouth of the nver matie the intervening section of the river 
almost a natural dock. With such a population and such a river
bed (clay), it was comparatively a small thing to canalise the whole 
river up to Newburn, giving fully 30 feet of depth as far as the 
upper constriction, and to extend the lower constriction by running 
out great walls to the s-fathom line, so that sand could not accumu
late and vessels could enter straight from the sea. 

Develop- The mineral wealth justified and defrayed the expense of these 
ment of • great enterpriS&s, and the distribution of it was exce~dingly favour
Trade. able bot!~ to export a~d to the development of local industries. 

The mines first worked were so near the river that, even with 
pac.k-hor,;e transport, it was possible and profitable to export the 
coal; 1 the height of the banks makes it equatly possible and 

1 It began to \:Jt, worked in the thirteenth century, and went to London by sea-
hence its old name Qj '' sea-coal." 

• 
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profitableo to work the transport to-day mainly by gravitation, the 
loaded trucks pulling the empty ones back up the hill. The 
growth of the export implied more cheapness of import, e.g. of 
timber for pit-props and of ores to replace the exhausted home 
ores; and, as a huge export of heavy iron goods came to be added 
to that of coal, increase of tonnage out encouraged increase of 
other materials in, e.g. food-stuffs. Meantime, the Tyne Gap had 
been becoming mo~te capable of use, e.g. deforested apd drained; 
and, once it was threaded by a railway, Newcastle had obvious 
facilities for distribution westward. And the typical frontiersman 
seizes an opportunity when he sees it. It is significant that it was 
on the Tyne that the first steam collier was built, and that a Tyne 
tug was the first steam "trawler." 

The modern development of textile industries depended South 
absolutely on the coal_.:the value of which was greatly increased L:-nca
by its proximity to salt, as a basis of chemical industries, in both 8 ue. 
Yorkshire and Lancash~and the two great textile ports are to 
windward of the coal-belt, t:e,in what was in earlier tirr1'es the most 
backward part of the country, isolated by marsh and mountain, by 
forest and· glacial clay. At one point in the forested marsh at the 
foot of the mountains, "a hard rock of ~tone" cropped out; the 
whole formation, of ;hich it was the most conspicuous point, caused 
four streams to converge here, and the rock 1 offered a site for a 
fort, while the current offered a source of "pow~" that was pre-
sently utilised. Along these and other streams tracks converged 
on the rock from the watershed, u. past the sites of Bolton, Bury, 
Rochdale, Oldham, etc., the lrwell valley leading -to both Bolton 
and Bury ; and, once a busy industry and. a correspondingly large 
population had sprung up on the eastern flank of the wate~shed, 
the rock ~as bound to become the focus for all roads westward. 
In this way the woollen industry was e»tended, mainly by Flemish 
weavers, into Lancashire in the thirteenth century; and it is still 
an important industry in the area. But when-2oo years later
Levant "cotton-wool" was introduced into England, it soon be-
came evident that Lancashire could handle this ll.fW material better 
than any other part of the country ; and, though the germs of 
plague were introduced by the cotton, and epidemics paralysed the 
industry at least twice, geographical conditions were so favourable 
that it was bound to recover. • • 

Eventually Manchester became 'the mftural focus q,f fully Man-
8,ooo,ooo people-with obvious results. The greiitly increased cheater. 
value of land, capable of being covered very cheaply with houses 
of brick made of the local clay, drove many mills and works across 
the .Jrwell into Salford and farther afield; and Manchester became 
more important commercially than industrially, th'tls attracting 

1 The place still bears the signifi~ant name of " Castle~eld~" 
n 

• 
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(1830) the second railway in the kingdom, "The Manclfester and 
Sheffield." The ship canal-35 miles long, with a minimum depth 
of 2 8 feet, and a bottom width of 40 yards-was the natural sequel, 

• 
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forecast by the success of the Duke of Bridgewater's great work ; 
and . now, as• the nearest port to 1 so towns, Manchester stands 
fourth of all :rlritish ports in the value of her total trade, importing 

• 
• 
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her sta~e, cottol!, and such significant other products as oil, lard, 
fruit, timber, and grain; and exporting coal, cotton goods, and 
machinery, including machine tools. 

As Manchester owed its start to the grotvth of the Yorkshire Liverpool. 
woollen industry, so Liverpool owed its start to that of the Lancashire 
cotton industry ; and, therefore, it started relatively late, Bristol and 
Plymouth, London and Southampton, having an immense advantage 
in this respect. )jut its great rival, London, was Seferely handi
capped-at the critical time in the development of Liverpool-by 
the plague and by the constant danger from Dutch fleets. And the 
topographical details of the Liverpool site saved it from the fate of 
Chester, which originally monopolised the sea-trade of the " Cheshire 
Gap," but which dare not-for fear of Welsh raids-move its port 
farther down the river, i.~. away from the Castle rock, as the river 
silted up. For Liverpool stands at the sea end of a bottle-necked 
estuary which runs at right angles to the prevailing wind, and there-
fore could be entered ~eft ·by sailing vessels with• equal ease ; and 
the windy exposure, adEle<\ to the dry subsoil an'o the good 
" drainage " slope I of the red-sandstone block, made the site 
exct:ptionally healthy. This narrow neck has other advantages, two 
of which decided t~e fate of Liverpod'l. The one is that the 
concentration of the broad "Sloyne lake " on the narrows gives the 
current exceptional scouring force, which maintained a good depth • 
in spite of the great volume of sand ; the other i! that the facilities 
for coming alongside the natural bank, even before it was lined 
with 10 miles of fine docks and nearly 40 miles of level quays, were 
greatest at the very place most suitable for the rise of a city. 
Incidentally, too, these conditions have greatly facilitated dredging, 
for they have focused the main trouble on a definite and quite 
limited Mr, and so have not caused difficulties such as exist on the 
Thames, e.g. the " slipping " of banks. • On the other hand, they 
have evolved the famous landing-stage. Owing to the great 
difference of tidal level, the docks can be open only for a short 
time (at high water); but the landing-stage (over 8oo yards long) is 
built on floating pontoons which rise and fall witll the tide. 

As the" Home of Ship Owners," Liverpool's interests are world- Man
wide; but the special commodities handled are raw cotton, food- ~~es~er vi 
stuffs, and tobacco inwards, and cotton goods and iron and steel lVerpoo · 
·goods outwards. Typical industries, therefore, are flcw.r-mi1ling and • 
the making ·of "marine .engines, while the typ,cal attitude is_a broad 
outlook. This will probably always put the port bey,ond the fear of 
serious competition from Manchester. For the dense population of 
the natural hintetland of Manchester has one absolutely dominant 
economic interest, and that in a product which can, under no 
circumstances, be grown in this country ; nor are its f>est customers 

1 The name almost certainly means " The Pool of the SloJ!es." 
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for cotton goods found in this country. Its outloek is, tht!refore, at 
once narrow and not typically British ; and yet its economic 
interests can be pushed by sheer tyranny of numbers. 

Glasgow and Be~fast were still later in developing, and both 
were maae by strenuous effort. Isolated on the ocean margin, both 
were secure from privateers and nearer to the sugar, tobacco, and 
cotton of the New World than any of their rivals; and both had 
chances of. monopolising the foreign trade fl.)[ their respective 
countries. Glasgow, however-once the Act of Union was 
passed-was in much the stronger position, e.g. having both a much . 
larger hinterland without "break of bulk" and the essential bases of 
industry in rich fields of coal and iron ; and, until Glasgow had 
perfected the steam-dredger, Belfast could not be reached through 
the "sloblands" of the sluggish Lagan. Within a century and a 
half from the time when Smeaton reported ( 1 7 40) that the depth 
of water just east of the Kelvin-Clyde confluence was I 5 inches, 
there was a higfl-water depth of over 3l,..ieet at the same place. 
Under the guidance of Telford and1Watt and Galthorne-whose 
experience of the sands of Dee was invaluable-the Clvrl~> ···
first narrowed to produce a scour whirh -- __ :..:; temove loosened 
silt and prevent n<>w "; 1• r_ :. • ., accumulating very.quickly; then it was 
o:·~· ----~••'-auy dredged to a minimum of 2 2 feet ; and so "the river 
made the city when the citizens had once made the river." This 
has been true in •a remarkable sense ; for the deepening of the river 
has had a profoundly beneficial effect on the tidal wave, which reaches 
Glasgow now in 2 hours less than it did a century ago, while the flow 
of spring tides has been lengthened from 4! to 6 hours and their 
ebb shortened from 8 to 6-l; hours. 

Woollen 1 The commerce of these great ports reflects especially two 
Industry. supremely important industries-textiles and hardware, the one 

almost as clearly connectetl with the climate now as the other was 
originally connected with the structure of the cO''l.mtry. The develop
ment of the wool trade with Flanders, in the days when Norwich 
was really "Norwich by the Sea "-and she is still no farther than 
Glasgow from the. sea-made the city the natural home of the 
woollen industry, as also the natural asylum for refugees from the 
continent. But, even before the use of coal-with the silting up of 
the Norwich bay and the need for removing a staple industry to a 

' safer site fart~er inland-Norfolk began to give plac~ to Yorkshire; 
and th; latter still h•as special advantage~, e.g. in water-supply, 
climate, and ~ccess to f:lcl and machinery, to markets and raw 
!11;:>_teriab. Hand-work survives in the islands only in remote places 
where neither fuel nor machinery is accessible, e.g. ~he Hebrides and 
Connaught ; and these two essentials affect machine work even in 
places that a,.e not remote. Thus, climate, hill-pastures,· and soft 
water are favotJrable along the Cotswolds and the Cheviots, e.g. at . 
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Frome a.nd Brac!iord, at Hawick and Galashiels, the Cotswold water 
-like that of the Leven at Alexand~ia-being very suitable for dye
ing "grain" colours; but the distance from fuel and machinery is a 
drawback. On the contrary, the Leicester c~al is coupled with a 
more continental climate, which is more suited to hosie•y than to 

1-. Rainfall iu inches 

• 
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Walker & Cockerellsc.. 
Annual rainfall of the British Isles. 

Based upon a map by Dr. H. R. Mill. 

• • 
general woollens. Yorkshire,· then, has the most advan~ges. It 
has easy access to home and foreign supplies crf wool, and to 
countries with winters cold enough to cause a demand for woollen 
clothing ; water of the right quality is abundant; up under the water
parting, the "muggy" air that lodges in the vallew;, e.g. in those 
of Aire and Calder, is almost ideal for the variou.,c; manufacturing 

• 
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processes ; and the presence of the necessary coal lias also mvolved 
multiplication of means of transport. 

The localisation of the cotton industry round the ring of torrent
scarred hills on the windward side of the Pennines is purely climatic. 
Access to .fuel and machinery or to markets and raw materials is no 
easier than in Yorkshire, but the relative humidity is higher; and 
this makes the climate much more favourable to a vegetable product, 
as illustrated even by the division of labour on ~1e spot. For the 
spinning is monopolised by the towns with the most humid climate 
and the best water ; and, even so, the finest spinning goes to the 
seaward towns, e.g. Bolton, while the coarse spinning goes landward, 
e.g. to Oldham. In the areas of still lower humidity, e.g. the Ribble 
basin, weaving is more typical than spinning (cf. Preston and Black
burn); and in still drier areas, e.g. in the lee of the Welsh mountains, 
the work is largely confined to secondary processes such :>O. : ... c:e
making and hosiery-knitting, as at Nottingham. 

The iron and•steel industries illustrate tl--· .,arne permanence of 
geographic oontrol with the samf' : . ._vgreSs'ive variations in the 
manifestation of the control : 11e permanence is most conspicuous 
in the case of Birrn;- o~'am and Sheffield. Both have historic in
dustries of ., .. :_,ast 1ooo y,ears' standing; both had, to start with, 
lor" 1 -"vplies of ore and of fuel-from the Fo~ests of Arden and 
:sherwood ; and both had "local " supplies of coal, and were within 
easy reach of impt9rted ore, whether of home or foreign origin. But 
their non-local relations were different, for Birmingham is in the very 
heart of England. No doubt, the fact that it stands at about equal 
distances from navigable water on Trent and Severn and Avon 
encouraged the construction of canals ; but it was essentially on a 
site the full value of which could only be realised by railways. Both 
climate and relief are responsible for this. For obvious11 the size 
of a canal lock must bear so~ relation to water-supply as conditioned 
by rainfall, and the demand on this supply is greatest where popula
tion is densest, as round Birmingham and Wolverhampton; and 
long stretches of the natural routes in this district are at least 400 

feet above the sea, and are so covered with buildings that land has 
a prohibitive value. • Even if the deficiency of local water supply 
could be made good, e.g. from the Elan Valley, so th:;.t in the driest 
season large locks could be assured uniform and sufficient depth, 

•the cost of improvement-at such an elevation and in such a densely 
populated and tleeply uadermined area-would be so • great that an 
improve~Grand Ju!iction Canal could not afford to go through the 
Black Country. • 

Obviously, under such conditions, developmoot depends on 
railway transport, and this controls local industries in two directions. 
In the first p!Qce, such districts must specialise in goods which 
demand much labour for little raw material, e.g. pins, pens, needles, 

• 
• 
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screws, ·':atch-springs, etc. ; and in the second place, amongst such 
there must be specifically transport media-from bicycles to railway 
stock. Apart from such neighbouring centres as Goventry and 
Wolverhampton, at least three suburbs ofBirmingham-Handsworth, 
Oldbury, and Saltley-have a world-wide reputation for the pro
duction of railway rolling-stock. Firms wishing to do" typically 
'·heavy" work for other purposes than transport have recently been 
migrating, e.g. to Newport and Pontypool. Of course, early canals 
and railways mad~ Birmingham their objective, becwse its essen
tially central position had already raised it into a very important 
transport centre-associated with horse transport; and it was this 
question of the transport medium that-coupled with the presence 
of fine casting-sand- gave the district its original industry in 
iron-castings for harness ( cf. the important· harness industry of 
Walsall). 

In the case of Sheffield the local advantages included crucible- Sheffield. 
clay and water-power, but the determining factor was the presence 
of fine grinding-stone, "tMich directed the local e;ergies into cutlery 
and so predestined them to 1omport of fine iron and specialisation in 
steel. "Birmingham" ore 1 yields only 35-36 p.c. of metal, with 
x-o7 p.c. of phosphorus, and -04 p.c. of sulphur; the Furness 
hematite, though yielding 66-67 p.c. of•metal, practically free from 
sulphur and phosphorus, was less accessible than Scandinavia from 
Sheffield even in Plantagenet times; even now quantities of pig-iron • 
are produced in the "Sheffield" area, e.g. a! Rotherham and 
Chesterfield, to which the blast-furnaces were removed I 5o years 
ago, and fully 95 p.c. is used at home-but not by Sheffield. 

On the Sheaf and the Don only steel is used, made of Swedish Sheaf v. 
or Spanish and Cumbrian iron. Along the Sheaf there are many Don. 
cruci.ble.steel makers, the "descendants" of the old cutlers, still 
engaged in light products and still using Scandinavian metal; and 
along the navigabl~ Don there are ma~y makers of heavy products 
(e.g. armour plates), but using for their new work the newer sources 
of supply from Furness and Spain. As everything except the fuel 
has to bear transport, mainly by rail, the determining factor here is 
the human one. Not only is the weight of •material used trivial 
compared with the labour spent on it, as at Birmingham, but 
centuries of experience have bred in .. both masters and men an 
instinct which no theoretical knowledge can hope to rival. For the 
men can "drvine" by the eye the qualitt of a pi.ece of metal~ 
which metallurgical analysis can only con'Erm-or the imount of 
smoke necessary 2 in a flame for reheating s.teel-which no 
mechanical pro~ess yet invented can decide; and the masters seem 
to have a similar genius for seizing on new ideas or new methods, 

~ The corresponding percentages for Cleveland are 33-34, ,j:024, and •03. 
2 The amount, unfortunately, is not favourable to amenities of climate • 

• 
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e.g. the Bessemer and Siemens patents or the driving of ~achinery 
by electricity. • 

Eastern To the south-east and north-east of the great steel centre are two 
Counties. areas which again p~;esent interesting contrasts. The agricultural 

belt was bound to develop industries in agricultural machinery at 
such places as Lincoln and Grantham, Ipswich and Colchester; and 
the cheapness and abundance of labour-and that, too, unorganised 
-were favourable to the extension of such industries where special 
facilities exi~tted for access to fuel and meta,, as the tin-plate 

• 

.. 

Isthmian canal routes. 

industry of South Wales has been supplemented by industries in 
galvanised and cormgated iron. And, no doubt, the opening of the 
Doncaster coal-field and the local supplies of iron-ore, e.g. at 
Frodingham, will develop the industry in Lincolnshire. 

Cleveland In the north-east the industry is based partly 0!1 the Clt:veiand 
r.Durham.'ore, which yiel4s over io p . .:;. (6,ooo,ooo tons) of the total output 
- - r uf the COtentry, but mainly on the Durham coke. For the Cleveland 

ore is getting poorer in percentage of metal, and more costly to work 
in other ways too ; but the Durham coke possesses precisely those 
mechanical qualities 1 required in fuel for moder~ blast-furnaces, 

1 The "splint "•coal of Lanarkshire has somewhat the same value to Coatbridgc 
and Motherwell. 

• 

• 
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being large enough not to choke the furnaces and strong enough to 
bear g~eat weight of ore. This, of course, is another asset for 
Newcastle; and it is the sum of advantages concentrated there that 
favours the construction of a great ship-canal from the Tyne to the 
Solway. . • 

Such a canal would not only shorten the distance between our 
great west-coast ports and the Baltic by 300 miles or so, but would 
enable a fleet to be concentrated with maximum ease and safety at 
the very centre df our North-Sea coast, and that, tog, where there 
are exceptional facilities for repairs, etc. An alternative route would 
join the Forth and Clyde, possibly via Loch Lomond; it would have 
the same commercial advantages, e.g. the avoidance of the stormy 
and crowded Pentland Firth or the foggy and still more crowded 
Dover Strait, and its only inferiority strategically would be that the 
repairing base would be on the west coast. In neither case is the 
difficulty or the expense prohibitive. 



CHAPTER XVII 

BELGIUM 

Buffer THE geographical interest of Belgium is mainly historical and 
• State. economic, but its geographical importance is mainly political,; for 

it is as a Buffer State that it has any national existence at all, and 
it illustrates nearly all the characteristic phenomena of a Buffer 
State, especially the difficulties. Even such a trivial detail as the 
printing of a rail~ay ticket becomes signi~ant, for 'it is printed 
in two languages; and one of the two 4s always "foreign," French 
in the west and German in the east.1 Th<>> ;~ •~ -- _, : • .:v~" uuL 
~"',:---~--··· ~~-- =~:5 • .,u~ as a natwn, nor the commercial part of the 
population, which is mad~ Flemish by Ant~erp, nor yet the 
industrial part, which is made Walloon by the Mons-Liege coal-field; 

• it does represent one of the two great political -antagonists between 
whom Belgium is a•Buffer State. 

Transi- It has been pointed out, too, that Belgium is an area of 
tion Area. geographic, as well as of political, transition, e.g. its great rivers 

both rising and emptying beyond the Belgian frontier. Its frontiers 
are, except on the sea-coast, far from being well-marked physical 
features; its surface features and even its mineral beds are. largely 
extensions from other countries ; its peoples and languages are 
equally transitional, for the _.Latin" Walloon stands between the 
Romance tongue of wester~ Switzerland and the Romance tongue 
of northern France, while Flemish bears a similar relationship to 
Dutch and Deutsch; and its political history 2 has been largely the 

, history of other counkies, France and Holland, Spain and Austria. 
Southern The frontier features are very varied, and some of their details 
Frontier. are peculiarly significant. For instance, the Franco-Belgian frontier 

is a lasting memento of the many wars between France and Spain, 
~1en peace was .often purchased at the cost of scrr.c ;;;huice bit of 
Sp:1nish BiJlgium, e.g. thl "bay" of Lille, with its river-frontier on 
the Lys, or the sQmewhat similar "bay" of Valenciennes. So, the 
extension of the French frontier down the Meuse valley as far as 

• 
1 The internal racial division is latitudinal, not longitudinal, the north (of 

Vvaterloo) being Flemish and the south being Walloon. 
2 Cf. the battlefif!lds of Fontenoy and Jemappes, Oudenarde and Ramillies, 

• Ligny and Quatre Br~. etc. 

2'j0 

• 
• 
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the natwral fortr.ess of Givet has an obvious strategic value; but, 
as a matter of fact, except in crossing the deep narrow valley of 
the river itself and of its Semois tributary, the course of the actual 
frontier eastward of the Sambre adheres fa~rly well to a line of 
maximum elevatie>n and minimum population. 

The same is true of the frontier towards Luxemburg and :Eastern 
Germany, which is roughly marked by the water-parting between Frontier. 
the Semois and the Sauer in the south and that between the Ourthe 
and the Roer in tt.e north, though the difficulty of d't-awing a line 
through the densely populated mining (lead and zinc) area in the 
heart of the Moresnet commune has led to the defining of a neutral 
zone held in common by Belgium and Prussia ; but directly the 
Ardennes plateau is left for the Meuse lowland minimum population 
has no obvious relation to "maximum " elevation. Here three 
things are significant -the Meuse, the Mesopotamian, and the 
marine lines respectively. On the primitive river- frontier the 
significant feature is the detour to disconnect Maa.stricht, as it were, 
from the left bank oithe river-on which it actuall~ stands-and 
to perpetuate its historic co?mection with the right bank. This is 
the point at which the river Geer joins the Meuse, and on which, 
therefore, in very early times it direcLed the " Rhine " overland 
traffic (for London•vza Ghent and Bruges); the confluence is just 
below the great sandstone block of Pietersberg, which was worked 
by the Romans, and which provided material foi castle and bridge • 
at this "Maas-traject" ("crossing-place," first by ford and then by 
bridge); and the only guarantee of a safe crossing was to hold the 
farther, £.e. the western, bank. Incidentally, this was associated in 
senti.ment with the "Dutch" refugees from the political and religious 
tyranny of Spain, because the subterranean labyrinths in the quarries 
became a recognised refuge for both man and beast. 

The Mesopotamian line is a mea~dering compromise between North~rn 
two similar considtrations: it was necessary to avoid the great Frontler. 
arteries of movement, whether by river or road ; and the overland 
route led by the Demer-Dyle-Senne valley, while the dreariest 
and most desolate areas, e.g. central Limburg, were almost bound 
to have the least population, even if they Iiad not also been-
previous to the cutting of the S. William's and Campine canals-
devoid of natural highways. 

The marine line represents a determined effort to exclude t~ 
weaker partn~r from the polders and tidal "~WJ.ter, and" it is profoundly 
significant of the fundamental causes which separated Ho!land from 
Belgium in r83o. For, though the Belgian populatfon (c. 3,5oo,ooo) 
was almost dol.l,ble that of Holland, and French in sympathy and 
Roman in creed, the King was a Dutch Calvinist, the capital was: 
in Holland, representation was so unequal that the.Dutch minority 
had a permanent majority for all important legisl~tion, and official • 
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posts were monopolised by Dutchmen, only one. ministei out Of 
seven being Belgian in I 8 30. 

Coast. The one stretch of sea-coast left to Belgium had a minimum 
value, except as an ~bstacle to invasion, for its shore-waters are 
shallow a11d the coast-line consists of typical sand-dunes. Indeed, 
the sands slope so gradually that the regular winds have thrown 
up a natural barrier of dunes, but for which-supplemented now 
by artificial "dykes "-the land would be submerged at every tide ; 
and it is to •this that the coast owes its popul\rity as a bathing
resort. Of course, gaps have been left for drainage-one at each 
end and one in the centre. The estuary of the Yser offers a site 
for a fishing-port at Nieuport,-the "Old Port" of Ypres being 
now 20 miles inland; the central gap obviously commands mail 
and passenger traffic for Brussels and the busiest fish trade, and 
the packet-station of Ost-end was naturally placed as far as possible 
inland, i.e. on the " East End" of the gap, thus increasing the 
facilities offered 4y the good railway service for the distribution of 
fish ; the norV1ern gap, at the fishing-port of"""Heyst, has been made 
the terminus of a ship-canal from Brutes, and its new harbour is 
now known as Zee-Brugge. 

Zee- Much care and money Jlave been <>v:_-- . ..:~..;. un this new port, 
Brugge. and many advantaO"P~ '- -_. ~ :__,cen claimed for it, e.~. that it is entirely 

P~'.::,:_ .. ,-Lnat the port itself, the canal, and the Bruges basin, 
• all have a minim'-Wl depth of fully 26 feet,-that it is on or very 

near the greatest steamer-routes of Northern Europe,-that three 
great express railway routes converge on Bruges (from Berlin, 
Vienna, and Basel),-that the canal is only one-fifth of the length 
of the Scheidt below Antwerp. But the eventual survival of the 
port, let alone its success, is very doubtful. Its natural hinterland 
is small in both population and area ; and the fundamental tiifficulty 
which even in the palmiest days of Bruges necessitated an out-port 
at Dam me, and which hy r 4-ss had caused all foreign merchants 
to move their headquarters to Antwerp, is still operative. 

Silt. That difficulty was the superiority of the mighty Scheidt over 
the little Zwin, not only in such obvious commercial advantages as 
length and volume, but also in its consequent power of pouring 
out silt. The success of efforts to reclaim land in the "West" 
Scheidt estuary, i.e. the rapidity of the historic narrowing of the 
~terway, is the best proof of the difficulties which faced ports on 
the old margin• of the .waterway. Bruges is "La Morte"; the 
battlefield •of Sluis is a meadow; and hl'.lf a. Jozen dredgers (c. 
3o,ooo horse-po\ler), a_t ::. cust of £ 2o,ooo ·a year, have failed to 
ma_inta.in that 26 feet at Zee-Brugge over an area Fith a diameter 
equal to the normal length of modern merchant vessels. It is 
obviously uselesi for a large vessel to come alongside a quay if 

• she cannot turn r~und there and get away again ! 
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Th&. histori~al development of Antwerp has be~n rather Antwerp. 

chequered, mainly because its economic importance, as based on · 
the river, was kept subordinate to its political importance, as based 
on the strat~gic value of the marshes which fQr centuries surrounded 

Land area before 12th century. 

• • 

0
Bruges 

-Land area at present da,a. • 
• 

it; but its indisputabte popularity with "skippers.l' is based on its 
essential comrQercial advantages, and several of these are obvious. 
Fully so miles from Flushing, it is absolutely safe from storms
though it was the work of storms in opening t~e estuary in the 
fifteenth century that gave it its first chance-ancL yefhas tides that • 
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bring up the largest vessels ; it is as near as Lon!Jon to t'Qt! centre 
of the world's ocean highways, and nearer than London to the great 
network of railways and canals that converge on the Atlantic from 
central and northern. Europe; and it is exceedingly cheap. The 

result is a popularity which has actu-
IOJ ally outpaced accommodation, so that 

there is now often risk of delay or 

Antwerp and its forts. 

confusion, especially during fogs-the 
one real drawback• to the harbour ; 
but extra accommodation can be 
secured, and is already projected, by 
a scheme which will not only get rid 
of the angle at Austenweel (i.e. just 
opposite the north end of the city), 
with its capacity for accumulating 

silt, but also give a continuous concave quay on a wide-radius 
curve such as ma~es an ideal frontage for a tidal river. 

The surf~ce is partly plateau and partly• plain, with a general 
slope from the south-east (over 2000 feet) to north-west, the two 
areas corresponding strikingly with the basins of the Scheidt and 
the Meuse. In Flanders t~ere is a large area of polder, at little 
above sea-level, which is valuable pasture, fameus for its horses ; 
the south of Hainault and most of Brabant, at " J-,a:.::;L· ~: jvu-soo 

• feet, is fine agricqltuml ln~,.,, .. :.:. " cnalk ridge separating the 
c;:r"h~' -'· __ ,.._.. meuse basins; . the Sambre-Meuse valley is flanked 
southwards by uplands averaging perhaps 8oo-9oo feet, the 
picturesque Famenne and Fagnes ; and the forested plateau of the 
Ardennes varies from 1200 to 2ooo feet. It is peculiarly interesting 
that the physical division is directly paralleled by, and associated with, 
the racial division. Where the primitive rock of the Ardenne~plateau 
gives place to the young strata of the Flemish plain, there the short, 
dark, round-headed Walloon • gives place to the. taller, fairer, long
headed Fleming; there, too, the French-speaking and individualistic 
peasant-proprietor gives place to the tenant-farmer who tolerates no 
tongue akin to that of the accursed Spaniards, once the tyrants of the 
plain. In view of hi!toric events, therefore, it is surprising that the 

_Plain. • 
one bond of unity for this dual little people is found in their creed. 

The plain is practically the basin of the Scheidt, so that it 
naturally gravitates on Antwerp ; and it is ribbed with undulations 
W'riich collect t1:14! abuncljnt water in tributaries that How more or 
less parall•l with one another before converging on the Scheidt, 
thus creating a waterway out of all proportion •to the length of the 
river (2 70 miles). Except for the marshy north a!'.d a ~omewhat 
sandy centre, most of the bsin is distinctly fertile, especially 
towards th~ south-east, and grows a great variety of crops, about 

• a quarter of it giv~ng two crops a year . 

.. 
• 
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Th~ real dividing line between Upper and Lower Belgium is the Meuse 

Sambre-Meuse valley, equally important by relief and by structure. Valley 
Fertilised from the limestone and other young rock that flanks the 
old hard rock of the Ardennes, rich in coal ij.nd iron, and giving a 
line of least• resistance in peace or war, it divides the .nearly un
disturbed Tertiary and cretaceous beds which cover the plain, from 
the worn-down stumps of the ancient mountains to the south, the 
coal being found where the younger strata are involved in the 
relics of the ancie•nt ·folds. This is obviously along• the northern 
foot of the Ardennes, where the Sambre-Meuse has worn a trough 
along the geological fault ; and the scarp of the old rock is 
characteristically rich in metals, especially z ·nc, between H uy and 
Verviers. 

The coal occurs in three basins, separated by intrusions of the Coal
older rock. The most important is the " Meuse" field which Fields. 
stretches from Namur to Liege: but the "Sambre" field contains 
the chief coal-minin&, centre, Charleroi, and th~ "Hainault" field 
has a very important centre in Mons. Coal is foun~ as far south 
as Dinant ; and recently a 1\ew coal-field has been discovered in the 
north, the Campine, which seems to stretch as far west as An twerp 
-another asset for the port. The str~ta in the south are much 
di,;turbed and cotftorted, with the result that the seams are thin, 
discontinuous, and at very high angles. This almost implies that 
the mines must be difficult to drain and very dee~-which is actually • 
the case : and, therefore, the working is dangerous and expensive. 

The climate approximates to that of East Anglia, but has Climate. 
slightly greater extremes, the winter in the Ardennes being distinctly 
severe. The rainfall, too, is heaviest on the Ardennes; but there · 
are two clearly marked and parallel belts of heavy rainfall, separated 
by a wide belt of much lighter fall. The one is an area of mainly 
cyclonic rains in Flanders, eastwards of the dunes; and the other 
is where the cyclouic fall is more obvrously accentuated by relief, i.e. 
east of the Sambre-Maas trough. 

The river-system is exceedingly useful, providing valuable River
waterways and water of first-rate quality for retting, bleaching, System. 
dyeing, etc. ; and it is scarcely an exaggeratio~ to say that the dense 
population of the country (65o per square mile) is based essentially 
on the development of the inland waterways. The fundamental • 
advantage is that a small area (c. r 1,4oo square miles), forming 
practically t'he basin of a single river, ij flankec¥ by two cone":Ve 
curves of waterway, a sea flank from Nieuport to Antw•rp and the 
river flank of the Sambre-Meuse between MoiP.> and Maastricht. 
This was made the basis of a network of additional waterway
canalised rivers and canals-which is worked at a considerable 
annual loss, but which has enabled Belgium t!l meet the fierce 
competition of Holland,· Germany, and France ( c.,f. p." 2 r 2 ). • 
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Canals : The whole system has its morphological, if not. its geo111etrical, 
Western. centre in Antwerp; and it may be divided into two areas by the 

great route from Antwerp to Charleroi vi'a the canalised Rupel and 
Brussels, which is reached by small ocean steamer.s (e.g. from 
London) .• The western area, besides having direct communication 
with the sea, e.g. at Heyst, Ostend, Nieuport, and with Holland, e.g. 
at Terneuzen and vi'a the Lower Scheidt, has at least seven good 
routes into France, the best being by Termonde and the canalised 
Dender, by Oharleroi and the canalised Sambre, •and by the Mons
Conde canal. The last is the most useful for the export of coal, 
because at certain seasons of the year all the Sambre, like the 
Upper Meuse, is difficult to navigate; and the least useful in some 
ways is the canalised Lys, because during the retting season (whole 
summer) no steam traffic is allowed on it. 

canals: The eastern area has a much smaller proportion of waterway, 
Eastern. but has one very important feature, i'.e. that the main line forms a 

continuous ring-.Antwerp, Brussels, Charleroi, Namur, Liege 
(Maastricht), Jurnhout, Antwerp-serving both the old Brabant 
and the new Campine coal-fields, ancr enclosing the most fertile 
ate" : .. n~1 :'"m. t".e. the Hcsbage plain round Waremme. This 
communicates with tloua"~-- ---.:~~ the north (for B<Yis-le-Duc) as 
well as at Maastricht, and has the same sort or cu: .. 1,_~·,:~~ fTnm thL
Khine as the Flemish canals have from the sea. For large barges 

• (carrying fully 1 5O(\ tons) ply regularly from Antwerp, vi' a Dordrecht 
and the Waal, to Cologne and. Mannheim, reaching the latter within 
a week; and in summer they ply even to Stra!Jsburg, which needs 
another week. 

Transit The total length of inland waterway in the whole area (not= 
Trade. twice Yorkshire) is well over r zoo miles, which gives an average of 

r mile of waterway to every 9 square miles of surface; and' this is 
supplemented so well by railWjYS (c. 3000 miles) for quick transport 
and by light railways (c. 3000 miles) for agricultural development, 
that 7,ooo,ooo tons of goods converge on Antwerp every year by 
inland waterways, and there is a total transit trade through the 
country valued (r9ro) at about £9r,soo,ooo! 

Two The waterway berween the heart of the coal-field at Charleroi 
Areas. and the great port of Antwerp roughly divides the country into two 

• industrial areas, the western one being prominently concerned with 
textiles and the eastern with hardware, thus complicating the 
fr~ion of racial '!lnd lingttistic differences ; and while \he Flemish 
plain is much less picture~qu:! than the forested Ardennes, it has 
much more historic interest. • 

Flanders. The alluvial soil and the damp climate of Wes~ Flanders are 
very favourable to the growing of flax, and the price of labour is not 
prohibitive, whil~ the absence of "salts" from the river-water is 

• invaluable in • th~ "cleansing" of the fibre. The Lys ·above 
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Courtr~ is the -s;:>ecial scene of the flax retting ; and Courtrai itself 
and its neighbours, especially Oudenarde 1 and Tournai, are 
engaged in the linen indu_stry. But the great spinning centre-for 
hemp and cotton as well as flax:._is ir: ·the Q.igher humidity of the 
Lys-Scheldt•confluence; and this site, at about equal distinces from 
the three great lace-making centres of Bruges, Brussels, and 
Mechlin, and at the limit of tide on the Scheidt, has made Ghent 
the textile metropolis of Belgium. 

The decay o~ the old historic cities, Bruges anti Ypres, was "Dead" · 
mainly due to the silting up of their waterways, accelerated by Towns. 
neglect of them during times of constant war-civil and otherwise ; 
but there were other causes at work. For instance, the Orient trade 
had been diverted from the Rhine valley to the Atlantic; this gave 
special advantages to the better harbours of Rotterdam and 
Amsterdam ; and, in any case, the Flemish trade had been carried 
by Hanseatic . rather than by Flemish . vessels. It was the in
heritance of Roman civilisation that gave ~landers its first 
start; it was the revolt against the Roman Church. that gave the 
Flemish ports their most- formidable rivals ; and the most 
prosperous of all the· old Flemish centres, Lille, is now outside the 
frontier of Fl~nders. • 

Once access to•the sea had to be sought northward, not west- Brabant. 
ward, Brabant was bound to flourish at the expense of Flanders ; 
Antwerp became the obvious sea-gate of the s;ountry; and sites • 
commanding the approach on Antwerp from landward at once 
became important. The natural approaches were by the Dyle 
valley or the Senne valley. The Romims seem to have built the 
first castle on the hill beside the Dyle that made Louvain a good 
site for the capital of the Brabant dukes ; but the island in the 
Senne a&; the foot of the "hill" country (cf. p. 254) gave a better 
relation to the great War-and-Trade .route of the Sambre-Meuse 
valley, besides holcJ.ing the balance between Bruges and Liege, the 
Rhine and the Ardennes, and so Brussels displaced Louvain as the 
ultimate site for a capital. Both cities, like Mechlin, were interested 
in the early· import of English 2 wool via Antwerp; but Mechlin, 
still the ecclesiastical capital of Belgium, was •not only nearer the 
port, but also commanded the approaches both of the Dyle and of 
the Senne. 

Eventually, the balance of power was not a question betwesP Liege. 
east and we~, but between north and s~th, the •great port and 
the coal-field, with the language-line marked by Waterltlo except 
for the French "islantl " of Brussels ; and the coal-field had the 
advantage of ilflposing an economic importance on a previous 

1 The first workmen for the Gobelin tapestries came from Oudenarde. 
2 Tournai is one of the few old towns, originally dependent •on .focal wool, that 

·still maintains an important wo~en industry (carpets). · • 
s 
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strategic importance. Long before the mineral wealth was. of any 
importance, the convergence of the Vesdre and th~ Ourthe valleys 
on the narrow Meuse valley-at the precise point where the 
Meuse works suddenl;r away from, i.e. north-west of, the historic 
line of mQvement between Arras and Aix-la-Chapelle,.!....had made 
the site of Liege of very great political and strategic importance; 
and other influences were focused there as the eastern outpost of 
French civilisation. With the development of the mineral 
wealth, it h~d also exceptional advantages. • Iron and lime
stone were found almost throughout the whole lie of the coal 
(c. Ioo miles); and to the east, where the coal was nearest to the 
surface, there were lead and copper as well as one of the richest zinc 
areas on· the face of the earth. And before the local supplies were 
exhausted, as they practically are now-not I per cent of the iron
ore being "domestic" ( r 9 I o )-the Seraing suburb of Liege had 
come to rank with Essen and Creuzot as a metallurgical centre, and 
had access to a iystem of inland waterways second only to, and 
copied from, that of their Dutch neighbours. • 

The zinc deposits were also near tt>ld historic towns, Huy and 
Verviers-the former where the valleys of tributaries t" ".::':'--·· __ 

banks of the Meuse h:>vP rn--'- ' - .,.~"" uunn-and-~outh road for 
__ _ •uvu:;ana years, and the latter on the flanlt of the direct road 

from Aix to Liege. South of the Huy-Verviers line the Ardennes 
• highland makes t~e best sheep-rearing area in Belgium ; and all 

these towns began their career when wool was much the most 
important textile in use in Ettrope, and when the only other of any 
practical importance was flax. Verviers still- has a large woollen 
industry, especially in washed wool and yarn ; and the special 
advantage of the site is that the Gileppe tributary of the Vesdre flows 
over only slate and sandstone, and so its water is peculiarly free 
from lime and other impurities. To guarantee a constant supply 
a huge dam was built acr~ss the valley, whi.ch is kept heavily 
timbered to economise the rainfall. 

Belgian v. 
British 
Hard
ware. 

• 

As the progress of the hard"ware industry in Belgium has been 
partly at the expense ofthat in England (e.g. Liege guns v. Birmingham 
guns)-quite apart f~m any question of the colourable, if not fraudu
lent, imitation of trade-marks, etc.-and as the Belgian conditions in 
themselves are by no means wholly favourable, it is worth while 
examining the question a little further. For instance, there are obvious 
r~ for traffic by rai\. or river or canal following what is :1t once 
a direct ~ast-and-west routf' and a ilaturai depression along the 
ncrthc:m foot of the Ardennes highland, ~d the only one wide 
enough to carry road and rail, river and canal ; ~ut there is no 
obvious geographical reason for westward traffic going to Antwerp 
instead of Rott~dam, unless the former is the cheaper. . 

Now the• Belgian coal has been wor4ced for a long time, it is 
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quite liftlited in flrea, it is only found now at great depths-except Coal v. 
in the new Campine field, z'.e. along 5 I 0 N.-it lies in very narrow Wages. 
s~ams and in · distorted strata, necessitating much unproductive 
work, and it is liable to violent discharges of firedamp, which hampers 
the use of explosives, etc. ; and the development oi it has, 
therefore, involved incessan't care and skill,-qualities which have 
become quite characteristic of the Belgian miners-and has been 
"e~pensive." TiJ1 lately, however, no fiscal or othey barrier has 
been raised to. the import of coal because of the recognised necessity 
of keeping a cheap basis of industry. The position could only be 
met by very low wages and long hours of work-a possible 
solution where the standard of comfort has been measured by 
"black bread "; and it is almost entirely this that gives Belgian 
goods advantage over British. Fqr instance, at the present time 
about £soo more is paid as wages in the construction of a British 
locomotive than in the construction of a Belgian one of exactly 
similar type; turners .in Belgium are content witTl std. an hour, 
and fitters with 5d. ; and in lfiOSt other industries cor!tmon to the 
two countries, 4td. an hour in Belgium corresponds to 9!d. an 
hour in Britain. Only the superior workmanship of the British 
mechanic and' the • entire absence of ~lack ness on the part of 
British manufacturers have saved the situation so far. 

Cheap labour, therefore, is the most significant feature in the Hqpte. 
typical industries of Belgium, e.g. the glass of ~ons and Liege ; Supplres. 
and perhaps the next most important -feature is the variety of the 
home products, especially those dependent on agriculture. Two-
thirds of the area is cultivated, mostly in small holdings and by the 
spade; and nearly a quarter of the population (c. 7,4oo,ooo) is 
occupied in agriculture. Oats are grown on the rainy highland, 
rye in tl!e sandy centre, and wheat on the Hesbage limestone; 
Flanders is famous for its horses and •cattle, and grows the finest 
flax in the world, as well as tobacco and chicory, potatoes and 
flowers (especially azaleas and orchids, near Ghent). So, the clay 
of the northern plain makes as good bricks, e.g. at Turnhout, as its 
peat makes good fuel for the Campine dairies.; and, besides the 
minerals already referred to, the Ardennes highland is rich in good 
stone, e.g. the "Dinant" marble.1 

The dense population can, therefore, draw much food and raw Imports 
materials from. the highly-cultivated small holdings. of thei~ and 
country, from fenny plain or forested hi~hland ; but Lhey are Exports. 
mainly dependent on imports for both food and. raw materials, 
partly because it is profitable to export, e.g. their very fine flax, and 
to import Russi:m flax for the Courtrai mills. And it is typical 
that the most important imports should be akin to those products 

• 1 The Lesse valley is famous filr all kinds of limestone products an~ phenomena, 
e.g. the Grotto of Hans. • 

• 

• 
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which are, or have been, the main domestic• sources• of the 
country's wealth. Much the largest imports in quantity are (I 9 I I) 
coal (c. 7.3so,ooo tons) and iron (c. s,68o,ooo tons), while the most 
valuable import, except wheat, is wool (c. £I5,3oo,oeo). At the 
same time the largest export is also coal (c. s,ooo,ooo tons), and much 
the most valuable is wool (c. £14,ooo,ooo), wheat coming second. 

Customers. As wheat is such an important import, in both quan.tity 

The L~. 

• 

and value, J3elgium has naturally a busy t~de with such a 
rising exporter of wheat and wool as Argentina ; but more than 
half her wheat comes from Eastern Europe, and most of her wool 
comes from France. Indeed, the closeness of her links with her 
immediate neighbours is seen in the fact that about 70 p.c. of her 
exports go to four countries-Germany (26 p.c.), France (21 p.c.), 
Britain (13 p.c.), Holland (Io p.c.). 

• LUXEMBURG 

-~-- ~~·~·~·5 .. '-''""u-LJu~..-uy u1 L\jxemourg grew up round the 
river-girt crag and town of Liitzel-burg ("Little Castle"), which 
became an important fortress as early as the days of Otto the Great, 
and came to be considen!d not only very like. Gib~ltar, e.g. in its 
rock galleries, but also as the next strongest fortress in Europe. 

The hilly surface of Ardennes spurs and Lorraine plateau drain 
by the fertile vallt!ys of Sauer and Moselle into Germany, while the 
barren and sparsely-peopled -north makes a natural frontier towards 
Belgium; and so after Waterloo the area became part of the German 
Confederation, thus entering the Zollverein, to which it still belongs. 
It is mainly pastoral, and has busy tanneries and glove factories in 
the Alzette valley; but the great wealth of the land is in the ex
treme south, where the Moselle valley grows excellent ~ine, and 
where the Lorraine platealf is extremely rich in iron-ore, especially 
round Esch. Though the mass of the people speak a Low-German 
patois mixed with Walloon, the business ·community speaks mainly 
the French tongue of Lorraine . 

• • • 
• 

• 

• • 
• 
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CHAPTER XVIII 

HOLLAND 

HoLLAND, like Switzerland, is one of those political units the Essential 
position . of which can scarcely be considered apart from the Char
physique. For, if Holland is compared with other areas which are acter. 
low and level, or which have very good or ver:>;: bad access to the 
sea, or which have ·serious problems of irrigat!on or of drainage, 
everything else sinks into imignificance.beside the two considerations 
-( 1) that, in physique and climate, it is a temperate delta, and ( 2) 
that, politicilly, it is a Buffer State. And these two are funda-
mentally related, t>ecause the delta is •that of the· greatest German 
river-the Germans are the more nt1merous, the stronger, and the 
more aggressive, of the two nations between which the Belgo-Dutch • 
" Buffer" is thought necessary-and it is pr~cisely Holland that 
blocks the expansion of Germany seaward. 

The very existence of the delta depends on the position of the The Delta. 
area at a corner of an ocean "pocket " where tidal crest and trough 
so far neutralise each other as to allow the deposit of deltaic silt ; 
but it •s only where the coast-line lies more or less due north and 
south, £.e. in Holland proper, that it is continuous. Where it lies 
more or less ea~t and west, as in • Friesland and Zeeland, it is 
incomplete and discontinuous. The Frisian and Zeeland islands, 
therefore, helped to isolate the• central nucleus; and this was 
greatly emphasised by the marshy character both of the coast-line 
itself and of the Ems basin which forms its natural limit eastwards. 

The dominant influence seaward has been that of wind, and it Sand
is shown in the characteristic sand-dunes. These do not usually t\unes. 
reach a height of more than 30 feet, but in the centre of the 
continuous •coast-line, e.g. near Haarlem, they rea~ 2oo ~<tnd 
they tend to widen northwards, Z:e. with rncrease of widVt in the sea 
over which the winl!s blow, especially in summer ( cf. p. 56), the 
maximum n~ar Alkmaar being considerably over two miles. 
Their extension now is controlled by the planting of bent-grass, 
etc., the long roots of which so bind the sand that it can no longer 
drift landward; but s*me of the most famou~ butch bathing-

z6r • • . 
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centres, e.g. Scheveningen, owe their importance to ijligratio~of the 
dunes landward within historic times. 

The whole coast, then, alike on the islands and on the main. 
land,1 consists of a "d~uble" line of beach and dune, th~W broad and 
sandy bea~h sloping very gently under the sea, while the dunes 
have a very steep seaward face, due to the erosion of tide or wind 
or both. The dunes themselves are obviously porous and diJ, 
but drain into marshy depressions ; and they thus offered sites 
for early settlement, with conditions to leeward favourable to the 
growth of timber or to reclamation for agricultural or pastoral 
purposes. It was under such circumstances that the Hague-still 
famous for its park-and Leiden sprang into early importance ; 
ports such as Amsterdam and Flushing still procure drinking water 
from the dunes ; and the same control makes Haarlem equally 
famous for bleaching and dyeing, for brewing and bulb-raising. 

Where the coast has been deeply breached, as by the Zuider 
Zee and the Lauw~s Zee, the inland seaboard ii generally formed of 
marine clay at Qr below sea-level; and it is here that the great need for 
OYKt!!S ar1;:,c;;:,) Lllc;-IC UI.,..H.l5 .Ln. .. u.~o.:J --- .-.~~-~ _: _,J 

1 
---- ,.J .._t..~ '7~ .. :-.:t ...... ., 

Zee alone. These arms of the sea were actually ·made or greatly 
enlarged by storms in the thirteenth century; and it seems to have 
been the very unfavourable weather at the same• time that led to 
the sudden and final decay of the old Roman roads, e.g. in the 

• Rhine valley. Tha~ is to say, the same cause which forced traffic 
on to waterways inland, provid~d sites such as those of Amsterdam 
and Zwolle with exceptional facilities for traffic on the larger 
waterway from retired and easily defended positions. In those 
days, too, Zwolle or Kampen was as safe as Amsterdam, because 
the Bourtanger morass had not been drained; and the early 
influence of the ports landward may be gauged by the sub~equent 
projection seaward of interna~ional frontier-lines in the valleys of 
the Vechte and the Rhine. Amsterdam was " built on herrings," 
and it was the marsh-land between the Zuider Zee and the Dollart 
that preserved the human type ·and the peculiar tongue of the 
"Free Frisians" in such marked purity ( cf. p. 2 2 2 ). 

In the nature of tltings the delta of a large river is a thorough
fare, giving access up the river and out to sea; and in early times 

• its importance varied with the sma11ness of the sea in front and 
the length of navigation on the riv~o:r bchir;d. It l:; :::.bo r1:::t:.:r::d!y 
an ~of marc!!, all thi typical deposits of Rhine and Scheidt 
and Maas being below normal sea-level ; and the . very existence of 
the delta implies a•deposit of silt which must ~e constantly raising 
the beds of the rivers. The choking up of any Olli! distributary, 
however, only led to the opening of others, until there was a perfect 

1 The dunes fqJm ~nly a single line, being absen~ on the mainland where it is 
,fringed with islands. • 

• 
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netwot'tc of cha1;1nels; and the natural foci must always have tended 
to be the corners of the C., i.e. the extreme sea ward point ·of the north 
l;>ank of the north branch at the Hook,-the similar site on the south 
shore of th• most southerly island at FlushiQg,-and the landward 
apex of Dordrecht. Obviously, with the development of ~ivilisation,. 
the safer position on the shallower waters up the river ·would tend. 
to decrease in importance·; and, in this case, Dordrecht had-' 
b~fore the year 1471-the additional advantage of being actually 
on the mainland~· It was, therefore, the natural site''for the capital 
of the Counts of Holland; and it was. from Dordrecht that the 
Declaration of Independence was issued in I572. But the 
economic position was impaired by the disturbance which left it an 
island, and so involved trans-shipment for the mainland. 

Obviously, too, canals make the only "cheap" and practicable Canals. 
roads through natural marsh-land; and many of the most important 
canals in Holland were originally natural waterways of. some kind 
or other, e.g. a· sm~ll stream or the distribut~y of a large river. 
They are also the safest kind of road in a Buffer.St:;tte. Roads 
on piles would only have •opened the door to invasion, where.as 
the opening of "doors" on canals had a precisely opposite result, 
as the French discovered in r67o; jlnd the one danger-from 
frost-offered litt,e help to invaders such as the Spaniards, who 
were certainly not expert skaters. It is peculiarly significant, 
therefore, that the senior branch of the Dutch.Army should be the. 
Engineers, and that they should hav~ their headquarters at Utrecht, 
i.e. the farthest point eastward from which, at equal distances from 
Amsterdam and Dordrecht, the whole lowland can be flooded,' 

The essential problems of the water-control are to arrest, to Drainage • 
imprison, to lead off, especially in the islands of Zeeland ("Sea Problems. 
Land '~ and the " hollow land " of Holland proper. The existence 
of the country depen.ds on sea-dykfs, and its prosperity depends 
on river-dykes. • One-quarter of the land-practically all west of 
a line through Dordrecht and Utrecht-is actually below sea-level, 
and a considerable additional are~ is not one yard above sea-level, 
and would be submerged ·by any high tide if the dykes and dunes 
were removed ; and, therefore, not only an! large sums spent on 
strengthening and extending the barriers, but stringent laws are 
passed against the destruction of birds (such as storks) which prey • 
on burrowing animals. The vast expense is now being lightened, 
because artificial dunes form round th~t dykes,• making~ at 
once more effective and less costly to maintain; the ralfages of the 
pile-worm can be completely kept in check l:Jy. electricity; and 
experience hai greatly improved the methods of reclamation. 

The first step in reclamation is to "impolder," i.e. dyke in and Impolder
then drain ; and: the drainage is affected by 1"\iltural or artificial in~. 
means according to tht!' position. and character .of the land. For. 
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the western part of the country is distinctly lower t~n the elfstern ; 
the former is low fen or sea clay, while the latter is sand ancl gravel 
with stretches of heath; and the whole slopes down gently frOil\, 
the south-eilst-where .the chalk hills of Limburg reach. rooo feet 
-to sever;V feet below sea toward the north-west. As the surface 
of the clay in the north-west averages 14 feet below the Amsterdam 
"zero," the water has to be raised before it can be discharged ; and 
this has been greatly facilitated by the substitution of steaiTI-pow~r 
for wind-powet-greatly to the disfigurement of ~he landscape,
and the greater regularity of the pumping engines has incre:1sed the 

Relief ofoHolland. 

value of the drainage canals for navigation. At the same time, the 
temporary storage of the drained water in basins, e.g. in Friesland, 
guarantees the polders absolutely from drought even in the driest 

• parts of the country ; and it has led to a great development of butter
ma~% i1; frieslaTid, the pro~'! nee prodt,r.ine ahout one-third of all the 
"fa ory :butter made in ~e country, i.e. one-fifth of the total output. 

Distribu
tion of 
People. 

• 

The di~ribution of people is intimately associated with these 
schemes. Marsh-rand must be drained befort! it can be lived on ; 
and, as the drainage is difficult and expensive, alternatives and 
compromises are sought. In Holland the alternatives are to live 
on t'ne wate'i \n a .ba!'{,e, (}~ t(} d..:ain tb.e m\ni.m\lm a!ea, and .,;,m'!'-1.5 

.cover that witTt h~uses. These are buiit•of imported wood and 
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stone, an~ run nflturally in thin lines along the narrow drained 
streets; and when the houses stop, their places are taken by long 
line« of tall trees, whose roots help to bind together the friable 
edges of the mised causeway. To-day, theref<fre, the presence of 
Barge-life and the absence of what we mean by Village-life :fee alike 
typical of the area; while the historic pre-eminence of Flanders 
over .zeeland and Holland was based precisely on its greater 
suitability for settlem&nt because of its higher level and djier soil. 

About one-tenth of the population live on barges ; and one Barge 
reason for the cheapness of barge-transport in Holland is because Trans
the barge is a house as well as a conveyance ; but such life is port. 
purely nomad, and interferes so much with the proper care of 
children, e.g. attendance at school, that some 3o,ooo grow up as 
little better than beasts of burden on the tow-path. For the 
salvation of the children, they must have a fixed home on shore, 
which means that barge-life is doomed ; but barge-transport is an 
inevitable sequel to thtl site of Holland, as a grea't ocean-gate for 
the water- borne traffic of ~ntral Europe. And, -ender such 
circumstances, the tendency in modern times is for all the traffic 
to concentrate on one or two great ports. 

The influenee of •his tendency is impattant. On the one hand, Uses of 
it has led to the extension of all the typical centres, e.g. Rotterdam, Canals. 
over the river-dyke on to the actual bank of the river; on the other 
hand, it has decided the relation of the various ~terways to their 
districts and to one another. Thus,• amongst the sea-isles of 
Zeeland the canals connect inland towns with ports, e.g. Middelburg 
with Flushing; in Holland proper they connect river-ports with the 
sea, as Rotterdam is connected with the North Sea by the New 
Waterway and Amsterdam by the North Sea Ship Canal; away 
from the •sea and the great rivers, they are themselves the main 
arteries of traffic ; in the drier parts of•the country they are even 
used for irrigation, e.g. in Drente and Overysel. As the competition 
of Belgium and Germany came to. be felt, rivers and canals in 
Holland became practically "free" ; and this again increased the 
tendency for traffic to move in the line of le~st resistance on a 
single great port. This line of least resistance is dictated by the 
Rhine itself, for the Rhine coast is coherent, while the Scheidt 
coast is incoherent ; and, while the Maas threads the straits of the 
South Holland. archipelago, it also joins the Waal-at Gor~ 
on its way to the Lek. The great focus, th~refore, ~usf be on the 
common mouth of Ma~ and Waal and Lek, where Rotterdam is 
the landward terminus of the great New Waterway. • 

• 

The obvious tivals are Antwerp and Amsterdam. The former, Antwerp 
as we have seen, has access with the Rhine by semi-artificial water- ~- Rott:r
ways, as Amsterdam has by.the Merwede Canal; ant! A.ntwerp not am. 
only got the start of the Dutch ports, but also ~ommands the • 
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Scheidt as well as the Rhine, and has the additoional ad~antage of 
a large "heavy" traffic of its own from the Belgium coal-field. But 
as ocean rates for long distances are exactly the same to all tkese 
ports and their nefle;hbours, imports in tmlk take t\le most direct 
route, z'~. vz'a Rotterdam ; and it is very significant that two-thirds 
of the imports at Rotterdam consist of ore, coal, and grain. Out
ward goods are much more general in character, and do not ~ravel 
in ship-loa~s, so that they prefer Antwerp. • 

Amsterdam, too, has historic links, e.g. with Dutch colonies ; 
but its two ship-canals, though neither is more that} twenty years 
old, are scarcely equal to the newer vessels, and the pace over the 
Merwede Canal is so slow that the extra I 5 miles of distance (over 
Rotterdam) to the upper Rhine really count as so. The city 
retains, then, the partial monopoly of, e.g. tobacco and coffee in 
bulk by the North Sea Ship Canal (3 I feet), but it has even less 
chance than Antwerp in the competitioJ1 with Rotterdam for the 
real Rhine trade. It is almost true to say.that the main value of 
the two ca!!als is that they have ma~e tlle Zuider Zee useless as a 
waterway, and therefore admit the possibility of its being drained 
Auu. ~'""'""'~.L&.-4<:~ ... ~--.:. ""' • ' 1

-- ....... ~r.. t~"'~ .. ~~ <'.i.t'l \~ '3.. 'nOl.:td-w~at.=ke..t Q.{ 

first rank- for colonial• products; and 40 .p.c. 'tit tne w"""ts"' 
imported into Holland by sea for home use enters the country by 
the North Sea Canal. Indeed, so great is the national importance 
of the canal that~teps are now being taken to deepen the Ijmuiden 
entrance to at least 40 feet.~ 

Relief and There is so little variety of relief tbat, in an area only twice 
Clima.te. the size of Yorkshire, there are sooo miles of navigable river and 

canal ; and the small size and the uniformly low level minimise 
climatic variations. But marked differences of physical structure 
,and distinct seasonal changes of climate give rise to some variety 
of landscape and considerable localisation of natural and cultivated 
vegetation. For instance, the most effective medium of precipitation 
is the line of sand hills, while we find the lowest levels of the 
whole country to leeward of them in the polders ; on the other 
hand, conditions tend less towards heavy rainfall, which scarcely 
exceeds 28 inches, than to high humidity, which is usually over 
So p.c., and which is associated with constant. mist in the 
more dusty parts of the country. Again, wide exposure gives 
~ extremes of temperature than, e.g. in East .Anglia,-canal 
traffic being la1·gely ic~ bor!!e in winter~and heavier rainfall than 
in, e.g. a~y other part of the Great Europea,p plain ; but the average 
temperature (s"oo F.) is essentially temperate, S.W. winds raising 
the temperature for nine months and :N. W. win tis lowering it for 
the three months of summer. 

1 When tfte c~nal was originally opened ( :.-196 ), the large Jocks at ljmuiden 
wer~ the largest in 'the world . 

• 
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Thes~·conditioos are reflected in the economic vegetation. The Economic 
minimum of waste land is in the west, and the maximum is in the ~egeta.-

1 . d} db'· ·.lf h . h tlOD.. eas" rec atme an s emg won mam y rom t e sea 111 t e one 
case and mainly from the barren heaths in the•other, The heavy 
land makes admirable meadow, and raises also flax and' wheat, 
while the light land raises rye and potatoes, and is being gradually 
planted with trees; and cattle are as typical of the heavy lands in 
the west as sheep ar~ of the heath-lands of the_ east. R~ther more 
than one-third of the whole area is pasture, whtle rather more than 
one-quarter is cultivated, and another quarter is water or waste. 

The fundamental consideration is the cost of drainage. In the Pasture v. 
" Low Fens;'' where the foundation is clay, it is comparatively Tillage. 
easy and cheap to· drain the top 1 5 or 1 6 inches ; and this is not 
only sufficient for cattle-though they may need 'to wear "blankets " 
-but produces a fine saltish grass which induces a large yield of 
milk. But for tillage it is necessary to drain at least twice, 
generally three times, iS' deep; and the cost in •many' places is 
quite prohibitive. Agricultur~ therefore, is relatively <\nuch more 
important in Gelderland and Brabant than in Holland and Zeeland; 
and the slightly more continental climate eastward is an additional 
advantage, esp~ially for the raising of cereals. Wher!'! the balance 
is held most evenly, :s in Friesland and Groningen, there most pro-
gress is being made, especially in market-gardening ; but the export 
goes rather to Germany via Delfzyl than westward ftJia Harlingen. 

The horticulture of the west stands J.y itself, but it is significant Horticul
that the typical products are all of a bulbous' kind and humble ture. 
habit. The dunes supply the necessary sand, the pure water, and 
the protection from salt-bearing winds, which are the essential needs 
of the black· peaty soil .for the production of spring flowers; and 
· Haarlem i~ the most famous ·centre because it is far enough north 
to feel the climatic benefit of the Zuider Zee, and because it 
possesses an ideal site 'in oth~r respects in the 70 square miles of 
the drained floor of its old lake. • 

Civilisation comes from the sea, and therefore the standard of Standard 
comfort falls inland.· The poorest and most ba~kward elements in of Com
the population are in Drente and Overysel, in Brabant and Limburg. fort. 
The cleanest and most independent are in the Frisian Islands, the 
home of De Ruyter and Van Tromp. The grimmest and harshest 
elements are t~e real Hollanders-the raisers of grass an~ 
butter and cheese, under the leaden skies ~f the a'ykea polders, 
the heroes of centuries ~f war against the grey North Sea.• There 
is the clearest possible distinction between the "Free Frisians," the 
heroes of a hundred historic fights on the sea, and the dour 
Hollanders, who have fought an equally heroic and still unended 
war wz'th the sea. There is a similarly clear distincti<Jill Qetween the 
taller western people, with their red-tiled or rye-tha1iched houses of 
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brick or wood, and the dwarfed eastern people, with t.4teir peat
roofed huts of raw clay. For it was only near the sea that-in 
earlier ages-the clay became the basis of industries, some. of 
which, e.g. the clay ~ipes of Gouda and the earthe~are of Delft, 
are still "amongst the most prosperous of Dutch industries. 

The outward trend of the delta always promised colonial 
empire, still illustrated by the Dutch control of the coffee and 
cocoa, the ~ugar and tobacco trades ; and this l'as emphasised and 
accelerated by the need for maintaining a large fleet and the 
voluntary destruction of home supplies by the flooding of the 
country in the struggle for national independence. The precise 
direction of the colonial development was also wrapped up in the 
same problem, for it depended on the subjection of Portugal-after 
200 years of pre-eminence in geographical discovery-to the great 
enemy of Holland, Spain. It is still maintained because the 
Rhine, Maas, and Scheidt form the busiest network of waterways 
in Europe. Hl'llland still has 36,ooo,ocio. colonial subjects, and 
perhaps o?l'y the Dutch could have <i.oped successfully in early days 
with the nver-floods and the shoaly seas of Sumatra and Java; and 
Holland still collects colonial nronnrP ""rl rlictr;J-.,,t.,c ;. ;n.un--'ln 

nm me l!,ast lndmn d~and is small, and the lecal freedom of 
trade allows it to be met by direct imports• from the cheapest 
sources, while political pressure practically compels, e.g., German 
exports to go 19y " national " routes, so that Dutch ports and 
steamers lack return cargoei. 

To this economic problem there is a very important political 
sequel. In the days of wooden navies, when easy access to the 
sea and to Rhine-borne timber gave the Dutch their chance of 
Colonial empire, they were brought into special conflict with 
Imperial Spain; and, when Continental empires rose it! rivalry of 
the oceanic empires, acceSt> to the Rhine valley made these Delta 
people also a Buffer State. Still, wh~re the land is most deltaic, i.f'. 
Zeeland, there are two racial ~pes, Dutch and Spanish ; and, where 
it is most continental, i.e. Limburg, there are two more, Flemish and 
German. But th~ vast improvement of land traffic in modern 
times, and the size and cost of modern navies, exclude from 
Naval Power a small State, especially if it is hampered by "deltaic" 
absence of coal and iron. And so there are difficult political 
~ms associated with this Buffer State delta. For the "habit 
of the seit" still coutfts for much. and the Dutch :lTP the best 
sailors ~long the whole Europea:n coas1 between Brittany and 
Norway; and• these fine estuaries are safe for shipping, secure 
from naval attack, and easily linked to Europe. • This seaboard is, 
therefore, becoming of enormous political importance now that 
the centre 411of•naval strategy has moved from Cape St. Vincent to 
the Dogger, i.e. from a point commanding the relations of the 

• 
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Atlantic ~md the .Mediterranean to one commanding the relations 
of the North Sea and the Baltic . 

• Under such circumstances it was not surprising that Western Dutch 
Europe was somewhat disturbed by the recent Dutch Defence Bill, Defence 
providing for· a remarkable strengthening of the seaward defences Bill. 
and ignoring the gross and admitted deficiencies of the !andward 
defences. The difficulty in the latter case was the systematic 
asse'"tion in recent years by German strategists that " Germany 
may find herself ctlmpelled, for military reasons, to disregard the 
neutrality of Belgium." The difficulty in the former case was the 
extraordinary natural strength of Holland seaward. Holland lies 
on the flank of any naval movement between the Elbe and the 
Thames or the Seine and on the flank of any military movement 
across Belgium. Naval attack on Holland itself is inconceivable. 
Across the Zuider Zee it could only be conducted by boats drawing 
less than 10 feet of water, which no doubt justifies replacing the 
Helder, as a naval port,. by Ijmuiden or the Hook; the coast from 
the Texel to the HooK has a shelving foreshore, wtich would greatly 
hamper disembarkation; tht! Hollandsch Diep and Volkerak, like 
the West Scheldt,-quite apart from the forts of Helvoetsluys and 
Willemstad-are only suitable for vesseLs of the coast-defence type, 
such as are found ~ the Dutch Navy, and could not even be used 
as a naval base by vessels of the type now normal in the British and 
~~~a . • 

On the contrary, invasion of Holland from tf:e land side would Landward 
seem to be perfectly simple. Only Holland proper and small Defence. 
portions of the adjacent provinces are protected at all ; and even 
this "Holland Fortress," as it is called, depends mainly on three 
lines of defences or prepared positions-those of the Y sel, the 
Grebbe i.ine from the Rhine to the Zuider Zee at Spankenburg, 
and a line joining Amsterdam to Gertruidenburg via N aarden 
and Muiden, Utrecht and Gorkum. •The great weapon relied on 
is inundation ; and, even if an enemy were to divert all river 
water from the Grebbe Line, it coutd be flooded by salt water from 
the Zuider Zee via Muiden. 

Smallness is typical of Buffer States,• and is eminently Small 
characteristic of Holland. The land itself is very small, its Size. 
features are all in miniature, and its human products-except for 
the Free Frisians-are correspondingly diminutive. "It is a 
chessboard l~nd, in.which the average sc~ool-clas~:e nuJUbe~l:i~en 
children l" As its international position is also delica~, some of 
its political and econ~mic phenomena are peculiarly interesting. 
For instance, t~e importance of the transit trade in foreign goods 
has involved a need for-which has developed into a gift for-
learning foreign tongues and practising economic cosmopolitanism ; • 
and these two consideratie!J.s make Holland a most apf>ropriate area 

• • 
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for International Conferences of all kinds, polit~cal, reli~ous, etc. 
On the other hand, politics are merely academic, much discussion 
about patriotism being as typical as the difficulty in recruiting 
soldiers ; the small physical horizon seems to be reflected in a 
small political horiz~n, and the most important political questions 
are of a• parochial character. Again, the small size and the rich 
soil encourage spade labour; but the high rent of reclaimed lands 
and severe agricultural competition depress wages, which m~ans 
poor housireg and under-feeding. Under such•circumstances, the 
poorest agricultural workers are greatly attracted to the industries of 
Belgium and Germany, as the high pay offered to soldiers in 
Holland attracts adventurers from Belgium and Germany, thus 
causing some international friction- a typical phenomenon in a 
Buffer State-with two nations neither of whom relishes losing 
good soldiers. 

The one great advantage of the geographical control is that 
gregarious instinct of a dense population within a closely limited 
area, which cann~t fail to draw out national" feeling; and this has 
been wonde;fully intensified by the <teligious unity of the people 
and by their political history. Mixture of race is still reflected in 
differences of customs and costumes, of diet and dia)&ct, 1 but unity 
ot control na!:i 1u1c:u vu ... : ........ : ...... : ~:_:-_________ - TT.~r __ ........... '" ....... ," .. ....... ~~ 

control has been associated so largely with barge-life and constant 
fog that it has over-emphasised every tendency to caution and 
deliberation:._in w~rd and deed-already emphasised by a delicate 
international position; and •the greatest political failing of the 
people is the habit of thinking too slowly and acting too late. It 
is, no doubt, the same influence that makes them still live mentally 
in the days of Rembrandt and Erasmus, De Ruyter and Van Tromp, 
all natives of the misty islands and the hollow lands for w'ltich they 
fought Spaniard and Pope and grey North Sea. 

The distribution of towJs and industries, acd the character of 
both, largely reflect these geographical conditions. For instance, 
though the polders raise a gootl. type of horse in Friesland, their 
value is specially for cattle; and dairy industries are specially suited 
to a country like Holland, with important colonies to attract its • 
male population into commerce. The success of the dairy products 
in Holland is largely due to the care with which quality is guaranteed 
by "Control Stations" in all parts-Leiden and Goes, Eindhoven 
an~·~stri~ht,.Deventer and Assen, Groningen and "Leeuwarden. 
Slightly Cisier access ~o salt and slightly slower changes of 
temperature make cheese rather mur~:; liup0~tant th:m butter west 
of the Zuider Zee, e.g. at Edam and Gouda, so U'Jat Alkmaar is 
the great cheese market, while Gron!ngen is the great butter market. 

1 The Hague an~ Rotterdam and Amsterdam, though so near together, all have 
quite distinct diJtects. ._ 

• 
• 
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Quantitie' of margarine are also made, e.g. at Gouda. Again, rye 
is the typ1cal graifl, being most important in the more continental 
climate of Gelder land ; and it .is the base of the typical food and 
dritik of the people, the bread being made mainly of rye-mixed 
with wheat-::md both the "Hollands" gin of' Schiedam and the· 
cura~ao liqueur of Rotterdam having a rye base. A large•amount 
of alcohol is also made from potatoes and sugar-beet, and the 
country is one of the chief refiners of beet-sugar, Rotterdam and 
Amsterdam being tile two great centres.. The associ9.ted vinegar 
~ndustry is supplied with onions, gherkins, and cauliflowers-for 
pickling-from the market-gardens of Holland proper, e.g. between 
Alkmaar and Hoorn. 

The deltaic formation being naturally devoid of minerals except 
such as peat and clay, and the only coal in the non-deltaic part 
of the land being in Limburg (Heerlen) and very limited in 
quantity, manufactures depend largely on imported coal; and this 
tended to localise them on the seaboard or where there was easy 
access to German or •Belgian coal. A low stan~ard of comfort, 
implying a low wage, e.g. in .Overysel and Limbm:g, \vas another 
factor; and the more modern manufactures sprang up, therefore, 
along the Westphalian frontier, especially in the Twente and the 
Peel districts. • The.former specialises i~ cotton, e.g. at Enschede 
and Almelo, and the latter in mixed cotton and wool, e.g.· at 
Roermond and Helmond. The older industries were in flax and 
wool, e.g. the "'brown Holland" of Tilburg and ~indhoven, in the 
great flax-growing area, and the carpets ~f Deventer, on the sea ward 
edge of the great sheep-raising area. The typical "colonial " 
industries in tobacco and chocolate, quinine and diamonds, are in 
or near Amsterdam; but this old centre of national activity is now 
only hamilered by the isolation-between shoaly Zuider Zee and 
natural moat of marsh which could be flooded from the dam on 
the. Amstel-which once baffled Spain•and attracted the Hebrew 
jewellers who fled from less tolerant lands. 

The distribution of racial type,• as discussed by Ripley, has, Racial 
perhaps, more relation to physical' .conditions than he seems to Type and 
think. For the country may be divided into two regions by a line 8011• 

similar to a large figure 3, the Opper curve surrounding the Zuider 
Zee and the lower one running from the mouth of the Gelders 
via Nymegen to the south-west of Brabant. This line marks 
approximately .the edge of a more or less continuous stnMh of 
diluvial, z:e. coarse and imperfectly stratifit!l, sand ·ana ~ravel, ~ 
area of bleak moor an<i heath, oc which the typic~l ._industries are 
the raising of rye and buckwheat, the rearing of sheep and bees, 
the digging of ~at and-recently-the planting of woods. Sea-
ward ·on all sides of this diluvrum are the fertile clay-lands, on 
which the typical industrie~are the rearing of cattl~ a•d horses-

• 
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especially cattle except in the north-and the r:!ising of Jheat and 
barley, of flax and sugar-beet, the latter specialllin the south-west, 
e.g. round Bergen-op-Zoom. The distinction is very well marked 
in Gelderland, where the diluvium is called Veluwe ("Bad Land~"), 
while the rich "apple" land south of the Rhine aPld west of the 
Gelders~which, but for river-dykes, would still be, at high water, 
a distributary of the Rhine-is called Betuwe ("Good Lands"). 
This was the home of the Batavians. 

Practi~lly all over the diluvium the characteristic dialect is 
Low German, Saxon north of the Rhine, and Frankish south of it, 
except for the Walloon infiltration down the Maas valley. In the 
Frisian Islands the native tongue is a "continental Lowland Scotch," 
gradually giving place southward along the seaboard until the 
Belgian influence brings in almost pure Flemish. The Frisians 
are unmixed Teutons, long-headed and oval-faced, tall and fair; 
and Teutonic characteristics are common over all parts of the land 
that are in direct communication with the North European plain. 
But in those par~s originally most isolated, z~e. amongst the swamps 

.of Holland" and on the central is¥tnds of the delta, the broad
headed, dark, stocky-framed oeonl~ shnw hm" A 1~;~~ -~r·-~ 

•vuuu :.ateLy m maccessible "misery spots"; and their rather 
unexpected survival ( cf. p. So) may be relate.t to •the infusion of 
Teutonic blood, evidence of which is seen in the typical disharmonic 
face-which is of pure Teutonic oval shape . 

It has been• noticed, too, that, while the intermixture is 
commoner in towns than • in rural districts, there is very little 
difference of type between different social classes. This reflects 
the influence of (I) small area and uniform relief in producing 
political homogeneity, ( 2) a natural refuge in excluding a ruling 
class of alien type, and (3) spade-culture in keeping r~ral areas, 
both in density of population and in standard of comfort, compar
able with urban areas. ~e only qualification is that areas with 
superior facilities of communication, e.g. those ·on the seaboard and 
along the great rivers, reflect t~is advantage in their human standard, 
especially in the two respects which are most closely associated with 
stature-food and lwusing. 

Various conditions, however, have been adverse to the most 
typical seaboard industry, i.e. fishing. It is curious that the 
islanders, whether Frisians or Zeelanders, are more interested in 
tjle -inn~ " .fisheries, e.J[. the flat fish ancl " Sfl.!'dines " cf the 
Zuider '"ee and the ~adden, or the oysters and mussels of the 
East Scheidt, .while all the deep-sea fisaeries are worked from 
Holland proper, Ijmuiden being the great centre, and the others 
being clearly connected with Amsterdam ancf Rotterdam, e.g. 
Katwijk and Scheveningen, Vlaatdingen and Maasluys. Old ports 
on inner ~tefs, such as Zaandam---re Peter the Great served 
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as a shir:-vright,-.have quite fallen behind; and. new ports on the 
seaboard, such as Flushing, have been converted into "mainland " 
ports by railway bridges. Walcheren and Beveland are no longer 
fa~ous for fisheries; the Ol}e is the "gar~n," the other the 
"granary," of~eeland.' • 

The influence of the great rivers is also relatively less than it Riverside 
was. Towns such as Moudyk and 's Hertogenbosch, on the sites Towns. 

of aid Roman camps, or Bergen and Breda, on the navigable Aa, 
had immense impoftance in early days as "Maas" fo~resses-on 
the bank or the flank of the Maas ; and scarcely less importance 
attached to similar sites on Waal and Lek and Ysel, e.g. Nymegen 
and Tiel, Arnhem and Zutphen. But even Maastricht (cf. p. 25 I), 
the fortifications of which are now dismantled, could not take full 
advantage of its position till it was supplied with railways (c. 1 86o); 
and in modern times such artificial control is still more prominent, 
especially in the backward diluvial areas. For instance, all the 
local streams are collected at Groningen, and the,p. discharged by 
the Reitsdiep to the Lauwers Zee or by the Ems Canal 1 to Delfzyl 
and the Dollart. So, in Dr~nte, which also slopes towards the· 
Dollart, all southward streams are collected at Meppel and Koeverden, 
as in Overysel ~ey are collected at ZwolJ:. The controlling factor 
here is the strip of tich low-fen which runs along the western edge 
of the diluvium, z'.e. along the west of the railway from Zwolle to 
Leeuwarden, and which supports the busy pastorjl industries that • 
are supplied with such admirable "dairl" fuel from the Assen and 
other peat-bogs of the interior. The famous mat-plaiting of this 
dairy district is a home industry, based on the natural abundance of 
the sand-reed ("sand-vats") of Drente and Overysel. 

l As German map-makers-following the German Staff Map of 191 r (sheet 172) 
-are delibel'!ttely printing the Dollart frontier seaward of the Reide promontory as 
a land and not a water line, thus making the whole estuary Prussian instead of 
International, it may be useful to emphasise t~e facts in International law and 
usage. The frontier is tl'le centre line of the fairway,-the Dutch paying exactly 
half the total cost of lighting and buoying the whole waterway as far as Rottum and 
Dorkum. The estuary is, therefore, an Intern~tional " arm of the sea," open in time 
of peace to all nations without restriction. Of course, this minimises the valne of 
Emden as a naval base, and the value of the Ems-Rhine Ca~al·as a means of divert
ing Rhine trade from Holland (cf. p. 292). 

T 
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CHAPTER XIX 

DENMARK 

Strategic THE Danish islands were not only stepping-stones to Scandinavia, 
Position. but also a pivot from which the whole Baltic area was more or 

less controlled for centuries ; for in earlier times they were on the 
margin of civilieation, while in later time~ they commanded all 
intercourse l:>etween the two "Hanseatic" St:!as. The ~,r, •.. - r ~:.:~ 

refuge on the margin of civili~"t;~.! .. :0 :., u~ mterred f~om the 
persistP-n"" ~c .--o""l"'n m the central island of Fiinen ( Odense, 
·· Udin's Island") or from .the fact that the" Danes" kave maintained 
continuous possession of this Sealand 1 (" Se~ Land") for zooo 
years. The strength of the strategic position may be gauged from the 

• ease with which t~e Danes "inherited" the Hanseatic claim to charge 
a toll for entry to the Balti~-a charge abolished only in z857, or 
from the fact that Copenhagen to-day exercises a direct control over 
several typical Baltic products, e.g. Swedish and Russian butter. 

Hanseat There was, however, a time problem involved. Geographically, 
Infiuence. the Danish islands have somewhat the same command of relations 

between the North Sea and the Baltic as the British Isl"ands have 
of relations between the N~rth Sea and •the Atlantic; but histori
cally, as civilisation moved westward, the Baltic became only a 
"pocket" of the North Sea, j.nd the influence of Denmark was. 
bound to fall as that of England rose. Nor could Denmark itself 
become influential as a political unit until the politico-economic 
unit of the Hanseatic League had broken up. Then, however, her 
chance came; for her greatest rival, Holland, was occupied in a 
life-and-death struggle with Spain, which t::ffectually crippled the 
commercial activities of both the bP-ll!gercn.t powers. 

The ' The eot~~llst!':.:.ction ~t the Kiel Canal has affected both the 
St!'~tz. strategic-and the commercial importance of the Danish site, but the 

increased size of modern ships nas almost compensated for this ; 
for Denmark dare not have used her strategiQ. position against• 
either Germany or Russia, whil~ larger vessels ·have to use the 
Drogden chattPel through the Sound, t'.e. the one between the . .. 

• 1 Zealand is a mis-spelling, due to confusio11 with the Dutch. 
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island of.Salthollll• and Copenhagen, and even then some have to 
lighten at Copenhagen~ Further, the Sound is sometimes rendered 
dangerous for navigation by ice, though it has not been actually 
fr;zen up now for nearly a century ( r8 3 6) ; a.nd the fact remains 
that the Gre·at Belt,· which is only about I o miles ~de and 
entirely "landlocked" by Danish territory; is the only one of the 

Straits deep enough for large 
men-of-war. Even merchant 
vessels are influented by this, 
and the chance of fog in the 
Belt is far more than compen
sated by the dues on the Canal. 
In any case, however, the very 
large vessels for which the 
Great Belt and the Canal are 
suitable, are of relatively little 
use in the BaJtic. 

Commercia1Jy, too, the Railway 
competition of the Kiel Canal Ferries. 
and the demand for quick 

Railway and steoomer routes in Denmark. tra~port without break-of-bulk 
• have been met by the develop-

ment of steam railway-ferries, which carry the loaded trains across 
the various straits between Malmo and Esbjer~ via Korsor and • 
Nyborg, Strib and Fredericia, or between Malmo and Rostock via 
Masuedo and Orehoved, Gjedser and.Warnemi.inde. This is one 
of the chief reasons for the great development of Danish commerce 
(roo p.c.) in the last thirty years, especially at the "free port " of 
Copenhagen; and it is significant that Great Britain takes 6o p.c. of 
the expo!Ots, while Germany takes only r8 p.c., and that the Danish 
mercantile marine is largely occupied in carrying for foreigners, 
e.g. carrying Russian. butter to Copenhagen for re-export. 

The frontier features have had considerable political importance. Frontier. 
Danger in early times came only from the Baltic side, for the North 
Sea coast was very difficult and inhospitable, and the direction of 
the Sound enabled vessels to use the prevaill'ng wind very easily 
for either entrance or exit. The dues collected by the Danes at 
Helsingor, on the narrowest (3 miles) part of the Sound, were 
nominally paid for prote<;tion from pirates ; and Copenhagen was 
the first Danish capital on the Sound at ~1, earliet- ca.pi,tals-beir;g 
in less exposed places, e.g. at Roskilde. The isthmiaa frontier 
involves different considerations, ft:>r the fact that @ivilisation came 

·from the south ~ave special importance to the Little Belt (not 
I mile wide at F.redericia), as it made Viborg the first capital of 
Jutland and the first Christian centre. 

With the development -ef German nationality, it wls inevitable • 
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Schles- that Denmark should be dislodged from the right bank of.;:he Elbe 
wig. estuary, for long before 1864 rivers had ceased t!o be appropriate 

dividing lines in Central Europe. For the same reason the Eider 
• valley, though a scene of constant struggle between Danes aT-!d 

Germans. for near!/ 1ooo years, and partly becattse of that, 
could not be utilised as a frontier; and Bismarck's astute suggestion 
to leave the actual decision to the "free vote" of the Schleswig 
people only involved such a determined Germanisation of • the 
Duchy that •ts inclusion in Denmark became p~tcticaliy impossible. 
Under the circumstances the best compromise was to have the 
frontier where the "German" influence died out because of the 
barren heaths of Ribe; this happened to be almost the narrowest 
part (36 miles) of the peninsula; and the seaward ends of the 
frontier dip southward far enough to include on the North Sea coast 
the old port of Ribe, the great rival of Schleswig as a port, and on the 
Baltic the approach to the narrow Fredericia Strait. Incidentally, 
this diplomatic trick helps to account for the extremely "French " 
attitude of the D~nes in social life and politic§. Cf. p. 3 2 2. 

North Sea The dangerous character of the North Sea coast, though now 
Coast. minimised by coastal engineering and provision of lighthouses, is 

due to its structure and its climate. For about 200 miles north
and-south lies a belt of sand-dunes, averaging perhap~ 2 or 3 miles 
in total width, the most northerly of them forming the Skaw spit, 

• 

Plaice 
Fishery. 

• 

wnue m me extreme soutn mey rorm part ot tne l'llortn .l'nsian 
Islands. Everyw~ere these are more or less discontinuous and 
liable to be broken through •by the sea, the resultant inundations 
leaving permanent lagoons behind the dunes, e.g. the Ringkiobing 
and Liim "fiords" ; and the submerged dunes are exceedingly 
dangerous, even where the channels into the lagoons do not shift. 
The danger is increased by the fact that the dusty air greatJy favours 
the development offog, thick sea-fogs being a constant phenomenon, 
at all events in summer. • 

The Liim fiord, which was joined to the N ~rth Sea as lately as 
182 5, is of special importance fn the Danish fishing industry. It is 
a network of salt lagoons, linking the North Sea to the Baltic and 
making Northern }fltland an island group; these lagoons have a 
total area of about 6oo square miles, with very narrow entrances at 
both· ends, so that they form a lake-like strait with a depth seldom 
more than 1 2 feet. This has been converted into a "nursery" for 
y~ung-pl~e f:rom the North Sea, and rivals the North Frisian 
waters as.a source of s~pply for the plaice market. Obviously, the 
best harbour be~ween the two nunseries waso likely to become a very 
important fishing centre; and Esbjerg is that harbour, with huge . 

-floating cages to keep the fish in till they are want~d, and served by - · 
a large fleet, 700 of which are mothr boats. 

• There ~e ~ number of safe littl~arbours both elsewhere in 
• 

• 
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Jutland ~d on t.be islan'ds, especially on the so-called "fiords " ; Difficult 

·and, while these were a great incentive to movement by sea in the ~aviga-
d f 11 1 . h d' . f . . h tlOn. <tfS o sma s 11ps, t e con ltlons o nav1gat10n were sue as to 
demand and. evoke a fine type of seamanMhip. For the main 
current out of the Baltic is rapid and strong; in windy weath€r it soon 
becomes rough; in calm weather there is a good deal of fog ; there 
is a fringe of ice generally in mid-winter round most of the coast 
except on th~ North Sea ; and quantities of ice are carried by the 
current itself. Ind~ed, the steam-ferry between Korsor 'lmd Nyborg 
was so much interrupted at first by bad conditions that it was 
seriously proposed to drive a tunnel under the Great Belt. 

Under these circumstances special importance was bound to be The 
attached to the two ends of the straightest and easiest entrance to Sound. 
the Baltic, the toll-gate of Helsingor on the narrow entrance and 
the trading haven (Copenhagen, "Merchant's Haven") on· the 
broad entrance. The trade was almost entirely in herrings, and the 
fish systematically us~d the deeper Drogden dtannel ; this was 
flanked by the Middle Ground shoal and the Saltholm bt-between 
which Nelson attacked Copen\agen in r8or-on the east and the 
two islands of Sealand and Amager on the west, i.e. the windward 
side. The ch~nel between these two made, therefore, an admirable 
natural refuge ; and•here the city of Copenhagen sprang up. 

The surface features are almost entirely due to the glaciation Surface. 
which spread over the basal cretaceous li!l¥'stone from the • 
Scandinavian ice-centre, for the melti~g of the ice, and the action 
of water otherwise, left the rougher material to form morainic hills, 
while the finer material was distributed over the lower land within, 
i.e. to the north of, the terminal moraines. All the highest elevations, 
therefore, are of this boulder sand and gravel, and lie towards the 
south and east both in Jutland and in the islands; and the whole 
area tends to slope very gently down t~ards the west, thus tending 
to expose the limes~one base-to form the better coast-towards 
the east. Where the chalk or limes~;pne lies in a favourable position 
with regard to the clay, an important cement industry has sprung up. 

Over such a small area (=twice Wales), however, there could General 
not be-under the circumstances-much variety of relief; and no Uni-

. . h k' d h d r 1'h' . . formity . . pomt m t e mg om muc excee s soo teet. IS max1mu.m 1s • 
found in the Himmel-bjerg district, near Aarhus, and gives . birth to 
the only considerable river in the country, the Gudenaa (So miles), 
which account~ for the early rise of Randelli as a IJort...- Si7nilar~, 
the Odense river, draining "from the Svendborg hills (about'f.oo feet), 
helps to account for the• early rise• of Odense as a pt>rt. In Sealand 
the maximum el.evation is only some 350 feet; and the lower 
elevation and theo greater distanc~ from. the Atlantic combine with 
proximity to the Sound to make the " Faxo" hills :t;pore famous as · 
a source of cement than as1 watershed. • • 
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Variety of Though the general level is uniformly low, hpwever, its glacial 
Detail. history is not favourable to conspicuous uniformity; on the contrary, 

there is a considerable variety of detail-dead level and swa\Jlp 
being as rare, except in the west, as hills and lakes. are common . 
This makes the problems of farming very different from those in e.g. 
Holland, as it gives a "Buckinghamshire" effect .to the scenery
corn-fields, meadows, beech forests ; indeed, the scenery is typically 
"pretty," as is implied by the name Fiinen ("The Pretty Lantl "), 
and the sm~ll islands, e.g. Langeland (sixteen titnes as "long" as it 
is broad) or Moen, are as favoured in this respect as the large ones. 

Jutland The great exception, of course, is in the west and north of 
"Deserts." Jutland, where the morainic hills slope down to morainic lowlands, 

and the undulating farm-lands give place to moor and heath and 
then to peat-bog and sand-dune. Even here, however,-thanks 
largely to the organising genius of the numerous Jews, especially in 
Copenhagen-a great change is coming over the landscape, so great 
that it is actually.altering the relative proport_ions of urban (38 p.c.) 
and rural (6•) population. In olden days the oak was the typical 
tree in Jutland, but the supply seem!f co have been exhausted for 
shipbuilding. In the process of natural re-afforestation, soil and 
climate were more favoq,rable to thP h""'~h .... ___ ~·-- __ :., .,.,u 
=.---- '- ' 'J .:._ ~v""'·"u wr a " domestic" wood !nd charcoal further 
favoured the beech. But in the meantime the destruction of the 

• old forests had exwosed the western parts of the country to encroach
ment by wind-blown sand, t~us impoverishing still more a land of 
bog and moor. Within recent years, as on the French Landes, all 
these adverse conditions have been fought successfully. The sands 
have been planted with mountain pine and red fir, the windiest 
exposures have beeP isolated by scrub fences, the bogs have been 
drained, and the moors have been fertilised by top-dressings of marl. 
The total result may be bes~ summed up by the statement that the 
old "deserts" of Viborg, Ringkiobing, and Rib€ have been growing 
in population faster than any o1her part of the kingdom. 

Climate. The climate is something like that of Eastern England, but with 
a slightly warmer summer and slightly colder winter ; and it is 
characteristic that extremes do not increase eastward, the purely 
insular environment giving the east an average temperature slightly 
higher than that of Jutland. There is a distinct four-months' winter 
(December-March) at about 32° F., in spite of the normal S.W. 
wind tan~e'three-mQilths' summer (June-August) has an average 
of 59° F.• The average rainfall is about the same as in Middiesex 
( z 5 inche:1; ), mo~t failing in the wht and least falling in the lee of 
the chief heights, e.g. only 1 5 inches falling in the I~ of the Himmel
bjerg on Anholt. The dry and. keen east wind in April is ex
ceedingly favowable to farm operations; but, as it works round 

• by the nort~ in~o the normal due-west ~ind of summer, it exposes 

• 
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the norti of J utlal'ld to a "skai" influence which is equally unfavour-• 
able to vegetatior1 of all kinds. · 

The one great advantage which Denmark possesses over her Advan
ty'1:Jical Baltic rivals with regard to the typical industry of dairy ta~es_for .. 
farming is tht! greater length of her summer aTld the marine curtail- Dau-ymg. 

ing of her winter, thus minimising the need for indoor il:eding of 
stock and giving'a maximum growing-time for pasture-grasses. This 
adwmtage and the facilities for comm~rce gave the Danes an 
opportunity {or d._veloping an industry for which th~ir economic 
system was admirably suited. Most of the land is freehold and 
farmed by the owner, about equal quantities being devoted to 
tillage and to pasture ; and the soil is fertile enough to foster a 
dense population (averaging I Io per square mile in Jutland and 
2 7 5 in the islands), while the climate allows its fertility to be used 
for products so useful in the dairy industry as oats and barley, 
beet-root and potatoes. The value of the grain crops (including the 
straw) in I9IO reached nearly £q,ooo,ooo, while that of roots 
was over £9,ooo,ood'and that of hay not much n'lder £s,ooo,ooo. 

The personal cleanlines~ of the people was equ::tlly favourable Human 
to success, while the smallness of the holdings compelled a wide Note. 
development of co-operation, by which-especially in the matter of 
buying, e.g. f~rtili~rs or feeding-stuffs~enormous economies have 

secured. Butter is, of course, the great product, the yearly 
having a value of some £ ro,ooo,ooo; but the utilisation of 

of butter-making obviously i!lvolved pig-rearing • 
• 

number of live-stock in the country provides much of the Live
material for the glove industry, e.g. of Randers and Copenhagen, Stock. 

and for the woollen and leather goods, e.g. of Odense and Copen-
hagen ; .find there is a consi9erable export "on the hoof," e.g. pigs 
being exported even to Austria-Hungary when there is "swine-fever" 
in Servia ( cf. p. I 46). • 

The country is· naturally. deficient in mineral wealth, except for Minerals. 
clays; but between the chalk and t!he boulder clay in the south-west 
there are beds of lignite, and the peat makes an admirable fuel for 
dairy purposes. The china-clay, which forms tlle basis of the famous 
porcelain industry of Copenhagen, comes from the primitive rock of 
Bornholm, which is typically Scandinavian, not Danish, in structure. • 

The economic geography of Denmark has 'a special interest to Icelandic 
foreigners, owing to the particular lines on which. the COWlltry has Whirl. 
developed and to the inclusion of Ic~and withitnts nomi~al 
frontiers ; for the one ~ives a p~:.->found lesson to farmer:, especially 
in Britain, while the other has a unique interest for meteorologists, 
especially roun<f the "British seas." . 

The excellence of the grass•which feeds the famous ponies and 
sheep of the mountainous4.sland of Iceland, is due~n~nly to the fact 

• 
• 

• 
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'that the island is, like the Azores, close t'o a gre;t centre -.>f atmo
spheric action, and partly to the amount of underground heat, as 
evidenced by the ubiquity of volcanoes and geysers. 1'he relati~n 
of the permanent Low-Pressure centre off Iceland to the permanent 
High-Pressure centre off the Azores seems likely to enabre the weather 
in N.W. •Europe to be forecast successfully for long periods; for 
when pressure is above normal in the Azores, it seems to be below 
normal in Iceland. Now~ when the difference of pressure is gre'-ter 
than usual !Juring winter months, warm oceanic• wind~ are stronger 
than usual in the north-east of the Atlantic, and the west of Central 
Europe is likely to have a spell of high temperature; and, on the 
other hand, when the difference is less than usual, the oceanic 
winds are weakened, and the west of Central Europe is likely to have 
a spell of hard frost. 

The development of Danish farming has upset almost every 
Shibboleth of British theorists; and, therefore, both the facts and the 
interpretation of them are of profound importance. As far as all 
the Danish export~ to the United Kingdom are concerned, the British 
farmer, as a p'"otential producer, is at ~o natural disadvantage; his 
soil and climate are equally good, and he is actually nearer the 
market. But he has an invincible superstition that.cows can be 
kept only on good grass-Ian~, and that scientific dniry-farming is only 
possible where soil and climate are peculiarly favourable, e.g. 
Cheshire or Devonshire. Indirectly this has led to the 

• England more or l!ss giving up the use of milk and eggs ! 
Pasture v. Now the Danes have pro~ed that more cows can be kept 
Plough. plough-land than on pasture ; and, as the proportion of 

arable land in I 888 was exactly the same in Denmark and in 
( 2 I 4 head to each I ooo acres of tillage), any comparison of recent 
development must be significant. To-day, the Danish proportion is 
264 head, while ours is only 239; and the increase is accompanied 
by a similar development in s~condary products o( the dairy industry. 
For instance, in the same period, the quantity of margarine has 
risen from under 4o,ooo cwts. td'over 35o,ooo, the number of pigs 
from under 7 7 s,ooo to nearly I,soo,ooo, the value of the buttet 
exported from aboulo £2,soo,ooo to about £Io,ooo,ooo. Fot 
these products we now pay Denmark something like £2o,ooo,ooc 

• a year-47,ooo tons of Danish "pork" out of a total 48,ooo, and 
98 p.c. of the total 2o,ooo,ooo score of Danish eggs/ coming to us. 

Organisa- No~when fl4e Danes first entereu uu this dcvcl~pment, the} 
tion. ha~ a practiCal monopol~ of the British market; but since ther. 

there has rlsen ke~n competition anwngst protlucers, and consumen 
have been educated-by the Danish products-to be more critical 
There must, therefore, be more in the problem than the merE 
inB.uc;:;cc of persona! d~flnlinP.ss and•the taking of pains, scrupulom 

• 
1 Germanjli h~wever, is now the largest im~ter of poultry and eggs . 

• 
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maintemnce of s_tandard, and the economies of co-operation. There 
is absolutely scientific organisation. This is shown in various ways; . 
f<,lr instance; the yield of milk per cow has been increased during the 
last dozen years-by keeping careful records i\lld breeding only from 
good milker~-from 450 gallons per year to 58 s, so that .they have 
been able lately'to export annually over 1s,ooo,ooo kilos of cream 
without decreasi;g their output of butter, and, of course, the mechanical 
"~paration " of the cream immediately :tfter milking minimises the 
chance of in,.ectiot! 1 and saves the expense of transpor~ng the milk. 
The essential point, however, is the growing of green crops, especially 
lucerne, acres of green crop surrounding each strip of the real grass
land which is still absolutely necessary for summer use. This means 
that a well-organised dairy industry is the best possible method of 
keeping people on the land-the proportion kept in Denmark being 
7 3 (per 1 ooo acres of tillage) as against under 3 7 in England and 
Wales; it is also the most profitable way of using land, as evidenced 
by the fact that-incidentally to her production ~f roots for cattle
food-Denmark has "found that she can provide all htar own sugar. 

The only apparent limits-to production are the small total area Area v. 
of the country and the considerable proportion of it that consists of Imports. 
moor and "la,pdes." And this difficull;i' is met, as far as possible, 
by imports of gralb (maize, rye, and barley) and oil-cake (cotton, 
soya, and sunflower). In the list of imports, with almost wearisome 
iteration, two stand alone-" coal and feeding-stuffs" ; and this is • 
true of all parts-Aalborg, Esbjerg,· Harsens, Kolding, Randers in 
Jutland; Nyborg, Odense, Svendborg in Fi.inen; Nykobing in 
Falster; Nakskov in Laaland. This concentration of economic 
interest on a single industry is not dangerous, because that industry 
is concerned with a wide number of products all of which have 
become • normal necessaries of I ife; and the neighbouring waters, 
supplemented by the Iceland and F<jjoe fisheries, supply the only 
other necessary food. . · 

On the other hand, such concentration on a rural industry implies Towns. 
an absence of large towns and a co~siderable import of manufactures 
and minerals. Copenhagen is responsible for s6o,ooo people out 
of the total of 2,76o,ooo; and Aarhus (<'o,ooo) and Odense 
(4z,ooo) are the only other centres of any size. Aarhus is one of 
the' chief railway-junctions of the country, for the lake-studded • 
Gudenaa valley, which forms its hinterland, is as important as it is 

·picturesque ;"and Odense has been rescqfd, by ae slljpocal'ial, fr~m 
the seclusion which gave it safety in olden days and made it a suit
able site for the shrine-of St. C:!fl.ute. 

1 One of the gr~t economies of this absolutely sanitary method is that the milk 
keeps so well that ito need not be deliver1!d more than once a day. - • • 

• • 

-
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CHAPTER XX 

GERMANY 

GERMANY is essentially a continental, z".e. a military, area, 
pivoting on a confined Alpine foreground in the south and ex
panding to an exposed coastal lowland in the north; and it is 
significant that the home of her rulers should be the double 
principality of Hohenzollern, the drainage of which-like the Pan
Germanic ambition of a considerable section of their people-works 
its way out to sea by both Rhine and Danube. 

Central The essentially continental character of the area hjs an intimate 
Site. relation of course to its ~ssentially central site, the controlling 

influence of which has probably been at least as harmful politically 
• in the past as it is helpful economically now, and has been equally 

evident in the ra~ial elements of the area, in their strategical 
problems, and in their modern economic development. Relief 
control led various groups of Teutonic nomads westward up the 
neck of steppe which lay between the Carpathians on the one hand 
and the Baltic lagoons, the Lithuanian forest, and the Pripet marsh 
on the other hand ; and they emerged, from between • forested 
highland on the south and forested lowland on the north, on to a 
central treeless plain. Thi: position proved .to be exposed to 
various influences-Keltic and Slavic, Scandinavian and Roman, the 
Roman being based on the old ~oman occupation of the great north
and-south waterway of the Middle Rhine, which empties towards what 
are now the chief industrial and commercial nations of the world. 

Political This was likely to lc:::.d to ereat mixture of races and of political 
Varietf. units-of which twenty-six still exist separately-anJ this mixl!:!Jre 

was largely responsible for the internal incoherence which delayed 
u~on itsilie-. tlie Ger~n area; but eventually sel'f-preservation 
demanded. definite union of kindred units against the various 
furcign inf!u,nc.es.and. powers. S~te conscitmsness, as opposed to 
Imperialism, is still widely dominaut in the <~rea; for instance, 
Alsace-Lorraine is German, not Pruss ian ; there: is strong State 
patronage of art and drama; and there are more than a score of 
rival universftie; But the very variet~of relief and race which 

• • 
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impede@!. unity ig• early days, has been a main source of strength to 
the nation since it was united .. 
• The poiitical frontiers are varied and suggestive. The mere Political 

fact that Germany touches seven foreign • Powers lessens any Frontier: 
political da~ger, but the frontiers are least safe where .they face 
those neighbou~s who are at once the strongest and· the least in 
sympathy with the Germans, z".e. France and Russia. In the east 
.th~ frontier-line has some natural protection, and in the west there 
are the Dutch 1ntlors and disjointed hills; but the• position was 
bound either to obliterate or to accentuate nationality, weakening 
the weak .or strengthening the strong; and while Germany might 
have become-and has become commercially 1-a link between the 
kindred peoples of Austria and Holland; she must have become a 
barrier between the alien peoples of France and Russia, or have 
disappeared from the political map. A military organisation was, 
therefore, necessarily imposed on her, at the same time that her 
great length from w~st to east forced her to b~ involved in both 
Western and Eastern political problems. • 

But economic union wa~ as much a matter of imperial strategy Econom 
as the political union ; and it was greatly encouraged by the central Unity. 
site and the .access to the Atlantic. '!;he central site gives unique 
facilities for tradt! with the whole of contin.ental Europe without 
" break of bulk " ; and it is significant that, though there is a 
difference of gauge between the German and ~he Russian railways, • 
the gauge does not actually change.till Warsaw, thus throwing the 
inconvenience of the change entirely on Russia. The access to the 
Atlantic was of little value in early times, and therefore little was lost 
by the fact that it was neglected-though the reason for the neglect 
is an obvious comment on the character of the southern frontier. 
For fr<'m the tenth to the sixteenth century Germany, as the 
heir of the Roman Empire, was dra~n to Italy so strongly that she 
never became th6 heir of the Hanseatic League. And the very 
lateness of her development on the Atlantic is one cause of the 
rapid progress which her me~:cantile marine has made recently, and 
which-for the same reason-can scarcely be expected to continue. 

At the most liberal estimate, Germany "has only about r 2 oo Sea
miles of sea-coast, of which more than 900 are on the Baltic; but Coast. 
th~ relative unimportance of the Baltic is suggested by the fact that, • 
while perhaps £ zo,ooo,ooo have been spent on the improvement 
of the Elbe" estuary, and £7,ooo,ooo Oil that o! tJ.e-~ser, Qnly 
£ z,ooo,ooo have been spent on that of the Oder, a ri11er twice as 
long as the Weser. • The o~ious defects of the Baltic are its 
shallowness, iti liability to ice in winter, and its relation to the 
German rivers,•whicli are depriyed-by their curious eastward trend 

1 Cf. the way in which mod.,n Germany ''anticipates" Ausljian eggs on their 
intended way to the British Isles. • -
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in their lower courses-of their natural hinterland 4J. moder~ times ; 
so that, since the Baltic ceased to !;,e one of the great. inland seas 
of the "world," trade has tended to concentrate westwards, whetie 
the sea is never frozin, and where there is easiest a~cess to the 
greatest ~1arkets. The relation of this sea frontier to the land 
frontier, and the relation of both to the central positioQ, are made more 
obvious by a more detailed analysis of the precise frontier features. 

The land frontier ( cf. ~p. I 94, 2 5 I) has the i.reat '!dvantage• of 
including no"less than four areas that are occupiea by Buffer States 
whose neutrality is beyond suspicion, for their future existence 
depends on it ; and, though the Swiss frontier is partly marked by 
a river, the particular conditions neutralise the typical defects of a 
river frontier- the riverine lands being marshy eastward and 
including the Schaffhausen gorge westward. It is true that the 
Alpine valleys lie rather north-and-south, as evidenced by the 

The rivers of the North German Plain. 

different political units northwards; but in front of the wild wooded 
limestone of the Alps proper there is an expanse of peat-l:rogs and 
morainic lakes, such as rna~ the site of Munich one of great 
strategic importance in early days. The frontier•towards Austria is 
equally safe-river gorge and ~ountain crest; and, again, any 
balance of power is in favour of Germany, the slope on the Austrian 
side being much the steeper, especially in the Erz Gebirge, while 
the Riesen Gebirge lh~'e <iii extreme height (in Schneekoppe) of 
we!! ever sooo feet. The admirable Silesian railways, too, threaten 
Vienna via the Moravian Gate (10oo ft.) in a way in which no 
Austrian railway-still less several-can threaten Berli.n. Only in 
Lo•raine,• wl'te!ii: ttle old ""'oman dominion was so firmly cstauiished 
that the naotive speech has been Rcmauce ever since, and on the 
Slav frontier in ttl:: east, is there a,_y real drfficulty ; and in both 
cases the trouble is due to extension of frontier from. within. 

French With regard to Lorraine, it has b~n urged by Gertnan authorities 
Frontit!r. that the distance •o Paris from Metz ( 2 oo miles) is more than 6o 

• miles less thar! t~at from Aix-la-Chapel~ and that the route via 

• 
• 
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Verdun.is as eas"y as that via the Sambre-Meuse valley; and this 
is true of the p~ysical charac!er 1 of the route, however false the 
suggestion as to its 'strategic character. Further, behind the wide 
w•ooded Vosges a dozen railway bridges and a score of pontoon 
bridges eros~ the Rhine, all linked to the tw!n objectives of Metz 
and Diedenhofen. Similar considerations are urged ibout the 
"Swiss" route into France 11ia Porrentruy and the Upper Doubs 
co1t1pared with the legitimate route via •ne Burgundy Gate (1350 
feet) and t~ Miadle Daubs; and, again, as far as .the physical 
character is concerned, the legitimate route is the easier. So, in the 
north, there is ample justification for the extension of ordinary 
railways to the frontier; for, since the peat was stripped off large 
areas of the Aremberg and Boutanger moors, and the subsoil began 
to be cultivated, there has been a large increase of population. And, 
though the drainage canals provide quite good transport, the growth 
of the Dutch textile industry has raised a growing market for 
agricultural produce across the frontier. Still the whole argument 
and the insistence <">n it, like the character or the railways, are 
significant ; for, logically, •t has only one mean!ng-that the 
possession of Lorraine obviates to some extent the " moral necessity" 
for violating t~e neutrality of the Buffer States in order to lengthen 
the front available cor the concentration • of a huge force. 

Any charitable doubts must be dispelled by the character of the Belgian 
railways. South of Malmedy,2 though the normal traffic does not F;ontier. 
average half-a-dozen small trains in the twenty-f~ur hours, there is a 
heavily metalled and double track rrmning parallel to, and ·within 
a mile of, the Belgian frontier. Along this track there is a station 
every three miles ; and at these stations there is sufficient "loop " 
accommodation to allow from half-a-dozen to a dozen long troop 
trains to. be side-tracked,. and-without blocking the through-tmffic 
on the main line-from sooo to ro,ooo men to be detrained, with 
all their immediat~ impedimenta. I~ each case, too, the sidings-
are provided with high platforms and all other necessary apparatus 
for detraining horses, guns, and w~gons. These stations are close 
to the admirable roads which the Belgians have run through the 
Ardennes to encourage tourist traffic. 

The eastern frontier winds through a low plain which once made Russian 
a reasonable unit for Poland, but which offered no marked relief F:rontier. 
features to justify its partition; and all the sharers of the spoil suffer 
in conseque~e, if not comparably with their guilt. Tbe ~astwa.rd 
extension of Prussia over the ;Baltic lowltnd, thougirit .fXposes to 
special danger, is a leg~imate inberitance from the puchy of Prussia; 
and the movement of the frontier since Napoleon's time so as to 

• . 
1 The parallel r•oute from Strassbtli'g via Toul is c. So miles longer than the 

Verdun route from Metz. • 
2 Quite recently linked up to _, Belgian line at Stavelot. • 

• • 
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include Thorn southward and Posen eastward has made •t fairly 
easy to secure connection between )!:ast Prussia a~d Silesia. Still 
East Prussia is undeniably "hugged by the Russian bear " economi
cally, if not politically~ for it is cut off from its natural hinterland ~y 
hostile tavffs, and its economic progress has been hampered by its 
strategic dangers. These are obvious, but over-rated. The total 
length of frontier from north of Memel to east ot Konigshutte is 
about 7 5o miles, the witith of the Prussian tongue from east- of 
Thorn to thrJ~ Baltic is about 7 5 miles, and theedistat!ce from the 
Russian frontier in the Warte valley to Berlin is little more than 
1 7 5 miles. But the fact that the frontier was deliberately run 
directly across all the chief rivers and through all the areas of 
scantiest population is based on geographical conditions which 
minimise the dangers. For the narrow trans-continental route 
between Odessa and Pillau (8oo miles) approaches the "Haff" 
coast only through an intricate maze of woods and waters, e.g. in 
Masuria, the most critical points in which are fortified, e.g. at Lotzen ; 
and this forested J:keland, with its poor soil and a climate which 
kills out the b'eech, has reared a most s!urdy population. The same 
is more or Jess true of Posen, though the soil is more fertile, this 
being compensated by the fact that the lakes run J>ystematically 
north-and-south, and thus offer maximum obstac~ to invasion from 
the east, while the roads on the Russian side are appallingly bad. 

Danger-. These physical conditions limit the lines of approach more 
Zones. or less to the m~in river-valleys, and even here the danger

zone is minimised. For instance, the "narrows" at Tilsit are 
almost the only point where the broad, marshy, often-flooded valley 
of the Memel can be crossed with any ease; and, on the other 
hand, longitudinal reaches of the great river are systematically 
fortified, as that of the Lower Vistula at Thorn and Grauilenz and 
Elbing. So the Pregel is defended by the fortresses of Pillau and 
Konigsberg, the latter being • one of the famou~ Quadrilateral (the 
others being Danzig, Posen, and Thorn) which control the whole of 
and the approaches to the Low~r Vistula, with its floodable delta. 
Over and above all this, two-in some places three-separate, but 
parallel, lines of rail~ay, capahlP. of ~~-rrying the heivie:o:t tr:::.ir.3 ::.t a 
high speed, run all along the frontier ; and this is justified by the 

• assertion that in times of danger offensive measures may be·the best 
form of defence. Logically, however, this assumes that Russia is 
m~re ot-leis .,eqilally w~l equipped for delivering tr(>ops in large 
masses on. the German 7rontier-an assumption which cannot be 
justified iu face o( her notorious la~ of prop~r railway facilities even 
for ordinary purposes. It certainly adds a piquancl' to the position 
to note that the political pressure which cnused. the change of 
railway gauge, which theoretically takes place on the frontier, to be 
moved eastw~das far as Warsaw, give~ermany the strategic and 

• • 
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economk advan~;ge of being able to. run right across the frontier 1 

from all her. internal bases without " break of bulk" or detraining ; 
N1d, on the contrary, Russia, besides having to cover very great 
distances which would greatly delay mobili~tion, would have to 
detrain and • .. break bulk." . • 

The northern frontier involves other considerations, for-though Baltic 
Germany now st~nds second in the world .with her mercantile marine Frontier 
.-'ber maritime position is naturally wor!e than that of any other 
Power in Western-Europe, for her Baltic coast is of qll'tte secondary 
importance, while her North Sea coast is very small. The Baltic 
coast may be divided into two parts, roughly described as "La-
goon " coast in the east and " Bay" coast in the west; and in the 
former direction 'German ports are less favoured clim'atically than 
even Russian ports, e.g. Libau and Windau. For while these are 
faced to windward by so many miles of sea that they often remain 
practically ice-free the whole winter, the German ports are so much 
landlocked that they. are always-naturally-blo<Jced by ice fqr so)lle 
weeks. Even on an open gulf like that of Danzig,.too, the ports 
-unlike the Russian-suffef from excess of river-water, the harbour-
water at Danzig being fully so p.c. below normal saltness, and conse-
quently frozeil for nearly three month~ every year; and, of course, 
inside the Haffs, di' lagoons, matters are still worse, the approach to 
Memel from the Baltic being blocked for less than 14 days in 
the year, while the approach from the Haff is bl~cked for more than • 
140. On the "Bay" coast conditions are much more favourable, 
Lubeck being closed for only one ·month ; and still farther west 
they are still better. For here morainic deposits cut off the natural 
outlet of the older and larger rivers, e.g. the Eider, leaving the old 
river-valleys without rivers of any size in them j and as the sub-
merged •parts of these old valleys are-climatically-very near the 
Atlantic, and have no rivers depositini silt in them, they make the 
best harbours along the whole coast, except for the purely fishing 
operations which flourish on the ~or_e intricate coast farther east-
ward. The most southerly of them, Kiel, happens also to have a very 
narrow entrance at Friedricnsort ; and the strategic value of this 
caused it to be 'chose.n as the terminus of the i~thmian canal 

These western ports have a further advantage of being in Haft's. 
the lee of the land as far as wind-action is concerned, and this • 
is the determining influence in the formation of the Haffs. For the 
surface movements of the Baltic along thij coast :M"e_.eith~ a w~st-
ward overflow into the North Sea (cf. p. rs) or an eaitward drift 
before the Anti-Trade \rinds; a~ as the latter is uiiually the stronger, 
debris of variou~ kinds gets drifted eastward along the coast. Thus 
Nehrungs, or sand-Mrs, are b~Jilt up along the general line of the 

I The German rolling-stock i_,rovided with adjustable wh~ls ilpable of actually 
working on the Russian 5-feet gauge. • • 
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coast, cutting off particular articulations and converting t~m into 
Haffs, or lagoons ; and a large river ~oon converts ~me of these into 
what is practically a fresh-water lake. The river silt speedi~ 
reduces the size of this lake ; and, though the reclaimed land may 
be exceedingly fertile, as on the deltaic dam with whiclf the Vistula 
has fillel the western end of the Frische Haff ("Fresh-Water 
Lagoon "), the value of the. site as a port is ruined. • 

Where there is no im)¥Jrtant stream emptying through the coast, 
the effect is •much less marked, but identically II: he safne ·in char
acter ; for instance, the 2 oo miles of the Pomeranian coast have been 
converted into a monotonous series of bars backed by tiny lagoons. 
But the presence of an important river, especially where the coast bends 
northward and so is more exposed to the west wind, at once makes 
the feature pronounced ( c( p. 2 6 r ), the Frische and the Kurische 
being the most pronounced. In neither case is the bar less than 
6o miles long; in neither is the lagoon practically open except at its 
extreme north- east, i.e. leeward, corner-where the drainage of the 
Pregel and the Niemen maintains a channel a"t Pillau and Memel; 
in neither case has the natural harbour•survived-e.g. Elbing having 
had to be connected with Konigsberg by a canal, and Konigsberg 
itself having been provided with a ship-canal to Pillau. 

Konigs- The commercial importance of Konigsber~ once based on 
berg v. amber, is now connect.ed mainly with its strategic site between the 
Danzig. • two Haffs; but that of Danzig is more directly commercial, based on 

the Vistula. The .;hole valley of the river in Germany is rich, and 
its dyked deltaic lands are e~ceedingly so, very fine wheat being 
raised north of Marienburg on the high right bank of the Nogat dis
tributary. Moreover, only two distributaries-and ):loth minor ones 
-now enter the Frische Haff at all, the main body of water entering 
the sea near Danzig in the lee of the Hela peninsula. Cons<ilquently, 
by means of a ship-c~i:1a1 to its outport ofNeufahrwasser, Danzig· has 
maintained its position not •only as handling Jarge quantities of 
agricultural products, but even as a shipbuilding centre. The 
strategic importance of the city rests on the complete facilities for 
flooding the dyked lands and on its value as a base for supplies as 
long as Germany commanded the Baltic, while it is supported on 
the home side by several little ports, e.g. at Stolp, Riigenwalde, and 

• Kolberg, all fully equipped for the accommodation of transports 
and troops. 

Stettin. • Stett!n .is in a still better position for trade, because its position 
farther inlq,ndts at once tafer strategically and near~r to the great 
inbnd centre~, e~t-~ecially .Berlin. k is, ind~d, the most southerly 
of all the Baltic ports ; and, as it is also at the mouth of the greatest 

... 

• 

Prussian river, it has become the chief Prussiat\ port, specially 
interested in shirbuilding (c£ the -vulcan yards) and agricultural 
products (su~r and grain). It handM> over 3,ooo,ooo tons of 

• 
• 
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merchan~ise by river and canal alone, and has a fairway of fully 23 
feet to Swinem\in~e, which is ke,Pt open by ice-breakers even in the 
severest wint~r. In a very mild winter the breakers may only be 
n~~ded for perhaps a fortnight (in February). • 

The relatlbn of these three important towns to the rivet- basins, Bays. 
from which they have more or less drained population, suggests 
another contrast Between the eastern and western parts of this coast; 
for i91l the west there has been no similar e~>ncentration except at a 

~ very few points. Oti the contrary, between the Lowe~ Oder and 
~he Schleswig peninsula no river of any size enters the Baltic-one -

• Kiel or Kaiser Wilhelm Canal. 

reason perhaps for the fish having d<!serted this part of the sea-so 
that no particular point had any special control over a large special 
hinterland. A number of towns, however, spraMg up here, some on 
the " dead valleys " referred to above and others oan the " Boddens " 
or intricate bays formed farther eastward, i.e. less under the lee of 
the peninsula, by the debris caught between the westward overflow 
and the eastw~rd drift and deposited round the out~nes of ~xistinij 
land, as in Riigen. The numerous towns .ere orig-inally .all more 
or less rivals and yet joi«l.t-memb<:»"s of the Hansea~ic League; and 
Stralsund and Rostock were as much favoured in early times by 
their nearness to ]'alst61: (for Copenhagen) and the Baltic proper, as 
Kiel and Liibeck are now bv thei'r nearness to the North Sea and 
the Lower Elbe. ·- · • • 

• u 
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It was the little river Trave (7o miles) that "made Looeck the 
head of the League, largely by ~ncouraging t~e cutting of the 
Stecknitz Canal-the oldest in Germany (c. A.D. 1400 )~to the Elbe 
and by giving it a <lefinite hinterland ; but even the deepening• of 
the Tra¥'e, the modern Elbe-and-Trave Canal, and•the excellent 
railway facilities, have all failed to compensate for the advantage 
given to Kiel by the Trans-Isthmian Ship-can:il. Lubeck does 
retain, however, so mucl. of its old influence in the Baltic tl:mt it 
carries on <P larger Baltic trade than any other Oerman• port. 

North Sea The North Sea coast is much more important, the Elbe and 
Frontier. Weser ports alone owning about 85 p.c. of all German shipping,;

and the interaction of strategic and economic considerations makes 
a virtue even of its shortness, which offers minimum exposure along 
with maximum facility-sipce the construction of the Kiel Canal
for concentration on interior lines that are quite out of reach from 
the sea. For the approach to the coast is so shallow that navigation 
is far from safe ~ven for moderate-sized vessels in time of ~eace, 
and the prodigious fortifications of Borkum," Heligoland, and Sylt 
(now being c·onnected with the mainl:!nd by a railway embankment) 
would greatly increase the difficulty in time of war. Apart, too, 
from possible developmenti in air-navigation, it woul<\be exceedingly 
difficult to cut the canal by a raid from Bii!um or any similar 
railway terminus on the "North Frisian" coast or from the mouth 

• of the Eider. For the shore-waters and the coastal-plain are two parts 
of a single homogeneous unit, the ubiquitous shoals seaward being 
the counterpart of ubiquitou·s marshes landward. The latter, like 
the moors behind them, have no doubt been largely reclaimed, 
especially in Oldenburg and in the Ditmarsh ~nd East Frisian 
areas ; and the estuaries of the great rivers have been greatly 
imj1l-oved. But the dyked polders can easily be flooded, and 
dangerous shoals extend---.even on the best estuary-zo -miles 
seaward of Cuxhaven. In time of war no enemy would have the 
slightest probability of reaching the coast, even if it were free from 
the fog under which it is norma:l.ly hidden. 

Hamburg. The relative advantages of the chief centres illustrate the relation 
of strategic to· col'tlmercial considerations. Hamburg owes its 
importance to the tact that 6o miles up the Elbe the dyked marshes 

.. 

• come up against a strip of relatively high "geest ;, ; and in crossing 
this the river not only concentrates its power on a narrow front 
'fhich rn~kes i~ at this.foint narrower than f()r m:m~ miles farther 
up-streane buf·:1bo cuis characteristically into its right bank, thus 
deepening its bed on the "Balti8" bank. • Here, too, it is joined 
by the Alster, amid a group of islands, which thus became the 
natural objective of a land route from Liieeck ~£ the Elbe-and
Trave Canal) and of a river rouh which taps, via the Imperial 
capital of :l*rlit, the farthest frontie~owns on the Oder and the 

• • 
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Vistula. • The da;nming back of the Alster to form a moat, and 
the developrpent of the British Isles and of Atlantic commerce, 
c~pverted this junction into an industrial and commercial centre ; 
and its stra~egic importance only waited oa the acquisition of 
Heligoland by Germany. • 

Bremen was ~n older port, nearer the Atlantic and farther from Bremen. 
the competition of Lubeck, but on a much smaller river ; and the 

• position so ~iles up the smaller river cou~ not cbmpete with that 
only 10 miles farth~ up the larger river. Even the devf:lopment of 
an outport at Bremerhaven, 5 miles nearer than Cuxhaven to.the sea, 

-and the deepening of the river up to Bremen itself, have failed to 
· enable the city to keep pace with Hamburg. Its one advantage-
• reaped specially in the early days of emigration-is that it is ·nearer 

to the Atlantic, and so it has come to .control the trade in such 
typical Trans-Atlantic products as cotton and tobacco. The cotton 
trade is of special interest, because the hinterland of the port in 
this £onnection stret_ches from Scandinavia to. Italy and from 
Lorraine to Russia-in spite of the fact that Haml:ylrg and the 
Elbe intervene eastwards. • 

The explanation lies in what are apparently the very dis- Its 
advantages of the port. With a depth ~f so feet seaward on the Hinter· 
"improved " river, 'hs immediate hinterland is curiously poor and land. 
useless, and its landward navigation is not half that of the Elbe. 
But the imports of cotton are crowded into Jes~ than six months, • 
thousands of bales being sometimes qischarged within a few days ; 
and this means a demand for very large wharfage and store-rooms 
for sorting. Bremen can provide these just because of the poorness 
of its immediate .hinterland and of its river navigation; and, there-
fore, it has come to rival even Hamburg as a sea-port, though as a 
river:rort":it is insignificant, falling far behind such ports as Duis~urg 
and 1VI:annheim. Indeed, Hamburg's eiver trade alone exceeds the 
total outward trade of Bremen by sea, river, and rail. It is equally 
significant that, while the North Sell coast generally is superior in 
its wharfage, the Baltic coast-wit.'h its deeper shore waters-is 
superior in shipbuilding, no North Sea port except Hamburg 
rivalling in this respect Kiel, "Stettin," Daniig, or even Elbing 
( cf. the Schielau " yard "). • • 

If the w'eser, in cutting to the right, had not deserted the Jade Wilhelms
Bay, the great Weser port would have been at Wilhelmshaven; but haven v. 
h b . • f b k . mh · h h UT • . Emden. t e ay IS now a sort o ac water mto 'liii'Ic t e• -·• eset curren~ 

and the fierce tides that are typical of the coast, ,..drift •so much 
silt that approach by s~a is exc~dingly difficult, twen on the rare 
occasions when t,here is neither fog nor rough water. However 
useful 'as a nav~l station, then.fore-and it is one of the three 
finest naval bases in the world-the place is useless. for commerce ; 
and, as· the commercial dev8opment of Westphalia. ha" been com- • 

• 
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mensurate with the growth of the national resolv.e to halfdle their 
own commerce, and has far outst:!lipped the Dutch willingness to 
deepen the Rhine in Holland, there has been a strong demand jc;r 
a seaport in German territory at a minimum distalice from the 
Ruhr vaolley. The obvious solution of the difficulty was suggested 
by the fact that the Ems, after flowing within so mjles of Dortmund, 
empties into the Dollart at the extreme west of the German coastal 
plain ; and, as nearness \o the Dutch frontier is no longer ~ally 
a political •or strategic obstacle, the Dortmuftd-Em; canal 1 has • 
found an admirable sea-terminus at Emden [seep. 273]. 

It may be doubted whether, in spite of its commercial succes~,
this route is the best possible between the Rhine and the Dollart, 
for the relief just along the Dutch frontier is exceedingly favourable 
to a deep canal without locks from W esel to the "Lower Ems ; but 
there is a strategic problem involved, which also has a bearing 
on the development of Emden. For the reasonable intention to 
guarantee co-op~ation between army and .navy has led t~ the 
conversion oi Emden-in lee of the great naval base of Borkum
into a great naval station with large military barracks, in direct 
rail and canal communication with the Krupp works at Essen, and 
with enormous wharfage f<Jr the accommodation of tl'fmsports. 

The 2oo,ooo odd square miles of Germa~y include two very 
distinct areas, a northern lowland and a southern highland, the real 

dividing line being the 
mineral-bearing scarp of 
the old " Variscan frag
ments" between the 
Ardennes and the Mor
avian Gate. The northern 
lowland has a tmiformity 
of relief and structure 
which involved a vast ex
panse of forested marsh 
in early days, but which 
- once the forest was 
cleared and the marsh 
drained - gave Prussia 

Natural divisions of Germany. every chance of establish-
• ~ ing a single political unit. 

er'he sourher~ ~ighlan~ which is slightly the smaller of the two 
(3 : 4), i~ also'so varied in relief and structure that its political 
destiny was to <be partitioned am~.mgst sev~ral political units, as its 
economic destiny was a minute subdivision of la):wur dependent on 
water-power; and there is as mucl~ differenc"e between the vivacious 

1 The traf&f orf'the canal (coal=75 p.c. ct4W'n, and ores= so p.c. up) increased 
• nearly 27 p.c. in IiiO over 1909 . 
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vine-dreS~Eer of the Rhineland -and the heavy practical Bavarian 
shepherd or the •untidy indepe~dent Saxon miner, as between any 
one of these ·and the bumptious orderly Prussian- official. 
• • Politically, there is further complication, be.cause these highland National • 

units include• three "Napoleonic" monarchies, which in oiigin and Unity. 
development were essentially anti-Prussian ; and the lowland plain 
is somewhat Dutch in its political character towards the west and 
marltedly Slav towards the east, the "Ptlish Question" being an 

• outward and visible-sign of the inherent antagonism between Slavish 
Teutons and Teutonised Slavs. Thill anti-Slav attitude is by no 

-1peans confined to the Prussians, but is equally strong amongst the 
Saxons. Economically, there is also some complication, not only 
in the somewhat antagonistic interests of the agriculturists of the 
plain and the intiustrialists of the mine;al-bearing scarp, but also 
because of the variety of structure and physique in the highland. 
The linking rift valley of the Rhine ( 2 oo miles x 2 o) is a bit dropped 
out ~f the once continuous Vosges-Black Forest uplift, and so 
the outer slopes of the two ranges, like the opposite sides of the 
rift itself, are identical in strutture and physique; but,• as the sides 
of the rift obviously face steeply towards the river, and as its 

' structural flooe-once the crest of tlie whole uplift-is now 
covered with a dee!! alluvial carpet, its climate and vegetation mark 
it off distinctly from the rest of the highland, whether Variscan 
fragments or Jurassic scarp-lands or Alpine foreland. • 

Both lowland and highland in early times telt the pressure of Frontier 
Slavs from the east, the one via the steppe, and the other via the Marks. 
Danube valley; and in both directions Frontier Marks arose to 
meet the danger• The Eastern Mark, or Austria, arose with its 
back against forested Alp, while the Northern Mark of Branden-
burg aro!!te in forested marsh, boldly pivoting on the Brenn~bor 
(" W'<'oded Hill") which was the sa~red capital of the Wends. 
Austria, being the bi:tter placed both strategically and economically, 
grew the faster; and, as the dan~er from Hungary increased, a 
strong Duke was always sent to Viemta, and the need for being always 
ready to meet sudden danger enforced a military tyranny and so 
only increased his strength. Brandenburg by•itself, as an "Arch
Grand-Sand-Box," had no wealth or other attr~ctions; but it got 
its chance "when Frederick of Hohenzollern used the wealth • 
accumulated as Bar-Graf of the Rhine- Danube metropolis of 
Nurnberg, to "purchase the Elbe-Oder link-lands ~ong ihl! Spre~. 
This was a commanding position for ta1ping th~two.relatively 
fertile belts which edge•the step]_J!! on the north ami the south, and 
which converge ~here the steppe narrows westward because of 
nearness to the Atlan"c. And, as a military unit, its very sterility 
was in its favour. • 

The fertile northern belltll\-uns through Prussia, •p<*lerania, and 
• • • • 
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Fertility Mecklenburg, up to Lubeck and Schleswig, anct" is formal by the 
of Plain. sunny southward slopes of the Ba]J:ic ridge; but,• except along the 

great rivers, the soil is not fertile enough to discou;age const~r:t 
care and toil. T~ fertile southern belt runs through Galicia, 
Silesia, <:J.nd Saxony, up to Hamburg and Holstein; :nd the great 

• 

rivers join the two fertile belts across the unfertile one, and are 
themselves practically linked by the Ravel-Spree. Obviously, as 
pasture gave place to titlage on the narrowing step2e, patriarchal • 
contro1 was- bound to weaken, and individualis~ was •bound to be 
encouraged ; but the nomads would settle in very small units, and 
it is significant that still nearly 6o p.c. of the total holdings are le~
than 5 acres, while nearly 90 p.c. are less than so acres. It is 
mainly owing to this that fully 90 p.c. of the area has been rendered 
productive by the spade. • • 

Gravita- While movement inside each belt, therefore, was naturally from 
tionnorth- east to west, all the belts had a common gravitation northwards to 
wards. the coast ; and ~o it was easy for little sea-.fishing centres &.1: th_e 

mouths of the great waterways to drain potential artisans from their 
agricultural ~interland, and by theif help build up little local 
industries. With the wealth thus gained, it was again easy to buy 
royal protection and othe~ liberties ; and, though at. first no single 
centre was equal to undertaking a large contrac~by itself, the whole 
Trade Area of the Baltic had even in those days common interests. 

• From occasional and informal co-operation with immediate neighbours 
for a special purptse, to a formal league for all purposes between all 
the coastal foci and their bases inland, was a short and natural step. 
The only marked exception was in the maze of moor and marsh 
between Elbe and Ems. There an isolated and sel'"contained people 
perpetuated their fiord instincts as typical fishermen : the rivers 
teerfled with fish ; the facilities for water-traffic were so e:tcellent in 
the milder " Atlantic " clim:j,j:e that they long retarded the bu"ilding 
of roads and other "urban " developments; and these fishermen 
even avoided one another except when they brought their accumulated 
goods to some shrine which they were bound to attend at the great 
religious festivals-thus "catching two fish on one hook." Cf. p. 3 2 o. 

Glaciation The detailed topbgraphy of the lowland plain is intimately related 
and. f to the action of ic~ in the Great Ice Age. Not only arc very iarge 
Relle (t.). · 11 · h 'h d · h · •· I k b areas, espeCia y m t e nort..-east, covere Wit moramic a es, ut 

• 

the s:.;cct:ssive frontages of the ice, in advance or retreat, left a 
!jf!ries o't wn~3tric arc~f morainic hills more or less parallel with 
the Baltii co~. The most northerly of these, which reaches a 
height of nearly J. Ioo feet in the 1'urmberg ~bove Danzig, is known 
as the Baltic Ridge, and shut in the first natural. hinterland of the 
Hanseatic League. It runs from.Flensbur~ to i.otzen, with deep 
detours landward round the Lower Oder and the Lower Vistula, the 
detour in th~ latter case providing a b~kground of morainic heights 

• 
• 
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for the Jilrussian f;ontier east of Thorn, while there is a subordinate 
ridge along the Pomeranian co~st. Landward of this Baltic Ridge 
is the valley of an old " glacial " river-represented now, e.g. by the 
Mrze-Warthe and by Lake Schwerin-which offers an admirable 
line of least•resistance for artificial waterway~, e.g. the Bromberg 
and Eberswalde or Finow canals, and which was so swa~npy that 
for ages it made a natura,! boundary, e.g. between the original political 
uni!"S of Pomerania and Posen or Meckltnburg and Brandenburg. 

• The reclaimi?Jg of ihe swamp, which has yielded at leastio 5 oo ·square 
miles of good land along the Oder .alone, and regulation of the 

- i"aterways, have removed all the old obstacles to communication 
and political union. 

• 

The second ridge forms the northern boundary of another old Glaciation 
"glacial" river----&represented by the Uppfr Warthe and the Spree- and: 

h . 1 h 1 d · ·1 b · l' · 1 · Rebef (2). w IC 1 as p aye a sum ar part ; ut Its po It!ca Importance, e.g. as 
a Brandenburg frontier; ·was infinitely less than its commercial 
imp~rtance, as linkin~ Liibeck via Berlin and Frankfurt to Posen-
the political importance of this to-day being as gre!t as its commercial 
importance. A third ridge fOI'ms the northern bounda~y of a siniilar 
"glacial" river, represented now, e.g. by the Bartsch and the Lower 
Elbe, and conpecting Glogau via PotsdaLD with Hamburg; and this, 
like the Baltic R~ge, has a short "parallel" complement-over-
looking the "Black Elster" trough between Breslau and Magdeburg. 
This southern valley was the least favourable to movement east·and- • 
west, because it was the most marshy; but its •ridge-which ends 
up against the Liineburg Heath-is rt!latively low and discontinuous, 
so that it favoured movement north-and-south. And the most 
important centrei were bound to be those commanding routes round 
or through the swamps, e.g. Glogau and Brandenburg, especially 
when these stood where the present northward waterways cro~ the 
old ·~estward waterways, e.g. Frankfurt and Posen. Both these are 
in the central vallty, but their importance is now dwarfed by the 
overwhelming importance of Berlin as occupying the centre of the 
whole plain both latitudinally and :ongitudinally. So, westward all 
the ridges and valleys merge in the dune-girt expanse of moor and 
marsh beyond the Liineburg Heath, where Hamburg monopolises 
attention. 

The di~tribution of fertility over the triple formation of coast- draciation 
land, ridge, and valley, is itself also related to the action of ice, as and .. 
seen in the f~rtile stretches of boulder cl~ or the ~nfertileestretches Fertlhty. 
of Jake or sand, the rich sugar-beet lands ~nd the P"'or p~ato lands ; 
but the preponderanct: of the <!nfertile-heath ij.nd marsh in the 
west, and sand and forest in the east-over the fertile caused the 
political and ere~non?ic unity of the plain to be retard!!d, waiting 
for the rise of agricultural and" engineering science. So we have 
now in Prussia, as over tht.~hole German Empir~, :. more or less 

• 

• 
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voluntary association of units whose internal riv~lry is ne bar to 
unity against external powers. An.d it is significant that the pre
dominance of Prussia should be associated with the stimulus of a •• • sterile land which cou£tl be made fruitful by toil and care and science. 

Southern The uniformity of the northern plain under the ~ction of ice 
Highland. finds a strong contrast in the varied relief of the southern highland, 

which lies as persistently S.W.-N.E. up to the Harz as the plain lies 

Political 
Distribu· 
tions. 

S. E.-N.W. down to the ~orth Sea. This variety of relief, like• the 
econo111ic v:tlue of the various areas, is due maidty to structure : the • 
Variscan "fragments" from .the Eifel to the Ore Mountains are 
rich in mineral wealth, the rift valley of the Rhine is equally rich -
in agricultural wealth, and both are cut off by the real obstacle of 
the Jurassic ridges from the Alpine foreground, where alone the 
relief of Germany approa.ches a height of ro,Ooo feet (in the 
Zugspitze). South Germany, therefore, is not physically, and was 
not politically, a natural unit; but the natural pivot of Hohenzollern 
does something to unify the Alpine foreland and the Jura ter,aces 
with the Rhine ;alley, while the large proportion of the South 
German front!er which faces a Neutral ~tate has favoured commercial 
union by the peaceful development of industries. 

The great Lake of Cqp.stance, too, which ought.to have been 
a natural focus for commerce ( c£ p. 8 5 ), has an-obvious relation to 
present political distributions, for Bavaria, Wi.irtemberg, and Baden, 

• all front on its navi~able waters. But Bavaria is naturally a Danube 
area, cut off westward by the Swabian Jura near the head of 
navigation at Ulm, and penetrating across the Franconian Jura only 
in virtue of the historic continuation by land, vz'a Niirnberg to 
the Main, of the essential north-westward trend of ~he Danube from 
below Ratisbon. Expansion was easier to than from the north-west; 
for, ~hough the Danube runs along the south face of "the Jura 
limestone, as along the south 'ace of the crystalline Bohemian FOrest, 
the gradient on the south side is much the gentler, the altitude 
20 miles from the water-parting between Ulm and Stuttgart being 
8oo feet lower on the northern tftan on the southern side. Further, 
where the cave-pitted Jura were bent northwards by the resistance 
of the older rock, t:l\e special strain caused such weakness at the 
curve that volcanic nction and rapid weathering developed the pass 

• (r3oo feet) which divides the Swabian from the Franconian Jura, 
and by which the Ludwig Canal follows the Regnitz and Altmiihl 
rivers baween :ilamberg and Kelheim, dropping nearly 4oo feet 
b~low the J)an~ level ~fore it reaches the Main. 

Alpine The Alpine ,foreer0und is a ;nigh plai!J of largely morainic 
Fnr~?l!!.!!d. character, its southern belt being an area of m~rainic hills and 

lakes, which merges northward in : belt of ~ravel. so porous that 
it can support only deep-rooted plants (e.g. trees); and, where the 
gravel gets thitl, !e. northwards again, t~e underground water comes 

• • 
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so near ~o the sujface as to cause real swamp, as along the Amper 
and the Isar north of Miinich., A safe and healthy site was thus 
f£>1lnd for Miinich between the forested background of the Alps 
and the swampy foreground of the lakes te.g . .Ammer and Wiirm), 
commanding • east-and-west routes both over its own gl;llvel belt 
and on the rich alluvial lands along the Danube, and north-and
south routes co~verging on the Seefeld Pass and the Brenner. 
PoHtical distributions, however, were deci~d more by the old north-

• and-south va!leys tPtan by the east-and-west ridges or 'ivers"; and, 
as the Alpine rivers are mainly unnavi~able torrents,-though useful 

-U>r floating timber,-they made convenient political frontiers in 
· early days, as the Lech did between Swabia and Bavaria. The 

fortunes of Bavaria, too, were associated with the sequence of land
forms in the Upper Danube valley, whichr-like the Alpine Foreland 
-slopes from forested hills, past the marshy gravel flats of, e.g. 
Ingolstadt, to the alluvial plain of Ratisbon. And the natural 
continuation of the g,eneral trend from the south~est on this reach . 
had access through the Bohemian Forest at the P.ass of Fiirth 
(c. 15oo feet) to Pilsen and P'rague. 

The water-parting of the oolitic ridges would in any case "throw Oolitic 
off" human octivities, like river-water, .in opposite directions!_·to Ridges. 
Rhine and Danub~; but their influence as an obstacle is increased 
by the somewhat incoherent character of the limestone rims and 
ridges that shut in isolated clay plains, and ~y a harsh climate • 
which has given the name of Rauhe 1lb to the central part of the 
Swab ian Jura. This was specially effective in isolating the basin of 
the Neckar, so that Wiirtemberg forms naturally a separate political 
unit on the east 101f the Black Forest, as Baden does on the west. 
Originally, too, the Franconian Jura formed the natural frontier of 
the Frarfks, the heart of Francia being the fertile lowlands• that 
focus•from east and south on Maini ; •nd, though the Rhine valley 
led Baden south-eastward through the gap between the Swiss and 
the Swab ian Jura, ·the essential c~ntinuity of physique made the 
Swabian Jura the natural northward boundary of the Suevi, as the 
thinly-peopled highland of the Odenwald is the natural northward 
boundary of Baden to-day. • 

The northern end of the Franconian Jura'abuts, like the Erz Fichtel 
Mountains and the Bohemian arid Thuringian Forests, on the Focus. 
Fichtel ("Fir Tree ") pivot, which forms an ethnic and hydrographic, 
as' well as an orographic, focus; and tJil; basinif' ~f. it~ hdiatillg 
rivers-Saale and N aab, Eger and Main-have had"Tntimate relation 
to the formation of rfolitical u!Hts, e.g. Bohemia and Thuringia. 
The whole regio11 between the Thuringian Fore'st and the Harz is 
a succession of•trougt and rid,ge, through which the Saale-Weser 
valley gives easy communication more or Jess ejst-and-west, and 
from which there is easy •communication northwatd round the 

• • 
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Harz, e.g. by the Leine or the Saale valley ; bvt south..,ard the 
Thuringian Forest stretches a barrier much longer thrn the Harz 
(c. so miles, E.-W.) and rising to a height of over 3000 feet. Her~, 
too, obviously the ea11iest 'gradient was found round the ends of the 
range, vig, Eisenach and Coburg,1 and this increased the importance 
of the great east-and-west road m'a Eisenach, Gotha, Erfurt, aod 
Weimar (cf. Jena). But various tributaries of the Saale, e.g. the 
Gera and the Ilm, giveldirect approach to the ran~e from Halle , 
and Leipzi~ via Naumberg; and their vall~s encouraged the 
multiplication of routes and so of petty States. 

Thurin
gian 
Routes. 

The most important of these valleys, at all events in early day~
was that of the Gera, the "Garden of Erfurt," because it has the 
advantage of a mild climate, with Fohn winds (cf. Quedlinburg, 
N.E. of the Harz) and a Vt!ry fertile red-marl soil: Eisenach, with 
the harsher climate and the infertile soil of the W erra plateau, still 
commanded the north-and-south route of the Werra valley, as well 
as the east-and-~est route round the norttJ. end of the romge. 
Better known. than either are Weimar and Gotha, with their famous 
literary and geographical associatiod!;. There was a somewhat 
similar result on the northern side of this belt Here, in the southern 
lee bf the Harz, another trwmtary of the Saale, the Helme, not only 
gives an easy route along the foot of the Harz ~etween Halle and 
Gi:ittingen, but also enjoys a peculiarly mild climate, so that its 

• valley is known as_ the Goldene Aue ("Golden Meadow"). And 
the importance of this fertlle area was greatly increased by the 
mineral wealth of the wooded Harz, especially the silver of the 
Upper Harz-now of no importance compared with the iron of the 
Lower Harz. The political importance of the towo11s here, however, 
is much less than on the Thuringian slopes, because there are no 
cros!-routes, and the Helme valley itself is only one sn'\all piece 
of the great Unstrat-Leine r~te that deploys in front of Hano~er. 

German 
Race 
Home. 

Between the Thuringian Forest and the Rothaar Mountains, 
the Harz and the Vogelsberg., the Teutoburger Forest and the 
Rhi:in, lies the core of Germany'and the racial home of the Germans. 
For these wooded Hessian highlands were never held by Roman 
or Frenchman or Slav, and have always held the balance, and 
controlie<i the natu;al wult:s, betwccu. Ncrth :md South r,.P.rmany, 
between the Thuringian States and the Rhenish Palatinate. For 
the volcanic mass of the Vogels separates the Fulda from the 
Wetter :ntl th~ Lahn, a'the volcanic ridge of the Ithi:in separates 
it from the W e~a ; and the seclusion and safety provided in olden 
days by the mo~tntain-girt and fo,.ested va1'1.eys of the Fulda and 
the Werra, were compatible with facilities for mov~ent between the 
Vogels and the Westerwald or the Spesslrt wmch only needed 
railways to be j)f maximum utility. • Thus Frankfurt sends main 

.. 
1 ~o'¥ less important, in this respect, than Lichtenfels . 
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lines of•rail rou~d the V ogels by both the Wetter and the North 
Kinzig valleys, and the great. strategic route via the Lahn and 
Moselle between Marburg and Metz is very nearly a straight line. 
t.forthward, again, Eder and Fulda and Werra.converge on Kassel; 
and Kassel it turn has wonderful facilities for movement. eastward 
and northward, by the Unstrut, the Leine, and the Weser. The 
final exit from • the highland is via the Westphalian Gate and 
Mi~den or along the Teutoburger to Osntbriick. Both Osnabriick 

• and Hanove~, thent(ore, have become great railway jum::tion!l where 
longitudinal and latitudinal lines croso; ; and, as Hanover has the 

-fldvantage of a local coal-field and less distance from the North Sea, 
it has now far outstripped its old rival Brunswick, 'which is practically 
the same distance as Hanover from the Baltic. So, Osnabriick 
occupies somewhat the same relation t~ movement westward from 
the Leine valley, as Goslar used to occupy to movement eastward. 

The Rhineland consists essentially of two oblong blocks of old Rhine· 
rock., both lying generally S.W.-N.E.-both graved deeply by the land. 
Rhine, the northern • block across the " grain "• and the southern 
one along it-and both g;ving a natural route ~.W.-N.E., by 
the Moselle-Laht1 and the Rhine-Kinzig valleys. The Rhine 
and the Lahe1-Moselle gully divide th• northern block into four 
sections, of which•the north-eastern is much the ·most important. 
Along the whole of the northern scarp of the block the old rock, 
as in the Ardennes-of which the Eifel is actually a continuation, • 
-is rich in metal, and it overlooks a "bay~ of fertile lowland 
underlaid and flanked by coal. ~he southern scarp, though 
characteristically rich in slate in the Hunsriick, where it overlooks 
the Saarbriicke~ coal-field, is generally much less rich than the 

. northern both in metal and in fuel; but it has some compensation 
in the greater area of volcanic formation,, the bleak Eifel t>eing 
much less important than the fertile J'aunus, as the hot-springs of 
the latter, e.g. at. Wiesbaden, Ems, and Homburg, are more 
numerous than those in the north, e.g. at Aix. 

North of the Lahn-Moselle ~lly conditions are exceedingly The Ruhr 
favourable to human activity, for the land slopes down-from the District. 
breezy, healthy highlands of Eifel and Westerw~ld-both to the great 
waterway and to the North Sea through an ore-bearing scarp al)d 
a fertile lowland flanked by coal, and for ores and fuel and crops 
alike there is easy movement to all points of the compass. As the 
highland rises eastward, the rainfall is as heavyethere•ls in toe 
west ; and the great cities that have ~isen alO'l'ig t~ lines of 
movement draw exce1lent stolfe and timber f;om the wooded 
heights that also.give them health. The basins·of the Ruhr and the 
Sieg are speciall,- impt>rtant, not only because they are exceedingly 
rich in minerals, but also because they are fed from the highest 
and most northerly, i.e. mo'~t exposed, part of tf;e ~ighland, and 

• • 
• 
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yet give very easy access round it, e.g. by the Sieg to the r.thn and 
the Eder, and by the Ruhr to the Edfr and the Did1el. In the rooo 
square miles that form the immediate hinterland of the•" so" miles 

• during which the Ru4r is 'cutting through coal, there is a populati~ri 
of over J,ooo,ooo, including a dozen cities that rea~h or exceed 
roo,ooo: 

DUsseldorf, 36o,ooo. 
Duisburg-Ruhrort, 23o,oot. 

{ 
Elb'hfeld ,•1go,ooo. 
Barmen, 170,000. 
Crefeld, 130,000. 
Recklinghausen, uo,ooo. 

Essen, 300,000. 
Dortmund, 215,000. 
Gelsenkircla!n, 180~000. 
Bochum, 140,000. 
Mulheim, us,ooo. 
Hagen, 1oo,ooo. 

And just outside this ring,are Cologne (szo,ooo) and Aix (r6o,ooo). 
Rift 
Valley 
Section. 

The southern block of.the whole area dropped a central strip 
to form a rift valley parallel to its axis, but was not broken across 
transversely, so that the outer edges of the block present a different 
appearance, and have had a different history,-sinking, not ip. an 
abrupt scarp as in -westphalia, but in more or less gentle terraces 
somewhat si~ilar to those in which ihe Swabian Jura sink to the 
Danube. But, while the old hard rock extends" much farther in 
the Black Forest than in 1J1e Vosges, and falls-in Jhe lee of the 
range-to the relative poverty of the Upper )l' eckar valley, the 
windward western terraces fall to the fertile flats of the Moselle 

• and the rich iron-fields of Lorraine. Here was the irresistible 
attraction in 1 8 7 r ~of a warm, sunny win eland, with rich deposits 
of iron along the west bank ~f the river and of salt along the east 
bank (Chateau Salins), and even with the Saarbri.icken coal crossing 
the political frontier to Forbach. But the Rmllance tongue of 
Lorraine, like its political inheritance, is firmly based in the Roman 
occuf>ation of the land behind Treves (Augusta Treviror~m), and 
cannot be displaced in a gen~ation. 

Its Exits. The general direction of this southern blocjj:, as shown by the 

• 

• 

rift valley which ends northward at Frankfurt, is from south-west to 
north-east, i.e. as distinctly towards the Baltic as the direction of 
the Bingen Gorge through the northern block is towards the 
North Sea; and thi~ gave additional importance to the Burgundy 
Gai..t:: ( ~ t !)o fe:et) ~lovv- the fro;vning heights cf the Jura (!". sooo 
feet), as the direction of the Lower Rhine gave additionar importance 
to the Main connection with Ratisbon. The dip between the 
V.osges ~nd the. Hardt is not much higher (r325 ~et) than the 
Burgundy Cat~though ~e Rhine and Marne Canal goes through 
a tunnel-and so the valley of ~e Zaber~ gives an easy route 
between Strassburg !md Lorraine, while movement eastward finds a 
fairly easy route up the valley of the South Kitbg t~ Ulm, and a still 
easier one round the north end of the Black Forest at Karlsruhe . 

The clim:tte !s more or less contin<!htal everywhere, but reflects 
• 

• 
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acciden~lly the fundamental S.W.-N.E. trend of the old rock of Tempera
the country1 ex(remes increasing towards the north-east. Thus, ture. 
the average annual temperature is 53° F. in the south-west, 49° F. 
r; the centre, and 43° F. in the nort~-eas.; and the range of 
temperature shows the same general tendency, increasing ~pore with 
distance from the sea than with distance from the equator. The 
actual range is clue to excess of cold rather than of heat, for the 
warTner latitude is counteracted by the f:ligher altitude except in 

• the Rhine ~alley ;• and uncongenial springs-due to •the amount 
of snow and ice that have to be .melted-greatly shorten the 

··--.summers in the Baltic provinces. The average range is 42° F. in 
the north-east, and 30° F. in the north-west; in the centre of the 
north it is 35° F.,· and in the cerltre of the south 38° F.-distance 
from the sea b~ing in the latter case .the predominant influence 
in winter, while latitude is predominant in summer. The mean 
January temperature varies from 2 2 ° F. near Insterburg up to 34 o F. 
near.Cologne; and <;ologne has also the highest mean temperature 
in July (68° F.), while the lowest is on the S~leswig peninsula. 
The extreme January tempe~ture is in the extreme ·north on the 
Russian frontier, ~.g. Konigsberg having 7° F., while the extreme 
July temperatvre is on the Rhine Iowla~d at the end of the Black 
Forest, e.g. Heiddberg having 93° F. There are, therefore, two 
exceptional areas-the north-west and 
the rift valley. West of the Elbe the 
mean summer temperature is not much 
above 6oo F., while the mean winter 
temperature is above 30° F.-west of 
the Weser even ~hove 32° F.; and in 
the rift valley shelter and latitude and 
altitude tombine 1 to give the highest 
avera~e temperature for the year, ine 
eluding both th& highest summer 
temperature and the highest wi~ter 
temperature. It was these conditiens, Mean monthly temperature and rain-

fall curves for Hamburg and Eerlin. 
coupled with th.e unfailing water· 
supply and the fertile soil, that made it the ~alatinate ("Land of 
Palaces"). Roughly, then, we may note four clttnatic areas-one of 
warm summers and cool winters in the north-west, one of very warm 
summers and very cold winters in the north-east, one of very warm 
summers anc! cold winters in the south, and one eof ho~ ~mmme4s 
and cool winters in the rift valley. Tht'"last, of •ccmrsi, intrudes 
through the previous • belt, for• the Lorraine plateau practically 
corresponds to \rpper Bavaria (a winter extrem~ of 25° F.), as the 
Vosges correspoad to the Jura. • 

1 This is also true of the lowla~s of Main, Moselle, and :t'ieckar, with an aver
age summer temper~ture above 66° F. and an average winter tem~erafure above 32° F • 

•· 

• 
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Rainfall. The range of rainfall, as of temperature, is· modifie<:I- by the 
fact that the lower latitudes have tpe higher altitudes ; it is also 
modified by the fact that no uplift in the west is sufhciently high · 
or continuous to cuJ; ott the wet .west winds entirely from tfie 
eastern wrt of the plain. The rain is not limited to• any season, 
but most falls in summer (cf. p. 56), only the extreme west 
having any appreciable winter rains, and only the coast-lands having 
any considerable rains itt autumn-when the sea is still w<'frm, 
but the Ian<! has been chilled. The fall geneAtlly n!ay be com- • 
pared with that in the soul!h-eastern quadrant of England. On · 
the higher part~ of the west, from the Harz southward and including.-. -
the Alpine foreland, it averages 34 inches; on the intermediate 
levels in the west and tha. higher ~arts of the east (Erz and Sudetes), 
as on the lower levels in.the extreme north-wesr; it averages 31 
inches ; on the exposed lower levels of the north-east it averages 
24 inches, decreasing southward even on the slightly higher levels, 
e.g. in Brandenburg and Lusatia, Saxony and Silesia; aJlcl it 
reaches a milJ-imu~ of 16 inches on parts ~f the sheltered wine
lands in the Middle Rhine "basin," fvith a maximum of over So 
on the Vosges heights which give the shelter. Here, too, the fact 
that vintage-time is rema~able for the absence of. rain and the 
presence of warmth is of prime importance to t+te vine-growers, as 
the high percentage of bright sunshine is to the beet-growers 

• between the Oder ind the Elbe. 
River v. The relation of these climatic conditions to the general relief 
Canal. is more favourable to communication by canal than by river; for 

while the relief is very favourable to the construction of canals link
ing the great rivers together (cf. p. 295), the cijmate is scarcely 
favourable either to continuous navigation or to uniform volume. 
Rhir!e, Elbe, and Oder, all have a course of nearly soo•miles in 
Germany ; but only the R~ine is free from serious internfption 
by ice or by low water, and the regime of e~n the Rhine has 
been affected adversely by the ~earing of the old forest. 

The Oder. The Oder is relatively tht! least useful of the large rivers, 
mainly because of its exposure to frost and because of the nearness 
of its channel to tlte "Giant " Mountains in its upper course. It 
rises only some 2ocJo feet above the sea, and has a total length of 
56o miles; but it ,has a rapirl f::.U in it;; Austiian course, and 
1c::ct:ives a number of mountain torrents, e.g. the Neisse, through 
i~ left b•ank in_~ilesia, s~hat there are frequent floo"ds. Its right 
bank trib•taries~ on the other hand, e.g. the Warthe-Netze, have 
relief conditions. which would ~ very f:fvourable to transport, 
if they were not u"nfavourable to precipitation, s~ that the main 
stream suffers normally from lac~ of der11;h i~ summer. The 
floods carry wit1I them quantities of silt, which have contributed 
to the fertili~ of the riverine lowlamfs, e.g. the Oderbriich below 

• 
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the confifJ.ence ot the Warthe, but which are constantly ·obstruct
ing the waterway,! Important works have been undertaken to 
improve the" conditions, e.g. '(I) canalisation to enable barges 
~ ltlways" to reach Ratibor and, larger ves:kls t.o reach Breslau ; ( z) 
link- canals, •such as the Oder- Spree canal from Furstenberg 
to Fiirstenwalde (cf. the Finow Canal to the Havel, ·and the 
Bromberg Canal•to the Vistula); and (3) regulation of the mouth 
in <Jrder to concentrate the whole forcj of the current on the 

• Swine channt!i, so ¥ to make it available for large ocean ve5'!:iels to 
Swinemiinde. In its picturesque up~er course the river acts as a 

~olitical frontier between Prussian and Austrian Silesia; and its 
chief "flood-foci," e.g. Glogau and Kiistrin, in early days became 
important strategic centres, and ~e now ~eavily fortified. Frank
furt is the natura). pivot of the basin. 

The Elbe has obvious advantages o~er the Oder in length and The Elbe. 
climate, and over the Rhine in having its lower as well as its 

• 

• Site of Hamburg . 

middle CQurse in Germany. Indeed, its historical associatiOn~ are 
as Te~tonic as its name. Its upper course is dotted with strategic 
crags such as those of Lilienstein and~onigstein, and with battle
fields, such as those· of Magdeburg and Dessau, Dresden and Pima ; 
its middle course has acted as art important frontier to various 
political units past and present, e.g. Hanover and Prussia, Mecklen
burg and Brandenburg; and its lower course. has had profound 
political and commercial importance since the. days when it was 
a bulwark ~ainst Slav and Viking. The strategic importance of 
the gorge through the Mittelgebirge basalt and the Saxon sandstone 
is focused at i'irna, and the commercial importan-e of its. middle 
course begins where it drops on to the !~land nQrth of Meissen~ 
Dresden holding the b;l.lance ; ae~d from Dresden, wher~ the river 
is nearly 1 ooo feet wide, it has a total fall of ooly 2 8o feet in the 
whole 430 miles•of iw=; course to the sea. One adverse result 
of this is that in the last roo mires, during which it has to struggle 

. . . 
1 The spring and summer floods on the Vistula cause precisely sl!nilar trouble . 
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with the tide, its bed is much troubled by sand ; • and its Jleander
ing course over the plain leads to the dissipati~n of strength in 
numerous branches, especially in t'tte Hamburg reach. But the 

- fact that these reunit~ at (Hankensee~ and careful artificial regulati~I1 
of the river, minimise the difficulty; and the construetion of link
canals, e.g. between Elbe and Havel, between Elbe and Trave, the 
canalisation of tributaries such as the Saale, and• the laying of a 
towing-cable from Ham~urg to Aussig, have helped to give• the 
river the la11gest fleet of river craft in Germany, ,in spite of its lack • 
of depth and its liability to p~riodic floods. 

The Historically the W eser has been even more interesting than th~ 
Weser. Elbe ( cf. p. 2 9 r ), but its conditions were adverse to its progress, for

before 1866-the joint sveam (Weser-Werra-Fulda) passed through 
no less than thirty-five separate political stages, repfesenting the rival 
claims and rights of a numb~r of separate States. Its course as .far as 
Minden is picturesque, but has a rapid fall, while in its lower reaches 
it is sluggish and shallow, uninteresting and subject to drought. • But 
here again Prussia1J. organisation has made vast improvements,-by 
canals, e.g. to• Elbe and Ems, by canalisation, e.g. near Cassel, and 
by very extensive works on the estuary, where-before 1894-the 
depth at low water did not.reach 2 feet. • 

The The Rhine was for centuries, and still is, the chief natural 
Rhine: waterway of Europe; and the causes which made it predominant 
Historic. • in early days·, have more or less justified the improvements which 

account for its pr~dominance to-day. Besides its natural advan
tages, it inherited a Roman • organisation, and eventually took the 
place of the Roman roads as the great Mid- European link 
(cf. p. 262); and even the discovery of the ~;w World, which 
affected so greatly most transport routes and focr, scarcely affected 
the ~hine at all except that supreme control of the. through 
route passed from its southern termini in Venice and 6enoa 
to northern termini in Antw~rp and Amsterdatp. That is to say, 
traffic began to go up-stream rather than down-stream; and to-day 
it is predominantly "up-strea~," four-fifths of the traffic down
stream from Mannheim going empty! Again, its traffic in early 
days was essentially•a "road" traffic, and so it suffered in the same 
way as the Roman-roads from bad weather. Now boats are towed 
both up and down, because drifting down-stream is both too slow 
and too dangerous ; but then, in the less crowded st:1t'= of the riv-er, 
they dr!ft€d rl.o~n ~trcam, and were only towed up-stt'eam-with or 
without tJee he"!~ of sail'S-in each case. But, while towing is now 
done usually b)r. a tug, it was d~e in th8se days from the tow
path ; and, as onl~ small boats were used, lowness of water was a 
trifle, and the one trouble was from flooe. ~re, again, all is 
changed. And it was profoundry fortunate that, at the critical 
time in the ltist~ry of the river, it wa~ so specifically French that it 

• 
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received ~niform • atteption throughout both in improvement of 
waterway and_in simplification of tolls, etc. At the sa!De time, in 
the transition, towns which owed their importance to staple rights 
a;d rights of tiansfer,l e.,i. Maina, sank int~ relative insignificance; 
thus Mainz became less important than Frankfurt northwa.rds and 
than Mannheim southwards. 

The river is ~ow open to boats of all nations, and no tolls The 
are dacted for ordinary navigation on thee main stream; the latter Rhine:. 

•. k h 11 ' _. · d 1 · b · 11~ d• d Econom.1c. Is ept w o y •Or nav;gatiOn, no ams or s mces emg a uwe ; an 
enormous improvements have been ~de in the waterway itself, 
~ecially by Prussia. ·Moreover, from its very position and 
direction, the river deals specifically with foreign trade, which 
accounts for two-thirds of the total mo1'ement on it, the one 
great exception in "the list of important a.ticles being the coal that 
is carried up-stream from the Ruhr basin. Another feature is that 
the trade is largely in bulk, especially towards the north, -e.g. grain 
and Oie, building matt:rial and coal; and this J.as an important 
relation to the size of boat and the method of transiJort. Boats 
carrying less than c. 6oo tons tlo not pay on the main stream, and 
yet they can seldorA be used on the tributaries. Indeed, the latter 
seldom can tak~ boats of more than 400 k>ns, and this limit is not 
nearly reached on t~~ normally navigable portions of the Lahn or 
the Lippe, the Ruhr or the Moselle. Traffic, therefore, tends to 
come to the main stream· by rail, and this invol~s at once oth~r • 
considerations, e.g. of transfer and of limit of draught. Barges of 
as much as 4000 tons burden are actually used, but the standard 
is c. 15 oo ; and the reason lies in the character of the river-bed. 
For 8o miles of gerge separate 220 miles of rift valley from 230 

miles of lowland plain; and, while a width of zoo- 300 fee~ is 
easily pro~ided in the valley or on the plain, scarcely 8o can 
be obtained in the gorge. This meails that real safety forbids 
the regular use of •boats more than 40 feet wide; and this 
practically implies a length of not ¥1UCh more than 300 feet, a 
draught (loaded) of 9 feet, and a cap~city of 2ooo tons. Of course 
big boats pay best even at low water, because the variation in 
draught is relatively less than that in capacity, "and rates are then 

• 

-

highest; and the rough loading of coal from "tips" soon proved 
so destructive to the old wooden barges that they have been re
placed by steel ones, which of course are lighter and draw less water. 

But it is st~ted that transfer from rail,;i> river ~s m1ly when•Ri~el" and 
the goods are in bulk and going a long way (at l(:ast Sf> miles), Rall. 
unless the relations betw~en rail a~d river media ilre very close and 

• 
· 

1 
" Staple" right 'flrevenfed goods l:J&ing carried past the town without being 

exposed for sale, and '' transfer" right prevented them from being carried past in a 
boat not owned by the town, the on" and occasional exceptici!beijg at fair-time. 
Cf. Clapp's Navigable Rhine. • 
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very friendly. This is the case in South Germa.ny, wher• goods for 
or from R,hine-transport receive \he minimum ~ate on the railway 
before or after transfer; but on the Prussian railways the case is 
different, for the int(jrest\ of rail an<J. river here are often antagoni~tic, 
as those of Hamburg and Bremen are to those of !zotterdam and 
Antwerp. The only obvious exception is in the case of Rhine 
sea-traffic; but that is only open permanently to steamers drawing 
not more than about 7t feet when loaded, and they can only-reach 
Cologne, !.g. from London. Even if the defth we~e permanently• 
increased and curves wel'e widened, these small steamers are 
relatively costly to work (cf. p. 66). ., 

The traffic is, therefore, predominantly river-traffic and done by 
barge; and the typical barge-thins (4 or 5 barges, aggregating 
c. 6ooo tons) are a respQJlse to the conditions df navigation. The 
Rhine being an ice-fed river, low-water is not a trouble except in 
autumn, when, unfortunately, there is most traffic; but ice, fogs, 
and floods do cll..use trouble. The low-water and the flood t'oubles 
will be rerpoved by the canalisation of the river from Basel ·to 
Lake Constance, for the lake can e"asily be made into a reservoir 
which will regulate the flow ; but any attempt tt> regulate the pace 
of the river, which is tlie great drawback above.Mannheim, will 
only increase the ice-trouble. A tug which !las brought four or 
five barges from Rotterdam to Mannheim (350 miles) in four or 
five days, and c~ take them back in three or four days, can only 
take two of them on to Strassburg (8o miles), and requires two 
days for the journey; and the journey is only possible at all for 
five or six months in each year, while the total load must not exceed 
c. zooo tons. From Strassburg to Basel (8o i:liles) the difficulty 
is still greater, the load limit being c. 700 tons, and the time limit 
thr~e or four months. North from Mannheim, however,•conditions 
are very different, and th4a river is a scene of very bus1 traffic. 
Indeed, the largest port, Duisburg-Ruhrort (including the railway 
harbour of Hochfeld), which. does specially a "bulk" trade, 1 has 
a water traffic greater than tl,e whole ocean traffic of Hamburg; 
and Mannheim (including Ludwigshafen and the railway harbour 
of Rheinau), whic"h does specially a " piece" trade, has a water 
traffic twice that o"f the whole ocean traffic of Bremen. Of course, 
Duisburg, which is only 130 miles from Rotterdam,• is the port of 
the "Black Country"; and Mannheim, though 350 miles fron; 

• Rcttcr~~n-,, l1is, as "'tural head of navigation: an enormous 
hinterland stn!tching from France into Austria and as far south 
as Italy (cf. p. 3'2/?.). But obviolfsly the na'tural resources and needs 
of the area must be such as are well served by ri¥er traffic. 

Two points deserve spe~ial ~ttention. • On~ is that four-fifths 
1 Duisburi lis!!i only a dozen special artioies, while Mannheim lists four or five 

dozen. Between *hem they do c. 7 5 p. c. of all the Rhine trade. See Clapp . 
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of the u1t-stream .traffic is in iron ore (c. 6 o p.c. of Germany's total Political 
import), graiiJ, coal, and timbey, and that about half of the down- Rivalry. 
~tream traffic is coal, and nearly one-sixth is building materials, e.g. 
b;icks from between Mann~eim and I Sp~er, or stone from 
Badenheim. • The other is the influence of political rival~!')'. This 
is seen both in t~e inter-relations of the various river ports and in 
the relation of all of them to outside seaports. Thus political 
rivan:y on the river itself has led to the !levelopment of riv',ll ports 

'" on opposite ;anks 'and on every natural reach of the• river; and 
the rivalry has led to continuous I't'Ogress both industrial and 
~ommercial. This is not confined to purely political rivalry, e.g. 
between Strassburg (Alsace) and Kehl (Baden), or Ludwigshafen 
(Bavarian Palatinate) and Man~heim (Eaden), or be~ween the 
Wies.baden ports" of Frankfurt and Kast£1 and the Hessian ports 
of Offenbach and Mainz, but is also found inside the Rhine 
Province, e.g. between Cologne and Miilheim or Neuss and 
Di.is~ldorf. • • 

-

The outside rivalry works by rail and canal, arW. is focused Northern 
on the North Sea coast, wh~e the great shipping companies of Relations. 
Antwerp and Bre~en and Hamburg have a great lever in their 
large fleets an<P their old-established trade relations, and are all as 
jealous of the Dutcfl ports as the Prussian State Railway is of the 
river. Thus, the Rhine-and-Marne canal gives Antwerp more 
hold on the upper part of the Middle Rhine tian the Dortmund- • 
Ems canal gives to Emden on the l~wer part ; and the Midland 
Canal from Ruhrort to Hanover will serve Bremen as well, via 
Minden, as the Dortmund-Ems canal serves Emden. Under these 
circumstances, Elllden seems to have little chance against Antwerp 
or Bremen ; but the Rhine traffic has an obvious advantage. 
With the• railways the case is rather different. Rhine barges 
usually travel from Rotterdam to .M:annheim as fast as any 
ordinary goods trains; but, when all transfer charges and deteriora-
tion risks (e.g. of coal in "tipping.") are taken into account, it 
seems that railway transport is :flways normally cheaper than 
transport by inland waterway. The two together have enabled full 
advantage to be taken of the central site, and have greatly helped 
to unify an area where complex highlands and" radiating rivers in 
olden days were the main causes of political division. Cf.pp. 2 I 2, 255· 

The different att~tudes to the transport problem in Nolth and Southern 
South German"y are based on a geograp~~eal foun~Q,tion. • In th~ Relations. 
north the rivers flow uniformly, and more or less •paral~l to one 
another, northwards; atd some • of the chief ~owns are specific-
ally between two.great rivers, e.g. Berlin. Economic needs and 
physical features,• ther~fore, alik.e epcourage the construction of 
link canals,- though the " ~grarian " party are .hostile to any 
development which- in their opinion would be i-d!erse to the • 

• 
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interests of local agriculture, and prefer congest~d railwlys to the 
cheap import of grain by canal. W. the south, on thl( other hand, 
rivers flow in various a~d opposite directions; and the torren~ij.l 
character of many oti the!h is moretfavourable to the. development 
of "power" than of navigation, while the relief is less favourable 
to the construction of canals. Political influences. also are at work. 
For instance, the Neckar, though essentially a Wurtemberg river, 
empties through Baden,• and the Bavarian Main erupties th!ough • 
Prussian t~rritory; on the contrary, Augs~rg and Nurnberg, 
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Mulhausen and E~;lingen, are noted for their electrical machinery 
and apparatus. 

About half the total area of the country is und~r cultivation, 
while !P}ly a. fllUtrtP.r is under forest; and. ther~ ic ~ na.tur:::.l 
~ntagonism oi ~nterest ·~tween the purely agricultural and purely 
industrial' areas: based largely Ojl the demand for labour and on 
the fact that G~114any cannot provide her:elf with all the food she 
needs. Indirectly, the lack of labour for farnw.vork has led to a 
wide use of machinery ; but it cas also ,ed d'!rectly to a large 
import of fon~gn (Polish) labour.. There is also a natural 
antagonism ~~ween the less fertile lands of· the north .and the 

• • 
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more fe~ile land~ of the south, distinguished generally as grain 
lands and wine •lands ; and it is in the Elbe valley that the 
Rotash deposits exist which lre " the sheet-anchor of German 
ag~iculture." The most impor.ant crops If the northern plain are 
wheat and ry"e, sugar-beet and f>otatoes ; and !t is mainly the root 
crops that have been responsible for the wide manufacture of 
alcohol and starch and for the decrease of sheep compared with 
cattl~, fed on the "refuse." The numb~r of sheep has dropped 

.. since 187 I fr~m 2 591POO,OOO to 7 ,ooo,ooo; and, 00 the.::>tbeP hand, 
there are 300 potato-starch factories .,in Silesia, Brandenburg, and 
.Mecklenburg. To the north- east, too, flax becomes a typical 
product-wherever the. Scotch fir is abundant, as sugar-beet is 
associated with the beech. Alsa'te and. •he Palatinate are much 
the most import::tnt wine-growers, while Bavaria is the great wood
grower, being the only part of the empire which-with 95 acres 
for every 100 persons-can supply all its own needs.l Obviously, 
area~ with abundance of soft-wood and water-power, e.g. the Harz 
and Thuringian forests, have special advanta~s for the manu
facture of ,paper in all its f<Xms, including pasteboard toys, etc. ; 
and Bavaria still• has the largest "paper" centre in Germany, 
Aschaffenburg. , 

Again, the no~hern part of the co~ntry is specially associated Mining. 
with mineral wealth, e.g. the coal and iron of Westphalia and 
Rhenish Prussia, and the metals of the Harz and Silesia. But the • 
most typical product is the potash. A large !rea, including the 
plains on every side of the Harz, cont'ains enormous beds of rock-
salt above or amongst deposits of potassium minerals, held in place 
and so preserve<l by an extensive sheet of impervious clay. To 
the east of the Harz is the famous Anhalt district with its centre 
at Stassf!lrt, where the "Rubbish-salts "-as they were callet+ fifty 
years '"ago-were first found ; to the north are the Brunswick and 
Hanover districts, • the latter a seen~ of great activity ; to the 
south is the Nordhausen district; and less important deposits· 
exist in the west of the Thuringial Forest. These give Germany 
easily accessible supplies of what is almost a world-monopoly ; and 
they are the definite link between agriculture -and industries. For 
they consist mainly of carnallite and kainite-the former easily 
soluble and• therefore naturally suited for industrial purposes, the • 
latter ready for use as a fertiliser. 

The nort~ern plain has a unity of relief even ~ a rainfall map, Unity of 
the slight elevations, e.g. of the Liinebefg Heath. rhe Flaming or Pru.ssian 
the Baltic Heights, bei!lg faithfut!.y reflected in a .slight !ncrease of Plam. 
rainfall; but it contains a considerable variety of political units 
with considerable• variety of geo~raphical conditions. For instance . 

• 
1 The limit for this is said to be.eighty-five acres for 100 pfrsons ; in the British 

Isles the. proportion is "ot eight acres to the 100 persons. • 
• • • 
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while East Prussia is a typical morainic lake-lan"d, West l'russia is 
a fertile carse; while Pomerania includes the Tess fertile lower 
"basin " of the Oder, Silesia occupi~s its more fertile upper "basi~.~ 
So, Brandenburg piv<lts o• the floodrands of Spree and Havel, while 
the Pro~ince of Saxony includes the Golden Mea~ and other 
fertile valleys. The unity of· relief and climate has, however, 
outweighed all other influences,-religious, linguistic, and even 
racial, so that to-day t~re is marked unity of national type •and 
even s~me ;Jpproximation to a German physique~ • " 

"German" No doubt the type on tlie ocean border is distinctly different 
Physical from that on the forested heights of the Vosges and the BlacJ¥,. 
Type. Forest, the tall Longheads of the north-west being of very pure 

• 

Teutonic type, while the- stocky' Roundheads of the south-west 
are purely Alpine; but t~ese extreme types are• exceptional, the 
normal type being an intermediate one-seen at its best in that 
most typically German area, the Weser highlands. This inter
mediate type is intermediate specially in heig~t and head-foriX\, the 
mixture of race irt' it being betrayed by the disharmony between 
the round Arpine head and the Jon~ Nordic face ; and the fact 
that the one influence came in from the nort! while the other 
came in from the east, is .still reflected in the regi11nal variations. 
The natural route for the Teutons to move soutl! by was the Weser 
basin, which brought them into the "basin " of the Middle 

• Rhine; and the relative tallness and fairness of the people in 
the rift valley and lte Main and Neckar basins must be attributed 
to this influence. Naturally, too, the older inhabitants- real 
Alpines, of round head and stocky frame-were pressed up 
into the less accessible and less fertile heights, ilil the Vosges, the 
Black Forest, and the Jura, where pure Alpine types are still 
norrr!!J.l. The natural route for the Slav (Alpine) people- to move 
west by was the unfertile ~lain; but the infertility was :tlways 
favourable to speedy, if not premateue, ''saturation "-as well as to 
limited rights of inheritance, e.,. to primogeniture-'--and the over
flow had easiest access to the feortile south by the Saale basin. In 
this case, however, it was the Slav people who were pressing; and 
here, therefore, it wa~ the older Teutonic people that were pressed 
un into the hig-h]a!11is. e.P'. in Tlmrino-i:l. lf':wino- nPrm>'~nPnt tr>'lrP<: 

• of themselves in the 'rel~tive tallness u of the muodern ".rh~ringi~~~~ 
In both cases the influence spread along lines of least resistance, 
SJav infltence S{lreading;. via the Oder through Brandenburg and 
Mecklenbwg, wl..ile Teut~ic influence spread via the Rhine to the 
Burgundy Gate. • The darker colotir of the teal Alpine grass-lander 
is reflected in thl! more Slavic areas even o1 the north, e.g. 

• 

Brandenburg, as the lighter colo~r of thl! forEW.>ter-fisherman is 
reflected in the more Teutonic areas even in the typically Alpine 
climate, e.g. illl Ffohenzollern ; but col~ur is relat;ively transient, and 

• 
• 
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so we final blonde tolouring everywhere within reach of the sea, even 
to the Jlussian •frontier, and wherever else humidity-with or 
without mud! shade-is high.' Thus, even amongst the short, 
s't~cky Round heads of the Vosges or the1 Black Forest-with the _ 
maximum raiPlfall in the empirel(a mean of 8~-83 inches)-in the 
most secluded part of the forested heights one person itt three is 
distinctly fair . 

• 
• PRUSSIA • • • Fully three-fifths of Prussia bel~ngs to the Great European 

Plain, forming a wedge of lowland that narrows westward until 
~t the Westphalian Gate it is only 100 miles wide. The total 
population is about the ;arne as \hat of England, the non-German
speaking element. not being more than 1~ p.c. of the whole; the 
local density is greatest in the mining ~nd manufacturing part of 
the Rhine area, closely followed by the similar areas in Saxony 
(where the density_ is less "local," cf. p. 335) and Silesia. 

1he railway mil~age, though very high (5 -miles per Io,ooo Strategic 
persons), has little or no re~tion to this dense popt!lation, as its "Control." 
fundamental prinq.iple is strategic ; that is to say, an enormous 
proportion of the total mileage represents trunk lines radiating from 
Berlin impartially ~n all directions or funning along the political 
frontiers. Indirectly, however, this has a valuable economic influence. 
For the surface qualities of the area are very diverse, rather less than 
one-third being good, rather more than one-thir<febeing fair, and just • 
one-third being simply sand ; and, apart from strategic considera-
tions, there was little in the barren sands of the north-east or in the 
barren heaths of the north-west to attract railways. But the spread 
of railways through these districts has been of real service, e.g. to 
the great.rye and oat lands of the north-east. Agriculture gelllirally 
has a~o profited by the-more or less consequent-spread of beet-
growing for sugar, fo.r the deep cqltivati& necessary leaves the soil in a 
magnificent condition for succeeding crops, e.g~ barley and chicory. 
At least equally valuable has be~ the influence of compulsory 
military training, e.g. on habits of obedience, punctuality, attention 
to detail ; and both in agriculture and in manufacturing industries 
the Prussians came into the field so late that they were able to 
make a faiJ:W start on lines dictated by the previous experience of • 
other nations, who have been handicapped in their subsequent 
competition ~y the difficulty of getting rid of esta~lished.rerocedure 
which that experience has proved to be i«rerior. • • • 

Physical history, cl~mate, an~ position have all beet! somewhat East 
adverse to the progress of East Prussia. 'ihough one of the Prussia.. 
largest provincef,' an.-l sharing in the general · character of the 
great plain, it has only one imp~rtan't town, Konigsberg ( cf. p. 288). • 
It is a morainic lake-land, ~loping down to a ~ur~-fringed and 

• • 
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Haff-fronted coastal plain from the lake-strewn plnteau of ;he Seen
platte, which rises in the south-west to 10oo feet. •About 9ne-fifth is 
covered with coniferous forests, whit:h support wood ifldustries, e.g. 
at Allen stein, and in w.(lich wolves are still found ; there is• fl. 
large area of barren •san<! or bog ; fmd the climate i111 the coldest 
in Germany, the mean January temperature of Tilsit being only 
2 5° F. At the same time, thanks to the alluvialolands along the 
Niemen, Pregel, and Passarge, about half the area is under cul,tiva
tion, np.inlY. with rye, poPatoes, and flax-the last SIJCCially in the • 
Passarge b;sin, which is specifically Roman •catholic in creed. 
But the two characteristic p;oducts of the province are the amber 
of Samland and horses, the chief Government stud-farm of atT' 
Germany being near Gumbinnen. 1 

West West Prussia resem~les East Prussia in sev~ral fundamental 
Prussia. features. A large portion "Of it is occupied by the Baltic plateau, 

which again rises to 1o86 feet (in the Turmberg); there is a large 
area of moor, especially in the west (cf. the Tuchel Heath); fully 
one-fifth is covered..with coniferous forest; and "the pastures are ~ood, 
another Government stud-farm exi~ting at Marienwerder. But, 
though rye and potatoes are still the chief crops, the proportion 
of arable land is higher, and there is much more variety of crop, 
including sugar-beet. The•reasons for this are t~at, just because of 
the wide- spread floods on the Vistula, there is a much larger 
proportion of fertile alluvium than in East Prussia; and the climate 

Pomer-
ani a. 

• i~ less harsh. The cheap labour which has helped to develop the 
industries of Danzig and Elbi~o~g, is due to the fact that Poles spread 
down the Vistula valley so easily that they now occupy a very large 
proportion of the centre of the province, numbering c. 3 5 p.c. of its 
total population. Thorn was originally made a ~tronghold by the 
Teu~nic Order 1 because it was the lowest place where t~e Vistula 
was capable of being permanently bridged in those days ; an.d the 
same cause made it a Hans&tic centre. Modern bridge-building, 
by giving a bridge "control" to :Dirschau anCl Grandenz, made 
them great railway junctions. : 

The long straggling province of Pomerania ("On the Sea") well 
deserves its name, a,pd in the early days o'f its history it stretched 
even farther along t~e coast, including Pomerellen or West Prussia 

• eastward and Slavinia or Mecklenburg westward. Rut-. its pc:;ition 
hPtween Sv:cd0n aml Brandenburg and its old division into Vor
pommer~ (or Nearer Pomerania) and Hinterpommem (or Farther 
~merania) inv+>fved it i~such constant hostilities with the Bran
denburg E\ectors, such devastatio~ in the 1'hirty Years' War, and 
such endless redisvibution of territory between its two native 
dukes, that its ptogress was terribly hinder~d. ~or did its phy-

• sica! conditions help. Thougf1 it • includes a typical belt of the 
1 ~arieobburg was the headquarter! of the Gra~d Master . 

• • 
• • 
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Baltic ~ke Plateau, it is one of the flattest areas in all Germany 
and correspondi~gly marshy; and· even where there is neither lake 
nor marsh, ~he soil is thin a~d sandy. Its typical activities are, 
tlferefore, in four directions. The enor111ous original expanse of 
"bog" is new represented b~very extensive' peat-bogs; the great 
portion of "lagoon" coast-line and of lake (2\r of the are"a) is very 
favourable to ffshing-,-the .lampreys being famous-and to the 
rea~ng of aquatic fowl, especially geese.,; and a 

1 
busy commerce 

• centres on tl:1t! Lo~r Oder. • • 
· The latter was the centre of tearly civilisation,. Christianity 

.reaching the area- characteristically - via the island of Wollin 
. (Jolin), as the commercjal centre is now divided between the island 

of Usedom (Swinemiinde) and (l)e hea<i of the estuary (Stettin). 
:rhe "Bodden" coast farther west was eq_ually.fav~ura?le to civ!lis!ng 
mfluences from the sea. Both Stralsuna, which IS still a flounshmg 
harbour, and Greifswald, with its famous old Church-reared uni
versity, were important Hanseatic centres; they are both typically 
on tt.e mainland side of the Strela Sund ; and tl'fe island of Rugen, 
the capital of which is at a liitle railway junction calltd Bergen, was 
even in heathen tiD1es a Holy Island. . 

For pract~cal purposes Posen is the "basin" of the Middle Posen. 
Warthe, the general low level being br~ken by low lines or wedges 
of disconnected hills between the main stream and its N etze and 
Obra tributaries; and the natural result is a labyrinth of swamps • 
and bogs, e.g. the ·Obrabriich, which is the old <!ourse and therefore 
the natural link-now canalised-be~een the Warthe, as it leaves 
Poland, and the Oder, as it enters Brandenburg. Though much of 
the soil is light a.-rd sandy, the reclaimed lands are distinctly fertile; 
and over 6o p.c. of the total area is under cultivation, even hops 
and tobacco being grown, while nearly 6o p.c. of populatftm is 
returl\ed as rural. The majority are Poles and belong to the 
Roman Church, ans:J. the relatiQ!lS bet~een them and their Prussian 
rulers have been not only a great obstacle to progress, but a 
notorious scandal. Even within tfre last 10 years Polish parents 
have been imprisoned for withdrawing their children from religious 
instruction gi\-"en by Prussians (apparently Pmtestants) in Germa.n, 
and the children have been thrashed for refusing to say the Lord's 
Prayer in CJerman. This is a natural sequel to ·the Partition of • 
Poland, and a comment on the folly of having a river (the Prosna) 
as a frontier tn an area where international relatio~ are n~ easy. 

Even Posen, the old capital of Gr&i: Polan(il,• ill~trates t6e 
racial and political te~sion, for -the river flows <tue north through 
the district, and the old Polish town, like the m<1dern Polish quarter, 
is on the east bi11k, \fhile the Prussian town, which arrogates the 
title ·of Alstadt ("Old Town")," is ~n the west bank. The site in • 
the centre of a wid~ sandy pla,n was quite suitable f~r ~e capital of a 

• • • 
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kingdom which included also the upper "basin" of the ,warthe; 
but both trade and industry have been cramped ~ince it became a 
first-class frontier fortress near to a grht tariff barrier. As a fortresst 
on the other hand, ~ is lJ:rongly d~ended by the marshy banks ~ 
its sluggifh, navigable river. Bron!berg, the great i~dustrial and 
commercial rival of Posen, has a somewhat similar position to the 
west of the Vistula; and, as the great westward elbow of the Vistula 
at the confluence of the %ahe, makes the town the natural ter~nus 
of a cabal tt> the Elbe vz"a the Netze, so the •outh~ard drainage • 
of the Netze from the Balti~ Lake Plateau gives it easy access 
northwards ( cf. the similar position of Schneidemiihl-at the heaQ. 
of navigation-on the southward draining Kjiddow). 

Silesia: Silesia is the largest .province• of Prussia, with an area half the 
Mineral. size of Ireland. A straig~t line-called the L:tngental-joining 

the course of the Malapane to the general course of the Black 
Elster, and followed by the railway from Oppeln via Breslau and 
Liegnitz to Bautzen, divides the province into parts, lowlan<l, and 
highland, the latter•subdivided by the Upper Oder into two sections. 
Between the ~alapane and the souihern frontier the Tarnowitz 
plateau, which is an outlier of the Carpathians •with an average 
height of c. I ooo feet, has tge richest zinc deposits in lhe world, one 
of the largest coal-fields in Europe, and very largt9 quantities of iron. 
The coal lies in almost horizontal strata; and, as the Oder valley is 

• only c. 5oo feet above the sea even at the natural head of navigation 
at Ratibor, it was e!sy to canalise the river for large barges up to 
Kosel, the terminus of the Klodnitz-River canal from the coal-field at 
Gleiwitz. Beuthen and Zabrze are the greatest mining and smelting 
centres, while Konigshutte-with its "suburbs " Qf Kattowitz and 
Myslowitz-is specially connected with zinc, and Gleiwitz with 
glass.• The frontier site, with its strategic problems and its foreign 
tariff, has been naturally adverse to prosperity ; but the rrl'ineral 
wealth is great and so easily• won 5hat the plain has become the 
"Black Country" of Eastern Germany. 

Silesia: In the valleys of the Sude:c system there has been almost 
Textile. equally great development on the textile side ; for not only is there 

n.·:dch coal-field in tlie 'tl/elstt.liz La~in, but the wooded heights are 
almost everywhe~e oopplied with abundant water-power. The con
fined coal-basin of Waldenburg has very important mining, smelting, 
and chemical industries (cf. the Bunzlau glass), which account for 
a .ropulat!@n of ne!arly 40\.ooo per square mile ; and lo<!al production 
of flax and. woo, .helps to ~upply raw material for textiles on both 
sides of the basin. though wool is t~e more in!portant in the Lausitzer 
N eisse and KatybacT1 valleys, e.g. at Gorlitz and LieJnitz, and linen in 
the Glatzen Neisse, e.g. at Neisse. ]'he need-for alicess to" power" 

• causes this industrial part of th~ province to show very high density of 
population even ~t very considerable a,titudes ; ,nd this, of course, 

• • 
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affects t~ average temperature, some villages in the Riesengebirge 
having the lowest mean (below 40° F.) of any in Prussia. A typical 
"mountain"" home industry of lace-making centres round Hirsch-

. ~~rg; but the great historic inc\ustry is thl weiving of linen ( cf. the 
splendid darrfasks of Neustadt a'nd Glatz). • 

-
The foreground of this industrial " mountain " zone happens also Sile~ia : 

to be very fertile, especially between Ratibor and Liegnitz; and, tgn~ul
as t!Je rainfall is also heavy ( cf. p. 57 )~eavy enough, indeed, to ura · 

• account for f&-est 1 e;overing nearly 30 ·p.c. of the area---agriculture 
is greatly favoured, the crops of wheat and rye sometimes giving 
~ surplus for export after feeding a local population of s,ooo,ooo, 
while hops and tobacco,. and even wine and silk, are typical products. 
North and north-east of the Lan~ental, e»pecially along the Bran
denburg frontier, •the soil is much less fertile, and the density of 
population decreases from joo-soo per square mile to scarcely roo. 

Brandenburg rivals Silesia in size, but not in population ; for, Branden· 
thoul;h its infertility is exaggerated in its old nickname of "Sand- burg. 
Box," it does consist· essentially of a sandy plain, int<irspersed with. 
large areas of coniferous forest~nd small areas of fertile soil. Timber 
and sheep are its i!wo typical products, the wool being the finest in 
Prussia (cf. th~ excellent woollen mills ci Rummelsberg and Nieder 
Schonweide). Bai+ey and rye, hemp and flax, and even tobacco and 
hops, are widely cultivated, and the large production of honey and 
wax may be associated with the wealth of aroma.,tic vegetation ; but • 
the excessive number of swamps, lakes ( 700 ), and rivers-supporting 
quite a busy fishery, especially for carp, and making the punt a 
common transport medium-causes the climate to be unusually raw 
in winter, while t~e absence of shelter and the loose, easily-heated 
surface expose it to violent winds both in winter and in summer. 
Commeraially, however, . the abundance of navigable water anCt the 
centrai site have made it the pivot of.inland navigation in Prussia, 
as the low level and central site have made it the pivot of the 
Prussian railways. And where. th~ chief waterways converge, by 
a chain of lakes; on the '' mathertl.atical " centre of the Prussian 
railway-system, Berlin, Spandau, and Potsdam have an aggregate 
population of 4~ooo,ooo. • 

Berlin itself, with over z, r zo,ooo, is historicttlly.a typical island- B"rlin. 
bridge centre, half-way between Elbe and Oder, half-way between 
Hamburg and Breslau ; and it is significant that some of the 
largest "new'' cities in Germany, e.g. Chajlottenbl!r~, Ri~~orf, and · 
Schoneberg, are simply decentralised ~uburbs ef BEJJlin. The 
metropolitan area, in ~ich spectal districts, e.g. tJlat of Teltow or 
of Nieder Barnime have populations of soo,oo~, is now the chief 
manufacturing cetJ.tre itt Central .Eur~e, its great industries-as in • 

1 It is significant that the densest itrests are in the lee of the w Gijnt " Mountains, 
e.g. south of Liegnitz, #of the Sudetes; e.g. south-west of Opp'ltn. • • • 
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so many foci of dense population, e.g. New York~being i,clothing 
and machinery, including scientific instruments. -rts two outposts 
on the west of the Havel represen'l: "war and the ~ase." The 
unhealthy, marsh-girt fortV!ss at the c;onfluence of the Havel and th~ 
Spree is now the ctief military afsenal of Germa~, while the 
relatively healthy lake-girt hills to the south offered beautiful sites 
for the palaces of royal fishermen, e.g. the Sans Sou d. Potsdam now 
has busy industries, but ~ly in such products as silk, chocolate,•and 
furniture. ilpand~u is an older centre than• Pots<'tam, but was • 
hampered by its unhealthy mirshes. 

Outside the metropolitan area the towns have been characteristic; 
ally dwarfed by nearness to the metropolis (c~ p. 2 14), even Frankfurt 
and Brandenburg not ha¥ing poptllations of 7o,ooo. As the Mark 

The surroundings of Berlin. • . 
developed eastward, the " wo~ded l:ijll " (Brenni-por), in its girdle of 
forested marsh, that had been the old sacred capital of the Wends,' 
was bound to give way to some:place farther east; and the Oder
Spree Canal simiiariy deprived Fr~nkfurt of its old commercial import
al'l-Ce as the natural -head of "sea" navigation on the Odcr, v:hile 
its strategic importooce passed to the marsh-girt fortress of Ktistrin. 

• The other centres are still less important, most being- engaged in 
the typical wool industry, e.g. Kottbus and Forst ("shoddy"). 

MeckJen- Easta.n PruEij>ia is sel?arated from Western Prussia •by the double 
burg. Duchy of• Me?:~enburg, ~hich is a typical Baltic plateau area 

between the Ode~ and the Elbe ; ~ut the plateau is unusually low, 
not reaching 6oo fef!t even in the Helpter or the Ruhner hills, and 
its seaward drainage is less important than its s~hward drainage, 

• i.e. to the Elbe. Indeed, it~ onry important Baltic river is the 
little Warno~(8~ miles), which is na"'gable fro~1 Butzow for small 

• • • 
• • 
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vessels, ~d which made Rostock an important Hanseatic port, with 
a University that dates back to Hansa days. On the other hand, 
1here are at least 400 lakes ;cattered over the plateau ; and the 
ri~ers which are. connected rith them, ar. navigable for long -
distances, e.}. the Elbe and the Havel, the two being con~J.ected by 
a canal via the Muritz See. These lakes are very rich in fish, and 
the Ml'iritz-like"the Baltic coast of the State-even produces amber. 

• ~he history of the area-under Vandal, Slav, and German · 
rulers-has ~so b(lltn adverse to its progress; and its itldustries are 
still backward. It is one of the typioo.l instances of a "f.lOpulation in 
..vhich the nobles are mainly of Teutonic, and the peasants of Slav 
origin, the Slav elemen5 being still prominent even in speech. The 
two capitals of Schwerin and N eu- Strditz occ1,1py very beautiful 
sites in wooded•lake-land; but they hjve very different histories. 
For while Neu-Strelitz is quite a modern town, built in the form of 
an 8-pointed star, Schwerin is orre of the oldest towns in the whole 
area. Its modern appearance is due to the destructive fires which 
utterly wiped out the old wooden houses of ~e forest-settlement 
( Sclzwerin, " Game- Preserve~). Commercially, it i; overwhelmed 
by the old Han·~ ports of Rostock and Wismar, both admirable 
harbours front the Hanseatic point of .view, and both still doing a 
busy commerce, tll!ough some of the " Rostock " commerce is now . 
done through its outport of Warnemiinde. 

Western Prussia includes the large and fairly coherent areas of i!runs
Schleswig-Holstein, Hanover, WestJ?halia, R~enish Prussia, and wick and 
Hessen-N assau ; but these are grouped round a confused nucleus cif Anhalt. 

small States, whose territory is generally dotted about in a number 
of incoherent fretgments. For instance, Brunswick consists of 3 
large and 6 small areas, scattered along the banks of Aller and 
Ocker, Leine. and Weser, including such diverse units fs the 
Lune'burg plain, the· Dromlin mars~ the Harz Mountains. The 
city of Brunswick, •on the ferti!le Ocker plain, with rich surrounding 
forests, was very important as a ~anseatic inland centre ; but, now 
that traffic does not move normall~ between the Middle Rhine and 
Liibeck, it has only local importance, e.g. as a manufacturer of' 
sugar and sausages. In the northern part of•the duchy, where 'fhe 
climate is most favourable,· scientific agriculture is very productive, 
especially of sugar-beet ; the Harz is, of course, a very busy mining • 
area ; and il1 the intermediate area timber- cutting is a typical 
industry. The Duchy of Anhalt, with its Harz foot!.ills, the,.eclaim~d 
pastures of its Elbe marshes, and its fel!:ile Saaleopiain,.is in a very 
similar position ; its \gricultur~ is excellent, wgar is a typical 
product, and miiUng is a typical industry ( cf. tte famous salt-works 
of Leopoldshall, •on th~ left banJ< of the Bode, opposite Stassfurt). 

The Thuringian States· .orm a •more coherent unit in spite of Thu- • 
their subdivisions,A"or these correspond more or l;ss ~ the opposite ringia. 

• • • • • 
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slopes of the Thuringian Forest. Generally speaKing, Sax~Weimar
Eisenach lies across the north of the area, ancf Saxe-lVIeiningen 
across the south, while Saxe-Alten~urg is to the ea~, and Saxe-

• Coburg-Gotha runs from .porth to squth towards the west; and ~~ 
Thuringian Road-v~a Eisenach, G<!tha, Weimar, and fena-bridges 
the base"of the angle which is formed by the Upper Werra and the 
Middle Saale, and which has its natural apex at t::oburg. To the 
forest and mineral wealth the mountain environment has gi~n a 
special• dir~tion, the su~division of territory ieing 'eflected in a • 
subdivision of labour-occup~d in making articles which demand a 
vast amount of work on a tiny quantity of raw material. Glas~ 
making is the typical industry along the crejt of the range, including 
such products as thermop:1eter tuees and glass eyes ; on the eastern 
slope the special product is various kinds of poreelain, terra-cotta, 
and earthenware ; on the Western slope it is toys-of glass, wood, 
paper, china, metal; and the metal industry is also prominent in 
the north, where, too, Ruhla has an unique industry in pipe-making 
-using wood, am~r, and meerschaum. • 

The toy ifldustry is associated at .:;otha with the making of all 
kinds of instruments-mechanical and mathematical, surgical and 
musical; in the extreme so.uth Coburg shows "Bavaiian" influence 
in its typical brewing industry, as in the extretlle east Neustadt 
shows Saxon influence in its population. Saxe-Meiningen, with a 

• less fertile soil and mainly to the south, has long specialised in 
wooden toys, e.g. a~Sonneberg, and papier-mache, e.g. at Hildburg
hausen ; but the industry ha~ now reached such proportions that 
it is "international." 

Thurin· Saxe-Weimar-Eisenach is much the largest stat& (c. 1400 square 
gianRoad. miles), and has the most varied physique and resources. The 

Eised!lch area is renowned for its natural beauty-of f<!rest and 
mountains, the former speciallt" Thuringian" and the latter specially 
"Rhon"; the Neustadt area is Sf¥!Cially "Sal\.C," being physically 
a slice of the Vogtland and racially Slav; the Weimar area, though 
not rich in minerals, has im~rtant industries in such typically 

~·-''Saxe" product::; ~:; ;v·vollcn hosie1 y, e.g. at Apoida,-porcelain, 
e.§- at Ilmenau,-scientific instruments, e.g. at Jena (~ptical). Jena 
is also in a very fertillol district, famous for its fruits; and, as the eastern 

• road round the Thuringian Forest was originally more important 
than the western, Jena was always the most important of the towns 
at the a!llgles of. the great triangle-Eisenach, Cobu~g, and J en a. 
l\lore imp~rtant .than ei~r of the north-and-south roads was the 
great "Thuringia!~ Road " from ~st to w~t, linking Dresden to 
Cologne via Gera, ~na, Weimar, Erfurt (not politically Thuringian), 
Gotha, and Eisenach. Weimar and Gotha,•" thee Holders of the 

• Gates" where the road crossed•the 11m or branched north-westward 
to the Lowere ~rra, were intimately ~ntereste~in Itineraries and 

• • • 
• • 
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Road-pl\ns centu~ies before they won their most honourable place 
in the modern w-orld of Geographical publishing.1 

The province of Saxony fs divided by Anhalt into two main Province 
·a~eas, pivoting respectively on Magde~urg and Halle, and the of Saxo:y. 
southern ar~a is flanked b! a chaotic iJtrusion of scraps of 
territory belonging to Anhalt, Brunswick, and the Thuringian 
States. The determining influence on this side was the Harz, 
div~rting all roads along their north flaqf. to Magdeburg or along 

• their south fl\nk t• Halle. The northern roads dive.ged •over an 
area that was largely moorland, whil~ the southern Qlles threaded 

Jertile mountain-girt valleys, e.g. that of the Helme ("The Golden 
Mead"). At th.e same. time a certain unity is given to the province 
by the fact that 1'trths of it beldngs to t~e "basin " of the Middle 
Elbe, the flood !ediments of which have for centuries manured it 

_so richly that it is now the most fertife province in Prussia, with 
a very large output of wheat and sugar-beet. 

;;i'he special weallh of the province is essentially underground
in brown coal and salt, to the west and south-~est of Magdeburg, 
Though the oldest salt-wOJkings were along the • Saale ("Salt 
River"), e.g. at Halle ("Salt"), the richest deposits are now found 
along t_he Boile, e.g. at Stassfurt, and ~long the Elbe itself, e.g. at 
Schone beck ; andl a ring of brown coal-almost continuous along 
the west-surrounds the salt, e.g. at Oschersleben, Aschersleben, 
Weissenfels (where the Saale is canalised), Bitterfeld and Witten- • 
berg. Below the old Salziger See near Eis~ben there are the 
richest copper mines in Europe -•at Mansfeld; and both this 
district and the similar copper area in the Harz are rich in silver. 

Magdeburg, ~hich is the smallest of the eight great ~ities of Magde
Germany, might have been the largest. The site is certainly the burg. 
natural eentre of Prussia,-a central position on the centnfl. river 
of the plain, where the great westward bend conies so near to the 
Harz that the hilly. foreground .of the • mountains enabled a German 
population to hold its ground and divert the Slav flood north-westward 
over Hanover, and where the ElbC: is put into close relations with · • 
the Aller and even with the Westphalian Gate as well as with tht!"• 
tributary Saal~. Here the presence of islands, in a stretch of..ihe 
river otherwise devoid of islands for many miles, offered facilities 
for a defensive position and for building a bridge. On the • 
western, z'.e. ·the non-Slav, bank the city was a valuable outpost of 
German strength, and then a base for German ex+>ansior.~l'while its 
importance as a market made it an inlaritf membe~; t>f th~ Hanseatic 
League. But its old•salt indu~try, like that 'of fialle-which was 
worked in the sixth century-was its politic:ft ruin, for it gave it 
such a value (e.~.·for 1Jreservin~ fish) that Otho gave it to his wife, • 

1 Road maps of Central Europ<w>vere quite common by A.D. rsoo, and the present 
house of Justus Perth,..,as founded in 1785. • 

• • • • 
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Edith, and she gave it to the Church. From that • time its /ldustries 
began to be stifled; and, when eventually react~on came at the 
Reformation, the city suffered territly under Tilly. l3y the timtt 

• that it recovered, the1 olde Thuringian Road was becoming less a~d 
less imp,prtant, while Berlin had ~e advantage of "being nearer 
to the Baltic, which was becoming more important. Now the 
north-eastern bend of the Elbe to the Havel confluence has not 
only no importance as far.as Baltic trade is concerned, but has ~ven 
lost a c'tmsic!erable portion of trade gravitating ~orth-~estward, the • 
latter now ofien leaving the riv~r at Magdeburg and proceeding direct, 
e.g., vt"a Hanover for Bevergern on the Dortmund-Ems Canal. 

Hanover. Practically the whole of the rest of the Jiilrussian plain south and 
west of the Lower Elbe z.nd nortfl of a line joining Osnabrii.ck to 
Hildesheim is included in !he province of Hano~er, which stands 
next in size to Silesia and Brandenburg, with an area half the size 
of Scotland; for the total area of the Grand-Duchy of Oldenburg 
and the Free Territory of Bremen is not much. larger than Noifolk, 
and the most important strip of the old Duchy- the "Jade 
territory " ro~nd Wilhelmshaven-w~ purchased by Prussia in 
I 8 7 3· The province slopes gently down from • the Harz to the 
North Sea, but may be div~ed into two areas. The ~reater portion 
is a sandy plain crossed from north to south by ~he moor and fen 
of the Liineberg Heath, through which shallow valleys join the city 

• of Hanover to the ~ort of Harburg, now joined to Hamburg by a 
tunnel under the Elbe. The most fertile parts of this are the 
water-meadows along the Elbe• frontier and the dyked lands along 
the North Sea. In the south a generally hilly area-broken by 
Lippe and Brunswick territory--slopes up to thee Harz, and-like 
the eastern part of the plain-is densely forested, mainly with fir 
and l<frch, though there are also fine oak and beech wooas. The 
chief artery of the whole pr~vince is the Leine-Aller-Weser;t".e. a 
river line wholly isolated eastward• by the Heath; and this fact, 
coupled with the rich river fishe.ies and with the poor soil, resulted 
in the area, which was originally-peopled from the Norwegian fiords, 

•1:>eing always somewhat backward in agriculture. The same conili
ti~s were more or le!;s responsible fer the rurai type of civilisation, 
c:.g;. lhe making of rcmds being discouraged by the excellence of the 

• waterways, and so the rise of real towns being <;lehiyed by the 
practice of accumulating goods at home until successive Christian 
FiJ.sts or -Festiva~ necessitated attendance at some ·shrine which 
became for.the time a fai;-~ound. They are also reflected in the 
fact that in Hano.,.er alone of all tht Germarf provinces there is a 
typically "Viking" preponderance of male over ~emale births, and 
that 85 p.c. of the population are P~otestants,•the Roman Catholics 
being practically confined to th: neigh~urhood of the old episcopal 
cities of Hild~he~m and Osnabriick. Cf. p. 2~ 

• • • 
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The Heath-famous also for honey and wax-has a fine Pastoral 
breed of \ative sheep; the "polders " of Aurich and Stade, like Man:d 

1 . 1nera 
the water-me~dows of Celle, atae renowned for then horses ; and Wealth. 
t"~number of cattle (r,zso,ooo) and pigs (r,soo,ooo) is exceed- · • 
ingly high perehead of populatirtn. The ~ars~-lands are also tlie 
home of enormous flocks of geese, while the chief fishing!.port of 
Germany is still• appropriately in the "Viking" province -at 
Gees~mi.inde. The chief mineral centre is, of course, the Harz, 

• and there is a ~el1-k~own Mining Institute•at Clausthal ;. but Juel is 
widely spread in dif(erent forms, e.g. c~al, lignite, and u.etroleum
mainly between Osnabri.ick and Celle-and enormous beds of peat 
~mainly in the north and the south-east. Salt was partly responsible 
for the early rise of Han~ver and .Li.inebutg; and the province is . 
now a main centr .. of the potash trade of Germany, exporting very • • 
large quantities of chemicals, dyes, medicfnes, etc. 

More or less robbed, by Free Town and other "foreign" Towns. 
territory, from her proper development on the coast, or induced to 
sell p'bints of vantag~, e.g. Bremerhaven, Hanl9\'er has her most 
important centres in the south e and here they have s1'ecial oppor
tunities of controlli~g movement north-and-south, e.g. by the Leine 
and the "\Veser valleys. · Even Osnabri.ick, like Bielefeld, owes much 
of its importan;e t~the command of a pa~s across the Teutoburger; 
but the older lines of communication led by .the two great valleys, 
via Mi.inden (and the Westphalian Gate at Minden), via Gi:itti11;gen • 
and Hanover. And, as more or less local mofement round the 
Harz was in olden days more imp~rtant than trans-continental 
movement along the southern edge of the plain, Hildesheim and 
Gi:ittingen were more important than Hanover. Even Gottingen, 
however, is a ·mod~rn creation; for its old woollen industry is quite 
forgotten, J!.nd the University was only founded by King G~rge. 
II. (of.England). So, Emden only sprang into importance a~ a 
cable terminus ; and, the great o~portu!iity before Harburg bas had 
to wait for modern congestion of traffic, especially coal, at Hamburg. 
Even the old towns, including such: important Hansa markets as 
Celie, Hildesheim, and Li.ineburg, were remote from the sea, most of -
them being at t!lte natural head of river navigaloion. For instanc• 
Celie is at the natural head of navigation on the Aller, and so became 
an old seat OP water traffic with Bremen and t;he site of the Ducal 
residence; ar:d it still possesses, as a legacy of this, the supreme Court 
of Appeal for the whole province, while its relations wjth its ~iscopal 
neighbour survive in its wax (and honey) natrket. ~iltlesheim itself,' 
as a great cattle and lin~ market, was an original mem~er of the 
Hansa League; and Li.ineburg still exports its lime·and gypsum (or 
cement) and salt ~1the.Ilmenau,-faitjlful to its old motto of Mons, 
Fons, Pons, i.e. the quarries of tl'le "Kalkberg," the salt "springs," 
and the conditions ~ich mad~ it a suitable. place f~ .a." bridge." 

• y • 
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Schles- Schleswig-Holstein gives an interesting epitome of th3 Prussian 
wig- plain and a significant illustration of Prussian domirfation. -"Its eastern 
Holstein. · c h coast is skirted by the Baltic Ridge!, which reaches s~o 1eet on t e 
• mainland behind F~ma{n; the centre is practically a continuat'!~n 

of the Liineburg Heath ; and the wt!st coast is fringed ~y dune-ribbed 
islands, • such as Sylt, and by dyked polders landwards. The centre 
is, therefore, of little value except, e.g. for bee.!keeping; but the 
glacial soil of the plate:au raises good flax, while the polders> raise 
rape, ~nd .give excellent pasture. For these ~rodutts the marine• 
climate is 'liji!ry favourable, fQf the width of isthmus even in Holstein 
-t".e. south of the Eider-does not reach 100 miles, while in t~e 
narrower parts of Schleswig it is under 4'il ; and in the small area 
(=Wales) there is very. little v!riation of temperature or rainfall. 
Exposure to wind is reflected in the tiny percentage of forest ( 6 p.c. ), 
and yet fogs are very cmm~on (cf. p. 266). The obvious advantages 
of the area are for rearing cattle-large numbers of which are 
exported 1·-and for sea-fishing or sea-trading ; but pro~incial 
interests are of ~ight importance. Kiel is wholly an Imperial 
interest, ana Altona is practicallyepart of Hamburg. Only in 
Schleswig, e.g. in the old Danish capital of Flel.lSburg and the great 
fishing-port of Eckernfor~e, is there any real pro,.incial strength; 
and even Eckernforde is very Prussian. Scl:lll.eswig is, however, 
largely "Danish," 4 7 p.c. of the people in the north speaking 

• Danish, which is the commercial tongue in Flensburg; and official 
persecution, as in• Posen, so far from Prussianising the area, has 
only embittered a racial ant~gonism which was in existence before 
the Angles had left Angeln. But for a shameless equivocation by 
Bismarck in 1864,- which encouraged Dem;park to hold out 
against Prussia and Austria- it is practically certain that a 
Eur~pean Congress would have confirmed Denmark in ller historic 
possession of Schleswig, while giving to Prussia the Holsteitt fief of 
the old Germano-Roman E~pire. • Cf. p. 276 .• 

West- Westphalia is a rough oblong, which lies N.W.-S.E., and its 
phalia. south-western frontier runs ge:erally parallel to the Teutoburger at 

- an average distance of about 20 miles from the Rhine, while its 
-uth-eastern fronti~r runs along the Rothaar mot1htains generally 

• parallel to the •Dutch frontier. Political influences, mainly 
Napoleonic, took its- natural limits north of the Tt:utoburger to 
include the Westphalian Gate and east of the Egge }llountains to 
tap th~·"reser. waterway betwt=t=u the territories t;f Cu.Gscl [!nd 
"Hildeshe\pl. -within tlit!'natural limits the province is divided into 
two contrasting .areas. The nm'l:h, t".e. e9!ientially the Ems-Lippe 
drainage, is really Westphalia ("Western Plain"), while the Sauerland 
(" South Land ") is a roughl¥ slary platea~ dra't~ed by the Ruhr ; 
and there is a correspondin•g difference of climate, the Munster 

1 The prop•·tio~ per head of population i~ 65 per 10~e largest in Prussia, 
• • • 
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lowland ha~ng an average annual temperature of about 49° F. with 
a rainfall of only 25 Inches, while the average annual temperature 
of ~'iuerland is only 41° F., but the rainfall approaches 40 inches. 
The northern irea is, therefore, ,predomin8ntly• agricultural; and,· 
though the constant outcropping of rocky beds, the wide area•of fen 
in the V echte basin. along the Dutch frontier, and the dry sand of 
the Senne below the Lippe frontier, minimise the available land, 
t!lis is to some t;.Xtent compensated by the g~at number oJ peasant 
proprietors and by th~ fertility of the heart of the province, £.e. 
a belt running along the south of the Lrppe (the "Helh;eg ") and 
cominued beyond the Egge mountains to the Weser, where 
Beverungen is an import~nt grain, market. Hardy cereals and 
roots are the typical.Products except in the ~orth-east, where flax is 
very largely grown, and where there has t>een a flourishing linen 
industry for at least 5 oo years, e.g. at 'Bielefeld, the old "hill " 
capital of the Countship of Ravens berg. As at Dundee, the old linen 
industr~ has attracted ao modern jute industry; h«t this is mainly 
confined to Bielefeld, the other towns, e.g. Herford and Warendorf, 
being specifically engaged in ,inen. Below the Egge heights 
Pa:derborn is a busy' wool market; but away from the hills the 
typical live-stock ~re ~igs (cf. the famous ~stphalian hams). 

The southern area of Sauerland, in the widest sense of the "Sauer
word, presents a very great contrast, being monopolised by mining land." 
and ma,nufacturing interests (hardware), the rougl1er work mainly · • 
.between the Ruhr and the Emscher and 1ihe finer in the Ruhr-Lenne 
valley. The production of coal is the largest in Prussia (62 p.c.), 
and that of iron 1 is second only to the production in the Rhine-
land. The ·chief ml'hing and r·----,.----~-------'-01 
smelting centres are on the ......... BIELEfEWJ

0 

north bank of the Ruhr, e.g .. 
at Dortmund and Gelsenkir
chen, at Bochum and· Reck
linghausen, with some special
isation in the manufacture of 
tools, armour, af\P ammuni
tion, and a very large output 
of coke ; but ~he more dis
tinctly manufacturing indus
tries are to the eouth of the 
river, e.g. Hagen and Iser-
lohn, interested respectivelj in • 
" Birmingham " goods and " Redditch " 
needles and fish-hooJ.s). • The use of 

• • 

• 
goods ("cutlery," including 
s~rface gases for " power " 
• 1 Of the total ro,ooo,ooo tons of r'jl' iron produced in Prusiia, the '' Dort-

mund district" is credited ~about s.4oo,ooo and the "Bonn district il with about 
3·300,000, • • 

• • 

• 

• 
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and of slag for cement have become so .importfDt, e.g. at 
Gdsenkirchen, that it is said-n.ot altogether in j~st-that "iron 
is the great by-product of the industry." • 

Hesse- Hesse-Nassau ts a !mall and hilly, but densely-P.eopled pro~ince 
Nassau. which• lies between the Rhon and' the Rothaar heights, and between 

the Bingen-Coblenz reach of the Rhine and a _rather longer reach 

• 

of the Weser- Werra beyond Cassel, entirely surrounding the 
Oberhessen province IIJf the Grand Duchy of H).sse and ~ough~ 
divided by it into two main areas, the basine of the Lahn and the 
basin of The Fulda. The•northern, or Hessian hills, are more or 
less isolated, while the southern, or Taunus, and western, or 
Westerwald, form a continuo~s block. • The most characteristic 
features of the provirl'ce are the very large rroportion of forest 
(4o p.c.), the volcanic .sheet that clothes the slopes of the old 
Taunus core, and the mineral wealth (iron, manganese, and lead) of 
the Lahn valley. The ore goes-via Oberlahnstein-almost entirely 
to the Krupp fuJ;paces opposite Duisburg-Ru.hrort ; and the i.nfluence 
of the for~st (largely oak and beech) is reflected in the important 
tanning industry, e.g. at Haml:rurg and Fulda, Marburg and 
Hersfeld-in the history of the old eduqttiorTal centres of Cassel, 
Fulda, and Marburg----ij_n the fairy tales of the Grimms, whose 
home was at Hanau, now famous for diam~nd-cutting. But the 
volcanic area is much the most important, with its characteristic 
springs, e.g. at ~ms, Homburg, and Wiesbaden, and its magnificent 
vineyards-in the shelter Qf the Taunus, on rich volcanic soil, and. 
facing full on to the Rheingau "lake," off which sunshine is 
reflected or mist is sent up to the slopes of Hockheim, J ohannisberg, 
Geisenheim, Rudesheim, Rauenthal, etc. • 

Frank
furt. 

• The province is administered from Cassel and Wiesbaden"'-the 
liransport centre typically associated with locomotive• and rolling 
stock works, and the faslaionable centre with the manu(acture of 
furniture; but much the large~t centre is· Frankfurt (42o,ooo), 
famous alike in industry and.finance, historically and commercially. 
As the natural head of the !ift valley, and the natural junction of 
great routes from.all points of the compass, it beca;ne an enormously 

-important politi<::al, financial, and commercial centre; and, though 
its political importance was rather bound up with tpe Holy Roman 
Empire, and its financial importance has passed to the new political 
capitij.l of Berlin, its commercial importance rema~n~, based on the 

• conditions ~relief an<\ climate which originally enabled the Franks 
of the "ord o'h tl~e Mam to do,jpinate the Saxons of the Weser plain, 
the Swabians t>f.the Neckar val1ey, and t~e Bavarians of the Danube 
plateau. • 

:ihine-
• land. 

The Rhineland is in s~eral. ways th~ mosl!' important province 
in Prussia-politically important jlecause of its great length from 
~orth to \oj,lth along the French, Belgia~and Dutch frontiers, • • 
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commercia!iv important as containing 200 miles of the navigable 
Rhine and ~xcepti~nal railway facilities, and industrially important 
as containing gteat mineral wealth both of coal and of metals, and 
as 11~ving the most favourable climate in G.frmany for textile work 

· and the best at!cess to foreign m!rkets. The p~ovince contains a 
typical North German lowland, and a typical South Germai{ high
land, and has a gfcat variety of rock and soil, while the· average 
tempel'liture is about sao F., and the rainfall varies frorn 24 inches 
rn the Rhine V!llley te> 3 7 inches on the E~fel, and 3 6 acros!! the 
Moselle on the Hunsrlick. The division.between norther~ plain and 
sotU:hern highland is roughly marked by a line from Aix to Bonn: 
which is almost the direction of the isotherm of 68° F. in summer. 
T~ the riorth the land is very flat, artrl so low. that towards the Dutch 
frontier it is largely-marshy ; the highland exceeds z 2 oo feet in the 
Eifel, with its cones 1 and crater-lakes (maare), and 2 sao in the 
Hunsriiok ("Dog's Back"), with its busy slate quarries. But, in 
spite ot marsh and mountain, there is a large proportion (c. 7a p.c.) 
of really fertile land iii the province, and abo!.1't so p.c. of the 
whole is under tillage. On the liigher land, which is hea~ly wooded, 
little but rye, oats, aand potatoes can be grown: but· the various 
river valleys ar~t not only, like the nort~ern lowland, exceedingly 
fertile, but also, unlike that, blessed with a climate which favours all 
kinds of valuable crops, e.g. hops and tobacco, fruit and wine, the 
last specially in the valley of the Moselle (at Berncastle, Zeltingen, 
etc.). The northern lowland malies rich cattle •pasture, but the 
draining of rivers to make canals, e.g. tl'le Lippe for the Dortmund-
Ems Canal, has done damage to the water-meadows. 

• 

The great valU& of the province, however, is in its mineral Mineral 
wealth, which lies all round the old rock, e.g. coal in the Saar and the Wealth. 
Ruhr basine; the Moselle valley, even after it leaves Lorraine ~nd 
Luxemburg, is fairly rich in iron-ore; the "Meuse" scarp ab~e 
Aix is rich in zinc, <tnd overlooJI.:s a ~aluable coal-field; and the 
name Bleiberg ("Lead- Hill") speaks for itself. But the coal is 
much the most important, and-wit; the favourable climate-has 
made the province the most important manufacturing district in --

. Germany. Facifities for transport have tende~ to increase t~ 
relative importance or-the two northern coal-fields.at the expense of 
the southern ;" and the eastern, or " DusseJ.dorf," field is more 
important tha~ the western, or" Aix," field. The great iron and steel 
works are at pofnts where transport and acces~ to th~ coal ~e best, 
e.g. Essen and Oberhausen, Duisburg-Ruhrt>rt (" Ru~r~outh ") and • 
Miilheim-on-Ruhr. Far~er afieldathere is more4attention ro smaller 
ware, e.g. the cutlery of Solingen and the tools of' Remscheid ; and 
glass is a special .p~odutt on the Sa~, though iron is also very 

• • 
1 The trachytic cones are repeateG!tn the Siebengebirge ("Seven Hills") across 

the Rhine. / • • 
• • 

• 

• 

• 
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important at Saarbri.icken and Neunkirchen. "The gre~t hardware 
centre is D\i.sseldorf, the seat of the Steel S:1'ndicat~ and other 
dmilar bodies, and1 the site of hafdware works of a'll kinds-from 
blast-furnaces to bridge-building, and with the largest glass-bt~rtle 
factory in the worfd; the great tr-ansport centre o' the hardware 
districr is Duisburg-Ruhrort, the largest river harbour in Europe, 
with nearly soo acres of water, nearly 6oo acres of wharfage, and 
fully r 6o miles of railway. • 

'];he t~tile industry's more scattered. T~ cotten centres on tM 
vVupper VjJley, where the flimate encourages weaving and "open
work" rather than spinning Both Barmen and Elberfeld specialise 
in laces, ribbons, braids, etc. ; and there.is a great deal of calko
printing, Elberfeld hav~ng the brgest chemical works in ·Germany, 
where over 200 chemists are employed on dyes, especially Turkey
red. The woollen industry centres on the Belgian border, at Aix ; 
the linen is on the old flax-lands farther north, at Gladbach ;. Crefeld 
spins cotton, but specialises in silk. These west-bank industries are 
all largely worke<Y by Roman Catholics, whire on the east b;nk the 
population ts mainly Protestant. CJ. p. 3 29. 

The great centre of the whole province. is Cologne ("The 
Colony''), with a population of 5 2o,ooo, erJgaged in all the typical 
industries of the area-lextile, chemical, glajs, etc., with special 

interest in scent and chocolate. 
As an old Roman "Colony," 
it is naturally on the "Roman " 
bank of the river- at the 
normal head of "ocean" navi
gation ( r 8q, miles from the sea), 
between plateau and plain, 
where-below the iCarp of the 
old metal-bearing roci+--high
land and. lowland routes cross 
between Paris and Berlin, 
Strassburg and Rotterdam. It 
has also, with Deutz, become 
an important fortress; and 
a number of industriall 
"suburbs" havt! sprung up 
across the river,.e.g. Mi.ilheim. 

•. The Borw·Bingen gorge. Coblenz (" tht! Confluence "), 
• • however, is the political capital 

-itself ~ the ''Reman " bank, lllut with tile Ehrenbreitstein fortress 
on the opposit~ oonk. The Romans attached •great importance to 
this "confluence," where t~e narrow and• torrh~us Moselle route 

• • 1 The lignite field round Cologne {cf. Aij).is some 45 square miles in area, and 
has some very ~icl seams (an extreme of 300 feet!). ' 

• • • 
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round thet.Eifel froin M~tz and Treves: an~ t?e narrow and tortuo~s 
Lahn rou~ roun~ the 1 aunus from 1 hurmg1a converge on a fert1le 
basin in the "ery centre of the t!asily defended Bonn-Bingen gorge. 
• • Alsace-Lorraine is essentially a daub~ an1a, with the crest of Alsac~- • 

the Vosges a~ the natural divisfon. Lorraine falls in more or less Lorrame. 
gentle terraces westward, while Alsace falls abruptly eastward, and 
the average temperature to leeward (e.g. Strassburg) is slightly 
higher than to windward (e.g. 'Metz), while the average rainfall is 

• slightly lower~this tlJeing reflected in the •greater area ~f fo,-est on 
the Lorraine slopes of the Vosges and.tbe greater area 4>f vineyards 
iQ Alsace. The Saar valley, with some coal of its own (at Forbach) 
and easy access by water •o the Saarbriicken coal-fields, has specialised 
in glass and earthenware, e.g. ~ Saarge.mlind ( cf. the Hagen au 
earthenware); ane it also benefits from the Marne-and-Rhine Canal, 
which crosses the river at Saarburg,-the permanence of the control 
exercised here by the Zabern Pass being reflected in the series of 
histovc battles fought round the old site of Pfalzburg (pfalz= Latin 
palatium). Between •the Saar and the Moselle 'fhe barren plateau, 
which includes the valley of \he Seille, contains the hluable salt-
bed of Chateau -alins (cf. the chemiCal industry of St. Avoid); 
the soil and •Iimate • in the Moselle • valley itself have greatly 
encouraged intensive agriculture; and the "Luxemburg" plateau 
on the left bank is exceedingly rich in iron. The subdivisions of 
Alsace are very different. The western part includes the mass • 
of the Vosges, with an -important "alp" dairy•industry (cheese); 
the east is a typical part of the Rhint!' valley-plain, largely forested ; 
and ·the Ill valley, which separates forested plain from forested 
heights, is rich i!il water-power, it .has a relatively high humidity 
favourable to textile work, and it has always enjoyed certain com-
mercial oovantages from its position between France, Gert!1any, 
and SI'Vitzerland, and from its easy access to the Rhine. Miilhail'!;en 
and Colmar are te¥tile centres.on th~ Rhine-and-Rhone Canal at 

• 

the foot of the Burgundy Gate. 
Strassburg ("The Castle by the~oad "-from Paris to Vienna) Strass

has a very typical site, and has had a very typical history. It j~g and 
not on the "ttl~bulent" Rhine, but a (ew mi+es up the Ill, at:..j,is Metz. 
confluence with the Breusch, and only 2 or 3- miles west of the 
Rhine ; and; as this strong military position happens also to be • 
just opposit~ the Zabern Pass across the Vosges, the French were 
able to bind rile city to France by the Rhine-andJVlarne .(:anal to 
the Sein.e as well as by the Rhine-and-I:'lt>ubs CanJ<f to the Rhone. 
The Romans had use@] the sadie position f& the ccllection of 
tribute-at Argmtoratum, -thus laying the found~ti~n of the banking 
interest in the :M.i<!dle •Rhine basin; ~uring the latter Middle Ages 
it was one of the most influential cit!es in tlie empire ; and to-day, 
with improved ac7to the lthine, it is a really imf>orjant industrial 

• • • • 

• 
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and commercial centre, with a busy trade in agrjcultur~ products 
(including the famous pates de foie gras ). Metz, too, was a Roman 
centre, and was provided by the Romans with the system of milit~~ 
roads (radiating to 1Tre,.es, Verdun, Rheims, Toul, Langres, and 
Strassb~rg) to which it owed mucl\ of its subsequen•t importance, 
under its bishops and as a free imperial city. It~ site, like that of 
Strassburg, is on a fertile carse-between the Seille and the Moselle; 
and, as a fortress, down ~o 1 8 7 o it had never been taken in b•attle, • 
-henee it~ title of La Pucelle. • • · · 

The Grllol1d Duchy of B:.den is essentially a Rhine-bank State, 
though it stretches round the Odenwald to the southern bend ~f 
the Lower Main, and round the Swabian ~ura to the north of the 
Upper Danube. A very•large pr~portion of the area is mountainous 
(nearly 8o p.c.); but the i-Verage height of the ~lack Forest does 
not much exceed 3ooo feet except south of the South Kinzig 
valley, and the lowland is exceedingly fertile, growing qwtntities 
of fruit (almonds and walnuts) and wine, hop~ and tobacco. • The 
large proportion lrf highland and of forest (nearly 40 p.c.) have 
forced the people into industrial li!!es, and there are now very 
important industries in typical articles, e.g. light machinery, china 
pn.d glass, clocks and jew~llery, toys and small ar~cles especially 
made for sale to the numerous visitors who patr&ise the medicinal 
springs to which the State owes its name, and of which the best 
known is that at Baden town. Naturally, the physical character of 
the area has greatiy influenced communications, and most of the 
chief centres of population now are river-side railway junctions ; 
but fully so p.c. of the population is purely "rural," though engaged 
in industries. These centre on little towns in the neighbourhood, 
e.g. textiles round Constance, where water-power is near to a main 
line ~ rail,-making of clocks and toys round Furtwang~n, in the 
heart of the Black Forest, ~nd round Villingen on the Kinzig
Brigach line,-manufacture of tobaoco and chic()ry along the Rhine
valley railway, e.g. at Rastatt aJ1d Freiburg. At each end of the 
country there is a famous Unive~ity, z".e. at Heidelberg and Freiburg; 

-"The capital, Karlsruhe, is on the line of least resistance round the 
nwh end of the nfnge between the Rhine ::t:1d J'~eckar valleys; 
and on the snme ~iue Frencl1 refugees started, at P(orzheim, an 

• industry in cheap je...-ellery which has now become the most 
irnportant of its kind in the world. 

Mann- • But -t;he oni supremely important centre in the Duchy is 
heim. Mannheim- It• ~ the coMuence of the Neckar that decides the 

normal head of ~avigation on the•Rhine; :!nd, therefore,-though 
in years of exceptio~ally high water, e.g. l9 1 o, K;hl and Strassburg 
and even Basel may profit at •he e~pense or-Mamfheim-the latter 

• must, in the long run, have a• great advantage. As the northern 
terminus of tt1e ~aden railways, as well as t~outhern terminus 

• • • • 
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of norm<~L navigation, it has a literally enormous hinterland; and 
as four-fif~s of tf1e traffic down-stream goes empty, rates for export 
~re exceedingly low, while those for import, are not high, and there
ar~ no dues. Besides this dire~t aid, •he i'tate has been most 
careful to nraintain absolute ~armony and co-operation. between 
river and rail ; it has provided a special coal-port at Rheinau, where 
land is cheap, although it lies just along the main lines of rail to 
the \outh 1Jia Schwetzing and to the eas• via Heidelberg; and it 

• has thus mad~ the «ty the great wholesale depot of Sou!h Germany, 
especially in grain, coal, and petrolewm. No ordina~y regulation 
Q[ the river higher up in the future can do Mannheim much harm 
-for two reasons. Dt~ring the natural low-water stage no place 
farther south dare take much !idvantag;e of an accidental and 
temporary rise of""level, e.g. a few days' flood, to send barges up the 
river; and no normal regulation can affect the pace of the river on 
the st\!eper gradient to the south, even though it made it always 
navi~ble. Like Pforzheim,1 the city owed its rise to French 
refugees, who found safety in the marshy petinsula between the 
Rhine and the Neckar, z'.e. en the non-French side• of the river, 
after the massacr~ of St. Bartholomew. Over 20 p.c. of the total 
artisan population of Baden is centred ii. Mannheim. 

• 

The Grand Dl!chy of Hessen is divided into two approximately Hessen. 
equal parts by the Prussian territory round Frankfurt. The eastern 
area, both north and south of the river, is moun~ainous (Vogelsberg • 
and Odenwald); but the western is part of the Rhine plain. The 
soil is very productive, excellent wine being produced in the west, 
e.g. round Bingen and Openheim ; and the large proportion of oak-
forest and the Vllluable cattle-pasture account for the importance 
of the old leather industry. Darmstadt, the political capital, is a • route-cen'!:re at the north-west corner of the Odenwald, the ~eep 
weste,.n scarp of which (the Bergst~sse) is famous for its wine; 
Giessen ("By the Rivers"), at !he Lahn-Wieseck confluence, is the. 
educational capital, the School of O•ganic Chemistry in its University 
having been made famous hy B!ron Liebig, who was born at 
Darmstadt; and Mainz is the commercial capital. Like Worm~
also an old Roman centre, it stands on the "'Roman" bank o~he 
river, where. the inflow of the Main tends to keep that bank free • 
from sediment. Under _purely natural tonditions this was a 
position of•very great importance, and it was long maintained by 
exercise of ""transfer right" (cf. p. 305); but th• loss ~f transf~r 
right (in I 8 3 I) began what artificial 'egulation. ~f t~ river has 
completed, z'.e. the d~placing ~f Mainz by Fr<ll!kfurt for eastern 
traffic and ~y Ma~nheim !or northern traffic (cf. p. 305). 

• • • 1 Amongst the typical protlucts.,f both places is celluloid. • 
• • 
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WuRTEMBERG 

Its Char
ac~r. 

Wiirtemberg is a little kingdom the size of Wales, shut in It}' 
Bavaria on the nort!J an<! east an(\ by Baden on tbe south and 
west in ~ch a way that it has only inferior connection with the 
great east-and-west or north-and-south highways of•South Germany 
except at one point. But for the same reason it is fairly comteact, 
and th.: fa<1t that it stil~ contains many mile~ of :R.oman roads • 
suggests an e~.rly civilisation. A further advantage is in the relief, 
which is hilly rather than m•ountainous, and has the Rauhe Alb 
(Swabian Jura) as its natural centre. On both sides of the S. W.~ 
N.E. backbone the land falls in feitile terrac~s, the northern (Lower 
Swabia) having a more genial climate than the .southern (Upper 
Swabia). The latter still h~s a typical Swabian (Suevi) population, 
while west of the N eckar the population is Alemanni, and eilst of 
the N eckar it is Franconian. The natural centre of the country 

. . 

• 

• 

Its 
Centres. 

is at Stuttgart, wl.re the Neckar is navig::tble 1 after its great 
northward bePld; and the neighbouQng town of Esslingen is a 
great transport centre. The country is specifij;ally agricultural, 
with rich corn-fields, vineyards, and orchares (apple and pear), 
and lush meadows which w~re so famous for th~r horses that they 
gave its name to Stuttgart ("Stud-garden"); and over 30 p.c. of 
the area is forested, paper-making being a typical industry, e.g. at 

• Ravensburg and Heilbronn. The mineral wealth is small, being 
mainly confined to iron; but- the industry in this is probably as 
old as the Romans, and the people have a traditional skill in 
metal-working (cf. the pianos of Stuttgart, the engiJleS of Esslingen, 
mathematical instruments, etc.); and, as the abundant water-power 
compoo.sates largely for the absence of coal, old textile ijldustries 
in webllens and linens still flourish, e.g. at Esslingen and Gopp4J.gen. 

The most important cedtre p~litically is ~tuttgart, with an 
industrial bulwark at Esslingen and the State University at 
Ti.ibingen. Though it is rather isolated from the outside world, 

-Hole compactness of the kir>~dom and the energy of the people 
ha~ combined to aitract to it all the typical act:ivities of the 
country, including 1jle clock-making of the Black Forest; but it 

• is relatively modern-ijle old capital having been Cal1't!statt-and 
owes its architectural beauty and artistic treasures to r~yal patrons 
attracted t(> the place by its fine climate and beautiful '-lurroundings. 
The most imp<1rtant centW! strategically is the old city of Ulm. 
It stands ~here "thee confluence •f the lllir makes the Danube 
navigable, and mar!ts the terminus of the long Alpine valley by 
which the Suevi originally mo¥ed northward~ tt.thus guards the 

• approach from the east to the Bturgt:l'ndy Gate, and is still a fortress 
• • 1 Thc.,.ctual port is at Cannstatt, c. 900 feet a·~ea-level. 
• • • 
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of first rank, th€! base of operations for the German army behind 
the Bla\k Forest, and capable of accommodating a force of fully 
Ioo,ooo Im!n. Its grand ol<l cathedral, which is said to be able to 

• fiold 3o,ooo persons, suggests its importaP.ce in the Middle Ages; and 
the city stiil retains its old ~eather ana cltth trades. The most 
important centre commercially is Heilbronn, on the • site of a 
Roman settlem~nt. It is a very old town; and much of it-like 
Ulm, but unlike Stuttgart-looks old, with its turreted walls and 
gabled roof~ 01~ industries, too, in deTicate· metal-w~rk ~old and 
silver) still flourisho But it is· so fjl.r north that it.has become a 
great rail and river junction, the natural head of steam navigation 

• on the Neckar and c~mmanding railway traffic round the end of 
the Black Forest. • • 

• 

In Bavaria, except for a fringe of Longheads dotted about Its Cl 
the··main lines of movement, e.g. along the •na'nube or on the acter. 
approaches to the great Alpine passes, we are in a !and of Round
heads. No do~t, there is a considerable mixture of influences, • 
e.g. Germaniied Slav-in the north-east,.Swabian in the centre, Frank 
in the north - wjst ; but the dominating strain can probably be 
traced back to times before Odoacer's troops swept the country, 
and its phJsical qualities and mental activities are very significant._ 
Indeed, it seems to represent an approximation to that original 
stock which found its highest expression in the ancient Greeks, 
and from which the Slavs have degenerated. The geographical 
conditions wer~ favourable to the survival of such a stock-at 
least, off the line of the main routes ; for the core of the area is an 
old "~ariscan fragment" with a. Steppe climate. It Itay be 
diviiled into five natural regions-( 1) the high plateau betweeh the 
frontier streams Qf Iller and ~alzac'r! and south of a line joining 
Ulm and Augsburg to Mi.ihldorf, ( 2) the riverine lands north of 
that up to the Danube, (3) the c&nstricted valleys of the Naab and 
the Regen between the Bohemian Forest on the one hand, and ihe• 
Franconian Jura and Bavarian Forest on tire other, (4) the.l;oasin 
of the winding Main from the Fichtelgebir~e, and (S) the alien 
Palatinate.• It is, therefore essentially a h~hland area walled in by• 
mountains. for the Bohemian Forest (48oo feet) falls abruptly on 
the Bavariah side, and the Noric Alps have, iQ .Zugs~tze (97.oo 
feet), the highest peak in the G~man En;~ire. • The most 

·characteristic feature- of the •high plateatf, \"hich is simply a 
continuation of the S~ss plateau, is the flumber of important 
streams which ~r~ss ~ at short and 1egular intervals, and which flow 
more or less parallel with ohe a~other in deep gullies that form • 
natural barriers t. move1~ent east-and-west. Yh~ section of the 

; . . • 
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Jura that faces the riverine lands has been so mu~h denuqed that 
there are relatively easy valleys across it, e.g. those •of the~Vornitz 
and the Altmiihl, .while to the north t11e uplift becomes •an expanse 
of hilly land rather th'\11 a fOnsecutive scarp-thus facilitating the• • 
construction of the Ludwig Canal. Of. p. 296. • 

Agriculture and forestry are the natural occupations of the area, 
and the importance of the forestry is intimately related to the relief 
and to the lack of mineral j'ealth, for much of the hilly country"' is 
not favottrabltt to agriculture, and there is an alljlost t~tal absence 
of coal. The~ conditions hav• re-acted on a poor population of 
pronounced artistic leaning in such a way as to account for some of. 
the typical modern industries. For instance, the very important 
glass industry, although n!iw centn!d at Furth, flourished at least 
5 oo years ago on the forested sandstone of the S!Jessart ; and to
day the great paper industry ~f Aschaffenburg gets, not only much 
of its raw material, but also the whole of its workmen from• the 
same poverty-stricken highland. Cheap labour,.again, accountsJor 
the huge ready-mad~ clothes industry of the town. The crochet 
and glass-bead ~m broidery, the basket-\\tOrk, the polishing of cedar-

' wood for pencils, were all at first home industrie• undertaken by 
the women to eke out the ealjlings of the men in the ~uarries and 
as navvies or foresters. The largest forests are in tile south, but the 
best timber comes from the north, e.g. the Spessart oak. About half 
~he area is cultivated• and a sixth is pasture. The latter is most 
important in the extreme south, where the alp pasture is very 
favourable to cattle, especially 'in the Algau. The riverine lands 
produce barley, rye, oats, and wheat in large quantities, each of the 
first three in I 9 I I having a value of over £7 ,ooo,(¥)o ! Hops are 
widely grown, especially in the Regnitz basin, the finest coming 
from tl!e Halledau and Spalt districts ; and the same ar~ grows 
the best tobacco in Germany. Wine is a special product in • the 
Lower Main valley, e.g. round-wurumrg, and ilil the Palatinate; 
and the sandstone of the same two areas grows famous potatoes. 

~ndustrial The position of the three Ufiiversities of Munich, Wiirzburg, 
Divisions. ~nC! Erlangen, almost suggests a three-fold industrial division of the 

kinga.m. The Erlang'en, Furth, and Nqrnberg area fs the centre 
of the hop and tobacoo trades and of the glass and toy industries
~iirnberg being the "caj'ital of toy-world" in all materials except 
felt (which is cheaper in England), and having local oopplies of 
wo<,>d, pap~ and •elluloid. The Munich centre is specially con
cerned with <Jl.eml"q~.l and eleMrical work, having abundance of salt in 
the Inn and the Salpcli. valleys, e.g. ~t Rosenh~im and Traunstein
abundance of water-po"'er, used near Traurf.>tein for nitrogen works 
-and some coal or lignite botfi so11th-west a~d tooth·east of the 

• city, providing both Munich itse1t and ~ugsburg with perhaps onec 
third of their Slij)pl,. The Wurzburg centre is ~e interested in • 
• • • 

• 
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wine and "wood" products. The genius of the people seems 
speciall~ devel~ped in the working of metal, from gold-leaf and 
spun silver•(for trimmings) to various transport media, both Munich 

• ~nd Nurnberg having important locom~tive and ·motor works, and 
both Muni&. andWiirzburg hat~ing imporfant ~dustries in surgical and 
mathematical instruments. Water-pt!!wer is largely used ih textile as 
well as in meclhnical works, especially on the Lech, e.g. at Augsburg, 
a~ on the Upper Main valley, where Hof and Beyreuth, Bamberg 
and LichtefiJels, ~re important centres~ the "textil~" industry of 
Bamberg and Lichtenfels includin~ basket-weavin~. The most 

• widely-distributed industry is the brewing; and the best known 
breweries, e.g. those. at Munich and Kulmbach, Erlangen and 
Nurnberg, have special advanta~es of n~arness to the best barley or 
the best water• or the best hops. The best known product is 
probably the pencils of Nurnberg,-th~ lead of which comes mainly 
frol1'1 the graphite mines near Passau-or the lithographic stone of 
Solnhofen. The ~reat lack oL coal is largely compensated by the 
abundance of water-power and the facilities k>r importing fuel by 
water, e.g. Rumanian petrol~um to Ratisbon. • 

In 111any \\¥l.ys the Palatinate is more favoured than Bavaria The Pala
proper, but it produ~es much the same products, e.g. tobacco and tfha.te. 
wine, wood and•grain. Its special p~oducts are the chemicals of 

· Ludwigshafen and the boots and shoes of Pirrnasens; and the 
military routes westward from Ludwigshafen and Spires (the capital) 
have given facilities for transport ·which havt encouraged a great 
development of textiles in the humtd forested valleys on the wind
ward face of the Haardt, e.g. at Kaiserslautern. · 

Four town• are of special interest. Munich-on the central Munich 
river of Southern Bavaria, on the north edge of the Alpine foreland, ~nd Augs
betweeb moor and forest, in the rear of the Danube, control.ling the urg. 
ju11t:tion of the Brenner route with the great " Piedmon~ road 
from Vienna to :Basel (cf. H~enlin~en, Bl~nheim, Miihldorf, etc.)-
was the natural south-eastern outlet of Southern Germany, and so 
the natural political centre ot": old Bavaria, as it is the natural 
economic centre of modern Bavaria, and the largest city in Soutl!eri\, 
Germany. ~t "inherits'' the old university first founded.ip the 
fortress-town of Ingoldstadt, and then move(\. to the industrial centre 
of Landsti.ut, where textiles and scientific .instruments are as typic;!] 
products.as in Munich itself. Augsburg, on the western river of 
Southern ~avaria, had a somewhat similar position ; ~t the Lech • does not lead so directly to the Bren~r as the iJsar does, and" the 
importance of the phce was sfJecifically locai, a~ a fo~tress between 
the Lech and the W~tach. Indeed, the !'act that the Lech still 
divides Swabifl Tronf Bavaria and ~lemannian from Bavarian types, 
is sufficient comment on its t<frrential char<K:ter-shown in itso 
endless arms,, iW rush-g,own . islands, its tewifii floods, or the 

• • .-
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recent progress in textile industries with power f~~m th~ curbed 
torrent. 

Ratisbon Ratisbon and Ni.irnberg represent" the lowland rath~r than the • 
and_jlirn- highland control. Botf ari on the line of least resistance between• 
bero. the Middle Danube and the Middl~ Main, i.e. a mort! important 

route in olden days than the tlirect north-and-south route via t.he 
Wornitz or Altmi.ihl valley; and the change in the r·elative value of 
these routes has been comp,nsated, as far as Ratisbon and Ni.irnb~rg 
are concerne<i, by the increased importance of ~e r~utes by the 
N aab valley in~ the Eger vall<ty, and by the Regen valley into the 
Beraun. Ratisbon (Regensburg) had, and still has, easy access via • 
Landshut to the Brenner, and the advant•ge of being on the 
northerly bend of the Dan~be, at tfle limit of "deep" navigation; 
but, though once the meetinz-place of the Imperia, Diet, it is too 
near the frontier to have permanent political importance other than 
in war. Ni.irnberg, though more important even politically •and 
owing its rise to the command given by its castled rock over ~he 
sandy plain, was essefhially a commercial centre in the Pegnitz gap; 
and it still is ohe of the most importa~ junctions (rail, river, road, 

• and canal) in Germany. • • 

Its Char
acter. 

• 

• 
SAXONY 

• The triangular kingdom of Saxony, from its base on the 
Erzgebirge ("Ore 1\!ountains "), intrudes so far into the great 
European plain· that its apex, at Leipzig, has had for ages special 
facilities for tapping trans-continental trade, while the abundant 
water-power and the mineral wealth of the Ore Mountains made 
it an industrial as well as a commercial area. The actual amount 
of lowlafld is not great, but the soil is exceedjngly fertile; ~nd, on 
the other hand, the Erzgebirge ~ow here reach 4000 feet, while "the 
Lusatian heights do not reach even •3ooo. The mountain base, 
however, lies S. W.-N.E., throwi~g off its water-supply naturally 
towards the north-west, i.e. parallel" to the course of the Elbe ; and 

"'ne important result of this is that very few of its nnl"liervus rivers 
flow _.ectly to the Elrle, thus providing the area with a succession 
of separate ::n:te::ic5 m~re or less parallel with one anot'Q.er. The 
~ub-tributaries converge, however, on the tributaries, e.g. the Mulde, 
the Pleisse, and the Elster, within the frontiers of the ~ingdom, 
thu§ makin~ the ~~pex" site of Leipzig almost deltaic. Saxony, 
therefore-si~e it got ~id of•the fut~e Slav subdivision of its land 
into microscopic fragments-has become one ot the most advanced 
agricultural States in •the world, the riche:t ~raiq,lands (rye and 
oats) being just w~ere these riv~ dr~p on to the l~wland, e.g. at 

•Bautzen, Meissen, and Grimma; anj, thous.h its climate is 
somewhat seve~, ,t grows enormous quantiti~ Qf hardy fruit, 
• • • 
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especially cherrid, plums, and apples, e.g. round Grimma, while 
the Vogtl\nd.gr<1ws equally large crops of potatoes. 

The pro~erity of the kingdom, however, is based essentially on Mineral 
tl!e mineral wealth and water-power of ,.the mountains, thanks to Wealti; 
which the pd\Julation is the doosest in l!uro~e, the total of nearly 
s,ooo,ooo for an area of under 6ooo ~uare miles giving aT!. average 
of well over 8oo"per square mile. The Erz have a steep southward 
fall -to the valleys of the Eger and the Biela, but a gentler slope 

• northward, z'.t!! on tie windward side; an<! the varied ~urse of the 
rivers, through open "bay" or narrow. gorge, betrays tbe alternation 
~f hard old rock with soft sedimentary rock. The hard . old rock is, 
or was, characteristicall.i rich in metal, e.g. silver and tin ; and the 
neighbouring sedimentary rock (~£ p. 4W is rich in coal. There 
are still nominall' four ore-mining districts-round Frieberg, where 

• 

,POLAND 

The industrial areas, Saxony anU Silcsia. 
• • 

silverohas been worked" for 8oo years round Scheeberg (cobalr"'and 
nickel), round Johann-Georg~stadt (silver and iron), and the 
Miiglitz valley round Altenberg (tin); but the metallic wealth 
is largely exhausted, and the &conomic life of the area has 
gravitated to, or been entirely remodelled by, the coal-fields llf • 
Zwickau, Oel~nitz, and Chemnitz. There il'l also a small.l,ield 
between Dresden and Freiberg, and both Dresden and Leipzig 
have fields ~f brown coal. With this weal~h of coal, and enough • 
water-poweli. elsewhere to run almost as many factories as are 
worked by c~al, Saxony has come to monopolis~ more llthan one-
fourth of all the textile industries of Gere:J.any. • • 

There was, howevt!r, a thircP influence at "'ork-in • the "after- Industries. 
results" of the old tin onnd silver mining. •This had attracted 
population almoat 'o t+J.e very crest ~the Erz, e.g. at Anna berg and 
Altenberg; and, when the mini~g b~gan to fail, t11e inhabitants did 
not desert their mlllmtain h~mes, but sought emf>lojment in other , . . • 

• 
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directions. As agriculture was out of the questiotl at such altitudes, 
and as forest industries were limited, home indus~ies sp~ng up in 
"textiles," e.g. lace and straw-plaiting, or toys (Vogtla.nd) and fine 
metal work, e.g. the gold lace of Freiburg and the watches of tit~ 
Altenberg-Glashiitte ~istr!t. Clima,t:ic conditions are en ore favour
able to s~condary than to prilt1ary processes, and cotton is naturally 
more suited to the windward than to the leeward range of mounta.ins. 
The great cotton district is in and round Zwickau and Cheffiilitz, 
e.g. at MeerlVle and Glauc~au, Werdau and Kriliitsch•u-Chemnitz • 
being the me1ropolis, and the special product being hosiery. Nearer 
the mountains, e.g. from R'eichenbach to Plauen, lace is more 
typical, Plauen being specially known fo~ its white embroidery 
and muslin (cf. Falkens~ein and. Auerbach), as Annaberg is for 
passementeries. In the drier east, wool takes thtl> place of cotton. 
The other chief industries• of the kingdom are in hardware and 
stoneware, e.g. all kinds of "machinery" (mining, textile, printing, 
locomotive), especially at Chemnitz anrl DrP~ilpn ,,.,r1 Ar "china," 
-~.!:"'-~:~::, """ mt:~:;:;~ ~porcelam) and Pima (earthenware). • 

Towns. Pima, with its famous sandstone ~uarries, stands at the exit of 
the Elbe from the Saxon "Switzerland." Thoygh very far from 
being typically Swiss, the district is exceeding!,. pictur~que, owing its 
beauty to the deep gorges a~d quaint isolated pe~s easily worn by 
water and ice in the soft sandstone ; and it was this gorge that gave 
such political importance to a site within easy access of the fine 

• 

• building-stone and 'he beautiful scenery that the capital was moved 
to Dresden ("The Forest") &-om Meissen ("The Frontier,")-the 
latter placed, typically for a frontier fort, on the west bank of the 
Elbe. Dresden still has a strategic value, and its jndustrial import
ance has grown with the development of the coal-field to the west ; 
but, E!ccept for Dresden itself, the whole balance of power leas moved 
to tm. west of the kingdom, and Dresden (ll'ke Halle) never ltad a 
tithe of the non-local importan~ pos~ssed by Leipzig. For Dresden 
was too far south, as Halle was too far north, to be the natural 
meeting-place of the Thuringiar: Road from the west with the road 
t1'J.at skirts the Lusatian plateau from the east, and crosses the Elbe 
at ]Wesa-still a bu!ty river-port, on the "German•' bank of the 

• river. . • Leipzig. Leipzig, too, had tQe commf'rrill.l adv:mt:lgc: of bciBg ai ihe great 
bend on the Elster and the strategic advantage of the :t:lster-Pleisse 
marshes within t~e bend. As far as internal commerct! is concerned, 
it has the most ~entral siteein the Empire, and has thus come to be 
the seat or the ~upt'eme Law C~uts of tlie Empire; it has also 
the most central" site strategically in what is called the "cockpit of 
Germany"; it has one of th- oldest Universiti!s.in Germany and 
one of the most" important p~nting and publishing.l trades in the • 

1 As a book~lli~ centre, it is more irnport~nt than ~er Paris or London. 

• . . ' 
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world. A fishing "fillage, between forest and pasture and marsh, it 
had natur~facilit~s for local collection of skins and furs; and it is 
now one of the most important fur and leather markets in the world, 
wi.Wl. a very large book-binding industry. The substitution of metallic 
for wooden tyf)e did it no harm, Jor it had ~asy'access to practically 
all the necessaries for modern type-fol¥lding (copper, tin, l~ad, bis
mut~ antimony, (ftc.) ; and the substitution of" wood" for textile 
mateiials" in paper-making only gave it a new use for its forests. Its 

•two greatest fai.is are held at Easter and Wchaelmas, an~ tha chief 
articles sold (to the ~alue of perhaps j; Io,ooo,ooo ), a;e still furs, 
skins, leather, wool, hair, and bristles. But the city has very im
portant industries of its own, including scientific and musical instru
ments (cf. Dresden), arti~cial floweas (cf. D~esden), and chemicals
the last founded OQ the salt of its old rival, Halle, which provided 
its earliest cargoes. • 

Th~ city illustrates specifically the process referred to above 
(p. 283), by which the central position of Germany enables her 
more ~r less to monop·olise many of the markets~hat she can reach 
without "break-of-bulk." As i proof of this the foll<1.ving figures 
may" be quoted fro'V The Times :-

• . 
IRoN :N:O. STEEL ExPORTS (IN • THoUSANDS £) 

To European Countries 

1-

To all other Countries 
(without "break-of-bulk"). (with "lj-eak-of-bulk ")-

From I Percent~ From Percent· •F I Percent- From Percent-

England. ~~~,:j~ Germany. age of rom age of 
Germany. age of 

Total. England. Total. Total. 
-- --------- ---- ------ ------• 

1908 IO, I09 27 24,475 69 I 27,279 73 10,951 31 
1909 8.353 22 24,230 68 

129,839 78 II,332 31£ 
1910 9·400 22 27,777 66 33·577 78 14. 273 3~. 
19II ro, 916 25 33,626 I 67 .2,814 75 16,238 33 .. 
NoTn.-:-The figures for Germany include hardw~e, cutlery, implements, and tools, and•other 

goods not mcluded in the English figures. These ~oods were valued at 6! millions steding in 
I9o8, and for 19:u may be estimated at about 9 millions. • 

• 
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• CHAPTER XXI • 

• 
AUSTRIA-HUNGARY., 

• • 
THE empire occupies a very significant positi•n, which may be 
indicated by longitude IS., F:. and latitude 45° N., the one linking 
the Adriatic to the Bat.lc, and the other linking the Adriati~ to the 
Black Sea. All the important political relations of the empire are 
implied in this. Many of its most important.historical relati~ns are 
also suggest~d by it. For north aid west of 15° E. and 45° N. 
was the "Land of the Cross," while south ~d east of it•was 
the " Land of the Cresc~nt," so that it afforded ;outes alike .for 
Crusaders moving towards Asia and for Asiatic Jeordes and Ottoman 
armies moving into Central Europe. West of I5° E. is still 

• typically European, in its manufacturing industries, its Teutonic 
civilisation, its ad"esion to the Roman Church, while east of I 5° E. 
is still somewhat Asiatic, a l<!nd of raw materials, of predominantly 
Slav interests, and of adhesion to the Greek Church. But, as the 
whole area touches more foreign lands than apy other Power in 
Europe, internal differences have been to some extent mitigated by 
one '~bond of union-hatred or fear of outside Powers, of .Asiatics up 
to the eighteenth century and of European~ since then. • 

Frontier: The actual frontier is • far trom satisfa~tory, its underlying 
Physical. priuciples being often contradictory in different parts. In the 

Bohemian Forest, the Erz, ancf the Riesen ranges, it is practically an 
• • elevated water-parting-with strategic conditions less favour::.ble un 

tb.i. Austrian than• on the non Au5trian side; bu! except on the 

• • 

• Bohemian Forest, .population rises to "such an elevation (cf. p. 314) 
that the frontier can ~tcarcely be said to cause ininimutn disturbance 
of natural associations. Between the Adda and tbe Adige, as 

• 

.betwee~ the Ugper Aluta and the Bistritza-Sereth, it is an elevated 
and very spat!sely peopled water-parting that is not unfavourable 
to Austria or • Hungary, whil~ between the Tagliamento and 
the Drave it rs !tn elevated and unpotopled water-parting that is 
distinctly favourable to A~tria. But a elar~ • proportion of the 
frontier is mar~d by rivers ; ~nd, • except in places where population 
is densest, z ... ~orth of Aussig and \outh oi.. Trent (cf. the Upper 

• • 338 ' • • • • 
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Eger valley), the cbief rivers are not crossed directly. Thus, the 
frontier crC¥es the Inn and the Danube in the west, the Oder and 
the Vistula in• the north, the D~iester and the Sereth in the east, 
t~~.Drina and the Danube in the south ; but in each case it runs 
along the rive. before or after c~ssing it. I Aglin, it runs along the 
Salzach instead of along the line of t:~inimum population• to the 
wesf \Jf the river, •along the Oppa instead of along the crest of thy 
Gesettke; and it adopts, instead of avoiding, stray bits of minor 

"rivers, e.g. the ~an a~d the Bug, the Zbruc~ and the Pr~th. • Only 
towards Rumania does it follow a line of minimum • population, 
crossing the only main artery, the Alut~, directly; and only on the 
Vt~tula is there any ob~ous excuse. There, between the Austro
Prussian and Austro- Russian rooches, tge Austrian frontier is 
projected across tJ.e river as a foreground to the great fortress of 
Cracow, itself on the north bank as the o,d capital of Poland; and 
the de!lse population of Silesia has practically come into existence 
since the frontier was drawn. Cf. p. 251. 

Tfte apparent reasons for this primitive· t~e of frontier are Frontier: 
partly the somewhat primitive. condition of the area, •as a typical Strategic. 
pie& of Oriental .Europe, and partly the fact that inside the • 
un:;atisfacto~y IVJperial 'frontier is the admirable Hungarian frontier 
of the Carpathians• This is, indeed, cr;ssed by half a dozen lines 
of ·rail, leading to the various centres outside the ring, e.g. Cracow 
and Tarnow, Przemysl and Lemberg, Stanislau, and Czernovitz ; 
but the practical impossibility of Russia violatirJt the neutrality (?) 
of Pruss ian territory, and the actual• impossibility of transporting 
·a large army across the Carpathians, make Cracow the key to the 
whole frontier. 1\nd, as on the eastern frontier of Prussia, there 
are lines of rail running "parallel " with the frontier and related to 
the Vistul::.. In this case the outer line is part of the through-!oute 
from Qdessa to Bresla·lf via Lemberg and Przemysl, Tarnow •afld 
Cracow, while the iiVler more or.Jess s\irts the Carpathians, tapping 
the various lines which cross them, and which are all connecte<l on 
the inside of the barrier by a thirc~ line running from the Upper 
Theiss to the Jablunka Pass. Two lines from Russi.a tap th~ 
Moravian Gate,•but neither runs via Cracow, al!d only one of tJ.f.m 

• (from Warsaw) is double-tracked and standar<l gauge, while the 
Vistula thro~ghout •the 100 odd miles of .its frontier course is 
unbridged. .Approach on Cracow from the east would be equally 
difficult, for-though neither Lemberg nor Przefi\Ysl is fCll'tified in 
the same way as Cracow-there is a grwat area of swamp in the . 
Bug basin, and the cilief river~ e.g. Bug a~d ~eret~ San and 
Zlota Lipa, offer an almost-continuous obstacle :!tom north to south. 

.. 
The detached.p?ovi~ces which invi!lve all this length of artificial Deta?hed 

frontier, are all Austrian; and their-rolitical influ@!nce on Austria PrQinnc.es. 
has been consequent~ adver!e. For it was essent«tl that outlying , . . . 

• • 
• 
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centres should be strong-strategically strong ftlgainst attack in war, 
and politically strong against foreign influence in !ime ofipeace; and 
the decentralisation necessary for ihis has accentuat•d the internal 
difficulties of the kingdom-many of them focused at the tyjJieal 
"fortress-universitiJs" ~f the ou.lying areas, e.g. innsbriick and 
Prague', Cracow and Czern•vitz, Kolozsvar and Agram. 

Sea-coast. The sea-frontier is a deceptive one. Its actutJ.l length, in 'tletail, 

• 

Trieste 
and 
Fiume.• 

is nearly one-fifth of the whole frontier ; and the maritime p10gress 
of th~ empire has been •considerable in recent _rears, the commercia+ 
marine ha~ng increased bY. so p.c. (roo vessels) since r9o1, with 
an increased tonnage of n~arly roo p.c. (r8o,ooo tons). But an 
enormous proportion of the coast and most.of the natural harbours ·are 
in Dalmatia, which is ope of the poorest and least accessible areas 
of Europe, so that even a magnificent harbour l.ike that of Cattaro 
is of little use ; and, on tfle other hand, at the points nearest to the 
internal centres of population the coast is not only ~uriously 
deficient in natural harbours, but is also troubled by a barren and 
riverless hinterla"<l, across which access inland is difficl!lt and 
expensive. • Of course, to a "land~ empire even ports like Trieste 
and Fiume are indispensable ; and the annexition of Bosnia• and 
the Herzegovina opens some prospects for ~alato ~nd 'Ragusa; but 
climatic difficulties and srav speech are great dWtwbacks. 

Trieste has one great advantage in being the natural terminus of 
the most easterly Alpine railway ; but, as a port, it has only a 
narrow foothold \Jn a strip of lowland below a steep scarp. Here, 
it is between the strong s~utherly gales from the Adriatic Low
Pressure centre (cf. p. 55) and the stormy Bora/ which at time'!> 
makes the harbour inaccessible even for large .steamers. In spite 
of fairly good railway facilities, therefore, traffic from the interior 
ten<!s to gravitate down the Elbe or down the Danub~; and only 
tf'l~ most determined support from Vienn~; especially in p~oviding 
direct railway communicatio~ with. Central Eur_ope via Salzburg, has 
en'l,bled Trieste to become an important centre of American trade. 
Even this it has to share with:Fiume, which has been similarly sup-

• ported from Budapest; indeed, Fiume (" River") is almost entirely 
aQ,.artificial creati<tn-where the "little river," Fiamare, enters the 
;;turllly Quarnero Guif from the last ridge of the Croatian "karst," the 

• one with a typical fishing industry (sardine amr tunny)•and the other 
with an equally typical Pilgrims' Church, hung with thank-offerings 
from re.;cued mariners and approached by a " ladder " of 400 steps. 

The North• The futun! • of the ~rcantile marine depends large! y, however, 
• Atlantic .on the fir!nness•wit11 which the g8vernment.insists on Trieste getting 

"Pool." • 

• 

• 

a fair share of C~ntral European traffic as against the mere 4 p.c. 
allotted to it by rival Gerffiin interests. iirh~ ·~ Tauern and Kara
wanken" acc~s to Innsbn!tk, oesides attracting many tourists, 

• 1 The B'ia it a cause of great danger, even to fo8t-passengers, in Trieste. 

• . ' • 
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provides Trieste with facilities which have been negatived only by 
an extraordi'rlaiY manipulation o~ rates on the German State Rail
wax.s to North Sea ports. This has included persistent encourage
ment of emigljltion from Austria, which llts been carried to such 
an extent that the deficiency or-laboulf especially agricultu,al, has 
greatl¥ raised the .cost of living. As similar emigration is fiercely 
discollntenanced in Germany itself, and as the interests of Trieste 
pave been enti4ely ignored, the governme~ has recently granted a 
concession to the Cad!tdian Pacific Railway for a new servi~e between 
Trieste and Canada, the Company undertaking (r) to use ~ll its organ
isation in America to keep the government in touch with Austrians 
who have emigrated, and" (2) not ~o encourage any further emigra
tion. If this arran~ement is maintained, in 'he teeth of the German 
bureaucratic machine, it may revolutionise,the traffic of south-eastern 
and east-central Europe-greatly to the advantage of Trieste. 

Pola is marked out by site and character for a naval station, Pola and 
while 9ts intensely unnealthy climate is adverse .o the growth of a Cattaro. 
commercial centre. It is on an almost landlocked Qity, with an 
entnmce less than 8oo yards ~de and defended by islands ; so it 
became one-of the t:hie~ naval stations of the Roman Empire, and 
still has the firll!st remains of a Roman• amphitheatre in Europe. 
Its. only characterisfl!c trade is in the glass-sand which was originally 
worked by the Venetians, who built (in the sixteenth century) the still 
surviving town walls. This inner station is supUPrted by an outer • 
station at Cattaro, the geographical con~itions of which enabled it to 
maintain itself till A.D. 1420 as an independent republic. It is at the 
head of a gulf shut in on all sides by mountains-now covered with 
fortifications-and ~he entrance is through a succession of straits, 
varying in • width from r mile on the outermost to i mile on_ the 
innermost. The latter . .is known as the Canal Le Catene (" 'J'4e 
Chain thannel "), because .the Venetia•s used to close it by a chain. 
However valuable thrs position m~y be for "watching" Montenegro, 

• 

it obviously has little or no commerc¥11 possibilities. • 
Spalato and Ragusa (also once an rndependent republic), however,.Dalmatian 

have such possi~lities, the one in connection with the Bay of Salona, Ports. 
which was a terminus for the• old Roman road;, and the othef"'in 
connection Y6ith the. Bay of Gravosa. In bd'l:h cases progress • 
depends on railway facilities inland ; but Ragusa owed its greater 
safety in oldel\ .days to the very fact that the Herzegovina is largely 
barren "karst," and its railway access inland now it. via l'letkovic,• 
i.e. the head of navigation on the ~arenta~ Th& peninslll.a of Zara 
and the bay of Sebenic~ a~so have obvious adv~notages; but Zara 
has been overrated l>ec~use of its convenience to conquerors who 
came from the n~rth, e.g. Veneliians .. and neither jlf them has a 
valuable hinterland. The whoie coast, however, has good fisheries, 
and supplies all ~e ~est sailors to the navy and \htf commer~ial 

• 
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marine j and the climate and soil of the coast-lapds are favourable 
to the growth of stone-fruit (cf. the tparaschino liqueu~ o'f Sebenico). 

The nucleus of the Austro-Hungarian area is a natural uni~ (0)[ 

lowland lying betwectl Vitnna and Munkacs, Budapestj-nd Belgrade ; 
and, as .the geometrical "ceitre" ot the whole area, between Vienna 
and the old Hungarian capital of Pressburg, is the morphol(Olgical 
"centre" of the lowland, it has obvious political and strjtegic 
advantages, while the lewland itself has obvious ~ommercial and. 
agriculturar advantages. This natural unit 1s surrounded by ·a 
barrier of fofested mountains~ through which the passes are numerous 
enough and easy enough to encourage communication with<'ut 
seriously affecting the strategic v:alue of th!!barrier (cf. the Jablunka 
and Vereczke, the TortJos and the Roteturm) ; and it was the 
distinctively Alpine portio» that made the rampart which enabled 
Austria to save Europe from Asia. Unfortunately, the mountain 
area is profoundly heterogeneous, and is flanked towards Asia by 
detached lowlands.which have involved seri(}us decentralisal!ion in 
an area spe•ially needing centralisation. For the variety of relief, 
in the Alpine and Carpathian ranges, the Bohemian and Teran
sylvanian plateaus, the Dalmatian coast an~ th~ Hun~rian plain, 
implies a variety of ocd!pations and consequen~y a variety of 
economic, if not political, interests; and there Ire also racial differ
ences between the most marked types, e.g. the Tyrolese highlanders, 

• the Austrian foresters, the Magyar " nomads " of the plain. 
Peoples. The constant warfare tQ which the area was condemned in 

Racial 

early times, was adverse to agriculture or any other fixed occupation 
and to the accumulation of wealth ; but highlanders, foresters, and 
nomads do not naturally accumulate wealth, whilt! they are naturally 
devQied to personal liberty. But in this case personal Jiberty and 
nati.tmal existence were alike involved in successful resistance to the 
swarms of Asia in their expall.Sion up the broad Danube and over 
the vast plains of its middle "basin~" In later times, too, the varied 
inte!ests-often emphasised bl variety of creed-have encouraged 

.healthy racial rivalry as some compensation for the political in
coherence ; at all e"ents, they have helped to perpet~ate old customs 
an~ costumes, old languages and literatures, in the attempt to 

• "express racial patriotism in racial emblems." • 
The great difficurty is that no one race is sufficiently strong or 

- DlVlsions. numero~s to attract or dominate all the others, thQd'gh the finest 
'type-the Ma~r-has much the most influential position. There 
is, therefote, no-cO!ilmOn ~angua!if: or literature, just as there is no 
common creed, •aQd little unity of p~iti~al aims. Most of the 
people are neither Austrians and adherents of .the Roman Church, • • • • nor Hungarian• and Protesta~ts, eut Slavs who are devoted to the 
Greek Church, .and whose name is- ignore~ in the title of the 

• enwire. T~e. natural bond here might reas~nably have been 

• • 

• • 
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between White ra~e and White against Yellow, i.e. betwee~ Roman 
Church a~d Gr~ek Church, Teutons and Slavs, Germans and 
f:ussians, against the Prote~tant Magyars. But the political 
te•ndencies are rather in favour of linkin1 the, Greek Church Slavs • · 
with the Pr9festant Magyars; fer there is no outside Magyar Power 
whi<ih either threatens or attracts, wl!ile common jealou;y of the 
outside German Power is a very real bond. 

1'he purely Alpine area, as we hav~ seen, presents normal Alpine 
• Alpine featur~s in ethe most favourable form-lower £rest; easier Area. 

passes, wider valleys, so that the peecentage of abswutely barren 
land is small (1o to zo p.c.), al(ld the means of communication are 
good. Of special imptlrtance are the great longitudinal valleys by 
which the central crystalline zone 1s cut ofi from the limestone zones, 
and lines of mo"ement radiate eastward from the Brenner-by 
Salzach and Enns, by Drave and Save. This Alpine area is separated 
by the karst saddle from the Dinaric area and by the Danube 
valle¥ from the Sude~ic area, with its enclosed Bohemian plateau ; 
and the Sudetic area is separated from the •carpathians by the 
M~ravian Gate, while the Au«trian provinces beyond •the Gate and 
the Carp:ethians ~re more isolated externally, if more accessible • 
internally, thalli the A~strian provinces "-ehind the Dalmatian coast. 

Austria, there~re, is very far from homogeneous. Its straggling Austrian 
provinces make it physically less regular and compact than Hungary; Cd?~-

d h d -1. • • 1 . d . h' h d h G ltlOns. an t e ecentra 1satton mvo ve m t IS as rawn t e erman • 
population to Germany and the various other erements to congenial 
neighbours, e.g. the Tyrolese to Italy by the Brenner and the 
Ruthenians to Russia by the Dniester valley, thus increasing the 
natural difficulty t>f governing the various isolated units. Further, 
the political and historic geography of the area has made the typical 
Austrian •peculiarly exclusive and self-contained-apt not ~nly to 
depeM on himself, ecoJlomically 1 ~d otherwise, but also to ti.ght 
for his own hand-; and, thou~ these conditions are changing as 
agriculture becomes less and less .able to support and empl~y the 
increasing population, surrounding peoples are not likely to be 
attracted by or to the Austrians. • • 

Hungary, on the other )Jand, is not only v~ry markedly cowpact, Hungar
but is tro~bled bll' fewer minor races ; and. -the Magyar, on the i~. Con
central Alfold, is dominant both by position•and by character. The ~htlons, 
large proportion of steppe, the small proportion of forest, and other 
economic fa~tors, e.g. lack of stone, have ten~ed to •make tpe 
Magyar nobleman less self-sufficient tr.an the. Alfstri<W nobleman, • • • • and the Magyar peasa!J.t more self-reliant than th~ Austnan peasant, 
so that the nation reaps the double advantage •of internal unity and 
individual strengt~ • • 

. .. . . 
1 Agriculturalty, he i~o autarc!tic that a fall in "World " prices scarcely affects 

him except so far as he needs cash to pay taxes. • • 
~- . . 

• • 
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The Slavs. The ~lavs of the north are divided from tho;e of the south by 
the German-Magyar belt which stretches across t'he co@ntry from 
west to east, occupying the richest gfain and mineral l'lreas ; and i. 

• seems to have been, the
1

original Magyar settlement that made • a 
great Slav empire impos~ble in th~ Middle Danube•basin. The 
two bod~es of Slavs are also ~ery far from being coherent in t~em· 
selves; for variety of relief and "race" and religion are very serious 
barriers, e.g. between the Slovak highlanders of the Hungarian• Ore 
Mount:tins, .the Czechs of the Austrian plateau,~nd t~e Rutheniana • 
of the Polisi. plain. And, ~ geographic variety and varied creed 
have been accentuated by historic jealousies based on the variety (if 
"race," there is no conceivable probability of such an evolution as a 
Pan-Slav North. • • 

•Northern 
Slavs. 

The Slovaks are the descendants of refuge~s who refused to 
accept the creed or domin~on of the conquerors in the Battle of 
White Hill (A.D. x6zo), and who took refuge in the mountttinous 
recesses of Hungary under the dominion of th~ Protestant Ma~yars. 
Here they were safe•and free; but the conditions of safety involved 

• 

• 

. 
Southern 
Slavs. 

bad commun~ation and poverty, wh~h have been reflected in ~e 
backward condition, educationally and otherwise, 10f the area. The 
typical product is a sheepi'-milk cheese m:de un~r exactly the 
same conditions as the Roquefort product of the41'\veyron "crater" 
pastures. The Czechs became adherents of the Roman Churc'h 

• under the compulsion of the Thirty Years' War, and so remained 
on their rich plateat!-rich in fertile soil and mineral wealth, where 
small holdings could be supported by industrial earnings. With 
natural ramparts of mountains and a small area, they have developed 
a self-contained and exclusive type, sufficiently unit~d to have proved 
a strong obstacle to German influences. In the struggle the 
maint~nance of the Czech language and the great efforts• made to 
develop intellectual supremacy• in place o( the political supn!macy 
that is forbidden, have been of prime importanc~ The Ruthenians 
of Ei.~iitern Galicia and Bukowin~ are Little Russians, £.e. practically 
Cossacks-typically brave, devoa=:d adherents of the Greek Church, 
and willing to make Russian a Pan-Slav speech; but constant war, 
SlavWi subdivision of•land, and Slavic spbjection to jewish middle
men, have left them oe.s poor as they are unintell~ctual. .Nor is there 

• any hope for their improvement so long lis they can get education 
only in the hated Polish tongue, ,or the whole access into Austria is 
b~rred b.>-the deJinitely Polish population of Wester~ Galicia and 
the Moravia~ Ga,e. • 

The southern :sllvs are not o~ly dividetl from their northern 
relations by the Gerr1tan-Magyar wedge, M.t also-like the northern 
Slavs-made incoherent and• imp~tent bj" inte1'nal differences, 

• political and reli~ious. The ~ovenei (or Wends). are politically 
Austrians, and~h~r natural gravitation to the A'Uriatic has kept them . . . ' • • • 
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' . 
Roman in· creed. • The Croats, with similar gravitation to the Adri-
atic, are ~so R~man in creed; but politically they are Hungarians. 
lhe Slavonians are also Hungarian, but their land gravitates eastward, 
a~d their creed is Greek. All three are t:tainlw Servian by race, and 
all are politi<!ally attracted to S~rvia; but, so long as they .are con
tent to make "patriotism" depend otf creed, and mark the differ-• . . . 
ences in every possible way, e.g. by costume, by script and "fount" 
of type, etc., there is no conceivable pribability of any Pan-Slav 

• .South. Eco~omi~lly, too, they are foredoomed vi~ims • of the 
middlemen in virtue of their perfectly useless langu!lges-useless, 
that is, for World markets. The one great difference is that, while 
Austria has-since r86e-forced her Slav subjects to maintain their 
own Slovene speech, Hungary gu•aranteecl- theirs to the Croats and 
Slavonians, thus c~ndemning them to a uieless economic medium and 
sacrificing the opportunity for consolidating the Hungarian kingdom 
whicl:twould have been given by the spread of the Magyar language. 

• 

'{he climate varies greatly in different parts of the empire, the Climate. 
greatest contrasts being between the "Mediter~anean~' phenomena 
ofJhe Adriatic coastlands amP the "continental" phenomena of the 
eastern aoo north-eas1ern lowlands. The mountains are not high 
enough to e:(lclude cold winds from • 
Russia ; the dista'flce from the sea or .-----------:--:~ 

the intervening highland prevents any 
part except in the Adriatic from having 
a heavy rainfall; and the total area 
(24o,ooo square miles) is considerabl~. 
On the Adriatic the climate is mild 
and equable, Fiul'ne having an average 
rainfall of 70 in~hes, with temperature 
ranging ffom 44 o F. to J 3 c F. ; and, as 
the f.l.infall is practically. confined ~ 
winter, fruit - grow;ng is grea!ly en
couraged, even tropical fruits ripetting 
out of doors in Southern Dalma~ia. 
In the continental area the rainfall 

Rainfall and temperature curves. • 

is practically confined to the summer, the moisture being !!rawn 

• 

in off the B.lack Se~ to a low-pressure centre c1v'er the sandy plains • 
of Hungary; and it varies from 20 inchd on the driest part of 
the lowland> .to 40 inches on the Carpathians, Budapest having 
just over 24 inches and Debreczin just under 2~ Th~ range {)f 
temperature averages from 29° l to 7o• F., b~t ~ven alit Vienna the 
actual extremes range•from 2° F. to 94° F. The dryness of the 
winds ov_er the san~y ~lai~s is mainly responsibie for the temporary 
evaporatiOn of :fttkes-not only. the • White Lakes " of the pussta, • 
which leave th~ir beds encru~ed wit~ "salt," but e:en the Neusiedler 
See, which is occasioftally completely dry. . • • . 

. , . . . 
• • • 

• 
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In spite of nearly 1 oo miles of coast on the Adriatic, Hung:!r~ 
is essentially a contirfentA area, and. its land-frontiers ttre largely so 
obvious 'as to be called" natl.llal "-a great proportion of the southern 
frontier being marked by rivers, Unna, Save, D~Pmbe, and aftnost 
the whole of the northern and the eastern frontiers being marked by 
the creet of.the Carpathiilhs.1 In the west it i. not .:J.uite so satis- • 
factory ; but • in the most inu>ortant direction use is made of the 
March (instead of the Little Carpathians) and the Leitha, and south 
of the Leitha it corresponds roughly to the J"oothi\ls of the Alps. 

Nucleus. The great lowland wJlich fonils the nucleus of the kingdom, is 

• 

• 

divided into two very unequal parts-the Little .A!lfold or Pressburg 
basin (6ooo square miles=-¥orkshire) and the Great Alfold or Pest 
basin, which is half a dozen times the size of the other; and, ill spite 
of areas of barren sand, e.g. between the Danube and the Theiss, 
the proportion of ri•h soil is very large, while •the average ele~ation 
does not ex~ed 350 feet. The ar.angement of the higher land 
round this nucleus enables us to divide it int~ 3 areas-( r) 'he 
great encircling highland of the Carpathians ft-om Dejeny to Orsova, 
(2) an Alpine outlier, risinlin the Bakony·Forest.to over 2300 feet, 
in the Mecsek to over 2200, and in the Bergland to over 3ooo, 
and (3) a karst region in Croatia. 

Riverl. The relation otethe river-system to this arrangement is obvious, 

• 

running water being as abuadant in the north and east as it is 
deficient-except in the main arteries-in the south-west. These 
arteries, again, have an obvious parallelism, e.g. t!le Danube below 
the west end of the Matra with the Theiss below the east end of it, 
the })rave on one side of the Croatio-Slavonian Berglan~ with the 
Sate• on the other side, the Waag and the Gran on opposite. sides 
of the Neutra range, the Top,ya alljl the Hernap on opposite sides 
of th~ Hegyallya, the Eipel and the Sajo on opposite sides of the 
Matra, the Waag and the Hernld on opposite sides of-and givine 
wonderfully easy access round-the whole " Ore::" group. Again, 
ther<;_is a clouble couvergence of rivers on the central meridian of the 
kingdom, all the dra,inage from the Tatra area converging in front of 

• the Matra, while all this.converges, with th(j Alpine and 'llansylvanian 
drainage, on the west of the Banat. Though some of .the Transyl
vanian feiders, e.,a. the Aluta, do not reach the main "river through 
Itungary, practK:ally all tie drainage is Danubian, so that the 
Danube is t1l.e onl'y rlver-link with tbreign coontries ; and its system 
(gooo miles) give!; !Uch excellent links internally that canals 2 are 

• 

1 Even above the easy Jablunka P:!;s the jill est Beski~s ri~e a:, well over 4000 feet. 
On the other hand, t~ river frontier is•mainly inside the Imperial frontier . 

2 The chief can~. the Franz Josef, from •the Dan• be bel~w Mohacs to the 
TheisW is only 7~niles long ; and the Bega, from Temesvar t~the Theiss, is less . 

• • 
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• few, and those f~w are largely to drain marshy areas or' relieve the 
rivers dur~g, floods . 

. • • The total length of navigable waterways is considerably over 3ooo ~aviga
miles, of whjch five-sixths is navigable bi steimers-a much larger tlon. • 
proportion than in Austria. Ohe peculiar feature is due pa,tly to the 
ins~tution of "z.o,ne" traffic on the rafl.ways, and partly to the relief 
of t~e area. With four exceptions-on the part of the March that 

• forms the Hungarian frontier, on the Dra~~e and Mur above Bares • 

• 

• 

• 

• • 

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY: DENSITY OF POPULATION • . 
Less.than 100 per~· mile 

• 1oo to 2oo • 

zoo to 300 

300 to 400 

. " • 
-IIJJJJJJiiJJJJJm,l 

• More than 400 per sq. mile, Vienna a~d district. 

• . . 
• 

• 

• 
or Zakany, on t~ Save ;bove Sissek, and•on the Koros above. 
Gyoma-there is almost'1mmediate transition from steamer-traffic to 
nothing ex~'iPt rafts. Thus, the 'l'heiss is navigable by rafts, but by 
rafts only, from Tisza-Ujlak (Szathmar Nemeti ~n the -Bzamos). to 
Tisza-Fiired, the head of steamer navigtttion; an<! Ma.os-Ujvar and 
Arad have much th~ same rel~tions on the ·M~ros. This drop in 
the level marks the line t!>f weakness where th~ lowland was abruptly 
fractured, and ~etacl:fed from jts rim ; and it accounts for the hot
springs of the. Blocks berg a- Buda •and for the vdfcanic vineyards of • 
Tokay. Cf. p. 35 ~~ • • 

• • • • • • 

• 

• 
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• 
Popula- The total population ( zo,ooo,ooo ), does not reaJly represent the 
tion. capacity of the kingdom, which is very fertile and excefdfngly rich 

• 
in mineral wealth. Historically, Turkish invasions, civil wars, antJ • 
" Asiatic " plagues, wei(! Vt>JY adverse to prosperity and lj.O density of 
populatiog. ; and in modern times the' spread of Magyar influences 
in the Slav areas has led to htavy emigration. HpJVever questiem
able the methods used to spread that influence, the fact of it ~as 
based on the exclusive octJupation by the Magyars of what was at • 
once the" central and the most fertile part of the tingd~m ; and the • 
resentment agttinst it was sim!larly based on the concentration of 
each minor race in a compact and relatively large group, fully cvn_. 
scious-in speech, costume, creed, etc.-of it!f own racial personality. 
Only in the Banat, the gre~t focus ~f the waterways., of the kingdom 
and the part of the kingdo!ll latest freed from the Turks, is the 
population not segregated. in ethnic groups, but thoroughly blended 
into a unit of which the items can scarcely be differentiated. • 

Racial The Magyars number more than IJalf the t~tal population, <nnd 
Elements. are increasing~ whil~ every other race except the Rumanian is 

decreasing, and not one of them nurt'tbers one-sixth of the tota.l. 
• In the case of the Germans, who are mai~y it\ the t~ns and 

seldom in concentration, t~ cause is largely absorf>tion in the 
Magyar population ; but in the case of the oth~rs, it is largely. 
emigration- either to America or to kindred neighbours, e.g . 

.Rumanians into Ruwania and Croats into Servia. Of these minor 
races the Rumanians are the .most numerous, and the Jews are 
the most important, monopolising a large share of the trade and 
industry of the kingdom, controlling finance and politics, and 
becoming more and more the owners of the laP!d. They, too, 
howeve~ like the Germans, are apt to become nominlllly-as 
conv.erts to Christianity-absorbed in the Ma~yar population. 

Agricul
ture. 

Hungary is essentially an ag~"icultural country, considerably over 
40 p.c. of the area in Hungary prope~h~il'l.g !.l!lder· tillagt:, especially 
for w~at a.tJu maize, and nearly fo p.c. of the population finding 
oc~upation on the land; and extr~ordinary progress has been made 

• 

• 

• in scientific farming, arable and pastoral. The wide_ stretches of 
pussta ~ffer special facrlities for rearing Cfl.ttle and horses, while the 
Jmge production of nfaize and the extent of oak •and other forests 
(over 25 p.c. of the areaj are very favourable to the rearing of pigs 
and poultry. With the spread 'Of intensive agriculliUre, sheep-
farming is ~ecom~Plg less and less important, though wool is still 
exported; buta both .pa~turag~ and foeest areas are increasing in the 
hilly areas. This do~ not imply any redufti~n in the arable area, 
for there is full appreciation of the need for tiyag~ to supply stock-

• food (maize, beet,Jucerne), to ~unttJract drought, •and to expose 
the deep rich loam to the beneficial • action • of fr.est. Nor is 
cuftiva~ion in a!tf .tay restricted to grain. There a,re at least two 
• • 
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• dozen distinct ct'ops of economic importance ; and the \iinistry of 
Agricultli'e is 1-Jstifiably regarded as one of the chief Government 
department!!. Amongst the iypical products are wine and tobacco, 

• the finer wines coming from the more northerly latitudes, e.g. Tokay 
and the So~ron district of the.Hanvag (~un~ the Neusiedler See). 

• 
The mineral wealth, though greit, is as yet little we>rked. It Minerals •• 

inc!ludes large quantities of fuel (coal, lignite, oil, and gas) and of 
irof.l-ore. The coal is in the Banat and at Pees, the lignite in the 

• Bakony neaa Budjpest and in the Kot'bs and the ~amils basins 
· • (cf. Zalatna and ~agy-Banya), while oil and gas ar~ in the same 

area (e.g. near Klausenburg and Me~amaros Sziget). The iron-ore 
·is most abundant in J:he Gomi:ir and Szepes sections of the Ore 
Mountains, round the head-wa~rs of tl1e Gran and the Hemad, 
e.g. in the Vash€gz ("Iron ,Mountain"); but very large quantities 
also exist in Transylvania, especially •in the Krasso Szorony and 
Hu~adi hills. Gold and silver are still raised, e.g. at Kremnitz 
and Schemnitz, at Nagy-Banya and Zaiatna; but, especially in the 
norfhern area, they" are relatively much less•important than they 
used to be. On the other ,)land, salt is increasing-in importance, 
e!peciallx in the ~zamos and Maros basins. The kingdom contains, • 
at Voros~ag~, the thief opal mines in Europe; and there are 
famous mineral ~rings, especially in t~e valley of the W aag. 

With the exception of iron, all the chief industries are more or Industries • 
less "agricultural," e.g. flour-milling, brewing and distilling, tobacco- and 

· · h'l h · ...... · d •Towns. cunng, sugar-makmg, w I e t e most typiC= Iron pro ucts are 
·agricultural implements and machi~ery,. And, under the circum
stances, urban centres are few and far between. The real "towns" 
are mostly of ~rman origin, for "the Magyars founded the State, 
but the Germans built the towns" ; 'and this accounts for the large 
proporti~n of towns with the affix Nemet ("German") or Szasz 
(" &txon "). The largest centres· are, however, Hungaria!l, •and 
are simply enormous viltages, ~ whl'ch the isolated farms are dotted· 
along a bush-road or round a Steppe fair-ground. For i~tance, 
Debreczin does not number a po}\rlation of Ioo,ooo, and Szegedin 
only just reaches that limit; but both have an area of c. 350 squ~re • 
miles, i.e. the-size of Huntingdonshire. The•position of sucq. towns 
is equally typical. The n1ost important, SZ&gedin, stands at the 
confluence• of the• TheiSi and its chief tributary, the Maros ; and• 
two other jmportant places, Hod Mezo Vasii.rhely and Tokay are 
also on the"Theiss, Tokay at ar:other important confl'eence. All 
the others are at the limit of the Theis. lowland,~ the western ones, 
Szabadka (Maria Thel'esiopel) fnd Kecskeinet, o~ the •western limit, 
where naturally there are no rivers, and the e'!ls(ern ones, e.g. Arad 
and Temesvar,.Beke:t and Grossw~dein (Nagyvarad), where rivers 
drop from the 35o-foot level on t<f the lowland.• The level of the • 
various towns ·rises ~ightly from south to north, t\rad being slighily • • • • • • 

• 

• 
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• higher (c.•3o feet) than Temesvar, and Grosswatdein than Arad, 
while Debreczin, the largest of them (c. 8o,ooo ),• thou!jJ:l not on 
a river, is slightly higher than Grosswardein. 

Most of these are subject to either floods or sandstorms. The• 
sand is, of course, mtturaly worst l\way from the great rivers, e.g. 
mid-way "between the paralltj Theiss and Danube, north-west of 
Szegedin, z:e. half-way between Kecskemet an<i. Szabadka, ~nd 
north-east of Debreczin; but persistent efforts, e.g. in planting 
acacia, Cite., pave checked• the movement of the sand, and enabled • 
agriculture to be firmly established (cf. the D~reczin vineyards)." 
The floods a~e also being tJastered, but very slowly. The great 
difficulty is the very small fall of the TheLss after it reaches the 
lowland, e.g. I foot in I<f miles iOuth of Szegedin. Though the 
Theiss basin is fed essentially from forested sandsione, it i~ flooded 
by melting snow, like the 3anube; and the increased pace of the 
latter, due to its greater fall, is emphasised by greater volume. with 
the result that heavy flood on the Danube blocks back the Theiss. 
This accounts for t~e entire absence of important towns mf the 
Lower Theisst Indeed except for l-enta, with its "accidental" 

• historic importance, there is no place of any importance beltlw . . . 
Szegedin, which-at the Maros confluence, "not mufh more than 
250 feet above sea-level-tas been practically jWept away time 
after time. Since the last great catastrophe, in I 8 7 g, however, it-s 
dykes have been materially strengthened. 

• The other Hu~arian centres are little transport centres, such 
as Miskolcz and Kaschau or Mohacs, on the great western bend of 
the lower Danube,-modern or ancient mining centres, such as 
Pees (Fi.infkirchen and Schemnitz),-strategic .centres, such as 
Neusatz and Semlin, Orsova and Komorn, all closely related to the 
Danu"!Je; and the Danube is also the key to the old an~ present 
caph<tis of Pressburg and Budapest. • 

Press- Press burg combines almost' all these dmditiqns. The D:mube:, 
burg. cutting into it!> !ight bunk umler the ~nfluence of the earth's rotation, 

as it Teaves the Theben gorge, ~akes Pressburg a frontier fortress, 
upon a low platform (zso-3oo feet) to the east of the gorge and 
the ~orth of the ri'ller, where it thus controlled oommunication 
into the old mining.area of the Waag' valley. Eastward, instead 

• of a gorge, there is the S\,ldden expansion oC the ri"er roun~ the Schlitt 
islands, which offers maximum obstacle to crossing unsil the main 
stream c~ects the Raab and Waag drainage at Kotnorn. From 
tlie time that ti.~ Magyar~ accepted Christianity, and became at 
once a " ba~tion ~ l!.atin Christial!ity againfi Oriental barbarism " 
and a wedge to s~lite the Slavs in two, th• inevitable community of 
interest between German an<J. Magyar in OfpO!!it~m to the Slavs 

• favoured the con~ntration of Magy!h influence on the old Roman 
~te of Posoniun-. in touch with the ~ld civiloisatiou and the new • • • • • • • 
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religious focu:. '1he ·fertile Little Alfcild made this alstf a. great 
market for graine and wine, as now for tobacco ; and it became 
the termin~s ~f the first :raiiwa~ in Hungary (up the Waag valley). 
• • To reach the still more fertile Great Alfold the Danube has Buda
to cut through the linking u~lift betwetn Mle Bakony and the Pest. • 
Matra by the Waitzen gorge; and i~ the days before t!teir con-
versibn to Chri~t.ianity the Magyars found a more appropriate 
and <t;afer capital at the eastern end of the Little Alfold, on the 

• precipitous ro•k of Gran, ·commanding t~ Gran valley no~;thward 
and the land passlge southward round the "Ofen" bighland to 
Buda. But the ultimate capital· was• bound to be ~n the Great 
A"lfold; and undoubtedly the best place was where hard rock on 
each side of the river a~d an isl<llld in the channel offered special 
facilities for bridgi.ng the river before it Jeploys in its full natural 
width on to the plain. This, too, waf! the natural objective of 
traffic~from the south-west along the Balaton Lake; and it was 
here that the old Roman road reached the Danube. On the 
" Rot'ban" bank therl: are sev&al steep hills frQill which hot springs 
flow-minimising ice in wint;r; and the Romans ooose the site 
fore their great camp of Aquincum (?Aquae Quinque),! which 
has grown• in~o 73uds. ("Oven"). Here, too, was the natural 
meeting- place of the agricultural alfd pastoral industries, the 
mining and fore:try, along with abundance of good stone for 
building purposes. The one drawback was that the town could 
only spread on the "Roman" bank by leavin~ the hills to which • 
it owed its essential character ; but. on the opposite bank there 
was unlimited room for expansion over the flat sandy plain and 
a fine frontage on. to the broad river (averaging soo yards). 

Pest ("Stove"), therefore, is essentially the commercial and 
industrial. centre, while the official centre is cramped alllongst 
the :f\uda hills, of which the Blocksberg (770 feet) rises 4os ieet 
above the river-leyel. Obviously, tbo, the population of Buda 
remains more or less station:ry, while that of Pest has grown 
enormously (rooo p.c. in the ninet~enth century). The popu,ation 
is typically heterogeneous, but absolutely permeated by Magyar 
influence, ener~y, and national ideals-illustra~d by the entire aboli
tion of German names from ~reets and buildings ; and, thanks ~ainly 
to the patrft>tic co-t>perati"n of the exceedi!J-gry important Hebrew • 
element (fully 20 p.c.), the Magyars have made the city the one 
great centre, ;ntellectuaL and economic, of the kingdom. • It is the 
seat of all the typical industries-milljrg, 'brewi~ and distillink, 
leather, agricultural ~achinery,e etc., with a !!peciat export of 
mineral waters, e.g. Hureyadi-Janos and Apoota; and the zone 
traffic on the r~ilway:a has so facilitated access from the farthest 

• • 1
. Cel~:c ~cholaj;S co!~sider it a r..ansformttion fro~ the ~mer Celtic n~.rne of • 

Ak-znk ( R1ch W~ers ) t but the 1<oman camp certamly haO. ''five spnngs. • 
' ~ . 

• • • • • • 
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corners 8f the kingdom that it even attracts tradl:! fr~m beyond the 
political frontier. It possesses the only university ia Huniary proper, 
and is to the kingdom what Paris woed to· be to Fra11ce; and the 
fact is not forgotten that for some 400 years the old Magyar Did!:; 
were held on the R<i'kos tamp just ~m the north of the-city. 

Transyl
vania: 

Tral'lsylvania (" Beyon~ the Forest"), as its Latin name 
implies, is separated from Hungary proper by a \>elt of forest ;• but, 
as its Magyar name (Erdely, "Forest-land") implies, it iseitself 
heavil~ for~sted, nearly ~o p.c. of the area being :W:>rested. It is• 
a circular plateau basin, with relatively easy lccess into Hungary 
by the Szamos and the M!ros valleys, but made into a natural 
fortress (Siebenburgen, "The Seven Stron~ Towns") by the lofty 
Carpathians and the TiansylvaJeian Alps. In the dry climate 
within these mountain walls the rivers have cut.wonderfnl ravines 
and canons, the most rer1'l.arkable being that by which the Aluta 
works its way out in the Roteturm Pass. In each of th& great 
valleys there is a fertile plain ; and, though the amount •.tble 
land is small, ther~ are magnificent pastures~ on which ex<!ellent 
cattle and h<trses are reared. Flax .and fruit are typical products. 
The main artery of the country is the valley of the Maros, which b~ars 
much the same relation to the Aluta, as the W!ag ~ear~ to tl!e Hemad 
in the Ore Mountains; an<f it was a Roman thor~ughfare to the salt 
mines of Torda (once Salinae) via Gyula-Fehervar ("White Castle of 
Julius"), now famous for its magnificent vineyards (Karls burg). The 

Physical 

• 

• connection north\Wlrd into the Szamos valley is short (3o miles) 
and easy, and another Roma!l> colony stood where the Szamos valley 
was tapped, i.e. at Kolozsvar (Klausenburg). The connection 
southward into the Aluta basin was shortest and. easiest via Nagy
Szeben (Hermanstadt), which was said to be the capital of the Seven 
Strong Towns ; and a legacy of its old importance, or a p11oof of the 
fel'til~y of the Zibin valley (to the Aluta), is seen in its pos~ssion 
of the Transylvanian universit,. The nattfral coqtinuation southward 
of the Upper Aluta valley had its ~bjective at Brasso (Kronstadt), 
as tire natural continuation nq,Tthward of the Upper Ysil had its 
~bjective at Hatszeg; and both routes are now followed by railways. 
But neither pass couJd compete with the Aluta gorge, and east-and
west•traffic went by the Maro"s (cf. the"railway centres of Broos and 

• Maros Vasarhely (~ 1\j:aros Market"), Q.ot by• the Ai•uta- where 
even Fogaras has only recently had rail connection. • 

Transyl
vania: 
.;political. 

Tran-.r·l-vauia, with its five nations, its five langt!ages, its five 
<!reeds, is said t~•be an ep~ome and climax of the racial phenomena 
of the Du~U M<maKhy. The Hebrews ~e essentially sedentary 
and urban, as the" Gypsies are essentiall)l nomad and rural, though 

• • 

• 

largely occupied in agricult;,pre and gol~-W<l!i~ng-e.g. in the 
Aranyos (" Gol<:Wn ") river. ~her~ are real Magyars and Magyar 
~zeklers, who sieak almost pure 1\fagyar. • The ."latter claim to 

• • • • 
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be descendants ot Attila's Huns, but, as their name •suggests 
(Szekely,. "eFrontlh- quard "), they are almost certainly Magyars 
transplanted ~y Ladislau~ to Transylvania for strategic reasons-i.e. 
to• hold the connection between Kronstadt a~d Maras V asarhely 
vz'a the Uppe!' Aluta. They thlfs corresp~d exactly to the Saxons, 
who are the descendants of coloniets brought from tte Low •• • Countries Sao yeftts ago, to hold the pjsses and occupy the lands 
that 1lad been devastated by the Turks11 It was thus the land 

•'Yon its Germatl title.of Siebenburgen ; and their origin occotfnts for 
their bein$ Protestants, while the 1'4agyar populatioo here is
cwiously- Roman Catholic or Unitarian. The typical Saxon 
centres are Kronstadt .and Hermanstadt, in fertile basins on 
the Tomos and Roteturm route!; respeotively, protected by the 
mountains, and· etj_uipped for war-with stone houses, in wide 
shelterless streets, connected by unde;ground passages, pivoting 
on a iortress-Church, and the whole surrounded by a stockade. 
Much. the largest elc::rrient, however, is Rumanian (c. I,soo,ooo), 
with their suMtratum of Ro~an and Romante blood. Though 
lonli excluqed from political •ights, they are spread •au over the 
area; and &ven wleere stone is abundant, they ding to the custom 
of their old oome on• the forest-girt 14iless of Walachia, and still 
build their houses ~f wood or of mud and wattle. 

• 

• · Croatia-Slavonia is a particularly interesting area, though it does Croatia
not correspond with the medieval Croatia and Slavonia, the latter SJavonia. 
including the whole "Mesopotamian" area, while•thie former reached 
farther south than the Unna-Save. 'The two names represent the 
original tribe (the Croats) and their race (Slav), and the tribe 
belonged to the Northern Slavs ; but they passed through various 
stages of political relations-a period of Italian or Byzantine 
influence, •two centuries as a Croat kingdom, five cen\uries 
under•the 9irect controi o( Hungary, Jwo more centuries under the 
Turks, a century under the Au~rians, a few years of French rule, 
-and then, after some vicissitudes.and a National Revival, 1a11der 
Hungary again. The existence df two distinct dialects would 
suggest the division of the area into two parts, Adriatic and Con~ 
tinental ; but tlfe natural phy~ical divisions are •almost as vari<td as 
~he political relatio~s have been. For a Jo~ time Croatia was • 
divided from Slavonia by 1:he famous Milit<rry Frontier; for· still 
longer the li~ of the Kulpa-Save h~ been regarded as the frontier 
between the -.salkan peninsula and the contin~nt of •Europe.; 
longitudinally, the west is highland, :Jfld the e!st ~ lowland; 
latitudinally, there is ! sequen~e of Karst sad~le, fluvial plain, 
Alpine "bergland," and agllin fluvial plain. •. 

The Karst aren 'ise~ in the I}apela to over spoo feet; it has a Its Physi· 
dangerous and .capricious clienate, fubject to vi~ent Bora gales, ca~t Chat-

. d b 'fi• d . . I • . .ac er. accompame y~ern c snow-storms; an It IS a m•s ·· · . ss, e.g. 
• • . :A • e 

• 
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• the sevet streams of the Lika all plunging unaerground together 
near Gospic. The Alpine bergland (c. 3ooo feet, on ~e contrary; 
is well enough watered to be densely fore~ed, largely•with oak and 
beech ; and the foothills supply the excellent alp pastures known•:s 
Zagorjc ("Hillside-hind,,, while thcir lower Syrmian ctmtinuation in 
the Fru"ska Gora (c. 17 7 o {ret) is covered with vineyards, e.g. ~ear 
Karlowitz. The lowlands vary, mainly with e~J.'osure, from "poor. 
steppe to rich prairie or f~n and swamp, those along the !>rave 
being ~ery iertile, while ~ose along the windin~ Savl! are so marshy• 
and liable tq, such floods in ~ring and autumn that they are often 
impassable on the Bosnian border except at Brod, and on the Servi~n 
border. except at Mitrovic. • 

Its River No part of the empi.-e has ~ch an extraordinary proportion of 
• System. river frontier 1-Ioo miles on the Danube, more than I so on the 

Drave, more than 250 on ~e Save, while the Kulpa and the Unna 
account for at least I oo more. The high right bank of th~ Dravc 
not only makes a good frontier, but even compels the Danube to 
change its course .,_ccordingly. Tlfis helped to make the -.orave 

• 
valley the natural route for invaders i:om the east, whether Huns or 
Slavs or Turks. The river is actually navigable ~r rafts:downw!rds 
from Villach; the Mur co~fluence makes L~grad alivays "accessible 
for ordinary boats ; and steamers can reach B:Jics, if not Zakany. 
The Save, though at least as long as the Drave (450 miles), is muth• 

• less useful, for much of its actual mileage is wasted on the wind
ings that expose it."so greatly to flood, and its channels and sand
banks are constantly chang1ng. The confluence of the Kulpa 
enables steamers to reach Sissek, and small boats can use the 
winding Kulpa for 6o miles-up to Karolyvarils (Karlstadt), i.e. 
within 5o miles of the Adriatic ; and this has an obvious connec
tion ~ith the presence of early ("Neanderthal") Man, f:.g. in the 
Krapina valley (cf. p. 45). • • 

Economic 
and 

• Political 
Import-

The area is subject to e~rthqwakes ·along .the lines' of Alpine 
fractare, e.g. at Agram, where hot springs also make their way out 
by the fracture, and to violen~· gales and sandstorms outside, i.e. 
east of, the shelter of the bergland ; and it is in various ways very 
backevard, especiall}' industrially. But a very larg€! proportion of 

ance. • 

• .. 

both the populatiiln and the area is dev~ted to agriculture, 
" especially between Agpam a:nd Warasdin~the great output of maize 

and the forests of cd: and heecp-the oak mainly be•ween Agram 
~nd Sis~k-acc;punting for the importance of th~ pig-breeding 
industry. J3ut !he typical-Product is the plum (cf. p. 146), and the 
favourite occupation" is horse-breecfing. Th~ latter seems to be a 
direct result of th.<! importance of the •area as containing the old 
Military Frontier .. For strate~ic r~asons tl'le t!owntry was covered 
with good road~ (~ooo miles;, even.across the K.arst, e.g. inland 

"! Of cour.'s *'objection to river frontiers inside a:Imper~l frontier ( cf. p. 346 ). • • • . . 
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from Finme and from Zengg. It was largely the road-sys,errf that 
made Sisselt more imJ:>Ortant than Agram in olden days, a position 
reversed by railways in rrfodern•times. 
• • The Military Frontier, though extended later into Transylvania, The • 
was originall,. organised again.st· the T8rks; and therefore its F" Mili~~. · z d · h" f b 1 h ., · rontter. ter1111nus was at engg, an Jts c 1e ~es were a ong t e ftUStnan · 

• front\.er-at Kar.J.~dt and W a:rasdin, with an advanced base near 
Sisse!t. Its defence perpetuated, if it" did not actually evoke, the 

·~adrugas, or cofnmu~al houses, of the Frontrer Slavs-witl.l a common 
central hall, off which private house~ opened, so thj.t the whole 
p~pulatiori (perhaps up to 3oo) could be collected with maximum 
ease; and, as the loft o' the hall was ·always fully stored with food, 
and the whole block of buildings•was sunounded by a palisade, it 
formed a· natural•fortress capable of sustaining even a prolonged
siege, and of resisting .with great .su~cess a sudden raid. The 
westerll route across the area is still_ the most important, though its 
real terminus is now Fiume, not Buccari or Novi or Zengg, and its 
focus is now Agram, not Wara~in; but the m~re important route 
strategically is now that vi'a SeWJlin and Peterwardein ~r Semlin and 
Esz~k. S~lin is.also a great focus of Hungarian foreign trade, 
while Pet~rwar~ein, wit~ its control of •the last bridge across the 
Danube in Hungajy, and its greater distance from• the frontier, has 
th"e more important strategical position. 

• AUSTRI'\ 

. There is the greatest possible difference between the Austrian 
hinds that flank &ngary on the north-east and those that flank it 
on the south -west; 
for S.tyria• and Car
niola are Alpine, and 
Dalmatia and Bosnia 
are Balkan, while 
Galicia and Bukovina 
:!re Sarmatian (Rus
sian). This :!lmost 
implies that the vari
ous political.division~ 
correspond. very 
closely to natural 
units of relief; and 
this has led, as in 
Hungary, to such con- ~ustria-Hungary, showing- c~nt~es and provinces. 

Austria, white ; Hungctry, stippled. 
centration of ra4:i~ • • 
elements in particular areas t~t i-ace~onsciousne~s~as been greatly 
accentuated. 1;f!is is•further exaggerated by the ia~ that AustrilP 

• • • • 

. . 
Political 
Units. 

• 

• • 

• 
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• is th~ ~ost mountainous country in Europe except Switzerland, 
and that it contains no linking medium, such ~s the. Danube is 
in Hungary. As a matter of fact, four-fifths of the aroo. is upland or 
mountain ; and the Danube definitely marks off the Alpine uiJi~ 
fr~m the Bohemian • pla!eau, as its. March tributary ftlarks that off 
from th~ Carpathian units. • 

Drainage. The Danube itself has a course of only c.• W35 miles itt' the, 
kingdom, mainly through p!cturesque defiles; and, as it fall:f soo 
feet irt th:et short dist!nce, its commercial lalue• is minimiseq. • 
Further, as 1\ustria includes Ilflrt of the great water-parting of Europe, 
variety of drainage to North Sea or Baltic, Black Sea or Adriatic, 
tends to decentralise and disunite ; and ev&n the commercial value 
of this variety is serious];r affect~ by the fact that not one of the 
chief rivers has its mouth in Austria, while the <!hief artefy has not 
its source either in Aust~ia. The largest plain is naturally in 
Galicia-as the frontier of Hungary runs along the outer and 
steeper edge of the Carpathians,-so that the winding Dniester is 
navigable for 300 l'!liles out of 37o,•and the Vistul~ for 2oo• miles 

• 
out of 240. •on the other hand, the j;lbe is navigable for only about 
one-fifth of its Austrian course (I 8 5 miles); and tJ:!e small porti01!s of 
plain elsewhere in the cou111ry, e.g. along the•March emd t!J.e Isonzo, 
although very fertile, have no appreciable influen~ on navigation. 

People. Although the Slavs are numerically the dominant rate 

Austria 
Proper. 

• 

• ·(c. I 6,ooo,ooo ), their internal divisions give them relative inferiority 
to the GE;rmans, "hose language is the great commercial medium, 
and who, as the more advan~ed in civilisation, have been the great 
agents in the development of the area. The Germans have the 
further advantage of occupying, like the Magya,rs in Hungary, an 
essentially central position, for they form a solid block over the 
Alpirfe area from the Rhine to the Leitha, and from the Drave to 
tlie 'rhaya. In Bohemia, on the other haFJ.d, they form an almost 
complete ring of "Piedmon~" s~tlements ro.und the Czechs of 
the i>lateau. Only in the south do they form neither core nor 
circumference; but there neitl!er the Italians nor the Slovenes are 
very important in area or numbers, while the population over the 
larg~ area that is rfominally Serbo-Croatian is ex~edingly scanty 
(c. 75o,ooo). • • • · 

• Austria proper is the immediate valiey of !he Dan·u be between 
the Lower Inn ?.nd the Lower .March, z:e. the most i.uportant east
~nd-westeroute i~ Central Europe and one of the olddt, as illustrated 
by the dis~ove,ies at Kr•ms (c( p. 44). Upper Austria, i.e. the 
land above the :enn~, is entirely h''lly and nwuntainous, rising in its 
most southerly poiQ.t of the Salzkammergftt-where Austria, Salzburg, 
and Styria meet-to a heiglit of nearly J"',o~ao feet; but Lower 
Austria has a ctl)n~iderable st~p ot ~wland along the north of the 

-Danube, whiLe •he plain of Vienna stretclft:s fr~ the Thaya to 
• • • • 
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• 
the Leitha. Lowe; Austria has, too, the easiest means of ~xitfrom 
the Danub~valley, e.g .• by the March to the Moravian Gate and by 
t~e Leitha t<'> the Sem"mering _Pass. This greatly encouraged 
exi)ansion rntd Bohemia and Moravia. • • 

· Upper Austria is divided •by the ~anube into a typicaHy Uppe~ 
Bo~ian and a typically Alpine area,•the latter largely composed Austria. 

•of terl"aces of wo<fcfed hills, e.g. the Hal.ljiruck, rising to the beautiful 
.lake-land of the Salzkammergut. This ar•a is rich in brown coal, 
iron ores, salt,• andemineral springs; and its beauty at--acts many 
visitors, e.g. to Ischl and Gmunden. • The salt-mines- at Hallstatt 
(fAmous for its lake-fishing) have been worked for zooo years; but. 
I schl is now the chief <!entre, and the district provides nearly half 
of the to til output of salt in the k~ngdom. • The natural gravitation 
of traffic is down tte Traun valley, whic~ opens on the reach o~ the 
Danube where for the first time the river leaves its gorge, at Linz, 
the na,ural capital of the Duchy. The brown coal lies along the 
Alpin~ foreland parallel with the Danube, and is tapped by the 
railway from the frontier juncti~m of Braunau vz~ Ried and Wels to 
Stejr, the .great commercial !nd industrial (paper ai1d hardware) 
centre be~\96 when! th~ two routes cross at We\s. Steyr, however, 
with . easy acce~s f'ia the Enns valley te the Styrian iron-fields, is 
m.uch the most ilhportant hardware centre. The relatively dense 
population ( r 7 5 per square mile) is also partly due to the fertility 
of the soil, one-third of the area being cultivated and one-fifth • 
providing excellent cattle-pasture; and the l!rge proportion of 
forest ( on~-third of the whole)· supplies raw material for the paper 
industry. The Bohemian scarp, now crossed by canal and rail, 
provided the wodi which gave rise to the old textile industries 
of Linz. 

Lowe; Austria in r~lief corresponds closely with Upper A~stria: Lower 
It is Clivided by .the Damo~be into an.Alpine and a Bohemian area, Austria.. 
the former much th"e more hill~and very much the more important; 
but the importance is almost ent~ely commercial and indleStrial. 
The proportion of forest is the sam~ as in Upper Austria, while the 
proportiol} of pable land is greater, though its average fertility 1s 
less ; but excellent wine is. produce~ on the • sunny slopes t~f the 
Wiener WaJd, andethe Marchfeld-an expall!;e of natural pussta, • 
and for long made an aEtificial desert by "war (cf. the battles of 
Aspern and -wagram)-has been brought under cultivation. But 
the high density of population (4oo) is essen~ally dl!e to the 
encouragement of industries by .the ex~eding}y irflpor~nt political 
and commercial . posTtion. There is a harcLware industry at 
Waidhofen (almost.a sub~rb of Steyr), and th~ important junction 
of St. Pol ten has• some" coal-min&s; 1:1bt the foundation of the main 
industries is th~ water.roweriof the 'wiener Wafd~cf. the cottons of • 
Neustadt and h.1osterneuburg). • • • 

• • • 
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Vienna. As i~ name implies, this beautiful forested ra~ge, which reaches 
a height of nearly 7000 feet in the adjace~t SChnee~rg, makes 
Vienna its objective, the great longitudinal vaUeys ot the Easten• 
Alps having access ilong· its eastern flank via the tr:lns~erse ridge 
of• the Semmering. The•hot sprin~, e.g. at Baden, su•ggest the line 
of fracture which makes thisethe eastern terminus of the Alps; J}nd, 
although rivers such as th& Inn and the Enns' have transverse • 
reaches which carry theVt across the northern belt of lime;tone, • 
this is "the enatural route round all the belts. eOn this point, too, 
converge the. routes of the Ailstrian Gate (the Upper Dap,ube), the 
Moravian Gate (the March), and the Hungarian Gate (the Low~r 
Danube); and here,-with the Alpine b~lwark behind and the 
Marchfeld plain in fron~-Viem!a became first an outp(4St of the 
"Eastern Mark," then the c1pital of the Eastern Aips, and eventually 
the focus of the Alpine highland, the Bohemian plateau, the 
Moravian Gate, the Hungarian plain, the East European failway 
system. It stands where the Danube leaves its Austrian .gorge 
for the Huniarian ~ow land, is join~d by the Wie·n, and swings 
nearest to tlie Adriatic. With its ~erm in the RomM camQ. at 
Carnuntum, the city sprang up naturally on tJte a<>man ~k of the 
river; and, as only receni engineering has made• the left bank 
sufficiently safe from floods to be really habitablee(cf. the industri;ll 
suburb of Floridsdort), the city originally spread up the western hills. 

• It is the ·great industrial centre of Austria, specially interested in all 
kinds of metal wo~k, furniture, and leather goods; and it rivals 
even Paris in the production of objo·ts de luxe, especially !extile and 
metallic. 

Alpine Although the Alpine provinces stretch strict~ from Vienna to 
Provinces. Lake Garda and from Trieste to Lake Constance, those which are 

conn~t:ted closely with the two great long,itudinal valleys of the 
Eastern Alps, are so specifically "Swiss!' in character that• they 
may be treated separately. The twe valleys havt: an average height 
of ful4y 2000 feet, and their rPJations to the three lines of uplift 
are important. The central cr~stalline belt is broken in the west 
into groups, reaching nearly r 3,ooo feet in the Ortler and crossed 

• 0 • • 

by t~ Brenner at a height ~f only 44 70 feet; but east of the 
Brenner it forms a• very distinct wall, espe<eially in. the Grc:;s 
Glockner, reaching m~arly r2,5oo feet •and with no pass under 
7 soo feet for a distance of roo .miies. Farther east ~l;ain it sinks 
tQ half t~t heigijt, with low passes and wide valley-basins. The 
two limesto~e b~I.ts are l~er th3Jt the central belt in the west, 
which "helps to a¥coimt for the importance:! of the Brenner, but 
higher in the east, ;hich accounts for th•e relatively heavy rainfall. 
The Brenner route, which is ~onur~nded by I~n~ruck north"Ward 
and Brixen sou~ward, is, the!efore, .tapped. by a." continental " 
11'rute along t~ 41orth of the High Tauern z1ia th~ upper valleys • • • • • 
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of the Inn, t~e S!tlzach, and the Enns, and by a "Medit4trra.Je~n" 
route aloni the ~outh via those of the Puster, the Drave, and the 
Mur. The •" contin~ntfl.l" rfilute has, however, a ·comparatively 
~ild winter, ,thanks to the fohn character of the wind; and the 
Mediterrane:tn route has the fiiJer scenerJ'I wit'h magnificent glaciers 
on the exposed heights and profound denudation in the Dolomite . n • • va t:ys. 1 • 

• 

i'he Vorarlberg; like the ncighbo~ing independent principality Vorarl-
• of Liechtenst~in, is peculiarly "Swiss "; ~d, since the con~truction berg. 

'of the Arlberg tu~nel, it has become a serious corJpetitor with 
Switzerland, e.g. in dairy produce and embroideries~ The name 
I~eans the "land beyo•1d the Arlberg Pass" (5900 feet), i.e. north-

• 

west of Tyrol; but access to T~rol was comparatively elf.>y, -cia 
Bludenz, while the lake-port of Bregenz faced a political fronti,er. 
The latter, t!.ough the political capital, is e~en now not nearly so • 
large as Dornbim (IJ,ooof. • • 

Tyrol ;s divid~ by t~e Alpine water-parti'Tig into a "Swiss" and•Tyrol 
an "Italianj' area, joined by the Brenner ;' and sitting, like Savoy 
( cf. p. 84 );• astride of the Alps,• it has had great political and 
commercial importance, and has been the scene of mJch confl-ict. 
Political causes, for ~stance, arlded ptrt of ,the. tee!. basiQ to the 
northern, or Inn-basin, ~rea, and part of. t~ Drave basin to the 
southern, or Asli~e-Qfl.sin, area. Though th~ population adheres 
almost entirely to the Rom~ ~urch, mor.t Jhan half of it is • 
German ; ancr the oopital, ~nnsbruck, is on the German side, fer .·. . . -• •• 
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• no piM.ceein the Adige basin combines such advantages for .east-and-
west, as well as north-and-south, traffic. But the ~ldes~capital was 
in the Adige basin at · Meran, the tenninus f>f the medieval " Brenner 
Road," while Innsbruck was for centuries-from R~;~man timesL 
simply a strategic po!t (c~ Kufstein).to hold the great llf Inn-Bridge" 
wllich ~rried the old road across the Sill-Inn confluence to the 
Brenner; and modern raifway development i9' tPOW tendinf to. 
decrease its commercial, :fnd increase its strategic imporance. 
The pfople are typical• Highlanders, famous for •marksmanshiP. • 
and for mtfsic-including the training of sin~ng-birds, especially 
canaries-ana their strong devotion to the House of Austria mak~s 
theni valuable frontiersmen. But the crow~s of visitors have done 
much to spoil their simplicity anci other Highland virtues, and the 

• picturesque native costumes have died out almost-everywhere except 
in the Passeierthal, the old PJ.ome of Andreas Hofer. 

The occupations vary broadly with the exposure. T~re is 
some mining, e.g. for zinc and iron between Sterzing and Meran 
on the old "Brenn~" route, which avoided the difficult gorg~s of 
the Eisach,-~r lead near Landeck, aJethe entrance to the Engadine, 
-and for iron and salt in the extreme north-e~st, whele Hair is 
one of the most important salt-working cerll:res in .Aust~ia. But 
the main occupations are ~astoral in the north, .where there is a 
typical Alpine dairy industry, and agricultural in the south, where 
the average annual temperature is at least 6° F. or 7o F. higher, 

• with a range of fro~ 35° F. to 70° F. Special attention is given 
to fruit-growing, mainly vine .and rpulberry on the lower levels ; 
good wines are made, e.g. near Meran and Bozen, and there is 
a busy silk-spinning industry, e.g. at Rovereto anlo) Trent. Bozen, 
which also has a silk industry, is now much more important than 
t~e ol~ episcopal centre of Brixen, which is overwhelmed by its 
neal'n~s to the railway junction of Frantensfeste and witl\ its 
mineral springs outrivalled by•those of 'T"olbach. add Sillian ; and 
Bozen itself is less important tha~ Trent ( Tridentum, "Three
Toothl!d "), commanding the c~tlnection of the Val Sugana and 

Salzburg. 
th5! Brenta valley with the Adige. 

The doorway to T.yrol is Salzburg, with an importance out of all 
propo..,ion to it!': ti::::y size (c.~ Devonshire). For, though locally 

• Tauern is the name giyen to the passes, the Itohe Tauern is far 
from easy to cross, the chief pass (the old bridle-palih from the 
Gastein va~ey into Carinthia) being at a height of ove•r 7900 feet; 
antl the natural rrfute betwe•n Vienna and Tyrol follows the Upper 
Salzach, whil~ the•LGwer Salzach ~ommand~ the north-and-south 
approach to and fr~m.the International frootier. Most of the area 
is occupied by the Limestone Alps, noted !ior 'th~iir Klammen or 

• narrow gorges; anrl .access to •rile rflain valley is commanded •by ~~. . . 
su~h a gorge, at the Lueg Pass, the scene of 'tremeadous fighting, 

• • • • • .. • 
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especially between I 8oo and I 8o9. Though the climate IS very 
changeabl~ with•extr~mes of temperature and very heavy rain, it is 
guite healthy"; and the ~eople" are, therefore, of a peculiarly strong 
a"d healtay ~pe, invaluable on the political fiontier at a strategic 
point. The hrge proportion ot summer fain accounts for 1he large 
pro~ortion of forest (!) and pasture ( ~), dairy-farming and forestry 

• bein•g the two gtle~t industries; and it. is quite typical that, under 
thes<! circumstances, the population shou~ be sparse (not 70 per 

• ~quare mile), ~t eQjlcatioh relatively advanced. Ther~is a· certain 
amount o_f mineral wealth, including .salt, e.g. at Ha,lein, copper, 
e.¥. at Mitterberg,· and marble, e.g. at Adnet; but the old gold
mines of the Tauern, •like the old silver-mines of Schwaz, are 
exhausted, and the duchy is no\ed onlf for its mineral springs, • 
e.g. at Gastein, st. wolfgang, and Hallein. The area has had a 
very definite ecclesiastical de·velopment, associated-by cause-with 
the olorl salt deposits (cf. p. 320), and-by result-with Church. 
musi~; 1 and the city of Salzburg, besides occupying a site of great 
beauty, and with its architect~e characterised 'ty lavish use of the• 
local marble, has a very strori~ strategic site between• two isolated 
hilf;, one .GJowned.with. a citadel (now barracks) and communicating 
by a tunnel wi!h the river plain. • 

.. 

• 

Though twiceethe size of Salzburg, and much richer in mineral Carinthia. 
wealth, Carinthia has essentially similar character, conditions, and 
importance. It is a mountainous basin, risin't to nearly I 2, soo • 
feet in the Gross Gloc"kner, and divided by its main river, the Drave, 
into a crystalline and a limesk)ne belt, with easier access east and 
west, e.g. ibto Tyrol, than across the crystalline belt into Salzburg. 
In the west the limestone belt is a military and political frontier, 
and its passes have been the scene of heavy fighting, especially the 
Pontebba•(Pontafel) and the Predil; both are approached ~t,a the· 
little •junction of Tar;is. and the ~ain line into Italy by the' 
Pontebba skirts • the famous battle-place of Malborgeth. Except 
for the valley of the Fella, which cirries this line into the vat.ley of 
the Tagliamento, the whole drainag~ centres on the Drave, which is 
made navigable for rafts and punts, at Villach by the confluence ~f 
the Gail. Parallel with the 1iver, too. i.e. lying longitudinally,•are a 
number 'of.Alpine.lakes, e.g. Millstadt and•Worth, Ossiach and •. 
W eissen. The Hohe T:tuern makes the "climate rather severe, 
especially in •!he Moll valley; bu~ easier access to the Adriatic 
makes it much milder in the south and east, espficially i~ the long 
meridional valley of the Lavant. This •alley, too,•like. the parallel 
neighbouring Gurk val~y, is ric~ in iron ore, ~.g.:round Wolfsberg, 
and its value for north-a•nd-south traffic has • encouraged railway 
development-to• t!!e !treat advjtntaze of the mining industry, etc. • 
( cf. the foundJ;ies of St. Lilonhara and Prm~alf). The iron is, . -; The capital was the birthplace of Mozart!• • •• 

• • 

• 
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• • • however, less important than the lead of the Gurk valley, e.g. 
Bleiberg, the Carinthian output accounting f01; one'third_,f the total 
for Austria. • • • 

Its-J.'owns. The focus of the. area has always been near the ~astern end \>f 
L:!ke Worth. It was her~ that the :Romans had their ~reat camp of 
Virunu~; Fer bach has a bus~industry in small-arms; and for centu.ries 
the political capital has bee!:\ in the Glan valley, Jfr!tt at St. Veit• and. 
then at Klagenfurt (" Glfn-ford "). The latter, though conn~cted 
with tlle lalte by a canal, is not on it nor on t~ Dr!ve-bank route. • 
But the lake• basin was the lW.e of least resistance, and s~ the town 
is not only on the main ("Interlaken") line of rail, but also tQe 
junction for the line into Styria via the Glan-Gurk valley and the 

• Friesach iron-field. ViMach, ho~ever, has had more commercial 
importance, mainly as bein$ on the great route•from R;tisbon to 
Venice. Indeed, for 7 oo years it was Under the rule of the bishops 
of Bamberg. Recently, with decrease of the importance" as a 
strat~gic outpost which made it an unsuitable site for a p"litical 

• capital, and with th~ great developn4!ent of the lea<f..mining rn the 
Gail valley, rt has become a busy eindustrial and rail~ay centre, 

• interested in all the typical industries of the ~uc~, e.g. l~.d arti~es, 
steel wire, wood, and papere The proportion of araf>le land is not 
much larger than in Salzburg, and that of pasture•s much less (only 
c. 14 p.c.), but c. 45 p.c. is forested. • 

Carniola.• Carniola ("Frontier") is an intermediate or frontier zone 
between very diff!rent types of relief and· very different racial 
elements. The north is Alpi~e, wholle the south is typical Karst ; 
and the two are divided by the three sugar-loaf peaks of tne Triglav, 
the highest point in the Julian Alps (c. 9400 ~et). This Alpine 
outpost not only, like the somewhat similarly placed Grintouz, has 
~ mafnificent view, but also is the natural rampart betwet:!h the Slav 
(Siovene) and the German anti Italian eleyn~nts, the Slav induding 
95 p.c. of the whole population• In the Alpine basin of the 
Uppe5 Save, with its heavy ra~fal1, 1 timber and flax are typical 
products, and there is a "Hom~" lace industry; but the population 
i; very scanty. The Karst, though rather more densely populated, 
is a ltarren and depressing irea, exposed to the bora. The ex-

• cessive lauiting in tJaraiiei fractures' has acc~tuated .the natural 
porosity of the rocks by a series of terr~ces, the topmost of which 
are "stone dry"; and the seisa1ic movements alon~•the fractures 
help to b~ak in ,the roofs of the numerous caves dissolved in the 
limestone Q¥ tl:1\::! underg~und streams, thus dotting the surface . . . . . . . 
With smk-holes,. etc. (cf. p. 130). Otht!r typical phenomena 

. d 'h K• • associate wit arst structure are grottoes and caves, such as 
those of Adelsberg_ and Pla~na,.-intermi~enf l"-kes and discon-

• tinuous rivers, ~en as Lak~ Zirk•itz and the .Laibach,...:_and - . ;. Even at L-;WJ~!h on the Kn.rst the annual mean rainfall etceeds 70 inches . 

• • .. • 
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earthquakes, such as that at Laibach, in 1 89 5· The Laioach is a 
typical riv•r, its• first. surface section being known as the Poik, 
~vhich disap!'ears undergroun1 to traverse the Adelsberg grotto, 
n.•appears · as• the Ung near Planina, only .to disappear almost • 
immediately, •reappearing again ont Oberlai"ach. Railway commu!li-
cation, however, is not so diffi- • 

.. cult • over the Koatst as across 
the Julian Alps or the Kara-

• )Vanken, so that J..aibach
always a. suitable site for a 
'*pita!, as commanding the 
relation of the Karst saidle to 
the great bend on the Save ,. 
-has b•ecome a!t important The Karst. The map measures 3oo miles by 

)"unction. There are several 150. ltarstregion, white; Adriatic drainage, 
black ; Danube drainage, stippled. 

small • junctions, e.g. that of 
Sche~omitz (for the Idria line), and the confluence of. the Km1ker 
with <the Save• makes Krainbt!rg ("Frontier J-bwn ") a great road 
centre; bu.t the only town of• any real importance dcept Laibach 
is fdria, w\j:h great;. quicksilver mines-the most important in Europe • • • except those at Almaden. • 

The KlistenlatJ.d ("Coast Land") i!)cludes an essentially Italian Kiisten
area in the valley of the Isonzo, which drops on to the marshy 1 land. 
lowland at Gorz,-the Karst terraces, sparsely peopled by Slavs and • 
with a typical discontinuous river in the Ri~ka,-and the real 
coast-lands of the Istrian peninsula~ densely peopled by Italians. 
Sheep-reanng on the heights and salt-working along the coast, e.g. 
at Pirano, are ty,ical occupations; and the tunny-fishermen have 
access to excellent little ports, ·such as Porto Quieta and Paruzo 
(cf. Rovi~no, with its busy tobacco industry). But, apart' from 
Triegte and Pola, the • ar.ea has nei~er commercial nor ind~strial 
importance ; an~ the unique vie\ue of this short strip of coast to a 
landlocked kingdom is reflected, 1\ot only in the supreme i¥~port-
ance of the one great harbour and eche one great naval station, but 
also in the number of popular watering-places dotted along those 
parts of the c~ast least exp~sed to the bora, ~.g. Capo d'Ist~ and 
Abbazia. • ., . . . . 

Dalmatia presents a rypical instance of •a country too long for Dalmatia. 
its width (elf p. 85); it is over ~oo miles long, while its width 
varies from r "to 35 miles. From very early time~, there~re, it was 
a land of isolated city-states, and its ~ilisation was ~!ways urban. 
These conditions were exagger;ted by , the Cl.et~iled relief "of the 
area, and even political t!nity has by no mea~ eliminated further 
causes of incohereTtce- in the dee~•racial jealousies of Slav and 
Itali;n and tb; still more ~itter odium theofogltum between the • 

• 1 The '' Gradiska • marshes form a first line of defence insidee.h,.political frontie~ 
• • •• • • 
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Orthodox and the Latinski Sl,avs. Of the sooo square miles only 
a narrow strip along and off the coast is of a!\)' rea'l. valu•, and even 
this strip is peculiarly incoherent, tbe healthiest an<! most fertil~ 
areas being definitelj' insular, e.g. on the islands elf Brazza arM 
C!!rzola, Lissa and Lessirfa. The ~st of the area is 'more or less 
typical ~arst, and has been <iescribed as a huge "petrified sponje ''; 
and, as the Dinaric Alps r.ach a height of over- 6ooo feet, and • 
follow closely the infinit• indentations of the coast, access inland • 
is as d!fficl.Wt as the procuring of water. Thllj, fulfy 200 village:. 
inland have f10 natural wate.r-supply; and, though Spal11to is the 
second port in Austria, it has no direct railway facilities into a~ 
single neighbouring province, not even inte Bosnia(!). There is, • 

• indeed, a normal- gauge• line froTn Sinj to Knin, with ~ccess to 
Sebenico ; but Spalato is joined to this only by a narrow-gauge 
line, and there is only a narrow-gauge extension from Knin into 
Bosnia along the Croato-Bosnian frontier. Similar condition~occur 
in the south, where the only access inland from Metrovi~ and 
Zelenika (or Castell!uovo) is by nar?ow-gauge lines •convergiflg on 

• the Narenta valley. • • • 
Its Pcfl>u· 
lation. 

No doubt, the destruction of the forests.in •!den d&~s by the 
Venetian shipbuilders and lty pirates greatly increasee the mischief, 
by tending to increase marsh-and so malaria-in the valleys of 
the chief surface streams, especially the Cetina and the Narenta; 

• and re-afforesting ~ made peculiarly difficul~ by the shallow. soil, 
the Karst character of the rock, and the unchecked ravages of 
ubiquitous goats. On the other haond, the fact that movement of 
water is largely underground minimises loss by evaponition, etc., 
and leads to a great concentration of volume al'!d power where it 
issues from the seaward face of the ·lowest terrace (cf. the Ombla
f'fo.m .'trebinje-near Gravosa). This is olle of the few• assets of 
the area, and it is being u~d specially in the • manufactute of 
cement and calcium carbide, e.g. atethe falls of•the Kerka behind 
Seber*:o and at the falls of tJte Cetina behind Almissa. These 
are, however, quite modern de"elopments, and have as yet done 
little to check the enormous emigration, one-tenth of the total 
population (6so,ooo)"sometim•s emigra.J;ing in a sing,e year. This 

• phenomenon, like the excess of male births, i~ quite cparactt"ristic 
of a people who suppl~ the whole marin~ of the Empire; and the 
wages of the seamen and the Si.vings sent home by .the emigrants 
gWl some w'ly tow.<tids redeeming the poverty of the land. Cf. p. 3 2 o. 

ItR The chi~ ast~t of the•area, h~wever, is its climate. Though 
Ciimate. the biting bora ~y blow at any time of tl!e year-for it is little 

more than an exagg~ration of the norm~! iravitation of air from 
the snow-clad mountains-it t!; ratller north-eas1u!y than nort~erly, 

• and the normal ~r~ulation of ~r ovea the A~riatic .Sea is cyclonic 
(1!1'. n. ss). ~i~ not only accounts for the unique•development of 

• 
.r-. • • 

• • • 
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seafaring habrts ·in a typically Serb population, but also!-~y the 
high huru¥1ity implied-for the relatively large proportion of 
blondes; 1 a.nd the "influence on vegetation is equally marked. 
-r'cough the .arid heights, with their heather and juniper and • 
thyme (cf. tlte important hone¥ trade), s~po~t nothing but goats, 
in the coastal valleys almost every kiid of "Mediterrane~n" fruit 
fioutishes, espec~Ply the wild cherry (marasca) and the. vine ; and 
the ~ypical industry-after fishing-i~ the making of wine and 

• liqueur (" maNtschino "), the wine specialry round SpaJi_to :tnd the 
liqueur at Zara. ~orth of Lissa th~ fishing is mo~ for sardine 
and tunny, south of it for coral and sponge, the extraordinarily 
c!ear water being a grea.t advantage in the latter case ; while in the 
extreme south the transit sea-\,orne trade of Herzegovina via ,. 
Metrovi~ and of•Montenegro via Cattaro employs a good many 
hands. With a mid-winter temperature• of over 45° F. and a great 
wealth. of archreological interest (mainly Roman), the coast attracts 
many visitors, especially to Spahito ("The Palace" of Diocletioo). 

~snia-He!zegovina, thougf1 now politically~ unit, is geographic- Bosnia.
ally two. rather distinct areas e as they say locally, "'Bosnia begins :S:erzego· 
in 'forest, and. He1zegovina in rock." Bosnia is generally Balkan vm~ 
in physi<fu•e a~d Danflbian in climate,. while Herzegovina-which 
actually penetratei through Dalmatia to a 14-mile strip of harbourless 
ct>ast on the Adriatic-,-is specifically Dalmatian in both physique 
and climate ; Bosnia is a definite section of the ~ontinental Save • 
basin, while Herzegotina is as definitely the ~astal basin of the 
Narenta. To the north-east Qf the•.Dinaric Alps, which reach a 
height of 7 soo feet, the forested highland is carved by deep alluvial 
valleys-notably ~ose of the Verbas and the Bosna-=--deploying on 
to the Posavina, or Valley of the Save, between the similar frontier 
streams ot the. Unna and the Drina. These valleys are inv~uable 
for trOtnsport, e.g. to Sefajevo from Brod via Doboi and ZeptscT1e," or· 
from. N ovi via ~anjaluka • and lajce.• Serajevo has also direct rail 
communication to the Novi-Bazar frontier and via Mostar a~ the 
Narenta valley to the Adriatic. F~m the north cf Mostar, where 
it cuts through a na~row gorge, the crest of ·which is 7200 feet 
above the sea, -r:he N arenta works its way down the parallel t!OiTaces 
of grey Karst limestone, d1viding I!erzegovwa roughly into two 
areas, forested on 'he Bf>snian and barreR on the Montenegrin • 
side; and it .is the only river whic~ flows above ground throughout . 
its whole coufse, though the underground courses of the 6lthers CaJl 
generally be traced by the lines of polje~ •. 

The forested Danui>ian slop~, with their t~pi~al su•mmer• rains, Its • 
are noted for maize, figs,•and plums, the distfl}ing of plum-brandy Products. 
being a charact~is~c <industry in tl¥! Posavina (e.g. at Bijeljina). 

• • • • • 
1 Somewhat th~same re.ult is fottnd in Servia itself in the ~eart of the Shumadia • 

(" Forest"). • • • • 
• •• • 
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• The tvinTer rains of the Adriatic slope are m·ore favourable to 
tobacco 1 and the vine, Mostar having a famous Scheol of.Viticulture. 
Bosnia is certainly very rich in ntineral• wealth, precious metals 
having been worked from Roman times, and recentl)i the coal a"cr 
iroo. fields and the salt ~its of Do.lnja Tuzla have ~een properly 
worked ;• but the political hii:ory of the area has been adverse. to 
its prosperity, and the Serbo-Croat population-"-tJ:wugh cent~ries 
of experience have developed in them great aptitude in r11etal
working (c' the chased• and inlaid metal w:ye ofit Serajevo)-i~ • 
predominant~+' agricultural. • As the administrative, commercial, 
and, above all, military centre, Serajevo is much the ·most i~
portant town; and its population (52,ooo), e1ided by the encourage-

' ment of " immigration" {rom Al!Stria and Hungary, is increasing 
very rapidly. Mostar, the rival "capital," has orfly c. 1 6,ooo; and 
the climatic differences betWeen the two are almost equally marked. 
At Mostar temperature ranges from 41° F. to 76° F.; at S<irajevo 
frorrP 27° F. to 65° F. 

Styria.. Under the Ron'fans Styria was !livided betweerf NoricuJt and 

• 

• • 

Pannonia, an~ the old division is m<ere or less perpetuated in the 
modern division into Upper and Lower provin~es, the:one re\lly 
mountainous and the oth~ only hilly, wit!! a diff(jrenc~ of fully 
9° F. in their average annual temperature-the ~nual mean at the 
famous mineral springs of Aussee not reaching 43° F. Stretchirfg 

• from the Salzklimmergut to the Karawanken, it embraces all three 
zones of the Easteftl Alps; and, therefore, it" monopolises most of 
the chief entrances to the s}'stem ~cf. the old Roman road across 
the Pyhrn Pass). • 

North of the Enns one limestone zone rise5o to over 98oo feet 
in the Dachstein, and south of the Drave the other rises to over 
fl4oo•feet in the Grintouz, where Carniola, Carinthia, ~nd Styria 
meet~ Between the Enns anQ the Drave t'he crystalline zon~ rises 
to 9400 feet in the Radstiidten Tau ern, • and e101d~ eastward in the 
SemTQering group-famous not only for beauty, but also as the 
scene of the firsr continental meuntain railway, a 35-mile experiment 
in tunnels, viaducts, and galleries. The political and commercial 
impoitance of this •command of eas_t-and-west tnTffic along the 

• longitudinai. vaiieys .has bee; iwi1it:nsely incre:l:.;ed bz the great 
southward bend on the Mur, which give!f a nat~ral north-and-south 
link between the longitudinal ,outes ; and the natural site for the 
capital ofethe arCj was obviously in the centre of this ,ink-at Graz. 
Here the JZomnns found, and fortified, a lonely cone-hill (the 
Schlossberg), rising • 4oo feet abtve the ~iver-plain in the first 
important expans1M of the Mur valley~ and in modern times the 
place has been able, by me¥s of railways,• to•mnke better use of • • • • • 
• 1 Good tobacco is, however, also raised on•the othlil" side <Jf the water-parting, 
e.g. round Travnif<. • • .. . . . 

• • • 
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its ~atural con'nect1~n eastwards with the Raab valley; and ef!a~ had 
the ad~itio,pal a<ivant~ge of easy access to_ the excellent lignite of 
the Kamacfi. ,.alley, e.g. a€ Vorto;berg and Koftach. · 
• • Thougjl t:J1e area is far from being infertile-nearly so p.c. Its 
being well forested, over 20 p.c. being ¥ndet tillage, and nem)y Products. 
20 p.c. providing good meadow or alf pasture-the grea'l: wealth , 

• is i~•the mineral~. • There are thick deposit~ of "Miocene " lignite 
also enear Leoben, where the Enz ~lley gives as easy access 

•northwards toethe "elbow" of the Enns •at Hidlau, ai the} Miirz 
valley gives eastwar<f at Bruck from the "elbow" of ·tpe l\1ur; the . 
Sulm valMy gives Leibnitz easy access •to similar fields at Wies -and 
~iswald; and in the.extreme south the important junction of 

• • 

• . . 
• 

Cilli is equally well.supplied, e./. from Trifail, Tiiffer, and Hrastnig. 
Iron ore is, however, the special•.product. The• Erzberg :bove 
Eisenerz ("Iron-ore") has been worked by open-air quarries f<lt 
2ooo years, ane. still supplies nearly so p.~. c;f the total Austrian 
output. The Enz valley has" thus be~me a SJlCCession of fo~ndry 
towns, e.g. E'isenerz a~d Hilift.au, Vordernberg ~nd Trofaiach. Quite 
a number of. other minerals are worked, especially graphite and 
zinc, alum and salt. Except for the engine-shops of M~burg, the 
chief ironworks are in and round Leo~en, e.g. !w; Donawitz· and 
Maria Zell, where ther~is a fam~s Shrine of t!he•Virgi~; ana they 
are almost entirely workefi by a German po~uration. The zinc 
in.dustry is more.illtpo.tant amongst.the Slavs' of the south, e.g. 
at cmi; and alum is a special•profluct round ·Jlidenburg ("Jews' 
Castle"), where•Jhere ~as a h•orrible massacre of J•ws in 1496. • 

• • • • . . 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• • 

• 
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BOHEMIA • • 

The King
do~ of 
Bohemia. 

Bohemia, though only two-thirds the si;e of Scotla~d, is the m~~ 
important province af thi empire; and its importanc;. political and 
hi;toric,• has been by no means c"onfined to the empire. Much 
more truly than Switzerlan<!, it is the heart of. Europe, at a!l1out 
equal distances from all th~ great seas, a marked "physical u~t cut • 
off by .forested mountaiAs, and yet with easy acce~ to those seas. 
by the Sax~n and Moravian, the Austrian and•the Magyar Gates; 
holding the balance betweetf the north-westward-flowing•Eibe and 
the south-eastward-flowing Danube, for centuries a focus of politic11!, 
intellectual, and ethnic \nterests,.and to-d~y-partly owing to the 

' racial rivalry, betrayed by the existence in P.-ague of• separate 
universities for German and> for Czech-one of the most important 
industrial areas in the world. . • 

External lts historic external relations have been largely coloured by 
Relations. three facts. One ii the easy route ~iven by the P~s of Ne~mark 

(Neugadin) b.:tween the higher southern and lower northern sections 
of the beautiful Bohemian Forest; ,.or this area, now "noted 19nly 
for the little lace-making villages which col!verge ~n ~Jnttau, has 
been the scene of terrific ~ghting, e.g. in 1040 and 1431. The 
second fact is the relative lowness of the Erzgebirge (averagilig 
under 3ooo feet), and even this is emphasised by the easy passes 

• 

• and by the heigl¥ to which the mining viollages 1 have climbed 
(cf. p. 335). The third is the.relation of the Nollendorf Pass round 
the east end of the Erz to the head of deep-water navigation on 
the Elbe at Aussig and to the exit from the Elbe defiles above 
Dresden. This was, e.g., Napoleon's route in 1 ~I 3 ( c£ the battle 
~f K~ilin and Arbesan). • 

Internal • :fts internal activities are focused on tl\e Moldau, with a.basin 
Activities. twice as large as that of the epper Elbe,•a COUtseenearly fifty miles 

longer, and the supreme advantage tf being naturally navigable-up 
to B~dweis. T.his Moldau b~in falls in terraces from a plateau 
l'i.dge of 2 5 oo feet in the south to a level of 36 7 feet, where the 
Moldau-Elbe leaves.Bohemia; but south of the lat6tude of Prague 
(50° "N'.) it is predominarrtl1 highlan~, while north of that it is 

• mainly lowland. E~e,y part is linked tp the ~Iuldau omain stream 
by rivers-Wottawa and Luzniza, Beraun and Saz~a, Eger and 
Elbe; b,.t as the definite lowiand is north of 50° <N., and as the 

• 
gorge between ~dweis and Prague is very deep and narrow, Prague 
has !Jecom~ the •practical•head cJf navigat~n, although the Upper 
Moldau is conneetoo by canal with the ~anube (c£ p. 357). 

Climatic Except for a patch of drought between .th~ I.ower Beraun and 
Contr~ the Lower Eger• vehere the ~atnfaM is under 2 o inches, the -whole 
• • • 

• • 1 Gottesgab is at a height of c. 3344 feet.• 
• • 

• 
•• • . . • 
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"plat~au" has ! very even rainfall, mainly confined to the s-.mto1er ; 
but the mountail\ bulwarks have much heavier- -falls, rising to 
40 inches o~ .the Giatlt .Mountains and even 70 inches on the 
B!l~emian Forest, for the raincbearing winds come from the west. 
Temperature :aries in much the same .way..__Prague, with an 
annual mean Qf 48° F., having a~ averag:_e range of from 3C.° F. to 
67° ~- With such.a climate and an in<!ustrious population (Slav 1) 

on th~ lowlands, agriculture is greatly f!voured, especially in those 
•umerous areas.where the soil is peculiarly ~rtile, e.g. the "GPlden 
Rbad" (Koniggratz),• "Paradise" (Teplitz), and "The• Garden" 
(Leitmeritz,. At least half the total :frea is under til!age, and in 
a ~od year c. 3,ooo,ooo tons of grain are raised, generally in the 
proportion of rye= 9, o:ts = 8, ba.ley = 6, j'heat = 4 ; but various 
causes, especiaily tile competition of Hungarian grain, have caused ' 
more attention to be given lately to po!atoes (the staple food of 
the Slars) and beetrQot, the output of sugar being nearly half of 
the Austrian total (c. I,soo,ooo tons). The most typical produ~rts, 
howev~, are hops-the finest i~ the world bein~grown round Saaz 

• 

-and plums. • 
'jhe mint!ral wealth is, how~ver, still more important. .Almost Mine:r;ttls. 

the whole J.t:flgth. of'!:he :Eeraun valley, which flows roughly between 
sedimentary rock(on the south) and crystanine rock, there are valuable 
coal-fields, and th~ Eger valley is almost equally rich in lignite. 
The largest area of coal is round Pilsen-Radnitz, and the largest 
area of lignite round •Karlsbad ; but the thick•st ·seams of coal • 
(zo-36 feet) are in the Kladno-Rak~nitz main seam, while the 
thickest seams of lignite (nearly •I oo feet) are in the Teplitz-Brux-
Dux field. Silver ij extracted at Pribram and J oachimsthal, radium 
near J oachimsthal, and graphite at Budweis, etc. ; but the most 
important. ~ther minerals are the clays of the crystallin'e.and. 
the q~artz of the sandrttone areas, on which the china and glasos 
industries are based. • 

• 

With this wealth of fuel, ba~ked up by abundant water-power Industries. • 
and great facilities for transport, Bd!wemia has bec~me one o1' the · 
chief industrial centres of Europe. The glass industry, imported> 
originally from •Venice,. is most prosperous wllere various metals 
(for colouring) are found nea\ silica afld fuel. • The finest w&k is 
.done near Btihmisch~eipa,. but Pilsen is als" famous for cut glass, 
and Ga:blanz--.in the textile area-has an industry in glass beads and 
embroideries (!Ssociated with imitat!on jewellery). The ~orcelain 
industry is concentrated in the Karls bad district, whe,;, too, there are' 
numerous mineral sprin~, especiaJ+y at Ka~sbad itse!f and-M:arieRbad. 
The textile industries are aloong the foothills ohth~ border ranges, 
especially where tl~,er~ is. most water-power and best access to coal, . . . . . 

· 1 The German ~opulation (l; v. -=zechs~%) is larg.,ly ~otfined to the higher 
districts and the towt-... · • • • 

• • 2 B •• 

• 

• 

• 
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e.g .• al.-Ig the Giant Mountains ; and there is ocon~derable division · 
of labour locally. For instance, linens are a sp11,cialty in and round 
Trautenau, though made elsewher~, e.g. jj.t Rum bur~;' Reichenberg 
makes cloth, and Kuttenberg makes calico (with local sup~J.ies 
of copper for rolleliS); ~;yarnsdorf and Chrudim are•_specially cotton 
"centr(iS, while Jungbunzlau bandies both cotton and wool. Lace 
is a special product alon~ the Erz, e.g. at W~ipert,· and ai<Aftg the 
Bohemian Forest, e.g. at 't'aus. Hardware is most importlVJt ne1fr 
the ~oal, e.g. at Klad•o and Pisek ; sugar is mo1e widely spread 
-thougir largely associated with the lignJIPe,-e.g. at Dux :tnd 
Pardulitz; •Tabor has toba<!co factories. Amongst the most typical 
industries are the brewing of Pilsen, the pencils of Budweis, •the 
musical instruments of the Kirlsbad d~tricts, notably of Graslitz 
(wind) and Schonbach (string), the gloves of PJtiigue. 

Prague, however, witli a population of nearly soo,ooo, shares 
largely in all the typical industries, especially .machinery, textiles, and 
!either; it is the centre of a railway system which compris~s nearly 
one-third of the t~tal length of lin; in Austria, anjl it is e•en dis
placing Leil;meritz as a river port. The influence of outlying towns, 
such as Eger and Budweis on 'he outskirts of t:ke Boh4ilmian 
Forest, or the great confluence-town of• Pil~en corfta:~anding its 
centre, is also passing laJ\ely to the capital; ancf the latter even 
possesses, in its sheltered basin-where Melnik• produces the fig.est 
wine in Bohemia-a climate comparable with that of the sheltered 
Eger and Biefa Qilsins. It is a very old to~m with a characteristic 
nucleus of river-girt hill. • 

• 

• 
Moravia. .;Moravia is a very exact complement of Bohelllia-a hilly 

• 

plateau falling to a lowland basin, and girt with forested peights, 
but sloping southward, not ~rthward. •Its po~ult!.tion is specifically, 
though not nominally, Czech (~ver 70 p.c.)-with its German 
elelflent on the. border heights.t>r in the towns,-advanced education-

• ally and industrially, and in creed Roman. The March, with its 
direct meridional. course and its monopoly Gf the drainage, 
corresponds closely to the Moldau extept in its inferior navigation. 

• Even more than Bolj,emia, however, th~W land tbas beel'!. a thorough
fare, for the former has no ontl~t corresponding to .he Odei valley 
in Moravia ; indeed, its phys,que and the directi<Jll of its line of 

'least resistance~parallel to the prevailing S. W. wind-are reflected 
in tae rat~r daficient ra!nfall, ~ich vari~ from under 20 inches 
on the lower level~ to not much more.than 30 even on the higher 
levels. The easy" access for bitter easterly. wi»d~ is also reflected in 

• the great differ~oe of temp!r•ture between the north and th~south, 
• though, of course, the latter is als~ the elower. • Brunn, with a 

• • • •• • 
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rainfall of just ~nde,. 20 inches and a temperature range 8f Jirom 
under 29° F. to ov~r 68°· F., is quite a typical centre. 

• 

Owing t~ ~he industr1 and•intelligence of the people a ver:v. Its . 
lal'ga: propo!Jioll of the area (fully 55 p.c.) is under tillage, mainly Indust:t;J.e:·. 
for grain (oatseand rye) and sugrtr-beet, wlVle rt:te important wooq 
industries reflect the high proportion of forest ( 2 7 p.c. ). Ease of 
t_ransPbrt, however• and good supplies of coal and iron have made 
the aroo predominantly industrial; and t!!e special development has 
been in textiles. • Briinn, at the foot of the hi!lls between thl( Zw)ttawa 
an·d the Schwarzawa ~alleys, and near the Rossitz coal. (lignite), is 
the woollerf metropolis of Austria ; but the woollen industry was 
important long before tht;, development ·of the coal-first at the old 
silver-mining town of Iglau and tien in tlJe Upper March valley , 
at Olmutz~ the oltl political capital and still the seat of the 
archbishop. The fall of Poland, the t!ommercial importance of 
the val~ys converging on Briinn (cf. the site of Austerlitz), the 
development of the coal-field, especially between Briinn and ibe 
limit ot:navigation on the Marcli near Goding, and nearness to the 
political frontier, have entirely J=liverted the old balan~e of power 
from• Olmut~ to Briinn; but the development of the better 
Silesian co!tf-fieW i; ag!tin attracting a textile population to the 
north-east, e.g. to .Schonberg (linen) an•d Sternberg (cotton), to 
Zw!t:tau (linen and cotton) and Russwitz (linen and woollen). 
Iron ore is worked in both areas, e.g. round Schonberg and • 
Sternberg, and betweel"l Rossitz and Blauvko, a• w~ll as on the 
Ostrau coal-field, e.g. at Ostrau 'an~ Witltowitz. Both the Iglawa and 
the ZwittaW!t rise in Bohemia, and thus Iglau and Zwittau have 
commanded for cepturies important routes; and Trebitsch, on 
the approach to the former-still noted for its military school,
developed a. typical industry in horse-cloths ( cf. p. 2 04 ). The ~reat • 
transp<¥t centres now a1'e, however, Briinn and Prerau, the l~tet 
being the pivot f~ tjle Beczwa-March •and Luha-Oder connections 
via Weisskirchen, i.e. the real tforavian Gate. Vastly different 
from this eastern area, with its comrkrcial and indl!lstrial, pol:iical 
and strategic importance, is the placid valley of the Thaya in the• 
west, famous ol'l.ly for its scenery, e.g. round• Znaim, though in . . . 
olden days the beau~ was somewhat ttliscount•d by the odour of. 
ubiquitous ta~neries. This.area, like Briinn-.---but· unlike Prague, • 
which is profQundly Slav now,--'-is strongly German; but it is 
significant that ~ven Briinn itself has ·only commercial disa~antages 
from its military advantage of standi~ on th~ flank of the· 
Moravian Gate route iJe.Stead of•directly on i~, :l'nd tfte sa~e is 
more or less true of ProssniPz and Kremsier. • • 

• 

The little crowa-l~ndeof Silesia ( = ~orthumb~rland) is divided Silesia. 
by th~ tongue of Moravia whit:h f.> underlai<i j>y the Ostrau- • 
Karwin coal-field'. i.e. t:+J.e low~st line of the Oder• valley, so that• 

• • • • 
• • 

• 

• 
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ind~Istfially as well as physically it centres on •the 
1
0der. The dry 

slopes of the Sudetes supply excellent wool; :¥Jd tlf fibrous soil 
of the Oppa-Olsa lowlands, especially bt!low the f06ested Jablunka 
Carpathians, produces abundance of flax. Ani!, as the ~&a! 
~ealth in coal and,he iRcilities fo~; transport have gr&tly encouraged 
industries, the special pr~ducts are woollen and linen goods, the 
woollens mainly at the junctions of Jiigerndorfeapd Kielitz-tlwui!Jl 
also, up on the Sudetes, ,,g. at Engelsberg-and the linens-mainly 
behiad t4e junction o~Troppau, e.g. at Freu~entl:.l and Bennis.ct!. 
Even Trop~au, however, is ;omewhat off the main lines of movement 
-by the Oder itself or the J ablunka Pass-so that • the ea~ern 
section (the duchy of Teschen) is muc~ more important than the 

' larger western section.(the d~hies of Jiigerndorf and Troppau). 
Indeed, the convergence of traffic from the • J ablun~a Pass, the 
Moravian Gate, and Gancia, has giv•.n exceptional importance to 
the Ostrau-Teschen coal and iron fie~Js, and greatly encouooged the 
m&nufacture of machinery-agricultural, industrial, and for transport, 
-between Tropi.J'.U and Bielitz. eFor this there•is abun<lance of 
cheap lab~r, more than half of •he population being Poles and 
nearly a quarter being Slavs. • : · • 

Galicia. Galicia (=Scotland) ~s the largest pnfvince ire Ausrria, and has 
considerable variety of relief, one-third being Caq~athian highland and 
more than one-third being Sarmatian plateau. It is dominated b_1the 

• 

• Carpathians, :as the old kingdom of Poland was, but it is linked by the 
plateau to Russia~he Dniester valley being a tine of marked depression 
between the two areas; and the ..-iver is navigable up to the point 
(Sambor) where it swings nearest to the "Vistula" flavigation at 
Przemysl. Though the East Beskids are cro~ed by the Vereczke 
and other good passes, they are a great obstacle to wet winds, while 

• theenorth-eastward slope exposes the country to the full•inftuence of 
N. • and N.E. winds. The• climate is ~onsequently very. severe, 
Tarnopol having an annual mean. temperatun1 o'f only 43° F.; but 
the.short summers are hot enough to be very favourable to the 
growing of gn:rin, potatoes, arK! beans, and any deficiency of precipi-

•tation is partly compensated by the large proportion that falls as 
snow. Fullv half 'the area is under tillage, and ofer 8:~ D.c. of the 

· relatively de~se pQt>ulation • ( 2 40 pe: sq-u~re mile) are- ~ngaged ·in 
• agriculture, the prooucts including f>eet-su•gar-especially round 

Stanislau-and tobacco, esps:cially on the loess •near Lemberg. 
The mi6leral wealth in salt, petroleum, and zjnc is ~ery great. The 
zinc, which supplies 40 iJ.C. of the total Austrian output, is on the 
Sile~ian fr~ntier·n~r Cracow. 'the richeet salt-beds are also near 
Cracow, e.g. at \Xft!liezka and Bochnict. the workings at the former 

• 

being centuries old and no"i carried on i~ rf" s"bterranean town, 2 

or 3 miles longt a!Id I ooo fe!t belq.w the surface. Rich s~Jt-beds 
• are also fo~n~ in the Dniester basin, e.~ at Sambor, Drohobyez, 

•• • • • • 
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and Dolina. The Drohobyez district, too, is a very impor!m~ oil 
centre, with i spe~ial ~rade in ozokerit, Boryslau being the chief 
town; and oil is found pahllel 1/ith the axis of the Carpathian arc 
al~est all tlte way from Kolomea to Jaslo. As the area has been 
practically free• alike from Comp1any mon~oli~s and State over; 
regul~tion, it i~ of great importance ; an<:lt the output increasetl from 
r.oo,o~o tons in ~~~3 to over 2,ooo,o0o tons in 1909· 

Tn!nsport in this region has beerf relatively good, because Cracow. 
C~licia, as a ty!"ical vontier area, has deve,oped its linei of move
ment more. or less in duplicate-one _inside the frontjer and the 
ot~r along the mountain base, e.g. vz'a Tarnow, Jaroslau, Lemberg, 
and Tarnopol, and vz'a San.dec, Sanok, Stryi, Stanislau, and Kolomea, 
the natural. focus of Galicia alone being on .-:he Water-parting south , 
of the old fortress ~f Przemysl. This _has been a thoroughfare for 
centuries, though neither the old capitar of Cracow nor the new 
capital ~f Lemberg stands on it; for Galicia cannot be isolated either 
from t~e rest of the empire or from the old kingdom of Pol8iJd. 
Craco~stands ~ere the Vistula becomes navig«ble on leaving its 
narrow valleY.> and this is the n:=w:ural objective of all traffic converg
ing f~om th~Medite,rranean and the Black Sea on the point at which 
-via the lrva <md the f>oprad-the plaill of Poland has easy access 
round the Tatra to•nd from the plain of Hungary. The abundance 
of hlt gave the place extra importance commercially in early days; 
and the relations of the Dniester valley to the Carpathjan arc and to • 
the forested marsh on the Russian side of the Dfliester-Bug water-
parting concentra1ed the commeece fr~m the Biack Sea as directly 
on Cracow as that from the Mediterranean was concentrated by the 
Moravian Gate. Bwt the relative inferiority of the Vistula navigation, 
and the positive drawbacks of the frontier position, are now adverse 
to the pros!'erity of the city. • • 

• 

• 

Lilfe Przemys~ Lem]jer$ stands a~tually on the water-part!ng"; Lemberg. 
and, as the rivers-in the "Rus~an" climate-have cut their beds 
deep down into the old platform, traffic for centuries has avoided 
alike the river trough and the riverin~ marsh, z'.e. haff' always w;rked 
mor.e or less along the water-parting, e.g. between Cracow and Kief~ 
The town sfan~s, however, • in the middle <'f a predominantly 
Ruthenian populatiolli characteristically backw~d, while Crac~w is. 
on the edge of an area predominant1y Polish aoo relatively advanced ; • 
but the large ~ebrew population in the town itself has made it the 
most important industrial and commercial centre in the iJrovince, 
and therefore an appropriate capital. It ~ also the•J:apital of three 
archbishoprics-Roman,•Greek, a~d Armenian,_,__wl'lile il!; univt!rsity 
rivals that of Cracow ; and 'hs rise has kept pa~ *ith the develop-
ment of railways !.ci't)s~ the Beskids ~nd with the growth of the 
Hebre;, populatilln· • • • • • 

With nearnes~ to th~ source of the summer-rainj, i.e. the Blac!. 
• • • • • 

• 

• 
• 

• 
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Bukovina. 

• 

• • 
Sea," tht area of forest spreads until it gives a name to the forested 
offshoot of the Carpathians that drains int<4 the•Dam¥le, Bukovina 
("Beech-Land"). The height of" the r\nge, whiclf reaches 61~0 
feet, and the Danubian drainage linked the arat ~iginallf to 
Moldavia, the old capit!l of which-was Suczawa; anc! 35 p.c. of the 
popula\ion is still Rumanijn. The relations with Russia a~Q the 
large proportion of Ruthenians (4o p.c.) have i" .-ecent times beel'l 
the controlling elements,• and the province is more backwar<] 
educ:tt:ionelly than any other part of Ausliia e'cept Dalmatia. 
With a milQer climate and ~ more fertile soil than in Galicia, agri
culture prospers ; but nearly half the area is forested, and alD¥Jst 
the only industries show a typical "forest II control, e.g. the paper of 
the marsh-girt capital al!.d frontl'~!r fortress of Czernowi~, the glass 
of Radantz, the leather of Suczawa. • 

• 



• • 
CHAPTER ~XII 

• SWITZERLAND 
• • • 

. THE Alps spread through five differen• countries, and fully two- Alp v. 
thirds of their area; including the two highest peaks, is outside alp. 
the S;iss frontier; but Switzerland does contain the heart of the 
systent, with aij that is most typical in feature and phenomeflon. 
To E~rope as a whole the sy~tem gives a beattiful 4llayground, a 
usei.Jl barritr between conflictfhg racial elements, and a magnificent 
hydrog11apl1!c focu~; t~ the Swiss it has meant survival, character, 
prosperity. E~en the name has been <9pplied for centuries by the 
llitives not to th~snowy peaks, but to the grass-land which spreads 
in a broad belt almost everywhere between the snow-line and the 
forest, and which in suLnmer dominates both the wholoe colour-scheme • 

• 

of Alpine scenery and the characteristic occupat~n of the people. 
Betwetill LaKe Geneva and• Lake" Constance, between the Jura Lack of 

and the seaward wall of the Engadine, between a northward Unity. 
expansion beyond• the Rhine in Schaffhausen and a southward 
expansion to the latitude of Como in Ticino, the country lies in a 

• • j. fairly compact oval acrQss the whole plan of the Alps (cf. Ch .• IV_. . 
It has, therefolli!, no rool physica• unity, nor are its political 
frontiers consistentry related toe natural features. Thus, the whole 
canton of Ticino, the Poschiavo ltasin and several other t<imgues 
of the Grisons, and a fraction ot Valais, overlap the southern 
water-parting; .the whole of Schaffhausen and part of Basel overl;p 
the line of the Rhine in the north ; ,i.nd all i~e land beyond.Mont 
Terrible-oome ev(:Jtl east of it-is as natl!rally French as the • 
Engadine is ~aturally Aust~ian. The thirtee~ cantons which formed 
the Swiss Confederation down to• I 798, were inside the natural 
boundaries, so that modern Switzerland has encrQached ~n all her 
great neighbours, France and G~many, !\.ustria alJd ItllJy. • 

These natural bou!Ida.ies are of a kind wgic!J. greatly favoured Forei~n 
the political indt~p~dence of the small area w•ithin them, but cut Relations. 
it off• from access to the outer ~or~cP except b~ the courtesy of its • 
neighbours. l<~r it i~ too s~all ( =! Ireland) t~ be dangerous to 
any of them·; it.is too strongly defended for any of~hitn to be realry, 

• • •• 
t. 
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dang'ero~s to it; and its dependence on all of them alike for access 
to ~he outside world guaranteed perfect netij:rali~ in .. 1 directions. 
It made, therefore, an admirable B'uffer !>tate; and \he cutting Qf 
Alpine tunnels, whi~e enormously increasing the co~m~cial po~si
b+lities, has in no way atft:cted its p~litical or strategic 1ndependence. 

• • • 

• 
Surface. The. s~rface ii divided into four natural bdts, running generally 

• 

• .. 

S. W. to N.~, wltl1 a tend~ncy to.expand in the latter direction ; . . .. 
for the sandston~ .,lateau of the Aar • basm is tlanked by the 
limestone of the T nra on the one side and the limestone of the 

• northern Alps on \~e other, ~le Ule whol~ i; b'ttttressed sea.ward 
b] the crystallin~ wall of the southtrn Alps: TIRe tendency to 

, expi:nd towarde tt1e N.E., i.e. towards Germany ratlrer than France, • • • • • 



XXII '~witzerland 377 . . • • • • has been emphasised by the position of the country between Genoa 
and Fran~urt, :Aid b¥ the encouragement of tunnelling, owing to the 
thinness of •the ends ctf the • crystalline range, especially near the 

0 
~t. Goth•rd ttnd the Simplon passes. The ~orthern outlier of the 
Alps, howe-!er, in the Berneseo Oberland 'and the Todi, is really-the 
k~ to the ~hole position, separating ethe two ·wide and ;ndulating 
val!eys of the Aan"and the Thur from t~e two deep and narrow gorges 
of t!Je Rhine and the Rhone ; and, as th). highest ranges and almost 

. • .all the great•glac~rs of the system are inside the Sltviss "frontier, 
the river.s have had maximum power.. On the one httnd, they have 
~ut back t~eir valleys to a common source in the area of maximpm 
precipitation round the- St. Gothard; on the other, though radiating 
in .all dV"ections, they consistently cut tra~sverse valleys, e.g. betweelil' • 
Chur and· Lake "Constance, or Marti~ny and Lake Geneva, thus 
greatly facilitating access north and south across the whole system. 

• 

. If we compare a political map of the cantons with a physical River 
map. of the whole country, it at once becomes obvious th!tt the System. 
four•large ca~tons of Vala1s, tGrisons, Bern, atfd Ticino, correspond 
roughly wjth the valleys of the four great rivers th;t radiate from 
th~ SJ. ~thard-.-RI}one, Rhine, Aar, and Ticino. It is obvious, • 
too, that whel'e the country is narrowest from north to south, it is 
divided equally.nto a western and an eastern area by the one river 
which consistently cuts a transverse valley throughout its whole 
course. This is the Reus s-on its way from theo common source• 
of the other four ri;,ers, near the fortress of ~ndermatt, to what is 
practically the.confluence of the R11ine and the Aar at the historic 
site of Ftabsburg. The basin of the Upper Reuss is the precise area 
in which the FoPm. wind is most favourable to the northern slope 
of the Alps-though its extreme heat and dryness are relatively 
unfavour!ible to trees in the canton into which it swoops fir~, l)~i; 
andothe basin o' the L~wtr Reuss w~ originally part of the old Dtichy 
-of Swabia, the natorallimit of 'dthich northward was the Swabian Jura. 

• 

These. circumstances throw &<msiderable li~ht on thf: early Forest , 
importance of Uri and its two t'teighbours in the Reuss ba~in, Cantons. 
Schwyz and Unterwalden. Three -results were specially significant. • 
The most important wa!i their ~uccess in pushing th~ native 
Hapsburg~ northward into the Danube valley-thus "anticipating". 
the Schaffhausen expansron of frontier befond the Rhine, and in 
pushing the:savoy intruders sou~hward into the Po valley-thus 
"anticipating" the. Ticino expansion beyond tht! cryst!lline crest. 
Less .important was the subseqqrnt contlection, t~toug~ the Swabian 
part of the Danube b~sin, with the Hapsburg~ i~ Austria. Loca1ly, 
it was entirel.y appropri;te that the three great " battles of de
live~ance" shou1ti na"e been Coug~• round the. most northerly, i.e . • 
the most exp~sed, ·o~ the tluee cantons-at !;~pach, Morgarten, 
and Niifels. {.ucerne was, therefore, so mucll'liJliVolved tha~ !h~ 

• • • • • 

• 
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• • • • natural sequel was a unit of the "Four Forest Cantons" round the 
Vierwaldstattersee; and the natural expansion ,pf tlllis u~ into the 
eight ancient cantons was controlled by the ~lateau of t~e Aar. • 

The great averag~ height of the area (=summit ~f ~owdon' 
and• the northward expo~re make "the climate gene~ally one of 
considerable extremes, espec*lly to leeward, e.g. in th~ Engadi~ ; 
but there is great variety of lew'el and of exposure. • With a southern 
exposure and an altitude ~f only 900 feet, Lugano has an avehge 
annual tempt!rature of 53° F., a range of from _-,6° :t. to 72° F.,. • 
a winter of onl.y three months,•and a rainfall of 64 inches.. In the 
Upper Engadine (6ooo feet) there is a range of over !)0° F., t~ 
summer highest mean reaching 77° F., th<1Ugh snow may fall in 

• •ugust, and the ~inter l~sts for •six months. There is .also, of 
course, immense variety of ~ocal conditions, e.g. s1ope and shelter, 
which makes generalisation almost impossible; IYut, quite generally, 
the annual mean varies little, being, e.g., about 49° F. at Si~n or 
Genefa (So° F. at Montreux), 48° F. at Bern and Zurich, ancJ. 49° . 
F. at Basel, while the•extremes overt~ plateau (c. r6'"oo feet) t"ange 
roughly from a• winter mean of 30° F.eto a summer mean. of 6o0 .F. .. • The same is true generally of the rainfall. T~ere .are a ~W glaring 
extremes, as between a mallimum of c. 90 inches orf or round the 
Adula Alps, and a minimum of c. 22 inches in th~Rhone valley to 
leeward of Mont Blanc; but generally the variation is not great, e./. • 

• 

•from 33 inches :.t Geneva and 43 at Montreux to 36 at Bern and 
• •• 0 

46 at Lucerne. Davos has a mean annual temperature of c. 3 7 F., 
and a mean annual rainfall ot abo~ 3 7 inches. 'fwo features of 
the rainfall are. important. The average fall is greatest ~nd most 
even, not on the higher elevations, but where win<!s blowing over a 
wide space are suddenly "contracted" into a narrowing valley; and 
gre~ter: exposure to rain and sun make the Aar and ti-'e Ticino 
valleys more fertile than the ~rges of th~ Rhine ind the Rilone. 
The average rainfall is about half t~ extreme, i.~. fully 40 inches; 
and th« snow-line varies, mainly.with the precipitation, from 8ooo 
to .9ooo feet. • • 

Lakes al'l.d Under these conditions, the rivers have great pace and great 
• Glaciers. volume, which makes them as W>eful for~' power" as tl~ey are n~eless 

• 

• .. 

:for n:!vigation-cxcep~ to a certain extent, the• Aar ; alld the one 
danger from such a re{tme, from flood, i~ obviated by the number 
of lake-reservoirs. As these lak~s, too, are generally ~ the typical 
"ribbon" t'pe whi-h is left in a deep U-shaped valley that has been 
glaciated, the~ ar~ 'ter"j Ion~ for thClir width, e.g. Lake Zurich being 
ro times as long 11s 1t is wide; and, therefo~, they are very useful 
for transport. They are placed charact~ristically a1ong the edge 

• of the plateau, i.~. where tile m~rainic <!am's "would natqrally 
accumulate; and,•t~erefore, th~r val•e for filteri~ silt and for 
~h~king flood ij; it\creased. It is significant that tm:: three cantons 
• •• • • • 
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which still tav~· by far the greatest area r of glaciers, ~alais (3 7 5 
square l.lliles),• Gri~ons (r39), and Bern (IIr), have the least 

• proportion •of lake. \n spite of the Jakes, however, the larger 
'"rivers, ~· tfle Rhine below Ragatz, require • careful em banking ( cf. 
the Rhonej; and the whole plain of tht! Aar is widely coveredo with 

• 

aJluvial ac~umulations. • • • 
• About 25•P~C. of the total area.is unproductive, and there is Natural 

litt,e mineral wealth except the asphalt ~f N euchatel and the salt of Resources . 
• Basel, so th~t theecountry is far from being naturally •ich ; but care 

and dilLg-ence have made it rich. Qf the 7 5 p.c. thM.t is productive, 
._(ully 20 p.c. is forest, nearly 20 p.c. is arable, and the rest is 

pasture; and the last Js of predominant importance. It is essentially 
Alpine and concerned with cat'l:le. Tfft:! heights give the sumlllf-r• . - . pasture on the real alp, and the valleys supply the hay for winter 
food and accessilille centres for dairy industries, e.g. condensing 
mil~ which is exported to the value of £ r,soo,o6o a year; and, 
in iPite of the small area, the number of cattle exceeds r,s!o,ooo. 
Th~ explanarion lies in the f.Jeculiar richness flf the alp pasture. 

The .Alps are so young that they are still weathering very Real Alp. 
q•uic~ly,.especi~ly 11nder the influence of the glaciers; and the • 
finer rock-w::fl!;te from the glaciers is lilistributed over broad shelves 
of rock below itle snow-line. These elevated shelves are normally 

• above the clouds in winter, but below them in summer, so that they • 
are fully exposed to the action of frost in winter :.nd drenched witli 
moisture in summef. The fine .soil and abunc!ant moisture produce 
a very quick {!;60wth of such plttnts a•s can exist at this high elevation; 
and the •quick growth, aided by the rare atmosphere and the bright 
light, produces <! most nutritious and wholesome type of vegetation. 
It may be knee-deep in flowers, but all is of unique value as fodder 
for cow~; and it is far too valuable to be wasted on sheep.•. A -rew 
large flocks of.sheep "arl! to be fouad-e.g. in the Muttenalp part of 
the Todi-and goats 2 are nu)jlerous. in very rocky places and actually 
amongst the ice; but wherever tpe underlying rock-form i~covered 
with sufficient vegetation to co~ceal its precise character, there 
the cow monopolises all attention. Climate and facilities· for • 
transport are naturally m"re favoq,rable. on. the northern iilopes of 
the mouv-tains-t1te highest ·proportion o• land used as pastur~ 
being towards the nortfl-east, e.g. in St. 'Gall and Appenzell, but 
the best rt.1urns being towards ~he south-west, e.g. in the valleys 
of the Great Emmen and the Saane. Cheese-~ade up-on the alp-
is the great product, especially rounrl Gruyert.-, th.f export being 
valued at more thai\ £ 2,50~000 a year; out condensed milk is 

• • • • 
1 This is actuaJitarra, l'lot relative propqJtion ; for these three cantons comprise 

• 

nea~y half Switzerland. • • • • • 
2 The goats ~o. not eumber Tnore than c. 350, ooo, while the sheep are.only ~ 

c. 200,000, • • , 

• • • •• • 

• 

• 
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• • • • • also important, especially on the lake-lowlands, e.g. at Vevey and 
Cham, Bern and Lucerne. Cf. p. 398. • • • 

Agricul- · Agriculture is relatively unimportant, locaf supplies of' food being 
ture. • insufficient even for the local population, and the additio111al semandse • 

of visitors raise the an;ual fmport of ft~od-stuffs to the vllue of over 
£22,5oo,;oo (rgu). Only i4 or rs p.c. of the total eproducti"e 
area is under grain, mainly itt the south-west, esp~c~lly in Vau~; 
and Vaud also is most advanced otherwise, growing-lik<: Ticin~
good wine, e.g. round Montreux, and good tobacci> e.g. ,n the Broye 
valley. Good wine is also grown in Valais, and to some e~tent in 
Neuchatel and Basel; but in the more northern latitudes the vin._ 
is replaced by hardier fruit (cf. the jam and <terry-brandy trades of 
"1:~ Lower Reuss basin), a!ld the !'ncreasing demand for s.ugar is 
encouraging wide cultivation of beet. • • 

Other In- The wealth of the country, therefore, obviously depends on its 
dustries. other industries ; and there are already nearly as many pel'!;ons 

(7zo,ot>o) occupied in these,-i.e.practically in textiles, watch-ma~ng, 
and machinery-as in• agricultural anc}ll pastoral work ern its witlest 
sense-i.e. incl~ding horticulture, fore•try, and fishing (' 8o,ooo~. 

-· • Even so, but for the visitors, there would still .be a. balanQt!. a&ainst 
the Swiss ; and the problem is not becoming less acu!e. Depend
ence on foreigners for raw materials-as well as fOI' access to the 

• 

• outside world-is complicated by the growth of foreign industrial• 
~ompetition and lif r>rohibitive tariffs, especially in countries where 
the home demand i~ much larger than in Switzerland ; and the 
(qualified) prosperity of the S~iss i!Klustries is du~ onl~ to the 
character of the people and the abundance of water-power on the 
one hand, and to the type of product and the attent<ion compulsorily 
paid to foreign taste, etc., on the other hand. Activity is, therefore, 
cmfc_entlated on fine work, in which relatively high value is•coupled 
with relatively small bulk ; in ot&er words, a. vast amount of labour 
is spent on a small amount of raw 6llaterial. Thi; applies more 
strictly iO such products as lace ind silk, watches and chocolate; 
but it is also more Or leSS true•even Of the ordinary COttOl'l ar.d 

• 
• wooilen textiles (rf the great dc::~.:rease in the numbe-r of spindles 

during tae last thirty ye"ars-am~unting tQ at least soo;ooo !). The 
1wo exceptional industrtes seem to be that in cJlocolate, which is 
helped by the increased ,ocal output of su~ar, and that i; watches, 
in which the increase has been almost as great in golq" watches as 
in silver on~, and w the latter as in nickel ones .• 

' Te:Uiles 
and Metal 
Work. .. 

• .. 

The textil- industry is tthe most important, attention being 
largely monopolise( bi silk and cot~n (4: 3)•; and Zurich, which 
is the largest town in the country (c. zo•o,ooo), is "interested in 

.both. The other silk centres, oiwhic.Jl Basel ~c.i4~,ooo) is much 
the most importantt a\e to the w~st of .Zurich• on thi! route of.the 

, 1 15:-~s is estimateq.a~so.ooo h.p., of which only c. 2oo,ooo is'!:tt present used . 
• • • • 
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St. Gotharc1railtvay-by which the raw silk is imported tfom Italy-
and the other• cotton centres are to the east, where St. Gall and 
Appenzet. .use thei! aj)undant water-power specially in embroidery 

• .and si~lar.products, e.g. net. Machinery, both for the textiles and 
for transport, is made in the ;:hief textili ce!Ttres,· specially at ~urich 
and BaseJ, at Bern and Winterthur. The fine met<!l work is, 
li~wever, as dis5inctly "French" as 'he textile work is "German"; 
an~ it has sp~ead from its old homt in Geneva to the N eucha tel 
portion of W:le Jura. Geneva, though ~till famous for watches, is 
also noted for its 'jewellery and scientific instrumen~s ; N eucha tel is 
more ~ecially a watch-making ce~tre, though also interested in 

'lectrical• apparatus, ~bile La Chaux-de-Fonds and Le Locle are 
specifically devoted to watches,.and Ste.Croix makes musical boxes .. 
Alumif\ium is manufactured in Schaffhausen, and aniline dyes ax1 a 
special product at Basel. • 

J.'he small area, the very definite routes by which it can be Political 
approached, and its intricate relief, have combined to domi~te the Character. 
ec<tJomic di8tribution of poilulation. No e~ual area elsewhere has 
so many " confluence" ancJ." lake-end" towns-e.g'! Solothurn and 
Aarau, Martign~ and Sion, Bellinzona and Samaden, Geneva and , 
Ziirieh,•Lucrerne ancf Zug, Thun and Brienz. As the lines of least 
resistance run along the edges of ~e plateau and up the great 

• valleys, Genev~ ("The Mouth'!) ought to be the most important • 
centre; but the character of the relief, like the Federal constitution,/ 
is adverse to the 'ltlarked supremacy of any ffme• town, least of all 
a town in a corner of the ~ouritJy. Historically, too, conditions 
were a~erse•to' Geneva. For Swiss history is said to begin with 
the gravitation ~f bits of Burgundy and Bavaria to a focus from 
which they could. defend themselves against the common enemy, 
the Hapsburgs. The Confederation was, therefore, Ge.maiJ in 
origin and in character; and 16 out of the 2 2 cantons tO'-day are 
predominantlyeG,t:rman,• French· on'ty prevailing in Fribourg, Vaud, 
Neuchatel, Geneva, and the ~alais. Historically, however• Geneva 
-even apart from Calvin-has ~ercised more Pl1fiuence in Europe • 
than any other Swiss town; and, industrially, it has a magniffl:ent • 
asset in the Rhone. • 

The widening of the "plateau tforthwar~s, while accou~ting for Constance • 
the pred~minantly German origin and ch*'acter of the Confed~ra~ and 
tion, does ~ot give any similar monopoly of routes to any northern hSchaff. 

F _. . C • . . . h d f ausen. centre. ur Instance, onstance, even 1f 1t had stood it t e en o 
the lake, could never have monopolis.d the L~~er Rhine trade as 
Geneva has monopolised the !.ower Rhoneotratie siflce the days of 
Julius Cresar! and, of ~urse, once Switzerl~d had separated from 
the Empire, Uily-dirttinctively Ge~an town was more or less in 
ho~ility to the distinctive!: ~wis! interests. • ¥haffhausen, almost• 
as favoured w\h wat~r-power as Geneva, is off th,¥ natural gravitation . . . . .. , 
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by the '{'h!r valley to the Rhine below the falls; arM it' had an un-
fortunate connection with Constance, being the " S~ff-town" where 
goods from Constance were transferres to ]ftna routes. btcause of 
the falls. The great bend on the river and the castle-~rolnecl hi!~ • 
of U.nott gave it both t:OmjlerciaJ and., strategic importa~ce, and its 
wealth en~bled it to acquire-especially at the time of th& Reforma
tion-the various estates whi~ now make up th~ canton; but.-•it 
suffered so much in the T~rty Years' War that tt remaine<» of • 
little or ao im_r>ortance till4!ts revival as an industrial •entre in the • 
latter part of the nineteenth century. • • 

Basel. Basel, com;1anding the relations of the Upper Rhine w'!th both 
the Middle Rhine and the Burgundy Gate, w~s still more•importadt' 

. -first as an imperial and t~en as ali episcopa! centre, and then as 
t!'!'e chief city of Helvetia and as the site of the oldest•Swiss olJ diversity 
(A.D. 146o); but internal rival'ries, e.g. between bishops and burghers, 
and destruction by earthquake-a penalty of co~manding a great 
fractu!ij'!-gap-minimised its progress, while the attempt to hold
to its own financial ~dvantage-the ~alance betweoo the R!line 
cities and the Swiss Confederation destsoyed its influence with both. 

• The same grasping attitude alienated its own territory, so t'l\at to-d!y 
Basel-Land is independent of Basel-Town. ~inc; t~ op~nibg of • the. St. Gothard tunnel, however, the town has pr~spered wonder-
fully ; and it is now one of the chief centres of the silk-ribbon• 
industry in Euro~e, and is said to be the richest town in Switzer-
"'and. Cf. p. 395· • •• 

Zurich. At the same time the Rthine in its longitudinal reach is 
essentially not a Swiss river, and the •essentially Swis~ bastn of the 
Aar-Reuss is well within the strategic bulwark of ~e Jura. Here, 
therefore, was the natural site for the chief politiGal centre, even if 
it .:oulli not rival Geneva as a route-centre; but even .here an 
advanc~d point, such as Habsburg or Baden, was too dangeJ;ous 
to be able to make full use o~the comm~rcial ~o!sibilities where 
Aar ansJ Reuss and Limmat conve~ge to enter the Rhine at 
Coblenz. The two obviOUS sit~ that fuifii ali neeu~ ait: al ihe 

• gre!tt bend on the Aar, and where the Limmat leaves the long lake of 
Ziirich; and the latter ts undoubtedly much the more important now. 
For the •Lake of Lucerre diverted tile St. Gothard route eastward 

"of.the Reuss valley, so til-at Ziirich becam~its nartiral obj(!ctive; all 
north-eastward traffic from Geneva must work round ~e west end 
of the lak._, while south-eastward traffic from Basel• follows the 
Limmat-Linth valJiy to the .rattigau. Before the days of railways, 
howevel'\ it h~d !U'llck less comm~cial im!J')rtance; and, largely 
owing to many fa~O!'l"S received· from the Frankis!t emperors, it 
inherited an attitude so hostil~ to the Confiidwa~on that it only 

• entered it under tlte ocompulsion~f ! war in which it was be:rten. 
J It ~ now the most.important town in tte col1htry, e$en politically, ' .. . .. 
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while in co~mer'cial, industrial, and educational 1 impo~ante it is 
far ahead of all.he other towns except Basel. 

But b~ tlle time • that a ~ingle capital was chosen for the Con-; Bern. 
• iederatioil ( ~48), Bern-on the great bend of the navigable Aar......:.. 

was the mo~ central place of. any impoljanc~; and, thanks to, the 
v•~our.of it.s people, it had extended its canton until it was the 

• mi:rst represent~ttve area in Switzerh!nd-divided int~ Oberland, 
witlf its magnificent alps, especiall.f in the Simmen valley, the 

• .agriculturar pia in oJ the Mittelland,_ and 'he Jura See~and "(" Lake
land"). Perched, too, on a river-girJ: bluff guarded ~y the castle of 
Nydeck,:it had long held the balance as a frontier town between 
~e Fren~h-speaking. Burgundians and the German-speaking 
Alemanni. Though its populal!ion is s•ill below go,ooo, it is an 
excs:edinglt conrt!nient centre for such resorts as Thun and Int~-
laken, Miirren and.Grindelwald. • 

Rut the Geographic Control exercised by the critical, central Racial 
position and by the varied; intricate relief was not confined ~ the ~istribu· 
eco&mi:c dist'tibution of po~lation. As a f.cus which was also a tlon. 
thoroughfare, especially betw11en Lake Constance anc; Lake Geneva, 
th~ count~Y sho~ld show a profoundly heterogeneous population ; 
and, acc'brdin~ to Canon Taylor, the'; are, .or have been till quite 
recently, 35 diff~ent dialects of German, r6 of French, 8 of ltalijtn, 
~nd 5 of Romansch. The small proportion speaking the last two 
languages ( 7 p.c. and r p.c. respectively) is due only to the 
greater obstacle pr~nted to intrusion from s~th• and east by the • 
lofty crystalline zone of the J.Wps; &nd similar reasons account for 
the relatfvely •small proportion speaking French ( 2 3 p.c. ). But 
there are no internal antagonisms based. on difference of speech, 
nor is there any disqualification or inequality; for the political 
urgency ~f internal unity against external danger is supreooe, aond 
Swilolerland is an invi<:flable Confedli,ation. • ' 

But this p~it.ical and CO\}lmercial focus of Europe is also its Internal v. 
orographical centre, with extremes of elevation and isolation,2 a Exte~ar 
forested refuge:: to "the sweepin£ls of the plains" (p. 2~3) and RelatlOn~ • · 
urlinviting to the sweepers. Here all the tendencies of highlltnd • 
life and of ~eographical isolation make fot" individualism-in a 
people whose ethnic base 1s tbe ine.ividuali~tic Alpine Ro~ndhead 
( cf. p. So)~ and al~ost ewery important nawral unit of river-vall~y • 
becomes a Cflnton, so that the Co!Jfederation is ruled absolutely by 
independent•cantons, a minimum of common action '~internally" 
being found with a 'maximum of commQn action ';externally." And 
where extremes of r11ggednes~ give a maximut\1 of•isolatiun and 
safety, there A1pine type t.nd individualism a~.rrwst marked. 
r . • • • 

1 ..lt was the home of Pestalozzi a~ L~.fter. • 
2 Illustrated b¥ the mere existe•ce of I.:atin (Ladin), e~e• in a debased form, in 

the Romonsch dia*cts of tfte Rh::etian Alps. • - ... . .. ~ 
• 

• .. 
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.Racial Fot tl:ft! original population of Roundhead Lake~Dw~llers-whose 
Elements. settlements were actually in the lakes, especially in.Lake Neuchatel 

.(so villages) and Lake Biel (2o), La~e C()nstance (:~11)•and Lake 
Geneva (24)-were ousted from the fertile lake-s~e ~ands ~· 
He~etians and Burgu'\ldi~s and othir Teutons ; and ~e intruders 
have left" a zone of relative~ fair Longheads all ovoc the gr~t 

• -
thoroughfare of the Aar plain, especially at the tw~ entrances, •i.e. • 
at Geneva and from Basel tt Constance. As the intruders <!arne 
from the nor.h and the wt:st, the natives retreated to +h~ south and. • 
the east, sur-.iving in wond.rful purity in tte south-east, e.g. 
Disentis, till modern times; and this meant higher ~Jevation 
poorer soil, more forest, thinner air, Ionge~ winters, esflecially ~ 
the northern slopes. Taese conditions are all reflected in the 
Physical types to-day. The tall Burgundians in rtle fertile"" Jqra" 
lands have kept their stature~ as their French saeech, and to some 
extent their French brunetness; the shorter Alpines have• been 
bleacied and dwarfed in the forested glens of the Oberland and 
the Pennines ; the ab~tians in the ~omonsch area 'tetain R:man 
stature and sp~ech on the broader, SUWJ,ier, and more fertile valleys 

• of the Grisons; and on the Aar plateau theri! is tl-i; mod~rn 
"disharmonic" Swiss, with 'ound head and •moderaee sta~ur"e, but 
with long face and grey eyes. • 

'f'orest • The nucleus of the country is the heart-shaped "basin" of th~ 
Nucleus. • Four Forest Ca~tons and Zug, of which the essential and typical 

focus was the "Htlvetian Cross " of the ~1!ke of Lucerne, or 
Vierwaldstiittersee, the "Lake• of tge Four Valleys." This lake 
gives an admirable instance of the profound political! and•economic 
importance of a long na:vigable unit in the heari of a land where 
natural lines of communication are few and difficult. Its German 
n~me ~tually refers to the valleys of the four chief rivers Vl'hich feed 
it-th1'>se of the Reuss, the ~men, the Aft, and the Muota ~ but 
it is geologically most appropriate to.a lake whicfl !'!; formed of four 

• 
main ~asins, representing four distinct valleys. This is the secret 
of its beauty-of•great promonte~ie~, Jeep bays, and, ~teep met.!!!tfl.in 
w:tlls. Its political and economic importance is bound up with 'its 
great l;ngth,-of 24 •miles, with a ma~imum width• of 2 miles
which puts one-third into the •cantQil of Lucerne, nearly one-third • 

• 

• -

Scenic 
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• 

• into Unterwalden, one-~xth into Schwyz, «nd o~e-sixth into Uri. 
The last three, the original " Three Cantons " f>f the Ever

lasting L~gue (A.D. I 398), are typical river.valley • sections, the 
natural approach/s to whi~ round the Rigi are commanded by 
Lucerll'l'! an<f Zug,• wtth their large! proporti4!ln of arable lowland ; 
and the latter, if "np• longer more expos~d to dang"er, are still the 
richer, the more itJviting, an de the more acCJeS!iblle: Lucerne had 

• the advantage of •ut in its lar~r a~e~ and its easier access-by its 
• • 

' • 1 It is wor~ ~ling that Brunn en was the port of Schwyze( cf. p. 386 ). 

•• • •• 
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• • long lake-to tthe -foot of the St. Gothard route, while it::. c~~ral 
position in the Roman C11.tholic area of the country made its town 
of Lucerne ef~r :ges the heacJ.iuarters of the Roman Church in 
~jtzerland. In modern' times Zug has the advantage of nearness • 
to the text~le~istrict of the north-east, in the•industries of which 

• • • • the. town of ~ug has some share. The whole group now, hl:>wever, 
owe~ its prosperit,y to its scenery. er'his is locally wetty and 
•pictur~sque rath~r than grand or sublime, for its peaks do not 
•" challenge,"•liJt:e those of the Oberland,•nor do its passe_<> link 
different climatic ~rlds, like those of the Pennine~; but the 
eternal sn~ws are always in the background, and ad!ess to them 
is ~ly too ~asy. Eve~ the Jungfrau is now desecrated by one 
of those ingenious rail\\1l.ys that ;.ve the c~lminating product of an 
engineerirtg ~ill appropriate to, and engendered by, centuries o'-' 
adaptation to a land of difficult and oongerous communications ; 
and n~arly half a ~illion persons " climb" the Rigi and Pilatus 
every year by train ! 

T~e canton ~f Lucerne ( = Herts ), so far fro~ containing glac1ers, Lucerne. 
!ioes not rise to the snow-line ~ven in the Rothhorn V· 7 7 oo feet) 
and• Pilatu~ (c. 7000 ), and •nine-tenths of it is "productive," 
the Errfm~ valley bei!lg famous for its pastures, especially round 
Entlebuch, and having some mineral "ealth. Its peqple are still 
fi(ited for their de~otion to old customs and costumes, to the Romah 
Church, and to wrestling ; but the canton is merely an appendage 
to the town. Even eMistorically this is true, fir ft grew out of • 
various districts acquired from time J;o time by the town ; and the 
Confederattc>n it!elf was the dire•ct result of the purchase of Lucerne 
by the Haps]?urgs ~rom the Abbots of Murbach (in Alsace). 

Though the old .canton of Schwyz gave its name to the whole Schwyz. 
country of.Switzerland, its strength must not be judged frolJl th~. 
fine s1rategic position occ"upied by the modern canton, wedg~d in 
between the lake.; ~f Zi.irtch and Ltft:erne, and with the Rigi and 
the Lake of Zug in the foregr<:ftmd. The old canton was confined 
to the Muota valley, i.e. the Lucern~.drainage, while the Sihl-..alley 
of othe Zi.irich "drainage was under the ecclesiastical rulers <8f 
Einsiedeln, who were definitely hostile. lg_deed, the Austrian 
ca~paign w~i~h ended at MorQarte11 was provoked. by a ~h~yz 
attack on Eoins1edeln~ 'fh~ influence of Sch~z, both m the nammg • 
of the countqr and in its political existence, was, however, largely 
based ofl its geographical conditions~ As the most northerly of •the 
three cantons, it stood-to the Hapsburgs-for tthe wh~le group, 
and bore the brunt of tJ1e dangeJII; and ~r this.botfi th~ cantQn and 
its capital were .w~l equiwed by highland ph~siiJUe and a typical 
Highland popu!.rt~on. • The reli;f of the can torr .,rises to above the 
snow-ftne (Boser Faulen = 9 2 oo ·feee)~ and. is even slightly glaciated, • 
while the town \tands ~n·a r~cky terrace_:__with a•magnificent viel' 

• • "". • 2 c.. .,
• 

• 
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• • -beio\1' the peak of Gross Mythen ( 62 40 feet), "and•with a port at 
Brunnen, where the Everlasting League was renered in A.D. I 3 I 5· 

• -
• Here again the canton grew pieoemea~ ffom the. ~wn centre, 

especially after the victory of Sempach; but expansion into ~~ 
Z~rich basin threw ~he ~alance of jilOWer from Schw~, ~ough still 
the cajl'ital, to Einsiedeln, still the site of the famoui Benedictine 
monaster:Ji. For relative initriority of scenic attr~ctions in the !!ltluth 

• 

is coupled with marked superiority of industrial possibilities jn the• 
north~ cf. the silk-weavitlg along the Lake of Zurich. 8tg. at Lachene 
and Pfaffik~n (Pjaffe, " Monk"). • • • 

Unter- Behind !:>ilatus and the take of Lucen1e, the cantorl' of Unter
walden. walden ( = Middlesex) had little chance .for expansi~n; and'it:s 

rugged relief, rising to ov~r 10,600 feet.in t~e Titlis and with nearly 

•• 

Uri. 

':z p.c. of the area glaciated, was not favourable to-dens. p"pulation.l 
A considerable portion, too, especially between Stans and Items, 
was densely forested; and the forested ridge divided the vaJ,leys of 
the two Aa's so completely that Obwalden and Nidwalden, as 
rep~esenting the "l.Jpper" and "Lower" sections. of the ~nton, 
had somewhftt diverse interests, for• Obwalden had relativ't!ly easy 
access by the Brtinig Pass (3400 fee~) to the Brienz val,ey of Bern . 
At the same time, it is, of course, much the fn.o-e nfi'Jurftainous. 
The most important place• in olden days was Engelberg, with its 
famous Benedictine House; but now the only ~laces of any si£e 
are the junction of Stans, the Lower capital, and the Upper capital 

• of Sarnen, whic!h ~ 4 or 5 miles from the lakethat bears its name. 
Considerably more than hollf Uri is barren, no less than I I p.c. 

being glaciated, and the relief rea~hes very nearly- I z,c.:>o feet (in 
the Dammastock) ; but it has special importance. as being essentially 
the upper valley of the Reuss, t'.e. the line ot: approach by rai} to 

• ihe ~. Gothard. The torrent has cut. a very deep 'bed except 
roun~ Ursern and Altdorf; and the valley• is very picturesque, and 
contains some wonderful en~neering wOrk, e.g. ~ear Wasse~ and 
Goschenen, the northern entrance 'o the great tunnel (9-!- miles). 
Like •unterwalden, the canton. ~ad little chance of expansion; but 
it used ·such chance as it had, and it still holds the ·urnerboden Alps 
on the outer slope of the Klausen Pass (c. 6400 feat). As the St. 
Goth:rd route rose t~ impor,mce;.aft<!r the thirteenth centurv,"thf" 

• valley began to pros~r; and by the fiftel"l'lt!! Cciiiurye the canton 
was able to encroach c:1 the Italian slope of the Alps, winning or 
buy ing-:vith the help of one • or more of the other cantOns-e.g. 
the Val Leventi!'!a and Bellinzona. Altdorf, • the capital, is indis
solubJ.y con'lect~ with "'illiam ~ell, .anct_-like so many of the 
other capitals-no'& actually on the lake; and- &stfeld is a great 

• • •••• 
1 Even now the population does ~0.,1. rea~h 30,000 persons. • 
2 Thus, the pore of Stans•is at Sl:anstade thai, of Sarnen. (on L. Lucerne) at 

• 
Alpnachstad, that o"-Altdorf at Fluelen. • • 

~ .. . . .. 
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railway depot, • wh~re the "Bank "· engines are attached• to the 
trains. • • • 

The besT ~stification lor th't! annexation of Ticino by the Swiss 'J.licino. 
1te1 in thee fa~ that the watersheds of the Reuss and the Ticino . • 

• ma~ a single land-form, the 
Hg,i_hts. in Eroglish Feet. 2286 ~t. Gothard "Bridge,'' with -
RaJTway__..t\'!'r!~'.~ its termini on the l~ng waters 

• o' Lake Maggiore and the 

. ._ • 

• 
·7793 

• Lak~ of Lucerne. • The•whole 

• 

.valley of the .r"icino from 
Airolo to the lake is the Val 
Leventina, and its acquisi
tiorf by Uri was facilitated, 
b;r the easy support of the 
main route by the side route 
·from the Lukmanier Pass to 
Biasca ; but the Maggia J:.sin 

• is quite !eparate and essen-
• 87ZI• tially Italian, wtile the ex

tension of the Swiss frontier 
aiross Lake Lugario so as to 
command the route alon~ 
Lake Como was just a foolish 

9722· piece of brav£do to irritate • 
the Duke• of Milan. Till 

• recently the capital was alter~ 
nately-for six-year periods 
-at the chief town of each 
natural division, Bellinzona; 
Locarno, and · Lugano ~ but • 
now it is permanently at 
Bellinzona, the most appro-

• priate, if not the laegest, 
centre- owing its historic . . 
1mportance to its command 
of the defile on the so-~lled 

• · 'Riviera .(Val Blenio) at the • 
L-------":-~~---.:=--.;_....-----'1 junctiofl of the St. Gothard 

•• 

o!:-ly.+>~-~Yz-.•~'::-4-+I""'."--L--l2~-..L--...Jzr and San Bernardino route~. 
Locar~ has• an im- Locarno The St. Gothard0 tunpel.: 

pO¥tant hist•ric .connection and 
with Switzerland, for· it• was• a b~dy of Protesrants expelled •from Lugano. 
the town in the i!1iddle o( t'he sixteenth century that re-introduced 

• the silk industrtimo•zt'trich. I!uga~, as both an industrial (silk 
and leither) ancl a touri~t Cint"re, ,s the•.larglstt town; but the 
St. Gothard railway, the•main line of which goes J;(lr_,ugh Lugano• .,._ 

• • •• 

-

• 
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• • 
atfd "no4f: along Lake Maggiore, has so encouraged •the emigration 
of men (mainly as waiters) that the •canJon .bas ~o industrial 

• importance. In population, as in Himaie and prodticts (chestnuts 
and wine), it is purely Italian, over 135,ooo out of a_to~l of undh 

_ IoJ.o,ooo being Italians. • • • • 
Qrisons. Th-e canton of Grisons.or Graubunden, does not•take.its ~me 

•• 

· -as the• story goes-from the " grey" cloaks•o' the Leagu~rs il\ 
the fourteenth century• bt.t from the Graven or Counts ~f the 
Vord~r R~ne highlands who led the Oberbi.i~; a!Jd•Ule real ba~is 
of the cant~n in its present, somewhat incoherent, form was the 
alliance of the Upper Rhine and Upper "Inn peoples ~gains~he 
bishops of Chur, z'.e. the "Lower" Rhine,. after their •alliance with 

.... the Hapsburgs of the •Lower Inn. "The canton is, therefore, at , . . . 
once the largest, the most easterly, and the most sparsely p~opled 
in Switzerland, being entirely mountainous ~nd largely glaciated 
(c. 140 square miles). Indeed, its glaciers are a very valuabl!e source 
of epower, even Ziirich-at a distance of 120 miles-drawing 
supplies from tht!n. Its essent~l parts are the "Tj~ity of 
Rhine Vallt!ys and the Unity of libe Inn Valley"; ~nd the two 
basins are closely linked-between the " RagaW:" fro~ier an<! Siis 
by the fertile Prattigau Oi Landquart vall~y, and•betw•ee~ Thusis 
and St. Moritz by the Albula valley, itself link~ to. the Priittigau 
by the Davos or Landwasser valley. In spite of this appar~nt 

• skeleton of rQI.ltes, communications are very difficult, many of the 
valleys being in ~laces only gorges, e.g. the"well-named Vz'a Mala 
("Evil Way") between the "Dom~schg and the.Rhinewald parts 
of the Hinter Rhine ; and the little centres of popul\tion are at 
a great height, St. Moritz being over 6ooo ieet above the sea, 
and Davos well over sooo feet. Of course~ it is precisely to this 

• "and;to their position to leeward of th~ prevailing wi111:1. that they 
owe the pure dry air whicj makes them so valuable as • health 

• • resorts. • 
Its Popu
lation. 

The natural distribution o' the population has an economic as 
well as a hist"oric base. Irf the relatively fertile valleys of the 
,, Lower" Rhine, e.g. the Priittigau and the Schanfigg (Plessur), 
wher& antagonism to the Bishop of C);l'!!' ~~ras or!g!!1:;.lly fierce::;~ the 

• relatively dense popwlation i~ Ger«~an an<l P~otestant; in the poor 
valleys of Vorder an~ Hinter Rhine, ~e. in and west"of the Julier 
v~lley, a very sparse populatio~ adheres to the Rom:n Ch11rch, and 
speaks ibe Ro~onsch dialect of the old lingua rustz'ca of their 
Romanised Rhi.'!tian ancijjitors ; in the Inn valley a sparse population 
is ag~in Ge~man" a~ Protestant, ~ut s{feak~ th~ Ladin dialect of the 
same Romance too•gue; in the various J>rotrusions" of frontier which 

• attempt to tap the fertile Valteltina-by•t~e M"Oesa, Maira, and 
,. Poschiavo tribuW1rfes of."the lrdda--wt reJatively d~nse populAtion is 

~ -r:>urely Italiall. i~.race and speech and cree<f. Typical centres are in 
• •• • • • • 
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the Rhine baslb,-":Disentis 1 ("The Desert"), at a height df rtearly 
4ooo feet, now with a n~rrow-gauge railway from Ilanz,-Thus is, 
where the "-J,bula (with ,its tr'ibutary, the Julia) joins the Hinter 
f{iline at 'tile .;xit of the Via Mala,-and Chur ( Cu1·ia Rhaetorum, 
"the Court of the Rh~tians "), J:he capital.• Tl'le latter is less than 
2oeo feet aoove the sea; it taps more important passes tltan a·ny 

.oth;~ place in thf .Rhine valley, e.g. the-r.ukmanier, the lilernardino 
and t'he Spliigen, the Septimer and the•Maloja, the J ulier and the 

• i}lbula ; it c;~~.Wmands the flank of the mai!l Rhine valley from the 
entrance of the fer~le Schanfigg valley; and its bishopric, which 
seems to j:late from the fourth centu~y, still exercises jurisdiction 
ov~ the 1~ree Forest;, Cantons of the League and over .the 
"Austrian " principality • of L-iechtenstein. • 

1:he En~dint!' (eng, "narrow") strictly begins at Sils, for thifi"Engadine .• 
Maloja plateau is §lightly lower ~han• the beginning of the Inn 
valley,~ and it ends in the wide gorge of Finstermi.inz below 
Martinsbruck ; and roughly half-way between the two, i.e. near 
Brail, ~i~ the fermal frontier ;etween the U ~er and the L~wer 
divisions. The Upper Eng~ine is a straight ande nearly level 
trough av"'aging .fully a mile in width between the glaciated • • • 
Bern ina \r 3,3C10 feet) ·and the Albula, with its political capital at 
the objective .of tJte Bernina and the A,bula passes in the middle 
ot the trough at Samaden. It is a much- frequented tourist 
centre,2-for various reasons; but its open floor, dotted with 
villages and la~es, i!>" not particularly pictures~ue~ The mineral • 
springs of St. Moritz have bee~ famous for centuries-since they 
were recot!lmen"ded by Paracelsus; the "fresh-air cure" has im
mensely added to. their importance recently; and the expansion 
of the Inn which m~kes the St. Moritz "lake," is so shallow that-
like those~f Sils and Siliaplana-it remains frozen for six !lfOnths. 
(Novi:mber to May). :But the Lowei Engadine is much the-more· 
picturesque, for •tae valley is so " narrow " that the villages are 
perched up on rocky terraces~ and the fall of the river is much 
greater. Its political capital is the ~ntral village e+f Schuls, famous 
-like its neigh~our, Tarasp-for mineral springs ; but its m~t 
i~ortant poilfts are where the Fli.iela and E)fen passes converge, 
z:e. Sus and Zernetz. The • clijlate fs, .of course, more fav~urable 
to vegetation in th~ L-ower division, but .;. both there is great • 
exposu~e to -wind ; and this, in the dry climate, led to such 
destructive fires that.for generation; now all the villages have t7een 
built of stone. The Bernina glaciers att1act clim~ers to Pontresina, 
and the whole valley ic a ,xira~se for "botanists~· b~. the .natives . .. . . . . 

1 Called in Rol1'1o~scJ.M.,nster (" ~onastery"). • • 
2 1"Wice as many persons still speaJi Lajif! as speak German, but-owing to the • 

tourists-the latter ~s relativ,ly ;nucJ. more common•.than it! t~ Lower valley, where 
Ladin is to Germau.as 5 : t. • • .. 

• 
• 

j 
j 
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ha'IOetO~natural resources beyond the alp pastu·res ~nd the conifer 
forests. In these wild life is still abundant, ani! even the bears 
kept in the famous bear-pit at Bera COJ:ie from th« ~pol forests 
near Zernetz. •• • • • 

- Behind the natt!ral jrontier of .the Walen See, 'ltith its Linth 
Canal eonnection with the Lake of Zurich, the cant&m o' Gla"rus 
is formed .of the upper basi~ of the Linth, so m\lc}l hemmed ~ by. 
the Todi and other lofty m&ntains that it is a real cul-de-sac. • The 
Linth .in its rapid desce~ from the Todi glaciers,-bl!sftles throwi~· 
some magn,ficent waterfalls, e.g. Pantenbriiche,!_has carved a very 
deep gorge, ;o that a numb~r of villages have sprung pp on ;,he 
narrow strip of lowland along the river; but the Grosst!!al, or main 
valley, is cut off from i~ two si@ie vaMeys,• the Klonthal. and the 

-

• 

~leinthal, by heights of c. Io,ooo feet (Grirnis~ ==c. ~;~6oo, 
Hausstock == ro,Joo). It~ German and Pr~testant people have 
developed all its possibilities, especially the slate quarries -of the 
Kleinthal (Seruf); but, in spite of the abundant water-power, outside 
competition from e1reas with easifi :recess to :t!Jarkets • I:as so 
affected the 8ld textile industry that.for some time the population 
has been slowly decreasing. There are some IQineral ~frings~ e.g. 
at Elm and near Linthal, wijich attract touris•ts; bu• again difficulty 
of access is a great drawback. The characteristif illdustry of the 
canton is cheese- making, especially the production of tl'le 
Schabzieger, or Sapsago, cheese, made of a mixture of skim-milk 

• and butter-milk• (f.,m cows or goats), and cMoure~ and flavoured 
with the local blue melilot. 1 • The_ little capital of Glarus is the 
natural focus of the basin ; and, as such, it is fuft in ~e path of 
the Fohn 2 as it rushes down the Linth gorge lietween the Vorder 
Glarnisch (76oo feet) and the Schild (64oo feet). In consequence, 

.ii was. burnt to the ground during a FQhn storm~ in May r86r. 
The :fpproach on the town ro,llnd the west• end of the lake lillakes 
Niifels a strategic centre. Ffen~ tbe me"n of Gi-l~rus defeated the 
Hapsburgs in A.D. I 388, and the l!'rench turned the Rus-sians in 
1799·· • .. • . 

Appen- • Appenzell (Abbatis cella) was the summer ret~eat of the Prince 
zell. Abbots of St. Gall, a!ld the town still has a very arltient Chape1 of 

St. G:fll; and its forested ~maiQt was carved out of the larger 
• domain of St. Gall, anearrangement whida :cc~unts for lhe modern 

canton being entirely surrounded by that of St. G:tll. Its value 
as lf sum~er retreat depended on its Alpine llJ1d forested ch":tracter; 
it reaches a hei~t of ov1r 8::: ou feet in the San tis, and a large 
propor.&:ion i:;estill forested. The ~rest '' cloorings " were originally 
known as Rhodeft,. t.nd the canton is "still di'Vidt:d into Ausser 
Rhoden and Inn~r Rhoden. • That divisior. i!l Jlltt'rly physical and 

• • • 
• Ill' 

I The Gruyere ty~ ti'f chee,:, is coloured a~ f!avo~ed with f"ellow melilot . 
• 2 The lake of W~enstadt (or Walen See) has never been knt>wn to be frozen 1 

• • •• • ••• 
• • • • 

• • • • 
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partly based \)n ·religious differences. For the peopl~ cJf •the 
mountainous sQPth, • though all Germans in race and speech, 
belong to \he Roman .Chureh ; they are .exceedingly backward • 
~lid cons~va~we, even the herdsmen still adhering to the historic 
red waistcoat's and y~low breijches for f~tivll attire. The Oqter 
Rhodes. hava a much more favourabl~ relief, nearly one-f~urth of 

• wh{~h is still for~stled, and easier access to the outside world, both 
by otdinary railway!? and by light rail~ay to the St. Gall port of 

• :ft.orschach ••aflld the Protestant population•is distinctivel,y inch!strial, 
muslins and embro~dery being typi~l products, e.g,. at Herisau, 
Teufen, a~d the political capital of Trogen. The industry is also 
c~'l'hed on ~ Appenze:U., the political capital of the Inner Rhodes, 
where-though the Sitter provid'es abuntlant power-the work is 
larg~y don'!!' by •hand as a typical home industry of pastor:lr 
mountaineers. Th~ most characteris~c industry of both areas, 
howewr, is really in goat's whey-some of .the "cure resorts " 

· being quite large villages, e.g. Heiden (c. 4000) ; and these r~orts 
are s\a.ttered !tll over the c~ton, e.g. at U~asch and Gais, at 
Weissbad and Gonten. HerW;au is the largest town iPl the canton; 
an<! in alt.rnate y~ars the interesting Landsgemeinde (or primitive • •• 
democratrc ass.!mbly of all adult rnalej) is held in the neighbour-
hood, at Hu~dwij, instead of at the other end of the area at Trogejl. 

• 
-

• St. Gall, like its enclosure, was, and one-fifth of the area still is, St.•Ga.ll. 
well-forested ; but it has also considerable areas ~f alluvial plain • 
and a relatively Large"{rroportion of lake frontier~n Lake Constance, 
the Walen See, and the Lake c;~f Zi.il'ich. On each lake it has at 
least one -very •useful little port, e.g. Rorschach, Rapperswil, and 
Weesen; and its eelations to the Rhine and Lower Linth valleys 
give it exceptional fl'tlntier railway facilities ( cf. the frontier junctions 
of Sargan~ and Weesen,.Rapperswil and Wil), while the ntass ~1" 
the cemton has such a felation to the• basin of the Upper ThJ!r (the 
Toggenburg) tha'\ ointermil CO~l}munications are equally good. In 
'the mountainous south, where the Ringelspitz reaches nearly Io,7oo 
feet, dairy work .is the typical ind~~ry ; elsewhere' there is ~ con
siderable amount of agriculture, including fruit-growing, but it 'is 
gei]erally com~ined with ll}anufactures. Fof the canton is the 
centre of the Swiss cotton indu~y.~lmost all branches of th•e work 
being followed, 1 th~ugT:! •he special devel8pment is in machine- • 
made e!llbroi<!ery. The output for .export is about one-sixth of the 
Swiss total, the val U<f of the embroideries exported in ItJ I I n<!arly · 
reaching £ 2,ooo,ooo, while the varioui cotton ~cloths" reached 
the same figure, tlrou!h the t~al population" i~ only c. 2~o,ooo, 
and the factory-Ilands in •fgu· only numbered •a~,ooo. Much the 
largest place is~ lYe <!t}'ital, St. ball Jc. 4o,ooo ), "With its two large 

• • • • • • 1 Though since. r885 t!¥' auml:lh. of spindles +n Switzetland has declined by 
soo,ooo (cf. p. 380,. the number for the whole world has dou~d. • • ._ 

• • • • • • • • 
• • .. . 

• 

• • 
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suburus ~f Tablet (c. 1 3,ooo) and Stranbenzell (c. s-ooo) ; and its 
lake-port of Rorschach, only 9 miles atvay,. con11es n.xt. A few 

• places are specially important as rail "or r<¥td junctioi!S, e.g. Gossat; 
and Richenbad, Altstatten and Flawil, and Uzna-ch ~ preJud of +ts 
patch of lignite; but•neaely all are iw.terested in cottort, e.g. Rapper
swil spinning, Walenstadt a~d Wattwil weaving, Wil :JOd iJJnu~r-
able little ~illages making embroidery. • • 

Thurgau. The Thur-Gau originallf included, not only. the whole ba!ln of 
the Tbur, b~t also the blsins of the Limmat a~ the-Lt;.ver Reuss~ • 
and it still in!;ludes the riche~ land of the T~ur basin, wit£1 a " lake
side" climate very favourable to agriculture. As tlee hig~~ 
elevation of the canton is at its southern ~tremity, a,rid does not 
much exceed 3ooo feet, while the-rhysi'hl landmarks betjVeen tl"te 
1!tke-basin and the Murg valley, and between the l~ter ana the 
Thur valley, are only low li!tes of wooded hills,. the climate is uni
formly continental over the whole area, and there are great f:1tilities 
for ~ricultural operations and for transport. The main indu~try is 
agriculture, special :tttention being p~d to fruit, ind~1ding toe vine, 
from which 'tluite good wine (red). is made, e.g. at .Weinfe~en 
("Wine-Field") ; but, as in St. Gall, the agri~ult4{e is al~ost every
where combined with some. textile work, especially ~otton-spinning 
(e:J. Rapperswil). The chief textile centre, handlini sili, cotton, and 
wool, and making textile machinery, is the capital, Frauenfeld; 

-schaff-

• its position gav~ it such political and strategic importance that for a 
considerable time 1ft was the capital of the w"hole. Confederation ; 
and it is now a busy railway jtmcti<ltl. A large p~portion of the 
trade of the canton still goes through the lake-port of Rtmanshorn, 
which has taken the old place of Steck born or APbon; and the fate 
of the latter, like the vagaries of the northt!rn frontier (e.g. the 

•'ieforeit;n " Horn, the intrusion of the Gorman frontier to include 
Const~nce, the Diesenhofen ~ke, etc.), is "largely bound Up<' with 
the ecclesiastical history, especially 'iith that of ~o;stance. 

The vagaries of the Schaffh\usen frontier are still more ~urious, 
• hausen. but in • this case t'hey are main lye due to the delibera.te policy of the 

t~wn itself, for the canton is merely an annex of t,he town. Thus, 
. the R_pdlingen and • Bnrh.ber£ "i::;lanQ," cummanaing the g~at 
swerve- on the Rhin~ below 'the I.chelbe~, l'as purc~ased (A.D. 

• 1520); and the lake a~proach was securt!d by the acquisition of the 
district round Stein, one of th~ oldest and most frecOJente~ of the 
croS"sing-p'*ces on the Rhine. The norther~ edge of the main 
portion of the Ci,_ton is, jowever, the highest part (c. 3ooo feet), 
and s" mak<!s arf ~propriate frottier, • whi'te "the general south
eastward slope (cT .• ~. z I 1) of the land •is very" fa~ourable to the 
vine, e.g. at Hall:tu. As a gjeat fransport•d!ntPe~ the capjtal is 

• 
• still interested ine f~dder1tuffs, 'hic.h. are. a. typical product of the 

4 
• 1 The old Romau .. toad to Ratisbon passed throu~rh the fertilfl Klettau district. 

• 
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canton, e . .r;. r~und Schleitheim and Thayingen ; and it ·h\s ~ busy 
modern iqpustrJ in t;.he fnanufacture of railway rolling-stock. The 
famous "Pa!ols," which atre rather rapids than falls, have supplied. 

• • ~wer f01e t~last• fifty years ; and the cheap power has encouraged 
all sorts of i11dustries,.e.g. aluminium work:. in tne N euhausen sub~rb. 

• • Like Sohaffhausen, Zurich slopes .gently down to the -.R.hine- Ziiric~.,. 
through a serices 'tlf four fertile valleys, which give natural routes 
N. W.-S.E., and wllich are separated•by such low hills that they 

• .present nr/ &sta~es to communication •N.E.-S. W. • Th~ nodal 
point wa~ at the west ~nd of the lak(\ and the cantQU is merely an 

. lj,Qnex of.the town, the most important purchase having been that 
. orthe Wint<!rthur distJW9ct from the Hapsburgs. The fact that each 
"f the fhief rivers, Linth~imrl1at, Glat't and Toss, expands into 
a lake and Tends •its waters direct to the Rhine, has had great effe~t 
in the checking of ifood.s, and accounts for the wide extent of fertile 
alluv~m and the considerable subdivision of the land, while the old 
commercial relations of the towp with Italy and its political re~tions 
with~~e Hapstmrgs have hadjt very marked inftlhence on its economic 
developm~nt. Thus, its great silk-weaving industry "'as revived, if 
no~ a~tua~y start~, bl' Protestant refugees from Italy and immensely 
improve<! by -Huguenot refugees fro~ France; and it now "con. 
ditions " mQ,re ~lk than any other centres in Europe except MiJa1 
and Lyons. Under the same influence it became the intellectm 
capital of the German cantons, and tnis fact reactetj most favourablJ. 
on its industri_.,, especially the silk-weaving, the'lcotton-spinning, and 
the manufact114e of machiner)e and •rolling-stock. In the last fifty 
years its•population has increased 400 p.c., and its international 
character is marked by the presence of so,ooo foreigners-including, 
unfortunately, a large percentage of undesirable Russians and Poles. 
Its only •rival is the lilusy junction of Winterthur, the •Ron!af:t 
Vitttdurum ("The Vin)yard besi~ the Water"), still fam'ous for 
wine and wit!~ important c~bric and calico-printing industries. 
But rhere are numerous large vjJlages busily occupied wijh both 
silk and cottoa industries, especia,ly beside the ,ake. Indeed, so 
1nany are enga~ed in the silk industry round the Pfaffikon L~ke 
tltat the chiei source of po\Ver there, the Aa, !s known locall,y as the 
'"Millionaire's Stre::.m." • • • • • • • Though the geogra~hic control may !bot be obvious, it can Aarg: 
scarceJy be :(mere accident that itt Aargau, or within an easy day's 
ride of its frontiers. are the race-homes of three Royal Hou"Ses
Guelph, Hapsburg, and Hohenzoller~ while ~thin a long day's 
ride is the race-hoine•of a•four~ House-Sa~oy~ alw:ys dotninating 
the southern ~orizon. •"'ithin the little tria~le where the waters 

. mee~ stand, ~r•st~o~, the olti R<¥Uan station• of Vindonissa, the 
sulphur sprin~ of S~hlnznec,li-l'ecom~endetl f>y Tacitus-and of • 
Baden (the ol<i Aquae Helvetti:ae), the castles ~ fiabsburg, Lt!nz- ., 

• • • •• • 
• • • .. 

' 
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burt, ~n!Wildegg, the monastery of W eltingen, th~ fre~ bailiwick of 
Mellingen ; and close at hand is Aarau, the t:Jresoot ca.,ital of the 

.canton and once the capital of tM Helvetian Re~ublic. The • 
fundamental control in all this is position, greatly ¥,e~uated ~ 
relief and structure, with •heir obvioos effects. on confmunications 
and fertl'!ity. Four things jre of special importancea......theo ml,!Jti
tudinous f<1!ds of the Jura, the relation of the ~~ valley to •the • 
Reuss valley, the regime of•the Aar, and the fettility of its "tlns." 
As we 11ave.seen (p. 34r, the multitudinous Piralle!' f~ds of the. • 
porous limestQlle are such an Qbstacle that n~rmal traffic hils always 
been forced to go round them rather than across them ;• and th.i.'; 
tendency has been encouraged by the great•jacilities offered by the· 
low Burgundy Gate and t~ naviga~le !thine. The valley~ of th~ 
t~o rivers which give the best routes across the Alps, "the Aar.and 
the Reuss, converge where t~e extreme north-e<t4tern corner of the 
Jura approaches the head of navigation on the Rhine, and 'Where 
the r~ief falls suddenly from the 3ooo-foot to the I zoo-foot contour 
immediately below t~ Habsburg heig\ts; and the A!tr valle~ fs the 
more importatft of the two because by«he tributary valley~ of Thiele 
(Or be) and Broye-and even Saane-it tar.s b~h en de. o~ L!ke 
Geneva, z".e. both France and. Italy. · • 

• The Aar, too, is a real river, not a mere tow-en~ It is fed 
through every important lake that is wholly inside the Swiss frontier 

• -from Walen t~ Neuchatel, and from Zurich to Thun. Its main 
stream is actually nlvigable up to Brienz, and at its .onfluence with 
the Rhine-after a course of ~ver a So miles-it gas the greater 
volume. The breadth of level plateau which encourages Javigation, 
has discouraged quick "run-off" of glacial and• fluvial silt; and, 
as its largest tributaries enter by the right bank, •while the Aar itself 
I"Hfgs t~ Jura, a series of fertile fans has been distribute<f between 
the lines of morainic hills. Th14>e hills are ~ow well-wooded, they aid 
good drainage, and they add varief:j' to the lartd~cape, while the 
fertile "alleys between them are 1.1ery productive. Grain, wirre, and 
tobacco are typital products, !lnd amongst the ty-piral industries 
ar~ straw-plaiting and cigar-makil'!g. ~.:Lost of the important old 
centresJtre nmy bu~f railway junctions. e.g. Coblen~, Brugg, aad 

, Lenzburg, and the old minera'!' spri.gs are.stiij importapt, e.g. tM 
sulphur of Baden and ~chinznach, and tht: saline springs of Rhein
f~lde~ ; but the one industrial ~ntre is Aarau, specialising ~ silk-
nbbons an<i cutler~. • 

The canton o~ Basel is t{Jverwhelmed by the importance of the 
town of- Basel~ It~ t~o "Jura" vafteys, \hos~ of the Birs and the 
Erzolz, have rich pa~~res, and produce qtfa~tities· of-rruit, inciuding 
grapes ; indeed, the! famous "Swiss ~lood" vPn~g~ c-omes from the 
old battlefield in fht! Bir~ valle~, wi~red. b] the ~lood of ·~ 5 ~o 
SW'iss in A.D. I•441i· The internal quarrels {d p. og8z) which led 
• •• • • • • 
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to the divisitm. of the canton into two balf-cantons, lfav~ ()een 
adverse to the .pros~erit~ of the rural part. This, with an area 
of 1 6 5 sq~lW"e miles ou~ of the total area of 1 7 9, has a population. 

• • Qnly half. that. of .the town of Basel alone (c. I 46,ooo); and even 
Liestal, the ;apital, t]Jough rat.per an impfirtan\ railway junction,. has 
o¥~ly s~oo Qt 6ooo inhabitants. The special industries of•the town 

• of""Basel (Basijr:111, "The Royal City") are the weaving of silk 
riboons, the spinni,pg of silk, and the tnaking of chemical dyes, the 

• 

• .value of 1~~ exports respectively in 19~1 being c • .£r,'!70,ooo, 
£I,r3o,ooo, and ~9oo,ooo. And.the Basel Stock. Exchange has 
consider~ble International importance. 
·• The it!:cgular sha~ of Solothurn and the name of its capital Solothurn. 
~ggest that it is a typical•mouf\tain seocion of the Jura, and that 
it ~rew" gftrdualty from the town-centre. Amongst the isolat@d 
districts, that of B;,ofstetten seems to l:!ave been acquired mainly in 
order. to control the pilgrim routes to the famous shrine at 
Mariastein; but the access into Burgundy round the Weiss~stein 
ridg& was alSit> a matter o{, importance. 'lihe Roman camp of 
Salodlirum-of which remaiJls still exist-was up against the scarp 
ore the "\~eissens.ein (c. 4 7 50 feet) ; and the place, though now 
dismantl~d a91 a· fort"ress, has ever ~nee been of great strategic 
importance,.esp.cially when it was on the borders of the Alaml!llni 
~nd the Burgundians and in the latter half of the seventeenth • 
century. Its sympathies were rather with B14rgundy, and its. 
industries to this dlf)' are mqre French than Gtrman, watch-making 
and shoe-makfng being typical; but, as g8 p.c. of its population 
speak G~rma~, it is ·better called Solothurn than Soleure. Its 
commercial impartance has been greatly increased by the Weissen
stein tunnel-which is adversely affecting Olten, hitherto much the 
more important junctiojl-and the number of visitors to tli!e pM~ 
is also increasing, att'racted by th• "air-and-whey cure" •on the 
Weissenstein ri~ge and by the. Passion-play of Selzach. 

• 

.. 

j 
. j 
j 
j 

T~ough Zi.irich is really the senior canton, Bern ma.y- fa:irly Bern: • 
claim the sovereign position ; it •i5 the largest eanton except the Jura a:nd • 
Gh~ons, and it. includes the three typical belts of the countrf- Plateau. 
J~ra, plateau:and Alps, u11ified by their res!1ective relationi to the 
!Aar. It is therefore divided. natt1fally int~ three areas-Seeland, 
Mittelland, and O~erlJn<i, all of which wert acquired gradually by • 

•• j 
j 

the t~wn o~ Bern. The Seeland. ("Lakeland"), which was only 
acquired after the :eattle of Waterloo, and which is stiij, French in 
speech and Roman in creed, extends. right ac~fSS the Jura from 
Lake Biel to west"of•Por'tent~y, and its tyf'idl ind'ustry is watch
making, especfally at Bi"eT and St. Imier, PorfQiltruy and Delemont, 
the last also ~ith ea~t iron itwdust~ (mining ttnd working). The . 
Mittelland, or Aar plat~au,Js•th~ agrict~ltura+ iart of the .canton, • 
arid its northe10n and• southern limits have larg~ historic interest. 

• • • • • •• • • • • • 
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For •il1st~ce, Laupen, "at the confluence of the· S~nse and the 
Saane, was the site of the great battle in A. fl. 1 J39 ;. the indentation 

.of Solothurn behind Wangen, where•the i'lilway now trosses the 
Aar, commands the approaches to the Diinnern .Pas~. ~uch u~· 0 

mo~ important place• is ~e Federal.capital, t;.hough its importance 
is now ~nly political; but there are a number of •mall. plaei!s 
interested iPI the silk and rib~on industries, e.g. tlle fheese-depo( of • 
Burgdorf at the mouth of the! Emmenthal. . • • 

• Bern: Th~ Ob~land, in the•wider sense, includes all t~ ~~mton east. • 
Oberland. or south of TJJ.Un and the n~tighbouring parts ~f Valais, etc.; but 

in the stricter sense, it is restricted to t'he valleys r$f Hasl1 

• 

.. . 

Grindelwald, and Lauterbrunnen. The .:ulminatin~· peaks •of" 
Finsteraarhorn (c. I4,ooo ~et) and• the ]ungfrau (c. 13,67ol are n<'t 
~hin the frontier of Bern, but the natural fot:us 1\5r theqj. is 
Interlaken, and the natural ltpproaches are by t~e Grindelwald and 
the Lauterbrunnen valleys. In the easterly valleys, e.g. at :irienz 
and ~eiringen, where tourists are very numerous, there is a great 
deal of wood-carving~nd mosaic workw in the west, ~g. in thl. fine 
pastoral Sim~nthal, the relative lo'iness of the peaks a~d the 

•• • absence of glaciers make the dairy industry mo~e imp<.rtant, lnd 
catering for tourists less ijt1portant. As "the ol.I co•mmercial 
i~ortance of the Grimsel Pass has been annihiljted. by the St. 
Gothard tunnel, so that of the Gemrni Pass has been by th~ 

• Lotschberg tunn~l ; and the l~tter is greatly increasing the military 
and industrial imp~tance of Thun, with its faMous JVrilitary School 
and " Heimberg" potteries. Jnterl~en gives an admirable illus
tration of the normal destiny of such a youthful feattre ~ a lake ; 
for it stands on a fan of rock-waste brought dowre by the Li.itschine 
in such quantities as to completely cut off the Brienz part from the 
'!'hun ~rt of an originally united and sin~le lake. It is•therefore 
" Betw~en the lakes," even str~turally ( cf. p.• 3 2 ). • 

Valais . In the fullest and most literal.sense • Valai~ !s "the Valley," . 
• 

• • 

• • 

• 
• .. - • 

though the historic struggle between the French and the German 
elemen~s in it g:tve rise to the.:ttempt to explain iJ;s name as the 
l?iilsch, z:e. non-German land. It illustrates almo~t perfectly ~oihe 
of the most interestin~ features and pro<iesses of rivef nevdupmeJilt, 
and its· chief political pheno~na aave obvious relation to those 

• features. Although it ";,as been deepene~a~d :idened oy ice until 
it is char;o_ctcristically steep-sided.and flat-floored, i.e. L•shaped, it is 
a vaney by.origin and structure as well as in Jorm and fu~ction ; 
for it is simply t~~ single ~wnfold between the two upfolds of the 
OberlaJ:td an<f the "Pennines. It li~, therefc.e, 'Parallel to the axes 
of both and more ·~~ess level, an excellt!n'l: inst~nc~ of a synclinal 
longitudinal valley.• Obvious!,_ anyetributarits•of•t~ main stream 

• are not likely to ~ tong ({' to eltter"it.at accordant grade, i.e.• from 
about the same ~vel as the banks of the ~ain sveam. On the 

• • •• • • • • • • • • • 
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contrary, th~ plunge down the steep sides of the mou~aiPJs• in a 
series of catara~ats, aJ1d deposit fans of rough debris when and where 
their currt!Jt is check•d by the confluence. In th.e case of th~ 

• ktrger o• sti<4nger tributaries, these fans are gradually pushed out 
into the Rlfone until they forc;e it to enqpaclf on its opposite b.ank ; 
and, a." the. fans themselves are suffi<iiently porous and e~vated to 

• h~e been-bef()('e the days of dykes and drainage-flee from the 
sw:&J.p and safe {~;om the floods of \he main valley, 'they were '!f • 

• • great valvt ~s sites for villages and g!rdens. At .Martigny the 
Rhone leaves its •young longitudinal valley for the. old transverse 
~orge ~intained by 'the Drance th;ough the rising folds ; and the 

• .. 

· d!iginal di,nton, therlifore, stopped at Martigny. When it did 
~xpand (A.D. 1536), rt m1"de n~ attempt to hold both sides. of the 
St .• Mauri<!t! gor~e:· . • .• 

As the canton. includes, in an are~ no larger than Northumber- Lingu~stic 
land.(zooo square miles), heights of rs,ooo feet, over 40 square Frontler. 
miles of lake, and nearly 400 square miles of glacier, the proiortion 
tha~.is "procftlctive" is very small (c. half) ; ood it is, therefore, one 
of the poorest cantons in ~itzerland, redeemed only by its scenic 
athactio~ and l>Y the excellent wine made on its 1 o or I I square •• 
miles' or-vine~rds. Its commercial i~portance was, however, greatly • 
increased b,y t11f Simplon tunnel, and is being still further incre~sed 

•by the Latsch berg tunnel. The former, which deploys characteristic
ally on the Brieg gorge, has considerably strengthened French . . . 
mfluence and extePltled the use of the Frencl• language. The old 
linguistic fronTier was the M"rge Yalley west of Sion, up to which 
Savoy w!s so ~ominant that the valley was divided into Savoyard or 
Lower and Epi~opal or Upper Valais; but now German dialects 
are only normal e<!st of Sierre, while to the west the normal speech 
is a Sa-.oyard patois ~f French. One advantage gained. by tt!Ye 
waving elements was the constru,~;tion of really good ro:f'ds . over 
the passes, the• Simplon (c. 66oo teet), the Grimsel (c. 7 Ioo feet), 
the Rurka (c. 8ooo feet), and• the Great St. Bernard (c. 8 I oo feet) ; 
and Valais Wll.S able to encroac~•on alp pastures-still Within its 
frontier-south of the Simplon and north of the Gemmi. • 
• ·There is•a •nominal -working of varidus fninerals, and there are 

• 

.. 

• 

•mineral springs at Leuk and_-;axa' the dairy industry is iJtportant, 
especially in Low~r V:¥ais, the canton hRving over soo separate• 
alps-capaWe of supporting so,ooo cows; the lateral valleys, e.g. 

•• 

that of the V'isp, ate wonderfully ;,en cultivated ; and ~eir to,rents, 
e.g. in the Anniviers valley, drive im~ortant aJil!minium and other 
works-Martigny•beW1g Plow 'ln important 4'~wer• cenke. The 
chief villages, ~~e.g~ Sion ~tid St. Maurice, are. ~ij 'Roman sites, for the 

. valley was Clemplet61y Rom:enise~ after the vattle of Octodurus 
(Mahigny); and the most.fle>ur~hing <ltre at}he foot of historic' 
passes, e.g. Br~g at tt.e• foot tJf the Simp1on an Leuk at that of. the . . ·~. ' .. . . 

• 

• • 

• 
• .. -
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Gemmi, ..thile Visp commands the railway to Zermatt ~c. 5300 feet) 
for the Matterhorn. Sion, the capital, stanss OIJ ·the.sunn; no~thern 
bank of the river in the broadest part (J[ the~alley floor,•opposrte the 

·mouth of the Borgne, just above the point at which th~~h~ne drops • 
below the 5 oo-foot cot\tou, z:e. half-wa,y betweeQ the rout'!': northward. 
to the Garnmi pass from Leuk and the route southward J;o thla Gr~!.t 
St. Bernard. from Martigny. •Here differential eresism left isolated • 
elevations, suitable for and t!rowned by Roman, .fort and medft:val • • • • castle. • • • • • 

Vaud pr~s-nts a great contrast to Valais, havmg fully five-sixths 
of its area productive, being l:rgely in the ba"sin of the RSine, a~<l . 
consisting (except in the south-east) of morli• or less le¥~1 plateau, 
though-like Bern-it actoolly inc!Mes ~ecimens of all th~ typicatl 
s...-iss belts, the Alpine belt reaching Io,6so feet it\ thc!'i:>iable~ts . 
==-----,,.----.-----=-·..,.-------, T~e main occupation 

is agriculture, rfi,ooo 

The religions of Switzerland. 

acres being under the 
vine ; ltnd the l~d is 
very highly cultivated. . . .. 
Th~ best.wlne Is 

·grown ~nde; the lee 
of th• Alpine heights 
in the south- east~ 
Vevey and Cully be
i~ im~ortant centres, 
though• good wine is 
grown all 'he way 
from Lausanne to 

Aigle. Tobacco is also grown, especially in the Neuchatel basin, 
e'tf• ne~ Payerne and Grandson. Other ijldustries are ft:!w ; but 
clocks :!nd watches are made in the Jura villa~es, e.g. St. Croix, and 
the hills 1 supply the condensed ~ilk factories. of V-e~ey (Nest! e) and 
Lausanne. Like its neighbour, Gen~a, the canton attracts -many 
foreigne,.s, especi::Wly to its edu~tional centres, e.g. Lausanne and 
V e•ey, Morges and Yverdun ; but, of course, there ire other atb:ac
tions-scenic, climati~ and historical, e.fr. af Montr1!ux, Chatea.t 
d'Oex, afl.d Chillon. Much the targe~ to~Tl is, ho-.vt:ver, the capital: 
L h. h \-". 1 . . .1 • • • ausanne, w rc ccm .... i1ec:s a centra positiOn andward wrth a port 
at Ouchy. The area was thorou~hly conquered and settled bJ the 
Rom<t1.1s (cf. the Roman remains at, e.g. Avenc~es anlNyon), and 
has been ctrstinctly•Romanci in character ever since; but at the 

• •• •• • • • _
1 It sh~ld be noted tnat'l:he condensed milk and o~~erja~topesJof Nestle, Peter, 

Caiiier, Kohler, etc.) an! i<!l-y dependent on easy communications, and, therefore, 
find more suitable sites gn the undulating hil.country o' tile jja~au-where, too, 

• the streams are less torrential in pace ~i COfi1Stancy of volume, and the sup,Iy of 
hay for the winter is amwe~than ln the more ~ult .lllqpntain-c~ntry of the real 
alp WJ.s!ures. -

• • •• t 

• • 
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Reformation iot became, and-unlike Genev:t, and in spite ~ ills ~on-
siderable foreign.elemenh-it still is, overwhelmingly Protestant. 

In this~~pect Fr,boJ-!rg p!esents a great contrast. For, though ;ribourg. 
\~e lingui~tic fro!ltier runs due north-and-south through the very . 

~ .. . . 
heart of the-canton,.c. 11o,oi>o out of \tS c.•13o,ooo people are 
staunc~ adlJ&rents of •' 
the' Roman Chuoch. 
This• unity of • cre;,d 

• • The languages of Switzerl•nd . 

• ilM politic::t tievelop
ment is b~sed on• a 
physical ·.unity, the • 
·ca~ton bei~j!; practic
aily tJ1e basin of the 
Saape anti- ha-ting 
grown from what is 
at on~ the most tm
portant detour on the 
river ~itself, a111d the 
chief hydrographic 
ce~re of tfle basin, at 
the town ~f Fr~bo~rg. • Indeed, Duke Berchthold of Ziiringen chose 
the slte for a fortress on the Alam:nnian- Burgundian frontier; 
~d the town is• still on the left bank of the Saane, and protected 
by the river on all sides except the we~t, £.e. towards Burgundy. As 
the canton grew, it•vecame noted for its clothean~ leather, typical • 
"pasture" protlucts represented nilw by Gruyere cheese. For, 
though n" parr of the canton• approaches the snow-line, the upper 
part of the Saane ,Pasin is the most famous pastoral area in Switzer-
land, the home of -the "Ranz des Vaches" cattle-call. There is 
some agri.:ulture, e.g. grain in the north and tobacco in tht>,.soutll )' 
and _there are industr~s· in straw-plait and paper. But the great 
interest of the •canton "is pastoral~ the cheese-making being of 
predo~inant importance, e~pt!ially between Bulle and Gruyere ; 
and the great c;hocolate factories ~~ailler's) in the. same dist!'ict are 
es~11tially a bye-froduct of the dairy trade. Cheese, chocolate, aAd 
stWJ.W hats are the typical ~xports. As the camon spans the plateau, 
it gets the advantage of the" th~ugh~ines of rail, and it ha~ access 
to Lake N'eucbatel•both .directly, e.g. at ~tavayer (with its most • 
interesting r~cs of lake-dwellings) and indirectly via Lake Morat, 

• 

which ~ join~d to its larger neighbour by the canalise'd Broye. • 
Neuchatel is the only canton that is simp!' a secfion of the NeuchMel. 

Jura, and it is eS6e~ially J ul@ssic, ctnsistiteg ~f I'!J.rallel. ridges • 
and river vall~s •more• er less linked tran~;l'Sely by cluses, i.e. 
depressed sad~~ (iii ~e ridge~ that have been ~ut back by streams 
until "l:hey have been definitely eai~n through. The canton may, • 
therefore, be d\vided 1n£o n~fural zones•from e!st to west. Tb.e 

•• • • • 
• 

• 
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nar~w s8tip along the mke and the foot-hills U]:f "to .z.: oo feet are 
known, from their vineyards, as Le VigQoble; and good wines, 
both sparkling and still, are exported. from B~u<irC c~~aillod, and 

• N euchatel town. Westward of this zone i~ that known as Vallee~, • 
i.e. the two chief valloeys in the canton, the Val· de ~uz • or Seyon 
valley a~ the Val de Tra•vers or Reuse valley, which converge Qn 
the lake-siclt junction of Serrfere, the site of more;::hoc~ate f~ct<Jfies 
(Suchard's). Here, too, vin•yards are still commo"n, and absiDthe • 
is a typical product in th~Val de Travers; but"lbe s~<ial produ~s 
are fine met~l-work and asphalt, Travers itself l!teing noted for its" 
"cement." fhe metal-work i~ mainly in con~ection with the watch
making industry, e.g. the actual watches at ~leurier and lfi;_e scr~;, · 
etc., at Couvet. This ind~stry ha~" peJColared" through the. cluee 
'W!ich makes Fleurier an important road and tA.il jl91!ctitm, from 
Les Montagnes, the long .... alley between La Chaux de F~nds 
and Le Locle, both typical cluse junctions. tlere watch-DJaking 
is the one great industry, and has been for 2 5o years. Le Lode 
was Phe original hOj1e of the industry, but La Chaux de ~nds 
is now the l:ergest centre, boasting !tself "the largest vilTage in 
Europe" and exporting watches and•watch-cases to a "alue of c. 
£ 3,ooo,ooo a year, i.e. fully one-fourth of the ttJtal ~wi~s exPorr. The 
population is naturally very french-though Protestant-all through 
the canton; and the capital owes its importance, a! ar! education:tl 
centre for foreign students, to.the good French which is spoken. 

Geneva~ Like the ca1ltoi of Basel, that of Gene~ has no importance 

• 

compared with the town from which it takes its ~arne; but the 
southern canton ( =% Rutlandshire) ~s too small to• have had any 
interests separate from, still less alien to, those o' the town, and it 
is quite modern, dating only from Waterloo. The town had 
{lit!Viow;ly acquired the land immediately round it, but the.Romanist 
majori!y of the Swiss cantons had steadiry.refused for 2oo ¥ears 
to admit the " Protestant Rom~" to mem]jership.,of the Confedera
tion; and when it was eventually ~dmitted, it was allow~ only 
suffici~t (Frenca and Savoyardlterritory to give it ~orne protection, 
a~ an outpost of the Confederation, against forPign liiierferem::e. 
The town itself is tine of these which,. like matyeold Cathedral 
cities ~ Eugiand, are living eon tReir' past. :I:<' or the conditi;as 

• which gave it imporf';ence in early tim•s •art!t now rel'atively un
favourable, if not positively adverse; but it inherits f~m those old 
day&- traditions of educational "standard and iudust'tial efticiency 
which enatle it @0 compete more or less successfully with more 
favoure,P modern '1\livaJs. ~rched t11p I ~oo jeet above the sea, in 
the narrow line of •le:tst resistance betwe60" Jura" anti Alps, it com
manded a gate of ~~mense imfort~ce in ~~e _. war; and this 

• position was at once,.favo~able ¥l il!s commercial prosperity atld un
flj.vourable to its ~litical •progress. •f!or t'h~ difficu'h nature of its . ~·- . •• 
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westward "h~nt~;land," and the domination of Savoy •frorrf its 
position o' vantage .astrtde the Alps, made political expansion 

.westward pnfctically impossiole, while expansion over the fertile 
pbteau was. leloclted by towns earlier in th~ field, e.g. Fribourg. 
What delayetl. the stat"t of Ge11eva was la•gely its frontier posiuon. 
E~n il'l theotimes of Julius C:=esar it WiS an important frorftier post 

• between the Alwb'"oges and the Helvetii ; and, though •it was the 
c\Pit!al of the Seoond Kingdom of ~ur~undy, it never had any 

• £eal politi<Jl 'mpo~ance of its own except as a frontia,r posi. On 
the othe~ hand, its I~ternational utijity, commercialeand political, 

. ~ obviCJU~. For instance, it was a suitable site for Charlemagne's 
great councii in A.D. 7(3, as for the Convention of A.D. r864; and 
ifs fm,r 3Jln~al fail"s were of•such ~mportatfce that (to secure freedom 
for their exp·ort of cloth) the burghers of Fribourg maintained tlfe 
freedom of the tOWil from the attacks ;f Savoy, while Louis XI. not 
only f~rbad French merchants to attend them, but also established 
fairs jt Lyons on the same days. • 

I\1dt!ed, tlfe whole histOiY of the town-.!.and largely that of The Rhone 
Ceptral Eyrope-was. intimately bound up with its• International Ga.te. 
relatioos .• • For, tltouglJ. its regional position .as a frontier town was •• 
adverse to its i!ldependent political pr()jiperity, its local position was 
o.ne of great.str~gth on the flank of the Rhone Gate. The la.ke 
which brought it so much trade was also a great protection on the 
one side, while the turbid Arve was "a still better .bulwark on the • 
other. Betwe~ the two, on island and hill wa!hed by the Rhone 
and backed by lhe Sal eve wall ~f th~ Mont Blanc group, the town 
offered at once a safe refuge and a bridge to tap the trade-route 
along the northert1 bank of the river; and refugees, who were also 
traders, flocked to it. So Steinschaber of Schweinfurt introduced 
the printi~g trade ; Cusilil of Autun brought to it the watch-~aki~g• 
indu~try; the re~ocation pf the Edi<» of Nantes gave it an. immense 
impulse, Calvin hi!'nself being ~Huguenot refugee. To-day, of the 
studen~ at its University, 75 p.c. an• foreigners, including neai!y 500 

Rqssians; and rts environment on a,most every sid'e is one of "fr~e 
zonel in which ao customs duties are levied by Swiss or French. 
Ifllrleed, the influx of South .Europeans has been so great th~ in the 
c!ty of Calvjn now th& lllijority c1f the ~opulatian belong to the Roman 

. Church, so that some day'!t may add to the stmewhat limited attrac
tions oi.its ~aordinary list of gre:at men in almost every bran~h of 
learning, some of th~more popular attractions of vchiteciural adorn
ment which were denied to it bv Calvinilstic ideas IJf ast. 

• • • • • • • 
• .. . . 
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'J'»HE initial idea in the expansion of Muscovy was ro follo\li the 
two drainage slopes included in the original wnit, the northward 
slope to the Arctic Ocean, and the southward slope to the Onspian 
Sea. • Ivan III. saw the complete expansion over the former between 
Lapland and the Utals, and Ivan IV. saw the com~lete ex,p~sion 
over the latte!- between the Donetz aad the Urals, so t~at by A.D. 

1584 Russia spanned Europe from north to s~uth. It reenaived•for 
Peter the Great to add the EJtltic Provinces, and for @:atha~ine II. to 
link up the Baltic Sea with the Black Sea and the iea ~f Azof, thus 

• linking the Black Sea with the Caspian by A.D. 1796. Except, theti, 
• for the strip of ~ontier joinin~ the Dniester and the Bug between 

Kovno and Lemb~g, the whole of the Imp!Mal f~ntier westward 

Isolation. 
from the Tana to the Fruth wa~ the ~reation of quit¥ modern times. 

This implies centuries of a practical· isolation from the rest of 
Europe, which largely accounts for some of the ilistoric drawbacks 
of Russia, and which would justify its geograf>hic exclusion from 
\vT!at i~ typically European, even if it were~ not non-Eur~pean also 
in relief and climate. The WlifSt of those arawbacks was that the 
land remained untouched by the intilectuil stimtil!Is of the Renais
sance ~r by the religious stimul~ of the Reformation; but !!tan:;ely 
less adverse wen! the obligatiodt to face. unaided invasion from the 
st~ppe by Tatar pagans-who presently became ~hammeda11i, out 
remain"d always Asiatics,-and the facJe that Europe!tn Chrbtianii.y 

• had been received via¢~" Bhd~Sea,e.e. in a ~ebjsed Byz~ntine forn'l. 
Sen. Although much ti-ft! greater part of• tile [ron tier is sea, it is 
Frontier. almost true to say that the iiea portion is less IM!eful,.if less 

dangerous,.than the land portion. As we have~een (pp. 14·16), the 
four seas in ~ue~~on are ill typical inland seas, either absolutely 
landloct:ed or pro"idt!d with ocea~inH th::!t :tre so narrow as to 

• 
be dangerous to shipping even in time •oi' peace, ~nd very easily 
held and fortified -in time of ~ar. • In any~ff!ie,e:i~ renders them 

• practically useles' tt>r rn:>nths ~ve~ .yea,r except .at one or two 
j>l!i!!ts, or with .$rQJ~t expenditure, e.g. on ice-~reakelill, etc. 
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Strategic\lly: the White Sea is faultles~ for it has di~ed :fccess White Sea. 
to the Arctic Gcea~ anB the entrance is through the narrow Gorlo Basin •. 
Strait (4ff tniles); bui this• very fact, added ·to its division int~ 

• •hree laad~~ed- bays, makes it so much exposed to continental · 
influences. that large portiooo of it ar• frozen for eight rni>nths 
(~cto~er-J\!kty). On the other hand,.its intimate relation~ with the 

• basin~ of the :Ni>rthern Dvina,_ the On~ga, and the Mezen~ give it large 
supt>lies of fish-f~d, and It has 1l'r consequence very valuable • 

• • ~sheries, /st'ecialljr for herrings.1 Thotfgh th~ One~ is i:nore or 
less navjga~le right ~p to Lake L~he-from whick; and not from· 
~ke Oae_ga, it flows-it is of infinitely less importance than the 

· ~orthern Dvina. Fo.-the latter is a much finer river, flowing for over 
~oo~ rpiles in a wide, low, flat• valley; -it is formed, like so many 
riv~rs in .A;iati; Russia, by two large "tributaries" from oppotlte 
directions ; it is ~ompletely free of •ice from their confluence _at 
Kotl:!s to Archangel for nearly six months (middle of May to-

-beginning of f ovember) every year; the Sukhona rises as f~ w_est 
as t$r<:>,. Onega, and the Vy~egda as far ea~ as the Mezefi; and 
the one i; joinea to the Neva, and the other to •the Kama, hy. 
ca~al.. A.rchan~l is. therefore, much the most important port ; it 
was the • first, • and for a long time tee only, seaport that Russia 
rossessed; .ani>}, though its mean animal temperature is onl~ 1° 

above f~eezing, it is still a really busy and valuable harbour both 
for purely Russian and for Siberian produce. • • 

·The Balti~ frmMer, though much more fa~ured commercially, Baltic 
is jnferior stra~gically and n~ mu~ superior climatically ; and the Coast. 
best straTegic positions, e.g. that of Kronstadt ·and St. Petersburg, 
suffer climaticall:f from being at the eastern head of long gulfs 
(cf. Riga). Ports" nearer the Atlantic, e.g. Libau and Windau, · 
Hango at>.d Helsingfors, are much more favoured, especialJt if :rlsb 
fartAer south, the Ru;si.fn ports o" Libau and Windau having the 
advantage in . full> respect <j'er the Finn ports of Hango and 
Relsifllgfors; and the normal ~riod of navigation, e.g .. at St. 
Petersburg and. Riga, has: been g?eatly extended. by ice-break~rs. 
ThUil, the wholii port of St. Petersburg is generally kept open by 
t\!.e gigantic i~e-breaker twak-which clear~d her roootl).steamer 
rast year7 fully si\ w~eks af~r th~ Neva .itself is frozen up, and • 
the restricted 'channel fo~ fore,gn communi&tion can be maintained 
througi1out~e winter. Reval is sometimes op~n naturallY the 
whole winter, and I..ibau and Windau are often so, tha.latter-like 
even Hango_:_maintainin~ an unbrokere steamer •iervice -to England. · 
Nearness to a hostilt! frontie~nd poor acce~ tnlan~ hin<kred the .. 
early developclent of Litau and Windau,. b~l!t Libau got the start 
by itv? slightly .. ~sil!r -access ~ MQiiicow, while 'Windau was handi- • 

• • • • 1 The he~ingefishery c4f ~e 1\.!utman (Norm:!'n) coast t; still more productive, 
and is largely carried on by Mezefi boats, using the ice-free .-e~ port of Ekater~a. e 

• • • •• • • • • . .. 
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capped by the fact that its land approach from St! Petersburg 
involved a long detour and that, too, past the pQrt o~ Riga. Direct 
rail from Moscow to Windau has justified ~cent imprev~ments in 
the harbour, so that now it naturally gets the wint@r tijl.<je ~f Riga~ • 
and ~he Windau Rive; is 19avigable b)lo timber J;Otfts up t., a point so 
near the ~iemen that the co~struction of a canal bet~en tbe t\ro 

• is an obvio~s way of diverting the Russian timl'le~; trade on ~e 
Niemen from the control of terman Jews at thA timber empol'tum 
f T "l . • • • • , • 

0 I Sit. • • • • 
St. Peters~rg is, however,. much the most Important harbour, 

even from a purely commercial point of vie"w. For "the:Russia~ 
• • • 

• 

• 

• 
• 

• 5 

Site of St. Peteiburg. 

• • • 
;t.Peters- lake-land plays, c!imatically and-commeccially, muca the same part 
1urg: be~ween the White Sea and the Gulf of :£!inland as .be Swedishja~e-
leo- land pliys between th~ Kattegat and th~ t;.ulf of Bothnia, witl1 ~t. 
xaphi.c . 

• Petersburg playing the.,part of-Gctd,;org and the Neva that of t~ 
Gota, The i:;thmus b~ween Lake l!adogR ~n!the Gultis not 30 
mile~ wide, and the importance o( the river as route olllilarrier across 
its souther~ end had been recognised ages befqre the days ~f Peter 

• the Great. Frorr\ very eaely times trade had worked northward 
down tne V ol~lof ftoi11 N ovgorod, an~ thl! towtl established fortresses 
on the lake end and~n the sea end of the'h"ver, at Sdlli.isselburg and 

• Peterhof 1
; but a 'Swedish for~ess •t the c8nfluoo~ of the Ochta 

• with the Neva, z:e . .the apet of the~elb.prevented permanent o~cupa-• . . . . 
• • • • 1 ~nown originally as Oryeshek and Koporp. •• • • 
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tion even ot th; south bank of the river." At last, in %.n~ t 703, 
Peter the._ Great took tflis fortress (of Landskrona), and proceeded 

. • to secure bt'lth banks liy building the fortress of St. Peter and St. 
1:>aul-besw~a <!:lthedral dedicated to the same two saints-on the 
large isla~c! in the nwuth of•the Neva :1 mifes farther west. .This 
~~nd; sinee then known as Peter~urg, and the corr~sponding 
Basil's Is·land d.ivrde the Neva into three branches, thus fofming a great 
~b~tacle to flood-w£ter ; and, as their•deltaic origin puts them very 

• • fittle (ro~r•I r f~tat the most) above t~e normallev~l of the river, 
they ar~ ea~ily flood~d when stron~ westerly gales ~·hold up" the 

. 4ver, oP when easterly winds in spring drive block-ice down from 
Lake Lalega. · Con~quently, the main part of the city now is on 

•the pe~insula made by th~ rivt!r on tht! south-eastern edge of the 
deka, anl fi: wa·s here that Peter had his first shipbuilding y~rd 
erected ; but the •ommercial centre r~mains on the landward end of 
Basi!'s Island, which is connected by a ship-canal (c. 18 miles long 
an~ fully 22 feet deep) with the outport of Kronstadt on th,'land
wa~ ~nd of Kotlin Islan~ This obviates• the banks and rocks 
~ich c~ber the seaward iront of the delta; and the peninsula is 
crosS&d_t>y a sa-ies .of roughly concentric canals, by which flood- • 
water can no't only make its escape,e.but also be concentrated on 

.the line of.th~ship-caf:ml. As the riv~r, of course, brings no silleout • 
of Lake Ladoga, and gathers little in descending the (navigable) 
Ostrovki rapids, it is only the a'ttual flood - 'i'ater that causes. 
much trouble• • • • 

In s~ite ~ all the expense thu~ involved, the city is not increas- st. Peters
ing in prosperity or importance. It has a detestable climate, and bpur

1
?.: · 

. . . dd d h h' h h 1' f h d o ltlcal. Its site was a pllt!-stu e mars -w Ic cost t e JVes o t ousan s. 
of the original builders ; and since railways began to develop the 
souther~ and western. provinces of Russia by intercm.!tse ~ith 
Ell'tope, the le~s favoured provinats on the Volga have relatively 
fallen into the 'background., Thus St. Petersburg lost the old 
adval!tage of being the commerc~l "mouth" of the Volga,;md lost 
i~ just at the "time when .~he Baltfc ports of LiOau and Riga were 
beginning to.goow: Cheap railway fares, great financial encour~ge-

• 
• 

ftlent of industries, an<:? lhe growth of cen\ralised admi~stration, 
have maip.tained tie c;Jty in tf!ch ~ its old.political importance, and. 
immensely increased it~ economic import\nce, but not as a port. 
Even~olit1l!tlly it has suffered fmm the rapid increase of population 

• 

in the Black Sea hinterland, though it still remiins " t•e- inte~preter 
to Russia IJf West Euro~ean civilisat¥>n "-a p:>sition won in the 

. days when it be~am~ ~ ;>rof~:mdly cosmopd\ita.n c:ntre tfnder the 
influence of t~ innumerable foreigners who •ffocked to it to supply 
the .maritime c~m1n~rce tha~the e::ountry itse1f could not supply. 
As the politici-1 capitj.liJf tlt~"empire, it:is ha'\lcjcapped by. the fact • 
that the Balti~ coast-lands south of the Neva..ar; specifically-not • 

• • • •• • 

• 

• --
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Slav, ~~t ~erman, while ~orth of the Neva they are• .sp~cifically not 
Slav, but Finn, • • • • 

Libau and • The historic influence of St. Petersburg ~as been a~ adverse to • 
Wid~. the prosperity of other ports on the Gulf of Finland, e~. ~iJrva anci

RevaJ, as the modern influence of railways has• been fa~ourable to 
ports fartller out on the Balticeitself, e.g. Windau and L!bau. • T~ 
latter, the oltl Lyra Portus of the Livonian Order of ihe Sword, has • 

• 
• 

• 

.. a fine strategic site at the en<f of a sandy penin!Mla which cuts • off. 
the Libau Ia~ or lagoon f~m the Baltic, and thr~gh ~hrt~h a canaT • • 
was cut in the fieVenteenth cenwry; but it haQ. to wait. for .railway 
connections, e.g. with Moscow and the Black Earth district, befo~. 
it became prosperous. In the last thirty years•.its permantnt popula-
tion has more than trebled ~~ oo,oooj, anJ a large influi .of .,isftors • 
is !ttracted in summer by its facilities for bathing. Windau, wh!ch 
is also a large bathing cent~e, is surrounded .by sand-dunes-
evidence of the exposure to Atlantic gales to which it largely ~es, 
like L\Pau, its freedom from ice; and what railways have done. for 
it, may be gauged frolfl the fact that its. export of but(er rose. ~om 
c. 37,ooo tons ~valued at c . .£2,48o,oo@l) in 1909 to c. ss,ooo toijs 

_, (valued at c . .£s,3oo,ooo) in 1911. • • •. • •• • • Reval and The Domberg crag at Re~l was crowned by an E'sthonian fort 
Narva. in 'liery early times, and the deep harbour ·in the tSh~ter of the. 

• castled crag attracted the Hansa merchants ; and the town still 
.profits by its rel~ive nearness "to the industrial. district round St. 
Petersburg, c. 62 p.c! of its total imports bein•g cotw:>n, valued at 
nearly .£ 5, 7oo,ooo in r 9 r I. Eut i~ share in the ttotal.trade of 
the country-imports, exports, and general trade alike-is falling, 
though it still exports considerable quantities of o:tts and wheat, of 
flax and tow, of joiners' work and asbestos (from the Urals). Narva, 
tl~e•fam~s Rug odin of the Teutonic Knights, is still less f!otirishing. 
Historic~lly it was in turn thee prey of Oa~es aqp Swedes ~nd 
Russians, and in more recent times ~$ bee:1 overwheimed by its 
nearnes~ to St. Petersburg. It hae some importance as com~and
ing the coast-railway in crossing ~e Peipl\'l isthmus, lrut its only rell.l 

• • Riga. 

• • 

-

life •is associated with the textile industriei that are ~upported• by 
the falls .,n the N arova~ • • 

• Much the most im~rtant l!arbo,, how~vere is Riga,. which is• 
the largest export centfe in Russia, and• comes second only to 
St. Petersburg 1 as an import cent;e; and it owes its i!TJortaace to 
the (Westel'n+ Dvin\ As the high granaries and•huge cellars in the 
Old Town still sugaest, it wa. founde,d as a storehouse, and became 
a very imf>ortant merpb~r of the Hans:iLea~q,e, 'ho11gh its prosperity 
was somewhat hampetted by its strategic importance, ihich involved 

• • • • •• 
• 1 The proportions oft~ impert trad~(t!1J:o~are: St. Petersburg, c. t/p.c.; 

Riga, 14 p.c.; Reval, • 8 p.c.; •and Odessa.~. 6 p.t:. • Riga's t>roportion of the 
• exoo't trade varies frj~ 14 to c. 20 p.c. • • •• • • • • 
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it in the con~arit warfare of the Teutonic Knights, PolesfSw~es, 
and Russians. J3:ve11 aft~r formal and permanent incorporatio~ in 
Russia, it s'iU suffered from t!ote same cause, e.g. being burnt on the 
\]ilproach i>f .the F.rench •in 18 I z ; and the bar ~n the river and the • 
exposure to ko,t and.wind weie for long ~dveorse to its commercial 
grewth.. Copsequently, its population did not amount to ~oo,ooo 

• un~ within the last fifty years. With'n that time, how•ver, it has 
risen• from I oo,~o~.to 4oo,ooo, main~ because of its easy access 

• p}!" river anti -canal via Vitebsk to the b~ins of the Dnieper and 
the Volga. • At the•same time, all the most important r1ilways must 

• • • h • I' 
c~nverge ~n file south end of t e Riga Gulf to reach open " water, 

'wl:1tch has ~ade it su1reme as an export centre, while the great 
~velepment of industries ifl thee Baltic P.rovinces has made it also 
very. impor!1fnt :Is an import centre, importing such significa5t 
products as coal, dY.e-woods, fertilisers, eotton, and rubber. Improve-• . ments. on the spot and at Ust-Dvinsk (protected by the castle of 
Dvinami.inde) and the use of ice-breakers enable the largest vessels 
to u~. the pert at all seasons, so that it lilas acquired a4Pmost 
complete control of the egg! trade, exporting in 19• r more than 
I,s"oo,ooo:ooo o~t uf a total of c. 3, 7oo,ooo,ooo (valued at con
siderably•overe£8,so'O,ooo). In that year its total export trade 
(mainly tim!Jer,. flax and hemp, grai:;, and skins) was valued at 
Lzo,ooo,ooo, z.e. considerably more than double that of Wind~u, 
more than three times that of Libau. and nearly ten times that of 
St. Petersburg. Utl~er these circumstances, ~o, •it has n3;turally ' 
developed ma~y local indu~ries,. e.g. in transport and other 
machinerf, catron and linen yarns, leather and oil. 

• 

The most crit~al part of the frontier is, of course, between the Polish 
Black Sea and the" Baltic; and here the Polish salient should be l:.rontier. 
practicall1 ignored. Fc:r; though the standard gauge (4 ~eet ~g .. 
inc~s) is only maintained on the railways from Alexandl'Ovo to 
Warsaw and fro'm Herby to Wars:w, where the Russian (5 feet) 
ga1;1ge •begins, still the Ger~an rolling-stock is now fitted with 
adjustable whef;ls, and the Russia·~ command of. Poland ~pends 

• on the Vistula; which fr~m Cracow upwards and from Th<Jrn 
dW)wnwards is•n~n-Russi:tn. Warsaw itself, however, is protected 
d'n either flank by a great e~trenooed camp-at Ivangotbd and 
Novo Ge0rgievsk, ~e ~~er lapable of hotCJing fully 6o,ooo men • 
and g\ardi~he two great river routes from the confluence of the 
Bug-Narew w1th the Vistula. • • 

The essentially "Russian frontier is much ~ronge~ ·consisting Austro
largely of m·arsh-gil't r•versr Pro~«h, Nort~ern B,pg,~nd•Niem~n; and Ge~an• 
· h "' " ·"" · · d 1· d d b D · Sect1on. m eac case tne trontlcl •nver ts up tcate ~~ar - y mester 
and Pripet, by40J6er~tSiea and ~Yesttrn Dvina, tpe one serious gap 
being• between Smolensk aud• Vite'bsk, .i.e. ~fortunately in front • 
of Moscow. the rivt!rs in ~emselves ·~rP. of~ourse, much l'ss 

• • • 

• 

• 
• 

• 
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valllfllile tthan the assoeiated marshes. Thus, the· foontier sectiOn 
of t.he Niemen encloses on the west an area t~at i~ almost entirely 
marshy fen, and at the northern elt>ow the fortres~ function of 

• Kovno commands the Vilija, while at tte so~thern tjlbow tlee• 
fortress junction of <Grodno commands the Uppe/ ~j·emen. So 
the" rivti[-and-rail junctron of Biel~stok, o~ the iq,per vontiir, 
supported • by the fortress •or Goniondz on tile outer front!er, • 
commands the N arew, whil• the fortress juncti~n of Brest Litovsk 
comma.nds the elbow o• the Bug. East ot tl}is, .a~ain, is t'fl." • 
impassable hjlanse of the Rokitno (or Pinsk ~r Pripet) swamps, 
south of whiCh-i.e. from Lemberg-is the"only real'l.y ~~sy route 
to any of the three historic capitals of Ru,psia, tl:ie olft capitat-of 
Kief (cf. p. 373). · • • • • • • 

~JlackSea. • In spite of the place in history taken by t~e Crtme"an ~ar, 
the Black Sea coast of Ressia is relatively unimportant except 
from the purely economic point of view; and e\en in this ~spect 
it must be remembered that its possession by Russia is com
para~ely recent, alid its development correspondingly priJCitive. 
For instance,. the great port of <tJessa is at present • served 
by only one line of railway, and that is practicalll a str~tegic l!he, 

• running north-westwards parallel with the fro!ltier-'limt e!st • of the 
Dniester-i.e. not towards Rlssia, but towards Austria and Germany. 
Tllis is being remedied now by the construction or a !ine runnin!l; 
north-eastwards, but it runs vip the head of navigation on the Bug 

• 

• at Voznesensk, ~o •hat it will help to feed -t.+J.e inferior ports of 
Nikolaief and Kherson, which .are ~!ready provide<! with rail into 
the Dnieper basin. Indeed, Odessa would be in • a mflch worse 
position than it is, if it were not that it has ti,. most favourable 

• site for commanding Russian sea-trade. with <the East, and that 
~t .has i large and very able Jewish population. Again,•the ports 
at the• head of the Perekop Gulf have" t>een hitherto enV:rely 
neglected, e.g. Khorli and Shad~vsk, althm!gh th~~njoy even more 
climatic advantages than Odessa (c~p. 15). Khorli is pra.:tically 
never <!osed by i£e, and would ~ake an infinitely b~tter winter-port 
than Theodosia. \ • 

Sea of 
.Azof • 

The Sea of Azof .is so much shallow~, freshe~, ~ore exp~§~, 
and mote s~ut in by la~d, than.the \l~c~ Sea, that its navigation !s 

• 

-

• very precanous, even apart from the ,.;at Qi'ofight down b~ the Don. 
I_f that r~ver were diverted. bodill vic: the. Ma?YC:h n,tress~n into 
tne Coaspi~n" both the s~a Itself and Its chm~ti~ mtluence would be 
greatly Improved ; lllnd It would then be quite practicable to make 
and majntain•a ~e~ chantel frorr11'JaganrQg s.nd R~stof to the 
Kerch Strait, and osy~h a channel would• he ahtwst equally useful 
to the great coal port of MariopoJ.and thi .. isiel~ grain port of 

• Berdiansk. • • • • • • 
• In its essentitl plan• European• ~ussiae some~hat resembles .. • •• • 
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France, for i! consists of a central plateau -sur;ounded bflo..,lttnds 
which span Eur~pe f'om o0orth to south, and which rise outwards to 
frontier he~ltts-plateau or m~untain, e.g. Finland and the Sarmatian . ~ . 
~atform, • th.,e, U 10als and the Caucasus. There, however, the 
resemblance-· to Fra~ce laq~ely ends; Jor •of all the essetttial 
cl.o!arac~ristir.s of the area the two most significant are enormous 

• ar~~ and profo1.111<! uniformity, each of which tends to it1 tensify the 
climMic influence .pf the other. ~en north of the Manych • 

• ~pressimt f11t>m .the Sea of Azot- to the ~aspian, Eur<ll?ean• Russia 
exceeds 2,ooo,ooo•square miles, incl~ding some fifty.Governments . 
..}t le;st thirty of them• contain at least 2o,ooo square miles apiece; 

· th?ee of tllem contai'* I 2 o,ooo, i.e. are as large as the United 
!tin!¢om; and one, that•of .A<tchangel, contains 32o,ooo, i.e. is 
equil to• thl: -united Kingdom and France put together. • 

• .. 
• 

Although this ~s less than one-quafter of the Russia,n Empire, it ~opula
contai.ns three-quarters of the total population (rso,ooo,ooo); but, t1on. 
compared with the area, 
thes'-lllillions~f people 
are ·relatively insignific
ant. Tht~:avera~ ~lue 
of th•e •indi\Oidual 1s, 
therefore, j.t 1 mini• 
~urn; even towns are 
normally of little or no 
importance Ojitsid~· a 
limited area in the west ; 
only on ftle ri~h Black 
Earth is popu l.ttion 
really perceptible_,!_one 
reason fer, as well as. 
one. result of, popultt
tion moving •st-eadily • ~2:ii~~CJ22:s£212 
sopth\f!lrds. On the 

Edtopean Russia Density of populati..,. 
steppe -lands the aver- · • • · • . 

• age .per square ".mile is 3 • persons ; in the forest it is r 5 ; on the 
BJ.ack Earth !t is 7 5. llfpe total urban poifulation is oill~ 13 p.c. 
{$[ the whole; even in Pola~ alof\e it is only 2 2 p.c. ; and the 
significance of it i~ e~e~t lesl if only reale"Russians are included. • 
For o,.e-thi«f, and the most vigorQUS third, of the urban population 
is foreign-alien alike in blood, in creed, in speech, inil'to• som.e 
extent i.n ~olitical and economic inte.ests. Ote result of this is 
that urban infl.ueflce, so• fa~from civilising- tl\.~ nfral areas, only 
complicates tl!eir" econOtnic and political pt6lolems, especially in 
parts. where tht! ma!s ~f the laad b~ongs to th,e•peasants; and, as a 
matter of fact, there are near!~ reo,ooo~oo peasants holding land • . . . ..,. . . . 
that in the agg~gate JS ten times the area of En_~la~d and Wales. _ 

• 

• 

• 
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Internal ~~si<fes this insi~nii!cance of the Man compar~d ~ith the Place, 
Isolation. Man is insignificant to Man. For the ht'lge ~ista•ces involve pro-

• found isolation. Roads-such as the~ are ~ a land wi'le~e " metal ·~ 
is as rare as marsh is common-are measuredo bj> 1;)1!!• thousa!!d 
mil~s; inns are practica~y unknown.; railwa)OS are di~couraged by 
the exce4.lent navigation and sledge-traffic on the riveJ.IIl, and are:so 
short of roMing-stock that th~y cannot cope with "tl:ie long dista~ces • 
and interminable delays. :rh fact, size exerciSii a physical tyfanny 
from ~ich,. to the ordi~ary peasant, escape is• imp~s!W:>le. It4'i~ • 
little wonder .that his most .typical trait ~s a perfectly. Nthetic 
humility, based on a most vivid realisation of his own i~significan~ti;. 
and he is, even when apparently immeasurab!f degraded,• profoundly 

• 

Relief. 

• 
• Water

parting. 

• 

•• 

religious-standing in chl'lrch, "a~ in the presence of aq e~rtnfy 
ki'hg," and minimising the value of any human interme~i~ry between 
his God and himsel£ • • But uniformity of relief is as vital a factor as size. The land 
lies in a rough square, measuring c. r 6oo miles each way · and 
from •the Caspian to•the Baltic, from.the White Sel to tht;. ~lack, 
from the Ural'!; to the Carpathians, ilo is practically one. boundless 
plain. Indeed, as far as relief only is conce~ned~the ur¥foriTiity is 

• simply paralysing, leaving no.possible opening for hl.!'lnan ·variety or 
hup:1an initiative ( cf. p. 6 r ).• It is only wtthin gejlof!iically recent 
times that the land emerged either from under an arm of the Arctrc 

• Ocean or from ~nder a wide- mantle of ice ; and, therefore, vast 
areas present an allllolutely monotonous surfaM, th~ mass being of 
Tertiary or Quaternary formation anci never disturb<ofl by folding or 
volcanic action. This has a certain political value, for it un•doubtedly 
breeds a unity of political environment and iflterest, as it has 

• moulded a curious mixture of races into a. definite (and unattractive) 
R.assia~ type-with the ruddiness of hair 01-nd the green~-grey eye 
that an! so typical of hybrids. .But the un~ttractiv~ness of theotype 
may be the test of the moral ani mental Mrm done to the 
individual. • • . 

W~ere the re\ief does rise '!>lightly ibove the ;;eneral level, it 
do~s so only in the form of broad ana gentle s~llings, the most • 
important of which fd'rms the main wate!-parting or the count~. 

• It runs ~ight across th~.co~ntrJ!rom tear B~~st ~ito~sk, llla!ntaining 
an almost due N.E. d1r~ct10n, z.e. pa~llel41<nth the he of tne great 
lake-system and with the iiormai .path of cyclonic sy~s ; tftnd its 
average bi!i&ht-which is also its normal height-is c. 8oo feet. 
But, as it reaches / breadth.of 700 miles, its actual h~ght is im
perceptiele. 'the ·~ceflic and topogr~hi<! effect•is exaggerated by 
the fact that, throug~ 'he normally horizotrt~l strata iTl the relatively 
dry climate, the rivers have cut •heirebeds do~r1' alfn•ost to sea-level, 

• and now flow at t11f !'!otto~ of a 'avrn~ which one c~nnot see ·at all 
uniil one stands on the brink of the precipic~ formid by the bank. 

A • •• 
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Of c~urse, this 'is I;ost ~rue ~f the central plltea~, with its \va-age 
height of 8oo to lj)OO f~et ;•and it is least true of the Baltic lowland, 
which does flot often exc&ed joe feet, i.e. I oo to zoo feet lower 
t~a.1 the r~t Qf the.lowlands which surround the plateau. ·• 

Over this ta~t area .of profqpnd uniforlliity tlimatic conditio12s, River
past'• and. pre~nt, have imposed an added tyranny. The•whole system.• 

.country north of Sci N. and west of the• eastern limits ofethe Don • 
basin -is covered wi~ a thick mantle ef boulder clay and other 
~4=t~al depo~t~ which radiated fn'lm the ~candinavian jce-ce'Iltre ; 
and the clay is often ~n long broad rid~es which are c~se together 
in ~he ~or~-w~st, but get wider and wider apart as they advance 
e'ast"ard an<f.southwar<f.• Between these ridges, after the melting 
of~he ~reat ice-sheet, immerfse laf{es collocted, linked together by 
actuaUy b~oa~: but• relatively narrow, straits; and the sites of these-
lakes are now covered with lacustrine dt!posits or with m=irsh, while 
their main channels,.e.g. through the straits, are perpetuated in the 
existing rivers. South of 50° N. the grass-lands are covered, 
especiStl~ on t~ir upswellings, with Black EaP!:h ( cf. pp. 7 4-~ 6 ). 
The loess by itself would be!too porous, but the ht1mus enables 
it to• ec.on~ise t~e "water-supply ; the boulder clay is absolutely 
impervious~ but 4t,lies i~ ridges, and is ~ten mixed with gravel and 

· sand and mu~, ~ile a gPadual upheavalet that is going on towarcls 
th~ north-west materially assists drainage. 

• 

These are the conditions under which the relentless uniformity Cij,matic 
of structure and rellH are intensified by. a cli.:~at'ic control that Control. 
shows itself in e~ormous areas o' unik>rm vegetation or absence of 
vegetation~leagues of tundra followed by leagues of coniferous 
forest, followed by k!agues of deciduous forest, followed by leagues 
of rich steppe, fol!()\~ed b~ leagues of poor steppe. The tundras 
extend over the whole arta where there is no sunshine in winte~ • 
and where the summet" sunshine is •" filtered" through ubiqtritous 
fog ; and, as thhe con"ditions imply temperatures below zero 
in Finter and not much ab~ve jreezing-point in summer, the 
soil is permanently frozen- except on the sm•face for ~ few 

"Wee"ks. in midsuVJmer-anfl there is very little precipitatio!f. 
As.soon as the•latitude aJI!o.ws of the warmesr' month in the year 
ha"ing a temperature of soo i,, an~ relief and exposure aTlow of 
an annual rainfall of~ve~ :.0 inlhes, forests ci short-rooted conifers • 
can begln t~urish-stunted tow.ards the tundra frontier, whe;e 
they merge in the sJvubs, dwarf birches, and various "~~-rie~~· of 
the southern latitudes of the tundra, a~d little ~etter than dense 
thickets in tte matsh1s, !1ut ~vering thousa11d~· of 'square miles 
between the Ba~tic" and "tl\e Urals. As the ~Iimmer temperature 
rises, t~e need f~re n~<!le-shape.I a~ evergreen•leaves decreases; 

• • • • 1 This is slightly.increasillg .tle pe-r of the rivem>, especiajy in the south, to cut 
canon-like gorges; • • • 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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an~,•as~he relatively deficient rainfall is more tl~;n t:ompensated
for long-rooted trees-by the water-bearing. soil11 the land is still 
largely covered with deciduous forese fro~ the Carpttttians to the 

• Urals. Where approach to "Mediterranean" latitlfl~ ~valves •h•e 
failure of rain-beari!Tg wiJ:lds by the •ime of ~aximun! 'temperature, 
while llbe Ural-Caspian GaP. gives easy access to icy v.oinds i.n wiJ1ter, 
grass-land. replaces forest ; ror, even if the absenee"~f moisture :"n the. 
hottest season and the pre~nce of wind in t~ coldest seasol't were 
not f<!tal t~ trees, the laaer grow•so slowly that they ~~~ld be~ncr 
millions of t\py trees actually.are every year-s1nothered· an~ killed 
by tA.e quick-growing grasses and bulbous pl~nts. Tnus t~e tyra11ny 
of size and the tyranny 6f relief are surn!emented !Jy a cli~atic 
tyranny which imposes o-.er thou~nds t>f consecutive sgu~re'\nile~ a 
monotony of plant life that allows no variety of occupatiO!i and 
interest, at]d therefore no in'tlividuality or initia~ve to human life. 

Tempera
ture. 

But the tyranny of the climatic control does not st<JP here. 
For just as the absence of physical obstacles made political expan
sion' easy, especial~ eastwards, so it makes rapi<! distri~t!lion of 

• 
Winds. 

• 

• climatic! phenomena eas~, with, the 
result that the av"er:tge annjal tempera-

• c ~ • ture scarcely varies ~ o r. between 
the extreme • north ind. the extreme 
south-as far as the Crimea. Inde~d, 
.the difference between the average 
annual temper~tl.res •of Odessa and 
Archa~gel is sometim~s not more than 
that between the top and 'the foot of 
Ben Nevis. Ever. at Archangel the 
summer tep1perafure reaches 8 so F.; 
and even on,. the Black S<'!a coast the 
range of temp~rature exceeds xa.o° F., 

Rainfall and temperature of :Moscow f la · • "ll h • d f A 'l d 
and Sebastopol. rosts ~stmg ti t e en o pn an 

re~urning at the beginning of ~cto.ber. 
No prace seems- to have an ~erage 'rfmperature much lower than 
t~at of Archangel (c. 33° F.), and none has one;very much llighe~ 
than Odessa (49° F.?; and the winter .i~therms cr~ss the sum111er 
isotherms a1mo:;t at ri~ht angl~, O<Jssa being ~n the same ( z s·o F.) 

• as Grodno in winter, 'while Moscow is =on the same ( 66 o F.) as 
Grodno in summer. So St. P.etersburg and Kha. ar11. on th::: 
samt!. (1i 0,F.), and Archangel and Kazan OQ the same (7° F.), in 
winter, while WaPsaw an<J. Perm are on the same (Siso F.), and 
Kishin~f and -ore~urg on the sam~7 1• F. f, it1 summer. 

The climate l's,.t>f course, essentially continen~l, temperatures 
being occasional!,. recorded ~ low as - -'4i ~~and as ~igh as 

• 109° F., while most•plac~ have~n•ex,irellle range ~f from 130° F. 
tQ 140° F., and 'ecord their mini~um in •Janu3iy; but cyclonic 

• • • !• • 
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influences frorrf the Atlantic do reach the country, workinl atmss 
the great lakes in.wint~r al!d across the belt of deciduous forest in 
summer-mt<!h to the a~vant~e of the forest. It follows that the • 
r~~lar wiQii jn• thtl west is a westerly or south-westerly one ; but 
the contra-d~k moveq1ent invQlves a consta-nt •inflow from the e~st 
an<\ souih-eas~ while the regular wind Jn the south-east is •almost 

• always easterly. ;'Jihis involves many difficulties. For i~tance, an 
Anti-,...rade inflow :iiay cause a temperary thaw which "mires" 

•fall!d timbef; •or a cold blast fronf the ea~ may make ~he fl1x-pits 
too col"- fctr retting purposes. But tb~ great trouble i~ the strength 
a~ velocriy ot the winas, especially in winter, when terrific storms 
• • • sweep the cowntry, and eover all the leagues of tundra, forest, and 
st~ppe~ wjth endless leagues• of snt>w. • 

TJle climate is~ therefore, in many ways as unfavourable to th~ Naviga
river-system as the r;lief is favourable. • The rivers start .in lakes or tion . 

• 

• 

• 

• • 

• • • 
• 

• Central Iiu~sia. Ar~ above 6oo fee~n elevation shown in black. 

vast m~shes, they have a ver, geptle gradient, and they have to 
meander round t;he central D)ateau, t~us developing~normous tasins 

•and giving everl ~dvantage 1'or a circuit of navigation by river an'd 
linl.:ing canal round the ~llteau. They have: therefore, from very 
eatly times been alm~st the onw cha~els of movement-fa~ trade 
and migrat!on, and ha:e •exellised a mos; potent influence on • 
national,uni""• They have even ~ontributed what little variety of 
relief the country dot:.S possess, for the "hills" of the m<i'e.elefated 
areas are du~ simply to the river-erosio~; and ti'Iey have made it 
possible for a countfy, the t\Ja,~of which drain1 r!'!tura~ly awl!ly from 
the Atlantic, to ~av~ its to'"eign trade concentP~ted on the Baltic. 
The V£>lga, Dnie~r, ~~ Don mve Jengths respoctively of c. 23oo, 
c. 1400, and c. IJOO miles, witb "'asin's ~f c. '-"'6~ooo, c. zoo,ooo, • 

• • •. • • J • • 
and c. 17o,ooo. iquare miles. But they suffer from 1ce in wintlir .. . - . • 

• 
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aoo•fn~n drought in ~ummer, and their gradient{s teo slight to give 
them much power over obstacles in t!.eir ~eds.; and where such 

• disturbances are rarest, other causes- grea~ly affect t~if value. For 
instance, the Petchora is navigable for nearl)' 8io• ~iles, but~ 
u~til linked by carf.J.l t~ the Kam~-it wa~ entirely- isolated from 
Russi:. by the Timan ridge. The Onega, which has .a mast uteful 
position, •s marsh-girt and •spoilt by rapids. 'Jih~ Dvina-Vyc~egda. 
is navigable for over 8oo ~iles, but flows thr~gh almost unpt!opled 
forest' to a~ estuary wh~h it h!s not strength to ~t%P free t'!:-orrr 
debris. Coutrariwise, the D~eper, with its very important n1vigable 
tributaries-Beresina, Pripet, and Desna-serves a rela~vely depse 
population in a very rich area that has a rell!l;.ively favoulable cli~ate.; 
but it has c. 5o miles of flangerotl!; raprds just below its cpit:!f td«rn, 
~katerinoslaf, which choke up its mouth with debris, whlle its 
upper wat~rs for months afe either frozen or .too shallow for safe 
navigation. Indeed, it is only during the melting of the <~;now in 
spring-when the peasants are too busy on the land to have time 
for hything else---that the rivers of the country an!normaJI,:navig-• able as a sys!em. • • 

Dillillbu
.. tion of" 

People. 

The distribution of population is, howevei', ~ry clQilelY. reTated • • • to the river-system. In th• north the flat swellings that forfn the 
"'ater-partings are largely ~arshy and CO'Vered w~th .peat bogs, so · 
that population is attracted to the river banks for lumbering a~d 

• 
• 

• 

• the grow'ing of barley in clea~ed areas. In the south the unglaciated 
water-partings :re•oo dry, and population is•a,trac.ed to the broad 
valleys for growing wheat and •rye. • Even in the !Jlinini areas the 
river is still the prime factor, e.g. the Donetz in the southern coal
field and the Chusovaya and the Issek in the pllltinum and copper 
districts of the Ural. And, as the tr~d of" almost all the great 

• l'i.vers .is essentially southward, the populatjon would ha~ tended to 
gravit!ite southward as soon iS Turkish ntle was driven acrQSs the 
Black Sea, even if the rewards of labour ·had 110! also been much 
greater on the Black Earth. • • • . 

centres of ~hether judged by the del'lsity per\ square mil~ ~f the Govern-
~opula- t!lents or by the number of large towns, there ari three cenves of' 
tlon. population-Poland,ewhere nearly all th$) ~overnmen'l:s approach, and 

some greatly exceed, a densit~of 2~ per sguare mile; the Mosr'"o¥! 
• district, which contai~ nearly two-t«irds~d alr the chief industries; 

and the Black :Caxih, which has. two-thirds of the to~~op\llation of 
the ~ou~w on less than two-fifths of its tot~l area, the density in 
Kief, Poltava, anti Podolij., being over 130 per squire mile. In 
Polan<i mint!ral ·~ealth, a fertile ~i), • andt a• favourable climate, 
especially in the hJtter of rainfall, have• ~een supfllemented by the 
favourable conditKms under ~ich•the serf! 'ften! ,.reed, and by the 

• stimulus (to scient!fic asricu!tftre ·aid to industries) of German 
ilonmiD"r~nt,:: ~nil PteiP"hhonr,::_ Tn th~ Mosc~w area..• thou!!h the Janel 
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is 'iess favotliab1~ to• agriculture, there i!i also minerat we~lth,• 
commerce is greatly encovraged by the central site and its relation 
to the migltty. V~lga, "and the .area has been protected from nomad 
'taJds and isolated (rom t!~e Black Earth---,-by a narrow belt of hillocky • 
rough Jan~ ·(lh" chief oats-growing area of Russia) that runs across 

. 
• 

. b 1 , • • • the country e ow Tu a. • • 
•-.rh~ basi~ o). t.he Middle Vistula, ~th its fertile soi~ and good Poland>: 

• comwmnication by land and water, wasethe cradle of the Poles ; but North . 
• its.name oi i'olan~· ("The Plair-.") has •o official recognitlon, the • 

irea being "known ~cially as the Ten Governments orl' the Vistula. 
It co~ist4> oi two verf different part~, between whiclt the capital of 

·Vf!tsaw Wl!l$hly holds.the balance. The northern half is a low, 
l¥)C)u4tting, wooded pla"in, fJOm J"O to 4~0 feet above the sea, rising 
northwat'ds 'l:e thee lake-dotted Baltic plateau-of which the detach lid 
Government of Suwalki is a typical !:'ieee, growing almost nothing 
except_ oats and ryt! Across this plain the rivers mean<!er, in broad 
shallow valleys ·so little below the level of the surrounding land that 
their~asins o~rlap in a most intricate mannif, and are subject to 
terrific !loods-caused by i~ blocking their lower iourses, or by 
he~y rain~ on the ·Carpathi~ns, or by both. The whole lowland 
has hetm,•~n gteol~gicafly recent times, a vast glacial lake or series of 
lakes; and it is to this tjlat it owes bofa its complicated river-system 
a'-ld the fertilitf of.its soil, which is largely composed of the ;ilt 
deposited in the old lakes. • . 

The southern hdf is an expanse of foreste~ rf!ateau, averaging ~oland: 
900 feet, and· Itling southward to sp.urs of the Carpathians, e.g. the South. 
Olkusz (c., I 6o~ feet); and down through this plateau the rivers 
have cut deep go,ges, which make the country exceedingly rough 
and difficult, especially to the east. The Vistula bisects the plateau • 
by a rel~ively wide vall!y, which-in spite of embankm~nts-.i!io 
sometimes completely ~undated, the only compensation bei~g that 
the •river is na.ifiable hy steamer~ right up to the frontier at 
Sando~ir. This highland a~o _has its wealth, for it is rich in 
minerals, espfcially in the Olkusz•irea, e.g. at SQ.Snowice; t>esides 

• copper, tin, iron,• and zinc, 4here is a large coal-field, with its- chtef 
centre at Benctzit! ; and, ~f course, the main .line from Breslau to 
Vlfapsaw passes through the•coal-fiel~ • 

The cembinatio!t (J[ fgric(ltural and Illtneral wealth is largely tconomic 
responsible~- the dense population, which is denser by 50 to the Geo
square 4!nile than in any part of R.ussia proper; and, though•there graphy. 
are only two really large towns, Warsaw (8ao,ooo)• lnd • Lodz 
(4oo,ooo), :!nd onw Qalf-~do~n with f>opul~tiQlls fJOm s~,ooo to • 
Ioo,ooo, there.ar~ a g~at ·many small townt. • The prosperity of 
the area has als<9 J:>e't{l ~timulat<6d by the "nativ~'~ Jewish population, 
and by the large and increasing.i~grat~:m of. Germans, the whole • 
area served bye the stantlar<f t;-auge raiMay (cf, !>· 286) being now . . . ~- - . • • 

• 
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al~st ~ore German than Polish, especially rouni:l Lodz. Under 
these influerces agriculture has become wi~ely "inCLustrial," beetroot 
being extensively grown for sugar-mak(ng and potatoes.f8r distilling; 

• and the variety of crop has helped the :oil to. recover. from t~~ 
ravages of the old "Three-Field" rotation, while fti; toot-residue 
has· giv~m a great impul:e to the st~ck-breecfing whi<Jl wa~ alw:.ys 
important, Fnd to which Pol:ftld owed the rise of it~ valuable lea'tter • 
trade (cf. the tanneries of Warsaw and Radol1lJ. •The progress in 
other •espects has been ~t least ~qually great. Thea textile ou~UJ: • 
has risen in •the last so years f!om a value of ~,ooo,o~<J a year to 
one of over Lso,ooo,ooo. rodz, between the Silesia'h slfeep-farms 
and the Polish flax-fields and importing cottliln by the V.tstula, is~~e· 
great centre, its cotton iJidustry l!teing•very important; an<i it-is 
sterrounded by a number of small towns-especial~ olf the •sta'ldard 
gauge line to the frontier at ~osnowice, and on the Russian gauge 
line to the trontier at Kalisz-all interested in te\tile work, e . .r;, yarn, 
cloth, lace, etc. 

Warsaw. i!ll the industrie~ of Poland are represented at Warsaw; 4td its 
central positi011 in Poland and its acl,~nced position with r~gard to 

tt# Russia, coupled with its immense advan,~ges fol" rail and ~~ver tdffic, 
• have made it not only the natural political and c~nemerdal ·capital 

of Poland, but also the c~f centre for t:be distribution of West 
European goods over the whole of Russia. The •sp;cial site wlls 
marked out for the rise of a,p important city by the presence of 

• a steep terrace, f 2 ce feet above the river and ~safe from its floods, 
between its confluences with th~ Nar~w and Bug, an<! with the Piliza 
and Wieprz, t".e. the arteries M plain and platetu, r~resenting 
respectively Lithuanian and Polish tendencies. • With easy access 

• to the minerals of Piotrkov (Petrokov) a~d Kieke, it has developed 
e ¥ery ip:tportant hardware industry, especially in transportematerials; 
but its' most typical industry is in boots a~<l shoes (with an aQnual 
turnover of fully £8,ooo,ooo t~ It contrt>ls a sutar industry very 
nearly equal to that of both Lu~lin and Plock put ¥Jgether 
(8,ooo~ooo and -4,ooo,ooo cwt:a•a year); it shares.with Kalisz"an 
in!portant lace and embroidery trade ; '!tnd, like ~dom and lll:tny • 
other centres in the .chief potato-growin~ areas, ,t •has enormqps 
distillertes. • • • • 

Moscow • 
District: 

The Moscow indus\rial district, Jle P.,Hlncf, consists • essentially 
of two large towns, Moscow itself (I,6oo,ooo), and 1«.W& (1I5,ooo), 
with" lar~e numb:::r of small towns ciosely ass.ociatecfwith ~hem in 
posititn an!! econ8mic interest; but the textile centre of Moscow 
is, of co,prse, ~ m~h.more•importa~th:tn "Warsaw as ~e hardware 
centre of Tula ·is ·1~~ important than ·Ledz. '!"he-most important 
branch of industry is in cotton, ~ussijt in this .. e•pee:tcoming third in 

Textiles. 

• 

• Europe and fourth iii the.worlCI',emMn\f because she has an assured 
hQIDe market wit~ a gro~ing popul!tt1~n, ·aPld bec~use-unlike all . ,._ .. 
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her European -rivals-she produces more than half the cort:otf that '\'
she uses; and tl:Je M~sco~ district owns c. 6,ooo,ooo out of nearly 
~,ooo,ooo :plbdles-I,~o,o&o of the remainder being owned by • 
th~ Balticel;'liOvjpces. Labour is exceedingly cheap, partly because 
it is supplied• largely ~ girls and young ~mln (under. thirty), .the 
prC.~ortiun oP female workers being ._I p.c. in wool, 48 •p.c. in 

• cotton, and 6 2 p~c~ in silk The cotton industry extend!; more or 
less ~ver all the prf)flinces that touch ~hat of Moscow-Vladimir, 

• Tver, Smol/n~, K3luga, Tula, arll Riazafl; but it h~ developed 
:o~peciaijy fb.rough V.ladimir to the '~Yolga" provinct<,'l of Yaroslaf 
.a~~ Kostiom~, which have special facilities for handling the Russian 
ri~r-borne •'"aw mate~U Moscow and Vladimir are much the 
Ttost ~m.porJ:ant both for spinnit'ig, in w~ich the former is slightly 
the more import:ni (4 : 3), and for weaving, in which Vladimir •s 

• the more importan,:: (~: z), while Kostroma weaves, aid Yaroslaf 
spins';' and all four are prospering-rather at the expense of the 

• Baltic area-because the consumption of Russian-grown cotton 
ship~. by th~ Volga has doubled since 1 ~o.l In the 'iinen 
ind~stry, qf course, the raw:material is all home-gf'own, but the 
"Volg~" J>rovin~s "stjll have the advantage, especially Kostroma, 
Yar~slaf, and •vladimir, Kostroma ~ecialising in weaving and 

•• 
VJadimir in ipi~ing. • • 

l'hough the city of Moscow has a very important hardware M~scow • 
industry, the special hardware centre is Tula, with ~ts local supplies ~stricil>: 
of both. coal 1nd 't'on~ore. The town rose •ound a marsh-girt w:!.
fortress m the ~w valley _of tha U PI• and it has never shaken • off · 
either the' military or the marshy environment. It is still very · 
unhealthy,; and, tl!ough immense numbers of samovars and other 
metal "small-wares" are t¥rned out, its special p:roducts are arms, • 
at least 1~0 factories. aQd workshops being devoted to the.makil'lg-
of ,-i,tles. The coal-field, however,. though broadest roun!. Tula, 
extends north war~ in a narrow arc~ west of Moscow, from the Oka 
to the Yolga; and there are ~veril "confluence" towns on it, e.g. 
Kaluga and Tver, which might see~ to have a better site tor the 

•capital of a for~ted area 1han Moscow has. But before the ·r8;e 
of• St. Petersbt!rg traffic 'eems to have avoi®d the long northern 
d~tour on.the Volg\ via Rybjlsk, :1lld to have preferred t1-le Oka 
and Moskva channels t and itewas certain!~ in the Moskva basin • 
thaf' th~ Mql!bvite germ of the Gieat Russian people had its race-
home. • . . , • 

The lan.d is. relatively infertile, aqp is stl!l thic~ly fo~ested· City of • 
(c. 40 p.c. of the •Msscow ~vince); and whe,e tf\e riv~r drops Moscow. 
f: h d • • • • • • rom t e fores~ plateau on to the "Oka" ~!iwland, there sprang 
up a ~brine to ~bee ~vi our i• tbi Wood, ves~ges of which still . .. . . . . -· 1 Amongst typieal centrot are ~fJIUkhof, Bogo,odsk, an .. Kalomna,-Ivanovo, 
Voznesensk, and ~•ya. • • -·· . . . • • 

• 

• 

• 
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surtite. • On the Boro\ritsky hill, 130 ~et :bov;·the river, a f~rt 
was built...-- the Kremlin, and round .ihis .matlj villages grew, 

• renowned even in the fifteenth century for the skit! ~nd energy 
with which they made good the deficienc!es of. their .s~l by li~l! 
textile, glass, and f>ott.ry industri~. The. conqte~ · of Siberia 
brought an immense impulse to the place by the inr.oduc~ioR, ;ia 
Nijni-Nov~orod, of the fur-~hade; and t~ En!l~h fur-trade!'!; at • 
Archangel gave Moscow ~northern, speciallj'. European, cotmec
tion. • Fro~ these begi~nings t~e city has spread l!ntil it is 1'!ow • 
the chief ce~tre of trade in .Russia, with a ~opulati~~ that ha~ 
increased by I,ooo,ooo in th~ last forty ye!trs; it ddl!s i~1e~fifth of 

• • ••• • • • 
MILES • •• • • 

• • 

• 

• • 

• • 

Railways of~uro~an Russia . . . . • • 
t1\e railway business of the who~ courltry, ;nd is• the juncti~n •fo~ 
six important routes--via Borodino t~ fimolens~ for Poland ~d 

• the Ba,tic, via Tver for St. Pcters~rg, via Yaroslaf for Archa~gel, 
via Niini-Novgorod f<fr Kazan, vi~Samar:t fo\ the Trans-Siberian 
line, and via Tula for the Caspian and Bl~k Se~ !!!)asts. o!t is 
essedtialj,y in the centre of the "country, practi~ally equidistant from 
all t~e fou~ seas, ~nd controls a coal-field which underlies I so,ooo 
square miles ef ''Klt~rrmed!ate" couo.t~·bet'\ieoo the ftrest and the 
grass-land. • • .: • • • • 

Type of The pe~ple oi this indust~al erea are et)llliceft Great Russians. 
People,.. The absence of vari~ty iTP the p~si~ar_relief of the country g~nera_rly 

• • ii profoundly unflvourabl~ to _variety~ of.hum!tn typ~ but the climatic . . .. . :·. . . . - • • 
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control divid~s the whole mass natura!ly into Great Russians"ot the 
forest, Little RliSsiaijs of•the grass-land, and White Ru9Sians of the 
lake-land. • All originatj:d in• the great Slav offshoot of the Alpine. 
•r~e, w~ch. entel'ed Russia from Danubia, driving before them 
people of ·~or~ priavtive type and mor~ primitive tongue; b1o1.t in 
t~i~ t~¥n th~y were pushed back from.the steppes by Mon~ol-Tatar 

• intruders, who .'were af!illid of forest. Within the foref>'t, therefore, 
the "Slavs were saf~,. though isolation !tnd infertile soil condemned 

• thl!!n to. ~It>~ pro;ress qnd stu~ted sta!ure, as the ,forest shade 
.bleached •them-ill hair and eye a.,p skin ; and in t.ime they grew 
. S~Qng· eoo~g~ to bear. aU the brunt of Asiatic barbarism, to roll it 
bi~ to the.steppe froil'\ which it came, and to spread S'lay popula
t'Mn ~uth-eastward again~to th-e Black 'Sea and the Caspian. 

~s the • inflo~v of population came from the south-west, ~n 1l 
• appropriate site fo~ the earliest politi~al capital was fo._nd at Kief, 

betw~n Black Earth and Forest, and commanding-from heights 
• 300 feet above the broad Dnieper-the convergence of the two 

grea~~~vigabl~ tributaries of Pripet and Desnt; and it still •is an 
ecclesiastic.al capital of Rus&ia, its metropolitan bei"g one of the 
me~b~rs ~f the l!o'y .synod.1 The site is of profound antiquity, 
its eaves ~avil!g furnished relics evea of neolithic troglodytes; it 
was the first_ci'i in Ru~ia to have a ,chool or a library; and.its 
g~lqen-domed cathedral of St. Sophia is the oldest in the kingdom. 
But proximity to "Greek" lands, and the ch;uacte;istic inability of 
the Greek Church f<1 abstain from '' Hellenisi~," were as adverse 
to the ~ity a( its proximity .to t~e steppes and its consequent 
exposure ?!.> raids, e.g. iX: A.D. I 240. And so the political capital 
was removed soo emil!ls to the north-east, where amid the forested 
marshes of Mosco~ it Waj safe alike from· steppe raiders and from 
Anti-Slav !Joliticians. • • • 

·~orth-westward of-the Muscovi~ forest lies the lake-lan<f-also Baltic 
forested; and in •its fore; ted swam~s the Slav was safer still. Here Lake-land: 
the.n is•the purest Slav bloo!, iso~ted, protect~d, and retar~ed by Peoples. • 
the physical t9n"iron!ll~t, bleached !like by forest• shade and hi~h 

•hum~ity until t~uly White• Russi!ns, civilised· by nearness to the 
sej. which maTntained tl!aJ; humidity even tn winter, anci which 
bfought them in touch with the~uick~ning lif~ of the Northerner, but • 
taller and ress round!he~d~d w~re there has fleen intermarriage with 
pea,Ie ~f 1111~~ primitive type and more primitive tongue. Jhese 
are the Letto-Lithua)4ians and Finnic (Esht) peoples o' ~e l3altic 
Provinces-both types fair, ta11, narr~-faced, •and long-headed; 
but the forJter still SlJeak• ~Aryan tongue--t'ife pfost a~haic in 
Europe, while t'he ,atter• speak a tongue akin 1• "the most primitive 
of Mo~gol tongu~, i!Oltttion in ~achecase perpetunting !Jle primitive .•• . . . .. ' 

• 
1 The two otherj are thee IJietr~o-tans of the •wo otnerecapitals, Moscow and 

St. Petersburg. • • • . • • . . .·: . .. . 
• 

• • -
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Tht!s~ Baltic lands are divided by the Gulf of Firltand into two 
political ar(jas, Finland and the Baltic Pre\'ince~s, with St. Petersburg 

• holding the balance between them. • Botij areas ar~ ~f the same 
essential type, being low morainic lands dotted with mlirsi. and lak~ 
and covered with for•est ~both have ielt the .civililn~ influence of 
the sea-; and both are essery:ially non-Russian in the €hara€ter i'hd 
influence N their people, though in both. cases• great efforts !;ave • 
been made to Russify the afea, e.g. the old Ruasian namt; of Y arief 
having bee11 revived for ~e esse~ially German town t>r-porpat.- • " 

Baltic Except fO£ Vilna and the.,iax-spinning towr: of Mita~. t~e onl;r 
Provinces. important towns in the Baltic Provinces th~t are not ott the ~st. 

are essentially military centres, such as Ko~4lo and Dlrnsk (Dt~a
burg). Vilna, the old Lithuanitn c:pital-with a farpofts •cftd 
lfniversity now suppressed-is such an important ralh~ay jmoction 
that it fioiK'ishes in spite or all obstacles, pt>li~cal and otherwise ; • 
but in early days its position was not as good as that of tfle two 
inde~endent sister Republics, Pskof and Novgorod. Both were. 
"lake-end" towns, ,_nd neither was actually on its ,ake. .~e first 
Slav forts wefe, indeed, where the V ~khof leaves Lake. Ilmefilt but 
Viking intruders built a " New Town" (h~ce /fov-gowJd). on the 
riverside terrace below the J.\ke I I oo years ago. 'f'hus ~ ovgt>rod, 
UQ!ike Pskof, commanded :u approach by"water f~rn.the Baltic to 
its lake and so to the Volga, and became the "Sovereign ".or a 

• number of cen.res in the sa.fe seclusion of the marshy lake-land. 
It was ruled for 4tenturies by a Common • touncil, and had a 
population of fully 8o,ooo, po;>iblyei oo,~oo. ThiJ has now fallen 
to c. 25,ooo, for the Msta Canal joins the Volkhof bel~ the town, 
and the great railways to the south ignore it in fe.vour of its two old 
rivals, Pskof and Tver. Pskof is still a~e impoftant strategic centre, 

• HUt n\""longer a bone of contention betweep Russians anfl Germans, 
Swed~s and Lithuanians ; an~ the Velika~ is still a line o~ -least 
resistance between Vilna and ~t. Petersburg, fot.the narrow strips 
of la11d along its .banks are t~ m~st suitable tracks for ~ railway 
l~e through the" morainic swa~ ps. • • • • • 

Finland: The Finns are even more ilfteresti~g than t~ Letts, an<l tnei!' 
land ~s a stronger"fascination than COl~ be felt f~r the relati'i<!ly Relief, 

• young ~andstones a~<_\limest8nes .C the ~al~c Prov!n;es; £0r•its 
crystallme platform IS per hap~ th~ o!dc.t expi:lnse ot rock on the 
face. ot the earth, while its gliJ,cial mantle is, geott>.,g«:a!ll, bat of 
yest~dl!¥. • After centuries of wandering-frop1 "summer orought" 

• over Alpine 1 cres! to "suilmer rain," or fr.om southern steppe over 

• -• 

. . ... . ' . . . . 
1 The evidenct!of,'l'?.b"', their great epic (Kal~a,.,~s sorr,.what opposed to Ripley's 

suggestion (cf. pp. So,•!h), and their Ural-Altaic speech reilins a real difficulty, 
•. even if it is f,.ely aclrtlitted that speeeh ca• never be4tJrlsse4 as a test of race ; but 

physiologists support Ripley ~cause tltJy will not as yet admit the direC! climatic 
control of somatic q~lities. One thing, ho•e~r, i~ ~rtain : lWl one who is fam,liar 

• ~th the Economjf QF~graphy of tbe Baltic.ar& believes thatea"Y part of that area • •• • • • • • 
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go.id-bearing UraYs to• northern Jake-land~he Finns fou•d .t~em
selves isolated on a hug.~ slab of grey granite, destined to be a 
buffer bet~~n ~lav •and Scandinavian. This slab, likt! the Baltic 
-P~;ovinces« slopes gentlf gulfward and seaward; and in the Great • 
Ice Age u: ~a! worn into shallow depressiOi!S and covered with 
sl~hJ: llPswe!Jings. '!hese ridges of boultler-clay are too ~ear• the 
soutce of the ic@-flow to radiate much,•and run almost ~rallel with 

• one ~I'lother from N. W. to S.E., formi~ the shores of innumerable 
• iakoes left !iy.the ~elted ice. 1\s the Cjluntry slopes gentJy, but 
Jteadily, ci~wn tow!rds the south-west, these lakes overflow by short 
cascacres•jcress th~ir ~outh-.western ~arriers ; and tl:l'e richest land 

· ~artly ole. lake floor....-Iies in a belt from east to west through the 
ltetl.rt•of the lake-land, seau.relya:ut off ij"om the Gulf shore by the 
rou~h oarr~rt o~tacles of the terminal moraines. Here, in ti~es 
of danger, 'when the people were dri\ien back from the coast-land, 

' there .was a maze tf forested marsh and lake (Suomi, .. Fenland "), 
. in which food and safety were assured. In times of peace, on the 

• othe~.hand, the relations between the relative1Y fertile intericer and 
the c'ba~t led to considerable.J.evelopment of the barr~ intermediate 
ar~, alth~tigh to th;s day tht! main line from Viborg to Hango runs 
not.vza Helsi~f~rs attd the marshy coast, but along the top of the , • 
relatively dry moraine~ that form th•• southernmost shore of the 
l<fkes ; and •th! water-power is as valuable-to a country that 'has • 
no coal-as it is superabundant. 

The slope admits the S. W. Anti-Trades to ~ery part of the tinla.nd: 
countryr and the Jake-land is in ,the regular •path of the winter Climate. 
cyclones....,a c~ndition vt!!ry fa~ourali'lle to the growth of hardy trees, · 
such as Scotch p~ne, fir, and birch ; and latitude, forest, and high 
humidity have com~ined to bleach the people into the purest blonde , 
type-thQugh their statur~ may have been rather lessened and theil' 
he <ids broadened by, i'ntermarriage with Lapps, or the it 1 stat~re 
incrhsed and t~r heads lengthe~!d by intermarriage with ~eutons. 
The c~matic influence is illu•rated, too, by the fact that the mean 
an'nual temP.er~ture only varies 1 ""Qver the whol!f country Jt that it 

· • a'ferages 3 7° F~, i.e7 fully lo° F., higher than the normal for ~at 
l~tit~de; • that•it•deviate~ from the normal s~ecially in winter; and 
tl!!.aUhe coldest month, at ,east ove- the area of densest p<l(Julation, 
is Febrmt'ty. Ab~t .OliJf th\ land is sti!J forested, the clearings • 
be~g dev~te~ to l?asture and barley, and-in recent times-to 
potato<!; an<1. beetroot; and the" export trade of the couiltry is 
absolutely dominate'd by "forest" control, thsr .chief•i~mst being. 
timber, wo!!d-pulp, (~w an~ manufadured), ii"d ,Pairy. products. 
Two influencei a~ of •S"ec!ial importance. ~Me ;s that, ·owing to 

• 
was t!J& sow·ce of g1~at •m~grations ~ me,. in the earliest ~imes. •"o initial move
rgents with regard to th~ area ar. reTJr*nted helle, e.g. pp. 105 and 282, as bein!i • 
inward, not outwa,d. • ' ·• • • 

• • • • 
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the IeJatitlely late winter, the maximum snow1all (21 ~et to 3 feet) 
does not accumulate until the middle of March, and a month later 
a short sprtng of rapidly increasing .teuiperat•ure pu~ ethe whole 

• amount, so to speak, at the service of growtilg ve~etation in a la~d· 
where the shortness oi the summer puts a premium ofl qilic'k growth, 
and • where the annual r:!infall does •not exc~ed 2 5 inches. .Tlie • • • • other is that the cheapest "'Y of clearing the fcv-ast, and the 'fl'ay 
always adopted till recently• was by fire; imd !he •top-dresstng of • 

• potash.thus secured was, tin such.a climate, ex~eedin~~ favoura@le. • 
to the growt!h of pastoral grasses and such ha~y plant~ .as barley. 
and flax. T~ export of for~t products-I!lai~ly in •tht:t•f~m of 
sawn timber and wood-pulp-has an av~rage valuE!' of ab~t · 
£7,5oo,ooo, ,Bjorneborg ind AbQ, Vi!Jorg •and Uleaborg, ~ei:! 
special export centres; and Hango exports bobbins (of•~ircn wood) • • to the value of c. £roo,ooo ae~d butter to the.value of £·1,3oo,ooo . 

Finland: lndustri!tl development is mainly in textile~ though th~re is 
Industries. abundance of fine iron -ore between Abo and Helsingfors and 

• 

• 
• 

• • 

betwe&n Kuopio an~ Viborg ; and the chief centreeis, of ~use, 
towards the b-umid south-west, at i'ammerfors, which 1s •very 
conveniently situated for water-power •and for ftccess tcf a var~ty 

• of ports-Helsingfors and Hango, Abo and ~jor~eQorg, \nd' <'»>en 
Wasa. Cotton is the chief .faterial handleQ.; and. the ports which 

• supply Tammerfors with the raw material (and with ~o~, especial~ 
coffee and bread-stuffs) have begun to work the cotton, e.g. Bjorne-

• borg and Wasa. •The old capital of Abo, now Qlily the ecclesiastical 
capital, has a fine s~ategic position behind the Alarl:l archipelago, 
and it still builds vessels (torpecb bo~ts) far the Rusfian lftavy; but 
the political capital and the national university have been moved to 

• Helsingfors, mainly because it is nearer to Russ~a, and because it 
has a fine, double, deep-water harbouf' well protecte~ by the 
forrifi.ed._•island of Sveaborg. Viborg Ms. a somewhat simiJ.ar 
positio~, protected by the naval•~ation of i3jork0., and the Sltma 
Canal gives it access to the chief lak4 of the country, with ~ts 700 

square eniles of ~av4gation. I~•is a very po~ular. to.urist centre, 
e.g4 for the famous Imatra rap1dil whi& fait over- roo feet in •4 • 
miles between Lake ~aima and :Lake Laioga, ~n~ from "its c'astle 
Christiarlity spread in olden <lays ; but it is now overwheilJ'Ie~ 

• commercially by its nearw-es,; to ::)t. P~ersburg~uite apal"t from its 
politicai disabilities. • • . • • ,.. 

St. Peters
burg Dis

.tr~t. 

T~ industrial importance of• the St. Petersburg :!rea, t.e. that 
betweoo I#a!te PeiiV's and Lake Ladoga, is hlain!y· an artificial 
growth, started. b~ Peter ~he Gre~ Md pa.intaine!l only by 
prohibiti~e tariff~ on ~ports. It was, ~<AW~ver, ade.._eloped out of 
the winter home inti'ustries of peasants w~o .lived in northern 

.1fititudes, whete the • scanty.agrict~ur, in summer • did not re~:J_uire 
all the labour that•wts ava.ilable; antl ,t W.l!f speci~ly directed to 

... ... . . -
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the supply oftflax products, e.g. sails and clothes for the Arm.y.and 
Navy. But th~ areil ha.;. certain obvious advantages, not only in 
its easy ac!c~s to the outsi~e world, especially for coal and raw 

•Jllrjlterials,.. b'.lt also. in a •climate of such relatively high humidity as • 
encourages •' f'l!.st-sta&e " pro14esses in other textiles than silk and 
~o~ • The .latter gives it a distinct adv~ntage over inlaQ.d a"reas 

~ wht:re, except ifl •coars<a. work, only ••second-stage" pr~cesses are 
real~·prsfitable: 4gain, the standard •f civilisation is much higher, 

• ~v!!n amo~sf the real Russians ;tt and til.e important non-:Russian • 
.element ~ a furth~ advantage. Tl\; total result is ad approxima-
. t~1 t~ "-est"Europearf methods, witl'i a great extensio"'n of economic 

iQ.terests. 7he most j.Jtlportant special centre is the cotton town of 
mrv!; but the St. Petersbur~ district. handles almost all kinds 
of goods~t~xtil~s and hardware, forest and agricultural produGa:s, 
the typical Russian liiather owing its•pleasant scent to the use of 
birch.bark in tann!ng. • 

• • But, as we have seen, the industrial development is relatively Agricul-
recell+,,all theeold industries having been of ~ domestic character ture. 
and "carried on by persons wpo were essentially agric~lturalists; and . 
ag1icultu~ is still the most important activity of the country, though 

~ it ts no~ canied on· largely for ex~ort instead of being entirely • • 
~voted to. s~plying .the needs of i+le people t.hemselves.. And 
tl11~ seems to have led to decreased consumptiOn and a .ld\ver • 
standard of comfort at home, bes;ause the price of wheat is 
practically fixed b1 .the American prairies. fulfy So p.c. of the • 
total pt>pulati~n is engaged jn a&riculture, and over go p.c. in 
rural ind'ttstries of vario'Us kinds ; 'and these are conducted under 
conditions very a~verse to the health of the employed, the mortality 
amongst infants whose mothers do field labour being c. so p.c. ! • · 
'The coooitions are eq~ally unfavourable to the land. In J:~ 
fo141st region there a.re few areas where· the population ·~n live 
on their own p~uce, J!artly becoo~e the cleared ground is cropped 
cqntintwusly with oats, rye, and flax, until it is exhausted-when 
it is left to.ru,n wild. On the ~~ile Black Ear;.th things eare not 

• n1u<;.b be.tter, b~ca~~e • of tie .systwn of cultivation and the fact Wl.at 
Ji10sJ; of the l:fn~ belong• to the peasants ; f~r, .owing to the small 
~iz~of the original lots and,.the ~bsequent subdivisions,over 70 
p.c. of the peasant~ caflt¥Jt ra\jle enough f<t>d off their holdings, or • 
VWI'f their ~rOf)s en~ugh to prevent exhaustion of the soil. Further, 
in or<fer to• .pay tb.e taxes-which except in the south-w~st are 
terribly in arrears 2.:_they have to sacrifice pastvre to ~a~-gtowing; 
so that the~ have .nQ/; enetif» animals ~or thei\#farlil work and not 
enough manUJe ~r t~ir soil. The burde~ of t~xation has been 
worst where coftem1ini1 ownership has been m~st strongly developed; ' 

• • • • • 
1 Abouti'5 p.c. o' tpe r¥Mj1s lfom this :!rea n<JW are able to read, • 
2 In Cenfial Russ1a alor¥: tlie arrears rnn•to c. 40,~o,ooo .roubles. . . . . . . _,.. . . ... .. 

• • 

• 

• 
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for t~a.t !As had an adverse influence on indu~try and .enterprise by 
·making it actually impossible for a man to.)lave all his share in one· 
plot, and phctically impossible for him to ~ave •an¥ t:hance of 

"retaining the same plots at the next distl'ibuti~, so th~t it wq,s • 
futile to improve th~ plots during the short time lfh~· were his . 

• • Since q~o6, however, the•peasant has"become more qr les~ r~al~ 
free, with r~ht to demand hi~ share in one ~lot, a.lildo to retain it. • • 

The Old The legacy of the past is• however, not easille cast off; anfiethe 
• Regime.• evils of• the old regime wi~ domiQllte the situatiOn foa m:illy ye.!rs. • 

to come. These were fundamentally based on !he fact •that, in a. 
country where 1 hundred mi!lio/ peasants havt! co~e in~ !Jifss~ssion 
of the most fertile areas, agriculture is impossi~le in the .ene sea~ · 
when transport is easiest-over soow a'tld ice. For that r(!as~ 
th- peasants acquired the habit of migrat'ing town,ard\;"in winter,1 

and artisans moved landwani in summer-w estates which were 
inalienable, !mt liable to such subdivision that ftom 3 to 5 .ftcres 
per head was a normal holding. These plots, too, were so situated •• 
as to tio maximum it¥ury to the general agriculture ~ the cow~try. 
For, before thi Emancipation, the se~ had lived on the •pr~cise 
places where it suited the landlords be:t to have them in".order ~o 

• 

• develop the land ; at the Emancipation these prlkise ~wts plP.iseri i11to 
the po~session of the peasan~•; and, therefo~;e, ever since, the lana- ~ 

• lord\;' domains have been less easily worked. Ftrtl':er, as th~ 
result of having little or no ~apital, the landlords began to pay 

• wages "in kind, • w~ich explains why famine. 4lid so little harm 
except where landlords were few. e.g. in Central Ru~ia, or•owned 
only small properties, e.g. in Southern •Russta. 1 

.• 

"Climatic" At the present time, although the peasants "riginally got the 
IgnoraDce .• best land in the country, the average ~easanfs harvest seldom 

~c~eds one-third of that gathered from a similar area in .the same 
neighba,.irhood cultivated by a landlord; an~ the chief causes 'or 
this are the absurd subdivision. lif the plots and.~ross ignora~ce, 
some 77,ooo,ooo of the peasants b~ng unable to read ore write. 
The lat4er is lar~lyo a climatic ~~ontrol"; for the qee~ for raising 
footl while the soil is tillable, ha' caus~ wages t" rise so much • 
in summer that even ~all children hav; .~lad a <fenni~e "valur iit 
the field,•and the custom grew Uj> of closmg all st:hcols m sum~z. 

•Of course, they were OJ&en in wi11ter:uut ~any4tchildren eould not 
attend them. For during Advent and Lent, p.eople ~h~se nor~l 
expendiiure on food did not exce"ed 1 !d. per djly per ttzput ~ere
and stiM a~ Ifracticaijy, if not nominally-forbidden by their Church 
to eat animal ~o~includi~g e.g. b~er•ancJ. eggs), !'hey were, 
therefore,· so hu~gry and so cold that•theJOe wat!; a. premium on 
improvidence : cattle~· utensils, clothes, futur; Ja~eur, were alike 

• • • • • • 
• 1 fvf~nv P.VP.n went :1hro::riL e.tr. "-'ith nP:r~mttnp-...hf'.::rr.c;-the farnnnco. 'RP::rr Af'::trlPmu. 
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•• •• • • sold ; byres,• barns, and even harries, wer~ burned, two o~ three 

families living ip. on~ ho~oU>e and burning the houses thqs freed from 

.. 

use. Chifcben could not gt> out, to school or elsewhere, half-fed 
• ~d half-ila.d, and so tl~ey did not go out 'at all. · • • 

Under· .:;u~h circumstan~es coopera~on •must come to ~e a ~oopera
S'tCQn<i instjpct; and, as a matter of fact, these people «an live, tlonl" 

• w<1rk, fight, oniy- in b~ds (artels). •rhere are at least roo,ooo 
smalt cooperatrve :~works " in the colltltry, and no one dreams of • 

'.e~n tryi~ •to dig a ditch by•himself~ Conditions ha~ been 
.accentuated by th\: control exercis\d over military ~rganisation by 

a reli~f ~at• allows in\asion as well as expansion. The whole land 
· i~rganisetJ as a mili~y unit-unifying scattered items by common 
~ervit:e and giving educatitln ar1tl. good f~od to the ignorant and the 
star.ved: but•cru~ing initiative and thus reinforcing the tyrann)i'of 
size and relief and climate. • • 

4nd, again, it ~s the climate that is the most tyrannical influence Climatic 

• 

• • on the great agricultural lands of the Black Earth, as might be Tyran11y. 
jud~ from tJ..e dark colouring of the Little Ru~ians-litt/e in ~tature 
only• :w Twre there is large irfusion of Jewish blood, •hough they all 
ha"e the~! stock~" 'frames typical of grass-landers-or from the dates 

~ of •the g'eat iairs. !<or instance, th; Nijni-Novgorod fair, on the • 
debatable itriE of !anti between Oka~nd Volga which was the old 
~lav-Tatar barUe-ground, could not be held till the results of" the 
harvest could be known or approximately foretold. And, like its • 
human product, t+Je climate has no moder~io~; it varies only 

· betweetl the ~eath-like peace. of winter and the fearful struggle of 
summer. •. There is a mtnimum or-spring and autumn-a fortnight 
of melting snow .and a fortnight of drenching rain; and on the 
lowland both lie about until the one is evaporated and the other • 
frozen. elt is no wonder 

0
that the better houses are built o~ hil!Dj::lis 

-.often artificial, forofabour is di-t-cheap-and built for e\tremes, 
witt two kitchef!.s, two ~ets of be4irooms, etc., one for summer and 

"the otier for winter. Of colfrse, they are built of wood-which is 
warm and c};Je~p. bpt perishable :. ~e "life" ot a. hoyse is• seldom 

• <fve~ sixty yea~ eve~ if 1't is n't burnt down in winter; and ~he 
r~sk. of this i!l. a rrozeneland is so great that few people care to 
C!Okt household orname~ts, •tc., a.great check on the de~lopment 
of any h!storic se~se.• .But limd is abunlant and cheap, so that • 
h~ses~ae~d e=ven J;he rooms in the same "house "-can be far 
apart ; •and, .. 111 a lal\d cursed by a monotonous relief and ~ndless 
distances, few seem to object to a hideously mon•ot~o~s and 
straggling ~ouse. • N~r are t~ conditiJ-ns of .lif• at.neliora~:&d by the . 
stubborn canc:apy ~f le!dl::n• cloud in winter'! jdr, though very little 
moisture reach~i tie. area thj~n, t~e temperatUie is so low that the 
air is•almost always below sataraaion-poi111t. • • • 
• Of course,•the ind\lstri~ f'nfluence c1f the Dtnetz coal and i~on, . . . ' -·· . - . . 

0 
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Climate and osimi!r influences • on the Dnieper, centred at Kief and 
Ekaterinosla" and Kherson (Krivoi-Rog), lilust 1vork.for good; but · 
the adverse conditions affect even the• pur~ly industrial•progress. 
Most mills are shut in summer, which means madtinery .Jyijlg idle~ • 

~n
dustries. 

• • chan~e of hands front "rwral" to "urj;>an," or .vice v:rs! in spring 
• and autlJITin, means that machinery is misused; ignor£nce iln <tht 

• part of the \liOrkers must in arfy case be alw4j.ys aci'v~[Se to th~ u"e • 
• of machinery; and, while girl~ are willing to work.ior nothin~ exct!pt 

their ke~p, provided they alt! kept tht-oughout the whole w~~r, hum~n. • • • • • labour must oe.cheaper than m~hines. On the.other haPld, agn-. 
culture no longer supports much mo.re than •half the pe~le: a~ . 
does not support even half properly for more ~an half t~ year. • 

The . What does the future ho+d for th~e pet.Ple, so intense!~ re~igtou~, • 
Frontier so iacking in initiative, so much at the mercy of a lyrannical l~d, 
0 Europe. with a tyraqpical climate, in ,_hich political er "Qriestly tyranny is 

an unavoidable incident? Some of their essentially natural protiucts 
-postins and furs, tubs and spoons-suit eastern markets better • • 
than \testern ; and even on their typical knives a~d loc~se!tnd 
samovars their•work is now often onlf "second-stage" ~ork, the 

t blocked-out metal being imported from Birmrngb.am a¥d oth~r 
• places ! These people in thei- millions were ~ut off tor a~es ·frem '! 

all the lessons of Europe-l!ssons of Roman order ot Teutoni~ 
• self-respect, of Feudal blending of self-respecting ,_reedom wit~ 
• orderly loyalty to a person or a political ideal, of that inspiring of 

knowledge by ze:tl CfJ that directing of zeal ~knowledge which 
Europe learnt from the Renaissance M-nd the Refor+tion. • They 
therefore became an easy prey 'o the intfuence of a Jatrd where 
relief and climate are profoundly adverse to indepee1dence, initiative, 

•individuality. And they must be still for .ages f~redoomed victims 
oi •ny diJmand for blind obedience-from a foreign Jew a~ middle
man, or;G Slav fanatic as presid~t of a sec;et Society, or Ger~i.n 
Romanoffs as rulers. And it is t+J.ese milli~ns th~t' form a frontier 
to all that is really Europe. • • • . • 
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Aa, river, 215, at Ziirich, 39!~ Albanians, I35, rsr~rs2 

• •rivellts, 386 A!ti coal4elds, 209 • 

Aalesundt uS. • • PAbufera Lake, 163 
Aar.river, 66, 378, 379, 382,394; Albula Pass, 35, 389; river, 389; 

basin, 376; bend, 383; plain, valley, 388 
384; valley, 377 • • Al-Cantara, 165, r~B 

Aarat1, 394 Alcaraz, r 79 
Aarga'tl, 393-394 Alcazar, r86; of Seville, rSo 
Aarhus, 21:S1 Alcoy, 178 
Abo~22 Alemanni, 383; on . Neckar 
Abr,_,'-''il fortt·ess,e,B9 . River, 330 
Abn.Pai Sheep, 94 Aiene1.nnian types, 333 
AlOf'ci:t to ch11ck sand, 350 Ale"*'jo, r88, 189 
AC'ilaeans, 8. • Alent;:on, 213 

Actinia ray~, 79; stiaulus aed "Alfa," 75 
(I\ reek Ar1, 154 • Alfold, 346, 351 

Add a, river, 84- Bs, 338 ; con- Algarve Mountair'-e r8g; pro-
• fluence, 97 • • vince, r88 

•Adelsherg caves, 3fz. Algau, 332 
Adtge, river, 341 84, 338, 36o; Algeciras, 18"[; Bay, 182 

basin in Tyrol, 359 Alicante, r63 ; climate, 171 ; 
Adnet, 361 Moorish aspect: 179 
Adra, r8o • • Aljustrel, 189 
Adrianopile, 148-.r.. Alkmaar, 270 

Adriatic, 5~; ra1l1t>, 41 ; rain- Allenst.n, 312• 
fall, 55 • •Aller, river, 31,, 319, 321 

Adula Alps, rainfall, 378 Allier valley, 206 
iEgean Sea, 125, 148 • Allobroges, 203, 401 
African belt of Iberian fcnin· Alluvial plains, 72 

sula, 171 ; trend, 160 ~luvium, 48 
Age of Feaw 78; of Ice, 70, 76, Almanzor height, 167 

78, 294, 421 • Almeria, province, 59: r8o; 
A~n, 20.0 • town', 18o 
Agtf.m, 340, 3~4-355 • Almissa, 364 • 
Agriculture: m Belgtlrm, 259; Almonds, 96 • 

• B~itai,a, 2.11, 236; Brunswick, Alp, 3W 
•SClenti'flc, 317; Denmark, 279· Alpine gaps, ~; line, 28; loop.s, 
z8r ; German¥, 308; Greece 28; man, ]~ race, 419, m 

• 157; Holland, 26teHun~at4y: ljolland, 272, in Switzer .. 
34~; Ita~, 92·97..i,.,.Russia, "Plnd, 384t.. race-area, 49; 
423-424; Scandlna•tta,• Irs; river syste'W1, 64; rivers, 297; 

• Switzerland, 380 • ffenery, 35; tunnels, 3#; 
Ag~i, fruit, 96 map, 32; uplift, 48 
AigJe, 398 • • Alps, 2S,59, 375-,79; air currents 
Ain, river, 66 • • over, iii ; v. alp, 37 5 ; cr.tal-
Aire and Calder Canal, 40 ; line belts, 29, 30; anJ early 
.ollens, 2~ • • man, 9; Eastern, 31; folds of, 

Airolo, 3!-, • 24, 29 ; harfking valleys, 32; 
Aisne gap, 21 I • : internal divisions, 29 ; ~ap, 
Aix- Ia- Chapelle and Charle- 376 ; pas~es, 31 ; Pennme, 

magne, 45; •oat- field, 325; water-partmg, rnaPe30 
water~, 38 • • A~uj~as, 167 

1~~~~~~tu~ian scaT, rst i:~~!Elb:~~neflt~:~~e~z;90 ~ 
AlandArch1pelago, 4,.4 Triat., Altare Pass, 88 

12~ • Altdorf, es6 e 
Albacete, province, 179; town, Altenbera, *; -GlashWtte, 336 
• '79 • • .Altreihj, river, 296; valley, 33!, 

• 
• 

• 
• 

Altona, 322 
Altstatten, 392 
Alum in England, 227 ; in 

Styria, 367 • 
Aluminium, 38, 98 ; in France. 

217 ; in_savoy Alps, 216 ; at 
Schaffhausen, 38:r 

Aluta, river, 339, 346 ; cai"ion, 
352; Upper, 338 

Alzette valley, 260 
Amager Island, 27, 
Amber of Sam land, 312 
Amiat:f', :Monte, 89 
Amiato, 1\:L, 89 
Amiens, 213 
Ammeberg, IIS 
Ammer, Lake, 297 
Am per, river, 297 
Amsterdam, 262, 266 • 
Ancient ice sheet, 69 
Andalusia, 179, 183; derivation, 
~5 • 

Andermatt, 377 
Andujar, 168 
Angera, 91 
Angerman, river, II4 
Angers, zo6, 210 
Angouleme, 2o8 
Anhalt-, 317; salts, 309 
Anio, river, 89 
Anjout 210 
Annaberg, 335, @l_6 
Anniviers valley •-:,97 
Anti-cyclone, see ~Vyr 
Anti. Trade winds, 62 
Antiva.ri, 147 

• 
• • 

Antwerp, 45, 253, 256, 257, 265; 
a_66 ; -Charleroeroute, 256; to 
Cologne and Strassburg by 
barge, 256 ; and for~, map, 
254 

Aosta, 30 
Apennines, 88-~; pasture, 94 
Apenta, 35:r 
Apolda, 318 • 
Appenzell, canton, 379, 390, 391; 

town, 391 
Apulia, 93 0 
Apulian Plai1.l.t 89 
~quila, 8' -. • 
Aquilas, 179 

quilea, 69, 99 
qu0ncum (Bulla), 351 

Aquitaine, 208 
Aquitania, 206 
~rabian .iflfluence in Italy, 83 
Arabs in~pain,·I73-174 • 
Arad, 347, 349-350 

Albania, 129, 13~, ~s~·Isr · 3~ • • 
A2~ 

eragon, 166, I 76 j river, 167 -·· . . . 

• 

• 

• 
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Aranjuez, r'Sf-rS£!1 
Aranyos, river, 352 

The 

Arbon, 392 • 
Arboreal type of man, 78 
Arcachon basin, 193 
Arcadian highland, 155 

e Archangel, 403, 409; tempera
~re, 412 

e Arctic Oce.!n, 403 
Arctis, old conti!tent of, ro6 
Arda, river, 149 
Ardeche, river, 66 • 
,h.rden Forest, 246 
'ltrdennes, 4:r, ~~ 251, 2541 255 ; 

German railway stations, 285 
Areas of summer· rltin and 

summer-dr.:mght, 39 • 
Aremberg Moor, 285 
Arendal, r t6 
Arezzo, 97 
Argentoratum (Strassburg), 327 
Argolis, 131 

Ar~os, ~7 
Anege, !liver, 2oo 
Arlanzon, river, 184 
Arlberg Tunnel, 35 • 
Aries, 45, 204, 217 
Armagh, 225 

Armagnac, zoq 
Arno, river, ~r, 102 

Arona, gr 
Arroyo Plain, 187 • 
Arta valley, 131 

e Arve, river, 401 
A.bec;,tos ft'om Reval, 4-06 
Aschaffenburg, 309, 332 
Asia, 6 
~iatic iramigration, 6 
Aspern battle, 357 
Asphodel plant, 7 I 
Ajj;en peat, 273 
Asti wme, 95 • 
Astorga, I72 
Asturias, kingdOm, I72 ; inde

pendence, I75 
Aterno, river, 89 
Athens, I251 15S; and Pirreus, 

map, ISS 
At \antic civilisation, 13; climate, 

20 ; climatic area, 6o; currents 
of ~ Ofh, rna a, :;2 ; drift, 53 ; 
floor, map, IJe;~unterland, 53; 
margin, IO ;.ev. Pacific, Io; 
storm-tracks, map, 53; winds, 
20; winter gulf of warmth, 
231 . • I . 

Atmosphenc ct.cu auon, SI·6o 
Attica, IS7 • 
Aubuss~, 2I9 
Aude, 203; river, 203; wine, 218 
Auerbach, :B6 
"-·--1... .. -- __ o --- ---

A~~~~~~~~n;~~~jf'~' (Clermont), 
eo6 

Aurich, 321 
Aussee, 36S 
Aussig, 318, 368 
Austenweel, ~4 
Au~tria, 355·j74 ;~Iwne pro· 

vtnces of, 358 ; d'fainage, 356 ; 
exclusiveness, 343; Karst 
region, map, 36j ; Lowe~ 3~7 
people, 356; political u"tts, 
355; proper, 356, 359; Upper, 
356, 357 

• 
Aistria- Hun~ary, v, «5, 338-

345 ; Alpme area, 343 ; 
Austrian conditions, 343

1
· 

.!:limat• 345 ; detached pro 

• • • 
Continent of ~rope -

vin~es, 339; frontier, 338, 339; 
Hungarian conditions, 343 ; 
map, 355; l\1ap in Colour• 
352 • 353; North At!jntic 
"pool," 341; population, map, 
347; racial dtvisions, 342 ; 
relief, .342; sea-coast, .34C?; 
!ilavs m, 344· See Austna 
and I!ungary • 

Austrian Gate, 358; Mark, rise, 
293 • 

Austro-Italian Alps, 34 
Autun, 204 e 
Auvergne, I96 
Avalon,~urgundy,.I6 
Avars, 44 
Aveiro, I89 ; lapon, I62 
Avenches, 39S 
Average temperatures and rain· 

falls, 57 
Aveyron valley, 198 • 
Avignon, tJo3 • 
Avila, province, ISS; town, I~ 
Aviles, port, I76 
Avlona, 148 • 
Avon, river, 228, 236; Gorge, 

237; map, 237 
Avonmouth docks, 238 
Azaf~ Sea of~ d,08 
jzores, 53, t6I ; wyr, 55 

Bacau oil, 139 t 
Radajoz, 187; derivation, ft,o 
Baden, 297, 32S, 393 ; town, 328 
Ba.deuhe1.m s.toue, 307 · 
Bakony For.t, 346 ; lignite, 

349; Mot~ains, 351 
Bal_aton Lake, 35 r 
Balearic Isles, t6I 
Balkan, meaning, 141 
Balkan Penir¥>ula, 124 a l36; 

(States), 136 · 159 ; climate, 
e I33; coast, 125, I3I ; creeds, 

I36; harbour~ I25 ; land 
frontier, I27; ljnguag@;;, :J-36; 
Map in Colour, I28- :J-29; 
mountains, I321 I33 ; oro· 
graphic structure, map, l2~; 
population, 128, I35 ; rail
ways, map, I 53; rainfall, 134• 
rehef, 128, 134 ; rivers, :J31 ; 
soil, 134; war in I913, :1:59; 
water·partings•I33 

Balkan range, IJ'li•j33 
Baltic, 15, 55, I23, circulation, 

15; entrance, 277 ; ie, IS; 
• islands, 1o6 ; lalte-land, 419 ; 

Map in Cot.ur, II2 • t13 ; 
navigation, 283-2~; peop\", 
4I9; plateau, 31 .. provinces, 
j2o; rail to, 4I ; rainfall 
_:-::-::.::::.1, !n:!p, !!~ , !"!dge, ~~. 
322 ; Russta .. coast of, 403 ; 
shi&ld, 25 • 

Bam~rg, 296 • 
Banat,.the, 346, 348; coal, 349 
Banking interest of Middle 

Rhine, 327 • 
Barcelona, 163, 177 ; climate, 

171 ; province, I77 
Bares, 347f354 
Bv~e-life m Holland, 25t • 
Bin, 951 103 ; almonds, g6 • • 
t~w.rley, 71·73 
Barmen, 326 
Bartsch, river, 2~ e . 
~sel, 4~ 375, 382, e9H denva· 

tion, 3~ ; Rhine trafW:, fJ6 ; 
salt, 379 ; 'i.ilk, 38o ~ Sij>ck 

.. • •• Exchange, 39' ; temperature, 
378 

Basil's Isla!lP, 405 
Basqt.es, 17, e 
l~ath, 237; '' fr~stone," 227 
'flattle of White Hill, 344 
Battles, ~wi'j, 37f • • 
Bautzen, 334 t 

• 
Uata: Hills, 217 
Bauxite, 98, 2I7e • : 
I3avaria,.4~ 296,_ 297, 309, 331-

• 334 ; eC<JlOmiC ~eography, 
332 ; industrial divtsion~ ]82 ; 
the41'alatinate, 333-. 

:Bavarians, 44 • • • 
:Bayem•2I3 • 
Hayomee, 209 
J3&r-worshipperw, 79,• • 
:Beauce grain, 2I5 ~ 
Ia.eujolais Mou«tains, 1gf; 

• 

•• -
~ines, 216 • • 

:Beaune, 216 • • • 
:Beczwa, -.,er, Jlr1• • 
.Beech, 77; in Carpathians,~6; 

iy. Denmark, 278 
Beef, 7.-; Bulgarian, 143 
!ler;a Canal, 346 
Beua, I89 • 

• 

:Beia, 187~ 1Sg 
Bekes, 349 • •I 
Belfast, 232, 235, 244 • • 
]3elfort, 205 

. 
• 

Belgica, 205 • • 
Belgitfm, 25o-26o; Wlnals, 25!; 

~imate~e.zs.s.; coale. 25.5.-_ coal 
v. wages, ~59; coast, 2~ ; 

• customers, 26o; "dead" towns• 
257 ; frontil,rs, •50-252; home• 
supplies, !'59 ; imports and 
exports, 259; land area, matJs, 
2.53; Map m _Colour, 256-257 ; 
nv~, 255; silt, 252; surface, 
25,_ ; transit trade, 256 

Bel_grade, 6' x28, '~5. 342; 

a:l1I~~o~;i' ~5 .• 
Belle lie, 193 
Bellinz._a, 386, 387 
Beirne, coal·field, 183 
:Belt, Great, and Little, 275 
J3endzin, 415 • 
~ennisch, 372 
J3~at, ISI • 
Beraun, IJFr, 334, 36S; mineit.ls, 

369 
Berdiansk, 408 • • 
J3eresina, river, 407, 4I4 .. 
Bergamo, g8 ; silk, 96 
Bf!tgt!n, I<Ji: II~; m Holland• 

273 ~in Rugen, 3'i • • 
llergl:rhd,tlfrllllgary, 346 
fl,..rJin AT. ?TI:! • ~IITTnnn,...,u'"A 
. m~p', 3I6 ~ ... ' ,;;,[ '• 
~ern .. n, 383, 395,.396; bears, 

390 , climate, 378 
:Bernardino Pass, 389 
llernoose Mi.,llall!l, ~3, .. 

396 ; Oberla!M, 377, ~3, 396 ; 
S<Siland, 39~ 

'Bern ina Mountain, 389; Pass, 35 
:Berry, 210 • 
BQ~tan<:bn, 205, 216 
.J3eskidl mo~ntains, 36 ; East, 

372; Wes~ 346 
BJ;tu»'e, 2,.., 
fmutlien,-3I4 
Beveland, 273 
lWvergern, Jf<!O 
Beverunge~, 123 

• 
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• 

~ .. 
Biasca, 387 • • 
Bidassoa, river, 176 
Biel, 395 ; Lake, a'¥'ient lettJe. 

ments, 38• 
Biela, river, 33~ • 

• Bielefeld, 321, 323 
~ielostok,e4Q!Io • 
Bijeljina, 365 • 

•Bilbao, t6t, 170, 176 • 
tl3i1tgen.p 300, 3~ ; narrows, 66 
Birch fotest, 74 • 
Bird'io 77 ; in the I<oe .(ge, 76 • 
Bi~Tngham, 50; hard ware, 246, 

426 .., •• 
,. • B'lrs valley, "'~ 

Bistritza SePeth, 339 0 
• Bitterfeld~ 319 • 

Bjorl!o, ~' 4~ • 

. 
• 

...aiOrnebo~, ~22 

.mack, bread,iS9; Country,~; 
• • Eirt~, 24 ; Earth regior!'·· o~ 

Russ1a, 409, . .pt, .414, 423 , 
Elstef, rivt\-,•95, ~; Forest, 
~5, 293, 297, 328; F'orest, 
human type, 310 ; Sea,• 22, 

408 ; Sea, coast terJW3erature, 
411; Sea, fishery and circula· 
tion, 14; Sea, rail to, 41 

Blackburn, 246 
Bl'*il' coal, 219 • 

Bl~k6, 37I 
Ble1 '~>• 362 
~en e1m, ~ • 
Blocksber• at Bud~ 351 ; hot 
sp~ngs,l647 • 

~udenz, 359 • 
aBocage, 207 

• Bochetta Pa~, 8~ 
Bochnia salt, 372 
:Bt.cbum, 323 

• 

"Bodden,. coast, 313 
Boddens or bays of Sc~eswig, 

289 • 
Bode, Aver, 317,.19 
Breotia, :.6 \. 
Boetis, rivo;!t, Roman, t8o 
Bogner clay, 229 

Bohemia, 297, 368·370 ;e\ustrian, 
357 ; climatic contrlil, 368 ; 
mdustries, 369; minerals, 369 

BohemiaiWForest, 297, 33r, 368; 
Austrian frontier in, 338 • 

:8~hmisch· Leipa, 369 • 
~logna, gx, 99•Ioo a~ordage, 9f 
Bolsena crater lake, s-9 
Boltow 241 ; cotton· spinning, 

• 246 . 

• 

Bonn, 38, 325 • G~rge, map) 326 
• • Bora wind, 59, 91, t40, 353, ~62; w Dahvatia, 364 • • 

Boras, 12:1 • 

• Be.x, Italian, 97 
• .tr..J,eaux2 200, 2o6; wines, 209 

Borgne, rwer, 398 • 
Borkum, 290, 292 • • 
&>rnholm Islan'il. 279 

Oll!l'rorovil;.sk)"'tiill,""ljx8 
Borystau, 373 • 

: Boser Faulen, :Jts 
Bosna valley, 365 
Bosnia, 364-~6 
Rosphorus, t 27 ; map, ~24 • 
Bothnia Gulf, 74 t • 
Bouches-du·RhoAee 217 
Boudri, 400 ~ • • 
BotJ4pgne, I94 • 
Bourges, 206 

• Bourtanger moo~ 285; mO,wl.SI, 
262 •• 

• 

• 
Boyana, river, '~4-7, 150 
Bozen, 36o 
J3,rabant, 2541 257, 267 
Bra1ford, 245 
Braga, 190 
Braganza, rgo 

I 
BrUnsbilttel,~4 • • 
Brunswick and Anh~t, 317; city, 

. 3'7 
Brussels,• 256, 257; ~Hanover 

rail, 11 
Buccan, 355 

Rrahe, river, .314 
Brail.~, Engadme, 389 e 

Bucharest, 138 
Buchberg (' Island,,. 392 • 

Brail~, 6g, 138, 139 • 
Brandenburg, 295, 315 ; Mark, 

293; plain, 105 ;•own, 316 
Brasso (Kronstadt), 352, 353 
Braunau junction, •57 
Bravik Ftord, 122 
Bray, 214 • • 
Brazza Island, 364 
Brda highland'l.'47 
Breda, 273 
Bregenz, 359 
Bremen, 291, 3071 320; to Con~ 
• stantinople, 43 j F;,·ee Terri-

tory, 'l!<o • 
!3remerhaven, 291, 32I 

Brenner Pass, 31, 34, 35, 297, 
343, 358, 359 ;eold road, 36o; 
route through Munich, 333 

Brenni-bor (Brandenburg) of the 
Wends, 293 

Brenta valley, 360 
Brescia, 97, 98 
Breslau, ~95, 303 
Br.se) 21B • 
Br~t, 192 
Brest Lttovsk, 408, 410 
Breusch, river, 327 
Brewing in B<waria, 333 ; in 

Coburg, 318; aePilsen, 370 
Brie, 65 
Brieg Gorge, 397 
~r!enz, 394, 396; valley, 386 
l ... rtey, 2II • 
Brindisi, 103 

Buda hot springs, 3"W • 
Budapest, 34-, 351:; univer .. • 

sities, 352 . 
Budweis,-,68, 369, 370 
Bug, river, 408, 416; basin of, 

339; ·Narew, confluence wW!I' 
Vistula, 407 ;eNorthern, 407; 
valle)llrailway, 4:r 

Buk~en Fiord, II7 
Bukovina (Beech land), 374 
Bulbs in Holland, 267 
Bulgaria, 14o~q3 ;·climate, 141; 

industries, 143; interna'tianal 
relations, 141 ; pasture, "143; 
roses, 143 

Bulgarian Knot, IJ'2• plateau, 
81, 141; railways, 143 

Bulgars,t!P, 12B, 142 
Bull-breeding in Estremadura, 

189 ; Seville, I83 ; Spain, 175 
Bulle,.399 
Bunzlau, 314 • 
Burgas, 142 
Bur~orf, 396. 
Burgos, provmce, t84 ; town, 

184 
Burgu~dy, 216; Gate, 451 ioo, •. 

330, 394 
Bury, 241 
BUsum, 290 
Butter of Brittany, •267 ; IJ\!n-

mark, 279; friesland, 264 
Butzow, 316-317 
liuzeu oil-field, 139 
By?.antine1 xo1 

• 
Bristol, 232, 236-238; map, 23• 
British I slesi: v, 221 ·249 ; car· 

borltferouserock, 225; cattle, Caceres, province, 187 
231; climate, 229, 230; coal, Cadiz, province and town, I8t 
226, 239; coast, 223; contin~ Caen, IS:2 
ental quadrant, 229; eastern Cahors, 208 
lowlands, 227, 248; industries, Calabria, 6o, E9 
232; island group, 223; iso- Calais, 215; -Marseilles ra:'!, 42 
therms, map, 230; isthmian Calder valley, 245 
canal routes, niap, 248 ; I\iap Calvados Ba1, 193 I • 
in Colour,j24-225; physiqu~, Camant, 193 •• 
224; portr, 232, 236, 238 ; ratl Camargue, 217~ wool, 219 
transport, 24-6 ; rainfall, map, Carnbrai, 215 
2 ... Red Sandstone, 226; roads Camels in Italy, go . 
v. waten•.ys, 234; rock, 22•; Camembert cheese, 213 
seas, 222, 2:f1; Silurian nucleus, j:ampine Cam•, 251; coal~field, 

1225 ; s~rface v. coast, 224 ; 255 • 
temper .. 1re, 229; Tertiary Canal, Dortmund~ J!:ms, 292 ; 
basins, 228; vessels at Sulina, ImperiaJ, in Spain, 168; Ktel, 

• 140; western heights, \27; 290; Le Catene, 341 ; Jocks, 
wil_l!.er gulfttof warmth, map, frequency ein England and 
23~ world relation, 21J Germany, 41; Ludwig, 2Q6; 

Britt•y, 202, 2o6; ani Gulf du 1\{idi, 217; routes, Bfitish 
Stream, 53 isthmian, map, 248; Steck· 

Brixen, 35811 36o nitz, 290; water-supply, 43 
Brod, 354, 365 Canals, in Belgium, 256; in 
Bromberg, 314 ; and Eberswalde Brit'iin, ..,34; from the Elbe, 

Canal, 295 • 290, 304~ ilt north France, 
Broos, 352 e 212; in Germany, ~03; in 
Br,.n man, So ._ Walland, j63, 265; lmk, 43; 
Bfoye, river, 399; valley, ~Sc, -and relief, 40 ; of Rhine, 307 ; 

394 •• j' ship·, 43·44; in United States, 
Bmck 367 43 · 
Brugi, 1o6•s2, 257 • Cann"att, 330 
BrUni~ P•s, 386 • • Cantabrian provinces, 16g:, !76 
8i.ii¥t, 37r • Cantabrians, 169 
Ji;'unllen, 386 Cantal Peak, 197 

• ' • 1: • • •••• 
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Cantons, oqigillal !hree, 384 Ches~ire, :232 frontier, 35~ ownership in 
Cape Martin, 85; Roca, xt5:z; Chesterfield, 247 Russia, 4:23 

St. Vincent, x62 Chestnuts of Indre, 210' Coma, Lake, 9.1 

-
Capri, 77; and Tib«!-ius, 77 ; Spanish, 176; sweet, 70 • Condensed mll~ Sl;iss, 379·380 

wine, 95 Cheviots, 244 ~oniferous forest, 74 • 
Carf.oniterous basins, so; rock Chiana, 89 'ConscriJll;ion, infiuent.e in Italy,. 

• in Hritish Isles, 225 Chillon, 398 103 • • • · 
Cardiff, 232, 2~8 Cltina in Saxony, 336; ... clay I Constance, 328, ~8I, 382, 392; 

• Cal-inthia afld 1ts towns, 361, 362 in B<fnholm, 279; ·Clay in L,_ke, 67, :zg6, 377, 391; Lake·• 
Carlovingians, 4. Brittany, 206 dwellings, an~nt, 3~-f • • 
Carmona, Roman stronghold, Chocolate ofiFribourg, 399; of Constant4nlfJ)le, 126 • 

r83 • Switzerland, 38o 41t:ontinental•limate,6o;s~l~2I 
Carnallite salts, 309 Cholet, 210 e Continaity of relief control, 3'0 
~rniola, 362 Christiania, rog, 1 r6_1 fiord, toB- Copai!lake bed... 3Z "'- • 
Carnuntum, 6g', Roman camp, reg • • Copenhagen, 27'7, ~~~ • • 

358 • Chrudim, 370 Copper~9; ofFalun,iiS·n6; in 
Carpathian Passes, 36; J¥:>re~t, Chur, 377, 389 ;.~bishopric, 389; ancieat Greece..:. xs8 ;Jn li:;ortu~ -

36 bishops of, 38'S' ~al, 189; in Sa~onYW-nd liarz, 
Carpathians, 35, 339, 343, 346, Chusovaya, river, 414 -~rg; in Spain, 1~ eflj 

35 2 ; in Galicia, 372 ; in Cierzo wind, 6o ~~1, 83 ; fishin~ff Dalmatia, • 
Poland, 415 Cilli junction, 367 • • 365 • • • 

Carrara, 8g Cintra, 17t, 190 Corcubion, 175 • • 
Cartagena, 16o, 162, 179 Cis-Alpine Europt, so • Cordova, ~nosq,e, 180; pro· 
Cascaes,,89 Citric~acid trade, 96 vince, r83 • 
Caspian, 6, 22, 68; seals, 6 Citron, g6 • Coriu, 131 
Cassel, 304, 324 • Citrus fruits, 72 Corinth,• 125 ; Isthmus Ship 
Castello Branco, 189 Ciuclad Real, 186 ; Rodrigo, r87 Canal, map, 126 • 

• 

• 

Castellon, province, 178 Civilisation, dawn of, 9; move- Corinthian Gulf, 125 
Castile, 173; Old, 167, 184~186; ment, 10 Cork tree, 70, 75; of Catalonia 

. 
• 

provinces o'-. 164, 184·186 CJausthal, 321 and Alemte_;,, 171 ; in ~tu~ 
Catalan Bay, ~82 4!lay basins in England, 233 ; gal, 190 • • 
Catalonia, 176, 177 ; deriv•tion, industries in Holland, f8 ; Corsica, 6o 

165 in Russia, 4n; soil, 47 Cortaiij.od, 400 • 
Catanzaro figs, 96 Clermont, 197, 206, 219, 220 Cot,.tes, r8a • 

• ccw:ena 1\:[etallifera, 8g Cleveland ore v. Durham, 248 Colbnna, iOrwi75, I~ • • 

Cat taro, 147, 36~ Clifton, 238 e Cossacks in Austria, 344 
Cattle, 74t 8r ; 1n British Isles, Climate, 51~A Q}te d'Or, 216 • 

231 ; •n Italy, 94 ; in Climatic areas, 6o; control of Cotswold sea., 2:!8 ; wool, 244 • 
~chleswlg-Holstein, 322 beast and man, 76~81 ; control Cotton in Italy, 97, g8; in 'I'q;-

Caucasus and Pyrenees, 26-27 of river regime, 6I-69; control key, ISO; industry : in En~-
• C~sses, rg8 of vegetation, 6g·76; world- land, 246; in Lancashire, 241 ; 

C<lrtx, 214 • relation, 2-5 at Le:lz, 416; in Russia, 417; 
Cave remains in France, rg8; •!uses of Jura, 399 on 1ower STe, 215; ~n Sw1t~ 

at Gibraltar, r82 Clyde, 244 • . . zerland, 39~ tradeofBremen, 
Celano Lake, Sg Coal, 5, 37, 49, 5~ m Atstna, 291 • 
Celie, 321 ~6g, 371 ; in Belgium, 255; Couronne, Cape, rg~ 
Cellulose, n8 m Bohemia, 369; in Britain, Courtrai, 257 
Celtiberian natives, remnant, 225, 226, 239; in France, 212, Couvet, ~ 

1~7 215, 219; in Hungary, 349; Cows <Jn plough~ land in Den-
Central Europe, rainfall, 57 in Italy, 83, absence~ 97; at mark, 28o 
Ceph~onja, 13r Lille, 215; in Lorraine, 212; Cracow, 339, 373, ~o7; salt 
Cetina, r~rer, 3~• at Moscow, 417; in Poland, •workings and subterranean 
Cetinje, 147 .• 415; in Port~al, 190; in ~wn, 372 •• 
Cette, 193, 219 Rhineland, 325 , ~n Saxony, ~raiova, ~ 
Ceuta, r6o 335; in Silesia, 314; in Spain, Crau Plain, 219 
Cevennes, 59, 196 176, 183; on Tyneside.239; Cr:ecy, 215 
Chalkis, isthmus and peninsula, • in Wales, 238, 2:;4); in West- Crefeld, 326 

• 

I27 • phalia,323; Br~n, in Austria, Crem(\Pa hefl\P, eoi; linen, 97 
Ch:ilons,.o4 357; Brown, in S.ony, 3J. Cre,e, 19, 6~ 131; invention of• • 
Chamber)"'1 216 -harbours, 2o; -·nes, dan- writijg ij, 155 • • 
"Champagne" lands, 211 gerous, in Belgium, 255 Creusot, 37, 2f'tS; coal, 219 
Charbonnii!re~ see Creusot Coi!'alt, ns • Crina.r;; in Traz-os-1\1ontes, ' • 
Charente, 2o8; O.p, 41 ; river, Coblenz, 45, 326 ;_swiss, ~ Croatia, 346; ·Slavonia, 3~ • 

2i8 Coburo~>, 298, 318 Ci'at,.353 • 
Charleroi, 255. 256 Cod·fi~ery, II? • roisic, 193 
Charlottenburg, 315 Cognac grape, 208 Crops, 71-73; jp H&rgary, 3" 
Chartres, 215 Coimbra, climate, IJO; tempera- Cross\listancc!r, 11 • -
Chateau d'Oete, 398 ; Sal ins, ture and rainfall, map, r6g Crusa,Pers, 44, a.i, 100 

327 I • Colchester, 248 Crystllline roc'l, 49; in A tp.:, 
Ch§.teauroux, ~o ~old, Siberian "pole" of, 55 belts, 29: ~, 37G, in Balkans, 
Chaudes Aig-ues, 196 Colmar, 32';tl ... • ~31; in L.-arpa.ians, 35; in 
Chaumont, 2I6 .. • oligne, 4'• zo5; icmper:ll'ie, I Ftbla.td, 420 
Chaux-de~Fonds, La, 381! 4~ • ~~ ~ Ciltenca, ll'ss 1 

;3 ; Schabzieger, 390; of Co our change in birc\s, 7S; Cu~ivjtedJ.'\ants, 70M73 
Cheese, Dutch; '17::; of Lecco, lea nies of European.;;, 51 Cully, 398 

sheep's milk, 143, 344 •Swiss, • modification in 14tan, 7•79 CumberlanCl, 225 • 
3,9 CoM-1mbusi!l first vo:jllgef ffiliOL Currants in Greece, I 57 

• Chemnitz, 336; coal, 335 4; have~ Palos, 162 e r @utrentsofNitth Atlantic, map, 
Cherbour~ 192, 2o6 Communar houses of Ctjatien 5'2 • • . . .. . :-. . ' . . - . . . - • 
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Cuxhaven shoals, 290 Deveny, 346 
Cyclades, 131; "bridge," 125 Diablercts, 398 
Cyclone (win.Qawhirl, viii • Diakova, 151 

• 

Curzola Island, ;oii4 I Deutz, 326 • 

Cyclonic sto~s, 54; tracks, 62 Died&.hofen, 285 
• Czechs, 34:.41 356; in Bohemia,• Dieppe, rg2, 194, 205, 214 

• 368; in ,Vorivia, 370• Diesenhofen, Lake, 392 
• 

' • 
• 

Duisburg, 29, :;~ ;• -Ruhrort, 
306, 325, 326 

Duldgno, 147, 150 

Dunbar·A'"magh line, 2!!5·226 
Dunkirk, r<~2, 193, 216 
Diinnern Pass, 396 • 
Durance, river, 66 
Durazzo, I 48 

I 

• Cz!=!rnowitz, 33!::8 34~ 374 D!jon, 451 205 
• Dtmo~ka, I4£, e 

t)ac-.llstejl, 366 • Dinant, 255 
Durham coke, 248 • • 
DUsseldorf, 326f coal-field, 325 
Dux, 370 ~~lt, meaning, 141 Dinaric Alps, 364, Fs; area of 

Dairying in Den mar\, •279 ; in Austria, 343 
~l«:t.nd, 270; in }~mania, 139 Dirschau, 312 • 

Dalarne, JijJtiJ •• Disentis, 384, 389 
•• D81matia, I2tjf, e4o, 363, 364; Distribution~[ land an. water, 

clima~e, 34fi • 4 ; of population, 45 ; of relief, 

~ D~~~;;,~~~~~~~t:~s mapit 
13~; D~t~b!~ce, lit\ of maximum, 

Dambovitzl oil-field, 139 37 
l51tmmastock,enountain, 386 e Ditmarsh, 290 
~anish influedte in Schleswfg, Dj,.visions of Europe, relief, 22 

Dvina, ri~r, Northern, 40.3; 
Western, 406, 407; -Vychegda, ., 
4'4 ., 

Dvinamiinde, castle, 407 
Dvinsk (.li>iinaburg), 420 

Dwarfi, in Sardinia, 104 
Dyeing of Schio, g8 
Dyes, chemical, of Basel, 395; 

of Elberfeld, 326 
Dyle, river, 257 

• •322• IJ'rlieper,eriver, 407, 4tJ.t3, 414, 
Dannem<Jta, X.5ei20 • •419; coal and iron on, 425 Early mammals, 47; man, 69 
Dallllbe, 4S, 64, 67, 339, 346; Dniester, river, 339, 356, 407; Earthquakes in Croatil- Slav· 

Afpine tributaries of, 45 ; in in Austria, 356e in Galicia, onia, 3S4; in Greece, r2s ; in 
Austria, 356, 358; in ~avaMa, 372 ; salt- beds, 372; valley, the Kan• (Laibach), 363 
296 "~at Budapest, 351 ; floods 343 ; valley railway, 41 East Anglia, 228 
in Hungary, 350; frost of Dohoi, 365 Eastern Europe, wind, 57· 58 . 

• 1902, 6g; m Hungary, 346, Dobruja steppe, 137, 141 Ebro, river, 6o, ~76; route, 45; 
35~; Iron Gates, map, 67; Dogger Bank, r6 so_urce, r67; jalley, x64; 
L~r .. map, I~; map, 65; Dolinas, 130 wme, 172 
mdtuh at Sulina, 140; mouths Dollwt, river, 26?-, 273, 292 Ecija, j83 
~f tl!e, mai, 137; regime, 67- Dolrifl Tuzla, 366 Eckernforde, 322 
l'r9; route~44 ; m Servia~ 145; Dolomites, 35, 359 Edam, 270 
Up~r, 2 • • Domberg at Reval, 406 Eger, 370; river, 335, 36~; 

D2PI.ztg, 28 , 288 • Domestic animals~x lignite, 369; valley, 334 
Dardanelles, 148 Domleschg, 388 e Egge Mountains, 322, 323 
::eardania, Rofi3nwso • Don, river, England, steel, 247; Egypt, 9; and Ancien. Grecc~ 
!:>armstadt, 329 'W' • Russia, 408, 413; suggested 1.54 
Datro, river, x8o diversion, 408 Ehrenbreitstein, 326 
Dates of Elche, 171, 178 Donawitz, 367 • Eibiswald, 367 , 
Daves, 388; climate, 378; .alley, Doncaster, 248 Ei.ter valley, 276 • 

388 • Donetz, river, 402, 414; coal Eifel, 296, 325 ; mountains, 299 
Dax, 209• 1 and iron, 425 Einsiedeln, 386; ecclesiastics, 
Debreczin, _l49• 35"" Dordreobt, 25<'C 263 385 
Deciduous ~est area, 75 tt>ore, peak, 197 Eipel, river, 346 
Dede-Agach, 148 Dornbtrn, 359 Eisach, 36o 
Dee, river, 232 • Dorpat, 420 Eisenach, 298, 3r8 
Delemont, 395 Dortmund, 292, 323; -Ems Eisenerz, 367 
Delft,'268 4C~~al, 307, 320 Eisleben, 319 
Delfzyl, 267• vouat, 215 Ekaterinoslaf, 414, 425 • 
Delos, ancient, 125 • Douarnenez, 193 Elba metals, g.,e • I 
DEtlllanda, Sierra de Ia, 184 • Doubs, river, 205; route,'z8s Elbe, river, 303, ~o; in Austria, 
De.er valley, 251 Douro, river, x4Js; middle, x86; ;356; in BohemHf', 368; estuary 
Democracy, 12; Gree"' ISS; in source, 1:84~ vines, 172 nnprovement, 283; floods, 304; 

• Norw~, II7; of Spanish Dover~22, 234; Strait, 236 M1ddle, basin, 319 
• peasaflllhy, 174 Dovre.!lfteld ~untain, III Elberfeld chemical works, 326 

Dender, river, 2i6 Downs, the, 23. EU>euf, 213 • 
Denmark, 47, 274"28.1; ~gci- Dr,.ma, 'ISO Elbing, 286, 288 t 

• • culture, 278-280; ~leanliness, D~mmen, L, u6 Elche, 178 
27~; climtate, 2~; eJ.ai~in{{, Drance, riv~ 397 Elevation, average, of Europe, 

• ?:zai frontier, 275; Hanseatic .,~l.Ve, river, 45, 338, 34~, 34'6, 47 
• 1Jtfiuence, 274; Icelandic 354, ,156, 366 · in Carmthia, Elm 5prings, G•rus, · 3?6 
~. 279 4. imports, 28;...i,live- 361 ; •lowlan~, 354; Tyrol Elster, river, 334, 336; 'Blac~' 
stock, 279! Map in L.'e'lou.. basin,.S9 I 295 
II2-ll3; mmerals, ~79; North tl>rente, 265, 267,· 273 Elvas, 189 

Jill'! coast, F; •1ce fis~ry, Dresden, 303, 336; coal, 3~5; Embroideries, Swiss, 391 
276; ailwaye ·terries, 275; to Cologne•·via Thuringian Emden, 292, 307, Jt!I . 
scenery, 278 ; estraits, .!74; Road 318 Emigration from Dalmatia, 364 ; 
strategic position, 274; ~ur- Drin, ri~er, 131, rso from :fltun~ry~ 348 ; from 
face, 277 ; towns1 281 Drina, river, I44, 365 Lugano, 388 

Densit.Y. of pop8!atwn, 50o • DtogT channel of ~e Sound, rnrr$1 valley, 385 
Deposltwn, 38 f 27e. 277 • 'rniilenthal, 3~ 
Dery.,ent~vat-:r, 225l 1'rohobyez, 372'373 • Ems, 299, 324 ; canal, 273 ; 
Desiccation m Gree~ 400 n.c. DrOmlin·marsh,·317 river1 26o 

to A. n. 6oo, 154; o*tb.-Oitl Drough'fcont~ in early Egypt, .,Engadmi the, 35, 36o, 378, 3~ 
Wor!tl, 70 9; grett Clifle of, 7; w Iberia., Engelberg, 386 

l)esna, river, 4r4, 41.9 ~; i..umriier, 52; in Southern Engels berg, 372 
Despel'ia-Perros Pa~, 164-165 • Eirope1 3 • .ngland, commercial history, 
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.The 

5; andeCtntr.l Europe, com-
parisons, 40; natural divisions, 
map, 223 . 

Enghsh Channel, 581; ramfall, 
55 ; storms, 62; tides, 17 

Eftns, river, 45, 3431 358, 366; 
valley, 357 

Enos, 148 
• ~ntlebuclo., 085 

Enz valley, 36., 
Epinal, 2u 
Epirots, prehistorictpeople, 151 

._ Erfurt, 298, 318 
'Ergene valley, '48 

• 
Erlangen, 33' 
Erstfeld, 386 
Erzber~, 367 
Erzgeb1rge (Ore Motftltains), 

284, 334. 335. 338, 346, 368 ; 
forest, 75 

Esbjerg, 275, 276 
Esch, 26o 
Escorial, r68, 185 
Esla, Aver, I86 
Esparto, I 79 
Essen, 292, 325 • 
Esslingen, .3o8, 330 

' • 
• • • • 

of :~.m-ope• • • l Continent 
Ficlttelgebirge, 331 'ook,_ 1g't. ; ~shing, rgz, 19~; 
Fiesole, ro2 frontier, 45, rgo, 194, 195 ; 
Fig, 72; in Italy, g6 •• "Garden" of, 210; hyd10- • 
Figueras fort, 177 ~phic,entre, 198; industrial 
Finland, 420-422 ; dlmate, md1vidualisra, •230; Karst 

421 ; Gulf of, 404; industries, limestone, rg8; Loire flank, • 
422 ; lakes, 421 ; relief, 420; 204; •l\1ap in ~ol~r, 192·193'; 

• winter temperature, 57 military •or?;.i\rtisation, r;ts; 
Finni<tt(Esht) peoples, 4t9 ~ orth- Easteln, map, 03 ; 
Finns, 6, 419, 420, 421 ; hair of, nucleus, rgfW physiJ;l_ue,.2o~ 

So; origlt of, Sr ports, rg2, 193; posil'ton, ~f; 
Finow Canal, 295 regio~aT relations, rgr ; rail· 
Finsteraarh.orn, 396 ways, m!p, 2I4; rainfati,lflap, 
Finstermlill'z, 389 191'1921 201 ; reli~g6 ; r'elief, 
Fiord4lfe, 107 • simple, m;:w, e42, Rom.-Is, • 
Fish, 224; food, 47; in Ice Age, 203 · Seine ftan'-, 204 ; struc· • 

76 t~r~ map, 197 ; ·~mperature., 
Fisheries of .. itain, 224; Dal- • lme!i!, 202 ;. tex•le~ 215; 

matia, 365 ; France, 192-193; towns, map, rg9ti vine d~ 
Holland, 272; Italy, 83; Nor- e tribution, mar:. 209; volc.e!rc • 
way, II7; Russia, 403; Spain, •centre, rg6; 'ttatershed, rg~ 
off M•ga, rSr • • wind, 6o • • • 

Fishery, Hallstatt Lake-, 35~ Franco-~wiss £.I,s, 3:J 
Fishing races, democracy, I2, , Frankfurt·on-1\iain, 324; ~enoa 

39, II7; ionour for women, and, 42 
172 ~'lankWrt-on-Oder, 295, 303, 

Fiumare, river, 340 316 
Fiume, climate, 345; Pilgrims' Franks, the, 297 • 

• 

Estavayer Lake-dwellings, 399 
Esthoman fort at :Reval, 406 
Estrella M<u_1ntains, 164, 170, 188 
Estremadu~, r6.f., 187, 189; 

Church, 140 Franz Josef Canal, 346 
FHiming Heights, 309 Franzensfeste junction, 3Qg 

. 
• 

climate, 170; derivat~n, 170 
~szek, 355 

Flanders, 254, 256, 257; French, Frauenfeld, ~92 •l 
2r5 I Freckles, 79 • • 

Flawil, 392 Fredericia, 275 • • 
e Etang de Berre, 217; de Thau, 

• 218 
Fl~x, 72-73 ; in Bel~ium, 257; Fre~rikstad, nS • • 

m Germany, 309; m Italy, 97 !Weiber~ining, 3l5 • 
Fleming tyijf, 254 Freiburg ie Baden, 328 ; • in 

•• 

Etruscans, Io2 
Eubcea, 126 
..Eurafri(tans, 156 
~uropa Point, I82 
Europe, Atlantic margin, xo , 
• climatic world ~relation, 2 ; 

divisions 'in rt relief, •22 ; 
divisions ln reman, 23; earl 
man, 8 ; early mammals, 47; 
geometrical centre, map, So ; 
glaciation results, 3 ; ice 
sheet, map, 69 ; independ
ence, 7; Map in Colour, xvi-1; 

Flemish l~uage, 250 Saxemy, 336 
Flensburg, 294, 322 French infW.en~ in Denmar1tr 
Fleurier, 400 276 ;• Na~ and the Revoltr.. 
Floods, Alpine, 64; of the Elbe, tlon, rgr; of Neuchatel,•oo; 

303; in fi,ungary, 350; in refugees at Mannheim, 329 
Murcia, 179; of the Seine, FretW,enthal, 372 
64, 65; of the Valdai system, Frtb""urg, 399, 401 
64 Fr~edrichs~! 287 • 

Flora and fatla, pcwerty ii Fnes1and, lflr, 264.., 267; Fast, 
Southern Europe, 3 290 .• 

Florence,. gr, 101, 102 Frische Haff, 288 
Floridsdorf, 358 Frisiai Islands, 267; reclama-
Fli.iela Pass~ 389 tio¥s, East> zga ; tongue, 262> 
Fluelen, 386 • 272 
Flushing, 263, 265, 273 Frodingham, 248 • 
Fogaras, 352 Fror_ne, river, 237 ; woollens, 245 
Fogeltjarden, 12-'l i'rmt, 72 • 
FOhn wind, sS• m Glarus, 390. Fruska (;iora, 354 • 

on Upper Reu~, 377 Fncino-t:"ake, 89 
Fontainebleau glass-sawis, 215 Fuentes d'Onoro, 187 • 
Fontenoy, 250 • Fu~da, 32-4; river, ~98, 299; 

• Forest cantOO!jt377; crops, 72; nver-basm, ~24 
deciduous, JS~, · fl.ue!lc!\ 7-4, i:iitten Islf, 274, 278 

ephysica\ wor\d ~e\at\on, "l. ~ 
population density, map, 46; 
prt:hftoric inflow, 8 ; racial, 
map, 48 ; e!infall, map, 56 ; 
sequence ~ forms, I ; social 
species, 9 ; sunshine distribu~ 
tlon, map, 7; temperatures, 
map, 54 ; weathering, 4 ; 
wind, 2·4 

Evergreen p!.nt zone, 75 
Evoraf189 

and tern- 78, 79 ; an ulauon, so ; Fur and leather market, Leipzrg, • 
products of · mland, 422 ; 3-=" ; •acJI, Mos~ow, 4PB 

• "social_," 74 . • e Furka Pass, 397 -., • 
e Forestry m Bavana, 3~2 FUrstenberg, 303 • • 

_Fagnes upland•, •54 Forests of th~Balka~ 134; of Fiir..t.h, 332; Pass,•297 ... 
,r-alkenstein, 336 :tatmatia, destruction, 36.i..: Fut'Pwangen, 328 
Falster, 289 of Hungary, 348; of lta;y"", 
Falsterbo, 107 reafforesting, 98; of Russia, Gabl::~n~. ::~ ._ 
Falun, rr6,e120 ~n: ~T~, .;.~= ;•vfS..;andinavia, Gabrovo, 143• 
FamennP !! .... ~~d-, :e..a_4 11-4; of Sweden, 120 GSl-Drave,~6I 
.Family life~74 ~nd"irrigatio'fa Forez Mountains, 198 Ga1s, 391 

72 Forst, 31P Galash1els, 245 
Fauna, 77 ; oldest, 46 • • Foru'!l, '!6 ' • t;ala•z, 139 • 
"Faxo" hills, ~.71 · • • ::,ougeres, 206 • Galdtopig peak, uo 
FCcamp, 194 ; Fehmarn, 322 ~·ourmies, 215 . • Galicia, Ais.trian, 344, 356, 372 .. 
Fella valley, 361 eprance, v, 191·220; anctent ;tl4; ~amsh, 162, 165 175 · 
Ferbach, 362 • • cores, 202 ; •nal t.trail, 212; • ::'!Pan.h, dialect of, r'l-3 ' ' 
~errara, 87 centWl-1 plateatWrc:e; c:bannel Gahcians 172, 173 
Ferro!, 161 land'll. 213 ; Clim .. e,p.oo, j>allia L~dunensis, 204; Na9-
Fichtll focus, 297 I coal·nelds, 219: coast~ out- bonensis, 203 . . .. . :\ . ' . . .. 

Extremes of rainfall 
perature, 55 

• 
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• Gallipoli, in It'lly~ 9s , 
sula, in Turkey, 148 

Gard valley, 204 
Garda basiflo. 8 5 • 
Gargano M~unklin, 89 

' • 
Index ·r· 

Pfnin. Giant Mountains, 369, 370. See 
Riesengebirge 

Gibraltar, x8t~t82; caves, 182; 
Strait, map, 18x 

Gies~n, 329 
• Gijon, 161, x73, 176; railway to 

• • 
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0 
Gr

1
a
8
r:,ada, pr .. inc&, J8o; town, 

Grand Chartreuse, 178 
Granden~ 312 
Gran~esberg, u6 

I 

• Garlic, plant, 71 
tGarnets, :w;~ t • 
Garonne, nver• 1~200 
IT'arrucha, 17.9 

Oviedo, 167 
Gileppe, river, 258 
Giov•Pass, 88 
Giurgevo, x39 
Givet fortress, 25Ie 
Gjedser, 275 

• 
Gramte quarries, :r22 ; setts, 1 t6 
Granthatn, 248 
Graphite, n5 ; of Passau, 333; •. 

in Styria, 367 • • 

• 

oGaewo~ (Prof.), proteaive 
~,.action.of ice,~3 
Gas, surface, as PO"ferf 323 
Ga~ciny, 208 • 

Ga~tein,~:r • • 
• 

0 
C.ta M~t'li~ 164, 167, 187 
Gateshead, i40 
Gatine Hflls, 207 • 

• Gave,.209 • 
Geer-Meule, 2~1 • 

• 
11 Glacial" river v'lleys, old, in 

Germany, 295 
Glaciation,.esults, 31 • 

Glaciers, ex1sting, map, 69 ; as 
power-source• 388 

Gladbach, 326 • 
Glan valley, 362 

.. eese in Hatit)ver, 321 

eGeestemiind~ 321 

e ~eft!, II.:?; river, II4 

• e GHirnisch Mountain, 390 
W'larus, canton, 390; town, 

39° • • 
Geisen~tm, 1?4 • 
G~derland, 267 
Ge1ders, river, 272 

Gellivara, u6 • 
Gelsenkirchen, 3231 324 
GerrRni Pass, 398 

.:;lasgow, 232, 244 
Glaslyn, 57 
Glass industry in Asturias, 1.76; 

Bavaria, 332 ; ~ohernia, 369 ; 
Mons and Liege, 25'9; Portu

Graslitz, 370 e 
Grasse, 218 
Grasses, 7j 
Grasshoppers, 77 
Graudenz1 286 
Gravel soli, 47 • 
Graves 'ineyards, 209 
Gravesend, 234 
Grav~a Bay, 341 
Graz, 366 

. Great Emmen va1ley, 379 
Grebbe Line, Holland, 269 
Gredos Mountains, 164, 167, 185, 

IB7 
Qre~ce, 154·1:59; class.l, 13.x; 

chmate, 155 ; early man m, 
St j rn~erals, 157 ; people, 
156; population, I57 j Vegeta• 

• 

,. Geneva, 381, 400, 4ox; climate, 
32.8 ; industries• 381; in time 
~!qlius CresaT, 401; Lake, 

g"'J, 188; on the Saar, 325; 
in Thuringia, 318; Venice, 
100 ; -balls, " tetrahedral col· 
lapse," vii ; -bottle facto.~ 
DUsseldorf, 326 ; -eye makmg 

G!~~~ 15~~u';'~~1d i~latiA~;~:~!-
Hungary, 342, ..1,13• 344, 345; 
Church Holy •"ynod, 419 ; 
expedition to Egypt in 456 
B.c't 154; race, 125 

• 

6(', J77 ; Lake· dwellings, 
a am:!ent, ~4; University, 401 
venil, riv~, x68, xBo • 
GenOj., 83it 88, gx, ~' 102 • to 

ti-famburg, 42 • 
Genoese in Gibraltar, x82 

-<;eographical• ..BIIblisbing !t 
• Weimar and ~ha, ~xS-319 

C.ology of British Isles, 225-229 
Gera, 318 ; river, 298 
Germans in Austna, 343, 356 ; 

Bohemia, 356, 3681 36~ ifun
gary, ~48; Mor&._vta, 370, 371; 
Russian.~olatW, 415 • 416; 
Styria, 3Qfl ; Tyrol, 359 

Germany, v, 282-3U; (States), 
311·337 ; agriculturj map, 
308 ; Alpine forclanc;l, 296.; 
Baltic, 287;291; central s1te, 
282 ; cliwate, 301 ; coast, 283, 

. 284, 287-291 ; danger-zones, 
~86 ; economic unity, 2~3•; 
it.rming, 308 ; fertili.v of plallfn, 
294; frontier, 284·287, 293 ~ 
glac~~ion, 294-295; haft's, 288 ; 
Law-'Courts, Supreme, 336 ; 
Map. in Colour, 288-289; 
mark~, 293 ;• ttijning,• ~ ; 
national unity, 293 ; natural 
dfvision~, map• 2~ ; 4!N orth 

• ..iiJits, 290; northern relations, 
• .-.,; oolitic ridges, 297 ; 

'}Thysica~type, 310; pQ}itical 
distributions, 296 ; p!\iticel 

· rivalry, 397; political variety, 
~3; ra. ho.,, 298 ;.rain

fall, ~2 ; reJ(e(, 294~295 ; rift 
valley section,-.300 ; ri~r oz•. 
canal, 302 i rivers of north 
plain, map, 284; Ruhr dis
trict, 299; s8uthern hie"hland, 
296; southern rtt,latioes, 3e7 

iriThuringia, 318 
Glatt, river, 393 
Glatz, 315 
Glatzen Neisse, iJ4 
Glaucbau, 336 e 
Gleiwitz, 314 
Glint line, 25 • 
Glitretind, peak, no 
Glogau, 295, 303 
Glomrnen basi~ xu; valley, 

108, II4 • 
Glossa, Cape, 148; promontory, 

131. • 
Gmunden, 357 
Goat's whey, 391 ; goats and 

forests in Dalmatia, 364 ; and 
plants, 7r 

{;Oding1 371 
~old m Hungary, 349; in 

Portugal, rBg ; and silver 
work in Bavaria, 333 

Golden Horn~:x26 ; map, 127 
" Golden R4!ad" (Koniggratz), 

369. 
Golde'l!e A._, (Golden Mead), 

298, 319; -~tritz, .river, 36 • 
c.>mor M~tams, 349 
~ndwan~ an, 8, 78 
Goniondz, 8 • 

orkum, 265 
Orlitz 314 

Gorlo itrait, 4~ 
Gorz, )j3 

Oschenen, 386 
Gossau, 392 

• 
.'Gota valley, ~9 
GOteborg, tog, 122 
Gotha, 298, 318 
Goths, lOS; in Catawnia, 165 
<!otl~d, ug, i22 
G0.1igen, 298, 321; Universfy,• 

321 •• 

Greeks, 135 ; ancient, and 
Bavarians, 331 • 

Gregory, Prof. J. W., vi; Pt"of. 
R. A., viii 

Greifswald, 313 
Grenoble, 216 
Grimma, 334 
Grimsby, 238 
Gjimsel Pass, 396, 397 I 
Grindelwald, 383, 396 
Grintouz, 362, 366 , 
Grisons, canton, 3751 377, 388 
Grodno, 408 
Groningen, 267, 270, 273 

• 

Gross Glockner, 358, 361; 

• 
Mythen, peak, 386 

Grosseto, 97 
Gross that, Glarus, 390 
Grossward.ein ~"'< agyv..-a~, 349, 

350 • 
Gruyere, 379; ~eese, 399 
Guadalajara, 185 
G.uada1horce, river, 18:z: 
Guadalquivir, river, x68; estu· 

ary, x62 ; valley, 164 
d'uadalupe sierra, :x87 • 
Guadarrama MountaVJs, :z:q4, 

x84, 185 ; watershed, :z:67 
Guadiana, river, x6s, 168, x86, 
1~8; sourcw 184; ·menor, 
nver, x68 • 

Guarda fortress, 189 • 
Gudbrandsdal, III, II4 

Gudenaa, river, 277 ; valley, 281. 
Guelph race-hom'O> 393 
Guienne, 208 
Guipuz~, lWl • 
Gulf Stream, ~3 
Gu~innen, 312 
Gu•lr valley, !llix; lead, 362 
Gyoma, 347 
Gyula-Fehervar, 352 

Gerena, p~ovince, eld and ne\-111 
x64, 177; town, x~ 

Gertrl!idenhurg, 269 e 
Gesed'ke, 339 

Gouda, 268, 270 
• • " Gradi&ka" ~arshes, 363 

Gran,~vve~ ,.6, 346 ;~minerals Haardt~333 • 
•Ghegs, people, 51'1 152 

Ghent, 257, 259 . . . 
• • 

' 9, ; :fllll!!lck, 351 • Haarlem, 261, 267 
Gri' sso-Maiella barrier, 89 jiabsburg, 377; castle, 393 . . ' .. . .,,.. .. 
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434 • The Continent of Rurope • ·. . .,. 
Haffs, 286, a8r. 28. Helsi~~gor, 275; Baltic toll·gate, Hui!'tenot • ~ilk. weavers in• 

.........._ Hagen, 323 277 ZUrich, 393 • 
"' Ha~ue, The, 262 Helvetii, 401 Hull, 2:?21 237, 238 

Hamault, 254; coal, 2a.5 Hemp crop, 73; in Italy, 97 Hund .. Il, 3W 
Hair, So Hendaye, 41 Hungarian Gatt:e 3~ 
Hal~ 360 Herault wine, 218 j:ungary, 346·355 ; agriculture, • 
Hallau, 392 Hereditary occupation, 39 348; cJ4mate, 34i; economics,• 

• Halle, 298, 3191 336 H~rford, 323 354; frontifr, 3'1-~~ frontier, 
• H~ledau, .}32 Herisau~gr • military, 355 f grain, 76-; 

Hallein, 36x e Hermanstadt, 352, 353 in«ustries, 349 ; minerals, • 
Hallstatt, 357 Hernad, riveit. 346 349; navigati~, 347 ;[Aiclets~ 

• Hamburg, 2go, 295;. route to Herring·fisheTy, 117; off Den- 346 ; .p~itical importan~, 
........._ Odessa; site, map, 303; mark, 277; off North France, • 354; popt.Aation, 348; ~cial 

~emperature and rainfall 194 • eleiJl.et}ts, 348 ; railway ztne 
curves, 301 • Hersfelde324 traflTc, 351-35~ ri~systew, 

Hammerfest, uS Hertogenbosch, 's, ~3 354 ; rivers, 34~ sandstorms • • 
Hampshire basin, s,ructural Herzegovina, 34~ 365-366 and fle>ds, 350 ; i:t\Wls, 349 

map, 236 • Hesbage Plain, e56 Huns, ~7, 44 • • • 
Hanau, 324 Hesse-Nassau, 324 Hftns:i.ick, 299, 3t5 \ 
Hands worth, 247 Hessen, Grand Duchy, 329 liJ,.tntmg, so • .. 
Hanging valleys, 32 Hessian highlands, 298 l!UIIyadi Hills, 34!1'; -Janos, 351 
HangO, 403, 422 Heyst, 256e • • Huy, 255, 258 • • • 
Hanover, 298, 299, 320; pastoral Hieriau, 367 Hybrids, ~IourWK. 410• • 

and .-.ineral wealth of, 321 ; High (Hohe) Tauern, 34, 358, Hydraulic power in Italy, 98 
Hanover Canal, map, 44; ~6o, 361 Hyeres, 217; Bay, 192 • 
town, 321 • Hlldburghaus!!b, 318 • 

Hansa, or Hanseatic, League, Hildesheiin, 320, 321 lbar, riv8-, 132; valley, 145 
283, 289, 321; at Bergen, Himalayan uplift, influence on Iberian Peninsula, 160-'74; 
109 ; at Brunswick, 317; at ~ass and mammals, vii access, 164; African belt, 171; 
Reval and Riga, 406 ; at Htmmel-bjerg district, 277 African trend, r6o; Arabs, 
Rostock a~ Wismar, 317; •irschberg, 315 :173; Castiltan core, ••2; 
first hinterland of, 294 Hockhiem, 324 climate, 168-171 ; co~t, •61-

Hanvag wine, 349 • Hod MezO Vasarhely, 349 I :163; drought, 169; frentier 
Haparanda, II3 Hofer, Andreas, 360 peop6es, 165; hister..ic capital~ 

• H\Psburgs, 44,377,388; Lucerne Hofstetten, 395 ~8; histjric advatil!ages, 166; 
purchased by, 385; at Nafels, Hohe (High) Jauern, 34, 358, isolation, :W4; lo\' .. ands, zti.f.~ 
390 36o, 361 e 165; Met.literranean belt, 171 ; 

Harbours of Britain, 223 Hohenzollern, 45, 282 ; race- •Meseta belt :~zo ; minerals,• 
Ihrburg,~2o1 321 home, 393 173; peysi. ~ructure, 163 ;e 
Hardanger Ftord, 10~ Holderness swamps, 237 political div~o~, 165 ; people, 

• Hardware of Belgtum, 258; Holland, 261-273; barge trans- :165, 166; population, 17'l; 
41l3irmingham, so, 246, 4:W; port, 265; •and Belgium, ports, :161, :162; rainfall 
DUsseldorf, 326; Moscow, e separatio_n, 251; canals, 263, cu,ves, 169; rivers, 170; 
417; Sauerland, 323; Sheffield, 265 ; climate, 266; coast, Roman conquest, i70; v. 
so; Sweden,. :122; Warsaw, 261-262; coloni~empiw, 268; Scandinavif 166; Sierra con· 
416 comfort, standard, 267; delta, trol, :167 ; sociaL• relations, 

Harfleur, 214 261 ; deltaic control, 262 ; 174; surface, 163; tempera-
Harlingen, 267 dialects, 270, 272; • drainage ture <;i!rves, :169; watershed, 
Harness industry, Walsall, 247 problems, 263-264; Dutch r67; \Vine, 172. See Portugal 
Ha!sprang Fall, n4 Defence Bill, 269 ; economic and ~pain 
Harw.i,ch, 234 vegetation, 267 ; fishinr Ice Age, 47, 70, 76, z8; in Fin-
Harz Mdbntainse296, 298,.317 ports, 272; German frontier land, 421 ; in GerWiany, 294; 
Haskovo, 143 A · difficulties, 269-i.. horticulture, • -bound rivers, 64; -breakers 
Hasli valley, 3,0 267; industriesr 270; Map in ~n the Baltic, 403 ; expQ_,t, 
Hatszeg, 352 Colour, 256 -~~; national • n6; ast!>rotection, 33; sh~et, 
Haugesund, 117, n8 unity, 270; naval attiilr,.ck in- ancient, map, 69 
Hausruck Hills, 357 conceivable, 2691i past.Wre and Iceland, 54 ,_ 
Hausstock, m<*ntain, 390 • tiliage, 267; people, dis- Ida, Mt., 155 
Haut-B1i?n wine, 209 tribution, 264? 1;1tics, 262; Idflia~uicksMv~ mines,· 363 
Havel, Mver, 316-317; -Spree. racial type, 271 relief, ._, Iglau, 371 • 

link, 294 266; nverside wns, 273; lgla"W-1 rjfer•371 • • 
Havre, Le, 214 eand-dunes, 261 ; and Spaij4t Iglesias scarv, 97 
Hawick, 245 • 268 Ijmuiden, 266, 269; fi"""~ 
Hijiths, 75 Hollanders, reaJP 267 I centre, 272 4iil:'l 
H'!i!'yallya range, 346 Holltpdsch Diep, 269 • l.Janz .. 8a 
Heidelberg! 3?R, J29; te::!p:::-~- IIv1:;i.ei.u, 322 111, river; 66, 327; valley, 327 

ture, 301 Hom bur~, 299, 324 Iller• river, 4t; c'tiuence,&'W 
Heiden, 391 • Honey m Brandenburg, 315 ; lllyna, :128 ' e ~ 
Heilbronn, 330, ~31 and wax of Liineberg Heath, Illyrjans, anc~fit, 151 
Heimberg poter~, 3<Jii 321 Ilm,"'river, 298'; 318 
Hela Peninsula, 288 Hook, tho;. 263, 269 Ilmen, Lake, 420 
Helder, 26g 1. Hops of m,hemia, 369 .,. • Ilmen'V', 318, 3,. 
Heli!'oland, 290 • HA>rse hr~eding iP Croatill'--~4 .i. Intlt.t;aw;apids, 422 
Hellm, :179 e ~omest1cator of, 81 ; Prusstalf"" immtngha~ 238 
Helme, river, 298 ; valley, •Government stud-farms, 312 Imperial (ianal, Spain, :176 
.i'9 Hot springs, 49 • lec}wlbejg, 392 

Jrelpter Hills, 316 • Huelva,.copper-,rt, f'!:l2 ; pro- Independence of Europe,..7 
Helsingborg, ro6, 122 evince, 183 e • ,. IIl,dividualism, French indus-• 
Helsing,ors, 403, 421, 422 1 Huertas af Levante, 17~ • Ftrial, 22o :tViking, 107, xoS . . .. . .. ' . . . . . 
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• Indre, 210 • • • • 
Ingolstadt, 297, 333 
Inn, river, 34, 44, 67, 339, 358; 

valley, 3j'; vall~, S\\4ss, 388 
lnnsbruck, 35i, 359, 360 

• Inquisition, Spanish, and Ara~ 
• I74 • • • 

Interlaken; 3a_1, ~6 
l'bnian coast, "f3r 

o lack, es1 • 

Jena, 318 • 
Jerez, r8t 
Jews at Budapest, 351 ; in Den· 

mark, 278; in Hungary, 348; 
L~vantine; 127 ; in Odessa, 
408; in Poland, 415-416; at 
Tilsit, 404 ; in Transylvania, 
352. See Hebrews • 

Joa~imsthal, 369 e 
Johann·Georgenstadt, 335 

• . 
• 

Keltie, Dr. fcote, '~iii 
Kerns, 386 
Kerch Strait, 408 
Kerka !W>Ils, 364 

• 

135 • 

Kherson (Krivoi R og), 408• 425 
Khorli, 408 
K!ef, 408, 4-141 419, 425 e 

• 

•wswicle, 248 • 
~eland, grain croJi!, f3-r 
hi.'ijllley, 131 

] ohannisberg, 3241 
J Okel glacier, IIO 

• JOnkOping, l.22 

Ktel, 289, 322 ; and Hanover 
canalsh map, 44-; harb~ur, • 
287; s ip·c~al (Kaiser WiJ. 
helm), 274, 275, map, 289 

Kielce, 4e6 • 
Kielitz, 372 .JII' 

lr~h s~232 • ~ 
• • ¥on, 3/J 3~ eso; in ritai!l, 

227; m irance, 207.._ 216; m 
Greecar rs8 ; in Htrrz, 298; 
in .H1111gary, 349; fn It .. ly, 
97, r.o41 on~he Moselle, 212; 

•e at Nantes,wo7; in Rhinelaqp, 
• 325·326; Jti Russia, 41~ ~n 

.. 
• " . S~ndinavia, n6, I21 ; m 

Sile9ia, 3Itt • in ityria, 367; 
j,n Westphalia, 323 ; Gates '?" 
Danube, map, 67; ports m 
South Spain, 179 • . 1 

lr~igation, 72 ; in Iberia, 168 ; 
:J.Y.roorish works in Spain, 179; 
in tbe Po valley, 87 

Irun, 176 
lr_.,ll valiey, 24f · 
lsaflt ri"er, 297, 333 
isch~ 357 1 · 
·P.ierlohn, ~3 
Iske,.Pass._ Upper, ~3 
hie of Wignt, 23<111 
Isonzo, river, 356; valley, 363.. 

•Isotherms, Ija~ 54, 57; ,n 
• Russia, 4I2 r • 

Iwek, river; 4.f4 
Istranja Dagh, 148 
lstria, 363 
Italian colonists, 83, 92 ; 4tj.lians 

' in Auttria, 356 . 
Italy, 82·AP4; Jlennines, 89; 

cattle, 94•-coal v. water-power, 
97 ; and early man, 81 ; farm
mg, 92; foretgn ·env.onment, 
83; frontier, 83·84; Jtistory, 
87 ; industries, I03 ; iron, I04 ; 
labour, 'i3; length v. breadth, 
Ss; linguistic frontier, 85; 

4llaize, 93 ; malarial distrii~' 
· jlap, go; Map in ..Colour, g6· 

97; map, tectonic, 8!'; mineral~ 
'97; natural divisions, 86; olive, 
9.5 ; ~stun:, 94 ; penins.ular re
lief, 8j3 ; ramfall, go ; nee, 93 ; 
river rl:gime,es7~.scen~9o, 

• • · 91; sea frontier, 83; shelter, 91; 
s~spin~ 91; tejlpeatt9re, qo; 

...... hies, I04 ; towns, 98-1o3 ; 
• i;a.l.e, 84; vme, 94, 95 ; water. 

1'5"W"er, ~8 ; watershed, 89 ; 
wheat, 93 ; world cen~e, S•; 
world influence, 82 

.J.t•en, ri~ 23. 
'Tvango,.d, 40~ 

] ablunka Carp~thians, • 372 ; 
Pass, 36, 339., 342 

] ad e. Bay, "9' ; TlilTitory, 
WI1he1mshaven,_,2o • • 

Jaen, province, I8j, • 
Jiigerndorf, 372 • 
Jajce, 365 • • • 

Jostedalsbrae, no• 
Jotunhei~ountains9tt1o, III 
Jucar, river, I78; valley, 165 
Judenburg, m_.,sacre, 367 
Julian Alps, 831 362 

King's I~ynn, 22_B til' 
Kinzig~Brigach rlne, 328; Kinzig 

valle» railway, 299; valley, 
south, 300, 328 

Julier Pass, 35, 389; valley, 388 
Kiol& Mountains, nr, 112 

Kirghiz steppe, heat, 57 
Kirk Kilisse, 149 

4
ungbunzlau, 370 
ungfrau, 396 ; railway, 385 
ura, ~4, 300, 3~, 395·396 ; 
folds, 394; Franconian, 296, 

Kiruna iron-field, 121 

Kisura Canal, map, 144 
Kladno, 370; -Rakonitz coal, 

369 -Klagenfurt, 362 
297 ; in N eucha tel, 399·400 ; 
Seeland, 383 ; Swabian, zg6, 
297, 328 ; typi~al, map, 34 Klamme• (gorges) in Salzburg 

Jurassic ridges in Germany, :296 
Jutland, 276; "Deserts," 278; 

reclamatton, 278 

Alps, 36o 
Klattau, 368 
Klatisen Pass, 386 
KlaUsenbu:r:g, 34Ck 352 

• Kleinthal,.390 • 
Kainach valley, 367 Klonthal, .390 
Kaf>ite salts, 309 Klosltrneuburg, 357 
Kaiserslautern, 333 Knin; 364 
Kalamata, 157 Koflach, 367 
Kalisz, 416 e 4 Kolberg, 288 
Kaluga, province,- 417 ; town, Kolomea, 373 . 

417 Kolozsvar (Klausenburg), 3'W"• 
Kama, river, 403 - 349; 352 • 
Kampen, 262 Komorn, 350 
Kanker·Save confluence, 363 Kongsberg, n6 • Kapella height,0353 ~niggratz, 369 
Kara Dagh, ISO e .KOnigsberg, 286, 288, 3II ; v. 
Karaja Dagh, I43 Danzig, 288 ; temperature, 
Kara-nkene366 30> 
Karditza, I57 Konigshiitte, 286, 3I4 
Karlovo, I43 Kopaonik, peak, 132 
Karlowitz, 354 Kopparberg, province, us 
Karlsbad, 369, 370 Koprulu, ISO 

arlsburg, 35!2 KOrOs, river, 347 ; .basin c!oal, 
arlskrona:, IZ3 349; ·mezo (Tatar Gat~, 36 

Karlsruhe, 328 KorsOr, 275; ~bor~erry, 277 
Karlstadt (~rolyvaros), · 354, Kosel, 314 l. 

355 Kossovo, 132, ~o; battle, I46; 
Karst, the, ~nap, 363; saddle, Polye, 145 

59. in Albania, limestone, Kostroma, province, 417 
130 , in :iosnia-Herzegovinaa Kotlas, 403 
365 ; in Catniola, caves ancr Kotlin Island, .f'bs 

•undergr,.nd waterS, 362, 36~ ; I{oubus, 3I6· • 
~n Cro , 346, 353 ; m Kovno, 4021 408, 420 • 

Dalmatia:, 364 ; in France, KragerO, r r6 
• 198; in Montenegro, 147 • Kraguyevatz, 145 
Kascljiu, 350 • Krapina val~y, Neanderthal 
Kass• 299 man in, 354 . •. 
Katte~t, nr, 404 : e Krasso SzOrony Hills, 349 

attowitz, 314 Kremtin, 418 
Katwijk, 272 . Kremnitz,· 349 
Katybach vaftey, 314 Krems, 44; 356 • 
Kavala Bay, I48; tobacco, rso Kremsier, 371 
Kazan, 68; or Kisura Canal._ Krimit~au~36• 

near Orsova, map444; Pas~ K!ons;tadt iUR?-ssia, 403, 405; 
• 14. • mlfransylvama, 352, 353 · 
Ka.nlik, 14~ t Krftshevat2, ~edieval, 145 

Kecskemet, 349, 350 • Kulpa, river, 354; -Save line, 353 
Kehl, ;wB Kuopio.-122 • 

• 

Kebnekaisse, mountain, no ••1 Kulin battle, 368 

Kelhei~ 2Jil.~ • oKurische Half, 288 
• 1 ~ ljng'l'!ages in British Isl!s, Kustendil, 142 

:;s " t:ustenland, 363 

Jalon'hlley, 165 
e]arrow po~t, 239 
Jaslo, 373 . • 
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Klistrin, 3ot. ,.6 e 
Kutten berg calico, 370 

La Chaux de Fonds, •Bx, 400 ; 
C~sa Pass Tunnel, 89 ; Fleche, 
210 ; Futa Pass, 102; Granja 

• Palace, xBs ; Pallice, 193 ; 
Pallice harbour, 208 ; Mancha 

., 
LeiceMer, 245 Liss! Isle, ;~4 • 
Leiden, 262 Lissina Isle, 364 
Leine, river, 317; valley, 298, Lithographic stone of Soln-

•99, 32< hof<!I, 33J • 
Leipzig, 334, 336; coal, ~35; Lithography of Jl;solldun, 2I9 

fairs, 337 .,iverpool, 232, 243 ~ • 
Leiria, 189 Livonian()rder of~ejword,4o6e 
Lqitha, river, 45, 346, 356, 357 Ljusne, rive!1'nit " • 
Lettmer.ilz, 369 • Llailos de Urgel, 178 
Leixoes harbour, 190 LloB"regat valley, 163, Ilf • • 

• ~Don Qtti.xote, 184; Mancha 
saddle, x67 ; Mancha steppe, 
x86; Roche, 207; Sagra boss, 

• 179 ; Laagen basin,en6 
-...Labour in Italy! 103; female, in 

'Moscow distvct, 417; forced, 
of convent s'T:hools in Spain, 

Lek, river, 2., Locarno, 387 • · • 
Lemberg, 339, 372, 373, 402; to Locusts, '7' in Cyprus, 77 ; ~ 

Kief, routlt 408 • Estremadt!'ra, 187 e • 
Lemnos Isle, <s8 Lodz,••5-4I6 ..._ 
Lemons,4)6 • Loess, 24 ; soil, •6e • • • 

• 

• 

competition, 175 -
Lace in Bohemia, 370; m War· 

saw, 416 • 
Lache, Lake, 403 
Lachen, 386 
Ladin dialect, 388, 389 
Ladislaus, 353 
Ladoga, Lake, xoB, 4041 405, 422 
Lagan, Mver, 244 
Lagos, 162, x8g 
Lahn, river, 299; t.sin, 324; 

-Wieseck confluence, 329 
Laibach junction, 363; river, 

discontinuous, 362-363 
Lake-dweller. ancient, of Swiss 

lakes, 384 , relics of lake
dwellings at Estavayer,.-399 

Lakes, Swedo.Finnish, 2'.) 
e Lamego, 189 

L3Jllia, 157 
Lancashire, 241 
Land communications, 39-45 
!.Jtnd-bridges, Mediterranean, 8 
Landeck, •36o 
Landes, 193 

Lenzburg, 394-395 Logrono t84 • 
Leoben, 35, 367 • Loir, ri~r, 199 • • 
Leon, climate, .,a; derivation, LQire1 rftrer, 198, i99, :ao )'river 

170_;· Montai'ias de, x86; old Oasm, 61, 63; v.\Garonn~. 
kingdom, 1731 r86; province, er518_; navigabili~J, 41; nav11' 
164, 165 • g!lt10n, 213 • 

Leopoldsh:«l, 3'7 • Loja, t8o • , " • 
Lepanto (Naupaktos), IS8 Lorn Palallica, I«3t • 
Lerida, province, 171 1 178; town, Lombardy, 93; plain, 24; riie1 

t78 75.; silk, Q6 
Leskovatz, 14!' Lontlon,.33-236; basin, struc-
Letto-Lithuanians, 419 tural map, 228; clay, 228-_r29; 
Leucate Lagoon, 193 map (industrial), 233 
Leuk springs, 397 "Long-beards," 99 
Levant, the, g ; " Levant" wind Long-heads W France, 202 ; 
• in Spain, 178 Germany, Nbrth- We'it,•~o; 
Levante provinces, 178 Greece, rs6; Italy, Arno 
Leveche1 wind, 59, 171 I basinJ 1o2; Swit.._.rland~384e 
Leyre, rtver, 193 Longwy, 2II 1 
Libau, 283, 287, 4o6 ; Lagoon, Loa, 183 • 

406 e Lorca, 179 • 
Lichtenfels, e98 Lj>rient, I93 
Lido, the, 99 Lorraine, 1:9~ ~4, 327 ; in • 
Liechtenstem, 3591 389 1871, 3&; lJWe, 45 • 
Liege, 37, 38, 255, 256, 257 Lot, river, 198 .. 

• • • 

• l.o;ndquart valley, 388 
JAndshut, 333, 334 

Liegnitz, 314 Lothaire, kingdom, 45 
e Liestal, 395 • LOtschberg Tunnel, 32, 397 

j.ife, and climate, 6o; oldest Lotz\11,286, 294 Landskrona, 405 
Land wasser valley, 388 
Langeland, island, 278 
Langental, 314 
Langres Plateau, 216 
Langue d'Oc, 2171 220 
Languedoc, 2o~, 217 ; tempera· 

ttre, 201 ; wme, 218 
Laon:e2n 
Lapland'lron-~el, I2I 
Larch, forest, 71 
Larissa, 131 
Latin dialects in Rhretian Alps, 

383 
Latium, 101 
Laupen, 396 • 
Laurel, ttlant, 71 
Lauriumtmines, 157 
Laurvik, uS 
Lausanne, 39B 
Lausitzer N eisseevalley, 314 
L~terbrunnen, 396 
L!'uwers Zee, 262 
Lavant valley, Carinthia, 361 
Lavender, piant, 71 
Le Havre, 21.f; Locle, 381, 400; 

Puy, 198 
Lead, 49 ; in ~ri.h Utes, 225 ; 

of Carinthia, 362 ; ·pencils of 
Budweis, 370 I 

Lebrija, 183 • • 
Leece, 95 
Lech, river, ~97, 333; river basin, 

.59 • 

forms of, 46 Lourdes, 209 • 
Lignite coal, 97 •in Bdlbches- Lou vain, 257 I 

.du-Rhone, 217; round Col- LUbeck, 289, 290, 2j~, 317; ice 
ogne, 326; in Styria, 367 at, 287 

Liguria, 88 Lublin, fPI6 
Lika,river,plungeunderground, Lucca <»1, 95 

354 Lucerne, canton, 377, 384, 385 ; 
Lille, 2t5, 250, 257; coal-field, Lake (Vierwaldst~¥ter See), 

215 384; town, 385 
Lim valley, 147 ~dwig Canal, 296, 332 
Limagne Plain, z~z.._ Lu-awigsh~en, 333 

. 
• Limburg, 251, 264,-.z67 !..neg Pass, 360 

Limestone in Austria, 3~~361 ; Luga_no, ~87 ; climate o£ 378; 
• in Britain, 228 ; ti)wiss~elts, em1grat1on from, 388 ~ake,. 

376 a Swiss frontier, 387 • 
L!mmat, river, 382/ :_ Lu1ta-{)der ~~~n~ction, 371 
Ltmoges, 219 • Lukmanier Pass, 387 389 • 
Limousin, 196 Lulea~ z• ; .-iver, f:4 ; ~ver 
Liftares silver-lead mines, 183 • lakes, u3 ._... 
Lincoln, 248; ~ights, ~8 LLtu"imndFio,r

0
d, 276 -..1 • 

Lincolnshire, 24~ • ·.W 
Line e>f fracture east e Alps, Iainel:Mrg, 321; Heatt, 295,309, 

358; ofweakm~.~c:. in l·l>.!!'!ga..-ry, 3~c, :;:::;: ; :P!a.in, ,317 

347 Lusalian H.-,ts, ~ • • 
Linen, Cremona, •97 ; industry Liitschine, 39b ~ • 

in Russia, 417; weaving in Luxt1Plbourg, • 26o; Map in 
Silesia, 315; of Westphalia, Cofour, 256-257; plateau, 327 
323 e Luzniza1 river, 368 

..Lfne?!tz. rustica, Rhretia .. 38~ Ly.11,nnas Mount~ns, I9~ 

.,_,!fkOpmg, 122 e LY""'ns, ,6, 2~1 216, 219; gorge, 
~th Canal, 390 ~ river, 390; • 216 • 

-Limmat, river, 393 Lrra Port•, 4o6 
Linthal springs, ~ • Lys, •iveJII 250, 256 
Linz, 35,. • 

• 
Leghorn, 931 103 
Legrad, 354 
Leibnit•e367 

L~ns, Gulf, t63 • • • T e Lisbon, t82, t89 • • 
.:M.as, river ,,r6s, 273 
Miasluys, 272 
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•• • Maastricht, 2,i61 256, 273 Mariopol, 408 
Macaroni, 93 Marismas, r62, x68 

• 

• 
Macedonia, 1.351 136, 1~, IJO e Maritime Alps, 85, 217 

Machva JW!n, 1.44 • Maritza, river, x4-8, 149; valley, 
Mackerel, :n!, 224 r4r, I48 

• MaC(<1h, 216 • Mark (Frontier) districts in 
• Madrid~pj, xSs ; dimate, 164, Germany, 293 

x69, 170 • • Marmora, Sea of, xz6, 1271tJ48 
\iaelstrOm, 107 • Ma,ne, river, 65; •ap, zu ; 

•. ¥agc¥:burg, ,I, 295, 31:9 ·and-Rhine Canal, 327 
.;Maggitl basin, 38z Maras, river, 3~; basin salt, 
-:Maggiore, ~ake,;Dx • •· 349 ; confluence, 350; rafts 
lj:~net1c non, 122; ·ore 1n on, 347; Ujv~, 347; Visar . 

PorwiJ0-1, 162 • • hely, 352, 353 _ 
~ • 4M:agyar AW'"dlti, 37 ; characters, Maras tic~ 93 • .. 

343; D*ts, old, 3SW "Gate,". Marsala wine, 95 
36; rlbmads, 342; e>lain, 24; Marseilles, 2f¥71 ng; to Calais 
Sfek!:r.s, ~2 e by rail, 41 ;eharbour, 19:: · 

•• Magyar~;' 6, 44, So, 342, 34$, Martigny, 377, 397 · 
348 ; itJ •Budapest, 3Si ~ m l\1artinsbruck, 389 

• -~:ressburl, 350; in Transyl- Masu~do, 275 
•..,. • vania, 352, 353 - Masul'\a, 286 • 

Maiella, .ret>.Jtt 89 • • . Matapan, Cape, 131,.159 
Vam, nver, 66 ~ basm, 331, Matches, n6 

Lower, 328 ; wine on J1ower, Matra MountaWs, 36, 346, 351: 
3~2 e Matterhorn, 398 

Mimz, 45, -297 1 305, 329 Maximum temperature and 

... 

Maira, river, 388 rainfall, diurnal, 62 
Maize in ltaly, 93 ~ in Rumania, Mayenne, river, 199; valley, 

Jii.S; in Servj. and Walachia, apples and cider, 210 _, 
,. 

-
.Zl4 Mazarron, I79 

J\1\Ta:a, city, r8r; province, 180 ~chlin, 257 
eMa,apanef 314 Mtcklenburg, 31~, 316 

Malar, ~ke, 109 • Mecsek~ 346 
Malaria ~troduce@ by (;!l,eks, Medina del Cameo, 185 
• 154-; in ltaly,~2 Mediterraneare Sea, 1.8; air 

• Malborgeth, 361 • . currents, 58 ; .-ea, map, 83 ; 

• ~::~~J;~~lfr7ii~=~ ~~6 ~l;mb!~'t,605~ ~n~la~~~~y 7~~~'; 
~almO, IOrrx;.o: 122, 275 race, 481 49; race in Britain, 
Maloja Pass, 35, 389 225 ; Spain_. belt of, r.p 
Malta, 59 Medoc, 2o6 ~ wine, 209 
Mammals, early, 4-7 ; ~e, vii; Meerane, 336 

in t!!e lee Afii, 76-77 Meiringen, 396 
Man, 7~1 ; e:ftltiest remains o~ Mei!sen, 3~, 334, 336 

45 ; ealliy, 3, 8, 69; primitive, l\1elilla, r6o 
so ; relief divisions re, 23 Mellingen, 394 

• 
Manchester, 232, 241ft 242 ; and Melnik wine, 370 

Sheffield railway, ~2; Ship Memel, 286, 288; ice-bound, 
Canal, 44; map, 242 , 287; valley, 286 

Mangarwse, us · Meppel, 273 
Mannheirn, 66, 291:, 306, ~8; Mer~n, 36o 

• Rhine traffic at, 304 Mercury, 4a; of Almaden, r86; 
Mansfe1d, 31:9 • mines o(..fdria, ~63 
Mantua, 93, roo • Merida, 1!7; denvation, 170 
Ma"Q.Ych Depression, 408 M.no sheep, 170 
Mar~enor Lagoon, 163 Mersey, ra.er, 232 • 
Maragatos, rJ,l7 Mertola, 16' 

• Maraschino of ~alma¥iaT 365 ; erwed~anal, 265 
• of Seb;nico, 342 eseta, erian, 163, 170 

1V,arb1~ of Aetic., !57 ; of Messina, o3; citric acid, i5 
~arrara and :M.assa, 97 • Mesta, river, 149 
• ~burg, 324,367; ·Metzroute, Metil depo'ition, 38; deposits, 

299 • e 3~ ·workmg, Bavarian, 333 ; 
March, river, 346, 347, ~5,1j, · -wtlrking, Serbo·Croaf, 366 
• 370, 37..!.3 Beczwa connection, Metals, in Hungary, 349• See 

• 37-I .. .. • Minerals 
Marclllfe!d, :l\;7 Metrovic, 34'' 354, 364, 365 
MareJ?nes, 19~ , • Metz, I94, rgs, 284, 285 ; -Mar-
Margmal and M1dland Seas, burg route, 299 

I4·21 Meuse, river, 25r,es; frontlfr, 
Mar!a Z~ll, ,67 • • ao; scarp, 325; valley, 2~ 
Manastem, 395 • • • • e:ls5 t 
1\f.arienbad, 369 s Mezei'i, 40'3 •• 
Marien burg, 312 • Mica in Italian lakes, 91: 
M"*ienwerder, 312• • • Mid.!bur• 265 • 
Marin, 175 igr¥i<jis from Asltt, 6, 7 • 
Marine developraent, r 4 ; f~aa, ::w., 97, 99 ; derivation, • 99 ; 

oldest, 46 •Duke of, 387 • . . . , ' .. 
• • 

• • • • I •• • 

• . 
• 

• 
Milk, cond'-rsi11!;', •r6 ; and Red 

Sandstone1 226 
Millstadt Lake, 361 
Milos, •25 

• 

Minden, 299, 304 • 
Mineral springs in Huvgary, • 

;!49 ; in Salzburg, 361 • 
Mmerals, 49 ;.in Belgiurn,rs5, 

258 ; in Bohem~, 369 ; in• 
Bosnia, 36~ in British Isles, 
238 ; in France, 2r.6 ; in 
Germaty, 309 ; in Greece, • 
157 ; in Hungary, 349; iii" 
Iberia, 1.73 ;. in Italy, t/fj'; 
location of, 49 ; in Portugal, 

_ 190 ;e in Prussia, 325 ; in 
S~ony, 335 ; in Scandinavia, 

· I r""S; in Servia, neglect of, 146; 
in Silcsia, 314; in Styria, 367 

Minho, river, 165, r88; valley, 
'75 . 

Mining Institute at Clausthal, 
~2:1 ; in Murcia, 179 

Mmoan, 8 • 
Miskolcz, 350 
Mistral ·.;~, 59 
Mitau, 420 
Mi ttelgebirge gorge, 303 
Mitterberg, 361. 
Mjosen1 Lake, :W.3 
MOen, Island, 21"8 
Mo~a, river, 388 
Moll'acs, 44, 350 
Moldau1 river, 368 
Moldav1an plain, 137 
Molde,·ri8 
Monastir, 135 
Moncafo, peak, "164 
Monch1que, Sierra eft!, r89 
Moncorvo, rgo 
Mondego, river, 189 • 
61ongol· Tatars, 419 
Mons, 255 ; -Conde Canal, 256 ; 

·Liege coal-field, 250 · 
Monserrat, mountain, 167 
Mont Blanc, 84, 401 ; Cenis 

Pass1 31 ; Cenis route, 84; 
Ternble, 375 

Montagne Noir, rgS · • 
Monta~nes, 400 
Montehmar, 216, 21<l, • 
Montenegro,eJiis, r41, 14-8 
Montlu((on, ~ 
Montero rapid!:;, r68 
Montpellier, 218; silk, 2J9 
Montreux, 378, 398 
Monts des Aval01rs,· 210 

.Moorish aspe@t of Spain, 178· 
179 • • 

1\loors in Spain, effect, 16r : 
frontier, 167 

11-foracba valley, "~47 
Morat, Lak._ 399 
Morava rivers, 145 ; gorg~ j44 ; 

valley, x25, 127, 128 
Moravia, 3571 370, 371 ; climate, 

370; industries, 371 
Moravian Gat~, 4r, 339, 343, 

344,.->S~'aF' " Mora,. Fin.-., 227 
Morea, 157 
~rena Provinces, r82 ; Sierra, 

.183, 187 • . 
Moresnet commune, 251 
Morez, 2r.6 • 
Morg .. ten, 377 ; battle, 3Bt 
Morge valley, 397 
Morges, 398 
Morlaix, 193, 206 • 
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Th~ Co:tinent of i!\'ope :·· I . ~ 

• • • • 
Morocco ami Olbrltar, x82 Nare~ river, 408, 416 coast of Ge~~ny, 290; Se3. 
Moron, 183 N arova Falls, 4o6 coast of Holland, 262; Sea fish 

' Morvan, xgB N arva, 4o6, 423 • mov~ent§. 17 ; Sea fishery, 
Mosaic, 99 • Naumberg, 298 12; Sea Slftp Cj.n-, 265, 266; 

• ... 
• 

• 

.. 
• 

•• 

• 

• 

.. 

• 

• 

• • 
• 

Mos._,w and district, 414, 416, Naup'llo-Jos (modern Lepanto), .Sea tides, 18; Wind, 58 
417, 418; hardware, 417; xsB ~·.• N'trthem ~emisphere, I ,. • • 

• textiles, 416 Navarino (Sphakteria), ISS Norway, n6"i'9; .,.,IP<munica-
Moa,elle, river, 299, 325; con· Naearre, 176 tions, ng, fi~eries, II7• 

• fiuence, 6e; valley, 327; wine, Navigablt rivers and cana~ in ind¥stries, n6; IVIap in • 
26o; wine-Ian~ 300 France and Germany, 43 ; Colour, II2·II6; me~andte e 

Moskva channel, 417 rivers of pi$, 41 marine, ·o~; populati<ll, n6t 
• 1!osquito in Greece, ~~~155 Naxos, 131 pinfall, II.; snow~line, 112.; 
~oss, II6 N~nderthal ~an in the Kra· Swedisb frontier, III; teltl· 

-astar, 365; ichool of Viti- pma vaU.ey, 354 . peratl.i"e, III; text!!.•, II9,.j 
culture, 366 Neckar, !fver, 66, •o; basm, water-_Power, 1ftpwood, 117 •6 

Motala Falls, 122 • 297; confluence, 328; Upper, NorwegiV islands, ltl6 •. 
~1otril, 180 • 300 • Norwich~44 • 
Moudyk, 273 Negro, 77; straift in Portugal, No•ingham lace _,n" ,o!ftery, 
Moulins, 219 167 2~6 e• 
Mourne Mountains, 225 Nehrungs (sand-bars), 287 N~wa, 93 : 
"~~zarabic" type in Portugal, ~eisse, rive~.302, frffl • ;ov~orod, (,o6, 414' 42? ' .!• 
Msta Canal, 420 N:~i:hi~e~o~t~dyt:s it 31{ief, ~~; 355' 3 J; ra~ ~ay JU,.ctwn, 
Muglitz .,_Bey, 335 419 Novibazar(Kossovo, Amselfel~, 
1\t!lihldorf, 331 Nera, river, 89 • 13::ze; rail to frontier, 365 
1\rfuiden, 269 • • Nervion, river, 176 Novo Geotgievsk, 407 
Mulahacen, peak, rSo Netze, river, 313; and canal to Nlirnberg (Nuremberg), ]08, 
Mulberry tree, 75; in Italy, 96; the Elbe, 314; -Warthe, river, 334 

in 'thrace, 149 295 Nuts, 72o 
Mulde, river, li4 ~uchatel, canton, 381, 399, Nyborg, 275 • 
MUlhausen, 30!', 327 400; asphalt of, 379; Lake, Nydeck castle, 383 
Miilheim·on-Rhine, 326 • 399; Lake-dwellings, ancieit, Nymegen, 273 
1\tii.ilheim-on-Ruhr, 325 384; town, 400 Nyon, 3118 • 

e Mullet, red, 100 Neufahrwasser, :z88 I 
Mi.iwden, 321 Neumark Pass, 368 Obe&ausen~i) • 
Munich, 284, 333; chemical and N eunkirchen, 3M Oberlahnstein, 324 

electrical works, 332; Uni- Neusatz, 350 • OQ,rlaibach, 363 
"'jersity, I32 Neusiedler See, 44, 349; evapor- Obra, rivew 31~ 

Munkics, 342 ation, 345 Obrabriich, 313 
Munster lowland (Westphalia), Neustadt, Lower Austria, 357 Obwalden, 386 . 

• M*'un3zanel 
186 

• Neustadt, Silesi~ 315 Occupational control, 39 
Neustadt, Thuringia, 318 Ocean tfilllperature, 53 

•• • • 

Muota valley, 385 ~u-Streliz, 3I7 Ochta,rTver, 404 
l\Iur, river, 366; confluence, 354 Neutra range, 346 Ocker, river, 3• • 

• 
• 

• 

Murbach Abbots, 385 Neva, river, 403, 4dlt, 405 • .Octodurus (Maftigny).-;97 
Murcia, city, 179; province, Nevada, Sierra, 163, 164, "Odense, river, 277; !bwn, 277, 

164, 179 180 281 
Mur~ valley, 392 Newburn, 240 Odenwal~ 297, 328, 329 
Mi.iry:z See Canal, 317 Newcastle, 238, 239, 249 Oder, riwr, 302, 313, 339; basin 
Murman herrings, 403 Newport, 238 rainfall, 57; estuary improve-
MUrre~ 3~ Nice, 218 ment, 283 ; in Moraia, 370, 
Mi.irz valle)'", 367•• Nidwalden, 386 ~72; -Spree Canal, 303, 316 ; 
Muscovy, expanj>n, 402 Nieder Barnim, _.5; Schon- s~mp reclamation, 295 • 
Muss-Alia, peak, 132 weide, 315 • ~erbri.ich,4o3 • 
Mustapha Pasha, 149 Niemen, river, 404, 407; bar, Odessa, 408; to Danzig and 

• • 

Muttenalp, 379 288; frontier, 408 • Riga, 41; imports, 4o6; ~Hau 
Myers (Prof.), Crete and inven- 1'iieuport, 252, 256 • route, 286; railway, 40s- · • 

tion ofwriting,~Si • Nijni Novgorod, 4tS,, air, 425 Odoace' in Ba¥ariP, 331. • 
Myrtle, p•t, 71 Nikolaief, 408 Oels~tz coal,•:B5 • 
Myslowitz~ 314 Nikopoli, 143 Ofen hi~:hl:j,pd, 35I; Ppss, 3S. • 

Naab valley, 331, 334 
Niifels, 377, 390 • 
Na~·Banya, 349 
Nagy. Szeben (Hermanstadt), 

352, ~~3 
N agyvarad, 349 
Nahe, river, 66• 
N alon river co~ I7..S. • 
Namsos, nS ' 

Nile river, and birds, 77 Ofoten Fioftl, Ar • 
Nimts, 204, 219 ~'Hara's Tower, Gibraltar,~ 
Nish railway jlljction, ~45; ,..Oil in Galicia, ~7ij in Hung~WJC • 
~~edjla proposed rae ay, ·,.c~? ;,!~e~~~n ulgatia, 143 

Nbl1ava route to ::iervia, 145; Qkh'rida, i~k..S...r5o 
valley, 145 Oland,•r2:2 -.. • • • 

Nollendorf Pass, 36~ Old bury, 247 !" • 
Nordhausen salts, 309 Olden~rg, 290,~20 
&rdic man, 79; race· home, 47; Oldest rock, Finland, 420 

Namur, 255, 256 
Nancy, 212 
Nantes, 207; Edict•or, 401 
N :lo, Cape de la, 163 

"rype, 116 e Oldham, :241; co~n-spinning, 
I. iNimc Alps, 33I • 24~ • 

N'or.um, Roman, 3~ f ji)l,;ander~plar¥, 7I 
N~andy, 213 Oleron Isle, I~ 
Norrkoping, 122 Oliv, z.:r, 1'-8.95, 218; in Greece, 
lt~Porth Atlantic and .rcti.1o6; 1~6, '!57 ;•In Provence, ~18; 
• C51pe, 1<>8, n3; Se~ri; -oilofAndalusiaandCatalonia, 

co-,.st of Britain, 222, 223• _.,.; -oil ofa Elvas, tSg; of • 
coast of !Jenmark, 276 \ s.. Seville, 183 . .. ' . . .. • • 

N a pies, 103 ; ~infall, 53 ; steel, 
r~ ; weather, 92 • 

Narbonne, 203 
• Narenta, river, 341, 365; valley, 

3'i: • 
• • • •• 
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Olkusz Mount:tl.ns, 415 
Olmutz, 37' • Olona strean1, 99 t 
Olsa valle1! 3i; 

• Oltentoi95 • 
•Olympm 48 • 

Ombla, ;;Vl!t, un<~frgwund, 364 
~n~gat rivet1 4o3, 414 ; Lake, 

• 108~,.403 • 

climate, 201 ; floods, ~5 ; in· 
fluence, 215 

Pa~ma, 93; violets, :nS 
Pa.Passus J.'&.nge, 131 

Paruzo, port, 363 
Pasages, port, :ti'6 
Passau, 333 
Pas~ierthal, 360 · " 
Pasture in deciduous 4:one, 75 ; 

•in Scandinavia, us 
Pates defoie gral 328 •.dMon~,. in P•rtugal, xS8; in 

• Spain, 171 • • 
Ooluic ridges, 297* 

• Patras, 157 
Patriarchal and eParticularist, 

Ofla1s at ~ or&svagas, ~~ 
'-• gpenh~m, i2f 

I05 •. 

Pirmasens, ~3 • • 
Pirna, 303, 336 
Pir'ot, 145 
Pisa, 93,97, 101 ; oil, 95 

, 
Pisek, 370 • 
Pistoia, IC>:l .... 
Pisuerga, river, 185; basin • 

.wheat, 170; valley, 173 • 
Puarro, 187 • • 
Plaice fishery~ Denmark, 276 ; 

• nursery in J uti and, 276 
Plain ar<fk, 47 

,~~~~' 
drought 

Plains, 36 
Planina caves, 3/>z 
Plants, _ 69; in Spain, 

o~~t~:-~e;~, 3t90; clillJ\te, T.70 
• 0PPi• ~9 ; -Olsa lowllo.nds, 372 

Optical 'l"trt!Inents at J ena~xS 
•~ranges m l,faly, 96; of De'i"• 

Pau1 209 • 
Pavta, 93 
Payerne, 39S • 
Peasant pllt.prietorship 

folia"', 17x 
Plauan, 336 

in. Pleisse, river, 334 
Plock. 416 · 

Russia, 423~425 . 
Peat, Swedish, x23 

Ploesti junction. 138 
Plum in Croatia, 354 

e I7l; of S.,iUe, .. 1:71, ·183. 
•-Ore Mountains, 296, See Erzge· 

. bir~ • • 

Pees !l'Unfkirchen~ 350 ; coal, 
349 

Pegnitr. Gap, 334 .. 

Po, river, 85, 86, S7; and Fiave 
basins, map, 8.6 

Podgoritsa, t47 
Podolia, 414 

• Orebro, l23 ·• 
dhhoved, 275 
Orient· Express route, 431 132 
Orleans, 199 • 
Odl:e basin, :213 
Orsova, 67, 68, 346, 350 · 
Ortak01, 149 . 
o.itr, 358 • 
OSJ&arltamn, 1~3 
Osl.., 109 

·Peipus Isthmus, 4-06 ; Lake, 422 
Pek.basin, 146,. 
Pe1i Peninsula, 148 

Poik, rivt,~63 · 
Poitevin marsh, 217 

Poitiers, zo6 Pellagra, 93 · 
Peilar:rubia gorge, rSo 
Pellas de Europa, 10, 172 

Pencils of N urn berg, 333 
Peneplains, 23, 24 
Pta11icbe~ 190 

Foit:o~, 199; Gapl 4t 
· Pola, 363 

• Poland, 41:4, 415~ 416; partition) 
~~i; population, 409 ; Rus~ 
sJ.an, 407 

• 
• 

• 

• 
4R:lsnabri\~~ 299, 320, 3~ 

~_iach'"!.ake, 36x • • 

P!hinsular disunity, 12 

Penniue!;, ~26 
Pe'ntt::likon quarries,. 157 
Pentland Firt~.2~9 
Perche cattle, 2xf' 
·Perekop Gulf, 4o8 

Polder in Flanders, >54 e 
Poles in Posen, persecu~l.on,.313 
Polish in Austria, 344 ; question 

••• 
(;ls'tend, <!!16 • 
Osterdal, 114 · 

• Ostia, to:t • 
in Gerinany, 293 

POltava, 41.4 · · 
Polye, definition, t3r! 
Pomaks, I•P 
Pomerania, 312 • 

•• 
• • Ostrau, 371~ • 

8stro-Goth . 1 

. strovki R~ ids, 405 
Ostrovo Lake, 150 

Osuna~ 183 
• Otho, £.19 

• 

Periander, 126 
Perigueux, 208 
Perm, 25 - • 
Pernik coal, 143 
Pest, 351 
Pet~ora, rivet, 414 

e>onferrada, 187 
• Pontebba. (Pontafel) Pass, 361 

Pontevedra, 161 
Pontresina, 389 .. 390 
Pontypool, 247 . Otranto Strait, tfS 

Ouchy, ~8 
Oudenafc:!e, 250, 257 
Ourt}:le,· river, 251 

• Pet~r the e.reat, 4-02, 404, 405, 
4~:2; at Zaandam1 272 

Peter the Hermit, 197 · 
Peterhof, 404 
Peterwardein, 355 Ouse, river, 228 • 

Ovar,.tB8 
Overysek 265, 267 
Oviedo, ~721 1.75 

.;' Petrokov, 4<6 
Pfaffikon, 386; Lake, 393 
Pfalzburg, 327 

Oxe15sund, I2l ·• 
~zokerit in Galicia. 373 • 

:pacific civilisation) t3 • 
Pad-born, 323 
Paillon basin, 85 
Paiz (ie Vinhe, :>88 0 • 

• • · Pajares Pass, 167~72, 173; road, 
.1]6 ... • • 

...faiatinate, 30X,.33t, 333 ~ win*t: 

Pfirt railwat~, 196 
Pforzhei~~·8 
Philippopohs, 142 
Ph>fnicians, 9 
Phylloxerl, 97 • 
Physic~dtld relation, I 

iacenz 87 
Picardy, 3 
Piedmont, 94, 99 ; rice, 93; road 

from Vienna to Basel, •333 ; 

• ~ 132 ' ·~a~ncu:lt "!84 ; w11eat, 170 ~ 

Poprad, river~ 36 
Poi?ulation, densest, 33S; den .. 

s1ty, ,5.o; distribution, 4fe 
Porcelain of 'Bohemia, 369 ; of 

Copenhagen, 279; of if[e1ssen, 
336 ••.• 

Poretta Pass,\!-ot 
Perman, iron Jjort, 179 
Ponentruy, zSs, 395 
Porsgru1:1d, n6, 11.8 
Port Bon, 177; Talbot, 238 
Port wine nt Portugal, 162 ; 

~wine ar'!l~ I72 • 
Porto Quieto, 363 • 
Pottoferraio, 104 

Palerm6"'citric~acid tra.e, 9<i. _ 
~ Palos, Cape, 170; fishery~ rBif/lf 
•have~62 . .:-, 

•· Pa.m~na, ~ oerh•e.t1on, 170 

Pancorbo Pas~ x6s 

s~, 96 ; >W;es, 98 
Pie sberg, 251 
"Pig nt in man, 79 • 
~igs in Croatia, 354; in Den~ 

mark) 2111; in Estremadura, 
1:87.; in Servia, :r46} of Tala· 
vera, x86 

Portugal, 163, · 165, x88 .. x9o ~ 
Atlantic, ere1ation to, r88; 
economic outlook! 190 ;.Map 
in Colour, 16oMx6t; nelroes 
in, x67 ; population, t82 ; 
relief, t88 

Posavina distil'lng, 365 ; valley, 
365 Poscitavo~ri~r, 388 ; basin, 

Pannonia, Roman, 366 • 
Pantenbrtiche Falls, 390 
Paper·maki~ in Ba~ia, 332; 

in Get"many, 309; if N'*way, 
.. :u6, u8 . • _ _- • 

· Papier. mache "fn.SaKe. Mein· 
ingen, jtS • • e 

Pa'R:lmeras or pla:teau·basins, 

Pilatus, Mount, 3il.'5 • 
Pili:za, river, 416 • 
PAau, o88 •I 
Alsen, 37•; ·Radnitz coalt ~9 
Pindus range, XJ.'t, 155 • 
Piorobino, :t04 
Piot«tov,-.r6 • 

-rJie~, ?86) 295,. 31:3; town, 
31 3 • 

Posoninm, Roman (Pressburg), 
350 • 

Pota_.,, 74; in Germany,.309; 
trade of Hanover, 321 

Potatoes, 73 ; in Bavaria, 332 ; • 
• '167 

Purdulitz, 370 • • ·• 
Paris, 2:t4, 215~ l::f-SiQ, 2101 211 ; 

• e-enwing at Rul'lla, 3'\ 
u~~s, 1~6 

Mirwro salt-works, •363 · 

• • • 
• and Slavs, 369 • 

•\ . ... . . . ,. • • ' • • I .. • •• 
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• • 
lotsdam, 3j5,e3I~ 

' 
Power, glaciers as a source of, 

388 ; from surface gases, 323· 

•• 

• 

I 

• 

324 • 
Prague, 297, 3401 368, 370; 

dlm.ate, 369 ; racial rivalry in, 
368; University, 368 

• Prahova oiJ.field, I39 
• P~ir~e, 74-

Pratugau, 382, ~8 
Pravali foundries, 361 

• Precipitation, .2; in \'iinter and 
'- in summer, 62 

%edil, 36r 

• 

• 

Pregel, river, 2ts; defences, 286 
Prehistoric immigratio• 8; man 

on loess, 44 
Prerau, 37:r 
Prespa Lake, xso 
Pressburg, 6g, 350 
Preston weaving, 246 
Prevesa, 148, xso 
Pribram, 369 

• 

Primev~man, 78 
Printing at Leipzig, 336; intra· 

duction at Gene.-.or 
Pripet, river; 407, 414, 419; 

-Beresina marshes, 37 
Priz.ren ba~i.n, 1.32 

Prokletia Mountains, 151 

Prosna, river, ~13 
Prossnitz, 37I 
Protection of ice, 33 • 

• Protestants in Vaud, 399 
• Prl;:ncal olives and flowers, 

Provence, 203, 217 ; climate, 
201 ; Old, 217 

~ussia, :l!Js, 296, 3n-329; East, 
286, 3II ; mmerals, 314, 321, 

_3_25; pastoral wealth, 321 ; 
-Plain, unity of, 309; railway., 
~II ; Rhineland, 324-326; 
' s~uerland,.. 323 ; strategic 

control, 3II ; textiles, 314, 
326; towns of Hanover, 322; 
West, 312 

Fruth, river, 36, 137, 339, 402, 
407 

Prz!mysl, 339, 372 

~~~~~~;t:~o, 18Q 
Pulp, 74; in Fr.11~and, 422; in 

Scandinavia, ~1:4, n8, 121 
Pumice in Italy, 97 
Pussta, 357 
Puster Dal-Drave-Mur furrow, 

35 • 
Puys of 4Ivergne,41P1)6 
Pyhrn Paos, 366 
Pyrenean provinces, 176 
Pyrenees, 26, 164, 195; barrier, 

16o ; and Cau~us, 26, 27 ; 
~iinfall, 201 

Quadrilateral, The, in Italy, 
rn..::.p, 101 ; on the Vistula, 286 

Quarnero Gulfn4o 
Quatre Bras, 250 
Quedlinburg, ~8 11 • 
Queenborough, 23'4, 237 
Quicksilver mines, ldria, 36'. 
Quimper, 206 • 

Raab, river, J160; valley, 367 
Ras;,ial Europe, map, 48e 
RaCl'antz, 374 • 
Radiation from red soil, 169 
Radium in Bohemia, 369 - . 

Radofn, 416 co:trol, 3~-S011 control, ccr'n-
Radomir basin, 142 tinuity of, so; cross, 27, 41, 
RadsUidten Tauern, 366 42 ; crystjJline belts, 29, 30 ; 
Rafts on Hungarian rivers,~47 crusPal, 2!; disteibution of, 
"Ragatz " frontier, 388 map, 40 ; div!'ding liqe, 22 ; 
Ra~usa, 129, 340, 341 . •div1sio11 latitudinaP,"" 22.; 
Ra1l from S.W. France to N.E. divisiotT, lon~itaciitlal, 22 ;• 

i-ussia, 40 divisions, • teternal, 2~; 
Railwa~ gauges, Ft!nco- diKisions in re man, 23; fold 

German, Russian, Spanish, 41; v. block, map,.29; folt: ga[ls,: 
gauges,Rtasianandstandard, 27; g~~-al teaturef, mal' 
407 ; rolling stock from • 27; ~lin~ 1¥te, 25 ; Ian~ com-
Eirmingh8jj1, 247; "zone" mumcat10ns, 39-45; h~eof 
traffic in lrungary, 347 ma~um distur~rwe, 3z..; 

Railway'P Balkan, •isting and population, d'-;tribution oT, 
proposed, map, 153; in Den- 45-5o;~yrenees, 2t, i7; Sierra 
mark, and s•amer routes, contr" 26 
275; east an• west, 41 ; of R'lfUscheid tools,f4325 .. • • 
France1 map, 214; German Rennes, 207 e• 
Strategic, !l:84·286; inN orway, :RtJ¥iles, no1ious,!77 
most northern, n9 ; inj-ussia Reschen-ScheideyC'k Pass, i5 • 
418; in ~eden, 122 Residual falls, 37 -

Rain, 51-6o; summer, 57, 62; Resin, 74 • • • • 
winter, 53, 62 Reus junction, 178 

Rainfall, Adri~ic, 55 ; Austria, Reule valley, 400 
345; averages, 57; Belgium, Reuss, rWer, 33, 66, 377 ; _in .~ 
255 ; Bohemia, 369 ; Britain, Uri, 386 
245 ; Dalmatian scarp, 55 ; Reva11 403, 406 
Denmatk, 27S ; Engti.sh Rha:.t1am:, in Gtisons., 384 
Channel, 55; extremes, 55 ; Rheinau, 329 • •• 

• Finland, 421, 422 ; France, Rheinfelden, 394 • • 
200, 202 ; Germany, :1l>5 ; Rheingau, 324 111 
Holland, 266; Italy, 90, ~2; Rhine, J"iver, 33, 3~:.307, 356• 
Norway, nx; Rhineland, -Aar confluence, 3~; ba~ 
325; Russia, 411; seasonal, 6~ 65, 6~;.coast,.26S ;-e.nd 
55 ; Snowd~ 55 ; summer Doubs Canm, 327; and Marn't 
conditions.-;s; Sweden, :U3; ~anal, 307 ; political rivalry • 
Switzerland, St. Gothard, 33 ; on, 307...i be~agatz, 379; • 
MAPS, Baltic region, annual, and Khone anal, 327 ; 
112 ; Berlin, 301 ; British Rhone, and Dan e, relatiori!, 
Isles, annual, 245 ; Coimbra, map, 65 ; route, 45 ; at Schaff-
and Madrid, • 169 ; Europe, hauseJh 392 ; in Switzerland, 

es6; France and Spain, annual, 377' 3'88, 394 ; at Vaud, 398 ; • 
201; Hamburg and Berlin, traffic and _.transporr, 305; 
3?1 ; Madrid, x6~ Mar~lles, valley, 293 ~·alley _,ute, 42 ; 
202 ; Moscow and Sebastopol, wine-lands rainfall~ 302 
412 ; Naples, 92 ; Paris and Rhineland, so, 299, 324, 325, ~26; 
Marseilles, 202 ; Sebastopol, mineratwealth, 325 ; textdes, 
412 j Spain, annual, o;zo1 ; 326 • 
Trieste, 345 ; Turin and hinewald, 388 
Naples, 92; Vienna, 412 Mden (forest cleari~s), 390 

R:ikos camp, Budapest, 35:: Rhodes, 131 
Randers, 277 • Rli<¥!ope Balkans (Despol!e 
Rapperswil, 39r, 392.. Dagh), r~, I4I • • 
Rastatt, 328 • Jthon Mountains, 298, 318 
Ratibor, 30~, 314 • Rhone, river, 33; and D_ifube, 
~atisbon {Regenst:.lrg), 333, map, 65; Gate, 401; Lower, • 

334 • 99,i :(,ower, t,raie, 381 ; .,.0:1t~, 
Rauenthal, 324 I 1f 45 , at Sio~ 'lf'l8 ; in Switzer- • 
Rauhe Alp (Swahiiln Jura,. Ian~ ,~i7.::, va1(ey, 2QP.; val~y 

297, 330 -.- t route, 42":' v~ley silk~216 · as 
Ra'fenna, 93, gg, lOT waterway, 66 -.,._ 
Ravensbf'!b Cou~ship, 3~ Ria.~, r61 • : • 
R4vensburg, 330 • Riazan-'?rovince, 417 • 
Recklieghausen, 323 • • IPJe, 276 • 
Red hair of hybrids, 4Io ice in Italy,~ 93; Lombar .. 
Red Sandstone in British Isles, 75; ~!\lin,~ Va~njja, I7I • 

226 • R1chenbad, 392 !' 
Regen valley, 33I, 334 Ried, ~57 • 
Regensburg (Ratisbon), 333, Rieka, r1ver, discontinuous, 363 
• 334 • Riesa, ft ~egional reTations, 6-13 • Rie~ng irge(Gilnt Mls.), 284, 

~e~itz, river, 296; .fasin, 3~ e ..i3~, 3 ; rainfall, 57, 369 
Rajj::)lenbach, 336 R!!;a, 403, 49~ 406, 407 
Re1chenberg, 370 Ri~, a,84 • 
iteims, oos-•o6 • • Rill), J"'eak, r32 • 

eReinosa Pass, 167 • 1 _. Ringkiobing Fiord, 276 
Reftsdiep, 273 e _. Ji,i<*ie Oro, r'o; Tinto copper 4 

Relief, 22~o; _A-Ip~ne, ~-~; mines, !83• • 

• 
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• Index • 44 r' . .,. . . 
• •• • • Rioja Plain, IS.ft J Rouen, zos, 21~ • Saale, river,~194 _,lain, 317; 
Ripley on Dutch type, 271; Roumelian Flam, 142 Upper, 318; and Weser valley, 

on Finns,. 8r, 4:zo . • . Rolfndhead Lake~dwellers, 384; 297 . 
River Regene 6rt9; .alpme man, 8r Saane b~in, 399; valley, 379 
syst~, ·64; ~asins, size_, ?I...i RouTtdheads, 8:r, 99, 102, 103, Saar, river, 325; valley, 327 
.cent~, two, 6~; ireclplt:t"!' 2~2; Alpine, ;383; in Bavaria, Saarbriicken, 326; coal-fielce299 

• tion, 'ffi~ater and summer, 3~1 ; in Britam, early, 225; in Saarburg, 327 
a62 ; relati«ts,' map, 65 ; Gl!rm·any, 310; in Graek Saargemlind, 327 
·temperature range, a6I ; stafuary, 156; in It~,· north, Sa;u, 369 

"• !urfa@e cont~l, 63 ; Valdai i7 . Sable preserve111 77 
esystelfi, 64; varielt ,.,gime, 63 Rousstllon, 218 1 Sables d'Olonne, 193 

Rivers, Iberian, lise, :r68; cfi Rovereto, 360 Sado, riv_1r, x88 . 
~~n, 41; Swiss, map, .33; Rovigno, 363 ~ . Sagres (Cape St. Vincent), 162 til• 
unde:QJgl"t~Und 130, xg~~Qz Royal Albert Doclr, 2., Saharan wmds, j9 • 

, ~viera, 217 • ~imate in North- ~udeshei~24 Saima Canal, 422; Lake, 422 
West Datkans, 134 e di Le- Rudlingen, 392 St. A veld) 327 ; Bees' Head, 

• vante, ~8; of Val BIT-io, 387 RUgen IslandM3t3 226~ Bernard,. Great, Pa~s, 
Rixd~rf~ .»5 • • RUgenwalde, :.CS 397' Chamond, 219; Dte, 

•i-oad-m.rps of Weimar and Rugodin (Narva), 4o6 zu:; Etienne, 219; Gall, 
Go~ha, 31!f319 • e • Rubla, 318 379; Gall abbots, 390; Gall, 

t • Ro.:wme, 198 .Ruhner Hills, 3:16 canton, 391 ; Gall, town, 39:1 ; 
~oca, Cape,_r6z, 164 Ruhr, ~iver, 322, ~23 ; basin, Gothard, 311 33, 377; Gotl~ard, 

Rochd1le, :z,g• • 299-300 ; coal-field, map, 323 approach from Uri, 386 ; 
R8chelle, 193, 208 Rumania, 136-qo; climate, 138; Gothard "Bridg•" 387; 
Rocks, metalliferous and ;edi- commercial ..,osition, 137; Gothard railwat; 387 ; 

• ~entary, 49 e economics, 13"S'; international Gothara.nte, 84 ; Gothard 
Ro(ients, 77 influence, 137; population, Tunnel, 382, 386, map, 387; 
Rodosto roadstead, 148 139; river ports, 139; towns, Imier, 395; Leonhard, foun· 
Roer, river, 251 138 dry, 361; Malo, 193; Maurice, 
R~basin, 85 e Rumanians in Bukovina, 37~ 397; Moritz, 3S8; Moritz 
Roi!tiW swamps, 408 in Hungary, 348 ; in TraRI Lake, 389; )l"oritz springs, 
Ro!lifn, Aosta, 30; camp Salo- sylvania, 353 389.; Nazaire, 207; Peters· 
• dorum.., ~95 ; Cath'l!ics in Rt«nburg 370 bu!'g, 403; Petersburg, climate 

~h~nel~d, 326; Church in Rummelsber~, 3r5 and site, 405; Petersburg J 
~stria• 344 · 41thurch• in Rupel, canahsed, 256 district, 422; Petersb~rg, 

• Fribourg, 399' Church in Ruschuk, fortr•s, 138 geographic, 404; political, 405; 
• Hungary, 353; Church Jn Russia, v, 402·42<* agriculture, Polten, 357; Valery, 214; 

._ Lucerne,~3 ; r.,ad from 423; area, 408, 409; Baltic Veit, 362; Vincent, Cape, 1~2, 
Aquileia t arnuntum, 69 ; lake-land and peoples, 419; ·r89 ; William1

S Otmal, 25:1; 
~oad in aros valley, 352; Baltic coast, · 403; Baltic Wolfgang, 36r 

road, Via Salaria, 89 ; roads, Erovinces, ll_2o; bathing at Ste. Croix, 38r, 398 
sudden decay, 262; .oads in Windau, 40~ Black Sea, 408 ; iajo, river, 346 

• Wiir.emberg, 330; •ation climate and industries, 4•; Sala, n6 
Vindonissa, lt3 ; wall near climatic control, 411 ; climatic Salamanca, 186 ; province, 187; 
Tyne, •40 ,. · • ig~rancdlp 424; clir,.atic railway- to Plasencia, 167 

Romans •in Asturias, 175 ; tyranny, 425 ; contour map, Salambr1a valley, 131 
Austria, 362 ; Britain, 237; 68 ; coOperation, 425; eleva- Salamis, island, 126 

• Budapest (Aquinc~), 351 ; tion map, 413; fisheries, 403; Salerno, 93 
· France, 203 ; Holla.1d, 273 ; forests, 63 ; frontier, 402, 407, Saleve mountain wall, 40:1 

Lorraine, 300; Spain, 170 ° 408, 426; future, 426; historic Salford, 241 • 
Styria,~66; Switzerland, 39 , expansion, 402; isolation, 402, Salmon, uS • 
Transylvania, 352; Vaud, 3i8; 410 ; Kief, 419; Iake·land, 404; Salona Bay, i\1 • 

•race-home of the, 82 • Map in Colour, 416-417; Salonika, 127 ~ vilayet, 136 
~ Momanshorn, 392 • navtgati~, 413 ; old regime, Salt, s, 49, so, in Austria, 357, 

Rome, 82, 91, ror 424; pe~Ie, distribution, 414; 372; Britain, 227; :france, 
Romvsch dialect, 388 p~ulation centres, 41:4; popu- 217 ; Galicia, subterra11ean 

0 Roms-aal, III lation, tiensity, map, 40i; town, 372; Hungary, 349; 
Ronc~valles ~as,:;, 164, J76 racial mix-.re, 410; railways, , Iberia, 16~ Levante pro· 

· •. Ronda, 1Sr • • 418; .lways at Riga Gulf, vinces, 1,.; Magdeburg, 319; 
Rfluefofi, I98 407; raa.fall and temperature Portugal, 188, r8gt~J Saxony, 
RO~s, ~2, u6 • • • of Mo~ow and Sebastopol, province, 31:9; Walachia and 

.... 9'Tschach, 391 map, 412; relief, 410; t'lver- Moldavia, 139 
• ~os11nheim, 332 sy~tem, 41*.; rivers, precipita· Saltholm flat._ 277; Isle, 275 

Roses iW: Bulgaria, 4t43 ; in t1a, 63; ~emperature, 412 ; Sattley, 247 • 
Roumelia, 142, 143; m .Tdb. waar-parting, 410; VWlite Sea Saltpetre, u6 • 

.ralley,.·H basin, 403; winds, 412 Salts in Germany, 309 
• R""oski]Jie, 275•.J/IIIa • •. Russian belts of vegetation, Salzach, river, 33:r, 3391 343, 

Rossit~ 371 .., map, 73 ;~eather, scent, 423; 358, 36o • 
Rostock, :275, 2'!g, 317 • peasants, 409, 410 Salzburg, 340, 356, 36o, 36:r 
Rostof, 4o8 Russians, and French at Nafels, Salziger Se~ 3~ 
Roteturm P~s, 342, 3~; wind, 390; in Geneva·o1 ; Grc:l:t, Salzkammer'!'ut, 356, 357, 366 

59 • • • •1 · 4I9; Little, 419, 42.,1: S:anaden, 389 
Rothaar Mount~s, 2~8, 322 • twhite, ~9; at Ziirich, ?j3 ~~ Sl"makov ba;in, r42 
Rotherham, 247 • ·• Russwitz, 371 • Sambor, 372 
Rothh:orn, 385 . • Rutheniaris, :}431 344;·in lfuko· Sambre,river, 25l;frontier,251:; 
Rot<illlJ1agus (Rouen~2o, • vi~, 374 m Galicia, 373 • valljjy, 254; and Maas v,.tley, 
Rotterdam, 45, 234, 265 ; v. ~·bitfk.-417 • • 37; -Meuse ~iver, 255 

• Antwerp ande Amsteni.a(l, \{r~, 71·73; Dutch, e.z71; Samos Isle, 1:5! 
266; new wa~er:ay~ 265 tJn • inho basin, 'i#Jo Samovars of Ttila, 4i7 

• • •• • •• 

• 

• 
• 

• 

• 
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~an, river-.33~; ,ernando, xBr; Schl!lssberg, 366 Sheep in Gel!lllany, decrea..c;e, 

Lucar, x62, rSr; Roque, rSr; Schliisselburg, 404 309; in Gerona, 177; in Italy, 
Sebastian, r64, 176 Schneeberg, 335, 358 •, • 94 i..?f L»neberg Heath, 321 ; 

Sand, in Hungary, 34~ checked Schneekoppe, 284 • m 1-'<ortlll.tmb~rl~d, 239; in 
by planting acac1as, 350; Schniznach·springs, 393 Spain, :r.7o, 177 1/11 • 
ill Jutland, checked by plant· SchOber, 35 '!;heerne:;:;, 234 • • 
ing pines, 278 SchOnbach, 370 Sheffielcr; Sj 24t \ ~ardware, 

Sandek, 373 s.r.onberg, 37I • 246 • • 
S.ftldomirf4IS SchOne.,ck, 3I9 • Sh~ry of Jerez, I8I 
Sangonera, rivt!t>, 179 SchOneberg, 315 - Sherwood Foreat, 246 • • : 
Sanok, 373 Schuls, 389 A Ship·caf0"1f, proposect, acr.-s 
Santander barbour, 41161; pro- Schiitt Islanns, 350 Britain, 2•9; map, 248 

• vince, 176, r84 Schwarzaw~ 371 ~hipb~jlding, at Bilbao,•lllt'6; 
.ntarem forteess, r89 Schwerilk L~ke, 295; town, 317 in M Britisl-L.. lslts,e23.c;; ..,in 
Santiago, 170 Schwettmg, 329 • Germany, 28~ *Jz; in ltaTy, ~ 
San tis, 390 t Schwyz, canton, 377, 385; town, 104 • • 
Santorin, 125 • 385, 386 • Shipka.rass, 133, 143 •. 

. Saone, river, 66, 216; basin Scotland, Lowl~ds, sandstone, Sitipwrecks off Pertu.gal, !62 
climate, 202 226; Midland valley, map, S./tkujetar of Albanii:P, rsr a• 

Saracens in Spain, r6s 226 gt*b, foo.hi~ls,: unexplored, 
Sardine fishery of Fiume, ~41; Scutari, Lake, 147 • 151; moun tams, 132 e • • 

of France, 193 ; of Gahcia1 Sea and • democrac~ 155 · Shott depression~, .,59 • .-
162, 175; of Portugal, r89 -fisheries, 12 Shurnadia ~ore~, 145 

Sardini~19, 97, ro4; dwarfs, Sealand, 277 Siberian ''pole of cold," 55 • 
104; m.nera\s, 97 Seas, MarginaJ.f.nd Midland, 14- Sic~, 97, 104; ancient import· 

Sargans, 391 ._. 21 ; Atlantic climate and ance, I9 ~ ,.,. 
Sarmatian plateau, 372 winds, 20; Baltic, 15, 16 ; Siebenbur~en, 352, 353 • 
Sarnen, 386 :Black Sea, 14, rs ; fish, move~ Sieben.g:ebtrge, 325 
Saros Gulf, 148 ments of, r8; map, oceanic Sieg, nver, 299~300 
Sarpsborg, 116 depths and continental shelf, Sierra, contr~ 26; de ~n-
Sarthe, river, ~9 21; Mediterranean, rS, 19; chique, 189; Morei¥t, .,r64, 
Sauer, river, 251 North Sea, 16~18; Suezro11te, r83; Morena olives, IT"' 
Sauerland, 322, 323 • 19; tides, r8 ·• Sierras. r67 • I ·• 

1 Saumur, 2o8, 2ro Seasonal climate, 70 Sierre, 397_. ~ 
Sapternes wine, 209 Sebastopol, rainfall, 412 Sig~na, roy • • • 
Save, river, 45, 144, 346, 354; Sebenico, 364 ;tEay, 341 Sihl valley, 3!5 

lowlands, 354; Upper, 362 Sedan, 194, •r Si.l valley, 165 e 
Sj.vona, 88, 104 Seefeld Pass, 297 Silesia, .. ustr~· ~rown~land,_. 
Savoy, 8-f, 202, 401 ; House of, Seenplatte, 312 371~372; Pr an, 314, 31.5 ; 

393 . Segovia province, 185 ; town, agriculture, 3 industt'Pcll • 
Sa,xa sprrngs, 397 r8s • areas, map, 33S; ntinerals, 314; 
SS:xe, race in Thuringia, 31~; Segre, river, 167 railw~s threatening Vienna, 

-Altenburg, 318; ~Coburg~ iegura, river, 179 28~ textiles, 314 • • 
Gotha, 318; -Meiningen, 318; ~ille valley, 327 S!listria for~r~!~41, 143 . 
-Weimar-Eisenach, 318 Se~\te, river, 198~.,, 2o,ff 205, S1lk mulberr'1"i.n It_.,, g6, m 

Saxon "Switzerland,'' 336 214; basin, 64, 211; floods, Maritza Plain, 13~; produc-
Saxons in Transylvania, 353 65 ; z... Garonne, 199; navi~ tion in Mi!an, 99, in Thrace, 
Saxony, 334 ~ 337; character, gability, 41 149; ~avmg m Base:l, 3~ .. 

3l4; industrial areas, map, Sele, river, 98 in R~one valley, 216; on 
3!5; industries, 335 ; mineral Selzach, 395 Zurich Lake, 386, 387, 393 
wea~h, 335 ; towns, 336; Semeni valley, 151 tlkworms in Spain, ~8 
Provm& of, l/4 Semlin, 350, 355 SUI-Inn confluence, 360 

Sazawa, 368 Semmering Mou~tain, 358; Sill¥tn, 360 -.. ~ 
Scandinavia, ~5- 123 ; agri.. Pass, 3S7; railwa11 366 Soils, 389 • t rl 

culture, us ; emigration, 104; Semois, river, 251 Silven, r43 • 
fiord life, 107 ; forest, n4 ; Sempach battle, 377, 386 e Silver in Harz, 298; in ~onyJ 
Highlands, 25; v. Italy, 105; S.enne sand, 323; v•ey, 257 3rg, 335; -lead m Scandmavi.a, · 
Map in C~ur, r 12- r 13• S'ens1 204 • r ri • • • • 
minera•, 115 ; ~ture, us ; Sepnmer Pass, 389 f tf Simmen vaiJ(ti:J, 383 • 

41 relief, r4to ; river-system, 113 ; Seraing, 258 • ' Simmeath<l.), 396 • • 
water-supply, II4 Serajevo, 365, 366 implon Pll'ss, fn, 397 ;eTu~e~ 

Scania, 47, Jo6, IIS, 120 Seres, :r46; in Dalmatia) 365 31, 397 • • 
Schabzieger or SifJsago cheese, Seres tobacco, 15,. A inj, 364 • • 

3'lP Sereth, river, 339 • ii!ink·h*s in Albania,~3o 
Sclmffhausen, canton, 375, 381, Serviapt 144-147; ecot~mics, "!n, 378, 397, 398 • 

382, 392 ; Falls, 393 ; town, 145; frontiers, 144 ; geo· 1 occo wind..lllilii _ • • • 
59' gr.aphic control, ~45; indus- Sissek~:}li' ~5 • 

Schanfi.gg (Ple9!ur), 388; valley, tncs, 146 :::ittter, rxver, ~Y~ 
389 Servians, I28 Skage41 Rak, rolt 

Scheldt, river,• :ziJ, 2~ 254; ~tubal fisl;tery, 189 ; Lagoon, SkanOr, 107 
coast, 265 ; laneY area round r62 I Skaw, :ri9' 216 • 
estuary, past and present,~3 ~vern, river, 226 '- Sk~fte._LaKe, tf'"3 • 

Schemnitz, 349, 35~ ~evjle, city, r64, _. 180, _11tj; fi!Wen, ub • 
Scheromitz junction, 363 4tlj'vigation to, 168; province, SK1ri~colou~·n'tnan, 79 
Sch~veninge119 262, 272 I83 Skwnbi val y, ISO . 
SdW.edam, 271 e Ceyon valley, 400 • t Skuta~ L e, 151 ; pem111ula, 
Schleitheim, 39t e8hadovsk,•4o8 • • • I27 
Schleswig, 276; ·Holstein, 322; Shd!- Dagh• I32, ISO e e Sia*: in Britioh Isles, 225; in • 

t:wn~ 3.2 f .s:eaf, 247 ' • ' e Brittan~, 2"6 • • . .. . . . ~ 
• A e '• 

• 
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S'tat'ina, 138 • • • • J Star:tPianina Pass, r I • 
Slav languages in Austria-Hun- Star<:!a factories in Cermany, 

· gary, 345; question in Ger· 3~ 
many, 293e I • ~tasfurt, 309, 319 

Slavoma 353 • Stava"ll.ger, to6, II7 
• Sl,_voni~fiuence in Bulgaria, Ste~born, 392 

•:r41 e • • Stee industry in England, 247 ; 
Slews, 44, ·33a,; ~ Austria- Sy dicate, 326 ; -works, Iti_· 

R ungary, 3~2, 341• 356; Bal- lia 104; ·works of T,-ni, 9'1l 
•.leans, :111;5; Bohemta, 368, 3fJ9; Ste' , Schaffhausen, 392 

~arnio._, 36! ; Dalmatia, Ste schaber, 401 
363 · 364; Germ/',1', 310; Stelvio Pass, 35 ~ 
Gaetce, rs6; KGstenland, 363, Steppe, 74,75, 76,8 organisms, 
1\'feckl<;jlbmg, 317; ~sia, 77 

' 4!1:9"' Servijtl' 146; Styria, Sternberg, 3~ 0 
367 ; Thtl'mgia, 318 ; as Sterzing, 360 

• fishers, ~9 • Stettin,. 288, 29,.313 
Sliven,e14! • • • Steyr, 3S7 • 
i'lovaks, 3..-r: Stockholm, zog, uo, 1201 122; 

S1bvenes or \V~ds, 3441 345,i5t map of site, 110 
IIISloyl\1' Lake, '!43 • ~olp, 288 

e-.,alil'nd, 120, r22 · Siorm t•cks, Atlantie (map), 53 
Smolen!fc, 4o1";.,rov~ce, 417 !itour, river, 236 
SnOijldon, 55 Stralsund, 289, 313 
"S~Xial" forests, 74 Stranbenzell, 392 

..?ocial species, g, 76 • Stranja Balkans,44I 
_ So~amn timber tra~, 114 Strassburg, 451 195, 327; Rhine 

Sofia, 132,,143; hasin, 142 navigation, 306 
1 Sogne Fiord, IIO Straw-plait, 93 

Soil,.41; soils, 24 Strela Sund, 313 
• Sola'!'l~~nd, 59 • Strib, 275 

Sole.r!t 236 Stromstadt, 122 
'1~ cut~ry, 325 Str~a, river, 149 

ofen,'tJ33 Stry1, 373 
e flats, 199 • e Studenitza monastery, 1:32 

· Sotothum, ~5 • Stuttgart 330 
Solway, 249 Styria, 356, 366, ,641 
~onneberg, 31i • Subterranean, rismgs, 37; 
~opron distrir-t 9 rive.rs in Karst, 1301 198, 362, 
.. SoWL, provin 184 363 ; town in salt near Cracow, 
Soro Sound, o 372 
Sosn:owice, 4 5 Suczawa, 374 • 
.»lfli, 149 • · 'Sudetes forest, 75; wool, 372 
"S"ound, '1'he, 27.~275, 277 1 Sudetic mountains, 343; effec• 
South-Do~ w • rt, 235 on .,.ather•57; valleys, 31.a. 
South Kinzws val y, 328 ~uevi, 297, 330 II 
Southampton, 235 . ·Suez Canal, 82; dues, 43 ~ute, 

~_171-188; bulls, !i?' 18:? ; 19, ·42 ; Via Egnatil route 
-emig?!iJt1on, 174; ~~p m to, I54-

Colour, Spain and Portugal, Sunshine, distribution, 7 
z6o-z6z• Moorish aspect, weden, zzg-z23; conlmunica-

••778, 179! minerals, 173; pOp- tions, 122; industries, 122; 
....._ · .,.Jation, 774; primitive condi- iron, 121 ; 1\iap in Colour, 
·~ 'JOns, 174; wind, s_g. 6o • Il2-II3; at4tl Norway, ll1; 

Spa,lato, 340, 347, 3l!'4; wine,• occupatiore, u9; rainfall, 
• 365 n3; rivers, 114; temperature, 

Spalt, !32 n2 ,wate.power, r2r 
Spandav, 315, 316 S. wiss, river-s~stem, map, 33 ;e 
·spankenburg, ~9 • • • ,...,tjfnnels, •a~, 32, 387 

• ~pedes? social, 9, 7~ ~tzerlanOJ. · 375-401; agri-
Spe!sart, •1}8 ; oa'- 3:W • culture, 3.; Alp v. alp, ~7 5, 
-e~, 307 f. 379; climate, 378 ; Engad1ae, 
_,IJ.'"Zi- 98 ; Gulf, 89 389; foreign relations, 375; 
Sjlhagta ~phakteria), island, \ forel nucl4t1s, 375, 377; 

· 159 •· • indu~ies, 380; internal v. 
~ires, 66, 333 external relations, 383 !"' lack 
e'?P~ead, ~6 ~ 0 of unity, 375 ; lakes and 
-::spitsberfen a~ vulf'II@Ptream, glaciers, !78 ; languages, 

· 53 • map, 399 ; linguistic frontier, 
Splilgen Pass, 389 • 397; Map in Colour, 384-
Spol forests1 390 385; natural resolj(ces; 379 • 
Sponge-fishm!A Dalonati-\ 365 ; • plateau, 395 ; polfl!ical char-

Italy': ~ 1 • acllr, 381 ; population, 388 ;. 
Spr':e, riyer, 293, IJ4, 316 • rt!igions, enap, 398; rac·-
Spru)j;s, hot, 49 • 383, 384 ; Rhone Gate, 4ot , 
Stad':-.321 • e • river-system, 377; scenery, 
Stal!ltJoul, 127 384; fsurftl@:'e featut,es, map, 

•Stanislau, 339, 372 •J•; -.:,t~Lle alld metal woo~<, 
Stans, 386 • • • ~ • • 
' . . •. . ' 
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• 

Tablet, 392 e 
Tabor, 370 • • 
Taff Vale, 238 
Taganrog, 408 
Tagliame~o, river, 338, 361 

• 
• • 

Tagus river, 186; Lower, atld 
l\1ar da Pa1ha, map, 162; 
source, 167, 184 • Takhyno, Lake, 149 0 

Talavera, 786 • 
Tammerfors, 422 
Tana, river ux, 402 

• 
Tanning, bleb-bark for, 423 ; in 

Hcsse-N assau, 324 • 
Tar, 74 • • 
Tara, rivw, Montenegro, 747 
Tarasp, 3'S9 
Tarn, .V:er, 198 
Tarnopol, 372 
Tarnow, 339 
Tarnowitz plateau, 314 
Tarraco, old port, 165 
Tarragona, city, x6s, 178; 

province, 178 
Tarvis junction, 361 / 
''Tatar G~~6 
Tatars, 402 
Tatra Mountains, 35; drainage, 

347 
Tauern, Hohe, 360-361 ; and 

Karawanken a~ess to Inns
bruck, 340-34-llr longitudinal 
routes, map, 367 

Taunton Vale, 226 
Taunus Mountains, 299, 324 
Taus, 370 
Teltow, 315 
Temesvar, river, 346; town, 

T;~~e~~~ure, 51-6o; orFinlan;, 
421; ofltaly,go; of~orway, 
III ; in Russia, 41.2; 'Swede~ 
~12; diurnal maximum and 
minimum, 62 ; extremes, 55 ; 
range, s8 ; range over river 
basins, 6x 

Temperatures, European, map, 
541' . B D 1' • Tep 1tz, 369; · rux· ux 1gn1te, 
369 

Ter plain, 177" 
Terminello, mountain,~9• 
Termonde, 25()ti • 
Terneuzen, 256 "-
Terni, 104 
Teschen duchy, 372 
Test, river, 236 
Tetrahedral the2ry of the earth, 
•vi, vii, ~~lapse.-of glass 

T~:i~~~ ~i!1 1 
e 

Teutoburger, 322; Forest, 298; 
Pass, 321 

Teutonic, Kn~hts, 406, 407; 
nomads, 282; Order, 3'i; 
type, II7 

Teutons in Switzerland, 384 
Textile industri;.s in France, 

215, 219; in Italy, 104; in 
Mosc~w, 416; ij: Poland, 416; 
in RhTnelat4, 326 ; in Silesia, 
314; in Switzerland, 380 

Thaj~tes, •33'iiJ6; geology, 228, 
229 ; shipbt!ilding, 235 

Tharsis copper mines, 183 
Thasos Isle, 148, r~8 

:;rhaya ~ver, 351j,; scenery ,..d 
tannertes, 371 I ' 

ihayingen, 393 

• 

• • 
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' T.he 
'rheben ~rF, !o 
Theiss river, 36, 145, 346, 349, 

350; rafts, 347; Upper, 339 
Theodosia, 408 • 
Thermopylae, 125 
T1!essalonica, rso 
Tbessaly, 156, '57 
Thiele valley, 394 

1 ~orn, 2i6, 294, 407 
Thrace, x 49 • 
Thun, 3S3, 396 

• ... Continent o.fi ~rope•t . ' . . .. ' ~ 
Trdtnontano, wind, 91 I Ung, river, di~ontiriuous, 3t3 
Trans~Pyrenean railway, }'7 Unna, river, 346, 3.54, 365; 
Transition areas, 3, 51 • -S~ve, ri_ver, 353 
Transport in the " lack Unoft., 38!1' • 

Country," 247 Unstrat-Leine 1loute, 2~ 
Transylvania, 59, 352; c~. in, nterw.1lden, canton,~7, 3i6• • 

349; Ma~ar name, 352 Upa, nver, tt.I7 • • • · 
':W:ansylvaman Alps, 35, Upsala, 10, n~ 120 • 

Traun ... \ley, 357 u,_l Mountams, 25, 4•'4•,j 
Traunbruck, 44 Caspian Ga~e 6-S • 

• 

. 
Thur river, .392 ; ~per, 39I ; 

., valley, 377, 3S2 
Trautenau, 70 e.. .. wmd m, i91 377 
Traunstei~32 Uri,_ c~lQn, 377• 3~; FijJ!n 

Trave, riv 290 urnasch, 391 • • 
., 

~hur~a~, ca~ton, 392 
Thunngia, 297, 317 
Thuringian, forest, 29• 298, 318; 

Travers 4 Urn""'oden A\is, fo6. .. • ~ 
Traz-osilfontes, ~ights, 170; Ursern, 386 e .. ,-

province, 188 Usedo!i Island, 3~ • 
Trebitsch, 371 • Usk) rwer, 238 • • 
Tree·dwellers, -.arly, 78; -ferns Wskub, I33J IS~ t~acct, rso 

in Portugal, 171 U st· Dvinsk, 407 •• 

road, 318 ; routes, 29~i salts 

T~~ingians, 3IO 
Thusis, 3SS, 3S9 
Tiber, 4S · 
Ticino, canton, 375, 387; river, 

Trelleborg, 122 ~-.echt, 2~ ' Tr::i• cit., 33S, 36oti rive.~! Uznacb, 392 • .;. 

33, S4, Ss, 377• 387 ; valley, 
Swis'ia.377 

Trieste, 363; to Stettin, 41 • Val, de Rlbz, ~~ de -.rravers, 
Trifail, 367 400 ; Leventina, 386, ~87 ; 

Tides, iJ\the Elbe, 235; North 
Sea and ElllliiM. Channel, 
map,. 17, 18-;--R.hine and 
Scheidt, 235; at Rotterdam, 
235; double, at London, 234; 
double, at Southampton, 236 

Triglav peak~62 S.uj!'ana, 36o • 
Trikhala, 157 Va!ats ..,ton, 375, 377•,.j96~ 
Tripolitza, t 57 397 • 

Tilbury, 234'
Tilsit, 286, 4of; winter, 312 
Timan ridge, 414 • 
Timber, Scandinavian export, 

II4; in Sweden, 121 ; trade, 
•r14, 404 

Timok~Danube, river, 141 
Tirana, 183 
!isza-Fi>red, 347; -Ujlak, 347 
Titlis, mountain, 386 
Tobacc~ in Bulgaria, 14:2 ; 
• "Levant," 97; in Reg~tz 

basin, 332 ; in Thrace, 149 ; 
in Turkey, 149 

Todi, 377, 379 
Toggenburg, 391 
Tokay, 349 ; volcanic vine~ 

yards, 347 
Toledo, 168, 186 ; Mountains 

Trofaiacb, 367 Valance, 203 • 
Trogen, 391 Valdai Hills, rivers of, 6o, 64 
Tro\lhatta Falls, 122 Valdepenas, ~6 •• 

romsO, nS Valencia, 6o, 163, 179 • • 
Trondhjem, 109, II31 nS Valenciennes, 250 """" 
Troppau, 372 • Valen~, S7 • " • 
Tiibingen University, 330 Valladolid.I..I67, r8s I .,.,., 
Tuchel Heath, 312 V:ftlees, 4~ • • 
Tudela, 176 e Valte\lina, 3~S • 
Tula, 415, •16, 417; province, )landals in Andalusia, r6s • 

417 Var, 218 • w 
Tulcea, 139 Vardar ?iver,~, basin, 1_s_o; 
Tundra, desert, 74, 4II estuary, 127; te to Se~a,-. 
Tunja valley, 133 ; roses, 143 145 ' 
Tunnels, Swiss-:" map, 32 Varenna, 91 

Junny fish in Euxine, rsB; VarW;c!ri "fragment~" 2~ 
fishm~ otiW. France, 1.93 ntar ~r:a~s, 292; in 

~ia, river, 178 • • • Bavari , • 
Tu .. ii&_. 88, 99; rainfall and Varna cotton, 141; harbour, 

teri~~e:rature curves, 92 142 
Turkey, 148·154; coast, 148; Vashefl', 349 

Map in Colour, 128 .. I29; Vaud, eSo, 398 
people, 151•152; P.olitics, 1~0 · Vechte river, 262; basin, 323 
products, 151; ratlways, exiSt· ecsa, river, 36 • 

.S6 
Tollbacb, 360 
Tolo~, .64 
Tomas Pass, ~~; route, 353 
Tonnay, 208 1 
tonsberg, rag, u8 
Toplya, river, 346 
Torda salt mines, 352 
Tormes, river, a2P 
Tornea!.aiver, J~.,..I4 
Torres ~dras~162 
Torrevieja, 178 
Tortosa, 178 

mg and proposed, map, 153; Vegas of Levante, 178 ., 
·red dye, 14~ 326; relief, 'f~etation, Climatic Cohtro~f, ...JJIIII' 
x4B, 1:51.; relig!~m, 152; rule, 09·76; tpnes, 73·74 .... ',-. 
152; shrinking 8t, map, 135; "eleta glacier, 168; peak, rBo 
War in 1913, Note, rsq.,. Velikaya, river, 420 • 

• 
Turkish languag~,.-36 -. Velino, mountain, Sg • 

urks, 128 ; in J:W,lkans, 135 Vendean Bocag;, 199 
Turmberg, 294, 312 I ,. Veftd~e, 20l!l• 
Turnhout, 256 Vendetta in Albania•x52 • 
Turnu Severin junfion, 139 Vend~s -.ageon, 193• 
Tascany, gr, 921 102; old roc Vener1 Lake, 122: • ,.-

97 Ven:uan Alps, 35 • •. • Tasks, the, 151, 152 
TOss, river, ~93• . 
'•'foul Gate ' of Lorraine, 21i 
Toulon, 217 ; harbour, 102 
Touiouse, 2031 209; CoUnts of, 

Tver province, .7 ; tov6, 41..., Vemc.a. 83, 99, r.oo; em.ap, xoo; 
42~ e •-Lulreck; '!T •. 

_y!:e, rl·;(;:r, -:.'.j':/1 240, 241; an rbas valley, 365 • 
Wear ports, map, 240 Verc~t01111tr.io6 • e 

196 ; valley •xen, 208 
Tournai, 257 

Tyrol, 359, 360 • Verdul'r,"2S5 ' • 
Tyrolese, 342; and Italy, 343 Ver<e'zke Pa~ 36, 342, 372 

Tours, 204, 2W' e 
Tower Hill, 233l ~dine, 9cJ 
Toy-making in Niirnberg...332; Uleaborg, 422 ' • 

in Thuringia, 3j8 ,.. -rllm, 296, 300, 330.a, 33t f 
Trade winds, sx, 52; Anti- ett.ra~violet rays;' effect on 

Trades, 5., 531 59 •ancient Greeks, 154 
Trafalgar, Cape, 162 Umbria, 94 • t 

Verona, 100 
Verviers, 255, 258 
V~u~s, !Js ., 
vetter~Lak;, 122 '-· • 

•evey, 3So, 11Q8 

'.rtajan's aqutduct at~egovia• Umea1 Jt.4 
' 1S5; bridgelwer Tagus, 165; Uotderground riverslltL~!i!~• 

Gate, 132 I 362, 36t; see Subterr:!ltei' 

Via Egn.ia, rso, 152.; ..J_.ata, 
•,s,; l'fala, 3SS; Sala~, So 

Viborg, 275,422; ·Finlana fn3.in 
• Jine, 421 e .. Han gO railway ,• 

421 • . . ·· -- .. .. . . . ••• " 

·-

• 

-
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"i<;enza, 93 ., • • 
Vichy, \:96 • 
Vidin fortress, 138, 143 
Vienna, 69, 342, 356a 357 it rain

fall and t4tn~ratme, 345 
• Vienn¥ver; 199; town, 203 0 

:Yierwa~t'attersee, 37S. 
• ~ierzo, I sf/ .. • 

Vitnoble, 400 a • 
._~igo, 161, 175 • 
• i~ings~·IoS · Ioi ; influence in 
tiHano~r, 320; at~vgorod, 

..,: 420; raiding·rou~s, map, xoj. 
Vil~lf.::, river, 207 •-
Vilij~rill>er, 4~ -. 

...... Vffia<!l'!!' 354, ~Oi, 362 
Villagarc~,ll75 • 

• Villinien. 328 • 
V!I1_1a, 420.; U.iversity, 420 • 

'"\Oindomsso:, 3~ a 
"\'ine, 70, 72, ~ ; d~tributidl. ih 

.• F!4lnce, 209; in Greeee, 157; 
-in 1¥'-ly, i,.. r~uirements, 

2IX 
Vitft:yards in Transylvania, 352 
Vio~a river, l3I ; basin, ISO. 

._.VWiJmm, Roman camfl, ·362 
Vis"E!', ro6 

!' Visigoths, 203 
Visontio (Besan,on), 205 
Vis~·OI!98 ; valle)e 397 

• Vist~· ,.. river, 1:31 
: Vist~ ) 31~; in Austria, 356; 

'-_eon : u:ian frontier, i39; at 
~cow, 373; ~tificati~ns, 

M'ff(J; i• Gepny, MIS ; 
• J.\rliddle, •PS ; on Russian 
• • frontier, 4'>7 • 

.vitebsk, 40r· . Via!;>sha, pea 2 
'Vr!J::.aya, 1:7 

Vizeu", r89 
VJaardingen, 272 • 

.....,adimi• province, 417 \ 
Vogelsber~2~ 
Vogtland, 35, .....--. 
Volcanic tion in Italy, 8~ ; 
. activ!ty, cor:centration, vit; 

&264 Prussta, 324·~; pro-
'llllo. ducts of ltaly, 97 • 

Volga, 64, 405, 407, 413; basi 
~area, 6zllf provinces, cotton in, 

~ ~i.J1erak, 269 • • 
• ~Jikbof, river, 404, 4fo • 

• Volo, port, 131, 157 
V olte,._, 97 
Vorarlberg, 359 
Vorderl\berg, ~7. -• • 

• .Vortsber&:•-~67 • . 
Vo'l!;es, ris and 'Jii'O<is, 75, 

,.. 28• 327; ·Har~ d1p, 300 
.._v;~go, nver, r88 
-v.,zn<l!ensk, 4o8 
Vranja, 1!b • 

-~chegda, river, 403,414 ....... . .. ... -· Waag, river, 34...6, 35a; valley 
.. mines, 35" ; ~lley sptings, 

W"'il49. ~ aal, nv:er, • 
• Wa~r~4; attle, 3oi' .., 

Wa•dhoren, 357 • • 
Waitzen Gorge, 3~ 

• Wal«hian plain, 13~ • • 
Wald•.tren,.•73 • 

• Walde~ coal-basin, 314 
• W aien See; 390, 3"' • • ...... . ... 

.. \ . 

Ind~x 

on, 254; tongue, 250• 
end, 240 
en, 396 
in Balkans in 1913, Note, 

I 

w 
W ~mme, 256 
Wa ndorf, 323 
Wa miinde, 275, 31:7 
Wa ow, river, 316 • 

• 
W nsdorf, 370 
Wars in Spain, l8t 
Warsaw, 407, 41 416 ; rail-

ways, 41 
Warthe, river1 313a.·Netze, 

river, 302 •valley> :zoo 
Wasa, 422 
Wassell, 386 • . 
Watch-making"in Switzerland, 

38o, 40Q; Cusin of Autun 
and, 4o:r 

~ater..t'ubterranea'A 38 
Waterwpower in Darmatia, 364 ·; 

France, 216; Italy, 98; Nor# 
way, u6; Sweden, 121; 
Wiener Wald..s57 

Waterways, inland, 43 
Wattwil, 392 
Weathering, 4 
Weesen, 391 
Weimar, 298, 318 
Weinfelden, 392 
We.iPert, 370 
W<!l\;sbad, 391 
Weissen Lake, 361 
Weissenfels, 319 
Weissenstein T\tbnel, 395 
Weisskirchen, 371 • 
Weistritz basin, 314 
Wels1 357 · · 
Welt1ngen monastery, 394 
Wends, 293, 344o 
Werdau, 336 
Werra plateau and valley, •9~ 

riv'll;, 298,,£99; Upper, 31S,. 
Wertacb, 333" I' 
Weser, river, 304! 31» 321, 

32~; in Westpha ia, fEz; im· 
~provement of estuary, 283 ; 
tmprovement wotks, 304 ; 
navigability, 41 

W esterwald, 298, 299, 324 
Westphalia, 41, 322 ; commerce 

in, 291, 29• 
Wetter val~, 299 
Whaling, li'S 
Whe., 71, Z3; in France) 207; 

in 1taly,~_;n; in Rumani~,. 

IJ8, 13~ tnd wine lands, 
·"" 07 

445' . 
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• . • • jl 
Europe, 56 tswing with suf4 
51 •• 

Wind·system, general plan, 2; 
swing, 3 

Wind· wh.-1 (cyclone), explana-
tion, viii; Iceland, 54 • 

Wind ·wrr (anti-cyclone), ex- ' 
p1anatwn, vii ; Azores, zo, 54, e 

w1~dau, '287, 40 . • • • 
Wine, Beaujotfltt 216 ; Bo· 

hernia, 370; Bordeaux, 209; 
Burgun~, 216•; Dalmatia, 
365; Hungary, 349 ; Iberia, • 
172; Italy, 9H Langued"'! 
218; Portugal, "1.88; Rioja 
plain, l184; Seville, 183; 
Swif.Frland, 38o, 400; -lands 
in France, 2o7, 208 

Winter gulf of warmth, map, 
231 ; precipitation, 62 ; 
Russian, 425, 426 · 

Winterthur and the Hapsburgs, 
:)93 

W1•mar, 3'7 l/ 
Witkowitz~t 
Wittenber .. 
Wolfram in ortugal, r~ 
Wolfsbetg, 361 
Wollin Island, 313 
Wo!verhampton;.1146 · • 
Women, field ~our in Italy 
an~ Servia, 97, 146; high 
stanaing among fishing races, 
12, (Galicia) 172, (Norwar) 
II7; textile, etc., labour ~n 
Russia, 41.7, 426 

, 

• 

Wood, influence of drought on 
colour oft 7x, 95 ; products~ 
Norway} II7; wast! in Italy_ 
g8 

Wool in Austria, Briillu, 37te ·• 
41Belgium, 258; Brandenburg, 
~ 315; Granada, I So; in Italy, 

94 ; Turin} 99 
Woollen industry, 244; in 

Britain, 244 ; in N ova"ra, 98; 
in South Lancashire, 241: 

World-relations, x~s; -site, 4 
Worms, 329 . • 
Warnitz, 332; valley, 334 
WOrth, Lake,~6I, 362 • 
Wottawa, rive~..SS • 
Wrekin, 225 
Writing, invent~n in Crete, ISS 
Wupper valley cotton, 326 
WU.rm, river, 297 
WUrtemberg, 45, 297, 330, 33' 
'Wu~zburg ~:t,ersity, 33~ ; 

wme, 3:!2 r_ 

• 

1te La~ of the pussta, 345; 

kkf~Z9Head, 225 • 

Wyr (anti·- eye ne), ~xplana-
tion, vii, .viii; influence} s6 _,. , 

~~li&a4~~htfrranean town in Y~ina, 150; L\ke, 1:51 
salt:·~2 • Yantra valley~ 133 

Wien, river, _;358 Yarief (Dorpat), 420 
Wiener Walo_wine, 357. Yaroslaf1 417 
Wieprz, river, 416 Yataghan jndust~, 151 
Wies1 367 Yellow men, 6, So, 135; 
Wiesbaden, 299, 324. • in PAstria._~ngary, 343; 
;;Yight, Isle of, 236 · Bulgats anr?rurks, 128 
Wi1.9x • YoJ-W,e. r-iver, 65, 200 
Wi..-elmshaljOn v. Emden, 2tJ York Vale, 2,., 
Wind, sx~tSo ; Bora, 59; Cier•IJ, Yotksbire wool, 244 

6&; direction in W. and E Young Folded M<t.~ntains, I•4o 
Eur<f>e, 5~ Fohn, ss; Mistral, 26, 49ft75; in rain, I6t • 

•Sia 1' ~ussia, 4;12' .Sirocjto, ;ty pres, 25~, 257 ' 
.-;. cunrm.er, typ1cal, m N.W. Yquem wme, 20 
• f • • •. 

• • •• • • • • , . . . .. 
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..,-sel defence lin• 269 
Y ser estulry~ 252 
Ysil, river, Upper, 352 
Yverdun, 398 

• z.mdam, 272 
Za.bern Pass, 327 ; valley, 300 
Zabrze, 314 
Zi.drugas. or communal houses, 

zir;t r87 • 
Zagorjc, 354 
Zakany, 347," 354 • 
Zalatna, 349 
•amora provlhce, 187 
Zara Peninsula, 341 t 

• 

Zaregoza, 171, 176 ; deri 
170 ; Imperial Canal, 1. 

Zbrucz, river, 339 
Zealand, Denmark, 

land 
Zee-Brugge port, 252 
Zeeland, 26o, 267 
Zelenika (Castelnuovo), 3 
;a,ngg._,55 
Zenta, JSO 

Zeptsche, 3~ 
Zermatt, 3 
Zernetz, 8 390 
Zibin valfe 352 
Zinc, 4._,. '$.• r.r6 .i. in Belgium, 

258; m Stlesta1~I4 

• 

·• 
THE END 
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